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PREFACE
The material contained i n t h i s volume covers l e c t u r e s presented
at the third annual U.S. Summer School on High Energy P a r t i c l e
A c c e l e r a t o r s , held at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and t h e
State U n i v e r s i t y of New York at Stony Brook (SONY), July 6-16, 1983.
The s c h o o l , sponsored by the Department of Energy (D03) and the
National Science Foundation (NSF)*^ i s o n e of a continuing s e r i e s of
such schools organized at d i f f e r e n t high energy physics l a b o r a t o r i e s
across the country. Past and planned s c h o o l s are:
Fermilab
SLAC
BNL/SUNY
Fermilab
SIAC

July 13-24, 1981
August 2 - 1 3 , 1982
July 6 - 1 6 , 1983
August 1 3 - 2 4 , 1984
July 1 5 - 2 6 , 1985

This t h i r d summer school was planned by an o r g a n i z i n g committee
c o n s i s t i n g o f M. Month (BNL, Chairman), J . D . Bjorken ( F e r m i l a b ) ,
H. Grunder (DOE/LBL), V.W. Hughes ( Y a l e ) , F . R . Huson ( F e r m i l a b ) ,
B. McDaniel ( C o r n e l l ) , C. P e l l e g r i n i (BNL), B. R i c h t e r (SLAC),
R. S c h w i t t e r s (Harvard/Fermilab), and R.R. Wilson (Columbia).
P . J . Rear don (BNL) served as t h e l o c a l s c h o o l d i r e c t o r , and, w i t h

P. Dahl as his deputy, had the responsibility for administering the
school. N.P. Samios, BNL Director, hosted the school and
significantly contributed to its success.
The purpose of these schools derives from a recommendation made
by a subpanel of the High Energy Physics Advisory Panel (HEPAP) that
convened in 1979-1980 in order to assess the current srate of accelerator and detector R&D. The subpanel issued a strong appeal to the high
energy physics community to attempt to encourage a greater number of
scientists and students to work in the field of high energy particle
accelerators. These national summer schools constitute one response
to that appeal. Indeed, it i s the main purpose of the school to attract scientists and students and to enhance their education in accelerator physics.
To carry out i t s mission, the school is guided in i t s operation
by the following objectives: ( i ) to present in a thorough and up-to- '
date manner the entire spectrum of knowledge pertaining to particle
accelerators; ( i i ) to help in the training of scientists who plan to
work in accelerator physics, thereby building a base of particle accelerator specialists in this country; ( i i i ) to encourage development of
accelerator physics programs in American universities by providing
text materials and training for the potential faculty of such programs; and (iv) to foster a more extensive dialogue between particle
physicists and accelerator physicists. Success in achieving these
goals could be an important factor in continuing the advances in accelerator development necessary for a vigorous program in high energy
physics and other sciences.
Each year the school produces a volume of its proceedings
structured so that i t can be read as a comprehensive textbook on accel-

erator physics and technology. These textbook-stvle volumes have in
the past been published by the American Institute of Pysics as part of
its conference series. They are entitled The Physics of High Energy
Particle Accelerators, and a list of published and planned volumes is
as follows:
(Fermilab
(SLAC
(BNL/SUNY
(Fermilab

1981)
1982)
1983)
1984)

AIP Conference Proceedings 87
AIP Conference Proceedings 105
AIP Conference Proceedings 127
To be published

These volumes are compiled from the formal lectures on particle
accelerators. Each course is designed to introduce the concepts at a
basic level and to include state-of-the-art material. The lectures in
general cover a broad selection of topics, and the list of courses
offered by the school continues to-grow as the school matures.
Currently lectures are selected from the following categories;
Introduction to Linear and Circular Accelerators
Design of Circular Colliders
Design of Linear Colliders
Commissioning and Operation of Accelerators
Beam Optics
F i e W Errors, Beam Measurements, and Controls
Measurement Techniques
Radiofrequency Systems
Superconducting Magnets and Radiofrequency Cavities
Introduction to the Beam-Beam Interaction
Advanced Methods in Nonlinear Theory
Particle Tracking
Coherent Phenomena
Beam Simulation
Statistical Phenomena in Particle Beams
Concepts and Architecture of Control Systems
Computer Modeling
New Accelerator Ideas
Advanced Accelerator Techniques
In line with those of previous schools, this year's presentations
span s broad range of topics, from elementary ideas tc advanced
topics. In addition to the standard linear and nonlinear theory of
particle accelerators, courses on statistical phenomena in beams and
on the use of computers are introduced. Also, the Symposium on New Acceleration Methods includes five lectures and provides a review of current research being conducted in an effort f-o tap the very high fields
generated by particle beams and lasers for the purpose of particle acceleration and beam containment. Use is made throughout the text of
examples and problems for teaching and self-study purposes. Finally,
to round out the formal text, we have included, for tht> first time,
courses on particle physics; in particular, a course on the Fundamentals of Detectors and a course on Particle Theory.
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The high energy physics endeavor is an exciting adventure,
probing the ultimate mysteries of physical nature; and to attempt to
put this into perspective, the school offers an annual Symposium on
the State of High Energy Physics. This consists of a series of
seminars on a broad range of subjects such as developments in particle
theory and experiments, detector development, the nature and operation
of high energy physics laboratories, and the status of ongoing and
planned future projects-. This provides a picture of the broad cultural framework of high energy physics within which the field of particle accelerators coexists. The general theme for the 1983 BNL/SUNY
Symposium is related to the very large colliders envisioned by the
scientific community and prompted by the current tantalising evidence
of exciting new physics in the few-TeV energy region. The Symposium
agenda, which includes a Round Table on an Ultrahigh Energy Collider,
is as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The Search for the W
Physics of e+e~ Collisions
Hadron-Hadron Colliders
The Future of High Energy Physics
DESY and High Energy Physics
CERN and High Energy Physics
High Energy Fnysics in the U.S.
How Does the Standard Model Stand
Up to the Real World?
Round Table on An Ultrahigh Energy
Collider:
The Phvsics of Multi-TeV Collisions
The Roie of the U.S. Government
Large Projects
Experiments at Multi-TeV Energies
Accelerator Technology for a
Multi-TeV Collider

C. Rubbia, CERN /Harvard
M. Peskin, SLAC
A.V. Tollestrup, Fermilab
J.D. Bjorken, Fermilab
6.A. Voss, DESY
H. Schopper, CERN
W.A. T7allenmeyer, DOE
Ch. Llewellyn-Smith,
Oxford
Chairman: G.A. Voss,
DESY
J.D. Bjorken, Fermilab
N.D. Pewitt, Office of
Sci. & Tech. Policy
P.J. Reardon, BNL
C. kubbia, CERN/Harvard
M. Tigner, Cornell

The proceedings of this symposium will be published in a separate
volume. This will be the second in a series entitled The State of
High Energy Physics, the first being AIP Conference Proceedings 92
(Fermilab, 1981).
Participation in the school, in terms of both lecturers and
students, continues to be excellent. As anticipated, the major U.S.
high energy physics laboratories (SLAC, Fermilab, and BNL) provide
about 50% of t'.ie students. There have been efforts to improve university and foreign participation, primarily by greater interaction between the school, on the one hand, and U.S. universities and foreign
institutions, on the other. Among other features, the following participation table shows the success that has been achieved in raising
the university and foreign participation, and indeed it shows a striking increase in attendance in 1984.
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Participation in Summer Schools
Source of
Student8
Major HEP labs, U.S.
Universities, U.S.
Other, U.S.
Foreign
Total students
Total lecturers

1981
Fermi lab

1982
SIAC

1983
bNL/SUNY

65
32
13
10

92
14
24
19

78
37
17
16

94
55
15
31

120

149

148

195

24

19

33

50

1984
Fermilab

The school functions through an organizing committee, a school office, and a local school administration. Ths organizing committee
meets once or twice per year as needed, determines overall school policy, and determines the school program and lecturers. The local
school administration is established each year at the institution
where the school is to take place. It coordinates and operates the
school and implements all school functions. The general administrative functions of the school are carried out by a central school office located at Fermilab. This office coordinates the activities of
the organizing committee, maintains a school file, and is responsible
for collecting and reviewing the manuscripts and organizing the publication of the school text. The office also initiates and supports various activities which advance education and documentation in the field
of particle accelerators, such as the 1985 U.S./CEEN Topical Course on
Nonlinear Dynamics to be held in Sardinia, Italy, January 31 to
February 5, 1985.
The past decade has proved to be one of the most f e r t i l s in the
history of high energy physics, with the many great experimental
discoveries of this period having been made possible largely by the
new generation of high energy accelerators. These new machines have
greatly increased the maximum energy range of particle beams, and have
thus opened a window to exciting regimes of higher particle interaction energies. This has culminated in the proton-antiproton (pp)
collider, completed more than two years ago at CERN, which has
achieved an interaction energy of 540 GeV, almost an order of magnitude more than in previous experiments. But s t i l l higher energies wait
to be explored. In western Europe, the CERN SppS Collider (the pp
collider at the large CERN synchrotron, the SPS) i s being upgraded in
both energy and luminosity, the CERN LHP Project i s in construction
(IEP: e + e~ collisions at more than 200 GeV center-of-mass energy), and
the DESY HERA Project has been initiated (HERA: ep collisions at
about 30 GeV x 300 GeV beam energies). Meanwhile, in the United
States, two new colliders in the process of development stand ready to
take up the t«sk. One i s the hadron collider with colliding proton
and antiproton beams being constructed at Fermilab (Tevatron I : pp
collisions at about 2 TeV in the center of mass); the other i s the
SZAC electron-positron collider (SLC: e + e~ collisions at about 100
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GeV in Che center of mass.) Beyond this, we can imagine in the U.S.
a program of study evolving in the next decade that is backed by a
hadron-hadron collider in the multi-TeV energy range, such as the
recently proposed SSC (Superconducting Super Collider) capable of collision energies up to 20 TeV x 20 TeV, and an a+e~ collider in the
energy range of many hundreds of GeV. In addition, with an existing
SSC, one might imagine a tandem f a c i l i t y which could include very high
energy ep collisions or e + e~ collisions in a circular storage ring
reaching perhaps H TeV in center-of-mass energy.
In recent years, theoretical understanding of high energy physics
has exceeded the capability of experimental physice to verify many of
the predictions of these theories. But this situation has been
suddenly turned around with unexpected rapidity. Almost unseen, the
age of the high energy hadron colliders is suddenly upon us, signalled
by the great experimental achievements of the CEBN SppS Collider. In
the past two years the CEKN pp collider has led to the discovery of
the vector bosons (W±, Z o ), the top quark, and a myriad of phenomena
unexplained by current theory (the so-called zoo events). Not to be
outdone, the e+e~ colliders are being pushed to their experimental
limits, and the Crystal Ball detector, recently installed at DORIS in
DESY, appears to have revealed a particle very much like a Higgs at a
mass of about 8.2 GeV. The challenge to modern theory from these recent discoveries i s indeed profound. Now, theory must readjust
continuously in order to conform to the rapidly unfolding physical rea l i t y emerging from the great colliders. This i s true for the
operating ones and will undoubtedly continue to be so for the ones
just on the horizon.
The process of accelerator energy increase followed by new elementary particle discoveries has been going on since the 1930s, with accelerator energies increasing at the rate of about an order of magnitude every seven years. In the past; technological innovation leading
to new accelerators has been at the heart of this process, with the
strong-focusing synchrotrons of today capable of achieving energies
six orders of magnitude higher than those achieved by the cyclotrons
of forty years ago. If cur quest into the nature of matter i s to continue into the future, we need abundant ideas to further the advances
in technology. But to make this happen, the need above all i s for new
ideas, which is a challenge that can be met only by new and younger
people entering the accelerator field. It is.our hope that the summer
school will stimulate participants to think about and enter this bold
venture to conceive and build new accelerators so as to push back the
frontiers of energy. By so doing, they will join a new generation of
high energy physicists dedicated to the study of new mass regions heretofore impenetrable.

Melvin Month
Chairman, Organizing Committee
U.S. Summer School on
High Energy Particle Accelerators
October
1984
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AN INTRODUCTION TO CIRCULAR ACCELERATORS
D.A. Edwards
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510
1

INTRODUCTION

The circular particle accelerator of high energy physica is the
alternating gradient synchrotron. Many terms associated with these
devices have become incorporated into the common language of our
field. Examples come readily to mind - lattice, amplitude function,
emittance, fixed point, and so on. These notes are intended to explain what these words mean in sufficent detail that the reader may
perform many of the standard calculations connected with accelerators
and colliders.
The specialist in accelerator dynamics will likely use more sophisticated techniques than I use here. But these notes are not
addressed to the specialist - rather, to the larger number of people
who are engaged in the operation, use, and improvement of accelerators.
So the methods employed are those with which we are all reasonably familiar.
The synchrotrons are assumed to be large in circumference, with
small apertures for the beams. To have a picture in mind, consider a
ring with a circumference of at least a few kilometers and an aperture
of at moat a few centimeters. Some unessential complexities
associated with small rings are thereby avoided.
Much of the discussion applies equally well to electron and proton synchrotrons; generally, the content of these notes stops just
short of the point at which distinctions arising from synchrotron radiation become important. In a sense, this is unfortunate, for the first
generation of synchrotrons were electron accelerators, and today's
electron-positron colliders are representatives of an elegant and refined design process. But an introduction must have its limitations.
By far the larger part of these notes concerns three topics regarding the motion of a single particle. First, we take up the linear betatron oscillation - much of the standard language of alternating gradient rings will be introduced during this discussion. Second,
we turn to oscillations in momentum and the principle of phase stability. Third, we return to the transverse plane and discuss nonlinear
betatron oscillations.
The final chapter consists of two applications of the material
that has preceded it. These two applications reflect the major uses
of large accelerators - fixed target physics and colliding beam physics. For the former, the characteristic process is slow extraction.
For the latter, the natural topic is the generation of luminosity by
beam-beam collisions.
What are the major omissions? One is mentioned above - the role
of synchrotron radiation in present electron rings and, we hope, in future proton rings. There is no mention of single-beam coherent
effects; words such as longitudinal impedance, head-tail effect, Lan0094-243X/1270001-61 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics

dau damp-ing, and so on are not to be found. The scattering processes
of beams against residual gas and beam particles against beam particles are also not discussed here. In preparing what I thought 3hould
be a reasonably brief introduction to modern circular accelerators. I
felt that the. issues belonged in a more advanced treatment.
In general, any heading with three digits (such as 2.2.2) designates an exercise, with steps to be filled in by the reader.
These
problems are an important part of the exposition, and the results are
occasionally used in later sections. A computer terminal with graphics capability is a valuable aid to understanding accelerator
dynamics, and several excercises are based on the availability of such
a facility.
Rather than sprinkling references throughout the text, I list a
brief bibliography at the end. But the reader should be aware at the
outset that most of the material here can be found, with different
emphasis, in various articles in the preceding two volumes of the Summer School series.
2

LINEAR BETATRON OSCILLATIONS

A synchrotron is designed so that a particle having ideal initial
conditions of momentum, position, and direction will follow some
(usually simple) closed trajectory around and around endlessly. This
trajectory is called by various names, such as design orbit, principle
ray, reference trajectory, and so on. However, the typical particle
of the injected beam will not be located precisely on or directed precisely along the design orbit. It won't have exactly the right momentum either, but that situation belongs in Chapter 3. The motion of
such a particle with respect to the design orbit is called a betatron
oscillation, the word "betatron" appearing for historical reasons.
We want to be able to follow the motion of a particle undergoing
a betatron oscillation in detail - that is, to determine its position
and direction with respect to the design orbit as a function of distance around the ring. We also wait to know some general properties
of the motion, such as the maximum displacement of the particle or
whether the oscillatory motion around the closed orbit is stable.
2.1

Equation of Motion

Let's consider motion in the plane of the design orbit, i.e., radial or (usually) horizontal betatron oscillations. Assume that the
magnetic field is everywhere perpendicular to this plane, so that a
particle initially moving in the horizontal plane will continue to
move in that plane. Also, assume that the particle is either not
undergoing acceleration or is being accelerated so slowly that the
change in energy is unimportant on the time scale of our interest.
The radius of curvature p of a particle of charge e moving with
momentum p at right angles to a magnetic field B is

I.fiS.
P

P

Fsr simplicity, we use a Cartesian coordinate system with i t s z-axis
pointing in the general direction of the design orbit, and i t s x-exis
in the plane of the orbit, as shown in Fig. i .

particle path

design orbit

Fig. 1

Analytic geometry tells us that, in Cartesian coordinates, the radius
of curvature is

where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to z:
x 1 = dx/dz ,

s'1 = d 2 x/dz 2

so the equation of motion is
e

)3

p

A minus sign occurs on the right-hand side to indicate a convention
that positive B b< nds a particle toward the inside of the ring, that
is, toward negative x. Both sides have the dimension of inverse
length; despite the electromagnetic overtones, we are really doing geometric optics.
So far, we have not made any approximations except the assumptions stated at the beginning of this section. The denominator on the
left-hand side of the equations of motion has the unpleasant consequence of making our equation nonlinear. But if we change the direction of the z-axis frequently enough, we can ensure that x
*•* 1» a "d
simplify the equation to
x"

= - | B(x,z) .

We're interested in the displacement of the particle from tha design orbit, so write
= x(z) - x d (z)
where x<j(z) describes the design orbit,
lution of the equation of motion:

The design orbit is also a so-

x'' = - - B(x.,z)
d
p
d'
and subtraction gives
--

(B(X.Z)

- B(xd,z)l

If we restrict ourselves to magnetic fields which have sufficiently
simple dependences on x and z, we can end up with an equation of motion that is easily solved. In particular, in each magnet suppose
that B is independent of z and has at most a linear dependence on x:
B(x) = B(0) + g x .
Then the equation of motion for a betatron oscillation has the simple
form

C" -.*(•)<;,

csfg

where the function K(z) is a constant within each magnetic component.
For a bending magnet or a drift length, K * 0. For a quadrupole magnet, K is positive or negative depending on the focusing character of
the lens. In these coordinates, a combined function magnet (bend plus
focus) is indistinguishable from a quadrupole.
The ratio of momentum to charge, p/e is often called the magnetic
rigidity and written (Bp); we will follow this latter convention in
much of these notes. Please remember that (Bp) is just a single symbol.
In two systems of units, (Bp) can be calculated from
<Bp)

* 2.9979 pGeV/c r^la~met&TB

= 1313.2 P G e V / c kilogauss-inches .

We will solve the equations of motion for a betatron oscillation
in two ways, both of which are useful and are supplementary to each
other. In the first, the equation is solvsd for each region in which
K is constant, and the overall solution is obtained by concatenating
the basic pieces of the solution together. In the second and less
elementary approach, a closed form overall solution is obtained.
2.1.1

The "Vertical" Plane

The simple accelerator that we consider here has its design orbit
in a plane that for convenience we call the horizontal plane. The
equation of motion for betatron oscillations obtained above was
developed for the plane of the design orbit. Gonvince yourself that
the equation of motion for a betatron oscillation in the vertical
plane is the same as that which £ satisfies in the horizontal, except
that K(z) changes sign. Recall that in a region devoid of significant

currents (and for our present purposes, let's consider only beam currents that are insignificant), the curl of the magnetic field vanishes.
2.1.2

Other Coordinate Systems

The main reason for using Cartesian coordinates to obtain the
equation of motion for betatron oscillations was, I must confess, to
get through the derivation as quickly as possible. After all, we're
going to end up with the same equation no matter now we start. And
Cartesian coordinates that change orientation midway between bending
magnets are actually suited to a particular type of synchrotron,
namely, an accelerator built of straight magnets in which an alternating focusing field is imposed on the bend field.
But the design orbits of most large synchrotrons are quite simple. Within a magnet, the orbit lies on a line of constant field.
Such is the case in the separated function lattices; bending is accomplished by uniform field magnets, and focusing is done by quadrupoles.
In this case, it's reasonable that the origin of the transverse coordinate system follow the design orbit. Within quadrupoles and drift
spaces, there would be no change from the equations of motion above.
But in a bending magnet, the coordinate system is curvilinear.
Assume a uniform perpendicular magnetic field. Starting from
dp/dt = e v x B
show that horizontal, x, and vertical, y, displacements from the design orbit satisfy
d2x _
x
d y _ n
ds 2
P2
ds
Why does the horizontal motion indicate that there is focusing in
the presence of a uniform field? Is this focusing of interest on the
scale of a large ring?
2.1.3

The Hamiltonian

Show that the equations of motion in the horizontal plane can be
obtained from the Ha&iltonian
H ( P ? , £ ) = i-p- +
where z, rather than time, is taken as the independent variable.
2.2

Fiecewise Method of Solution

There are
tive, and K is
If K » 0,
net or a drift
ment and slope

only three cases to consider: K vanishes, K is posinegative.
the field is constant so one has a bending (dipole) megspace. If the length of the region is L, the displaceat exit are related to the values at entrance by

E.out

E

= E.in + L ^ i n

1

^ out

=

E1 .
^ in

which is the same as the matrix equation

' OUt

J.L1

If K > 0, the equation of motion is that of a simple harmonic
oscillator, so in matrix form the solution is
cos*^ L

:L sin/K IA

/{• \

.
. . . . sin/KL
cos/R" L / \ E , 7 .
N
'out
/ x ' in
while for K <• 0,' the corresponding result i s

(

cosh/fK| 1.

-jjkr sinh/[K] L\ A \
/ K|
1 1 1

./Ivl nsinh
: n i , yivl
/JK]TL
cosh/jiTf L / \vJ•
/out
Note that the thin lens limit emerges from the l a s t two forms if
one keeps KL finite as L goes to zero. In the limit, KL tends to the
reciprocal of the focal length, F . The matrix for transport through
a thin lens i s

'out
The detailed description of the way in which magnets and
intervening spaces are placed to form the ring of a synchrotron is
conventionally called the "lattice." Using the matrices above, the
motion of a particle can be followed through the lattice. If a particle traverses a series of elements having matrices M j , M 2 , ..., M Q ,
then the input and output conditions through these elements are related by the matrix
M

n

If the sequence of elementary matrices represent the components all
the way around the ring, then the product M is the matrix characterizing one turn. He can use this matrix to enquire as to the stability
of the betatron oscillation.

2.2.1

A Quadrupole Matrix

Evaluate the matrix for a quadrupole of length 10 meters, with a
gradient of 80 Tesla/metei, and traversed by a particle with an energy
of 20 TeV. Compare with a product of thin lens matrices occupying the
same length.
2.2.2

The FODO Cell

Suppose that a particle traverses, first, a focusing lens with a
focal length F; second, a drift of length L; third, a defocusing lens
with focal length F; and, fourth, another drift of length L. Show
that the matrix for this cell is given by

M =
F2
2.2.3

Phase Space Plots

Find a graphics terminal or a home computer, and, with F = L in
the example above, show that motion is stable in transverse phase
space. That is, start out particles with various values of x and x 1
and demonstrate that no divergence to large amplitude motion is
indicated. Set F = L/3 and repeat; is the motion still stable?
2.3

A Stability Criterion

In a synchrotron or long beam transport composed of alternately
focusing and defocusing lenses, it is not obvious at the outset what
relationships between lens strengths and spacings lead to stable oscillations as opposed to oscillations that grow in amplitude with time.
The matrix language developed in the preceding section can be used to
establish a condition which distinguishes between these alternatives.
For an oscillation to be stable, the quantity

Win ,
where M is the matrix for one turn, must remain finite for arbitrarily
large n, the number of turns. Let V j , V% ^ e ' n e t w o eigenvectors of M,
corresponding to eigenvalues \\, ^2* Any initial condition can be
expressed in terms of V. and V,:

+ bV,
2
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where a and b are constants.
represented by

Propagation for n turns is then

and so the requirement for stability is equivalent to the requirement
that X| and X2 not grow with n.
But note that M is the product of matrices each of which has unit
determinant, so M itself is unimodular. The eigenvalues of M are thus
reciprocals of each other:

and we can in general write

where pi is a complex number. For stability, we have seen that \1
must be real.
Now solve the eigenvalue equation for M. Setting

K ~
\c

d

the eigenvalue equation
det(M - XI) = 0
becomes
(ad - be) - (a + d)X + X2 = 0 .
Noting that ad - be = 1, and rearranging gives
A"1 + X = a + d = TrM
where TrM stands for the trace of M.
of y gives

Finally, expressing X in terms

cosy = r- TrM
and the stability condition is just
-1 < ~ TrM < 1 .
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Kote that the stability condition is independent of the starting
point, since the trace of a product of matrices is invariant under cyclic permutation of the matrices comprising the product.
The significance of the angle ]X will appear in the next section,
where it will be identified as the phase advance of the betatron oscillation through the interval contained in M. Actually, M need not be
the matrix for a complete turn provided the accelerator lattice has
some rotational symmetry, as most do. The matrix M need only represent that portion of the lattice which upon replication will produce
the entire synchrotron.
As an example, consider a lattice which consists only of equally
spaced focusing and defocusing lenses, which we will assume to be
thin. This lattice is defined by the matrix

as was presumably found in Problem 2.2.2. Application of the stability condition gives

cosu=l-l(f] 2

or

.I-jf-fr.

So the motion is stable provided the focal length is greater than half
the lens spacing.
2.3.1

Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors

Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the FODO cat>e.
i s real - i s that a problem?
2.3.2

Neither

Unimodularity of M

Why is the transport matrix unimodular? Prove that it must be so
under our assumptions. Suppose the particle energy changes - does the
determinant still have to equal unity? If the matrix is

show (easily) that the inverse is
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2.3.3

Mirror Imaging a Lattice

Going from point 1 to point 2 you traverse a sequence of elements
that yield a matrix

\c

d/

.

From point 2 to point 3, you traverse the same elements but in reverse
order. Show that the matrix from 2 to 3 is
/d
M(2,3) = (
\c
2.4

b
a

Closed Form Solution

The second method of solution is based on the observation that
our equation of motion is a form of Hill's equation - a differential
equation studied extensively in the nineteenth century - and that general solutions can be written for it that rather resemble the solutions
for the harmonic oscillator.
The equation of motion
{•" + K{z)£ = 0
has the property that though the "spring constant" K is a function of
the independent variable z, K is at least periodic. That is, there is
a distance C such that
K(z + C) = X(z) .
The repeat distance of the hardware, C, may be as large as the circumference of the synchrotron or it may be less; in any event, K is a periodic function of position. The result of nineteeth century mathematics that we will use is that the general solution of the equation of
motion can be expressed in the form
£ = Aw(z) cos(ij<z) + 6}
where A and 6 are the two constants of integration reflecting the initial conditions and w(z) can be required to be a periodic function
with periodicity C. Note the similarity to the harmonic oscillator solution. For K everywhere a positive constant, we would immediately
write
I • A cos(iKz) + 6)
with i|> • & z, and A, 6 the constants of integration. When K becomes a periodic function of position, the solution will differ from
that for the simple harmonic oscillator by a factor representing a
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spatially varying amplitude and a phase which no longer develops
linearly with z. Acknowledging a now standard convention, we will
write the periodic function w(z) as the square root of another function 8(z), i.e.,

and use the general solution in the form
£(z) - AS^Cz)

COS(T|)(Z)

+ 6} .

Now we must find how 8(z) and 4Kz) are to be determined. Substitution of the general solution into the differential equation gives
28s!
cosOI> + 6) = 0 .
Since we want the functions 8 and t|> Co be independent of S (which depends on a particular motion), we will require that the coefficients
of the sine and cosine terms individually vanish. From the sine term
we have

h e n c e i|>' =• |

where k is an arbitrary constant that we might as well set equal to
unity. Therefore

•(«) -of Isand 8(z) may be interpreted as the local wavelength of the oscillation
divided by 2TT.
Using the above relationship between 4* and 8, the coefficient of
the cosine term becomes the differential equation that 8 must satisfy:
2 8 8 " - 8' 2 + A8 2 K - 4 .
Strictly speaking, 8(z) need not be periodic, but it is much more useful if it is, and so we restrict our attention to solutions of this
equation with periodicity C. How they are obtained will be demonstrated below.
Earlier in this chapter, the matrix propagating a betatron oscillation from one place to another in the lattice was found as a product
of matrices representing basic components of the ring. We can also ex-
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press the same matrix in terms of the parameters introduced in this
section. If we write

I ' S^CzXA cos* + B sin*)
and
V ' \

((^

+

B) cos* + (-A + £ ^ ) sin*]

then for the intitial conditions 5i» £i> at z (or * ) = 0 , the constants A , B are

A-Sl\f

B - eft - I 8* eft

and the matrix for propagation from point 1 to point 2 is
'.g=-J

^182

(cos* + o^sin*)

ai

Here, * is the phase advance from z^ to Z2
Z
2
dz
and the parameter a is defined by

The rather formidable looking matrix above simplifies considerably if points 1 and 2 differ in z by a multiple of the repeat distanco. C. Using the periodicity of 6, the matrix reduces to

(

cos* + a sin*

6 sin*

\
1

jy-2- sin*

cos* - a sin*/ .

If we define a third parameter y by

then the matrix from one position to another corresponding position in
the ring can be written in a compact way as
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M = I cosp +- J sinP,

5

/a

B\

('

')

The quantities a, 6, and Y are usually referred to
parameters collectively; 8 is called the amplitude
Now we can find the Courant-Synder parameters
two ways of expressing the matrix through a repeat
that multiplying all the individual matrices gives

as Courant-Snyder
function.
by comparing the
period. Suppose

b
)
d
Equating the two versions of M,
/a

b\

/cos* + a sin*

\c

d/

\ - Y sin*

8 sin*

\

cos* - a sin* / .

Then, first of all
cos* = \ (a + d) - \ TrM .
Comparison of this relation with the identical one satisfied by ]i in
the stability discussion of the last section enables us to identify U
as the phase advance through a repeat period.
Knowing cos* gives us the magnitude but not the sign of sin*.
But 8 is a positive quantity, so the sign of sin* is whatever the sign
of the matrix element b happens to be. Then
sin*
and by subtraction of the diagonal elements

a
Thus, we have the Courant-Synder parameters at one point. But the
same procedure works between any pair of corresponding points in the
lattice, so one can find $(2) for all z. Then the phase between any
two points can be uniquely determined via
1

2

gj B(z;

In particular, the number of oscillations per turn

is called the "tune" of the synchrotron.
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In this section, we have gone through rather a lot ot algebra to
develop a way of representing a betatron oscillation that is at first
sight a good deal more complicated than propagation using elementary
matrices. In the thin lens approximation - not a bad approximation
for large separated function synchrotrons - the betatron oscillation
is after all just a sequence of straight line segments. We've managed
to express these line segments in harmonic oscillator language; presumably there is some payoff. We'll try to illustrate the advantages as
time goes on. In closing this section, let us only point out that any
oscillation can be easily constructed once one has a tabulation of the
Courant-Snyder parameters and the phase advance as a function of position.
2.4.1

Some Solutions for the Amplitude Function

Show that the amplitude function is a solution of the linear
differential equation
B 1 " + 48'K + 28K' = 0 .
Within a lattice element, where K is constant, the solution must be
one of the three forms
B = a + bz + c z 2
• a cos2/K z + b sin2/K z + c
» a cosh2/JK| z + b sinh2/|kj z + c .
In each case evaluate a, b, c in terms of a o and 6 O , the parameters at
the beginning of the element.
2.4.2

Parameters of the FODO Cell

Show that the maximum and minimum values of the amplitude function for the simple FODO cell are given by

max

'1 - sin(y/2)
i ( / )

'

mmiinn

1 + sin(U/2)

Evaluate these for a quadrupole spacing of 100 m and phase advance per
cell of 80°..
2.4.3

Oscillation Induced by an Angular Deflection

Suppose that a particle traveling along the design orbit experiences an angular deflection 0. Show that thereafter its motion is
given by
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where 8 Q is the amplitude function at the point of deflection, and
phase \p is measured relative to that point. Calculate the oscillation
amplitude associated with a 100-microradian deflection at a maximum 8
point in the lattice of the preceding problem*
2.4.4

Propagation of Courant-Snyder Parameters

Given the parameters, or equivalently the J matrix, at one point
in the ring, they may readily be found at other points with the use of
the appropriate transfer matrices. Let Jj be the matrix representing
a known set of parameters, and we want to find J 2 . Let M(l,2) be the
matrix propagating the motion from point 1 to point 2. Show that the
J matrices at the two points are related by
J 2 = M(
Show that the parameter relations are

a

2

=

where the m^- are the matrix elements of M(l,2). We have used the relation between the elements of M(l,2) and the elements of the inverse
in writing the above.
2.4.5

Phase Advance of the FODO Cell

For the simple thin lens FODO cell, verify that the phase advance
as calculated by

agrees with the result given by the trace of the matrix. Why is agreement assured in this case, while in general (for larger lattice segments) there may be ambiguities?
2.4.6

Iteration of Repeat Periods

Show that j2 = -I.

Show that n repetitions of
M = I cosU + J sinM

give the result akin to de Moivre's theorem
M™ = I cos nji + J sin nJJ .
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2.5

"Natural" Coordinates and the Floquet Transformation

Using the parameters of the preceding section, it is easy to perform a coordinate transformation so that the resulting motion is indeed just that of a simple harmonic oscillator. Start from the solution to the equation of motion:

£(z) = A f i V ) cosfi!>(z) + 8] .
If we define a "reduced phase", <j>, by

then <J> is a variable that increases by 2ir for each turn. Even though
<J> is not a real polar angle measured from the center of a circle, it
behaves like one. If now one defines a new dependent variable £ according to

then
£(<)>) » A cos(\xl> + <S)
and the betatron oscillation reduces to simple harmonic motion, with
V oscillations for every advance of $ by 2n. The equation of motion
for Z is of course

The replacement of £, z coordinates by 5, $ is called a Floquet
transformation. This replacement is equivalent to a canonical transformation after which the resulting Hamiltonian no longer contains the independent variable. In this sense, £, <t> are simpler or more natural
coordinates for the problem.
A direct benefit of the Floquet transformation can be seen as
follows. The equation of motion was developed for an accelerator
without field errors. With field errors, the right-hand side of the
above equation will no longer be zero; we will have instead

v 2 e - -v 2 8 3/2 (*>
Therefore, in £, $ coordinates, the full collection of mathematical methods for treating driven harmonic oscillations becomes available, and the notion of a resonance between some harmonic amplitude of
the right-hand "driving term" and the tune \> is just the same as in
the caae of the simple oscillator.
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We will not exploit the benefits of the Floquet transformation
and related methods fully in these notes; rather, we'll return to the
original coordinates and introduce the matter of resonances in a more
elementary way. But we will defer for one more section the implications of imperfections, in order to introduce the concept of beam
emittance.
2.5.1

Equation of Motion

'

Derive the inhomogeneous equation of motion stated above.
2.5.2

Transformation of the Hamiltonian

Transform the Hamiltonian of Problem 2.1.3 using the generating
function

G(? P = P

'^ ^ ^ " I t

where pj- is a new momentum conjugate to the new coordinate T, as used
in the text above. Follow this step with a change in the independent
variable from z to the reduced phase <(>. Show that the transformed
Hamiltonian is

e- - v (I PJ + I , 2 )
and that application of Hamilton's equations gives the equation of motion for £. This last form of the Hamiltonian doesn't look quite like
that for the simple harmonic oscillator; the resemblance would be
clearer had we defined the new displacement as £/(v8)* instead of
2.6

Emittance and Admittance

Now we are in a position to approach the important questions of
the space demanded by the beam and the space provided by the synchrotron. We are still working in the context of a perfect ring - no
field imperfections.
In our solution for a betatron oscillation

coaCWs) + «1
the constant A can be expressed in terms of K. and £':
A 2 = y(z)C 2 + 2a(z)?C' + 8(z)5' 2 •
This is an invariant, analogous to the total energy of a harmonic
oscillator. At any point in the ring, the invariant form describes an
ellipse as Bketched in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2
Each time that the particle passes the position in the ring for
which this ellipse is drawn, its betatron oscillation coordinates
will appear as a point on the ellipse. From point to point art ..nd the
ring, the ellipses will have different shapes and orientations, but
they will all have the same value of A. This means that they all have
the same area. For, consider the general equation of an ellipse:
2
ax

2
+ 2bxy + cy

= a .

According to analytic geometry, the area of this ellipse is
TTd

which in our case becomes

The coordinates £, £,' define a phase space for the motion that we
are discussing, and we have shown that the area in this phase space
enclosed by an unaccelerated particle is constant. Since £' is not
the conjugate momentum to £, we can't make statements about phase
space area and energy, but that isn't a concern at present.
The admittance is the phase space area associated with the
largest ellipse that the synchrotron will accept. From the preceding
discussion, we would estimate the admittance as follows. At any point
in the ring, the maximum value of £ is A/§. If the half-aperture
available to the beam is a(z), then somewhere there will be a minimum
in a(z)//5. Then the admittance would be

IT

(f-) . .

In the special case of a uniform beam pipe cf hatf-aperture a with no
intruding septa, electrodes, and so on, then the minimum in a//6 would
occur at the maximum value of the amplitude function, 8mlnr> then
2
admittance

-~—
Pmax
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The phase space area occupied by the beam is called the amittance, frequently denoted by e» The ideal beam, of course* would consist of a large number of particles all headed in exactly the same direction and having zero cross-sectional area. It would be plotted as
a point in phase space. But the most elementary model of a particle
source leads to a non-zero emittance. Suppose that you have a source
of width w from each point of which particles are produced within an
angle 6. The phase space plot for the beam at the source would look
like the drawing in Fig. 3, enclosing a phase space area w9.

i
e
-W
Fig. 3
The phase space distribution of a beam is certainly not a uniformly populated rectangle, so a general definition of emittance will
take this circumstance into account. These details need not concern
us here. For now, we will simply define the emittance as the phase
space area in which most (>90%) of the particles are to be found.
For practical purposes, the phase space boundary of the beam may
be considered to be an ellipse. Suppose that an irregularly shaped
area is injected into .i synchrotron, with an initial state as shown
in Fig. 4. The subsequent motion of individual particles will lie on
the elliptical invariant curves, as shown.

Fig. 4
As a result, the phase space demanded by the beam will be the area
of the dotted curve. As time progresses, the initial phase space
will tend to smear out and conform to the shape characteristic of the
synchrotron as a result of field nonlinearities. In the static case
that we are considering, the area in phase apace remains constant
(according to Liouville's theorem)' but is ao distorted that the area
has increased in effect. This process of filamentation is called
phase space dilution, and is avoided, insofar as is possible, by
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matching the injected beam shape to that of the invariant contours provided by the synchrotron.
To summarize then, if a beam in a synchrotron has emittance e,
then the phase space area is bounded by a curve

f = YC2 + 2O& 1 + BV2 •
The two most frequently used relations are those that give the maximum
displacement and angle anywhere around the ring:
max

Saax
2.6.1

Beam Dimensions for a Typical Ring

Suppose that a beam with emittance 1.5ir mm mrad is injected into
a synchrotron having a maximum value for the amplitude function of 100
meters. Estimate the boundaries of the beam excursions iu displacement and angle. (This problem reflects the situation at injection into
the 400-GeV Fermilab synchrotron.)
2.6.2

Admittance of a Typical Ring

The synchrotron into which the beam of the preceding problem is
to be injected offers a half apertuia of 50 mm in the horizontal
plane. Calculate the admittance. Normally it is necessary that the
admittance be much larger than the beam emittance for resonable performance .
2.6.3

Invariant Emittance

We have been using a phase space area for which £ and £' are the
coordinates. The area in phase space in these coordinates is not necessarily a constant as the energy of the beam changes. In order to
use Liouvilie's theorem, we take as the variable conjugate to fj the
transverse momentum in units of me

The invariant or normalized emittance, as it is called, is then
defined by

2.6.4

Emittance of a Gaussian Beam

Particle distributions are often taken to be Gaussian in fora.
This is the natural choice for electron storage rings, for synchrotron
radiation ensures that the equilibrium distributions are Gaussian pro-
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vided that particle losses are insignificant. For protons, the
Gaussian form ia just a convenient and reasonably good approximation.
Suppose that the distribution in the transverse coordinate £
normalized to one particle is

If we require that the distribution be stationary in time, show
that the distribution in the two-dimensional phase space of £, £' is
given by

2iraz
Show further that the area in the £, Z,' phase space containing a factor f of the beam is
!

ln(1

_

f)

,

Evaluate this expression for f = 0.15, 0.9, and 0.95. These choices
correspond to three popular definitions of emittance.
2.7

Imperfections of the Linear Lattice

The consequences of field imperfections - even limited to the linear case - deserve much more discussion than can be given here.
Fortunately, other articles in this and previous schools focus on imperfections and their correction in detail. Our purpose in this section is very limited. Namely, we look at the effect of single errors
in dipole or quadrupole fields, obtain expressions for the perturbation of orbits and tunes, and arrive at the conclusion that certain
values of tune must be avoided. While doing this, a number of relations are derived that will be useful in the remainder of these notes.
Suppose first that in our otherwise ideal ring a single steering
error of magnitude 6 is located at some point. For simplicity, take
z • 0 at this point. We want to find the new closed orbit, for ? identically zero is no longer a solution of the equation of motion. Everywhere except at the location of the steering error, however, the equation of motion is still that of a betatron oscillation - only at the
point of the angular impulse is the equation inhomogeneous.
Let the orbitfimmediately downstream of the deflection 6 be
specified by £ 0 , £ 0 . To propagate this initial condition around the
ring, we just multiply by the single turn matrix M. Now we are immediately upstream of the deflection; to closeithe orbit we need only add
the angle 9 and we should be back to 5O> C o * Or, in symbols,

»© * 0 - ©
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the solution of which is

= (I - M > ( )• 2(1 - coUrv)
\Q/

yjIitJ
\9/

)
\sinirv - a cosirv/ .

o
The closed orbit may then be expressed as a function of position or
phase around the ring by, for instance, applying the matrix for propagation between one point or another- After a bit of algebra, one finds

Note that there is no closed orbit if the tune is an integer.
This is the most elementary example of a resonance. Of course, we
didn't need to go through any algebra to find that out. If the tune
were an integer, tha steering errors would just reinforce from turn to
turn until the oscillation amplitude became large enough to strike the
walls of the vacuum chamber. The implication in the formula that the
orbit goes to infinity is just an artifact of our approximations. But
since infinity is only about one inch away, the approximations are
pretty good.
A gradient error would be expected to produce a change in tune.
Let there be a single gradient error equivalent to a thin lens quadrupole with focal length F. The matrix M for a single turn is then

"•"-(4 5
where M is the matrix for the ideal ring. From the trace of M it follows that
18
co82irv ™ cos2irvo - rlr
F sin2irvo
where v and v o are the new and old tunes respectively, and 8 is the amplitude function at the perturbation. For the ideal ring, presumably
V o is real by design. But depending on the sign and magnitude of the
gradient error term, v can become complex; that is, the motion becomes unstable. Since, for small magnitudes of the gradient error
term, the instability will occur for V near an integer or halfinteger, these instabilities are called half-integer resonances.
There will be a range of values of V o for which the motion is unstable; this range is called a "stopband."
Just as in the case of dipole error resonances, we didn't need to
use any algebra to demonstrate that quadrupole errors can produce resonance effects. Figure 5 represents the phase space history of a particle on successive turns as it passes the gradient error. The initial
motion, in the absence of the error, was one in which the tune was an
odd multiple of a one-half. Successive passages of the gradient error
just add constant vectors parallel to the vertical axis.
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4
6
Fig. 5

si

If the tune is not near a half-integer and the perturbation is
sufficiently small, we can obtain a useful expression for the tune
shift due to a gradient error by writing

and expanding the cosine term on the left-hand side of the last equation. The result is
<

•

-

«

*

*

•

If th»re is a distribution of gradient errors, this last result generalizes to
*„ -

1 r S i J. 1 X B(a)B'(z) ._
4u 7 F.
4ir *
l

I

and is the lowest-order (in gradient error) approximation to the tune
shift.
A gradient error puts a kink in the amplitude function analogous
to the deflection of the orbit produced by a dipole arror. Compare
the slope of the amplitude function on either side of the gradient
error, or, equivalently, the parameter a, by calculating
">'
* • • •

from which
Given the change in slope of the amplitude function produced by a gradient error, one can go on and calculate the deviation in the amplitude function throughout the ring - this is the subject of one of Che
exercises below. The principle of superposition is not valid for amplitude function perturbation due to combinations of gradient errors
even in the linaar lattice in contrast to the situation for steering
errors, but for sufficiently small gradient error, the treatments and
results are quite similar.
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2.7.1

RMS Orbit Distortion for Many Kicks

Suppose that there are many uncorrelated angular deflections
distributed around a ring which average to zero and have an nns value
6 r m s . Show that the rms (over an ensemble of synchrotrons) orbit distortion at some point of observation where the amplitude function is
8 O is

2

8 eo.<*v

no)

rfe

v
rms
rms o
x
|sinTTv|
2/Z
where 5 is the average of the amplitude function at the N kick
locations. In proceeding from the first to the second form of the result, note thst a term of order unity compared with N is neglected;
for many purposes, this is an excellent approximation.
Calculate the rms orbit distortion expected in a 20-TeV scale
synchrotron, if the only source of the angular deviations is
quadrupole alignment errors characterized by an rms value of 1 mm. For
amplitude functions and focal lengths, use values characteristic of a
thin lens FODO cell with a length of 200 m and a phase advance of 60
degrees.

2.7.2

Distribution of Orbit Distortions

In the preceding problem, only the rms orbit distortion was calculated. One would like to know the distribution of peak distortions,
or, to put it more precisely, to know the odds of the maximum distortion exceeding the rms by a given factor. This is an easy job for a
small computer. Generate an ensemble of synchrotrons, each populated
with a set of steering errors having unit standard deviation and following a Gaussian distribution. Find the maximum orbit deviation for
each synchrotron in units of the nns and plot the integral distribution. You should find, for example, that the probability of the peak
distortion exceeding the nas value by a factor of two is 60X.
2.7.3

Orbit Correction by Localized Distortions

Orbits can be corrected and adjusted by using steering dipoles.
One standard algorithm is based on so-called "three bumps." A local
orbit distortion can be made by three steering dipoles. Let the three
steering angles be 9j, 9 2 , and 63. Show that if these angles are related according to
sin» 13
3

then the orbit distortion is localized between the first and third
steering elementa.
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2.7.4

A Quadrupole Imitallation Error

If a single quadrupole is hooked up backwards, so its focusing
character is the reverse of what it should be, is it likely that the
betatron oscillations will «till be stable in both transverse planes?
As usual, use a ring of simple FODO cells for this problem.
2.7.5

RMS Tune Shift From Gradient Errors

In the same spirit as the first problem above on the rms orbit
distortion, derive an expression for the rms tune shift arising from
uncorrelated gradient errors. Apply your expression to the case of a
20-TeV scale ring in which the main quadrupoles exhibit an rms fractional error in their focal lengths of 0.1Z.
2.7.6

Amplitude Function Distortion Due to Gradient Error

Suppose that a quadrupole of negligible length L and strength q
= B'L/(Bp) is placed in a ring ac a point where the amplitude function
has value &i. Assume that upstream of this point the amplitude function is unperturbed. Show that downstream of the quadrupole the fractional deviation in 6 is given by
• o 8(z) - 8 (z)
,
2
=
B
8 o(z)
*'
where 8 o (z) is the original amplitude function, and the original phase
\J)Q is measured from the location of the quadrupole.
2.7.7

RMS Amplitude Function Distortion

For sufficiently small quadrupole errors, the nonlinear term in
the equation of the preceding problem can be neglected. Then the fractional deviation in the amplitude function obeys rules identical to
the orbit distortions which arise from steering errors. Show that the
rms fractional change in B associated with quadrupole errors is, in
this approximation

()
B

<Eq.B?>
rms 2/i>|sin2irv|

ix

x

where the q's are defined as in the preceding problem.
3 SYNCHROTRON OSCILLATIONS
The particles of a beam do not all have the same momentum; just
as a source provides particles with a range of initial positions and
angles, so also is there a spread in momentum. The first task will be
to find the orbits for particles of other than the momentuic associated
with the design orbit. That will provide a reasonable opportunity to
discuss chromaticity, even though that's a slight digression from the
main point of this chapter.
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If the only fields sensed by the particles are static magnetic
fields, the momentum of a particle cannot change. But when the beam
is being accelerated, a question of stability arises different from
that discussed in Chapter 2. Namely, do particles initially close to
each other in momentum remain close in momentum throughout acceleration? That they do so is a result of the principle of phase stability; that principle is the defining characteristic of the synchrotron.
3.1

Equation for an Off-Momentum Orbit

Since all of the treatment of Chapter 2 was based on particles
having the same momentum, we must begin again with the equation of motion to find the orbits for particles of differing momenta. Start
from the point at which we had
x " = - ^ B(x,z)
P
and now write
p=p

o

.
f. , 5p-\
+ 6 p = p [ l + —*-j
o
po

where p o is the momentum corresponding to the design orbit, X J ( Z ) . We
want to find a closed orbit for 6p/p 0 ¥ 0> again, it's convenient to
work with closed orbits because, among other things, all the formalism
of the last chapter concerning betatron oscillations can be applied immediately to particles of all momenta.
Let's write the closed orbit in the form
x(z) = x.(z) + n(z,p) —*- .
d
P
o
As yet, no approximation has been made about the magnitude of 6p/p 0 ;
all the preceding equation says is that as 6p/p 0 •*• 0, the orbit reduces to the design trajectory. The coefficient r\ will in general itself be a function of momentum. This coefficient is often called the
momentum dispersion function.
If we again limit ourselves to fields that for some region of z
are independent of z and depend on x in a no more complicated way than
a constant gradient, we have

.

+ n

|R

Since
subtraction gives

Po

p

x

p

?
o

P

o
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Noting that

I

i,

L§2.

P ~ Po
" p po
a factor of 6p/p o can be divided out of the equation to yield

This is the equation for the coefficient II describing the off-momentum
orbits or displaced equilibrium orbits ae they are frequently called.
The right-hand side - the inhomogeneous part - indicates that the
bending field on the design trajectory is the source of the dispersion. The 8lope of the dispersion function is incremented by the
bending angle per unit distance at the momentum in question. Since
betatron oscillation wavelengths are apt to be long compared with the
lengths of bending magnets, it is a good approximation to say that
such a magnet changes the slope of the dispersion function by the
magnet's bend angle at its bend center. Depending on circumstances,
that angle may be multiplied by & momentum ratio if warranted by the
accuracy desired.
The trajectory with respect to the design orbit followed by any
particle of momentum p can be written in the form

„£•<
where the betatron oscillation is a solution of the homogeneous
equation
K " + - -xr- K - 0 .
p O3t

This differs from the corresponding equation of Chapter 1 only in that
p instead of p o appears in the "spring constant." As the momentum
increases, the focusing becomes weaker, and the tune of the oscillation diminishes as a result in comparison to the tune for oscillation
about the design orbit. The charge of quadrupole focal length with momentum is analogous to chromatic aberration in optics.
3.2

Solution of the Equation for the Dispersion Function

We can proceed in a fashion essentially the same as in the
"piecewise" method used for the betatron oscillations. Our equation

Ti" + K(z)n - £ B(x d )
where K is a constant in each element of the lattice. Let ns also assume that B ( X J ) is also a constant in each element.
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Consider the case K > 0. Then the general solution is
n • a cosK z + b sinK z + -= ^(x^) ,
n 1 '• -aK* sinKTz + bK* cosK*z .
As before, find a and b in terms of initial conditions at z = 0,
giving
+
TV..,.
? B(x,)(l
out • n.
in cosKT. + r|!
in -TT
*isinKT. rpK
a

T11 * ~n- K sinKT. + n.' cosK\ + —r- B(x.) si
out
in
in
Js d
pK
This can be written as a matrix equation by adding the third trivial
relation 1 " 1; then

lq s i n A
cosK^L

Similarly the matrix for K < 0

|K|'isiiih|K|!sL

cosh|K|\
0

|K
-A-

B(1

"

CO8R3£L

BsinK^L

is

—S-^ B sinh|K|!sL
1

By multiplying the various matrices for the pieces of the ring,
w« can find a matrix M for one turn (or for one repeat period). The
condition that the displaced equilibrium orbit be cl.osed is

and its solution yields the dispersion function at the starting point.
Note thut the same matrices propagate either ths dispersion function or the trajectory itself - the only distinction is a factor of
&p/p 0 in the vector on which the matrices operate.
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In simple situations, the dispersion function will be positive;
that is, orbits of higher momenta than the design orbit are at larger
radius. The difference in perimeter between off-momentum orbits and
the design orbit is characterized by the "compaction factor," which is
unfortunately designated by the overworked a and defined by the
relation
•=- = ot -^ ;
«
P

C = cirumference .

The form of this equation suggests that the name "compaction factor"
stems from the circumstance that this parameter is less than unity.
That is indeed the case, and the lesser aperture required due to the
smaller compaction factor (as a general characterization of the dispersion function) of alternating gradient lattices was a major factor in
favor of this variety of accelerator design.
3.2.1

Dispersion of FODO Cell

Let the bending of a thin lens FODO cell (Section 2.2.2) be
performed by pure dipole magnets providing a bend angle 6 with the bend
center at the midpoint of each half-cell. Find the maximum and minimum values of the dispersion function for a ring made entirely of such
cells. The answers are

6L
min

"«

f,

,. I .:

<»"»

For typical proton ring designs, the product 9L tends to be about 1
meter. Since the phase advance per cell, y, also is apt to be selected from a narrow range, the dispersion is about the same regardless of
the peak energy of the synchrotron. It will be interesting to see if
this scaling perseveres in the future.
3.2.2

An Unmatched Dispersion Function

Suppose that the basic repeat period of a synchrotron consists of
n - 1 FODO cells of the sort used in the preceding problem, followed
by a single FODO cell without bending. Show that in the bending cells
the total dispersion is the sum of that appropriate to the FODO cell
alone and a free oscillation having initial values (at the beginning
of the superperiod)

(I - M~ n )(M - I)
2( 1 - cos n)j)
FODO only
where M is the 2x2 matrix for propagation of a betatron oscillation
through each cell. Note that the dispersion can now take on arbitrarily large positive or negative values. This is an example of a
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mismatched lattice function; Che juxtaposition of cells with different
intrinsic dispersion functions can lead to a possibly unacceptable
total disperaion.
3.2.3

Inclusion of Dispersion in the Transfer Matrix

Extend the phase-amplitude form of the transfer matrix to include
momentum dispersion. The three additional elements needed are
m

13

= n

2 ~ m ll n l " m 12 n l '

m,l23 — ***21^1 ~ *n22^1 "** ^2 '
m
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= l

*

Where the m's on the right-hand side are elements of the 2x2 matrix as
written down in Section 2.4 for transport of a betatron oscillation
from point 1 to point 2.
3.2.4

An Example of Dispersion Matching

To illustrate the principle of matching of lattice functions,
here iB one method of proceeding from a bend (non-zero dispersion) region to a straight section without setting up a dispersion wave. Coming from the arc, the beam first encounters a FODO cell in which the
bending is reduced to a fraction (1 - x) of the standard cell deflection arid then a cell in which the bending fraction is x. As before,
all bend centers are at the midpoint of the half-cell. Prove that the
condition that the dispersion function and its derivative be unchanged
in the arc and vanish at entry to the straight section ia
1
2(1 - cosy)
where \i is the phase advance of each cf the FODO cells making up the
ring. It may be useful to use the matrix of the preceding problem, and
decide what happens to mj3 and m 2 3 as the bend strength is changed.
3.2.5

An Expression for the Compaction Factor

If bending is provided by sector magnets all having radius of curvature p o on the central trajectory, show that the compaction factor
is given by

a » <n>/p
where the average is carried out over the bending magnets.
3.3

Chromaticity

As noted at the outset of this chapter, this section is a bit of
a digression. But, having introduced off-momentum orbits, this isn't
a bad place to comment on the simplest of the chromatic aberrations.
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The symbol that is most frequently used for chromaticity is £,
which elsewhere we're using for the betatron oscillation displacement.
I'll use £ for the chromaticity and hope that the context will permit
distinction between the two usages of the same character. The chromaticity is defined by

*- 5 £ .
Why worry about the chromaticity? There are two reasons. If the
beam has a large momentum spread, then a large chromaticity may place
some portions of the beam on resonances. Secondly, the value of the
chromaticity may determine whether or not certain intensity dependent
instabilities are stable or unstable.
The chromaticity can be calculated by using the expression
developed at the end of Chapter 2 relating tune shifts to gradient
errors. Recall that we had

where the F^ are to be identified as the focal lengths of the "error"
quadrupoles that represent the difference between the off-momentum and
central momentum states. That is, for a quadrupole of focal length F ,

F.
1

p F

V

F

O

F p

O rO

O

and so
^ ~

4TT

l

F .
01

or, equivalently,
c ~ ~ .'

9 Kodz •

For a simple lattice, the chromaticity is about equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the tune (as you 1 11 demonstrate in the
first of the problems below). In the more complex lattices of storage
rings, the chromaticity is apt to be considerably larger in magnitude.
This arises as follows. In order to focus the beams to a small spot
at the collision point, one makes near-parallel beams on either side;
that is, the amplitude function becomes large in quadrupoles which
tend to be stronger than those elsewhere in the ring. The integrand
in the last equation is therefore unusually large in such regions.
Another way of looking at the origin of the larger than normal
chromaticity of storage rings is to make use of the differential equation satisfied by the amplitude function
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K8 = a' + Y
to rewrite the expression for the chromaticity as

5 = - l^j- I (a' +Y)dz .
The first term vanishes when integrated around the ring. The term in
y will be large where the amplitude function is small, which is the
situation at the collision point. Since f is a constant in a drift
space, the straight section in which collisions occur will contribute
to the chromaticity a quantity equal to the straight section length
divided by the amplitude function at the crossing for typical interaction region designs in which 6 is a minimum at the crossing point.
The capabilities for chromaticity adjustment provided by the linear lattice are limited; some other means must be used to modify this
quantity. What's needed is a magnet that presents a gradient that is
a function of momentum. A distribution of sextupole magnets is normally used for this purpose. In the horizontal plane, the sextupole
field is of the form
B = kx 2
and so the field gradient on a displaced equilibrium orbit is

and the contribution to the chromaticity from sextupoles may be readily calculated. Unfortunately, the sextupoles inevitably introduce
intrinsically nonlinear aberrations.
3.3.1

Chromaticity and Tune

For the simple FODO lattice, verify that the chromaticity is
about equal in magnitude and opposite in sign to the tune if the only
elements contributing to the chromaticity are the main quadrupoles.
3.3.2

Systematic Sextupole Moments in Bends

Assume that the bending magnets exhibit a systematic sextupole moment. The field can be written in the form
B - B Q ( 1 + b2x2)
where i>2 " B"/2 is the sextupole coefficient.
ated contribution to the chromaticity is

Show that the associ-
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with the sign depending on the degree of freedom. Under some circumstances, A£ can be spectacularly large. At low fields, superconducting magnets can have significant sextupole moments due to persistent
currents. A possible value for b2 is 30 m~ . Estimate the resulting chromaticity for a 20-TeV scale ring.
3.3.3

Chromaticity Adjustment

A standard way of adjusting the chromaticity in both transverse
degrees of freedom is to place a sextupole magnet at each main
quadrupole location. The sextupoles are connected in two circuits;
those at horizontally focusing quadrupoles are powered in one series
circuit, and those at vertically focusing quadrupoles in the other.
For the usual FODO lattice, show that the chromaticity changes due to
the sextupoles are

AS O = T-T (8
H

4TT

n
max

max

s_ + 8 . n . s j ,
F

mm

min

D

A?,,
= - r^
(6 . nmax S_,
+ Smax nnun. SD'j .
^V
4ir v m m
F
Here, N is the number of cells, and the sextupole strengths S p , S n ,
are defined by B"« length/(Bp) .
3.4

Acceleration and Phase Stability

Acceleration is achieved by electric fields which, so that the
net energy gain around the orbit be non-zero, are associated with time
dependent magnetic fields.
The first of the constant radius accelerators was the betatron.
From beginning to end of the acceleration cycle, a near-constant electric field was produced around the orbit by a monotonically increasing
magnet flux inside the (relatively small) ring?. The particles were
maintained at constant radius by a careful balance between the magnetic field on the orbit and the flux within. The main stability problem posed by these accelerators is the one that we have already
discussed - the betatron oscillation.
The distinguishing feature of the synchrotron is the use of
oscillating electric and magnetic fields of the radiofrequency cavity
to accomplish energy changes. The monotonic field increase, and hence
limited energy range, of the betatron is avoided. But now an additional stability problem is introduced, as noted earlier: do particles initially close in momentum remain so as acceleration proceeds?
We'll present a qualitative argument first, and then try to prove
it in the next section. Suppose that there is only one rf cavity in
the ring - not a bad approximation in most cases. Suppose three particles traverse the cavity at the same time; one is at just the right
energy for this point in the acceleration cycle and so has the eocalled "synchronous" energy and receives just the right kick to continue the nominal energy gain of the acceleration process. The other
two particles have higher and lower energies.
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Figure 6 depicts the phase at traversal of the cavity on two successive turns. In drawing this picture, we have assumed that the
energy was sufficiently high so that speed differences between particles were unimportant and that the additional path length of higher momentum orbits was the dominant factor in calculating the transit time
between traversals of the rf cavity.

-E 8 cavity voltage

energy gain needed
>n average

RF phase
Fig. 6
On the first passage of the cavity, all three particles received
the same increment in energy. The higher energy particle takes longer
to circumnavigate the ring, so it gets a lesser kick the next time
around. The lower energy particle gets a greater kick. In this example, there is some "synchronous phase angle" on the descending side of
the rf wave about which energy oscillations may be stable. This argument cannot identify the boundary between stability and instability;
ve can only suggest that there is a phase space plot of the general
character indicated in Fig. 7.

unstable

Fig. 7
Phase stability is the defining characteristic of the synchrotron. The back and forth phase motion implied by the above discussion
means that particles move back and forth in azimuth. For this reason,
energy oscillation phenomena are usually referred to as "longitudinal"
effects in contrast to the predominantly transverse betatron oscillations. Of course, phase oscillation have a transverse aspect as
well - as the momentum of a particle changes BO does its transverse
position due to momentum dispersion.
Let's make more quantitative the meaning of high energy limit.
The time, T, for one turn is the circumference, C, divided by the speed,
v. Differentiating,
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il = IS §1
T

C

" V

"

The first term can be expressed in terms of the momentum deviation
with the aid of the compaction factor, a. The fractional speed change
can be written in terms of the momentum deviation and the Lorentz factor, y*

Y
For sufficiently high energy (i.e., large Y ) » the change in the orbit
period will be of the same sign as the momentum change; this is the
situation depicted in the sketches above. For sufficiently low
energy, the speed change is the more important term, and the phase stable situation for acceleration will be on the rising rather than the
falling side of the rf wave. The energy at which the orbit period is
independent of momentum is called the transition energy. The
compaction factor, a, is often written as the inverse square of a
"transition gamma," Yt» which characterizes the transition energy:

Synchrotrons that cross the transition energy during the acceleration
cycle must perform a phase jwnp in the radiofrequency system at the appropriate time in order to maintain phase stability.
For the remainder of this discussion, we will retreat to the high
energy limit and take Y > > Y f
3.4.1

Estimate of Transition Gamma

For the sorts of lattices that we have been considering, investigate the degree to which y is approximately equal to the betatron oscillation tune.
3.5

Description of Synchrotron Oscillations

We'11 obtain the equations of motion for synchrotron oscillations
in the approximation that the energy gain is localized at one point in
the ring. Not only is this a good approximation for many purposes,
but some synchrotrons are in fact built that way.
Let <j>n and E R denote the radiofrequency phase and particle energy
at the nth entry of the acceleration station. The phase change between successive traversals of the cavity is

The cavity frequency is generally some (large) integral multiple of
v
he orbit frequency, U) o . The factor, h, is usually called the harmonic
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number. With this definition and using the high energy limit form of
the relation between orbit period and momentum, we have
A x _ i_

A

v?

\ *^ op

Zirh oE

Yt *
Yt
This can be written explicitly in difference equation form
_ . . 2Tlh
*n+l ~ *n+ ~2
Yt

5E

n+l
E ~'
8

where the subscript s stands for synchronous; a particle with energy
E s and phase <j>s will not undergo phase oscillations.
The difference equation for energy is
6E ^, = 6E + (eVHsinA - sin*
)
x
n+1
n
n
s
where V is the cavity "voltage" amplitude.
One approach to solving these is to anticipate (usually
correctly) that the phase and energy change so slowly that the difference equations can be turned into differential equations as follows:
d<|>

dtt
d<5E
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2nh J E
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evlsinm - sin<b
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These two first-order equations become the single second-order equation
d A 2iTh eV , . .
. , .
—J = ~2~ g- (sinq) - smqi )
dn

Yt

s

if we assume constant cavity voltage and sufficiently small dE s /dn.
A first integral can be obtained by the standard prescription of
multiplying by d<J>/dn and integrating over n to give a "total energy" of

1 , 6 E 2 ,V
s

eV

A+A

.A .

constant

s

For a non-zero synchronous phase, the general shape of the potential
energy term is as sketched in Fig. 8, indicating that there are
limiting phases that distinguish between stable and unstable
oscillations. A number of constant energy trajectories in longitudinal phase space are shown in Fig. 9. The trajectory at the boundary
between stable and unstable regions is termed the separatrix; the
stable rogion is called an rf bucket in accelerator jargon.
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stable
unstable

Fig. 8

Fig.
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The nonlinear differential equation cannot be integrated in
closed form, so we naturally proceed to linearize it by expanding the
motion about the synchronous phase. Writing

yields

a

dn

Yt

As expected, the oscillation will be stable for cos4>8 negative, as is
consistent with the general arguments above. The number of synchrotron oscillations per turn - often written as \>g - is the quantity
analogous to the betatron oscillation tune. From the equation above,
we have

In a large alternating gradient synchrotron, the betatron oscillation
tune is large compared with unity. In contrast V is much sraaller
than one - that this is the case was implied by turning the difference
equations into differential equations. It is this dissimilarity between frequencies that allows us to treat betatron and synchrotron oscillations as decoupled in an introductory discussion.
3.5.1

Limits of Phase Stability

From the first integral of the equation of motion, show that the
range of stable phases is from $± = if - <f>8 to the solution <f>2 of
cos*. + (fusin*
£.

3.5.2

c.

= -cos*
8

+ Or - <>| )sin((>
S

S

.
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Direct Integration of Difference liquations

Using a graphics terminal, produce turn-by-turn plots in 5E/E ,
cf> coordinates from the original difference equations and compare with
the mappings shown for the solutions of the differential equations.
3.5.3

Oscillation Frequency of a Large Synchrotron

A set of acceleration parameters for a large synchrotron might
run as follows. A ring with a circumference of 90 km accelerates protons from 1 TeV to 20 TeV in 1000 seconds. The acceleration system
has a "voltage" amplitude of 15 MV and operates at 360 MHz. Calculate
the synchronous phase and the frequency of small amplitude phase
oscillations. Is the assumption y » Y); reasonable?
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3.5.4

Area of a Stationary Bucket

In the longitudinal degree of freedom, the quantity analogous to
the admittance is the "bucket area." There is no universal standard
for coordinates, but the pair 6£/u)^p, $ is frequently used and the result expressed in electron volt seconds. In these coordinates, show
that the area of a stationary (i.e., <]>8 = ir) bucket is

Evaluate the bucket area for a ring with a circumference of 2iT km
operating with h = 1113, for E g = 150 GeV and V = 1 Mf.
3.5.5

Longitudinal Emittance

In the phase space coordinates of the preceding problem, the area
occupied by the particles is called the longitudinal emittance. Again
consider the case of <t>8 = IT; that is, motion within a stationary
bucket. Let the half-width of the bunch in phase be 4>m* If <t>m is not
too large, the motion of the particle in the longitudinal phase space
can be approximated by an ellipse. In this circumstance, find the
bunch area. The result is

Use this expression to estimate the longitudinal emittance of a bunch
with $ m = 0.5 in the synchrotron of the preceding problem. The
approximation ^ « 1 isn't necessary in order to arrive at a closed
form for the bunch area; its use just avoids a couple of elliptic
integrals.
3.5.6

Frequency of Large Amplitude Oscillations

For a stationary bucket, show that the ratio of the synchrotron
oscillation frequency for a particle with phase amplitude 4>m to that
of a particle with small phase amplitude is

where K is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind:

3.5.7

n/2
*
?
K(x) = /
d6(l - x sin 8)
o
The Standard Mapping and Chaos

.

This is a digression, but it's interesting to note the similarity
between the difference equations for synchrotron oscillations and a
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mapping that is frequently used in mathematical studies in nonlinear
dynamics. By suitable change of variables, transform the difference
equations for a stationary bucket into the form
0 , = 0 + r ,,
n+1
n
n+1'

r , = r - ^ r sin2trO ,
n+1
n
2TT
n'

0 < r, 6 < 1,
- '
- '

with the understanding that as 9 and r are incremented only the fractional parts are retained.
With the aid of a graphics terminal, exhibit the motion in 6, r
for k = 0.1. You should see behavior familiar from the synchrotron motion plots. Now raise k to 0.9 and start a particle at, for example,
r = 0.27 and 9 = 0 . The plot quickly develops an unpredictable and
chaotic character. Fortunately, the equivalent acceleration system parameters are far from those actually used in synchrotrons.
k

NONLINEAR BETATRON OSCILLATIONS

The final subject in these notes is an introduction to nonlinear
betatron oscillations. Why are nonlinear transverse vibrations of
interest? Let me comment on them under two general headings: intentional and unintentional nonlinearities.
We've already seen an example of an intentional nonlinearity.
The adjustment of chromaticity is accomplished by the insertion of
sextupole magnets into the ring; the motivation is based on a linear
argument but, once the sextupoles are introduced, the nonlinearity cannot be ignored.
A second example for the intentional introduction of nonlinear
fields arises from the desire to provide a slow extraction process for
the high energy physics experimental program. In the preceding chapter, mention was made of the "separatrix," whi-h separates stable and
unstable motions. The context there was the longitudinal degree of
freedom, but the same Language can be carried over into the transverse
degrees of freedom. A tilow extraction process uses magnetic
nonlinearities to gradually move the unstable-stable boundary inward
in phase space.
Unintentional nonlinearities are generally considered to be evil.
For instance, they generate resonances - tune values that must be
avoided. We'll touch on the resonance issue below. Concern about unintentional nonlinearities is heightened by our present commitment to
superconducting magnets. The field quality of typical superconducting
magnet designs tends to be determined by conductor placement accuracy.
The field quality of a conventional 3teel and copper room temperature
magnet rests on the accuracy of the lamination stamping. The latter
approach is about an order of magnitude more accurate than the former.
An additional feature of superconducting magnets is the persistent current phenomenon. If there is little or no transport current
requirement imposed on the conductor, localised circulating currents
at the critical current density will resemble the remanent magnetization of the conventional magnet. The associated multipole moments are
large, and will be a factor in determining the aperture of the next
generation of proton accelerators and storage rings.
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First wa'll try Co present an heuristic argument about the resonance problems associated with nonlinearities. Then we will look at
the most simple of the nonlinear resonances - the 1/3 resonance due to
suxtupoles. Nonlinearities also produce amplitude dependent tune
shifts; one of the problems concernn this subject.
4.1

Nonlinearities and Resonances

Start from the equation of motion for a betatron oscillation as
written in Section 2.5 after the Floquet transformation:

where SB represents all those fields not taken into account in setting
up the design orbit. We can write <5B as a power series expansion. In
particular, let's confine our attention to the bending magnets and
write B in the plane of the orbit as

where B Q is the nominal field strength of the magnet, and the b n are
often called multipole coefficients. Since magnets are not identical
because of finite construction tolerances, the b B are functions of the
independent variable $.
Now the equation of motion is

A term on the right-hand side with the same frequency as the natural
frequency, V, of the oscillator would be cause for concern. The products of amplitude functions and multipole coefficients can be
expressed as Fourier series in 4>. Consider the first term; b o represents the dipole field error. If the product S '^ b 0 has a nonvanishing kth harmonic at k = v ; a resonant condition will exist. We
already know that integral values of tune must be avoided.
The next term contains the gradient errors, characterized by bj.
The kth harmonic of the factor B bi can beat with the frequency V
presented by T, to produce a line at k - V. The resonance condition
k - v ™ v gives k « 2v; i.e., the tune shouldn't be a half-integer.
Again, we already know that. (The beat frequency with the plus sign,
k + V • V, is a special case; the zeroth harmonic of B bj is a tune
shifting term and represents a "renormalization" of the left-hand side
of the equation of motion rather than a resonance.)
The third term represents the effect of sextupole moments. The
factor Z can exhibit a frequency 2v; when this is combined with the
kth harmonic of 85/2b2, one can have the condition k - 2V • V, or k »
3v. That is, the tune should not be a third of an integer. The beat
frequency k + 2\> just leads again to the condition that the tune
should not be an integer.
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In general, any tune of the form V = k/n can resonate with some
multipole moment. The integer in the denominator is called the order
of the resonance; for instance, sextupoles can produce third-order
resonances, octopoles can produce fourth-order resonances, and so on.
This argument can only suggest that problems can arise for tunes
equal to some rational numbers. The conclusion that all rational numbers are bad flies in the face of experience; both experience and more
quantitative arguments indicate that low-order resonances need to be
avoided. How low is low depends on the application and resonance
strength.
A distinction is made between "imperfection" and "systematic"
resonances. The language used in the discussion above was in the
spirit of the imperfection resonance - construction tolerances result
in each magnet being slightly different and so all harmonics are
represented in the resonance driving terms. The magnets may also possess systematic nonlinear multipoles; the overall symmetry of the ring
will then play a role in the presence or absence of particular harmonics. Suppose the overall lattice consists of P identical periods; the
only harmonics arising from systematic field imperfections will be of
the form Pk, k = 1, 2, 3, ..., and the resonant tunes will be Pk/n.
The greater the symmetry of the ring, th<s easier it is to stay away
from systematic resonances. For example, if a ring is made of 6 identical superperiods and the bending magnets have a systematic sextupole
field error, the systematic third-order resonant tunes are the even
integers.
Even though we've worked in only one degree of freedom, we should
at least quote the result for the complete transverse case. The resonances are lines in the V H , Vy plane of the form
mV

+ nVy = p

where m, n, and p are integers all of the same sign (one of the pair
m, n can be zero) for instability. The sum of the absolute values of
m and n is the order of the resonance, and the order can be related to
a multipole term just as in the one degree of freedom case. If m and
n are opposite in sign, the result is coupled but stable motion. Take
the sextupole case again. There are four sum (hence, unstable)
"resonances:
3VJJ - p ,

2V H + Vy = p ,

Vg + 2\ty - p ,

3Vy - p .

The first and third are driven by the sextupole term in the field expansion ussd above. The second and fourth are driven by a sextupole
field, but one rotated by 30 degrees with respect to the first to form
a "skew" sextupole.
4.1.1

The Tune Diagram with Resonances

Consider, a unit square in the tune diagram ( i.e. Vy vs Vg) with
corners at (n, m ) , (n + 1, n ) , (n, n + 1 ) , (n + 1, n + 1 ) . Draw the
lines representing all sum resonances through fourth order.
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4.2

A Third-Order Resonance

Now the point is to try to turn the purely qualitative approach
of the last section into something that can claim to be a quantitative
treatment. Let's take the case of a sextupole nonlinearity distributed in an arbitrary fashion around the ring.
The equation of motion cannot be solved in closed form, so this
will be an approximate treatment. Treat the nonlinearity as a small
perturbation of the linear motion. On each turn, add up the effects
of the nonlinearities as though they were independent of each other,
and take stock of the situation at one point on the ring after each
turn.
Write the linear oscillation as

ffiiil)

COSX(Z)

where the amplitude function, S o at the
used explicitly so that the quantity "a"

point of observation has been
can denote a real amplitude
at that point. The symbol for the phase has been switched to x B°
that ty can be reserved for the phase at the point of observation. We
hope, by this time, no ambiguity will result from returning to the
simpler "x" to denote the displacement of a betatron oscillation.
For the other coordinate of phase space, use

y = 6 ( z ) x ' + cx(z)x = -a

and the unperturbed motion at any point in the ring is just a circle
(see Fig. 10).

1/2

Fig. 10
Assume a magnetic field B(x,z), perpendicular to x and z, is
introduced at z and extends over a length z. The sign of B is positive if B is directed in the same sense as the main guide field. For
sufficiently small Az, x does not change aB the particle traverses Az,
but the slope does, according to

Ax1
and so
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Ay

As a result of the perturbation, the amplitude and phase have
changed. From
Ax • (|-1

h

(Aa'cosx - a sinx*Ax> = 0 ,

o

Ay - - ((|-)
|

(Aa-sinx + a eosx'Ax) - -8 j*||y ,

one finds
Aa

8
H
" Tl^T ((T^ BAz sinX '

Now we add up these perturbations over a turn. Suppose that at a
given passage of our point of observation, the phase of the oscillation is i|). Then on the succeeding turn, the unperturbed phase X would
develop according to

To obtain the first-order equations of motion, we assume that the
changes in amplitude and phase can be found by adding up the individual perturbations above, and immediately write

(f 1 B(x'z)

£
|j- <* - 2TTVn)

So far nothing has been said about the variety of nonlinearity
represented by B(x,z). Let's take the case of sextupole distribution:

Insertion of this form of the field into the equation of motion for
the amplitude yields, after some manipulation of the trig functions.
da

1

dn " 4

a

2

o

f

B''

T$o) $ dz(^—)(sin\J) cos\xb + cosij» sinxxji
cos3\x)i + cos3ii» sin3vif)

,R ^ 3 / 2
(2-)
B

o
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Now look for terms that could be additive from turn to turn; that is,
terms that could represent unstable motion. If the tune were close to
an integer, the first two terms could be candidates. But if the tune
is not near an integer (and we assume that it is not), sin\|> and costy
will change rapidly from turn to turn and so the amplitude will not
grow steadily. However, if 3v were an integer, sin3ip and cos3ip would
have constant values from turn to turn, and then the amplitude could
exhibit growth. So we ignore the first two terms and retain the second pair.
Since we want to study the case where 3v is not exactly an integer, but close, let 3v o denote the integer of interest, with the tune
difference, S = V - V o small compared with unity. The equation of motion for the amplitude then can be written
|| = |- a 2 (A sin3i|) + B co«3i|i)
with
A=

B

3O

,

=7 5 ) '

„,, „

dz

3/2

]

V

In defining A and B, we have usad the proximity of v to v o so that A
and B are true harmonic amplitudes.
The equation of motion for ty i s found by the same procedure, but
with one modification. The phase i t s e l f advances by 21TV in one turn,
and so t|) hardly qualifies as a continuous variable. This circumstance
was already recognized in writing the left-hand side of the equation
for the rate of change of phase. Now observe that the ^-related factors that enter the right-hand sides of the equations, cos3i|> and sin3i}>,
are insensitive to the replacement of <p by \|) - 2ffVon. We change the
variable accordingly, and obtain the equation of motion for the new
phase:
U = I a(A cos3*|> - B sin3i|0 + 2w6 .
With the foregoing redefinition, \|> becomes a variable continuous in n,
and can be used as a polar angle in representing phase space
trajectories.
The equations of motion were developed in the phase, amplitude
form because the characteristic of an unstable resonance i s more
readily identified there. Transformation back to x, y coordinates f o l lows from
dx

x /da.

.ddr

dy

y ,da.

,djb.

A8

and gives

g - ^ A(-2xy)

+

i i = i. A(y2 -

2
x

\ B(x2 - y2) + 2ir«.y ,

) + I E(-2xy) - 2ir6-x .

For simplicity consider the case B = 0. A first integral of this system is
(x

-

- 1. (X

+

*g)^

= constant 5

k

and different phase space trajectories are associated with different
values of k.
The fixed points satisfy dx/dn = dy/dn = 0 and are located at

For these x, y, the constant k i s zero and the associated figure in
phase space - the separatrix - i s just three intersecting straight
l i n e s . Motion within the triangle i s bounded; motion outside the t r i angle is unbounded in this approximation (see Fig. 11).

Fig. 11
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Along the vertical separatrix, the equation of motion becomes
dy „ 1 . 2

3

3± " T Ay - T

- '-•*-2

which is easily integrated to yield y as a function of n. Motion
along or near the separatrix is important in resonant beam extraction.
Finally, we can define the width of a nonlinear resonance, or, at
least, present one of several similar definitions. There is a qualitative difference between the linear resonance produced, for example,
by gradient errors and a nonlinear resonance. In the former case, the
entire beam is either stable or unstable. In the latter case, the motion may be stable or unstable depending on oscillation amplitude. A
nonlinear resonance doesn't produce a stopband - an essentially linear
notion - but a range of tunes of the linear lattice throughout which
varying fractions of the beam are unstable.
Suppose the beam has emittance 6, defined in any of the variety
of ways that were mentioned in Chapter 2.. If the tune is initially
far from resonance and the resonance is approached sufficiently
slowly, then it is resonable to suppoae (since the supposition can be
easily checked by a simulation) that the phase space area will gradually defona from its originally circular boundary into the triangular
shape characteristic of the resonance. When the tune difference is
such that the stable area is equal to the beam emittance, one could
say with some justification that 26 is a reasonable definition of the
width of the "esonance. For the case that we have been considering,
the resonance width is given by
26
Obviously, there is some arbitrariness in such a definition. In the
injection process into a ring, the sudden as opposed to the adiabatic
approximation would be more reasonable.
4.2.1

Motion Along a Separatrix

Integrate the equation of motion along the vertical separatrix
for the resonance considered above. Verify that the number of turns,
n, to progress from y o to y is

4.2.2

Ring with a Single Sextupole

Assume that a single thin sextupole is placed in a ring. The
point of observation is chosen to be at the midpoint of the sextupole.
Its strength is such that the harmonic driving term A is
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A = 8 | ^ y " 0.05 mm"1
For positive 6, the separatrices will be oriented as sketched in the
text above. Take 6 = 0.006. Using the result of the preceding problem, find the position after 3 turns of a particle that starts from y o
= 1 0 mm.
4.2.3

Comparison with Turn-By-Turn Calculation

The single sextupole case would appear to be a long way fi-om the
spirit of the derivation upon which the analytical results are based.
Carry out a turn-by-turn calculation for the same particle as LSat in
the example above. That i s , start at the midpoint of the sextupole
and give the particle a deflection appropriate to half of the
sextupole. Propagate around the ring with a linear matrix, then deliver another half-sextupole kick. Compare with the result of the preceding problem. Row do you know i f you are even on the separatrix?
4.2.4

Phase Space Deformation

Investigate the deformation of phase space from a circle as a single sextupole is turned on by an extension of the turn-by-turn calculation just carried out. As the phase space occupied by the beam exceeds the stable region provided by the ring, observe that particles
depart along or near the separatrices of the static case provided the
rate of variation of the sextupole strength is sufficiently slow.
4.2.5

Variation of Tune with Amplitude

The field of an octopole magnet varies as the cube of the horizontal or vertical displacement from its center, so one might expect an
average octupole moment to produce a fourth-power term in the
"potential" for betatron oscillations. The oscillation frequency
/would then depend on the oscillation amplitude. Carry out the same
steps aa used in the derivation of the amplitude and phase equations
but with octopole fields rather than sextupole fields. Assume that
the tune is far from resonance BO that any harmonic driving terms are
unimportant. Show that the equations of motion are

ftwith

The tune change with amplitude is then

Av(a)

> L. |
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4.2.6

The Width of a Linear Stopband

Although the stopband width arising from quadrupole errors is a
problem connected with the linear motion, we didn't calculate the
width in Section 2.7. It is relatively easy to do at this point, as
another example of the method used for treating nonlinear motion. Repeat the steps of the sextupole case, but with quadrupole terms instead. For simplicity, assume that the only non-vanishing integral is

8
Q = T S S T ? dz

s
B>

VJttP/

(•£-) cos2V <1> .
p

O

o
Show that the equations of motion in x, y are
•j— = - o" Qy + 2ir6*y,
-£- = - r- Qx - 2if6*x ,
w h e r e 6 is n o w the d i f f e r e n c e in tune from the h a l f - i n t e g e r . S h o w
that t h e m o t i o n is u n s t a b l e f o r a l l p a r t i c l e s o v e r t h e t u n e r a n g e o f
the u n p e r t u r b e d r i n g g i v e n b y

2TT
This is the stopband w i d t h .
5

TWO APPLICATIONS

In this concluding chapter, we will make use of the material that
has been covered above to discuss two processes in synchrotrons.
These are resonant extraction from the fixed target accelerator and
the production of luminosity in the collider.
Before taking up these examples, however, a few words on another
subject are in order, namely, insertions and matching.
5.1

Insertions and Matching

During the preceding three chapters, a lattice of simple FODO
bend cells was usually adequate to illustrate the principles.. But, to
make room for injection, extraction, and the acceleration system,
present-day design practice is to modi^™ the FODO bend cell pattern by
introducing special regions tailored to these functions; in the case
of a collider, lattice modifications in the neighborhood of the interaction points are essentially unavoidable.
The perimeter of a large ring is mostly occupied by bending
cells. The lattice segments that break this pattern for the purposes
mentioned above are called "insertions." The desired relationship between the parameters of the insertions and those of the basic lattice
is termed "matching."
Let's illustrate the significance of matching by an example. Suppose that the repetition period of the ring consists of some standard
cells with total phase advance U o followed by a drift of length S.
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For simplicity, take oe = 0 where the cells join. The matrix for propagation of a betatron oscillation through a period is then
,1

SWcoflyo

\0

1/ \ - Y siny

8 siny \
o\

/cosy - Y siny
I
o
o

8 siny

o

+ S COB\I
o

and the phase advance y through a period can be found from
1
YS
cosy = — TrM = cosy - ir- siny .
Z
o
Z
o
If we regard the trace as the real part of a phasor, then the straight
section has increased the vector length beyond unity, and so there are
stopbands whenever the projection of the vector on the horizontal axis
is greater than one. Without going into a quantitative treatment, all
we suggest is that the quality of the lattice has deteriorated. The
amplitude function is also changed, with the addition of a wave in
AB/$. This is another example of a "mismatch"; this condition appeared
earlier in Section 3.2.2 where the dispersion function was not matched
between lattice segments.
One way that a mismatch can be avoided is as follows. Suppose
that the basic cell of the ring has a matrix of form
M

o

= I cosy

o

+ J siny
o

and that the matrix of the insertion is
M, = I cosy. + J siny. .

Then, if the J matrices of the two l a t t i c e segments are the same, the
product of the basic cell matrix and the insertion matrix i s
M = ( I cosy,1 + J siny,)
1 ( I cosy o + J siny o )
= I cos(y + y.) + J sin(y + y.) .
O

1

O

I

The composite matrix has the same J matrix as the components, and the
phase advances just add. In other words, if we arrange that the amplitude function and its slope intrinsic to each lattice segment are the
same at the point of.transition from one segment to the next, then the
amplitude function and slope are unchanged throughout the composite
lattice. This is the condition called matching; in Section 3.2.4, it
was illustrated in the simpler context of the momentum dispersion
function.
We will not go further into the techniques of matching here. For
the purposes of this chapter, all that is needed is an understanding
of the meaning of the term. The reader interested in following the
subject beyond this point might take a look at the lattices of
existing and proposed synchrotrons. For instance> the original
Fermilab Main Ring and the CERN SFS exemplify differing approaches toward matching in fixed target accelerator design. In the former, long
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straight sections are provided for injection, extraction, and acceleration that break the FODO focusing sequence. Matching includes the amplitude function and its slope, but not the dispersion function; the
maximum dispersion in the arcs is increased by almost a factor of two
over the inherent arc dispersion as a result of the mismatch. The designers of the CERN accelerator elected to maintain the FODO focusing
sequence throughout, thereby ensuring 8, Ot matching, and to provide
straight sections by leaving out bending magnets within the FODO structure. The way in which bends were omitted was devised to eliminate a
dispersion wave. Clearly, both accelerators work; the absence of
straight section longer than the standard interquadrupole spacing has
not brought synchrotron improvement at CERN to a halt, nor has the
unmatched dispersion at Fermilab turned into a big obstacle. All this
indicates is that there is not a single and inflexible method for
synchrotron design.
5.2

Resonant Extraction

It is-easy to take the particles in an accelerator out in one
turn. Unfortunately, that approach to extraction does not satisfv the
needs of the experimental program. Rather, the particles should be
dribbled out en a time scale of a millisecond to many seconds. So, we
resort to the resonant extraction process, as anticipated by the discussion of Chapter 4.
But the continuum in amplitudes implied by resonant extraction
leads to beam loss. Somewhere there has to be a device that is the
start of the channel for departing p&rticTes. The partition, or
septum, between in and out particles must be as thin as possible in
order to obtain high extraction efficiency. At present, the thin
septa are electrostatic. They are not strong enough to fling particles out of the ring, but they can establish enough of a gap between
in and out particles so that a second, stronger, septum can direct particles into an exit channel. The great virtue of the electrostatic
septum is that the obstacle presentee to the beam is very small, about
50 microtaeters. For a proton accelerator with conventional magnets,
it is already important that the losses off the primary extraction
septum be minimized; the buildup of radioactivity in the ring is a
major concern for operation and maintenance. For a proton accelerator
using superconducting magnets, control of the septum loss is essential
to avoid excessive energy deposition in the magnets with the attendant
risk of superconducting to normal transition; that is, the extraction
process brings with it the danger of a quench.
The third integer resonance can be used for slow extraction. The
phase space at the first septum might look like Fig. 12, where the coordinates are the same as those used in Chapter 4. The septum is
located at a distance x 8 from the center of the aperture. The "step
size," A, is the growth in x in three turns. The orientation of the
figure is determined by the resonance driving terms, the azimuthal harmonics of the sextupole distribution. Only the outgoing arms of the
separatrix are shown in Fig. 12. The figure must be oriented in such
a way that the septum kick transforms into a displacement at the second septum while preserving the distinction between particles departing

kick from
septum

\

Fig. 12

the aperture, and those remaining in the accelerator. For instance,
the phase space at the second septum might appear as shown in Fig. 13.
The 90 degree rotation between the two figures projects the kick of
the first septum fully onto the second septum; the orientation of the
first insures that the extracted beam is well displaced from the
circulating beam n the second.

Magnetic Septum

J

All that remains to be specified are the strength of the resonance driving terms - the A and B integrals of Chapter 4 - and the
tune difference, 6\), from resonance. Since the ratio of A and B is already set by the orientation of the separatrices at one of the septa,
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only two quantities remain to be determined. There are two conditions
to be satisfied. The step size A should span the septum aperture for
efficiency, and the stable area should correspond to the emittance of
the beam at the onset of extraction. The relationships between the
step size and stable area on the one hand, and driving terms and tune
difference on the other have already been exhibited toward the end of
Chapter 4. There is no point in repeating them here. A bit of geometry needs to be added to that discussion, having to do with the projection of motion along the separatrix onto the x-axis. The steps are
not hard to carry o'.'t, if the critical reader wants to pursue them.
More in line witri the focus of this chapter is the subject of extraction inefficiency. As noted in the preceding paragraph, it was evident in Chapter 4 how to produce a slow beam spill. But what fraction of the particles strike the first septum?
In order to estimate the extraction inefficiency, let us suppose
that the extraction process proceeds so slowly that it may be considered a static process. Then, the particle density distribution along
an outgoing separatrix or along the projection of the separatrix onto
a coordinate axis varies inversely as the rate of change of position
along that coordinate. To convince oneself of this, let F ( X J ) A X J be
the number of particles in an interval Axj at xj. After some time
interval T ha«, elapsed, the particles find themselves in Ax2 at X2The number of particles is the same, so

From

I

x +Ax

dx

r

it follows that
X

X

2+Axl

2

or

Ax,,
(dx/dt)j

(dx/dt) 2

where Fig. 14 may be helpful in identifying the quantities.
So Ax varies directly as dx/dt; therefore F(x) varies inversely
as dx/dt. It will be more convenient to use the "turn number," n,
as the independent variable; that is, we take the spatial dependence
of F to be of the form
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Fig. 14
If a septum of thickness w in the x-c ordinate is located at a
distance x from the central orbit, then the inefficiency, e, defined
as the fraction of particles that strike the first septum is
x+w
s

X +W
3

dx/(dx/dn)

dx/(dx/dn)

dx/(dx/dn)

x +A
s

dx/(dx/dn)

The second form above acknowledges, in the denominator, that the particle density distribution cuts off at a distance x g + A, with A being
the step-size, the growth in x in the number of turns N between successive encounters with the septum at the proper phase for exit from the
ring. In the third integer case, N » 3.
The septum thickness, w, is small compared with x s , and the integral in the numerator can be replaced by w/(dx/dn) evaluated at x a .

The integral in the denominator is just N. So, for the inefficiency,
we can use either of the following forms:
e

w
(dx/dn)
x

1
s

x

A
a

_ 1
w
N (dx/dn)

s
s
I
dx/(dx/dn)
x
s
Note that the flatter the distribution F, the better the efficiency. This circumstance favors the choice of low-order multipoles
to generate the step-size.
Let us estimate the inefficiency for third integer extraction in
the limit of vanishing stable phase space; the algebra is simplified
by going to this limit but all the principles remain the same. The
situation ia illustrated in Fig. 15. Projected on the x-axis the equation of motion for a particle traveling outward on the separatrix is
dx _ 1_ (resonance driving term) 2
cos8
dn

y= /9x'+ox

Fig. 15
The expression for the inefficiency immediately gives
(x

s

+ A)

The parenthetical expression in the numerator is related to the maximum displacement to be tolerated elsewhere in the ring, according to
f-r^)

COS6

where 8 8 is the amplitude function at the septum, and B o is the maximum value of the amplitude function in the standard cells of the ring
where the aperture limitations are to be found. The angle A has already been set by the arguments concerning the orientation of the
separatrices at the two septa. For fixed x + A, the minimum in the
inefficiency occurs for x = A, and so
s

min

4w
7 x + A)
8

As a numerical example, let's take the superconducting
synchrotron at Fermilab. The maximum oscillation amplitude in the
arcs of the ring was fixed at 20 mm, after extensive simulation of
particle motion in the fields provided by the superconducting main
magnets. The lattice insertions for extraction devices were designed
with @ s a factor of 2.3 larger than the maximum amplitude function
in the standard cells. With 6 = 45° and a septum thickness of 0.1
mm, the minimum inefficiency is 1.9%.
The accelerator in this example actually uses half integer extraction; instead of sextupoles, the ring contains appropriate quadrupoles
and octopoles. Ihe distinctions between the two approaches need not
concern us here. The analogous calculation to that of the preceding
paragraph leads to an inefficiency of 1.7%. It is interesting that inefficiency at this level implies generation of secondaries in the
septum with a flux almost two orders of magnitude higher than would
be tolerated by the superconducting magnets located downstream, unless
additional protective measures are taken.
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5.3

Luminosity

f

Suppose two bunches of particles collide head-on. Let the
bunches both have cross-sectional area A and both contain N particles.
Any particle in one bunch will "see" a fraction of the area of the
other bunch NtT£nt/A obscured by the interaction cross section C7£nt.
The number of interactions per passage is then N^ffj^/A. If the frequency of collisions is £, then the interaction rate i s

R= if-a.
A

rnt,

.

The luminosity s L, is defined as the interaction rate per unit cross
section; that i s , a l l the factors in the above expression that we
think we can control:

Let's repeat Che argument for round Gaussian beam bunches. If
the distribution in either of the transverse degrees of freedom has
standard deviation a, then as a function of radius the distribution
can be written
„

- L ll
dN = -f e 2 a 2rdr .
cr
Adding up the contribution to the luminosity from concentric
cylindrical shells gives
L « f J TT— T 2
and we will use this form of the luminosity below.
Reduction of the cross-sectional area helps in producing luminosi t y , and this is the origin of the characteristic feature of collider
l a t t i c e s , the low-beta insertion. It i s conventional to call the
value of the amplitude function at the interaction point "beta-star,"
8 . It need not be the Sam's in both planes, but for simplicity we'll
assume that i t i s . The cross-sectional area of the beam varies d i rectly as 8 .
An interaction region is a drift space, insofar as the synchrotron lattice is concerned. For a minimum value of B , near the interaction point we will have

8*
8*
There is no point in trying to make 8 small compared with the bunch
length. So the range of interest for 6 is typically a few centimters
up to a meter or sc, depending on the type of particle and the design
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of the synchrotron. In any case, it is desirable that 6* be much less
than the amplitude functions typical of simpl.* lattices for large
accelerators. For the collider, the low-beta insertion is essentially
a requirement in the quest for high luminosity.
Having decided that 6 is a primary parameter, we can rewrite the
luminosity in terms of 8 and the normalized emittance. If we use the
normalized emittance defined by

then the luminosity becmios

Consider next the number of particles per bunch, N. There are
various potential limitations to N, some straightforward and some subtle. I will comment on only one of them, in particular, the beam-beam
tune shift.
A particle colliding with a bunch suffers a deflection due to the
fields of the bunch. That is, the bunch acts as a lens, and in fact
a nonlinear lens. A measure of the lens effect can be obtained as
follows. First, transform to the rest frame of the bunch. A particle
traveling at a distance r from the axis of the bunch will be acted
upon by an electric field

where X is the number of particles in the bunch at radius less than r
per unit length. If we approximate the path of the particle as a
straight line «<£ constant r, the transverse momentum communicated to
the particle is
2

5
Ap,1 = -r2ire

o

2

cr

5
J
X(z)dz = Tio,
2ite

o

N(<r)

cr

where N(<r) stands for the total number of particles within radius r.
Again using the Guassian distribution
N(<r) = N(l -

e -r

* ^4 ;

2

/20 2 )

r« 0 .

With the small r approximation of the second line above, the transverse momentum becomes
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which is now linear in r. Transforming back to the laboratory frame,
this deflection represents the action of a simple lens with focal
length given by
,

, Ap

Nr

1= _I_1± =
F

r

p

£.
2

where r is the classical radius of the particle variety in the
collider. The minus sign only reflects the presumption that the
colliding particles are of like sign of charge. Ignoring the sign,
the tune shift is of magnitude

This quantity is called the linear beam-beam tune shift or, sometimes,
the tune shift parameter.
Assume for the moment that there is some limiting value for this
parameter. Then N/EJJ in the luminosity formula can be replaced by the
tune shift parameter to give

6

r

c

or, equivalently, in terms of the total number of particles in one
beam, N ,

Here, f is the frequency of circulation of a particle around the
orbit; i.e., the number of bunches is f/f0- For an electron-positron
collider, N t has important implications for the capital and operating
cost of the radiofrequency acceleration system to compensate synchrotron radiation. For a proton-proton or proton-antiproton collider,
increasing N at constant N means smaller bunch spacing, and so, among
other potential problems, greater cost and complexity of the feedback
systems that control bunch-bunch interactions in each beam. Interestingly enough, in the highest energy hadron-hadron colliders currently
under discussion, synchrotron radiation into the cryogenic system may
be a significant cost factor.
How has the selection of Av as some sort of limiting parameter
worked out? Early in the history of electron-positron storage rings,
a value of about one-quarter for Av was frequently suggested as a
bound. There is some justification for that choice as a working hypothesis; if Av is that large, then low-order resonances are unavoidable. But over the years, as electron-positron rings have been
brought into operation, a bound in the range of 0.03 to 0.06 has
turned out to be consistent with behavior. Turning to bunched beam
hadron colliders, there is only one example; namely, protonantiprotron collisions in the CERN SPS. A value of 0.004 has been
achieved and does not constitute a performance limitation. The phys-
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ics of the limitation in the lepton case is not understood and is a
controvtrsial subject.
6

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER READING

1.

Physics of High Energy Accelerators (Fermilab Summer School 1981),
Ed. by R.A. Carrigan, F.R. Huson, and M. Month, AIP Conf. Proc.
87, AIP, New York, 1982.
2. Physics of High Energy Accelerators (SLAC Summer School 1982), Ed.
by M. Month, AIP Conf. Proc. 105, AIP, New York, 1983.
3. E.D. Courant and H.S. Snyder, Theory of the alternating gradient
synchrotron, Ann. Phya. 3, 1 (1958).
4. Theoretical Aspects of the Behaviour of Beams in Accelerators and
Storage Rings, Proc. First Course of International School of Particle Accelerators of "Etore Majorana" Centre for Scientific Culture,
Ed. by M.H. Blewett, CERN 77-13, July 1977.
5. Proceedings of the 1983 (1981, 1979, ...) Particle Accelerator Conference, IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci.
6. Proceedings of the 12th (11th, 10th, ...) International Conference
on High-Energy Accelerators.
The first two references are, of course, the volumes that precede
this in the sequence of Summer School proceedings. The level of the
articles covers the whole spectrum from introductory to advanced.
Many of the treatments of specialized topics include extensive
bibliographies .
Courant and Snyder is the classic paper on the alternating gradient synchrotron, and is "must" reading for a serious student of accelerator physics. Though not published until 1958, Che bulk of the work
was done in late 1952 and early 1953.
The CEKN publication, though it is a compilation of articles by
many authors, has the character of an introductory text that can be
read from cover to cover.
The prc~eedings of the national and international conferences are
a rich source of information on just about any aspect of accelerator
science and technology. If, for instance, you want to see a number of
examples of low-beta insertions, just scan the indexes for review articles on storage rings.
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FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER CHARGED
PARTICLE OPTICS
Karl L. Brown
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94S05
and
Roger V. Servranckx
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada S7N-0W0

1 SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION
Since the invention of the alternating gradient principle there has been a
rapid evolution of the mathematics and physics techniques applicable to charged
particle optics. In this publication we derive a differential equation and a matrix
algebra formalism valid to second order to present the basic principles governing
the design of charged particle beam transport systems. A notation first introduced by John Streib is used to convey the essential principles dictating the
design of such beam transport systems. For example the momentum dispersion, the momentum resolution, and all second-order aberrations are expressed
as simple integrals of the first-order trajectories (matrix elements) and of the
magnetic field parameters (multipole components) characterizing the system.
These integrals (listed in Tables I, II, and III) provide direct physical insight
into the design of beam transport systems. From them one obtains an intuitive
grasp of the mechanism of second-order aberrations. For example, the effects of
magnetic symmetry on the minimization or elimination of the aberrations is immediately apparent. In fact it is demonstrated that all second-order aberrations
will vanish under appropriate symmetry conditions.
It has also proved convenient to express the magnetic fields via a multipole
expansion about a central trajectory. In this expansion, the constant term, proportional to the field strength at the central trajectory, is the dipole term. The
term proportional to the first derivative of the field (with respect to transverse
dimensions) is the quadrupole term and the second derivative is the sextupole
term, etc.
At high energies, a considerable design simplification results if the dipole,
quadrupole, and sextupole functions are physically separated such that cross
product terms among them do not appear, and if the fringing field effects axe
small compared with the contributions of the multipole elements comprising the
system.
At the risk of oversimplification, the basic function of the multipole elements
may be identified in the following way:
0094-243X/1270062-77 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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The purpose of the dipole elements is to bend the central trajectory of the
system and to generate the first-order momentum dispersion. The quadrupole
elements provide the first-order imaging. In addition to their fundamental purpose, dipoles and quadrupoles will also introduce higher-order aberrations. If
these aberrations are second order, they may be eliminated or at least modified
by the introduction of sextupole elements at appropriate locations.
Dipoles introduce both second-order geometric and chromatic aberrations.
Quadi u, oles do not generate second-order geometric aberrations but they do
have strong chromatic (energy dependent) aberrations.
In regions of zero momentum dispersion, a sextupole will couple with and
modify only geometric aberrations. However, in a region where dispersion is
present, sextupoles will also couple with and modify chromatic aberrations.
Quadrupole elements may be introduced in any one of three characteristic
forms: (1) via an actual physical quadrupole consisting of four poles such that a
first field derivative exists in the field expansion about the central trajectory; (2)
via a rotated input or output face of a bending magnet; or (3) via a transverse
field gradient in the dipole elements of the system. Clearly any one of these
three fundamental mechanisms may be used as a means of achieving first-order
imaging in a system. Dipole elements will tend to image in the radial bending
plane independently of whether a transverse field derivative does or does not
exist in the system, but, imaging in the plane perpendicular to the plane of
bend is not possible without the introduction of a first field derivative. Like
the quadrupole element, a sextupole element may be generated in one of several
ways; first by incorporating an actual sextupole, that is, a six-pole magnet, into
the system. However, any mechanism that introduces a second-order derivative
of the field with respect to transverse dimensions is, in effect, introducing a
sextupole component.
We have included in the report a discussion of linear (first-order) optics as
it relates to beam transport systems and to the design of circular machines and
to the relationship between the two. Also included is a discussion of the basic
optical building blocks that are most often used in the design of such systems. In
addition we have provided some applications o« second-order optics to the design
of chromatic corrections in beam transport systems and circular machines.
It is our hope that the information supplied will provide readers with the
necessary tools to design any beam transport system suited to their particular
needs.
For the study of details beyond second order, computer ray tracing programs
or higher-order formalisms such as the Lie algebra techniques developed by Alex
Dragt and his students should be explored by the reader.
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2 A GENERAL FIRST- AND SECOND-ORDER
THEORY OF BEAM TRANSPORT OPTICS

The fundamental objective is to study the trajectories described by charged
particles in a static magnetic field. To maintain the desired generality, only
one major restriction is imposed on the field configuration: Relative to a plane
that is designated as the magnetic midplane, the magnetic scalar potential <j> is
an odd function in the transverse coordinate y (the direction perpendicular to
the midplane), i.e. 4>(x,y,s) = —<f>{x,—y,s). This restriction greatly simplifies
the calculations, and from experience in designing beam transport systems it
appears that for most applications there is little, if any, advantage to be gained
from a more complicated field pattern. The trajectories are described by means
of a Taylor expansion about a particular trajectory (which lies entirely within
the magnetic inidplane) designated henceforth as the central trajectory. Referring to Fig. 1, the coordinate s is the arc length measured along the central
trajectory; and x,y, and s form aright-handed curvilinear coordinate system.

T-

(
)
j
v

ARC Length
(0-C) of
Arbitrary
Trajectory
ARC Length
(0-A) of
Central
Trajectory

Central Trajectory
/lies in magneticN
\
midplane
)

5-84
48G9A1

Fig. 1. Curvilinear coordinate system used in the derivation of the equations of
motion.
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The results are valid for describing trajectories lying close to and making small
angles with the central trajectory.
The basic steps in formulating the solution to the problem are as follows:
1) A general vector differential equation is derived describing the trajectory of a charged particle in an arbitrary static magnetic field which possesses
midplane symmetry.
2) A Taylor series solution about the central trajectory is then assumed; this
is substituted into the general differential equation, and terms to second order
in the initial conditions are retained.
3) The first-order coefficients of the Taylor expansion {for monoenergetic
rays) satisfy homogeneous second-order differential equations characteristic of
simple harmonic oscillator theory; and the first-order dispersion and the secondorder coefficients of the Taylor series satisfy second-order differential equations
having driving terms.
4) The first-order dispersion term and the second-order coefficients are then
evaluated via a Green's function integral containing the driving function of the
particular coefficient being evaluated and the characteristic solutions of the homogeneous equations.
In other words, the basic mathematical solution of beam transport optics
is similar to the theory of forced vibrations or to the theory of the classical
harmonic oscillator with driving terms.
It is useful to express the second-order results in terms of the first-order
coefficients of the Taylor expansion. These first-order coefficients have a one to
one correspondence with the following five characteristic first-order trajectories
(matrix elements) of the system.
1) The unit sinelike function sx(s) in the plane of bend defined by sx(0) = 0
and s'x(0) = 1. See Fig. 2.
2) The unit cosine-like function cz(s) in the plane of bend defined by cx{0) =
1 and c'z(0) = 0. See Fig. 3.
3) The dispersion function dx{a) in the plane of bend defined by dx(0) = 0
and d'x(0) = 0 and a momentum p such that (p — po)/po = 1- See Fig. 4.
4) The unit sinelike function SV(B) in the nonbend plane defined by sy(0) = 0
and «'v(0) = 1. See Fig. 5.
5) The unit cosinelike function cv(e) in the nonbend plane defined by es(0) =
1 and c'y(0) = 0. See Fig. 6.
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Fig. 2. Sinelike function ^(s) in the magnetic midplane.

x
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-•-s
Cx(s)-x0

Trajectory

Fig. 3. CosineHke function cs(s) in the magnetic midplane.
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P 0 +Ap)

Fig. 4. Dispersion function dx(s) hi the magnetic midplane.

480'AJ,

Fig. 5. Sinelike function s y (s) in the nonbend plane.
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Central
Trajectory

Cy(s)-y0

Fig. 6. Cosinelike function cy(s) in the nonbend plane.
In the first-order Taylor expansion for the transverse position of an arbitrary
trajectory at position s in terms of its initial conditions, the above five quantities
are the coefficients appearing in the expansion for the transverse coordinates x
and y as follows :
x{a) = cx(a)x0 + sx{a)x'o + dx(s)6
and

yya) = cv{a)y0 + sy(a)y b
where XQ and t/o are the initial transverse coordinates and x 'o and y b are the
initial slopes of the arbitrary ray with respect to the central trajectory.
S = Ap/po ~ (p — Po)/Po is the fractional .nomentum deviation of the ray from
that of the central trajectory.
2.1

THE VECTOR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF MOTION

We begin with the usual vector relativistic equation of motion for a charged
particle in a static magnetic field, equating the time rate of change of momentum
to the Lorente force:
p = e(V x B)
and immediately transform this equation to one in which time has been eliminated and we are left with only spatial coordinates. The curvilinr ax coordinate
system used is shown in Fig. 1. Note that the variable s is the arc distance
measured along the central trajectory. With a little algebra, the equation of
motion is readily transformed to the following vector forms:
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Let e be the charge of the particle, V its velocity, V its speed, p its momentum magnitude, T its position vector and T its distance to the origin. The unit
tangent vector of the trajectory is dT/dT. Thus the velocity and momentum of
the particle are, respectively, (dT/dT)V and (dT/dT)p. The vector equation of
motion then becomes:
.. d /dl
or

d2T

dT,

where B is the magnetic induction. Then, since the derivative of a unit vector
is perpendicular to the unit vector, d*T/dT2 is perpendicular to dT/dT. It
follows that dp/dT = 0; that is, p is a constant of the motion as expected from
the fact that the magnetic force is always perpendicular to the velocity in a
static magnetic field. The final result is

2.2

THE COORDINATE SYSTEM

Thr general right-handed curvilinear coordinate system (x, y, s) used is illustrated in Fig. 1. A point O on the central trajectory is designated as the origin.
The direction of motion of particles on the central trajectory is designated as
the positive direction of the coordinate s. A point A on the central trajectory
is specified by the arc length s measured along that curve from the origin O to
point A. The two sides of the magnetic symmetry plane are designated the positive and negative sides by the sign of the coordinate y. To specify an arbitrary
point B which lies in the symmetry plane, construct a line segment from that
point to the central trajectory (which also lies in the symmetry plane) intersecting the latter perpendicularly at A; the point A provides one coordinate s; the
second coordinate x is the length of the line segment BA% combined with a sign,
(+) or (—) according as an observer, on the positive side of the symmetry plane
and facing in the positive direction of the central trajectory, finds the point on
the left or right side. In other words, x, y, and s form a right-handed curvilinear
coordinate system. To specify a point C which lies off the symmetry plane,
we construct a line segment from the point to the plane, intersecting the latter
perpendicularly at B; then B provides the two coordinates s and x; the third
coordinate y is the length of the line segment CB.
We now define three mutually perpendicular unit vectors {x,y, s). » is
tangent to the central trajectory and directed in the positive s direction at the
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point A corresponding to the coordinate s; x is perpendicular to the principal
trajectory at the same point, parallel to the symmetry plane, and directed in the
positive x direction, y is perpendicular to tne symmetry plane, and directed
away from that plane on its positive side. The unit vectors (£,y,§) constitute a
right-handed system and satisfy the relations
i = yx s ,
y=sxf,
s-xxy.

(2.2)

The coordinate s is the primary independent variable, and we shall use the
prime to indicate the operation d/ds. The unit vectors depend only on the
coordinate s, and, from differential vector calculus, we may write
x' = hi .
s' = -hx,

(2.3)

where h(e) = l/p0 is the curvature oi the central trajectory at point A defined
as positive, as shown in Fig. 1.
The equation of motion may now be rewritten in terms of the curvilinear
coordinates defined above. To facilitate this, it ia conveninent to express dT/dT
and d2T/dT2 in the following forms:

dT _ {dT/ds) _ T'
dT ~ (dT/ds) ~ Y' '
2
d
d'TT

1 d rT'\
Id

dY* ~T~- dlvF'J '
or
dT-~

2 T' 2 ds

l

' '

The equation of motion now takes the form

T

"~2^£(r'2)=^r>(T'xB)-

In this coordinate system, the differential line element is given by

dT = xdx + ydy + (1 + hz)sds
and
(dTf

= dT-dT = dx2 + dy2 + (1 + hx)3ds2 .

(2 4)

-
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Differentiating these equations with respect to s, it follows that

L OS

T" = xx" + x'x' + yy" + y'y' + (1 + hx)s' + (hx1 + h'x)* .
Using the differential vector relations of Eq. (2.3), the expression for T " reduces
to

T" = x{x" - k{l + hx)) + yy " + a{2hx' + h'x) .
The vector equation may now be separated into its component parts with the
result
x{(x"-h(l

+ hx)) - ^{x'x"

+ y{y" - ^{x'x"

+ y'y" + (1 + hx)(hx' + h'x))}

+ yy" + [1 + hx){hx- + h^x))}

+ 8{{2hx' + h'x)- il±^-(x'x"

+ t/'y" + (1 + hx)(hx' + h'x))}

=-• - T ' ( T ' x B )
P
= -T'{x(y'Bm - (1 + hx)By) + y((l + hx)Bx - x'B,)
P
+ s{x'By-y'Bx)}

.

(2.5)

Note that in this form, no approximations have beei. made; the equation
of motion (2.5) is still valid to all orders in the variables x and y and their
derivatives.
If now we retain only terms through second order in x and y and their
derivatives and note that T'2 = 1 + 2hx + • • •, then the x and y components of
the equation of motion become
x" - h{\ + hx) - x'{hx' + h'x) = -T'{ylB.-{\

+ hx)By) ,

y" - y'(nz' + h'x) ---- - r ( ( ( l +hx)Bx-x'B.)

.

(2.6)
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The equation of motion of the central orbit is readily obtained by setting x
and y and their derivatives equal to zero. We thus obtain
h = —Bj,(0,0,s)
Po

or

Bp0 = —
.
e

(2.7)

This result will be useful for simplifying the final equations of motion, po is
the momentum of a particle on the central trajectory. Note that this equation
establishes the sign convention between h,e and By.
2.3

EXPANDED F O R M O F A MAGNETIC F I E L D HAVING MEDIAN P L A N E
SYMMETRY

We now evolve the field components of a static magnetic field possessing
median or midplane symmetry. See Fig. 7. We define midplane symmetry as
follows. Relative to the plane containing the central trajectory, the magnetic
potential <j> ' s a n odd function in y : i.e. <j>(x,y, a) — — <f>(x, — y, s). Stated
terms of the magnetic field components Bx, By, and BB this is equivalent to
Bx{x,y,s) =-Bx(x,-y,s)

,

By{x,y,B) =By{x,-y,a) ,
BB{x,y,s) = - BB(x,-y,s) .

5-84
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Fig. 7. Illustration or the magnetic midplane for dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole elements.
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It follows immediately that on the midplane Bx = 3, = 0 and only By remains
nonzero; in other words, on the midplane B is always normal to the plane. As
such, any trajectory initially lying in the midplane will remain in the midplane
throughout the system.
The expanded form of a magnetic field with median plane symmetry has
been worked out by many people; one of the most convenient and comprehensible
references is provided by Teng.
For a magnetic field in vacuum, the field may-be expressed in terms of a
scalar potential 4> by B = V^.
The scalar potential will be expanded in the
curvilinear coordinates about the central trajectory lying in the median plane
y = 0. The curvilinear coordinates have been defined in Fig. 1, where x is the
outward normal distance in the median plane away from the central trajectory,
y is the perpendicular distance from the median plane, 8 is the distance along
the central trajectory, and h = h(s) is the curvature of the central trajectory.
As previously stated, these coordinates (x, y,s) form a right-handed orthogonal
curvilinear coordinate system.
As has been stated, the existence of the median plane requires that <j> be
an odd function of y, i.e. </>{x,y,e) = — <j>{x, — j/,s). The most general expanded
form of 4> may be expressed as follows:
, y,s) =(i4io + Anx + An[x2/2^

+ i4 13 (i s /3!) + • • -)v

+ [Aso + A31x + A32{x2/2l) + • • V / 3 ! +

where the coefficients .A2m+i,n are functions of s.
The differential line element dT of the coordinate system is
dT2 = dx2 + dy2 + (1 + hx)2{ds)2

(2.9)

and the Laplace equation has the form
v

* ~ [i + hx)di\(1

+

]

di) + W

{i + hx)diK{iTh^'di)

~ •
(2.10)

Substitution of Eq. (2.8) into Eq. (2.10) gives the following recursion formula
Hi For convenience, we omit the minus sign since we are restricting the problem
to static magnetic fields.
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foi the coefficients:
'Wn,n-1 ~ n
+ (3n -f l)h.A2m+i,n+i + n(3n + n(n ~

l)h2A2m+i,n

l)2h3A2m+i,n-i

+ 3nhA2m+z,n-l + 3n(n — l)k

A2m+z,n-2

+ n(n - l)(n - 2)k3A2m+3,n-3

(2.11)

where prime means d/ds, and where it is understood that all coefficients A with
one or more negative subscripts are zero. This recursion formula expresses all
the coefficients in terms of the midplane field By{x,O, s) via the coefficients j4i |tt :
Ai

ft

= (——?•) _„ = functions of s .
\ dxn /j-J

(2.12)

Since <>
/ is an odd function of y, on the median plane we have Bx = Bt — 0. The
normal (in i direction) derivatives of Bv on the reference curve defines By over
the entire median plane, hence the magnetic field B over the whole space. The
components of the field are expressed in terms of </> explicitly by B = V<j> or

m=0 n=0

m=0n=0

where B, is not expressed in pure expansion form. This form can be obtained
in a straightforward way by expanding 1/(1 + hx) in a power series of hx and
multiplying out the two series; however, there does not seem to be any advantage
gained over the form given in Eq. (2.13).
The coefficients up to sixth-degree terms in x and y are given explicitly below
as derived from Eq. (2.11).
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-43o = - A "10
A31=-A

-An-

"n + 2hA "JO + k'A '10 - AiS - hAu + h?An ,

A32 = -A "12 + ihA •\i+2h 'A h - 6k2A 'io - 6hh'A io - AM
- hAl3 + 2h2Ai2 - 2hzAn

,

= - A "13 + 6hA "12 + 3/t 'A \ 2 - 18/i2 A 'ii - I8A/1 'A 'n
+ 24h3A'io + 36h2h'A'i0

- A1S - /iA14 + 3h?A13

A50 =A'"<io + 2A'\2 - 2hA"n + h"An

+ 4A2A'i0 + 5hh'A'i0

+ Au + 2hAi3 - k,2A12 + h?An ,
A$i =A""n - 4hAm>io - 6feM"10 - 4h"A'\0 -h-'A'io + 2A"n
- 2h'A'n + h"Au + 10h2A"n + 7hh'A\! - 3h'2An

4hh"An

- lGh3A"io - 29h2hlA'io + Am + 2hAu

- 3k2Am + 3h3An - 3h*An .

(2.14)

In the special case when the field has cylindrical symmetry about y, we
;an choose a circle with radius po = I/ft constant for the reference curve. The
coefficients A2m+i,n in Eq. (2.8) and the curvature h of the reference curve are
then all independent of s. Equations (2.14) are greatly simplified by putting all
terms with primed quantities equal to zero.
2.4

FIELD EXPANSION TO SECOND ORDER ONLY

If the field expansion is terminated with second-order terms, the results
nay be considerably simplified. For this case, the scalar potential <p &nd the
ield B = V^ become
+(A3a +
Ai,n = -%-£• ,_0 = functions of s only ,
>

a

»=o

)

+
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and
A30 = -{A'\o + hAn
where prime means the total derivative with respect to s. Then B = V<f> gives
Bx(x,y,s) =—=Any + Ai2xy+--- ,
ox
By{x,y,s) =-g- = Aio + Anx + y

2

2

By inspection it is evident that Bx, .By,and Bn are all expressed in terms of
Aw, An, and -^12 and their derivatives with respect to s. Consider then By on
the midplane only:
By (x, 0, s ) = Aio + Anx+
dipole
= BX

quadrupole

-yAnx*

+ •••

sextupole

etc.

dB,
1=0
»=0

dx

2! 3x2

(2.16)

»=0

The successive derivatives identify the terms as being dipole, quadrupole,
sextupole, octupole, etc., in the expansion of the field. To eliminate the necessity
of continually writing these derivatives, it is useful to express the midplane field
in terms of dimensionless quantities n(s), /?(s), etc., or
By(x,O,s) - By(0,0,a)(l - nhx + 0h2x2 + ih3xz H

)

(2.17)

where, as before, h(s) — l/po, and n, /?,and 7 are functions of s. Direct comparison of Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) yields

We now make use of Eq. (2.7), the equation of motion of the central trajectory:
B,(0,0,s)=h(2.).
Combining Eqs. (2.7) and (2.18), the coefficients of the field expansions become
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l
ld*B
ld*By\

1

_~.z(Po\

A 'u = - [2nhh' + n 'h2) (—) .

(2.19)

To second ordev the expansions for the magnetic field components may now
be expressed in the form
Bx(x, y, s) = ( ^ ) (-nh2y + 2/3h3xy + •••),
Bv{x,y,e)=(^){h-

nk2x + (3h3x2

---) ,

(2.20)

where po is the momentum of the central trajectory.
2.5

EXPANSION OF THE MAGNETIC FIELD AS A FUNCTION OF
MULTIPOLE COMPONENTS

The magnetic Sold on the midplane may also be expressed as follows:
00

By(x,0,s) = Bp^Kn{8)xn

(2.21)

where Bp = B/h — po/e is the magnetic rigidity of a particle of momentum po
and charge e along the central trajectory. From Eq. (2.21) it follows that

«*>-(£) (a) G&)~
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and
Sn = J Kn(s)dB

(2.23)

where Sn is the integrated strength of an nth order multipole component of
length L.
2.5.1 Multipole Strength for Pure Multipole Fields
Consider the scalar potential of an nth-order [2{n + l)pole) pure multipole
element:
in(n + 1)0
(It

T

(2.24)

1)1*

where
x = r cos 6

and

y = r sin 6 .

Bo is the field at the pole and a is the radial distance to the pole from the central
trajectory.
Expanding <j> as a function of x and y and differentiating, we have
R

— ^^ — ^° I

n

\

from which

and

8

where L is the length of the multipole element.
For a dipole (n = 0), the dipole strength is

where a is the angle of bend of the central trajectory.
H2 Note that in most European publications
the monomial Kn(s)xn in Eq.
n
(2.21) would be replaced by -Kn(a)x /ni, which would result in a change
of sign and the introduction of the factor n! in the definition of Kn in Eq.
(2.25) and Sn in Eq. (2.26).
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For a quadrupole (n = 1),

for a sextupole (n = 2),

*-©)(£)'
and so on for higher-order multipoles.
2.5.2 Multipole Strengths for a Non-Uniform Field Expansion
Consider the midplane field expansion of a non-uniform field:
By{x,Q,s)

=B y (O,O,s)(l - nhx + p{hx)2 + i{hx)3 + ..
=Bp{h - nh2x + 0h3x2 -i-ih 4 x 3 + •••)
Kn(s)xn .

(2.27)

n=0

The multipole strength factors are

Ko = h ,

Ky = -nh? ,

K2 = 0

The integrated strengths Sn are
S0 = hL = a,
2.5.3

Si = -n/i 2 L ,

52 =

Multipole Strengths for a Contoured Entrance or Exit Boundary of
a Dipole

A third method of introducing multipole components is via a curved entrance
or exit boundary of a dipole magnet. To calculate the multipole strengths in
this case, we integrate Eq. (2.21), holding x constant. The shape of the exit (or
entrance) pole face is introduced by letting the limit of integration L(x) vary
with x. Thus we have the following relation:
L{x)

L{x)

J Bs[x,O,*)dB = BpJ2

xti

J Kn(*)ds = BpJ2snxn .

(2.28)
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HIGH-ENERGY INVERSE FREE-ELECTRON LASER ACCELERATOR
E. D. Courant, C. Pellegrini, and W. Zakowiczt
Brookhaven National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11973
I.

INTRODUCTION

The application of high power laser radiation to the acceleration of particles' was considered almost from the beginning of lasers. Various mechanisms and acceleration schemes were proposed
for laser accelerators; their description can be found in references 1 and 2.
One of the laser accelerators studied during recent years is
the inverse free electron laser (IFEL). Successful experiments
with the free electron laser have shown that there is indeed
transfer of energy between the laser and electron beams in the
presence of the undulator magnetic field. In a free electron laser
the energy is transferred from electrons to the laser beam. In the
IFEL accelerator the energy transfer is in the opposite direction,
from the laser beam to electrons.
The basic principles of the IFEL accelerator, although that
name was given later, were proposed by Palmer.
Similar systems
using a longitudinal instead of a wiggler magnetic field were also
proposed by Koloraensky and Lebedev and later by other authors.
Several authors have discussed the possibility of using the IFEL to
accelerate electrons to energies of the order of a few GeV »
and, more recently, up to the 100-GeV region.9 11
In an IFEL relativistic particles are moving through an undulator magnet; a plane electromagnetic wave is propagating parallel
to the beam (Fig. 1 ) . The undulator nagnet produces a small transverse velocity (wiggling motion) in a direction parallel to the
electric vector of the wave, so that energy can be transferred
between the particle and the wave.

ELECTRON AND LASER BEAMS

ft

WIGGLER

Fig. 1. Schematic of IFEL.
tPenunent address: Institute cf Physics, Polish Academy of
Sciences, AL.Lotnitcow 32, Warsaw 02-668
0094-243X/1270849-26 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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The acceleration rate one can achieve in an IFEL depends on the
power of the laser beam. For a power density of 3x10 watt/en the
acceleration rate for 10-GeV electrons is of the order of 0.5 GeV/tn.
At higher energies the rate of electron acceleration decreases because of synchrotron radiation losses produced by the wiggling of the
particles in the undulator. Acceleration of protons or heavier particles can also be accomplished, with acceleration rates of the order
of a few hundred MeV/m.
One of the major problems of laser accelerators is the confinement of a high power laser beam over the length of the accelerator.
By focusing the beam one can easily obtain a very high power density,
but then diffraction seriously Units the acceleration length.
To
reach energies of the order of 100 GeV one needs to keep the laser
beam focused to a size of the order of 1 ma over a distance of the
order of 1 ko.
One possibility for doing this, suggested in reference 12, is
the confinement and propagation of the laser bean inside a hollow optical waveguide. Standard metallic waveguides, however, show very
high attentuation at optical frequencies. These high losses can be
drastically reduced by a proper dielectric coating on the netalllc
walls of the waveguide.
In an ideal case, without any imperfections, the losses can be reduced by_ several orders of magnitude,
reaching values of the order of 10 db/m. With losses so small it
should be possible to transmit a laser beam with a power of 3x10
watt/cm without damaging the waveguide. Having this option in alnd
we will simplify our analysis, representing the laser radiation by a
plane wave.
In Section It we derive the equations describing an IFEL. He
will consider only the acceleration of electrons. We also ass w e
the transverse electron motion to be stabilized by the focusing properties of the wiggler
or by external focusing quadrupoles and study
only the longitudinal electron motion. He consider two general types
of accelerators. One, with cylindrical geometry, using a helical
wiggler and circularly polarized plane EK wave, and the second with
planar geometry, a planar wiggier, and linearly polarized radiation.
The accelerator equations are simpler for the helical wiggler case;
the planar case can be scaled and the equations reduced to the circular case.
The electron state in the wiggler field in the presence of the
EM wave is described by two dynamical variables: the energy y and
the relative phase, <(/, of the electron oscillation in the wiggler
and the electromagnetic wave. They satisfy a coupled set of equations describing the electron motion along the accelerator. Defining the resonant electrons as those for which the phase reaains constant we can design the wiggler structure in such a way that the corresponding resonant energy is Increasing. The acceleration can be
accomplished with different wiggler structures. In Section III we
investigate in more detail four accelerator designs, in which aither
the wiggler period A w or the wiggler magnetic field strength losses
are an Important factor In the IFEL electron accelerator and are
taken into account in our analysis. In the constant period and
constant strength accelerators the losses are growing with energy,
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Halting the maximum electron energy. In the constant K accelerator
the losses remain smaller than the acceleration rate and there is no
liaising energy. By varying both A w and By we can optimize the
driving term and the loss term, and we can design an accelerator giving the maximum rate of acceleration for a given laser field strength.
An analytical solution of the resonant equations for all four kinds of
accelerators is found.
In Section IV the stability of acceleration is considered.
The accelerator equations are expanded near the resonant energy, and
snail deviations from the resonant conditions are studied. Our
treatment is similar to that used In conventional accelerators,
or
for tapered wiggler free electron lasers.
The IFEL accelerators exhibit, however, some peculiar properties; contrary to the case in conventional accelerators the acceleration rate is energy dependent; synchrotron radiation losses are
very important whereas they are negligible in the tapered wiggler
free electron laser case.
It is convenient to use now as dynamical variables 6 Y " Y Yg and $ ~ I|I - tjijj. When the radiative losses can be neglected, a
Hamlltonian description of the motion around the resonant particle can
be found, and adiabatic invariants can be used to study the phasespace evolution. It is interesting that one can do the same when the
synchrotron losses are important and the system is evidently
dissipatlve.
Using such methods we determine the rate of the decay of oscillation amplitudes for the energy and phase deviations. We illustrate our discussion of the accelerator performance and stability
with numerical examples for the cases of a constant magnetic field
strength and "maximum rate" accelerator (Section V ) .
II.

ACCELERATOR EOUATIONS

In the inverse free electron laser accelerator, relativistic
electrons are moving along a magnetic wiggler in the field of a
laser EM wave also propagating along the wiggler axis (Fig. 1 ) .
These electrons can exchange energy with the EM wave. In the accelerator design one must prepare such conditions that for some
electrons the increase of energy can be continuous and effective.
The equations describing the motion of electrons in the accelerator can be derived from the lorentz equation of motion including
also the force of radiation reaction.

7

x (5 +

L V )+ f

reac

where E^ and B L are the electric and magnetic fields of the
laser radiation, !„ is the magnetic field of 'he wiggler, Y
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Because for a transverse EM wave BT « k x E
L

m^

(YV)

- e^U

» z x E T we get
L

it

- Bz) + z(B • EL) + B x SJ + F ^

.

(2)

For a relatlvlstic electron, assuming 67 < B Z _< 1, &nd not extremely strong laser fields, the transverse motion is determined,
to order 1/y , only by the wiggler field. •
We can easily determine the transverse electron motion If we
neglect the reaction force and assume that the EM wave and the wiggler field do not depend on the transverse coordinate x,y. TTie
transverse canonical momentum is then conserved
P T - nirvT - e(AL + A w ) = constant

(3)

where A^ and A w are the EM wave and wiggler vector potentials.
We have neglected the transverse component of the reaction force.
Later we give some estimate of this approximation showing its validity in the situations that we are considering.
The most important terms of the longitudinal component of Eq.
(2) are those describing the change of electrons energy. Equivalently we can use the energy component of the equation of motion,

The loss term is due to the synchrotron radiation by the electron oscillating the wiggler and is given by
,p

„

2

.2

.2

~ - j |-Y fe - (e x e) J .

(5)

Eqs. (3) and (4) are a convenient and accurate starting set of
equations. Using them we will derive the accelerator equations.
Formally the accelerator equations are slowly varying components of
these equations.
In our analysis we will distinguish accelerators with helical
wigglers and circularly polarized laser beams and accelerators with
planar wigglers and lineary polarized EM waves.
A.

Helical Wiggler
The magnetic field of a helical wiggler is
B

» B

(cos

KZ,

sin <z, 0)

where K - 2*/Aw and A w is the wiggler period. The wiggler period A w as well as its strength B w can slowly vary along the

(6)
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accelerator to maintain the resonant interaction of electrons with
the laser radiation.
The electromagnetic wave propagating along the wlggler is described by (u - kc)
K, » E

(sin (kz - ut), cos (kz - tut), 0) .

(7)

Using Eq. (3) we obtain for the transverse velocities

K
v

h

- c — cos KZ + c —
x
y
Y

cos(kz - (ut) ,

v y - c ^ sin icz - c -± sln(kz - ait) ,

(8)

where the wiggler and laser parameters K, K^ are
eB A
Y

m

^

eB
^

2irmc2

m

eXE
^

me 2K '

V

L

_

^

2irmc 2

fQ\

and we have assumed that the injection of electrons Is such that the
velocities v x , v v , do not have any constant term, i.e. P T " 0.
For a wide range of values of E % , X, B w , and A the ratio K,/K is
much smaller than one. This fact will be used to simplify some
equations in Section III. For this motion we can estimate the
transverse component of the radiative reaction force. For all
~
19
ultra relatlvistic electron, F,_
is
?

For v

T,reac--4 "TJ ^»J'l '

C10)

'
m c
given by Eq. (8) we get

Comparing this with the force created by the wiggler |F W | » eB we
find that the contribution of the transverse component of the force
of radiative reaction can be neglected for energies

4)

A <cm)B (gauss)
It would be very difficult to violate this condition. The radiative reaction is, however, Important for the longitudinal component
of the equation of motion end the energy exchange equation.
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The change of electron energy is

|I . -J*_ g . v - -lj ^ f l ,
me

(13a)

me

icitl - c A ^Ys i n * - - |
r CK 2 Y 2 (K 2 + K?
+ 210^
cos*) ,
j e
L
it

(13b)

where A » eE0/mc and the radius of the electron r e • e Z /ac 2 .
The phase i> is
V - (k +

K)Z-

wt

(14)

and satisfies the equation
-•n: » (k +

KT)V

-u.

(15)

The longitudinal velocity v z can be expressed by means of
the electron energy and transverse velocity given Ly Eq. (8). We
get
v z - c(l

1 + K 2 + K 3 + 2J0L cos i|)
: i
i
).

(16)

Changing the independent variable from the time t Into the longiitudinal position along the accelerator zf-r— » v -3— = c 4—1 we obut

2 dz

dz

tain the final set of equations describing the electron motion in
the helical wiggler In the presence of the circularly polarized
plane wave:
X

...

* A 7 s i n i|> - 4 r K 2 Y 2 ( K 2 + K2 + 2KK,cosi|>) ,

(17)

1 + K2 + IC2 + 2KK, COB ili

These are the same equations used to describe a FEL except for
the presence of the synchrotron radiation loss term.
As we see the relevant dynamical variables for electrons are
their energies Y and phases <|> determining the relative phases of
oscillations caused by the wlggler with respect to the phase of EM
wave.
B. Planar Wlggler
In a planar undulator the magnetic field can be approximated by
B w - B w (0, ain K Z , 0) .

(19)
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The electric field of the EM wave is
5L = E (sin(kz - ut) , 0, 0) .
L
O
In this case we take v y - 0 and

(20)

v = c — cos K Z + c — — cos(kz - tit) .
(21)
x
Y
Y
Tile longitudinal velocity v z , neglecting a fast oscillating component, is
v z = c(l -

2 +

-2
2
,K
- - ~ cos 2<zj

(22)

where <|»+ - z(k ± K ) - wt, K 2 = K 2 + K 2 + 2KKL(cosi(»+ + cosijij .
The energy transferred between tne laser beam and electron per unit
length of the accelerator is, neglecting a fast oscillating term,

" ~T" v

(•fr)
az

T

me

x

*E "7
x

A

^

~ ( s l n *+ +

sin

*J •

<23>

Y

Using Eq. (22) one can express the time t as a function of the
distance z:
z
+ z + / dz
o

ct - ct

-2
2 +

-K

4Y

2
+ -i- ^ s - sin 2KZ .
Y <

(24)

1 2
K2
The last tera is an approximation for -y J dz —=• cos 2icz. This ap* o
Y^
proximation is valid as changes of all parameters of the system
over one wiggler period are small. Using the expansion

sin(a + b sin <(>) -

I

J n (b) sin(a + n<f>)

(2 5)

where J n are Bessel functions, we get
sin ip + sin ty_
n

n—«•

n

l

" 2n) - k / dz
o

2 + K

- 4 ) (26)

4y

where G - kK 2 /8<Y 2 .
The accelerator can be designed in such a way that only one
tern of all those appearing in Eq. (26) is important because of its
slow variation along the accelerator. We consider the case in
which the n - 0 tern is relevant.
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Including also the synchrotron loss term we can finally write
the accelerator equations:

•<te = 1 A ff J o^ G * " J i ^ J sin *
- 3 retc2Y2 (K2 + K^ + 2X3^008^) ,

f ~* -fc

1 + (K

+

\2

"

•

(27)

(28>

These equations are the same as Eqs. (17) and (18) derived for
a helical wiggler, except for the factor Jo - Jj.
The dynamical variables for the electron are its energy y and phase f. The
wiggler is described by two functions: the wiggler paramerer K and
the wiggler period A (or K - 2ir/A ) . For a given wiggler both
parameters are slowly varying functions of z. These functions
should be specified to get an efficient acceleration.
The laser beam is described by the parameter A proportional to
the field strength. In our present analysis we do not take l.ito
account the attenuation of the laser beam due to the absorption by
accelerating electrons. Therefore the parameter A Is a constant
and not another dynamical variable as it should be in a more exact
theory. Our assumption Is justified for low density electron beamr
and a low loss system transporting the laser beam.
III.

ACCELERATION OF RESONANT ELECTRONS IN DIFFERENT ACCELERATORS

An arbitrary choice of the two functions K(z) and ie(z) very
probably will not produce much increase of the electron energy.
Most probably the phase <|> will vary over a large range and the acceleration term will change signs causivg cancellations of the energy exchange. To achieve a continuous accceleration we must restrict the phase variation so that the acceleration term be always
positive (0 < <|» < IT).
It Is customary in accelerator design to introduce a reference
particle for which the phase 4> stays constant; this is also called
the resonant or synchronous particle. The corresponding phase
<pr, the resonant phase, is an important parameter of the accelerator. The rate of acceleration is largest when 4> - n/2, but to
obtain a stable acceleration for non-resonant particles one is
forced to make a choice of resonant phases giving a smaller
acceleration rate.
If the phase i> must stay constant then the Eqs. (18) or (28)
imply some relation between the wiggler parameter K, the wiggler
period A w , and the electron energy yr.
For the helical wiggler case the resonant condition is
K

-k

1 + K 2 + K? + 2KIOCOS *„

i__

i

£ .

( 29)
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We can often neglect 1 and K^ as compared with K since for most
Interesting accelerators, K > 1, and will do so throughout this
section.
This condition removes the freedom of two arbitrary functions
K(z) and <(z) which appear in the accelerator equations. After It
is imposed, only one function, K(z) or K ( Z ) , or seme combination of
them, Is free. We may thus write the equations for the resonant
acceleration in different representations, choosing different functions as the arbitrary one. In what follows we will write explicitly the resonant accelerator equation for the cases in which the
arbitrary function is chosen as (i) the wiggler period, A w , or
(ii) the wlggler strength By, or (iii) The wlggler parameter K «
B W A W . He also assume that (KL/K) < 1 and neglect the terms
proportional to K^ in Eq. (29). We obtain for these three cases

(ii) ir- - {-——)

^-T7, - T r -? Y! ,

(31)

Hi
dz
where A - A sin i^r, and ftw » eB^/mc.
All these three equations are completely equivalent and can
describe the same physical situations. The forme (i), (ii), and
(ill) are particularly convenient for accelerators which keep (1) the
wiggler period A w , (il) the wlggler strength By, or (iii) the
wiggler parameter K as constant.
In the constant period and constant strength accelerators the
loss terms are growing with energy. As a result, there is a maximum electron energy for any given laser power, independent of the
accelerator length. This is

^
B

ff

*

(

lM

H
3Ac22
3Ac

^ J /7

2 2/3 M l/3

>
e

A/'?
i

7577
w

Aw - const.
B

(33)

w " COn8t°

The equations for the corresponding accelerators can be written as
dY

Y 4

a

IT ' A^ " H RJ

A -COn8t

w

*

(35)
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- j — • — r y j [l - (—=—}

]

B • const.

(36)

where
a

h "

(37>

7T * '
w

2n

. i/3

°B" T T A •

< 38 >

Both equations can be integrated analytically giving z f(Y r ), the accelerator length as a function of the electron
energy.
For a constant A w accelerator we have

(39)

where
G

x
A(x) " I
A- T
o l - x
*

l0

8 f^T
x
~ x

+

T
^

a r c t g

x

'

0 <x < 1 .

(40)

In the limiting cases x + 0 or x • 1, Gy^(x) is given by
GA(x) = x

for 0 < x < 1 ,

GA(x) = - ( l / 4 ) l o g ( l - x)

for 0 < 1 - x < 1 .

(41)

for Yf « Y* ,

(42a)

We have therefore
Yr - Y r (0) • aA • z
Y - Y_ - (Y - Y (z ))exp(

4aA
r— (z - z ))
yA
for YA - YAz ) « YA .
CO

For the case By » constant we obtain
-> „ */3

where

Y_ 1/3

Y.(0) 1/3

(42b)
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x
3
G (x) - / dx X 7
O
1 - X
This integral ie given explicitly in reference 21. In the limiting
cases we have
G B (x) = |. x 44

0 <x

GB(x) = - y log(l - x)

0 < 1 - x

<45>

The corresponding energy increases are
r

3

+

4a

zj3/4

.. ,

N

(46a)
1/3

1 " 3[1 - (-==
(46b)
The constant K accelerator has the property that the radiation
losses are decreasing with energy faster than the acceleration
rate. Therefore, in principle, the electron acceleration can be
unlimited. Also for this accelerator we can give analytically the
length ae a function of energy:

(47)
where
| i r 2 r e K 5 / ( X 2 A)
and

GR(x) - j x2 + x + An(x - 1) ,

1 <x .

(48)

In the high energy limit the 'ncrease of energy is proportional to
the square root of the accelerator length.
Considering the losses due to the synchrotron radiation, the
rate of acceleration can be maximized with a proper dependence of
the wlggler parameters on the electron energy. Taking for example
Eq. (32), one notes that the right-hand side cf this equation, and
the rate of acceleration, is maximum when

,1/5

(49)
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The corresponding "maximum rate" accelerator is described by
the equation

KKr
sin

dz

(50)

with the solution
9/5

4/5 (l^sln
(0) +

10

R)

5/9
(51)

1/5

The properties of the accelerators we have discussed are illustrated in Figs. 2, 3, and 4.
In these examples the strength of the laser electric field is
E o = 5x10 esu = 1.5x10
V/in, the resonant accelerator phase is
r = 120°, and the initial energy of the injected electrons E(0)
= 10 GeV.
Looking at the constant period and constant magnetic field
strength accelerators we can observe two competing tendencies. To
increase the initial rate of acceleration one should decrease the
period of the wiggler or increase its strength. Then, however, the
acceleration rate saturates faster and at much lower energies.
The maximum rate accelerator optimizes both tendencies.
Unfortunately, for low electron energies (E < 50 GeV) the required
magnetic field would be too high and the wiggler period too small
to consider. For higher energies (E > 50 GeV) the parameters of
the "optimum rate" accelerator become technically feasible.
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Electron energy vs. distance for a constant period IFEL
accelerator. E - 1.5x10 V/m; r - 120°.
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Fig. 3. Energy vs. distance for a constant B^ IFEL accelerator.
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Fig. 4. Energy vs. distance for a constant K IFEL accelerator.
The scaling properties of the parameters for different
accelerators are given in Table 1.
Our discussion of different accelerators concerned up to now
helicel vigglers. In cases of planar wigglers, one can see from
Eq0 (27) that the equations contain an extra factor
(52)
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Table 1. Energy Dependence of Selected Paraneters in Different
Accelerators
Accelerator
Parameters

.ype

A

Maximum
w - const. B » const. K » const.
,2/3
,8/5
Wiggler period, A
Y°
Y2
,-7/5
Magnetic field, B
Y
Y°
Y"2
,-4/5
,-1/3
Laser acceleration, —
Y"1
Y°
,-4/5
Radiative losses
Y2
Y*
Amplitude of electron
,4/5
osclllatons
Y1/3
y
Y°
For a resonant electron the argument in Eq. (52) Is
0

tcy^

2(2 + K z )

and for large values of R the factor F tends to a constant

This allows the reduction of the planar wiggler cases to the
helical ones. Two other modifications are needed: the change of
the resonant condition
(5A)

2Y2
and the reduction of the loss term by half. These can be effectively done by the redefinition of the wiggler parameter K* »
K//2. With the introduction of the effective laser field strength
R » E V 2 • F » 0.495E. the equation for the planar wiggler case
takes the Identical form as the helical ones.
IV. STABILITY OF ACCELERATION
The growth of the resonant energy does not completely characterize the accelerator. In addition to the final energy of the
electrons other characteristics of. the accelerator may include the
energy spread, initial energy acceptance, the ratio of electrons
which are accelerated to those which are injected, and the emittance. Many of these properties can be investigated together with
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the stability of the acceleration process. We restrict our discussion to the stability of the longitudinal motion, directly related
to the acceleration mechanism. Our main Interest is to study what
happens to those electrons which deviate from the resonant parameters.
Electrons can deviate from resonant conditions either because
their energy is different or because their phase v is not equal to
the resonant phase <|/r. Such deviations are inevitable since
electrons are injected without any control on their phases (on an
optical wavelength scale) and all beams have some energy spread.
In doing the stability analysis one must go back to the pair
of equations describing the evolution of electrons, either Eqs.
(17) and (18) or (27) and (28).
Using the equations for a helical wiggler one can get the following system of equations for the energy and phase deviations:
(55)

Y -Y
Y»

dz

&z

1 + K2 + K? + 2KIL cos(<f> + * )
(56)

A

A

<T_

sin *
r

Y.

y_+ 6y
r

6 Y.

cos(<|>
(57)
K

2

-l

with the resonant energy defined by

dz

-A —

(58)

where
- rk2/^,

+ K£ + 210^ cos + r

In these equations both Sy and 4> appears in a nonlinear fashion. It is also important not to neglect the terns 2KK L cos (<J> +
<|ir) in the right-hand side of Eqs. (56) and (57), since they will
contribute to deteraining the evolution of <Sy and ^.
In this form the system is general. Particular examples of
accelerators we have considered can be obtained specifying the dependence of parameter K on the resonant energy. These are given in
Table 2.
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Table 2. Energy dependence of wiggler parameter
K in different accelerators.
Accelerator type
Constant K

K - K

Constant A

K-(f)1

Constant B

K -

Maximal
In this system the electron position along the accelerator z
is an independent variable. The resonant energy Y r , which in the
first two equations appears as a parametric function, is completely
determined by Eq. (58) and is uncoupled from the others. Because
of this structure and also because in interesting cases K is given
as a function of Y r , it is convenient to choose the resonant
energy Yr as the independent variable. There is one-to-one
correapondence between yr and z as the energy grows monotonically
with distance.
Applying this change of variables we get a system of two equations:

sin (<f> + * r )
dY

rr

5
l _ i1 n K—
6
\

1
- , U

Yr
- 1

.(60)

The right-hand side of Eqs. (59) and (60) depends on 6y and
<(>. The system then appears as a nonconeervative system and the
volume of the phase space spanned by 6y and $ is not conserved. In
fact the phase space area is decreasing lit. the evolution. That ie
a consequence of the fact that the divergence of the velocity
vector field [—
, ~)
is negative,
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*Y--:~

1

^<0.

(61)

The dissipative features of this set are perhaps no surprise
as we are taking into account the radiative damping. It is worth
stressing, however, that the system is not dissipative in the
absence of radiation losses. In fact putting |i » 0, corresponding
to zero radiation losses, will make the divergence, Eq. (61), equal
to zero.
We can find a conservative and Hamiltonian system which is
equivalent to Eqs. (59) and (60) by a transformation of variables
v - a(Y r ) *Y, u - b(Y r ) <f>. The functions a(Y r ), b(Y r ) ran
be chosen in such a way that the pair of variables (v,u) will
conserve the associated phase space area and the evolution can be
described by a certain Hamiltonian. The simplest illustration of
this procedure can be given when the radiation losses are
neglected.
No Radiation Losses;
In this case the Eqs. (59) and (60) reduce to

(62)

sTn"^

v~~i~*v

•* »

(63)

which can be obtained from the Hamiltonian
COS(Y

+ (*r + <J>) .

(64)

Linearizing in 4> and 6y Eqs. (62) and (63) can be written as

•BL.

tt«Y+i_,

(65)

(66)
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This is a phase area conserved system when <f> and 6y are considered
to be the phase variables.
If we expand the Hatniltonian (64) in 6y, up to second order
terms, we can rewerite it as
(67)

H - H

(68)

V ~ cos
(* + <f>) sin* ]

(69)

is a well known potential binding the electrons in an accelerating
bucket.
This potential is shown in Fig. 5, neglecting the term
Sy/y with respect to one.

30'a ISO-

BUCKET OF
ACCELERATING
ELECTRONS

Fig. 5. Binding potential (V(<J>) for accelerating electrons.
He can easily explain some features of our system evolution by
considering the case when the "mass" and potential "height" are independent of the energy. The electron notion takes one of two
foras. One corresponds to an unbound and unlimited notion outside
the potential wells, the second to a bounded and periodic oscillation inside the potential wells (Fig. 6 ) . Only the second case is
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NONACCELERATING
ELECTRONS

BUCKET OF ACCELERATING
ELECTRONS

-An

Fig. 6.

-2ir

Phase diagram for approximate Hamiltonian with constant
parameters.

of interest from the point of view of accelerators. Only these
oscillating electrons are accelerated to high energy. In this
approximation these two motions are completely separated, and
particles can switch from one to the other only hy an external
interaction (e.g. by a collision with an atom).
When one takes into account the change of the "mass" and
"potential" with growing Y r then the evolution is more complicated. One can use the adiabatic invariant2
J - / «Yd<|> - / /2M (H -

(70)

to determine what happens to the oscillation amplitude as yT
grows.
Near the top of potential wells the evolution is complicated
as the period of oscillation becomes longer and the change of
resonant energy in one oscillation period can be large so that the
adiabatic invsriance is no longer preserved. In this case the
phase space does not split into completely separated acceleration
buckets and unbounded trajectories. Particles with large initial
6y(0) can be recaptured into the acceleration bucket if they have a
proper initial phase.
Restricting further to a small oscillation near the bottom of
potential wells, described by Eqs. (65) and (66), we can use the
variables

U

"T_

to rewrite the Hamiltonian for (65), (66) as

(71)
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v 2 - I i2 ctg* • u 2 .

(72)

For bounded oscillations the potential must be positive having the
minimum at <f> » 0.

This requires that ctg*|>

< 0 or •a- < ip <ir.

Calculating the adiabatic Invariant (71) we can establish that
/MH"

Y
-TTTR l/2

K = const. - C ,
o

1/2

(73)

Y^
2

*

For C o to be constant the amplitudes of v and u oscillations
v a and u a must satisfy
.1/4
K l/4
u

a

= const.

(75)

Y

V

= const.
a

3/2

(76)
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The product of u a • v a is constant, and any decay of oscillations in v brings amplifications of oscillations in u.
Returning to <)>,6Y, they would change as

6Ya

« Y l/2/K 1 / 4 ,

- K1M/Y1/2

K

.

(77)

Table 3 gives the scaling of the <f> and 6 Y oscillation amplitude in
various accelerators.
A more detailed description of these oscillations can be obtained by solving Eqs. (65) and (66). That can be done either numerically or analytically, using the WKB method. This method gives
v1/4

jy^

[

v

1/9
r

Yr

v1/2

^~

++ff0 ] (78)
0

AQ and f 0 are the constants of integration which must be determined from the initial data. Note that the amplitude of these oscillations has the same behavior as established before using the
adiabatic Invariant.
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Table 3. Phase and energy oscillation amplitude vs. resonant energy, when radiative losses are neglected.
Type of Accelerator

*»(Y_)
or

Constant A w

Yr

'

Yr

Constant B
w

Y

*"

Constant K

Y_

y

r

'

•*'•>
r

Y

z
2 3/4

z

Now we will generalize this procedure to describe also
accelerators in which one cannot neglect radiative losses. It is
interesting that for those situations we can still obtain a
Hamiltonian description and effectively use the adiabatic
invariants.
Hamiltonian Description with Radiative Losses
The origin of the dissipation in the system described by Eqs.
(59) and (60) is the presence of a term proportional to vi in their
right-hand side. We will study only the linearized form of these
equations and make the transformation of variables
V

»

a(Y r )
A

b(Yr

6Y,

'

i.

•

(79)

where
" dY
a(Y r ) - exp( /
Y

b(Y r ) - e * p ( - /

dY

Y

+

i

(30)

Y " 6" JiK5
J
5
Y ~ 6" UK

(81)

This allows us to rewrite Eqs. (59) and (60) in the form
!"•- - f(Yr>v ,

I7

g(r)u ,

which can be derived from the Hamiltonian

(82)

(83)
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H - i- f(Yr)v2 + i Y(Yr)u2

(84)

where
Y
f

b(Y_)

M(Yr - f U K

5 a(

V

Y ctg* + -|- P K \ sin* a(Y )

-

—-f

^

<86

T

>

The functions a(Y r ), b(Yr) given by Eqs. (80), (81) can be
explicitly calculated for all the accelerators we have been considering and are given in Table 4.
Table 4.

Transformation functions a (Yr)» b(Yr) to obtain
accelerator equations in Hamlltonian form.

Accelerator type

a(Y )
r

Constant K

(Y r > 6)

-«)3

Constant A

(Yr< ^!)

Y

b(Y )
r

5"
Y r 4 1/4

3 -3/4

Y-

r r (l-

C

^oo

Constant B

(Yr<

'oo'

r r d-

T, 7/3 -9/7

Y-l

yi
Yr 7/3 3/7

(1

Maximum rate

For the definitions of Y £ , Y^ , and 6 see Eqs. (33), (34), and
(47) of previous section.
Putting ym' • » or 6 - 0 we again get the equations for the
no radiative losses case which we considered before.
In the general case, for small oscillations near the potential
minima, we can find as before the adiabatic invariant
fy

+

, % - const.
(fg) 1 / Z

(87)
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The oscillation amplitudes satisfy the scaling law
K l/4

'J2 ' » ' V '

6y = const,

K1

and for the product <J>*<5Y we have

(90)

•.*. ' IZT^CT? '

Table 5 give the explicit behavior of <f>a and 6y a as a function of
energy in various accelerators.
Table 5. Phase and energy oscillation amplitude vs. resonant energy,
with radiative losses included
Type of Acclerator
Y

w

1/2

1/2
r
< \ ~ 6)

'r

Cons tant K (Y r > «)

Constant A

«Ya

*a

(Y - <S)
Yf 4 1/4
)

( Y <T

r i>

Yr 4 1/4

-'?

yi

7/3 3/7
Cons tent Bw (Yr < Y ! )

/"(I

Maximum rate
y

1
29/20

7/3 3/7

^73
1

v11720

We can also establish the dependence of these amplitudes on z,
the distance along the accelerator
Table 3 gives this dependence for
the case when the radiative loss t- can be neglected. When the
radiative losses are large, near the saturation energy in constant
period and constant magnetic strength accelerators, the asymptotic
dependence of the energy on z is given by Eqs. (42b) and (46b). Using
these expressions we get in both accelerators
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For the "maximum rate" accelerator we get
•

- z" 2 9 ' 3 6 ,

«y - z- 1 / 3 6 .
V.

(92)

CONCLUSION

We have discussed some features of the inverse free laser
electron accelerator. The most important is the high rate of
energy increase. With a power density of the laser light of 3x10 1 5
watt/cm, the rate of energy increase, for low energies, is A00
MeV/nu For higher energies (E > 100 GeV) it is reduced because
of the synchrotron losses but still the energy increase in 1 Ion can
exceed 200 GeV, giving an average acceleration rate of 20G MeV/m.
An Interesting property of this accelerator is that it does
not distinguish between electrons and positrons. The accelerator
equations depend on e . Therefore the acceleration of electrons
and positrons occurs at the same resonant phase. This can allow
one to accelerate overlapping electron and positron bunches, also
avoiding space charge effects.
During the acceleration the phase space volume measured in the
energy and phase variables, &y,<t>, is decreasing, due to the radiation losses. In consequence the IFEL accelerator should offer a
smaller phase-space volume than linear accelerators, where radiation affects are negligible.
To provide stability the resonant phase must be chosen to give
sin i|»r < 1. As electrons gain energy the phase spread of electron bunches shrinks. This allows one to change the resonant phase
to values giving higher rates of acceleration. Therefore,in optimizing the structure of the accelerator one should consider accelerators with a slowly varying resonant phase* Such accelerators
should not only give higher final energies but also increase the
acceptance efficiency. The energy spread of the beam could be
further reduced.
In our discussion we have used some simplifying assumptions.
Although we proposed use of a low loss waveguide to propagate the
laser beam, our analysis was done for the case of a plane wave.
The presence of the waveguide would bring some new features to the
accelerator, die is the spatial distribution of the field intensity in the transverse direction. The second is a modification of
the phase velocity of the waveguide wave. That modification is
very snail if the cross section of the waveguide is of the order of
centimeters and the wavelength of radiation of the order of microns.
To complete the accelerator design the transverse stability of
the motion must be studied. One stabilizing force is due to the
longitudinal magnetic field B z present in the undulator, which
produces a transverse focusing force.
For better transverse
stabilization, focusing systems similar to those used in other
accelerators could be needed.
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The effect of quantum fluctuations and how they balance with
the radiation damping studied here, also needs to be calculated in
order to have a full description of the final beam emittance and
energy spread.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this lecture we introduce the concepts of wake fields and wake potentials,
examine some basic properties of these functions, show how they can be calculated, and look briefly at a few important applications. One such application is
wake field acceleration. The wake field accelerator is capable of producing the
high gradients required for future very high energy e+e~ linear colliders. The
principles of wake field acceleration, and a brief description of experiments in
progress in this area, are presented in the concluding section.
The basic concept of a wake potential is not new. The wake potential (more
precisely, the delta-function wake potential) is, hi general terms, the time response of a system to a unit impulse. In circuit theory the impulse response of
a network, and its relation to the frequency response via the Fourier transform,
has long been known and used. The application of the wake potential concept to
accelerator beam dynamics has been more recent. An early application (1977)
was the use of a wake potential as a Green's function to study the energy spectrum due to single-bunch beam loading in the SLAC iinac structure.m It is fair
to say that this use of a wake potential derived from a summation over structure
modes was at that time not on a sound theoretical basis. It was observed that
the idea worked rather well and seemed to have good predictive power concerning experimental observations in a real accelerator. More precise mathematical
underpinnings for the modal derivation of wake potentials has come about relatively recently. There are still some fuzzy points and loose ends, as will be
pointed out from tune to time in the following text.
Since the main purpose of this lecture is tutorial, the exposition that follows
is not intended to be completely original in content. Material is freely taken
from previous papers and reports when appropriate. In addition, it will not be
possible here to cover all topics related to wake potentials and their applications, and these notes are not intended to serve as an exhaustive compilation of
* Work supported by the Department cf Energy, contract DE-ACG3-76SF00515.
0094-243X/85/1270875-54 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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references. It is hoped that the presentation will serve to introduce the reader
to this field, and to provide a sufficient foundation for further study.
1.1

SOME GENERAL CONCEPTS

Consider a point charge Q moving in free space at a velocity v close to the
speed of light. The radial electric field lies nearly in the transverse plane with an
opening angle on the order of 1/7, where 7 = [l - (v/c) 2 ]" 1 / 2 . La the limit as v
approaches c, the electric and magnetic fields lie in a plane perpendicular to the
direction of motion of the charge, which we take to be the z-axis in a cylindrical
coordinate system. The nonvanishing electric and magnetic field components
are

o
** —

rvi
- 6(z - ct)

—
(1.1)

where ZQ = 377ft is the impedance of free space. Note that all field components
are identically zero both ahead and behind the point charge, and hence there are
no forces on a test particle either preceding or following the charge Q. Even in
the transverse plane containing Q we see that, for v = c, the force components
are
Fz = 0
(1.2)
on a test particle with charge e. For v slightly less than c, the above statements
are not strictly true. For electrons with energies in the GeV range, however, we
can say that for practical purposes there are no "wake fields" associated with a
charge moving in free space. That is, a test particle following behind this charge
does not experience either longitudinal or transverse forces. This is equivalent to
saying that for v « c the direct particle-to-particle forces (space charge forces)
within a charge distribution can be neglected compared to forces arising from
the interaction of the charges and their fields with an external environment.
Consider next the environment of a perfectly conducting pipe of arbitrary
cross section having translational symmetry along the z-axis. Again there will
be no wake fields behind a charge moving parallel to the z-axis at v = e. All
transverse electric field lines terminate on surface charges on the walls of the
f Mks units will be used in these notes. Results will then be in practical units
such as volts, amperes, etc. To convert to cgs units recall that cB(mka)
-•4 B(cgs), eo -* (-**)-1, ^oc ~> *JT.
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pipe, and these charges move in synchronism with the charge or charge distribution on the axis. If the material in the wills of the pipe has a nonvaaishing
resistivity, the situation is different. The charges moving on the surface of the
wall now lag slightly behind the charge on the axis. In addition, the magnetic
field and the associated surface current diffuse into the interior of the metal
during the passage of the bunch and decay to zero behind the bunch. Thus both
longitudinal and transverse field components me now present, even behind a
point charge travelling at v = c. Expressions for the wake potential for a charge
moving in a cylindrical pipe with finite conduct ivity will be given in Section 3.2.
Consider now the more general case of a lifl ac accelerating structure, or the
discontinuities in a storage ring vacuum chamber. The individual components in
the linac or vacuum chamber may have an axis of symmetry, planes of symmetry,
or perhaps no symmetry at all. Suppose a unit point charge moves at the speed
of light along a path, which we take to be the z-axis, through the linac or within
a vacuum chamber with discontinuities. There will be no disturbance ahead of
the moving charge (from causality), but behind it "wake fields" varying in a
complex way in space and time will be set up by radiation from surface charges
as they encounter irregularities in the wall of the structure or component. Now
suppose a test charge, also moving at v — c, takes the same path through the
structure or component as the unit charge, but following behind it by a fixed
distance a. In general we are not interested in the details of the radiated fields
due to the exciting charge, but only in their integrated effects on the test charge
on passing through the component in question, or in the net effect per period
in the case of a periodic structure. For a point unit charge passing through a
single component we define the longitudinal del ta-function wake potential Wx(r)
as the potential in volts per Coulomb experienced by the test particle following
along the same path at time r, or at distance s ~ cr, behind the unit charge.
For v — c, WM(T) = 0 for r < 0 from causality. The potential at time t in
and behind an arbitrary current distribution J(t) can then be written in two
alternative forms as
00

t

V(t) = J WM(t —oo

T) I{T)

dr = J

W,(T)

I(t -

T) dr .

(1.3)

0

We see that the delta-function wake potential is a Green's function. Once it
has been computed for a given structure, the response to am arbitrary current
distribution can then be readily computed. The potential V(t) within the bunch
distribution is also called a wake potential. For the special case in wMch the
total charge contained in the distribution I(t) is one Coulomb, this potential
will be denoted by M>{t), with mnitn of volts per Coulomb. The potentials V{t)
and W(t) are sometimes culled integrated wake potential*, since they give the
integrated effect at time t of all charge elements J(i?)dt? in the distribution which
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have passed through the component ahead of time t. In the following sections
the term "wake potential" will be used to refer to either W(t), V(t) or W[t)
whenever the context is such that there is no possibility for confusion.
The components of the wake potential may, in the general case, be both
longitudinal and transverse. We may also be interested in a test particle which
follows a path which is parallel to that taken by the unit charge, but displaced
transversely by some specified distance. Then the components of the wake potential will depend on both the path taken by the leading charge through the
cavity or structure, and also on the displaced path taken by the trailing test
particle. Under some conditions (see the next section) we can also define a wake
potential for particles moving at less than the speed of light. Such a wake will
have a finite contribution ahead of the leading charge. But, fortunately, for high
energy particles such a wake does not differ significantly from that with v == c.
Since the wake potential will also depend on the symmetry of the structure, and
on whether it is closed, open or periodic, the number of possibilities becomes
quite numerous.
1.2

A N O T E ON CAUSALITY

In Chapter 2 it will be shown that causality plays an important role in
allowing the charge-driven wake potential to be expressed in a particularly simple
way, in certain cases of special symmetry for v = e, as sums over the normal
modes of the cavity or structure. For v = e the wake potential is zero for test
charges moving in front of the exciting charge, from causality. But for v < e there
is a finite contribution in this case. In Fig. 1 the charge Q moving along the zctxis has passed beyond a metallic perturbing obstacle by distance zq. Assuming
the perturbation lies close to the z-axis (b <£ ZQ), a wavefront of radiation from
iinduced currents in the obstacle has reached a position z = zq + Az, where

The wake potential as seen by a test charge moving at the same velocity v
might look like the solid curve in Fig. 2. But normally we calculate the wake
potentials for particles moving at v = c. In order for the wake potential derived
from particles moving at v = e to be useful in a practical problem with v < e, 7
must be large enough so that over times of interest (for example ct on the order
of meters in the case of the SLAC linac) the quantity Az is small compared to
bunch lengths of interest. This condition is easily met in the case of the SLAC
linac, where Az « 0.1 fiva. at 1 GeV. The catch-up distance zCi that is, the
distance for the radiation due to the perturbation to catch up to the exciting
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b
0
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Fig. 1. Figure showing fields radiated by a perturbing
metallic obstacle excited by a relativistic charge moving
along the z-axis.
charge itself, is obtained from 62 + z\ —

or
(1.5)

ze

For v significantly less than c, it is still possible to define a unique wake
potential for a closed cavity, even though the quantity Az in Fig. 2 may not be
small. For v tfcc the direct charge-to-charge interaction will not be insignificant.
Thus if we want to calculate the wake for a cavity with long beam tubes we will
be faced with the following problem: the wake potentials continue to change
however much we increase the side tube lengths. Therefore it is difficult to
define a unique wake potential for this case.
W(s)

—s
-Az

0

Fig. 2. The longitudinal wake potential showing noncausal behavior for v < c. The dashed curve shows a
causal wake.
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The effect on test particles moving behind the exciting charge gives the
most important contribution to the wake potential. Let us next calculate the
distance that the charge must travel before the induced radiation reaches the
axis at distance s behind the charge. From the geometry of the problem we find
ZQ » [ 7 V 4- 7 2 ^ 2 + 7 2 6 2 ] 1 / 2 - 7 2 s. For s » 6/7 this reduces to
zQ

M

*2 +_ s- 2 .

-

1

(1.6)

To be useful as a Green's function, the wake potential must be accurate for
values of s which are small compared to the bunch length a. For the SLAC
linac, a ss 0.3 mm and b fa 1 cm at a disk edge in the disk loaded structure.
Equation (1.6) then requires that the bunch must travel 1.5 m beyond a disk
before the radiation from the disk edge reaches to 0.1a behind the portion of
the bunch that produced the radiation.
Recall also that if v < c the fields from a point charge have an opening angle
on the order of 1/7. This leads to a smearing out of the wake over a distance
on the order of ±6/7. At the catch-up distance zc, using Eq. (1.5), this gives a
fuzziness to the wake of the order Az « ± z / 7 2 . Note that this is of the same
order as the smearing due to "causality violation" as given by Eq. (1.4).

2. NORMAL MODE EXPANSION OF THE
WAKE POTENTIALS OF A CAVITY
In this chapter we show how the longitudinal and transverse wake fields can
be calculated from the eigenmodes of the empty cavity. Historically a simpler,
though less rigorous method employing energy conservation arguments was first
used to do the same thing. Though somewhat mathematically tedious, th? more
direct method is employed here. It is hoped that this exercise serves to familiarize the reader with the old, useful though not so generally well known method
for calculating the time development of fields in terms of the eigenfunctions of
the empty cavity. This method is sometimes known as the Condon method.
Note that the modal method presented here is only one way of calculating
the wake potential of a cavity. The other method involves direct calculation of
the wake potentials by a time domain code like TBCI.l!" Normally the quickest
way of getting the wake potentials of a new cavity would be to use TBCI.
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2.1

NORMAL MODE EXPANSION OP FIELDS IN A CAVITY

The electric field E(x,t) and magnetic induction B(x,£) can be written in
terms of a vector potential A(x,t) and a scalar potential $(x,t) (in mks units)
as
B =VxA
dt
In the Coulomb gauge ( V • A = 0 ) Maxwell's equation
X ±5 = /«Qj + ~2~aT

becomes

i a2 A

{*•*)

i av$

Let us restrict the domain of interest to be within a closed cavity with
perfectly conducting walls. We expand the vector potential in terms of the set
a* as
A(x,*) = ^?A(*)aA(x)
A

(2.4)

V2aA + ^ a A = 0,

(2.5)

where

with V • aA = 0, and with ?.j x n = 0 on the metallic surface (see for example
Refs. 3 and 4). The aA are orthogonal and complete in that they can be used
to compose any transverse A satisfying the metallic boundary condition at any
particular instant in time. By a transverse field we mean here one with zero
divergence everywhere (see Ref. 5). Similarly, we expand the scalar potential as
_

I

(2.6)

A

where

V V A + -jt<l>\ = 0,

(2.7)

with <j>\ = 0 on the metallic surface. The <j>\ are orthogonal and complete in that
they can be used to compose any longitudinal E satisfying the metallic boundary
conditions at any instant in time. By longitudinal field we mean one with zero
curl everywhere. The 4>x are needed whenever source terms are present within
the cavity. Note that in general u>\ ^ fix-
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Now substituting Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) into Eq. (2.3) gives
(2.8)
A

Dotting Eq. (2.8) with aA> and integrating over the cavity volume V gives
J a y • &\dV + fx, j aA. • V^AdV = w% Ji • aydV.

J

j

V
V

V
V

(2.9)

V

The second integral of Eq. (2.9) can be written as

J

ax> • V ^ d T = j V • [*x*x')dV - / *A(V • aA,)dV.
"V

V

(2.10)

V

The first integra! on the right of the above equation vanishes since <f>\ = 0 on
the boundary (by the divergence theorem); the second term vanishes since the
Coulomb gauge is used. Thus if we normalize the aA as
(2.11)
where 6xx> is the Kronecker delta, Eq. (2.9) becomes simply

« + w*«A = 5 ^ y J • aA<*V.

(2.12)

V

Note that whenever there is no current in the cavity the qx vary sinusoidally at
frequencies u>A (if they are not identically zero). In this case A can be written
as
A(x, t) = 2_, CAaA cos(wAt + Ox)

(2.13)

A

where the C\ and 0\ are constants depending on how the modes were generated.
Therefore we see that the aA are the eigenmodes of the empty cavity and the
corresponding wA are the resonant frequencies.
Similarly, beginning with
V •E = -

(2.14)

we get
(2.15)
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if the 4>\ are normalized by
(2.16)

Whenever there are no charges in the cavity, all the r\ (and thus also $) are
zero.
Thus, given the homogeneous solutions a.\,<j>\ and the sources j , p , we can
solve for the qx,r\ from Eqs. (2.12) and (2.15). These in turn allow us to solve
for E and B by way of Eqs. (2.1), (2.4) and (2.6). The electric field is given by
(2-17)
A

and the magnetic induction is
B

= Z^A\7xaA.

(2.18)

A

The stored energy is given by

£ =±
V

(2.19)

= E^+^flfDA + Hto).
A

In deriving Eq. (2.19) we have used the fact that
/(Vxav)-(VxaA)<n> = /V-(aA.x(Vxa A ))dV+ /ay(VxVxa A )<n> (2.20)
y

V

V

where the first integral on the right vanishes since a y x n = 0 on the boundary.
2.2

T H E LONGITUDINAL WAKE POTENTIAL

Consider any closed, empty (vacuum, no sources) cavity with perfectly conducting walls. An exciting particle with charge Q traverses the cavity at velocity
v = c. We arrange our axes such that this charge enters the c&vity at z = 0 at
time t = 0 and follows along the z-axia. It leaves at z = L. The longitudinal
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wake potential Wz (more precisely, the delta-function longitudinal wake potential) is defined as the total voltage lost by a test charge following at a distance
3 on the same path and also at v = c, divided by Q. Thus

Wz(s) = -±Jdz

Eg(z, {z + a)/c)

(2.21)

where Ez(z,t) is the z component of E on the z-axis due to the exciting charge.
Note that since a signal cannot travel faster than the speed of light Wz = 0 for
6 < 0.

As mentioned in the Introduction, the usefulness of this definition is that Wz
can be used as a Green's function for computing the voltage loss within an ultrarelativistic bunch of arbitrary shape. WZ) the voltage loss per unit total charge,
is also called the wake potential, or sometimes the bunch wake to differentiate
it from Wz. The two wakes are connected by
oo

•Wz{a) = J da' I'{a - a') Wz(a'),
o

(2.22)

where I'(s) is the charge distribution of the bunch. Note that eP(s) simply
equals the current distribution I(a/c) used in the Introduction. Approximating
the bunch as rigid is normally valid since a high energy beam does not change its
shape much over the distance of a cavity. Approximating the speed as v = c is
valid since the wake fields of a cavity turn out to be independent of the energy of
the bunch at high energies. This approach differs greatly from the more difficult
method (which still needs to be done for low energy beams) of self consistently
solving for the fields in the cavity and the beam motion.
To calculate Wz we need first to find the fields in the cavity due to the
exciting charge. The source terms due to the exciting charge are

p(x,t) = Q6{x)6{y)6(z - et)
(2.23)

j(x,t) = zep{x,t).
Eq. (2.12) becomes

q\ + o>h\ = £ £ - \ «A.(0,0, ct) 0 < t < L/e

2£

Mo

(2.24)

«>*/•.

where a\z{xty,z)
is the ^-component of a*. Using initial conditions g(0) =
"'-' = o (no fields in the cavity before the charge enters) and by variation of
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parameters, we get
min(t,£/e)

/

dt'sinux(t-t')aXt(O,O,ct').

(2.25)

o
Similarly substituting (2.23) into (2.15) we get
r

(0
t<0
A (*) = Sr \ <t>x ( 0 , 0 , ct) 0<t<
L/c
"A I
,
[0
t>L/c

(2.26)

where the three arguments of <j>\ represent respectively its x, y and z dependence.
With the above two equations and Eqs. (2.17)-(2.19) we can construct the fields
and stored energy due to the exciting charge for all time solely in terms of the
empty cavity solutions &\,4>\,u)\.
From Eqs. (2.19) and (2.25) we see that the energy left in the cavity after
the exciting charge has left (t > L/c) is

(2 27)

-

where
i,

Vx = J dz exp(iuxz/c)

« Ax (0,0, z).

(2.28)

o
Denning the loss factor k\ as

the stored energy becomes simply
\.

(2.30)

Thus k\ gives the amount of energy deposited in mode A by the exciting charge,
hence the name loss factor.
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The variables on the right side of Eq. (2.29) defining k\ can be given the
following physical interpretation: Suppose mode A of the empty cavity has been
excited by any method whatever. From the definition of U\ (see Eq. (2.11)) we
see that it can represent the energy stored in this mode, up to a multiplicative
constant. If now a test charge traverses the cavity at v = c along the z-axis,
then |VjJ2 can be thought of as the square of the maximum voltage it can gain
(with respect to time of entry) from this mode, up to the same multiplicative
constant. Thus, just like the eigenfrequency u>\, k\ is a property of the empty
cavity depending on its shape. Unlike wA it depends also on the integration path
used for calculating V*.
Now we continue our calculation of the wake potential in terms of the normal
mode solutions of the cavity. The calculation becomes somewhat tedious, but
the results turn out to be of a rather simple form. Combining Eqs. (2.17) and
(2.21) yields

*

0

(2.31)
(Henceforth we shall use the shorthand a\K(z) to represent o,\t[0,0,z) and similarly for <j>\.) Substituting for q\, r\ from Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) gives us our
final results. The problem is naturally solved in three pieces:
a) 8 > L: The test charge enters after the exciting charge has already left
the cavity. We get

with

hx{a) = I dz I dy a^z) axz{y) cos —{z +

I

I

s-y)

°

(2-33)

8 > L.

(2.34)

Eq. (2.32) can be rewritten as
Wt(a) = ] T 2*A cos —

b) 0 < 8 < L: The test charge enters while the exciting charge is still in the
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cavity. Here

(2.35)

where
L-e

= J

L
dz

I dy a**(z) aX*(y) cos ^ ( z + « - y )

(2.36)

and
L-i

s

Kix(s) = J dz ^-(z) *x(z + s).

(2.37)

o
We have used the relation
' L—t

z+si

L0

0

L
L

L

"I

rL

h

L-e

L

1

dy+ j dzjdyl f(z,y) = \JdzJdy- j dz j dy\ f{z,y)
£-«

0

J

Lo

0

0

z+t

J

(2.38)
in Eq. (2.35).
From causality we know that the wake potential is zero for s < 0. In
particular, in the range — L < s < 0 we get the relation

where
I dz I dy aXz(z) aXt{y) cos -±(z + s - y)
-a

L+>

0

-hi
0

L

z-a

dy aXM{z) aXt(y)

cos^j-(z-s-y)
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and

(2.41)

We have integrate 1 by parts to go from the first to the second expression for
K2\, using the fact that ^ = 0 on the boundary. Thus relation (2.39) can be
rewritten as

Therefore Eq. (2.35) becomes simply

0 < s < L.

(2.43)

>cos^
A

C

c) s < 0: The test charge enters before the exciting charge. From causality
Wz{&) = 0

s < 0.

(2.44)

What about the point .9 = 0? Wz{0) can be interpreted as the voltage the
exciting charge itself loses to the cavity, divided by its charge Q. From Eq.
(2.30) we see that its voltage loss to mode A is just k^Q. These results can be
summarized as

{

0

a<0

1 s= 0

(2.45)

2
s>0.
Note that due to the symmetry introduced by taking the velocities to be c, Wz
does not depend on the scalar potential solutions <f>\, even if the test charge
enters while the exciting charge is still in ihr cavity (0 < * < £ ) . For v $ c
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however, the scalar potential solutions can become important. Wt then becomes
very complicated, and the general usefulness of the wake potential concept is
lost. Note also that, since Wz is expressable as a sum of cosines, its TnaviTmim
value is at a = 0 + .
2.3

T H E TRANSVERSE WAKE POTENTIAL

Consider again the exciting charge Q traversing the closed, empty, perfectly
conducting cavity at v = c. Again it enters at z = 0, follows along the z-axis, and
leaves at z = L. The transverse wake potential Wj_ is defined as the transverse
momentum kick experienced by a test charge following at a distance s on the
same path and also at v = c, divided by Q. (Note that Wx is a vector with
both x and y components.) Thus

= i j dz [E± + (v x B)x] t=( , + . )/e
0
L

= - / dz [Vx(v • A) - ( ^ + v • V)Ax - V ^ ^ ^ , ) / ,
o

(2.46)

r

L,t={L+e)/e
O,t=»/e
0

In Eq. (2.46) all x and y arguments are set to zero. For cavities with walls
perpendicular to the z-axis at z = 0 and z = L the boundary terms in Eq.
(2.46) vanish. We will drop these in the following. (They can always be added
at the end.) Thus (2.46) becomes
L

= ^Jdz

[cVxAz - VxS] t = ( , + i ) / c .

(2.47)

Analogously to the longitudinal case, Wx can be used as a Green'ti function
for transverse momentum kick per total charge within an ultra-relativistic bunch
of arbitrary shape, which we denote by W±. Wj. is given by

»' f (* - •*') Wx(s'),
o
where I'(a) is the charge distribution of the bunch.

(2.48)
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Substituting Eqs. (2.4) and (2.6) into Eq. (2.47) we get
L
dz \cq\ I
L

« o

V

I V±&\z(z) — T\
C

}

(2-49)

Then substituting for q\ ,r A from Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) gives us the transverse
wake purely in terms of the aA and 4>\- Again solving the problem in three
pieces gives:
a) s > L: The test charge enters after the exciting charge has already left
the cavity. We get
W i (s) = Y^ C

1X

s> L,

(2.50)

^~* 2t7AwA
with
L

if

L

f
f
y zj^y

Ux

t

±aXzz

sin

c

z

s

y

^ ^

= 3 m {V^Vj, V* exp(»wA«/c)}.
b) 0 < s < L: The test charge enters while the exciting charge is still in the
cavity. Here
0 < s < L,

(2.52)

where
L-t
I;

2AW

L

= J dz I dy (VxoAr(z)) aA,(y) s i n ^ ( 3 + « - y )
0

(2.53)

z+t

and
L-*

K'n(s) = I dz (Vx'foC8)) ^A(* + *)o

(2.54)

From causality we know that the wake potential ia zero for « < 0. In
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particular, in the range —L < a < 0 we get the relation
=0

— L < a < 0,

(2.55)

where
L
ISA( 5 )

z+a

= J dz j dy (Vj.oA«(z)) aXz{y) sin ^ ( z + a - y)
-t

0

L+s

= -

L

/ dz I dy aXt(z) VxaAjt(y) s i n ^ ( z - s - j / )
0

*-*

and

= j

dz{VMz~S))*x{z).

o
Unlike the longitudinal case, Eq. (2.52) cannot in general be simplified. We will
see below that in certain special cases Eq. (2.55) along with Eqs. (2.56) and
(2.57) can be used to simplify the form of Wj_ for 0 < s < L.
c) 8 < 0: The test charge enters before the exciting charge. From causality
=0

a < 0.

(2.58)

Observing Eqs. (2.53), (2.54), (2.56), and (2.57) we see that there is a certain
similarity between I, A and 1 ^ , and between K'1A and Kj A . For the special case
of a right cylinder with arbitrary cross-section whose axis is aligned with the
z-axis a\x can be written as
(2-59)
and similarly for 4>\. In this case
0 < a < L,

(2.60)

=K; A (-*)
and relation (2.55) becomes

Combining Eq. (2.61) with Eq. (2.52) we see that Wj_ for 0 < * < L has the
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identical form as over the range a> L. Therefore we get

for cavities with translational symmetry along the z-axis. We see that the exciting charge itself feels no wake field. Since the transverse wake is a sum of sine
terms it rises to a maximum value somewhere behind the exciting charge.
2.4

FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS

The wake field definitions given in Sections 2.2 and 2.3, valid for v = c, can
be extended somewhat. For high energy particles (v « c) the wake field concept
is still useful. The exercise of the previous two sections can be repeated for such
a case, yielding somewhat more complicated results. Generally the correction
terms to the wake fields are proportional to 7~ 2 , where 7 is the particle energy
(seeRef. 6). But as pointed out previously, for low energy particles the wake field
concept loses its usefulness. In this regime one needs to solve the complete selfconsistent problem where the fields created by the particles change the particles'
motion which again changes the fields.
Another generalization already mentioned in the Introduction is to define
the wake fields in terms of an exciting charge and a test charge that move on
parallel paths, not merely on the identical path. Let us take those paths to be
parallel to the z-axis. Then the wake fields are functions of r1 and r where these
are the transverse coordinates, respectively, of the exciting charge and the test
charge, as well as of their longitudinal separation s as shown in Fig. 3. For
many practical problems the r \ r dependences of the wake fields are of a simple
form and can be solved independently of the s dependence.
For the special case of cavities with translational symmetry, that is, those
for which a\z can be written as in Eq. (2.59), the methods used in Sections 2.2
and 2.3 yield

Z g ^

3>CI

(2.63)

and

Table I gives a summary of some cases of special symmetry where the longitudinal and transverse wakes are given by the above equations.
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Fig. 3. An exciting charge Q, moving at constant
velocity v parallel to the z-ax'is, enters a closed
cavity at A(T',Z = 0) at t = 0 and leaves at
B(x',z = I). A test charge also moves at the
same velocity v, but at transverse position r and
at longitudinal position a behind Q.

Table I
Cases of special symmetry for v = c for which
Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64) give the wake potentials
Case

Valid for
WM [Eq. (2.63)] W ± [Eq. (2.64)]

(a) Test charge follows the same path
as that of the exciting charge in
a cavity of arbitrary shape.

Yes

No

(b) v is in the direction of
symmetry in a. right cylinder of
arbitrary cross-section.

Yes

Yes

(c) The particles move in the beamtube region of an infinitely
repeating structure (see Sec. 2.5).

Yes

Yes

(d) Both particles move near the axis
of any cylindrically symmetric
cavity.

Yes

Yes
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Equations (2.63) and (2.64) are related by the expression
(2.65)
The above expression is sometimes termed the Panofsky-Wenzel theorem.|T| The
theorem follows directly from Eq. (2.47) if the scalar potential term is set to zero.
It was originally derived to calculate the transverse momentum kick received by
a nonperturbing charge traversing a cavity excited in a single rf mode. In that
case the field and wake potentials are derived from the vector potential alone.
2.5

INFINITELY REPEATING STRUCTURES

Real linear accelerator structures are finite, but infinitely repeating structures are often easier to solve than finitely repeating ones. With many cavities
the effects of end plates on the wake potential per cell become negligible (for
s / 0), and the infinite solution closely approximates the finite case.
Consider an infinitely repeating structure with period p that repeats in the
z direction. From the Floquet condition we know that in such a structure a\z
must satisfy the condition
aXz(T,z+p)

= e^aA,(r,*),

(2.66)

where r = xx + yy and (5\p is an arbitrary phase advance per cell. We can
therefore expand a\s in a Fourier series as
(2.67)

The terms in the sum are sometimes called the space harmonics. Rather than
the discrete resonant frequencies u>x of a closed cavity, in an infinitely repeating
structure the eigenfrequencies come in bands depending on the phase advance
per cell f3\p (see for example Ref. 8). An example of an wA vs P\P plo* for such
a structure, also called a Brillouin diagram, is given in Fig. 4.
The wake potentials for an infinitely repeating structure can be obtained by
the methods of Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. We first need to modify the method
of expanding the electric and magnetic fields in terms of the eigenmodes to
include vector and scalar potentials in complex form. The wake fields can then
be obtained by the methods of Sections 2.2 and 2.3, although the solution is
quite tedious (see for example Ref. 9).
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1-85

Fig. 4. Brillouin diagram for a typical periodic structure.
Circles give the modal frequencies excited; the fundamental
mode has a phase shift of 27r/3 per period in this example.
We will use a less rigorous approach here. We begin by noting that in an
infinitely repeating structure, on average only the synchronous space harmonic
component of a mode interacts with the particles. It is the component that
moves with the particles. If a mode varies with time as e"~""A* and the particle
moves in the +z direction, the synchronous component is one for which
2*1

(2.68)

where / is an integer, if the particle's speed is c. A corollary to the above
statement is that a particle will excite only modes which have a synchronous
component in an infinitely repeating structure. From the bands of frequencies
of the Brillouin diagram the exciting charge will interact only with the discrete
set for which one space harmonic obeys Eq. (2.68), as indicated in Fig. 4. The
synchronous component of a>x can be written as
axxl = fxi(r}e * ' .

(2.69)

The results of this paper are valid only for closed cavities, and a\x,<f>x must
be closed-cavity solutions. But we can write the travelling-wave solution, Eq.
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(2.69), as the sum of two out-of-phase standing wave solutions,
= /A/(r)(coswAz/c + iainw^/c).

(2.70)

Since L = oo in an infinitely repeating structure, we are always in the region
0 < s < L when the exciting charge is in front of the test charge. Since
are of the form of Eq. (2.59), we can use Eq. (2.63) giving

£g

a>0

(2.71)

per period p, since
Np/2
Np

lim rjr

//

dz cosuxz/c

e™**/* = p/2

(2.72)

-lfp/2

and half the energy is stored in each standing wave. In Eq. (2.71) the sum is
restricted to those modes that have a synchronous space harmonic. As in the
previous section r' and r represent respectively the transverse position of the
exciting charge and the test charge. Similarly, for the transverse wake field we
get

^

^

^

T

s>0

per period.
Let us now restrict our interest to cylindrically symmetric structures. We
will now use polar coordinates (r, 6) to denote transverse position. The exciting
charge traverses at r = r', 0 = 0 (on the z-axis). Let the tube radius of the
structure be denoted by a (see Fig. 5a). In such a structure all the modes
depend on $ as eim0, where m is an integer. The m = 0,1,2 modes are called
respectively the longitudinal, dipole, quadrupole modes. Further it can be shown
that for a particle moving at v = c the r dependence of the function Aj( r ) &
simply rm.[101 Therefore the m-pole component of the wakes can be written as
a sum over all the m-pole modes as

0

Q

^

^

s>0

(2.74)

while for m ^ 0

(2.75)
For m = 0, W i m = 0. In the above equations kmn{a) is the loss factor calculated
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at r = a. We can summarize the relationship between the components as
(2.76)

Note that this is identical in form to Eq. (2.65)

h—P—i
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Fig. 5. Examples of cylindrically symmetric periodic
structures: (a) general case, (b) all surfaces parallel or
perpendicular to the z-axis, (c) weak wall perturbation.
To get the total wake field we need to sum over all the multipole contributions. Normally bunches remain near the axis and (r/a), {r'/a) can be considered small. Then the longitudinal wake field is dominated by the longitudinal
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modes (m = 0) whereas the transverse wake field is dominated by the dipole
modes (m = 1). Thus normally we can approximate the wakes as

Wt =* Yi 2*o»(°) c<>8 —

*> 0

(2-77)

- (-) * £ ^# ^
Note that the longitudinal wake is approximately independent of the transverse
position of both the exciting charge and the test charge. The transverse wake
depends on the exciting charge as the first power of its offset. The transverse
wake is in the z-direction and is independent of the test charge's transverse
position.
Sometimes one is interested in the wake potential of a single cavity with
beam tubes. If we take an infinitely repeating structure, increasing the tube
length between the cells, we can imagine that the wake potertial per cell of
the repeating structure will approach the total wake potential for a single cavity
with long beam tubes. For proof that Eq. (2.76) as well as the r, $ dependencies
of Eqs. (2.74) and (2.75) hold for a single cylindrically symmetric cavity see Ref.
11.
2.6

T H E WAKE FIELDS FOR THE

SLAC

STRUCTURE

The longitudinal and transverse wake potentials per cell have been computed1'21
for the SLAC disk-loaded accelerating structure using a summation over normal modes according to Eqs. (2.77) and and (2.78). This computation offers a
practical example of the usefulness of the modal development of the preceding
sections.
The SLAC disk-loaded structure was modeled using a four parameter structure with rectangular disks as shown in Fig. 5b. The frequencies won and the loss
parameters kOn of 416 m = 0 modes were computed using the computer code
KN7C.1"' The longitudinal wake obtained by summing over these modes is
shown by the dashed curve in Fig. 6. Practical limits prevented the summation
from being extended to sufficiently high frequencies to represent Wx accurately
for very small s. However, for high frequencies only the statistical properties of
the modes are relevant. It can be shown that these properties can be accurately
represented by the so-called optical resonator model. itlW Based on this model
an analytic extension1"1 was added to the modal sum to obtain the total wake
as shown by the solid line in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows the longitudinal wake on a
longer time scale. Note the effect of reflections arriving from the outer walls of
the structure at about 130 ps.
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal delta-function wake per cell for the
average cell in the SLAC disk-loaded structure for 0-10
ps. Cell length = 3.5 cm (A/3), beam aperture radius
= 1.163 cm.
Similarly, the dipole wake potential was calculated for the SLAC structure
using modes computed by the program TRANSVRS.'101 The sum for 56 modes
plus analytic extension is shown in Fig. 8. Note how the analytic extension
adds to the modal sum producing a smooth total wake potential over the range
shown.
Finally, it is of interest to compare the results of time domain and frequency
domain calculations of the wake potentials of the SLAC structure. The wake
potentials for a Gaussian charge distribution can be calculated by a time domain
integration of Maxwell's equations using the computer program TBCI.'" These
results can be compared with a convolution of a Gaussian bunch with the deltafunction wakes of Figs. 6-8. Details of the comparison are given in Ref. 15. An
example for the m = 1 case is shown in Fig. 9. Note that the wake potentials
obtained by the two different approaches compare very well indeed.
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Fig. 7. Longitudinal wake per
cell for the SLAC structure for 0-300 ps.
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the dipole wake for a Gaussian bunch in the
SLAC structure as computed by TBCI (solid curves) and a modal
summation (dashed curves). The bunch fronts are at ct < 0.
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3. ANALYTIC CALCULATIONS OF WAKE POTENTIALS
3.1

SEMI-INFINITE RESISTIVE SLAB

It was mentioned previously that the wake field behind a bunch traveling in
a tube with a wall material of finite conductivity is the result of the diffusion
of the magnetic field and surface current into the wall during the passage of the
bunch. As a simple example that illustrates the physics involved, we consider
first a semi-infinite block of material with conductivity ae filling all space y > 0
(i.e., with its face in the x-z plane). The head of a current sheet flto »ing parallel
to the face of the slab, as shown in Fig. 10, reaches z = 0 at time * = 0. If the
current per unit length is K, the magnetic field at the face of the slab will be
Hx =
--K/2. Within the slab Hx will be everywhere zero irUially, but at a later
time diffusion of field into the material will result in a nonvanishing Hs{ytt)
along with a current and electric field in the z-direction related by J, = oehz.
From Maxwell's curl equations we can write
dHx
(3.1)

dEz

dt '

y

O11.1KXX1Z
T
499BA18

f

I

T

f

T

vase

\

Current Sheet K (AAn)

Fig. 10. Current sheet moving parallel to the
face of a semi-infinite metallic slab. Dashed lines
show contours of constant Et.
Combining these two equations gives
dHx
dt

(3.2)
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where D is the diffusivity D = l/(tQ<re in m 3 /sec.

The solution satisfying

Hx(0,t) = -K/2 is|M|

The longitudinal electric field is now obtained as

Setting y = 0 gives Et at the surface and, by continuity, outside the slab.
Equation (3.4) is the solution for Ex due to a current step applied at t = 0.
The solution for a rectangular pulse of current can be obtained by adding to Eq.
(3.4) the solution for a current step of equal magnitude but opposite sign which
is delayed by time At. Carrying out this operation for y = 0 results in

2

'~3/2'

{3 5)

'

where Qi — KAt is the charge per meter in the pulse.
Note that the wake in Eq. (3.5) is accelerating and therefore cannot be
valid for t —> 0. In any case, the displacement current has been ignored in
Eq. (3.1). The displacement current and conduction current within the slab
become comparable at times on the order of t ~ eo/"<- For times which are
short compared to this, the diffusion equation, Eq. (3.2), must be replaced by
the wave equation. The solution to the boundary value problem then leads to a
retarding field at the position of the charge.
3.2

CYLINDRICAL PIPE WITH RESISTIVE WALLS

The delta-function wake potential for a point charge moving in a cylindrical
pipe with a resistive wall is calculated in Refs. 17 and 18. The mathematics is
relatively complex and will not be repeated here. The basic physical principle of
diffusion of fields into the material, which then decay to zero behind the bunch,
still applies however. In this section we take the results of Ref. 18, which are in
Gaussian units, and rewrite them in practical units.
The longitudinal electric field at distance a behind a point bunch of charge
Q moving on the axis of a cylindrical pipe with radius b and conductivity tre is

Note that EM is uniform throughout the pipe; that is, it does not depend on
radial position behind the bunch. This expression is, however, valid only for
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distances a which are large compared to a critical distance s0 given by

(3.7)
where Zo = 3770. For copper 80 « .007 mm for b = 5 cm. Note again that Eq.
(3.6) describes an accelerating field, which would clearly violate conservation of
energy if s were allowed to go to zero. However, it is shown in Ref. 18 that
the wake potential reverses sign at a distance on the order of «o and reachrj a
well-behaved negative value of
Q

(3.8)

at s = 0 + . This behavior is illustrated in Fig. 11. The loss parameter fci
per unit length for a point charge is then k\ = (2ireoba)~1. This can also be
obtained directly from the fact that the wake field is uniform across the pipe for
the m = 0 mode. The stored energy per unit length just behind the bunch is
then Ut = |e O 5r* 2 ^(O+), and *i =

E,(s)

Fig. 11. Longitudinal wake for a cylindrical tube
with resistive walls.

The energy loss for a Gaussian bunch is also of interest. We cannot, however,
use Eq. (3.6) to compute the potential within the bunch directly because the
contribution for a < SO'IB dominant. We turn, instead, to the frequency domain
and compute the power loss to the walls of the pipe by each spectral component
in the Fourier transform of the Gaussian bunch. Details of the calculation are
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given in Ref. 19. The result is

(3 9)

-

where k\ is in volts per Coulomb per meter. Putting in constants, this becomes
-

| 7

^

7 J

.

(3.10)

Applying this expression to compute the loss by a bunch of 1 0 u electrons traveling the length of the SLAC linac (3 km) in aluminum pipe 5 cm in radius, we
find an energy loss ekiQL = 0.6 MeV for cz = \ mm.
The dipole resistive wall wake in a cylindrical pipe is also obtained from Ref.

The dipole wake potential is then W±(s) = Ex{s)/Q. Using this wake to compute the deflecting field in a Gaussian bunch centered at a = 0 we obtain

where F is a universal function of s/<xz given by

In computing the wake potential per unit length given by Eq. (3.12), we do not
need to take into account the fact that Eq. (3.11) is not valid for a < so, as
long as ot >• so. This so because the transverse wake does not change sign at
s w «o (it falls to zero for a < so), and because it decreases more slowly at long
distances compared to the longitudinal wake (a"1/* vs *~ 3 / a ).
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3.3

PILLBOX CAVITY

The longitudinal and transverse wake potentials produced by a charge passing on the axis of a cylindrically symmetric pillbox cavity can be computed
in terms of the mode frequencies u\ and loss parameter values k\, using the
formalism developed in Chapter 2. For longitudinal modes the frequencies are
obtained from

1

SGN?) Here R is the cavity radius, g is the cavity length, j n is the a th zero of Jo{x)
and the index p gives the longitudinal variation of the axial electric field,
~ J0 (jn ^ ) COS (?¥. j exp (iwnpt) .

(3.15)

The delta-function wake potential is calculated (see for example Ref. 20) as

h
where ep = 1/2 for p = 0, ep = 1 for p ^ 0. If a is set to zero in the preceding
relation, the sum diverges with increasing mode number, although only logarithmically. Thus a point charge passing through a completely closed pillbox suffers
an infinite energy loss. For a Gaussian charge distribution this is no longer the
case. The potential at position z for a bunch centered at z = 0 is given by'30'

(3.17)
where w(z) is the complex error function and Ute stands for the real part. No
closed expression is known for this sum, but it has been evaluated numerically
for sample cases and is found to agree well with results calculated by the time
domain program TBCI.
For a < (4fi 2 + g*)1/3 - g the sum in Eq. (3.16) for the deltfr-function wake
can be evaluated analytically. For the above range of a no wave created by the
leading charge can reach the outer cylindrical wall of the cavity, be reflected and
arrive back at the test charge before it has left the cavity. The pillbox cavity
wake therefore looks identical to the wake for two infinite parallel plates over
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this range of a. Over this range of a it can be shown that'30'311

s) = 2S(s) In (-) - 2 V 6{2ng - a) hi
(3.18)

where the symbol IP means the integer part of the term in brackets. A schematic
plot of Eq. (3.18) is shown in Fig. 12. Note that the wake is accelerating for
all a > 0, even in the delta-function discontinuities given by the second term in
the above expression. The combination of a delta-function discontinuity times
a logarithmic discontinuity given by the first term above is, however, retarding.
k

28(s) In (g/s)

ISI

2g

o

4g
—

CM

/

f

-

2S(4g-s)' n (16/15)
2S(2g-s] 6n(4/3)

1-85
4998A16

Fig. 12. Longitudinal wake for a point charge moving
perpendicular to two parallel metallic planes.
It is instructive to compare the results of the summation of modes up to
mode N (Eq. (3.16)) with the analytic result of Eq. (3.18). The summation is
carried out for the case a < 2g in Figs. 13 and 14. Note that as N increases, the
resultant sum yields an oscillation of increasing frequency. In the limit N ~* oo,
we would expect the delta-function wake constructed in this way to oscillate
infinitely fast. The convolution of the wake function with a smooth bunch
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current distribution, however, is well behaved. This illustrates an important
property of a Green's function. The function itself need not be well behaved,
only integrals over the function.

-75

0
1-85

Fig. 13. Longitudinal wake for a pillbox cavity (g = 3
cm, R = 4 cm) obtained by summing the first 1000
modes.
In Fig. 15 the mean value of the oscillations of Fig. 14, given by the top
solid curve, is compared with the analytic result, given by the dashed curve.
They compare well. Another way to avoid the oscillating behavior of the wake
potential calculated from a truncated modal sum is to introduce a damping
factor, exp(—nA), multiplying the n th mode (this technique was suggested by
A. Chao). Figure 16 shows the result for JV = 104 and A = 5 x 10~4. Thus
the highest frequency mode is damped by a factor exp(—5). It is seen that the
oscillating behavior is removed and that the agreement with the analytic result
is excellent.
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Fig. 14. Longitudinal wake for the pillbox cavity of Fig.
13 obtained by summing 10,000 modes.
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Fig. 15. Average and miniiwim values of the oscillating wake shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 16. Same as Fig. 14 with damping added.

3.4

CYLINDRICAL STRUCTURES WITH WEAK PERIODIC
PERTURBATIONS

WALL

Perturbation calculations of the wake potentials have also been done for
cylindrically symmetric periodic structures in which changes in cross-section are
small compared to the mean radius of the structure (Aaja •< 1 in Fig. 5c).
The longitudinal case is treated in Ref. 22 and the transverse case in Refs.
23 and 24. The perturbation expansions in these calculations require that the
slope of the wall not be too large. Thus the case of a bellows with rectangular
corregations cannot be treated. The technique is extended to this case in Ref.
25.
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4. WAKE POTENTIALS OF CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS
4.1

LONGITUDINAL WAKE POTENTIAL FOR POINT CHARGES AND
SHORT CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS

In Section 2.2 it was shown that the longitudinal wake seen by a point charge
is just one-half of the wake immediately behind the charge (see Eq. (2.45)). This
fact has been called the fundamental theorem of beam loading. The validity of
this theorem can be traced back to the assumption of causality. This can be seen
directly if we imagine a bunch so short that the delta-function wake is essentially
constant over the length of the bunch. Following a proof by Chao,'"1 we can
write the energy loss for an arbitrary longitudinal current distribution I(t) as
CO

AU=

OO

t

f dt I(t) V{t) = / dt I(t) f dr
—oo

—oo

I(T)

Wz{t -

T)

.

(4.1)

—oo

In writing this relation we also implicitly assume that both causality and superposition apply. As the bunch length approaches zero, the wake can be treated
as constant, giving
oo

AU = Wz{0+)

t

f dt I{t) f dr I(T) .
-OO

(4.2)

-00

An integration by parts gives

Af/=^V,(O+),

(4.3)

which by definition is equal to Q2Wt(0), giving
WX(Q+) = 2WX(O) .

(4.4)

This relation can be proven in the frequency domain using conservation
of energy and assuming orthogonal normal modes. Let the stared energy in
a particular normal mode in a cavity be related to the voltage gained by a
nonperturbing test particle by U = aV2. Assume that a point charge Q passes
through the cavity inducing a voltage Vj, and that the fraction /V s of the induced
voltage acts on the charge itself. Assume now that a second identical charge
passes through the cavity along the same path and at such a phase that the
voltage induced by the second charge exactly cancels the voltage induced by
the first charge. Note that superposition has been assumed, along with the fact
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that the motion of the second charge is not significantly perturbed by the fields
induced by the first charge. The second charge sees an accelerating voltage
Vj, and a decelerating voltage /Vj, giving by superposition a net accelerating
voltage Vj(l — / ) . Since there is no energy remaining in the cavity, energy lost
by the first charge must be equal to the energy gained by the second, or
QVhf = QVt[l-f).

(4.5)

This can only be valid if / = 1/2. For a single charge passing through the cavity,
conservation of energy gives U = aVb2 = jQVj. If the loss parameter k is defined
by U = kQ2, then a = \k and

k^Yl
4U

(4.6)

Vb = 2kQ .

The proof can be generalized to the interaction of a charge with the synchronous
component of a traveling wave field in a periodic structure.
Consider now a point charge with an energy large compared to its rest energy,
which is brought to rest by the interaction with its self-induced field in a long,
initially field free, structure. If the charge has an initial energy corresponding
to a voltage QVQ, it will leave behind an induced voltage given by

V(s) = 2QJ2k>cosu,xs,c = " b E ^ c ^ W e .

(4 . 7)

If the structure supports only a single mode, then V(s) = 2Vbcosws/c. Thus
the wake reaches a peak accelerating voltage which is exactly twice that of the
driving charge. However, a physical bunch, even a very short bunch, consists of a
large number of individual point charges which are not rigidly connected. Thus
the leading charge in such a physically real bunch will experience no deceleration,
while the trailing charge will experience the full induced voltage, or twice the
average decelerating voltage per particle (assuming a bunch length which is short
compared to the wavelength of the mode in question). If the trailing charge is
just brought to rest, the induced voltage will be Vb, and only one half of the
energy contained in the bunch will be transferred to the induced field. The
wake potential for such a short charge distribution extending from t = 0 to
t = T interacting with a single mode is illustrated in Fig. 17a. Note that within
the bunch the potential is given by
t
^ d r I ( r ) ,

(4.8)

o
where Vb = 2kQ. The wake rings behind the bunch as — cosw(t — 6), where
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6 is a small offset in time which is readily calculated (6 = T/2 for symmetric
bunches). Note that at the end of the bunch V(T) « -Vo.

Fig. 17. Potential in and behind a charge distribution
interacting with a single mode for (a) a short bunch,
and (b) a long bunch.

4.2

LONGITUDINAL WAKE POTENTIAL FOR LONG CHARGE
DISTRIBUTIONS

Consider a bunch current distribution which has a. length which is comparable to or greater than the period of the lowest frequency mode. As illustrated in
Fig. 17b, let Vj+ be the maximum accelerating voltage induced behind (t > T)
a current distribution and let V^ be the maximum retarding potential experienced by any particle within (t < T) the distribution. The ratio R = V£/V£ is
called the transformer ratio. The transformer ratio is of interest because of the
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possibility of wake field acceleration. If a driving bunch with particles of energy
eVo is used to excite induced fields in a structure, and if V^ is set equal to Vo
so as just to bring to rest the particles experiencing the maximum retarding
potential, then the maximum accelerating potential behind the bunch is RVQ.
In the previous section it was shown that the transformer ratio for a short bunch
interacting with a single mode is equal to one. If we consider the superposition
of wake potentials for many modes, the transformer ratio for a short bunch will
tend to be less than one. Since all the wake potentials are cosine like, the retarding wakes will tend to add coherently (in phase) within the bunch up to
some maximum frequency such that uno tm 1. However, the wake potential for
all the modes will tend to add incoherently at the first accelerating maximum
behind the bunch.
For long bunches, such that u^er ^ 1 where wx is the frequency of the lowest
mode, the transform ratio will tend to be greater than one (assuming the bunch
charge distribution is not pathological). For the interaction of a long bunch with
a single mode, we can calculate some interesting limits on the transformer ratio.
Assume here the bunch extends in time from — T to +T. Within the bunch
(t < T) the retarding potential is
t

V~(t) = - f J(x) cosw(t - x) dx
-T

(4.9)
*

t

= — cos ui I I{x) cos ux dx — sin wi / I{x) sin wx dx .
-T

-T

Following the bunch (t > T) the accelerating potential is
T

T

+

V (t) = cosu>t I I(x) coswx dx + sinwt I I{x) sinwx dx .
-T

(4.10)

-T

If the bunch is symmetric about t — 0, the sec nd integral in Eq. (4.10) vanishes,
and V+(t) reaches a maximum value given b>
T
v

m

= / H*) coswa; di .

(4.11)

-T

Consider the retarding potential at * = 0 at the center of such & symmetric
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bunch, given by
o

V~(0) = -J I(x) cosws dx = -\v+.

(4.12)

-T

If F~(0) happens also to be the maximum value of the retarding potential, then
| y - ( 0 ) | = V~ and the transformer ratio is R = \V+/V~\ = 2. If V"(0) is not
at the peak of the retarding potential, then V^ > |V~(0)| and the transformer
ratio is less than 2. If the bunch is not symmetric, the preceding argument no
longer applies and the transformer ratio can be greater than 2. For example, for
a triangular bunch distribution which rises linearly with time starting at t = 0,
then drops abruptly at t = T, the transformer ratio is R = Nn if T is an integral
number of rf periods in length (T = 2nN/w).
If there is more than one mode in the structure, the transformer ratio can
in principle be larger than two even for a symmetric bunch. Calculations for
typical structures (e.g. the SLAC disk loaded structure) show, however, that
the transformer ratio is still limited to approximately two. This is reasonable
for long bunches, since only the lowest frequency mode is appreciably excited.
If the next mode has a frequency W2 = rwi> then the ratio of the wakes excited
by a Gaussian bunch of length a is

Typically r2 > 2, so for wi<7 > 1 the ratio W2/W1 will be small.
The transformer ratio alone does not tell the whole story. The efficiency for
conversion of bunch energy into an accelerating field is
T

1 = 7-^=11(t)nt)dt,

(4.14)

again assuming that the particles in the distribution have an energy eV0, and
that the particles which see the maximum retarding potential are just brought
to rest (Vo — Vj^). An additional consideration is that even if the transformer
ratio is large for a long bunch, the amount of charge required to reach a given
accelerating field may be unacceptably large because the coupling is reduced by
a factor on the order of exp(—c
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5. WAKE FIELD ACCELERATION
In the past wake fields have been viewed mainly as a potential source of
trouble in accelerators and storage rings. Wake fields due to bellows, accelerating
cavities and other objects in the beam line vacuum chamber cause instabilities
such as bunch lengthening, bead-tail turbulence and emittance growth. Figure
18, for example, shows the wake fields excited by a bunch traversing a PETRA
cavity. Figure 19 shows the distribution of the transverse kick and energy loss in
the bunch after passage through a PETRA cell. As can be seen from the wake
potential, AU, almost all of the particles within the bunch itself are decelerated.
However, Fig. 20, which gives the longitudinal wake potential at longer distances
behind the bunch, shows that some particles at the very end of the tail gain
energy. That is, they are accelerated by the wake fields generated by the particles
which passed through the cavity ahead of them.

Fig. 18. Electric field of a Gaussian bunch
traversing a PETRA cavity (ax = 2 cm, Q =
1/xC).
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Fig. 19. Transverse kick Ap± and energy loss ACT' inside a Gaussian bunch after passing through a PETRA
cavity cell (az = 2 cm, Q = 1 fiC). The bunch is offset
5 mm from the axis.
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Fig. 20. Energy gain of particles behind a Gaussian
bunch after passage through a PETRA cavity cell.
Although this effect is a very inefficient acceleration mechanism in this example, it triggered the search for possible structures which could use wake fields to
accelerate particles much more effectively. Experimental evidence of this "auto
acceleration"|2e "*"' has been seen. However, in this device the accelerating gradient for the particles in the tail does not exceed by much the decelerating gradient
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for the majority of the particles in the center of the bunch. This follows from
the general properties of the wake potential for symmetric bunches as discussed
in section 4.2. By choosing the proper geometry for the structure generating
the wake field, one can achieve an accelerating gradient which is up to twice the
decelerating gradient within a Gaussian bunch (±4 standard deviations). For
practical applications this means that a few of the particles inside a 50 GeV
(for example) beam could be accelerated to 150 GeV within a relatively short
distance, while most of the 50 GeV particles are brought nearly to rest. Assuming a conventional accelerating gradient of 20 MV/m and a peak wake potential
loss in a suitable down-stream structure of 50 MV/m, then the average gradient
of such a system (preaccelerator + wake field section) is only about twice the
gradient of the preaccelerator. Apart from this relatively modest increase in the
net gradient, it is very difficult to achieve such a high longitudinal wake potential without suffering the ill effect of the deflecting wake, which will also be very
high. So far such wake field acceleration schemes have been studied taking only
longitudinal wakes into account. *'

L
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Fig. 21. General behavior of wake potentials due to
"normal" cavities (top) and hypothetical wake potential
good for particle acceleration (bottom).
The situation would be better if one could achieve much higher accelerating wake fields than decelerating wake fields inside the bunch (see Fig. 21).
Because of the basic factor of two limitation on the ratio between accelerating
and deaccelerating wake fields (for symmetric bunches), the accelerated beam
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cannot pass through the structure at the same location as the beam which generates the wake field. Thus we must have two beams, an accelerated beam and
a driving beam, each traversing a "wake field transformer"'"'"' along a different
path. The trick ic such a wake field transformer works as follows: wake fields
are generated by a driving bunch of electrons with a large number of particles
at relatively low energy, passing through a particular region of the transformer.
These fields are then spatially focused into a smaller region. Since the total
energy in the field is conserved, the field strength increases with the degree of
spatial focusing. Thus much higher fields can be produced in this second smaller
region in the wake field transformer than the fields seen by the particles in the
driving beam. These fields can now be used to accelerate a second beam (of
course with fewer particles) at very high gradients.
Figure 22 shows an example in which a driving hollow beam passes through a
slot in the outer perimeter of a pillbox cavity, followed at an appropriate distance
by a secondary bunch of particles moving along the axis. As the driving beam
enters the cavity a wave packet is generated which subsequently travels towards
the axis. During this time the volume occupied by the wave decreases linearly
with the distance from the axis. The electric and magnetic field strengths must
increase approximately as r"1'2. A secondary beam can then be accelerated
along the axis of the transformer by these fields.
Figure 23 shows the fields calculated by TBC1 in a transformer consisting
of seven pillbox units (with shaped outer boundaries) at 8 subsequent time steps.
Note that after the wave reaches the axis it is reflected and travels back to the
outer boundary. There it is reflected once again and again travels towards the
axis, where a second high field pulse now appears. This second pulse has the
inverse sign and can be used for accelerating positrons. Figure 24 shows the wake
potentials due to these fields for the driving beam and for an accelerated beam
on the axis. The maximum decelerating wake potential seen by the particles in
the driving beam (Q = 1 pC, r = 5 cm) is computed to be 17 MV/m, but on
the axis a gradient of 170 MV/m is produced. Thus the transformer ratio for
this particular structure is 10. Recall that the transformation ratio of a device
in which both beams traverse the structure along the same path cannot be much
greater than two for symmetric bunches.
Some interesting observations can be made concerning the deflecting wake
fields in the driving beam. For the usual cavity with no metal between the beam
and the axis, the dipole wake potential can be written as

f Fdt = f W,(s) coe
where WT(») = —W+(s). We now find, when there is metal between a hollow
beam and the axis, that we cannot describe the deflecting forces by a single
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Bunch I

Fig. 22. Qualitative field inside a pillbox
transformer showing the collapsing field packet.
transverse wake function;.1"! two functions are now required at a given fixed
radius (and 4 in the general case):
/

= fW r (s) cos <j>

sin<t>

where Wr{s) £ As an example, Fig. 25 shows the dipole wake potentials for the inner bunch
(Wr = Wj) and the outer bunch {Wr £ -W+) for the structure in Fig. 23. This
behavior of the wake potentials makes the study of beam dynamics in the driving
bunch much more complicated. A related result is also of importance for such
structures: cylindrically symmetric fields can deflect. This is not the case for
the more usual single-region cavities.
Other structures have been proposed'"'34' which do not need a hollow driving
beam, for example the elliptical structure shown in Fig. 26 and the multi-beam
star-transformer shown in Fig. 27. In the elliptical geometry one makes use of
the property that the peak wake potential depends on the size of the beam hole.
In the star transformer wake fields from the driving beams propagate toward
the axis and combine in a straightforward manner. A transformer ratio on the
order of 2N, where N is the number of driving beams, might be expected.
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Fig. 23. Electric field at eight time steps generated by a hollow
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Fig. 24. Wake potential for a pillbox wake field transformer. (1) Driving beam density; (2) decelerating wake
inside driving beam; (3) accelerating wake on axis; (4)
density of the accelerated beam; and (5) self wake potential of the accelerated beam.
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Fig. 27. A multiple-beam star transformer.
An experiment to study acceleration in the wake field transformer shown
in Fig. 23 is in progress at DESY.1"1 Tracking studies have been undertaken
taking into account the beam dynamics and deflecting wake potential.'"' It is
hoped to achieve gradients above 100 MV/m in this experiment.
An experiment at Osaka University1'7' using the elliptical wake field transformer has already been performed. The computed transformer ratio in this
experiment is 1.3. The deflecting wake fields for this structure have also been
computed,
and were found to be very high (~ 1/3 of the accelerating field).
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THE TWO-BEAM ACCELERATOR
F. B. Selph
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley,
CA 94720
INTRODUCTION
In the two-beam accelerator (TBA) concept, an electron linear accelerator
structure is established in which two beams propagate. One is an intense low
energy beam that is made to undergo free electron lasing to produce microwaves.
These microwaves are then coupled to another part of the structure where they act
to produce a high longitudinal electric gradient that is used to accelerate a second
relatively low intensity electron beam to very high energies. The TBA was originally suggested by Sessler1 as a possible means for economically achieving linear
collider energies of 100 GeV and above. Although still in a conceptual stage, the
TBA is an inherently plausible concept that combines the free electron laser (FEL)
with several well-known technologies—high current induction linacs, microwave
waveguides, and traveling-wave linac structures—in a novel and interesting way.
Two characteristics of the TBA that make it a particularly suitable candidate for
achieving high energies are its ability to operate at higher frequencies than typical
present-day linacs (say 30 GHz as compared with 3 GHz), and to be an efficient
means for delivering power to a hitherto unattainable high-gradient structure (say
250 MV/m) that the higher frequency makes possible.2 These high accelerating
gradients will permit much shorter linac structures for a given energy.
THE TWO-BEAM ACCELERATOR CONCEPT
The major components of a TBA are shown schematically in Fig. 1. An
intense electron beam of a few MeV is established by an induction accelerator, a
well-known means for producing such a beam. The beam passes through a succession of wiggler modules, causing it to radiate microwave energy. After each wiggler
module an induction acceleration module restores the energy lost to radiation.
Thus the average beam energy remains constant throughout the device. Paralleling
this structure is another structure in which the high energy beam is accelerated. At
intervals along the latter structure waveguides conduct rf power across from the
wiggler modules in such a way that a longitudinal electric gradient is produced for
acceleration of the high energy beam.
Because a most promising application of the TBA would be for a linear collider of very high energy—say 375 on 375 GeV—our discussion will focus on
parameters of the TBA appropriate to such an application. If we wish to keep the
linac structure as short as possible, it is necessary to know how high the electric
gradient can be raised. Estimated surface field breakdown on copper surfaces3 is
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of rf wavelength. The limit increases linearly with
0094-243X/85/1270929-18 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American I n s t i t u t e of Physics
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Fig. 1. Schematic of a two-beam accelerator.
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Fig. 2. Estimated surface field limits for copper as a function of rf wavelength.
Solid dots represent operating gradients of existing accelerators, the open
circle represents proposed operating gradient of the TBA.

frequency. Above about 20 GHz, however, the limit on electric gradient is the
damage caused by surface heating, which increases much more slowly with frequency. These limits are conservative, and should be regarded only as a rough
guide, as the breakdown limit also depends upon pulse length and surface finish,
and perhaps other factors as well. The effective accelerating field will be less than
the maximum surface field by a factor of 1.2 to 3, depending on the structure
geometry. Structure dimensions, including the beam aperture, will generally scale
with wavelength, so that a practical limit will be somewhere around X = 1 cm,
corresponding to 30 GHz.
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE TWO-BEAM ACCELERATOR
The Free Electron Laser
It is crucial to the whole two-beam accelerator concept that microwaves of
desired properties—intensity, frequency, and narrow spectral bandwidth—be emitted by the low energy beam during transit of the wiggler sections. The basic properties of the FEL have been described in a number of papers.4 Here the theory
will be sketched in outline, so that the relation of the FEL to the TBA can be
understood. Our approach is motivated by the circumstance that the equations
describing FEL action are analogous to those describing acceleration of particles in
a synchrotron. This approach allows us to draw upon the many insights that have
been gained into the acceleration process, and with the necessary differences taken
into account, apply these insights to the FEL action. The treatment followed here
is that of Morton5 and Pellegrini.6 Here we use only single electron dynamics;
space charge forces are neglected.
As shown in Fig. 3, we suppose a beam of electrons of energy yr is traversing
a wiggler that consists of a number of periods, each of length \w, each period
comprising two dipole magnets of alternating polarity, and magnetic field strength
Bw. A plane electromagnetic wave is propagating from left to right along the
wiggler axis. The transverse oscillation of an electron in the beam will allow it to
exchange energy with the electromagnetic wave if the electron velocity is such mat
it slips behind one wavelength during traversal of one period of the wiggler. This
is because the electron then finds itself "in step" with the radiation field amplitudes. Note the schematic representation of the electron orbit and the electromagnetic wave in Fig. 3, which represents this situation, with an electron travere ng a
wiggler made up of dipole magnetic fields directed alternately into and out of the
plarse of the paper. If the transverse velocity of the electron is opposed by the radiation field, as is represented in the figure, the electron will be decelerated, resulting
in emission of radiation that is added to the radiation field. On the other hand, if
it is aided by the radiation field, which would occur if that wave were shifted by ir
in Fig. 3, it will be accelerated, absorbing energy from the field. It can be shown
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Fig. 3. Relationship of the resonant particle to the radiation field. (See text.)
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that this requirement that the particle slip one wavelength while traversing one
wiggler period leads to the requirement that a resonant particle having energy yr
must satisfy the condition

y? = 2*Hi + <£)

(i)

where ks = 2w/\ is the wave number of the electromagnetic field and
kw = 2ir/\w, and wiggler strength is represented by aw,
e<Bw>
kw m0 c2
<BW> is the rms value of the wiggier strength Bw. If instead of propagating in
free space, the wiggler field is enclosed in a waveguide, the electromagnetic waves
will propagate with group velocity vg < c, and will have a wavenumber kg. The
resonance condition for propagation in a waveguide7 can be found by replacing kw
in Eq. 1 by
K - ^

-kg)

.

(3)

The cutoff wavelength \c is related to ks and kg by the expression
(2T/\C)2

= k2

-

k2

.

(4)

The electrons near the resonance condition will oscillate about an equilibrium
position, exchanging energy with the radiation field. Representing the energy
difference between a particle and the resonant particle by Ay and introducing the
electric field parameter as,
e<Ex>

°s = ^ ^

'

(5)

the equations of motion can be written as5
— 't»

,

(01

These are similar to the familiar equations for pan tide motion in a synchrotron.
We will discuss first the case where 4>r sO. By analogy, we can see that ther^ will
be a separatrix in $ , Ay phase space defining a "bucket," inside of which particles
remain trapped while oscillating in energy and phase about the resonant particle
(Fig. 4). Outside the separatrix particles are not trapped, and will slip in phase.
The maximum energy a trapped particle may have is A>m. Referring to Fig. 5,
typical motion of trapped particlee is represented by the trajectories labeled a-b and
c-d. The particle initially at a moves to b, in the process losing energy, which is
added to the energy of the radiation field. The particle initially at c moves to d,
gaining energy, which it has absorbed from the radiation field. Note that the
resonant particle, with energy yr, cannot gain or lose energy, and consequently
does not interact with the radiation field.
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Fig. 4. The stationary FEL bucket in 4>,Ay space. Particles that lie inside the
boundary separatrix will remain inside the bucket.

Fig. S. A particle that moves in <PA~r space from a to b losing energy will add to
the radiation field; a particle moving from c to d will absorb energy from
the radiation field.

There is, however a feature of FEL behavior which makes the solution of a
problem more difficult than in the analogous synchrotron case. This is that the
radiation field is itself determined by the action of the FEL, so that as and 4>r will
vary as the radiation field changes. Furthermore, in many cases of interest the
change ofaw and 4>r will not be sufficiently slow to be considered adiabatic, making Eqs. (6) and (7) invalid. In these cases one needs to rely upon a detailed computer calculaticn, in which a self-consistent solution to the particle-field interaction
can be found. Notwithstanding this complication, the synchrotron analogy can be
valuable in providing qualitative insight into FEL behavior, even in those cases
where strictly speaking, it is not applicable.
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Let us therefore note at this point some useful ideas that can be inferred from
analogy with accelerator physics. Since, as can be shown 8 , Eqs. (6) and (7) can be
derived from a Hamiltonian, the 4>A'y phase space is area-preserving, i.e., particles
occupying an infinitesimal region of phase space $<fiS(Ay) at time t\ will occupy the
same area £0£(A7) of phase space at a later time t2, although location in phase
space will in general be different.9 As the equations are highly nonlinear, however,
finite regions in phase space can become highly distorted, so that an originally
compact distribution of particles can stretch to enclose "empty" regions of phase
space so that the effective area occupied by the particles is much larger (Fig. 6). A
point to bear in mind is that we have assumed no coupling between longitudinal
and transverse phase space. If this occurs the two-dimensional phase space is not
area-preserving.
For the most effective operation of an FEL, where the object is to extract
energy from the electrons and add it to the radiation field—the converse would be
an IFEL (inverse free electron laser) to accelerate electrons using a laser beam—the
wiggler field must have a length that is determined by the maximum decrease in
energy of the particle distribution. Looking at Fig. 5, if we suppose that the centroid of a particle distribution has moved from a to b in traversing the wiggler,
energy will have been given up to the radiation field. However, if the wiggler con-

Fig. 6. The distribution in (a) will, after several periods, resemble a distribution
more like (b), because of the nonlinear particle motion within the bucket.
This results in an effective increase in longitudinal emittance.
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tinues, so that the centroid moves to d, energy will have been reabsorbed from the
field, so there is little net gain from the FEL action.
Regarding the FEL as a single pass amplifier of radiation, we see that the
energy transferred to the radiation field will be given by the average decrease in
energy of the electron distribution. In general, this will be much less than the
bucket width, because of the initial energy spread of the electrons.
An initial distribution of particles mat is most common is a beam uniformly
distributed in phase, with an energy spread b.yd, as shown in Fig. 7a. After the
beam has passed through a number of wiggler wavelengths, the distribution will
resemble something like Fig. 7b, with the beam more or less uniformly smeared
around the resonant particle point yr. The electrons will have both gained and lost
en.;rgy in passing through the FEL. The question of interest here is, under what
conditions will the net conversion of electron energy be positive, on the average,
and under what conditions is the amount of radiation maximized? This problem
has been analyzed by Pellegrini,6 with results that can be summarized as follows.
If the center of the initial electron distribution is y0, if y0 —yr« Aym, and if the

(a)

XILMB-1D792

Fig. 7. Particles injected with a mean energy y0, as in (a), will after a time
resemble the distribution in (b), with mean energy yr- The maximum
radiation that can be extracted from a constant wiggler FEL is proportional to the energy difference y0 — yr, according to the simple model
discussed in the text.
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number of wiggler modules is N, the maximum energy change of the electrons
occurs for y0 given approximately by
7 0 ~7r ^ 02
(8)
7,
N '
A narrow energy spread Ayd in the initial electron beam will give the greatest gain
in the radiation field. As the width of the initial energy spread is increased, the
gain decreases until for
(9)
yr ~ 2N
it become veiy small, nearly zero. To summarize, these results tell us that to get
the best results from a constant-wiggler FEL the initial energy spread should be
narrow, the number of wiggler modules should not be large, and the average initial
energy must be greater than the resonant energy by an amount given by Eq. (8).
Constant-wiggler means that all wiggler modules have the same length and magnetic field. If we allow these parameters to progressively change, the result will be
a "tapered" wiggler, and the same restrictions will not apply.
By using the concept of tapered wiggler the amount of radiated energy can be
substantially increased over what could be achieved with a constant wiggler magnetic field. To illustrate, consider the following simplified example. Suppose the
wiggler parameter aw is continuously changed, say by lowering Bw from each
wiggler period to the next, so that the resonant energy is continuously decreased.
One possibility for using such tapering is sketched in Fig. 8, for a single particle,
where the particle is shown at three positions along the wiggler, together with the

X9LMH07S*

Fig. 8. Diagram showing possible action with a tapered wiggler. See explanation
in text.
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Fig. 9. Diagram showing possible action of periodic constant wiggler FELs. Particles move from 1 to 2 in the FEL, losing energy. Before entering the next
FEL section an acceleration module restores the beam energy, moving the
particle back from 2 to 1.
bucket boundaries at each position. As the particle wjth initial energy 7j is in a
bucket with resonant energy yrl the energy difference is A7 = 71 —yrl, but now
aw has been changed in the next FEL module so that the resonant frequency is
now lower, with resonant energy yr2, so that the energy difference A7 = y2 — yr2 is
unchanged. The particle is now in the same relative position within the bucket as
before. As the particle proceeds to point 3, the resonant energy 7,3 is again lower
so that the energy difference is again unchanged, and so on. When a distribution
of particles is considered, with the proper tapering, the average energy of the particles trapped in the bucket will be lowered by an amount proportional to the lowering of yr.
For the TBA, a succession of wiggler sections is needed, in each of which the
same performance is required. To accomplish this, at the output end of each
wiggler section an induction module accelerates the electrons so that the average
initial energy of the electron distribution is restored before entering the next wiggler
section. Consequently as the electron beam proceeds through the wiggler sections
it will follow a closed orbit in phase space. This is illustrated in Fig. 9. A complete period is a wiggler section (either constant or tapered), followed by an
accelerator section. From point 1 to point 2 the electrons are in the wiggler, giving
up energy to the radiation field. Then the electrons transit an acceleration module,
which increases the energy from point 1 to point 2, before the electrons enter the
next wiggler.
The Low Energy Beam
In order for the FEL to function effectively as a power source, the electron
beam must be transported over considerable distances without appreciable degradation. For a 300-GeV accelerator, with an average accelerating gradient of 250
MV/m, a transport length of 1.2 km would be required. With periodic transverse
focusing using quadrupoles, containment of the beam for such a long transport system is certainly possible. But it will be necessary to minimize disturbances that
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could cause dilution of phase space. Such disturbances would include nonlinearities in focusing fields and coupling between transverse and longitudinal phase
space. Small random transverse impulses to the beam, such as will occur from
quadrupole misalignments and possibly from asymmetries in the FEL waveguide
caused by openings to couple out microwave power, will cause large deviations
from the central axis in a long transport system. Such deviations, however are
constant from pulse to pulse and can be compensated for by the use of magnetic
dipoles as steering elements placed at intervals along the transport system.
The High Energy Beam
The high energy beam will be accelerated in a high-gradient linac structure
(HGS) similar to conventional linacs using klystrons as a power source except for
dimensions that will scale with rf wavelength. Such structures are typically discloaded waveguides that can be regarded as a chain of coupled resonators in which
the discs cause the phase velocity of the electromagnetic waves to be in step with
the particle velocity, which is essentially c, the velocity of light. A traveling-wave
mode is used, in which power is fed in at one end of a structure and is coupled out
to a load at the other end. For a discussion of the considerations in designing these
structures the reader is referred to Ref. !0. The design process for a particular
accelerator is a lengthy one, in which there are many tradeoffs between structure
parameters in order to achieve an economical structure with maximum energy gain
and with the most efficient use of the rf power available.
An important difference between the conventional linac such as SLAC and
the TBA is that the former is fed at frequent intervals by a series of stationary
power sources (the klystrons) while the TBA is also fed at frequent intervals, but by
a power source (i.e., microwaves from the FEL beam) that is moving at nearly the
beam velocity. Of course in the latter case the FEL beam is being continuously
replenished by induction accelerating modules that are placed periodically along
the TBA.
The high energy beam pulse will be about one millimeter in length, or onetenth of an rf wavelength at 30 GHz. The low-energy beam of the FEL will need to
be much longer. As a simple approximation for the FEL beam length, we might
suppose that it should be long enough so that the time required for it to pass a
given point is the time required for the microwave power to be turned on for a
coupling waveguide feeding the high gradient structure. It needs to lead the high
energy beam to allow for filling time of the high gradient structure, as ".ell as to
have additional lead time to accommodate the slip due to the difference in velocity
of the two beams. These factors will lead to a low energy beam tens of meters in
length. The microwave power is dissipated into the walls of the FEL waveguide at
a rate that depends on Q, the ratio of energy stored to energy lost per radian of the
rf cycle. So, even after the FEL beam has passed, and no microwave power is
being generated in a FEL section, the remaining stored energy could provide
accelerating gradient to the HGS. This effect might conceivably be used to shorten
the low energy beam pulse somewhat.
In order to estimate the microwave power output required of the FEL, we
note that if w is the energy stored per meter in the HGS, and vg is the group velocity, then the required input power is
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(10)
From this relation we see that a low value for vg of the HGS will reduce the
required FEL power. However, a lower vg will increase the filling time and hence
the low energy beam length, which will tend to increase the input power required
for the accelerating modules. A practical solution must seek an optimum, taking
the two effects into account.
The stored energy per meter, w, is given by 10
r-2

w = —

_

(-)

.

(ID

This is a convenient relation because the ratio of ro, the shunt impedance, to Q
depends only on cavity geometry and is proportional to w. Thus the stored energy
per meter is proportional to the square of the electric gradient and inversely proportional to the square of the frequency,
(12)

From the foregoing we can estimate w for a 30-GHz structure operated at 250
MV/m, by scaling from SLAC 2.856-GHz structure,12 with w = 0.78 J/m when
operated at 7.8 MV/m. This gives

w = 0.78 ( ^ ) 2 ( 2 j & f

-= 7.3 J/m .

(13)

Coupling between the Free Electron Laser and
the High Gradient Structure
The couplings that take microwave power out of the FEL and transport it
o/er to the HGS must satisfy several conditions:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

They must be able to couple a sizable fraction of FEL power without
exciting unwanted modes in the FEL waveguide.
A transition waveguide section must taper down from the large FEL
waveguide section, which is overmoded, to a size appropriate for a
single-mode waveguide section.
The connecting waveguides between the FEL and HGS must be short in
order to minimize power dissipation.
Coupling to the HGS must be directional.
A compromise must be reached between the optimum spacing for power
takeoff from the FEL and the desired feed spacing along the HGS.
The connecting waveguides must incorporate a means for phase-shifting
so that the HGS accelerating wave will be correctly phased for the high
energy beam.
Coupling for both the FEL and the HGS input should be symmetric to
the respective beams, so as to avoid, as much as possible, net transverse
deflections to the beams.
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The most convenient mode to employ in the FEL waveguide is the TE01
mode (see Fig. 10). The FEL waveguide must be large enough to accommodate the
electron beam, with the result that it will be overmoded, i.e., it will support many
modes in addition to the TE 0 , mode. Consequently care must be taken in locating
openings and projections in such a manner th&t modes other than the TE01 mode
do not absorb appreciable power.
A possible coupling arrangement, suggested by Kuenning,13 is shown in Fig.
11. To remove power, a series of septa are placed along the walls of the
waveguide. The walls of the septa are perpendicular to the E fields, and will not
perturb them, while the ratio of the opening of the septum channel to the FEL
channel opening determines the amount of power that is removed. Successive
septa are on opposite sides of the FEL waveguide. In the septum channel, the
walls are gradually tapered down in each dimension to bring the channel size down
to the cross section of a single-mode waveguide. The single-mode waveguide is
then bent around to connect to the HGS. By locating the HGS immediately above
the FEL structure, the successive couplings can readily be made on opposite sides
for the structures, thus preserving symmetry in each.
An Example: Parameters for a
375-GeV TBA
Some idea of the possibilities of a TBA used as a collider can be gained from
the parameters given in Table I. These parameters are taken from a paper by Hopkins et al.7 A correction has been made to the low energy beam length and to the
energy of the high energy beam given in their paper. Their goal was to find a set of
parameters for a pair of opposing TBA that would be capable of achieving a luminosity of 1032 cm~ 2 sec" 1 . With our present knowledge of the possibilities, the
values given seem to be within reach. Taking the requirement for 550 MW/m for
rf power, with a FEL beam length of 16 ra and a 1 kHz repetition rate, the average
rf power requirement of a 1.5 km TBA is 44 MW, which is reasonable. Some
further work needs to be done in the direction of looking for an optimum combination of parameters. For example, there is a tradeoff between construction cost,
which is proportional to length, and operating cost, which is proportional to power
consumption. Other possib'tit-JS are varying the FEL beam energy, as well as considering two or more FELs in series to feed the HGS. Both of these variables will
affect the pulse length of the FEL beam.

PROSPECTS FOR PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF THE TBA
Microwave Generation by FELs
Two recent experiments have demonstrated the use of an FEL as a single-pass
amplifier of microwave power. At the Naval Research Laboratory an FEL operating in the 35-GHz range has achieved a gain of 50 dB with a conversion efficiency
of 3%. Power output was 17 MW.14 An experiment has been done with the ELF
facility at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in which a 34.6-GHz FEL pro-
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Waveguides

M L 840-10790

Fig. 10. Diagram showing beam inside waveguide operated in the TE 0 , mode. An
advantage of this arrangement is that the width of the waveguide in the
direction of the Ex field can be any convenient dimension without affecting the mode.

Double
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'"H FEL H"1
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Fig. 1!. Scheme for extracting microwave power from an FEL waveguide and
delivering it to a HGS accelerator, (a) Plan view showing septum dividers
in waveguide, (b) single-mode waveguides connection FEL to HGS.
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Table I. Parameters for a two-beam accelerator
employed in a collider.
Accelerator:
Average Gradient
Frequency
Length
Pulse Repetition Rate
Input rf Power/Unit Length, avg.
Peak rf Power per feed point
Stored Energy/Unit Length
Luminosity

250 MV/m
30 GHz
1500 m
1kHz
550 MW/m
91 MW
lOJ/m

10 32 cm~ 2 sec~'

Low Energy Beam:
Initial Beam Energy
Peak Current
Bunch Length
Beam Power
Beam Energy

3MeV
500 A
16 m
1.5 GW
75 J

High Energy Beam:
Final Beam Energy
Peak Current
Bunch Length
No. Electrons/Bunch
AE/E
Bunch Radius

375 GeV
4.8 X 103 A
1 mm
1011
0.10
1.0 Mm

duced an output power of 80 MW with a 30 kW input signal.15 As this facility has
as one of its purposes the demonstration of the suitability of the FEL as a power
source for linacs, and indeed further experiments are planned to that end, it will be
described in some detail.
The ELF test facility uses the beam generated by the ETA: a high-current (8
kA) 4.5-MeV electron induction linear accelerator.16 The ELF is composed of
three major sections, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The first section is for beam conditioning and shapes the transveise and longitudinal emittances of the beam to
values that are suitable for producing a narrow frequency spectrum of microwaves
in the next active section. In conditioning, the beam is passed through a
two-meter-long tube inside a solenoidal magnetic field. The tube preferentially
transmits particles with low transverse momentum, so that the initial beam of 100
mrad-cm is reduced to a brighter beam of 30 mrad-cm. The beam then passes
through two quadrupole pairs separated by two meters; in the center of this drift
space is located a slit, that, because of the energy-dependent focal properties of the
quadrupoles, will transmit electrons of energy 4.2 to 4.5 MeV. In the conditioning
and collimation process the initial current of 8 kA is reduced to 500 A. The
second active section is the actual FEL region. In this section the beam propagates
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through a rectangular waveguide and a periodic wiggler field that is established
with electromagnets. The FEL section operates as a single-pass laser amplifier. At
the entrance to this section, a microwave signal of the desired laser frequency is
input; this signal is then amplified in the FEL wiggler, which has a field period of
9.6 cm. The fringe fields of rectangular solenoids provide the transverse magnetic
field in the interaction region. Each two periods of the wiggler have their own
power supplies, allowing the wiggler field to be varied along the interaction
waveguide. This allows experiments to be done in which the wiggler field is
tapered so as to maximize the output of the FEL.
A schematic showing the rectangular waveguide in the magnet coii structure is
shown in Fig. 13. As can be seen from the orientation of the magnetic field, the
electrons oscillate parallel to the wide dimension of the waveguide. Hence, the
3M

QD SM QD,—s

TTTT>fl=
,
See detail'

Twiggisr modules
||
Input
signal
'Energy selector
slit

To diagnostic
equipment

Beam-

Detail of signal input
XBL B49 1O7B3

Fig. 12. Schematic of the Electron Laser Facility at LLNL.

Quadrupole
Magneis

Wiggler magnets

Interaction waveguide

Fig. 13. Section through the FEL of the Electron Laser Facility.
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electric field of the radiation is in this direction and the mode that is being excited
is the TEQJ mode. This is also the mode that is excited by the injected signal at the
beginning of the wiggler.
At the exit of this section, the electron beam passes through a current monitor
and is deflected out of the waveguide by a transverse magnetic field, and the
microwave radiation is then allowed to enter the third, analysis section where pulse
shape, total energy, and frequency spectrum are measured. Beyond the current
monitor at the wiggler exit is a 7 meter long standard rectangular waveguide, followed by a transition region to a circular waveguide and into a laser calorimeter
which measures total radiated power. A side wall coupler permits a fraction of the
total radiation to pass to a crystal detector and to a microwave spectrometer. The
crystal detector monitors the temporal behavior of the microwave pulse. When
interpreted with the calorimeter information this gives a reading of the instantaneous power from the FEL. The microwave spectrometer gives the frequency
bandwidth of the radiation.
As stated above, in recent experiments the ELF has operated with about 100
MW of microwave power. In future experiments efforts will be made to increase
beam brightness of the ETA, to taper the wiggler in order to increase output, and to
improve the beam diagnostics.
Future R&D
There would seem to be three aspects to future studies of the TBA concept.
First, the feasibility of the TBA as a workable accelerator concept needs to be established. Second, possible applications for such an accelerator need to be identified,
and the parameters worked out. Third, by cost analyses and by comparison with
other, competing technologies it must be established whether the TBA is the most
cost-effective and technically suitable means for achieving the desired accelerator.
As to the first aspect, the results so far with the ELF experiment at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory are encouraging with respect to whether the free
electron laser can deliver sufficient microwave power. Improved FEL performance
needs to be demonstrated, however, with electron beams having smaller emittance
and less energy spread, without loss of intensity. Efficient extraction of microwave
power from the FEL waveguide without exciting unwanted modes needs to be
demonstrated. Propagation of an electron beam through a succession of FELs with
interspersed accelerating modules has yet to be done. In such a machine, the
deterioration of beam emittance and energy spread in each FEL must be small.
One way of preserving good electron beam quality is to renew the electron beam
along the TBA by periodically introducing new electron injectors.
Coupling of the microwave power to a liigh-gradient accelerating structure
needs to be demonstrated, as does the ability of proposed traveling-wave structures
operating in the neighborhood of 30 GHz to achieve high gradients, on the order of
200 MV/m or higher. Fabrication, alignment and frequency tuning of these linac
structures are most important problems that need effective engineering solutions.
As to the second part, the most obvious application for a TBA is for a high
energy collider. This should not blind us to the possibility that other applications
might exist—perhaps at lower energy or also perhaps at lower or higher frequencies
than 30 GHz. With a new idea such as the TBA it is not always immediately
obvious how it will fit into the accepted scheme of things.
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Third, as to the cost of a TBA, and comparison with competing technologies.
In the case of a very high energy collider this will be a most difficult proposition,
because there is no established technology suitable for building such a collider that
can serve as a yardstick for cost comparisons. A considerable amount of R&D
needs to be done on any of the possible technologies—linacs powered by gyrotrons,
TBA, or other laser acceleration schemes—before costs could be realistically
estimated for any of them. On the other hand, unless a technology seems sufficiently promising to be a winner, there will be reluctance to devote a large amount
of R&D to it. The TBA can escape this dilemma if the results of early R&D
undertaken in the next few yeavs are sufficiently impressive as to leave no doubt
that this is the best way to build a very high energy electron linac.
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INTRODUCTION

The maximum energy of new electron and proton accelerators has
increased steHily over the past 30 years. However, the cost and
size of these machines has also increased to the point where it is
difficult to imagine how machines much larger than LEP or SSC could
be constructed with present-day technologies. Synchrotron radiation
and the difficulty of constructing dipoles with fields greater than
8 T place practical limits on the size of any circular machine. On
the other hand a linear machine using the SLAC accelerating gradient
of 10 MeV/ra would be impractlcally long.
We approach this dilemma by first examining the fundamental design parameters of a colliding linear accelerator such as the SLC
from a very general point of view. Various scaling laws and constraints on the parameters are derived. These laws are independent
of the actual method of acceleration that is adopted. In Section 3
we examine several proposed acceleration methods which may have significantly higher gradients. We show that a set of parameters may
be derived for a laser-driven grating accelerator in which electrons
can be accelerated to 50 TeV in a distance of 10 km. The grating
theory Is described in more detail in Section 4, and some of the
technical details are addressed in Section 5.
2

COLLIDING LIKAC DESIGN

In this section we will study the design parameters and constraints on a 50-TeV e + e ~ colliding beam accelerator.1 It is assumed that because of synchrotron radiation such high energy electron
machines must be linear accelerators. However, at this point we will
consider the machine design independently from the actual methods
that are used to achieve the acceleration.
Figure 1 illustrates schematically some of the fundamental
LENGTH
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1
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Fig. 1 Basic parameters of a linear collider.
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parameters of a colliding llnac accelerator. A fraction of the wall
power P can be used to accelerate the electrons. The electrons will
be grouped together In bunches with the frequency f. The total
Interaction rate for a particular type of process is given by
rate - L x o p h y s i c s

(2.1)

where a p n ysics * s t n e cross section for the process, and the luminosity 1 is determined by the design of the accelerator. The following sections of this chapter are devoted to a more detailed study
of the constraints acting among the design parameters. First we consider the relation between the luminosity, the wall power and the
beam focus. We next consider the effect on L due to the disruption of
one beam from the magnetic field generated by the other, and from
synchrotron radiation at the interaction point. Finally we consider
constraints arising from the extraction of energy from the accelerating cavity, and show that this forces one to examine new acceleration
techniques using short-wavelength radiation.
2.1

Luminosity

Consider the interaction of two Gaussian shaped electron bunches
with length d O 2a , where o z is the rms length) and dimension o*. If
one of the bunches Is considered to be the "beam" with Nj particles
and the other bunch is considered to be the "target," the density of
the particles in the target is

p

-wT

(2 2)

'

and the luminosity is given by
L - Njpdf .
If the bunches contain equal numbers of particles, then 2

Note the luminosity is inversely proportional to the spot size
(~ a 2 ) .
The spot size in the collision of oppositely charged beams is
reduced by the "pinch effect," illustrated in Fig. 2. The magnetic
field at the crossing point reduces a by a factor /K. When this
factor is incorporated into Eq. 2.3 we find
L

- —*•

4ir a
so that L is increased by the factor K,
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Pig. 2 The pinch effect arising from the collision of bunches of
oppositely charged particles.
The energy that must be extracted from the electrical grid (or
wall power) is given by
p.Jtmciffl

(2#5)

where fmc 2 is the relativistic energy of one electron, and n is the
efficiency for converting wall power into beam energy. It is
Instructive to normalize the .luminosity of a new machine to the
amount of power it consumes. Thus we find that

However, it will turn out that N and a are related.
The quadrupoles near the intersection point will determine the
betatron focus parameter

0-f.

(2.7)

A beam of particles can be characterized by its invariant emittance
e, which is related to Che spatial and angular extent of the beam by
e - yo9 .

(2.8)

If b is defined to be the number of particles in a bunch per unit
emittance
b -|
or, using Eqs. (2.7) and

(2.8),

(2.9)
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b-4-

(2.10)

ya2
This is the desired relation between N and <?„
into Eq. (2.6) we find

If we substitute back
(2.11)

Equation (2.11) illustrates several Important points. Efficient
generation of luminosity requires that the beams hav* large b and
small values of & . This relation does not depend on Y.
2.2

Disruption

Let us consider the value of. the enhancement factor K which
follows from the pinch effect. Consider the deflection of the
trajectory of a single particle in one bunch due to the presence of
the other oppositely charged bunch. The electrical and magnetic
forces on the particle each act to deflect the trajectory toward the
axis, as shown In Fig. 3. The amount of deflection is determined by
the disruption parameter D defined by 2 **

D =£

- •%

(2.12)

where a is the rms bunch length and f is the focal length of the
deflection caused by the charge distribution. It is convenient to
rewrite D as
D " —*• 8

where 6 is the deflection angle.

PARTICLE FROM
/BUNCH I

Deflection of a particle
traveling through * bunch
from the other beam.
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The disruption parameter for the collision of two Gaussian bunches
is given by 2 **
(2.1.)

where r » a 2 /mc " 2 . 8 1 0 ~ 1 3 cm is the classical radius of the
electron. If we define the total buncli length d « 2a z , we can use Eq.
(2.10) to rewrite D as
r_d b
2

(2.14)

3

Computer studies of Gaussian bunches have shown that the parameter D is
related to the luminosity enhancement factor K, as shown in Fig. 4.
The maximum enhancement K ~ 6 can be obtained with 3 < D < 15^
However, the value of D is limited from above since we have S > d, so
that
D < r o b/2 .
For a fixed b - 4 1 0 1 3 cm"1 (twice the SLC design value) we have D > 5.
A higher b, and the resultant higher D, if it were possible, would
increase the luminosity/power factor up to the point where plasma
instabilities are significant (D » 20 in Fig. 4 ) .
1
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Fig. 4.

1

Luminosity enhancement factor K as a function of the
disruption parameter D. The curve is the result of a computer
simulation of Hollebeek.2*1* Note the change in D scale.

Beamstrahlung

A second effect arising from the interaction of the electric and
magnetic fields of one beam on particles in the other beam is the
emission of synchrotron radiation, which is in this case referred to
as beamstrahlung. The average energy loss per unit time is

AK
Et

(2.15)
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We have seen previously in Fig. 3 that P
with B ~ 1,
At

a

Y/B <* Y<rd/N.

Thus,

02d2 •

If we take the energy loss during the collision time At • d/c and
normalize to the total energy of one particle (mc z Y), we find that

0*d
Note that the a appearing in this expression is the pinched physical
dimension. With all the appropriate constants the parameter 6 is
given by

6

- * ro3 K ^ ? k F

(2 16)

-

where the o now refers to the undisturbed bunch transverse dimension.
The factor F arises from the integration of a Gaussian beam through
the magnetic field. 20 For transversely symmetric beams F " 0.325.
Now, using Eq. (2.10) to eliminate a 2 ,
4FKT-3 K V 2K,
Q
--b3FrJi
3
0
d

6

.

(2.17)

We can use this equation to put a constraint on the possible value
of N

7
--

[cm] .

(2.18)

Y/

We want & and d to be as small as possible. We have already seen in
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) that we want large N for luminosity reasons.
Thus we don't want 6 too small. On the other hand 6 can't be too
large or the uncertainty In the initial state of the colliding
particles will be too large. As a compromise we take 6 » 10Z. It
follows from Eq. (2.18) then that N must scale like 1/Y2. If, for
example, we take d • 0 - 1 cm, b » 4 10 1 3 cm"1 and K » 6, the number
of particles per bunch at 50 TeV (Y - 10 8 ) is only 5 10 6 .
2.4

Cavity Loading

Stability and energy spread requirements limit the fraction
1 3 of the electromagnetic energy in an accelerating cavity that can
be given to a particle. The energy stored in the cavity is
H

cav

where E a is the accelerating field energy gradient, X is the wavelength of the radiation, and £ is the length of the cavity. The
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beam energy gain is
W

beam

We define the acceleration efficiency

"3 = tr
w
*

cav

Expressed in an equation this becomes 5
N - KjT)3X2Ea

(2.19)

where the constant K x " 6 10** V" 1 cm" 1 . The exact value of Kj and
n 3 will depend on the rcthod of acceleration, but the argument is
true in general. However, it is hard to conceive of any method being
more efficient than a good linac. Combining Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19)
we find that
A
1/2
x = (-

•

This shows that the wavelength of the radiation in the accelerating
cavity scales like E a ~ 1 / 2 Y
. Thus X must decrease as the energy
(Y) is increased, or as the accelerating electric field (Efl) is
increased. Since E a = y/l,

Therefore the design of a new very high energy acceleration
mechanism must make use of short-wavelength radiation.
Now let us consider some possible value for these parameters.
We optimistically choose n3 «• 15% and E a » 3 GeV/nt. If one takes
the SLC values of X - 10 cm, Eq. (2.19) gives an optimum N = 3 1 0 1 3 .
This is greatly in excess of the limit of 5 10 6 particles obtained
in Section 2.3. Staged another way the efficiency 1 3 for bunches
*7ith N » 5 10 6 is very small, ilie efficiency can be maintained if X
Is reduced. According to Eq. (2.19), the optimum wavelength with
N - 5 10 6 is X = 40 um.
2.5

A 50-TeV Parameter List

Before summarizing the results of these scaling laws let us
consider the effects of the N constraints on a and f. If we use
Eqs. (2.10) and (2.18) we find that
1/2

*

1/2

I (I)
I V -3'2'

<2.21)

Similarly Eqs. (2.5) and (2.18) give

-1/2
(2.22)
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Table I lists the values of some key parameters as a function of
energy. Table II compares the 50-TeV design parameters with those
for SLG.
Table I

Energy scaling of design parameters

E
50
500
5
50

GeV
GeV
TeV
Tev

Table

N
3
3
3
3

A

10 1 3

3 cm
0.3 cm
0.3 mm
30 Mm

1O U
109
107

f

a

max

120 Hz
1.2 kHz

11 Mm

0.4 Mm
110 A

12 kHz

4A

120 kHz

II A 50-TeV parameter list
SIX

50 TeV
4 10 1 3 cm"1
5 MW
1.2 1O 33 cm
1 cm
1 cm

b
p
beam
L

0*
d =• 2o z

D
K
6
N
A

6
6
0.1

a
f

4A

0.5 10
10 Mm

s"1

0.8
3
7

120 kHz

3

2

2 10 1 3 cm
70 kW
—2
5 10 3 0
s"1
cm
1 cm
0.3 cm

3 lO"1*
5 10 1 0
10 cm
1.4 vim
180 Hz

NEW ACCELERATION METHODS

We have seen in Section 2.4 that the efficient transfer of
electromagnetic energy to the beam requires that A be small. One
could conceive of pushing conventional linac technology to reduce the
10-cm wavelength of SLC to perhaps 1 cm. This would probably require
replacing the klystrons as sources of the radiation with some scheme
using free electron lasers or wake fields.
At the 10-um wavelength
for the 50-TeV accelerator considered here, the accelerating fields
would probably have to come from a laser. In principle laser light
focused onto a beam line can provide a gradient of up to 2 TeV/m, as
shown in Fig. 5. Unfortunately, however, this gradient does not provide any acceleration!
Why not? It can be shown that under the following assumptions—
(1) Maxwell's equations are correct
(2) the particle travels in a straight line with P " 1
(3) the acceleration takes place in a vacuum
(4) the acceleration takes place far from all electromagnetic
sources—
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P= I014 WATTS
X= 10

E a = 2 TeV/ m

ACCELERATION = 0
Fig. 5 A very large accelerating gradient from laser light which
produces no acceleration.
the field consists of a sum of transversely polarized plane waves
with velocity c. The acceleration of a relativistic charged particle
is due to the sum of the oscillatory forces from these waves. But,
since the forces oscillate, the acceleration will be 0. It follows
that to obtain any acceleration we must depart from one of the four
assumptions. (1) There have been several theoretical papers en
violating Maxwell's equations, but no experimental support. (2) Make
the particles deviate from a straight line. This is the case for the
Inverse Free Electron Laser (IFEL) or Wiggler Accelerator.7"8 (3)
Don't work in a vacuum. If the acceleration takes place in a gas,
one could use the inverse Cerenkov effect.7 If it takes place in a
plasma, one can use beat waves. (4) Go near to a surface. This
might consist of a dielectric tube 7 or a very small linac.
In the remainder of this paper we will pursue 'he idea of a
vary small linac. How might one conceive of a linac structure with
a periodicity ~ 10 urn? Figure 6 shows four different concepts. In
(a) a small hole is made through P stack of foils using an electron
beam. However, at 10 Mm the losses are high, the attenuation length
is short, and there are problems in injecting the electromagnetic
energy. In (b) the particle travels down the axis of a twisted wire.
One could use tungsten lamp technology. Alignment might be a ??rious
problem here. In (c) we show a periodic structure that could be
etched onto a substrate by using integrated circuit technology. This
is plausible, but may be unnecessarily complicated compared with a
simple grating shown in (d)«
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GRATING ACCELERATOR THEORY

The use of a grating for acceleration has been considered by a
number of investigators. °~u
Near the grating surface the field
would be present when the particle was over the grooves in the
grating, but would be "shorted out" over the ridges. The effect is
the inverse of one observed by Smith and Purcell, 13 in which visible
light is generated by localized surface charges moving across a
grating.
Conceptually the design of such an accelerator might proceed as
follows: (1) focus a parallel beam of light on the grating, (2)
study the induced evanescent modes, (3) find a "cavity-like" solution without the incoming wave, and (4) find a solution which
couples to the cavity with only a small amount of incoming wave.
Unfortunately the simple grating configuration11 shown in Fig.
6d is not suitable for a high energy accelerator since Lawson11* has
shown that the acceleration gradient Efl + 0 as E + °°. This may be
stated as follows.
Lawson's theorem: Consider a particle with velocity c
traveling along x and an electromagnetic wave traveling in the x,z
plane with x component of the electric field
E
^
where

x

= /
-»

A(k) exp {i/Mpz + kx]} dk
(4.1)
P - /(I - k 2 ) ,
v x « c/k .

Then we have three possibilities:
k < 1

P real

plane waves with sinB • k

vx > c

no acceleration

k > 1

P imag

exponential fall-off

vx < c

no acceleration

k » 1

P » 0

plane waves along x

v

no acceleration

« c

This is illustrated in Fig. 7. When k < 1, one has normal plane
waves (far field solutions), and the velocity along x is too fast to
remain in phase with the particles. When k > 1, one obtains surface
waves (near field solutions), where the amplitude falls off like
exp [-z/X A k 2 - 1)]. Here the velocity of the radiation is too slow
to remain in phase with relativisitic particles. In the final case
with k « 1, the velocity is correct, but now there is no component
of E" along the particle trajectory.
The solution12 to the problem is to use surface waves in a skew
geometryu The surface waves have k > 1 and velocity v - c/k < c.
However, i£ the angle 6 is selected so that cos6 • 1/k, then the velocities aatch. If two surface waves are superimposed, as shown in
Fig. 8, then the accelerating fields on the axis always lie in the
same direction. Note that there is a region off the axis where the
gradient is always in the opposite direction. This region could conceivably be used for accelerating particles of the opposite charge.
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We can attempt to generate the two skew waves by using the skew
diffraction of an incoming plane wave. 15 Consider a grating with
spacing S, as shown In Fig. 9. We define a vector 8 normal to the
grating lines with magnitude
S

(a)

V X >C

(b)

AMP

V X <C

(c)

Fig. 7 Three cases of Lawson's theorem.

(4.2)
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OPPOSITE
ACCELERATION
SURFACE
WAVE

Fig. 8 A combination of surface waves on a grating which produces
acceleration along the axis.

•GRATING

INCOMING
WAVE

Fig. 9

Relation of induced
surface waves on a
grating to the G
vector.

INDUCED
SURFACE WAVES

The incoming plane wave has propagation vector K with magnitude
K - sine

(4.3)

where 9 is the angle of the wave with respect to the normal to the
surface and
E o * - e x p U M C p z + * • x)] ,
(4.4)
p - /(I - K 2 ) .

(4.5)

The induced surface diffraction waves K Q are (n - 1, 2,.,.)

tL » &_,. + nS .
n
inc
The first two induced surface waves are shown in Fig. 9.
special case When

*! • t « 6

(A.6)
In the

(4.7)

and when 0 • I, we oust have S « A, and we get standing waves. 1 5
Figure 10 shows a grating configuration in which the n - 1 surface
wavec produce acceleration.
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10 A possible grating arrangement
for accelerating particles
using the n » 1 surface waves.

The accelerating field is
F

COB

sw, J

(4.8)

where the particles propagate along x 1 ; y1 is the other dimension in
the grating plane and z is normal to the grating. The incoming and
outgoing waves contribute the quantity
F

B

in

o

sin

(4.9)

and the induced surface waves contribute
—qz

(4.10)
) cos
The incoming and outgoing waves are independent of x 1 . They haye
accelerating fields E x « sin(pz/X) which are 0 at the surface and
oscillate in strength as z is varied. The n » 1 surface waves have
sw ,n " B n

F

E.

cos

,-kz/X

When exposed to the initial wave this grating will accelerate the
particles, but since it is not a cavity its Q - 0 and E
< Ef
However, by shaping the grating surface and adding additional surface
wave modes (e.g., n » 0 and n - 3) it is possible to set up a.
standing wave pattern with Q > 0. Figure 11 shows a grating with a
cavity-like field pattern. A small coupling with the incident wave
is required to set up the pattern and to overcome cavity losses. For
a copper surface Q might be ~ 50, or possibly higher for a plasma.
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Fig. 11

5

A grating surface
with Q > 0.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

A number of technical details must be examined before a practical grating accelerator could be constructed. These include (1)
longitudinal stability, (2) transverse stability, 16 (3) tolerances, 1?
(4) wake field "loading",18 (5) efficiency, 18 (6) lifetime of the
grating, 19 (7) how to get bunch lengths of 1 cm, and (8) how to get
B* - 1 cm. The longitudinal stability should be acceptable provided
that the energy is greater than 1 GeV for electrons or 1 TeV for
protons. The required tolerance on the rms line spacing is ~ 0.1 wm.
A potential problem with the very large electromagnetic
energies required is the destruction of the grating, the surface of
which will be ionized Into a plamsa. Fortunately the plasma thickness increases slowly with time, so that after 30 ps the plasma dapth
is only ~ 1/8 X. However any practical accelerator would probably
have to make use of a replaceable grating. Figure 12 shows one possible solution using jets of high pressure liquid expelled through
tiny holes in a pipe. Such a design could presumably make use of the
technology developed for ink jet printers. Other possibilities include using ripples on a liquid metal surface, or a thin surface lay
which is replaced between pulses.
Fig. 12

A disposable grating made from
jets of liquid.

HIGH
PRESSURE
LIQUID
It may be possible to obtain 1-cm bunch lengths using 10-pm
accelerating fields by accelerating many bunches and then debunching.
The debuncher could consist of a triplet of dipoles following the
main accelerator.
How might one get a value of 0 * 1 cm? If you use a quad triplet similar to SLC the required gradient is 10 7 gauss/on. Assuming a
pole tip field of 10 kG, this requires a pole radius of 10 Mm. But
then how do you make a quad with r - 10 urn? Figure 13 shows one conceptual design using thin layers of magnetic and non-magnetic substances deposited on optically flat pieces of glass.
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20/im LAYER OF
MAGNETIC MATERIAL

NONMAGNETIC
SPACER

13

A 10-um quadrupole magnet.
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(APS/DPF. Blacksburg, VA)

84-71235

0-88318-316-1

No. 118 Free Electron Generation of Extreme Ultraviolet
Coherent Radiation (Brookhaven/OSA, 1983)
84-71539

0-88318-317-X

No. 119 Laser Techniques in the Extreme Ultraviolet
(OSA, Boulder, Colorado, 1984)

84-72128

0-88318-318-8

No. 120 Optical Effects in Amorphous Semiconductors
(Snowbird, Utah, 1984)

84-72419

0-88318-319-6

No. 121 High Energy e e Interactions
(Vanderhilt, 1984)

84-72632

0-88318-32O-X

84-72*29

0-88318-321-8

8V7279O

0-88318-322-6

No. 124

Neutron-Nucleus Collisions - A Probe of
Nuclear Structure (Burr Oak State Park-1984) 84-73216

0-88318-323-4

No.

125

Capture Garma-tey Spectroecopy and Belated
Dopics-1984 (Intemat. Synposiar., Kncwville) 84-73303

0-88318-324-2

No.

126

Solar Neutrinos and Neutrino Astronomy
(Homestake, 1964)

84-63143

0-88318-325-0

NO.

127

Physics of High Energy Particle Accelerators
(BNL/SUNY Summer School, 1983)

85-70057

0-88318-326-9

No. 122 The Physics of VLSI
(Xerox, Palo Alto, 1984)
No. 123 Intersections Between Particle and Nuclear
Physics (Steamboat Springs, 1984)
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We assume By to be a constant inside the effective field boundary and zero
outside (the finite extent of the fringe field is ignored). In this sharp-cutoff
approximation, the field boundary L(x) is given by
L[x)

L(x) = i - f Bv(x,0,B)ds = ^-x + ^ i 2 + • • •

(2.29)

o
where k = 1/p.
The slope of the boundary at x = 0 is Sijh. If we denote the boundary angle
by /?, the slope is also —tan/?. The minus sign defines the positive orientation
of the angle. Thus we have
Si = -fetan/? .
A positive /3 implies radial (i-plane) defocusing and transverse (y-plane) focusing.
The boundary defining a sextupole component is parabolic. It is convenient
(from a construction point of view) to relate the sextupole strength to the radius
of curvature R of the parabola at i = 0:
1

Z"

2S2

R

(1 + Z ' 2 ) 3 / 2

/isec3/?

or
fesec3/?
S2=

-2R~From Eq. (2.28) we conclude that a positive multipole component of the field
increases the value / Bds as x increases. Thus a positive sextupole is represented
by a concave surface at the boundary. Figure 8 shows the sign conventions used
in the TRANSPORT program for 0 and R.
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x

i

*2

Fig. 8. Field boundaries for bending magnets. The quantities illustrated in
the figure have a positive sign when using the convention of the TRANSPORT
program.
2.6

THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION IN THEIR FINAL FORM TO SECOND
ORDER

Having derived the expressions (2.20), we are now in a position to substitute
them into the general second-order equations of motion (2.6). We find for x
x"-h(l + hx) - x'(kx' + h'x)
hx)[-h + nh2x - j3h3x2 + ±(h" - nh3 + 2/3h3)y2)

and for y

= p)T^-x'h'y

- (1 + hx)(nh2y

- 20h3xy)

+ •••).

Note that we have eliminated the charge of the particle e in the equations of
motion. This has resulted from the use of Eq. (2.7), which is the equation of
motion of the central trajectory.
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Inserting a second-order expansion for

T ' = ^x'2 + yl2 + (l+hx)2
and letting

T-SJSTJ-1-'*"-

<"°>

we finally express the differential equations for x and y to second order as follows:
x" + (1 - n)h2x -k6 + (2n-l-

P)h3x2 + h'xx' +

-hx'2
2

+ (2 - n)h2x6 + ;'-(A" - nh3 + 20h3)y2
+ h 'yy'

hy ' 2 — h62 + higher-order terms ,

y" + nh2y =2(0 - n)h3xy + h'xy' - k'x'y + hx'y' + nh2y8
+ higher-order terms .

(2.31)

From Eqs. (2.31) the familiar equations of motion for the first-order terms
may be extracted:
x " + (1 - n)h2x = h6

and

y " + nh2y = 0 .

(2.32)

Substituting K\ = — nk2 into Eqs. (2.31), the equations of motion for a pure
quadrupole field result by taking the limit h —* 0, A' —<• 0, and ft" —> 0. They
are

where
Kl=(*>)(±)

= (*L)(

* ).

(2.33)

Similarly, to find the equations of motion for a pure sextupole field, we substitute
K3 = fih3 into Eqs. (2.31) and take the limit A ->• 0, A' - • 0, and h " -> 0. The
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equations are

x" + K2{x2-y2) =0 ,
y"-2K2xy=0

,

where

*-(§)£)-(§)(£)•
2.7

THE DESCRIPTION OF THE TRAJECTORIES AND THE
COEFFICIENTS OF THE TAYLOR EXPANSION

The deviation of an arbitrary trajectory from the central trajectory is described by expressing x and y as functions of 8. The expressions will also contain
xo, yo, x'o, y'oi and 6, where the subscript 0 indicates that the quantity is evaluated at 8 = 0; these five initial values will have the value 0 for the central trajectory itself. The procedure for expressing x ana y as a fivefold Taylor expansion
will be considered in a general way using these initial values, and detailed formulas are given for the calculations of the coefficients through quadratic terms.
The expansions are written
x=

V = £ ( y 1*5*0sbVo^*K!/oVoVo''Sx •

(2.35)

Here, the parentheses are symbols for the Taylor coefficients; the first part
of the symbol identifies the coordinate represented by the expansion, and the
second indicates the term in question. These coefficients are functions of s to
be determined. The E indicates summation over zero and all positive integer
values of the exponents K, A, fi, v, x, however, the detailed calculations will
involve only the terms up to the second power. The constant term is zero, and
the first-order terms that wculd indicate a coupling between the coordinates x
and y are also zero; this results from the midplane symmetry. Thus we have
(z|l)=(y|l)=0,

= o,
) = O.

(2.36)

Here, the first line is a consequence of choosing XQ = yo = 0, while the second and
third lines follow directly from considerations of symmetry, or, more formally,
from the formulas at the end of this section.
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As mentioned in the introduction, it is convenient to introduce the following
abbreviations for the first-order Tay'.or coefficients:
:SX(B) ,

{x\6) = dx(s)

-fy(8) .

,

(2.37)

Retaining terms to second order and using Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37), the Taylor
expansions of Eqs. (2.35) reduce to the following terms:

+(x\x'06)xl06

+(x\6*)62

-+(x\yoy'o)yoy'o

+(x\y'o2)y b2
(2.38)

and

(y\yo)yo

+(y\y'o)y'o

Substituting these expansions into Eqs. (2.31), we derive a differential equation for each of the first- and second-order coefficients contained in the Taylor
expansions for x and y. When this is done a systematic pattern evolves, namely
cx" + klcx = 0 ,
c "

_L

1*2

—n

qx" + k\qx = fx ,

cj," + k2ycy = 0 ,
JO

" -j- ie$ *

— n

qy" + k2qy = fy ,

(2.39)

where k\ = (1 — n)h2 and k2 = nh2 for the x and y motions, respectively. The
first two of these equations represent the equations of motion for the first-order
monoenergetic terms sz, ex, syy and cy. Tnat there are two solutions, c and s, is
a manifestation of the fact that the differential equation is second order; hence
the two solutions differ only by the initial conditions of the characteristic £ and
c functions. The third differential equation for q is a type form which represents
the solution for the first-order dispersion dx and for any one of the coefficients
of the second-order aberrations in the system where the driving function / for
each aberration is obtained from the substitution of the Taylor expansions of
Eqs. (2.38) into the general differential Eqs. (2.31).
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The coefficients satisfy the boundary conditions:
e(O) = l ,

c'(0)=0,

3(0) = 0 ,

3'(0)=l,

d(0)=0,

dl(0)=0,

9 (0)

=0,

g'(0)=0.

(2.40)

The driving term / is a polynomial, characteristic of the particukr q whose
terms are coefficients of order less than that of q, and their derivatives. The
coefficients in these polynomials are themselves polynomials in h, h',...,
with
coefficients that are linear functions of n, / ? , . . . . For example, for q = (z|zo),
we have
/ = (2n - 1 - 0)hzc2x + h 'cxc', + \hc 'x2 .

(2.41)

In Table I are listed the / functions for the remaining linear coefficient, the
momentum dispersion dx(s) and all of the nonzero quadratic coefficients, shown
in Eqs. (2.38), which represent the second-order aberrations of a system.
The coefficients c and s (with identical subscripts) satisfy the same differential equation, which has the form of the homogeneous equation of a harmonic
oscillator. Here, the stiffness fc2 is a function of s and may be of either sign. In
view of their boundary conditions, it is natural to consider c and s as the analogs
of the two fundamental solutions of a simple harmonic oscillator, namely cos ws
and (sinws)/w. The function q is the response of the hypothetical oscillator
when, starting at equilibrium and at rest, it is subjected to a driving force / .
The stiffness parameters k2 and k2 represent the converging powers of the
field for the two respective coordinates. It is possible for either to be negative,
in which case it actually represents a diverging effect. Addition of k\ and k2
yields
k2x + k2y = h 2 .

(2.42)

For a specific magnitude of h (within one dipole magnet), k\ and k2 may be
varied by adjusting n, but the total converging power is unchanged; any increase
in one converging power is at the expense of the other. The total converging
power is positive.
A special case of interest is provided by the uniform field; here h = const
and n = 0; then k\ = h1 and k* — 0. Thus, there is a converging effect for
x resulting in the familiar semicircular focusing, which is accompanied by no
convergence or divergence in y.
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Table I. The Driving Terms for theCoefficients
dx=

ix\S)

h

+ (2n - 1 - P)h3cl

(=k2)
(x\x0S)

2

( 2 - n)h cx

(2n-l-f))h. ,Z
( 2 - n)h?sx

(x\S )

+h'(cxd'x + c'xdj] +hcxd'x

+2(2n-l-fi)h c,ix
3

(iji'o )

2

+

3

+2(2n-l-P)h cxcx

(x\x,,x'o)

2

-fc + ( 2 -n)h dx

+2(2n-l-P)h sxdx
3

+{2n - 1 - 0)h dl

+

M«xdx+»'*dx)

+±hds

+h-dxdx
3

I(h»-nh

Ms/g)

h'(cx,-x+Cx3x) +hCx3-x

+h'sxs;

3

3

+ \hc-x*

+h 'cxc 'x

3

+ 20h )cl +h'cvc'v
y +h'(CyS'y + C'y3y) -he;.;

(%0V'c)

(til)

+h-(c,c'v-c;ccv)
3

+hc xc '„

(!/|*o!,b)

2(fi-n)h cx3y

+

(y|i'oj/o)

2(p-n)h*3xcy

+ h'(sXCly-

(tf|z 'oy 'o)

2(0 - n)h3 .«„

+h '(gx3 'u-3 x S y ) +hs'xs'v

3

(y\yof)

nh2Cy

{y\y'oS)

nh**y +2(0-n)h 3vdx

+2(0 - n)h cvdx
3

h'(CX3'y-C'X3y)
t'XCy) +hs'xc1y

-h-(Cydx-C'ydX)

+hc-yd'x

— h'(3yd'x — t'ydX) +hs-sd'x

Another important special case is given by n = 1/2; here, k\ = k* = h?/2.
Thus, both coordinates experience an identical positive convergence, and cx = cy
and sx = sv; that is, in the linear approximation, the two coordinates behave
identically, and if the trajectory continues through a sufficiently extended field,
a double focus is produced.
The method of solution of the equations for c and 5 will not be discussed
here, since they are standard differential equations. The most suitable approach
to the problem must be determined in each case. In many cases it will be
a satisfactory approximation to consider h and n, and therefore &2 also, as
piecevise constant. Thus, c and a are represented in each interval by a sinusoidal
function, a hyperbolic function, a linear function of s or simply a constant. Using
Eq. (2.39) it follows for either the £ or y motions that
— {cs'-c'a)=Q.
Upoi integrating and using the initial conditions on c and s in Eq. (2.40) we
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find
cs'-cls = l.

(2.43)

This expression is just the determinant of the first-order transfer matrix
representing either the x or y equations of motion. It can be demonstrated that
the fact that the determinant is equal to one is equivalent to Liouville's theorem,
which states that phase areas are conserved throughout any first-order system
in both the x and the y plane motions.
The coefficients q are evaluated using a Green's function integral
q = jf(r)G(s,T)dT
o

(2.44)

where
G(s, r) = s(s)c(r) - s(r)c(s)

(2.45)

and
•

•

q = «(s) j f(r)c(r)dr - c(s) j f{r)s{r)dr .
o
o

(2.46)

To verify this result, it should be noted that this equation, in conjunction with
Eq. (2.43), reduces the last of Eqs. (2.39) to an identity, and that the last pair
of Eqs. (2.40) follow readily from this proposed solution. In particular, if / = 0
then q = 0. Then it will be seen from Table I that several coefficients are absent,
including the linear terms that would represent a coupling between x and y .
Frequently, the absence of a particular coefficient is obvious from considerations
of symmetry.
Differentiation of Eq. (2.46) yields
•

«

q' = s '(s) I f{r)c(r)dr - c '(s) J f(r)s(r)dr
o

(2.47)

o

and
*
•
q» = f + s»(s) / f{T)c{r)dT - c»(s) / /(r) 5 (r)dr .
o
o

(2.48)

The driving terms tabulated in Table I, combined with Eqs. (2.46), (2.47),
and (2.48), complete the solution of the general second-order theory. The explicit
solutions for specific systems or elements of systems can be found in the report
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SLAC 75 by Brown. It is useful to integrate the driving terms tabulated in
Table I for a separated function lattice, so that the dipole, quadrupole, and
nextupole terms are separated. The results are shown in Table II for point
to point imaging {sZiV(s) = 0), and in Table III for parallel to point imaging
(ci,»(8) = 0). The fringing field terms containing fe'(s) have been dropped. This
is a reasonable approximation at high energies where p(s) is very large compared
with the beam dimensions.
Tables I, II, and III are especially useful for determining the symmetry conditicns needed to make a given aberration or group of aberrations vanish, or
to determine the coupling coefficient of the terms with respect to the multipole
strengths Snj for the j t h element» where n is the order of the multipole and j
identifies distinct multipole magnets.
Table II. The integrated values of the second-order matrix elements for a
separated function lattice for point to point imaging (s2jJ,(s) = G); fringing
field terms are not included.
Dipole
Sextupole
Quadrupole
{x\x2Q) S - | c

s

(i|xoa:'o) = -cx(s) f'

]
l

(z\xo6) S -cx[s) JQ c'xd xsxda+2cx{s)J2j
(x\xo'2) S -\CX(B)/O'S'fs.d*

S2jCxsxdx-cx(B)

+c*(s) Y,jS2js3s

(x\x0 S) £ -C,(B) / O ' a ' I d' I s I da+2c I (s) £,. S2js2xdx -e,(s) Ey
(x\S2) S -JC,(B) /O dx2sxda+cx(S)
ix\yo) ~ l«*(8) f* c v2sxda
{x\yoVo') ~ c i( s ) fo «'»*'vsxda

Ey S2isxdl

-ex(s) £. S1}sxdx

-cx(s) Yj
~2cx(s) X)y

l2

(x\uo ) = Je,(•) /o «'9*s.da -cx(s)

ZjSysfa

(y|*oyo) = -cj,(s) J* c >xc \Syda -2c y (s) J2j S2jcxcy
[y\xoyo') = -Cy(s) / ' c'XB 'ySyda -2C V (B) £ y
=

-C

) = ~CV(B) J* S ia •vstda-2e,(s
(y\yo6) = -ev{e) /„' c yd',«„<*©;-2c, (s) Y.j SijCydxSy+Cy{s
) a -C,(8) £ 8 Vd',a,da-2CV
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Table III. The integrated values of the second-order matrix elements for
a separated function lattice for parallel to point imaging (cI|y(s) = 0);
fringing field terms are not included.
Dipole
Sextupole
Quadrupole

(*|*§) =

+|«,(B)

f'c^czda

(x\xox'o) = +sz{a)JQ

-«,(B)

Ey^4

c'xs'zcxda-2sx(a)J2jS2jclsx

(x\xo6) = +SX(B) f' cxd'xcxda-2sx{B) Ey S2jc\dx
l2

2

+sx{s) Ey 5i/e*

2

{x\xo ) = + | * . ( B ) /O * z cxda -sx{8) Ey S2js xcx
(x\x0 '6) ^ +sx(s) f's'xd'xcxda-2sx(s)

= sx(s)

"%2j S2jsxcxdx+sx(s) £ y Sxjsxcx

/0" c'ys •y

= -|6,(s)/ 0 i «V*
= +«y(s) /0" c(xc 'ycyrfa +2s,,(s) X)y ^y
= +SS{B) fo

c'xsycyda+2sy[B)Y,j

= +sy(s) /0* s 'xc'yCyda +2sv(s) Ey

) /0* «yd'jCy«ia+2sy(8) Ey S2jdxc\

-s y (s

3 FIRST-ORDER OPTICS
3.1

NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

This chapter is devoted to the detailed study of first-order optics. The results
are derived from those obtained in Chapter 2, and in particular from Eqs. (2.35)
to (2.40).
In order to simplify the notation, the following convention is adopted:
The variables x, s \ y, y1,1, 6 will be denoted by x\, x2, x$, xt, x&, x$.
Using this notation and restricting ourselves to first order, Eq. (2.35) can
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be written in the following form:
(3.1)
3=1

where we have adopted for (XJ|ZQ;) the notation R\j as used in linear algebra.
Equation (3.1) can also be rewritten in compact matrix notation as
X = RXo .
3.1.1

Geometric Terms, Chromatic Terms, and Phase Space

In optics studies it is customary first to study the properties of a set of optical
elements by restricting the momentum of the test particles to one value (called
the reference momentum), and then to study the properties as the momentum
is changed. The elements R\j of the matrix R that contain one subscript with
the value 6 are called chromatic terms. The elements R\j for which no subscript
is equal to 6 are referred to as geometric terms.
The condition expressed by Eqs. (2.36) and (2.37) simplify the matrix R to
the following expression:
c,(s)
0

o

0

0
•R52

-R62

0

0

0

0

0

0

3S(S)

0

0

0

0

R55

#53
-Res

rfx(s)

R54

Ret
Because there is no coupling between the variables 2:1,2:2 and 2:3,2:4 (resulting
from midplane symmetry) it is convenient, when one is not considering the
chromatic terms, to retain only the two by two matrices describing the motion
in the planes defined by the coordinates ii,X2 or x,x' and by the coordinates
13,14 or y,y'. The first plane is the horizontal phase space or the (x, x') phase
plane, and the second is the vertical phase plane or the (y, y') phase plane. The
matrix R, called the transfer matrix, then reduces to the simple 2 x 2 form for
each plane:

R(*) =

•[

c(s)
e'(s)

s(s)
«'(s)
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3.2

GREEN'S FUNCTION INTERPRETATION

Consider two points in a beam line defined by the positions T and s (assumed
in increasing order) of the longitudinal coordinate, as illustrated in Fig. 9. An
interesting problem is to determine at the point s the effect of a punctual (zero
length) magnetic element located at coordinate r. It is understood that only
angular kicks can be achieved by such elements.
x'(r)

Fig. 9. Green's function interpretation: an angular kick at position r
results in an effect at position s.
Let X'(T) denote the angular kick produced at position T. The values of x{s)
and a:'(s) denoting the effect at position s are given by
R

(

)

(»

R

»

where R is the linear transformation matrix between positions T and s.
Since the matrix
clr) .(r)
transfers data from position 0 to position T, the transfer matrix Rr<a between r
and s is obtained as follows:
R(s) = Rr<e R(T)

from which one gets
Rr,, =

R(S)R(T)-1

or, in explicit form,
S{B)\(S'{T)

'W

*'(*)) \-c-(r)

-s(r)

C(T)
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from which

(#i2)r,. -

~<S)S(T)

+ a[s)c(r)

and

(jRi2)r» >s the Green's function for i(s) and (Rii)T» is the Green's function for
*'(•)•
3.2.1

Example of the Use of the Green's Function

Find the expression for the first-order dispersion in terms of the c and s
functions and find the condition (in terms of the same functions) for first-order
achromaticity (a dispersion-free system). The dispersion function dx(s) is the
solution of the equation

In this equation h(a) is the driving term / foi the dispersion dx\ then, from Eqs.
(2.46) and (2.47), we have
a

a

4,(8) = J f{r)G(r,S)dr = J k(r)G{T,s)dr
o

o

=.,(s) J cx(r)h{r)dT - C,(B) j sx(r)h(r)dr .
0

0

Denoting dr/po by da, the differential ang,le of bend of the central trajectory,
we obtain
a

a

4*(B) = «i(s) / cx{r)da — cx(s) I «s(r)<fa
o
o
and
a

a

di(s) = SX'(B) I cx(r)da — cx'{&) / sx{r)da .
o
o
From these two formulas defining the dispersion and its derivative in terms of
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the c and a functions we get the achromaticity conditions as
•

•

J cx(r)da =0 = j Rn{r)da ,
o

o

•

•

/ 8x{r)da =0=

3.3

Rn{r)da .

LINEAR BEAM OPTICS

By the word beam we mean a set of n particles where n is a large integer. The
behavior of beams can be studied by the tracing of a large number of individual
particles or by studying the transfer properties of algebraic curves which are
assumed to bound the particles contained in the beam. It is a property of linear
algebra that the only curves that are simple to transfer are the conies (seconddegree curves). Therefore, as a simplification decision, it will be assumed that
beams restricted to two dimensions are adequately described in linear optics by
an ellipse.
3.3.1 Elliptical Beam Envelopes
Let us first consider the two-dimensional case in the horizontal phase plane
x,x:
The general equation of an ellipse, centered on the origin, is
ax2 + 2bxx' + cx'2 = m
which can be written in matrix form as
XlBX = m
where B is a positive definite symmetric matrix defined by the coefficients a, b, c
as follows:

(a

b\

\b

c

and

X =

(

x\
\x'

and X* is the transpose of X. The multiplication of all four coefficieius by a
common
or does not change the ellipse. One has then the choice of either
letting m = 1 or det B = 1. In the first instance the area of the ellipse is given
by »r/\/det B and in the second instance the area equals nm.
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Let us adopt the definition
X*BX = 1

(3.2)

and denote a as the inverse of matrix B
(3.3)

One can prove, by using techniques of dual spaces in linear algebra, that
and y/022 are the tangential projections of the extreme points of the ellipse on
the axes x and x' respectively, as shown in Fig. 10.

21

22

Fig. 10. A beam ellipse based on the a matrix. The maximum
extent of the ellipse and its orientation are shown as a function
of the matrix elements.
With this definition the equation of the ellipse may also be expressed as
tfo-^X = I
or alternatively as
— 2onxx' -»- CUT12 ~ det a
and its area is A — 7rVdet a.
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This definition may be extended in a straightforward way to n dimensions.
An n-dimensional ellipsoid is defined by a, a positive definite symmetric matrix,
and has the equation
where now X stands for an w-dimensional vector. The volume enclosed by the
ellipsoid is given by
Vdet a .
In particular for dimensions 4 and 6 the volume of the ellipsoid is given by
(w2/2)y/det~0 and by (w3/6)\/det a respectively.
3.3.2 Beam Ellipse Transformation
Assume a beam to be defined at a longitudinal position 8\ by the matrix o\.
Its equation is
X\oilXi = 1 .
Consider the point s2 and assume that R is the linear transfer matrix from Si
to 82- The coordinate transformation satisfies the following relations:
X2 = RXx

Xx = R~lXi .

and

This linear transformation will change the ellipse O\ at point si into another
ellipse ff2 at point 82. The equation of the second ellipse is
2

X% = \ .

We need to find the relation between o% and o\. To do so we express X\ and
X2 in terms of X\ and X\. We ootain
^

^

x

<7j

= R o-i

=1

from which we conclude
R

and, by inverting,
CTi =

R-1o2{Rt)-1

or equivalently
o2 = RoiR* .
Note that since det R = 1 (Liouville's theorem) it follows that
det o\ = det 02 ,
showing that the transformation has preserved the phase volume of the beam.
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Before pursuing the study of the transmission of beams through a system we
shall look at the formulas that govern singie-particie motion in closed machines.
3.4

SINGLE-PARTICLE OPTICS FOR A CLOSED MACHINE

The first-order equations of motions are given by

In a closed machine the functions kx(s),kv(s) and p(s) are periodic functions
of 6 . Let us consider solutions for the nondispersive (6 = 0) stable case. The
theorem of Floquet states that there exist two periodic functions /*(s) and i}>(s)
in terms of which the general solution x(s) can be expressed:
x{s) = v^3(s)cos(t/>(s) + d>)
where e and <j> are two arbitrary constants and the two functions /?(s) and V'(s)
are not independent, but are linked by the relation

tp(s) is called the "machine phase shift" between points 0 and 8 . Differentiation
of Z(B) with respect to s yields
X (8) =

'

where we define the function a(s) by

Alternatively x'(s) can be written in the form
x'(s) = v/cy(s)cos(x(s)
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where x[B) satisfies the relation

-x(»)) =
or equivalently

and the function 7(3) is defined by

Let us note once again that ALL the functions x(s), x'(s), /?(s), a(s), 7(s), and
^(s) are periodic with the period L where L is the length of the closed machine.
Consider now the values of the solution x and its derivative at successive revolutions at a fixed point s. We can describe the motion at position s by plotting
the values of x and x' in the u i-phase plane". Eliminating the trigonometric
functions from the expressions of x(a) and x'(s) yields, after some manipulation,
-/(s)i 2 + 2oc(s)xx' + /}{s)x ' 2 = £ ,
which shows that the positions (z, x') of a particle at the coordinate s upon
successive turns lie on an ellipse. This ellipse can also be written in matrix form.
The parameters a, ft, and 7 are sometimes referred to in the literature as
the Twiss parameters.
3.4.1 The Machine Ellipse
Let T denote the matrix

T=

\

/ /?(s)

n

-ct(s)\

A

(34)

where T has a determinant equal to 1. The equation of the ellipse characteristic
of the machine may then also be written in the matrix form
XlT-lX

= e.

(3.5)

The area of this ellipse is ire. As was shown for the beam ellipse in a previous
paragraph, we can compute the maximum x excursion x max and the maximum
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x' excursion i' m a x- They are given by the expressions

From the exploit equation of the ellipse one can also obtain the coordinates of
the intercepts >,..h the axes:
x

inter — \l ~

inter

=

From these expression one can deduce alternative expressions for the area of the
ellipse:
Area = ire = 7ri m a x x ' j n t e r = T^inter^ 'max •

This result can also be generalized to dimension n. For n dimensions e is the
product of one intercept, one maximum and (n. — 2) maxima of subspace intercepts. Figure 11 illustrates these points in two dimensions.

slope=- - j

int

max

Beam
Centroid
5-84

3989A1

Fig. 11. An ellipse based on the machine parameters /9, a,
7, illustrating single-particle motion in a closed machine. The
area of the ellipse is A = ire.
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Consider now two points Si and 52 on the reference orbit of the closed
machine. Let T\ and T2 denote the machine ellipse matrices at these two points
and R the transfer matrix from point Si to point 52- As for the beam ellipses,
we have the following transformation relating T% to Ti:
T2 =

or

R

h
(3.6)

.72.

3.5

THE RELATIONSHIP
MACHINE ELLIPSE

BETWEEN THE BEAM ELLIPSE AND THE

Having defined ellipses both for beams of particles and for single-particle
motion in closed machines, we now turn our attention to the relationship between
the two. Consider a closed machine that is characterized by the ellipse E\ with
emittance e and area A\, as shown in Fig. 12. Let P\ denote a point on that
ellipse and let O denote the origin of the axes. After successive turns around
the machine the point Pi will reappear at P2, P3, etc. Since the transformation
R governing this motion is lines." and area preserving, the area OP1P2 is equal

Fig. 12. TLe superposition of beam ellipses
E2 and Ez with a machine ellipse Ei.
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to area OP2P3, etc. It also follows that these areas and A\ satisfy the following
relation:
OP1P2
.,» .»
- j - = mod(-,l)
where mod(x, 1) denotes the fractional part of x . Here we have introduced the
new notation /i, defined as

which is the phase shift for one complete revolution of a closed machine, where
L is the length of the closed machine. The ratio fi/2n is denoted by v and is
called the tune of the machine. Consider now an ellipse E2 inscribed in E\ with
a contact point at Pi. Let the ellipse E-i represent a beam of particles circulating
in the machine. Ellipse Ei becomes, after one turn, ellipse £3 with contact point
Pi. Ellipses Ei and E3 have the same area.
When the beam ellipse E% is concentric and similar to the machine ellipse
Ei, the beam is said to be matched to the machine. In this instance the beam
reappears on successive turns as the same ellipse, but the individual particles in
the beam rotate around the ellipse as did the points P\ etc. This observation
shows that the phase space area (and consequently the physical aperture) needed
to accommodate a given beam Is minimum when the beam is matched to the
machine. We shall now use the above properties to define beamlines in various
ways which prove useful in practice.
Let us find the transfer matrix which transforms the ellipse defined by the
input values ft and cj at position 81 into an ellipse with the values 02
at position 82.
Consider the solutions as given by the Floquet theorem:
cos(t/>(s) + 4>) ,

4>) + sinty(s) +
Expanding the trigonometric functions and simplifying the notation gives
x =\/7f}[cos

rj)cos ij> — sinr/>sin<f>) ,

x' = — *l-:{acosrj>cos<f> — a s i n ^ s i n ^ + sint/)cos<£ + cosV>sin<?i) .
The point having V = 0 >s assumed to be associated with the values 0i and ot\
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and X\ and x\'; these values then satisfy the following relations:

xi' = — \l-^-{ct-i cosd> + sin<£) .

VA
Denoting by 02, 012, x2, and x'2 the values associated with r/> nonzero, and
eliminating cos tf> and sin <j> from the previous four equations, one gets
ctisini

22'=^

-a2cosip

- sin^i - 020:1 sin^ + «i cos^
~
"
- + x
/a-4VP2P1

From the above equations we deduce the transfer matrix between position 1 and
position 2 to be

-^•(cos Aip — c*2 sin A^>)
(3^7)
where Axp is the phase shift between position Si and 82.
In the particular case where the input values (0i,ai)
values {02,oc2) the transfer matrix becomes
/ cos fi + a sin p

0 sin n

R=\

are equal to the output

\

.

I

cos ft — a sin fi J

where we have defined
0 = /?i = 02 ,

a= ai = a2 ,

and

Formula (3.7) expresses the elements of thn transfer matrix R in terms of the
input parameters Pi, ai, the output parameters 02, a2, and the phase advance
Aip between positions 8\ and 82.
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It is also possible to express the output Twiss parameters and the phase
advance in terms of the input Twiss parameters and the matrix elements. The
first part of this inversion process is achieved in formula (3.6) which we reproduce
here:
'fo\
(
*n
-2RuRj2
Rj2
\
/Pi\
a

2 I — I ~-^ii-^2i

.72/

\

^21

—R12R22 I j a\ I •

1 ~t~ 2R\2R2\
-2R2\R22

R22

J

(3-8)

\7i/

The phase shift Arjj is derived from formula (3.7) as

or
(3.10)
1P2

or equivalently by tta formulas relating ip(s) and /?(s):

Let us look at some elementary configurations and determine their phase
shifts:
a) A tr'n lens is characterized by Si = 82 so that Ail> = 0.
b) If R12 = 0 (point to point imaging) then A^> = nir.
c) If R\i = 0 (parallel to point imaging) then tan A^1 = ~ l / « i d) For a drift of length L, Rn = L and sin AV> =• L/y/Pifo3.5.1 Introducthi

to an Alternative Notation for Beam Definition

In obtaining Eq. (3.3) we hav.5 shown that a beam contained in an ellipse
can be characterized by the matrix

a = .

I,et us recall that the square roots of the diagonal terms give the maximum
extent of the beam, and that the number e = Vdet a is called the emittance
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of the beam. The area of the beam ellipse is then ire. With this notation the
equation (3.2) of the boundary ellipse is
X'BX = 1
where B is the inverse of a and its determinant is equal to e~2. Let us multiply
each element of the matrix B by the scalar c and let us denote the newly obtained
matrix by E and let

Observe that
det E = be - a2 = 1
and the Eq. (3.2) of the ellipse becomes
XlEX = t .

(3.12)

The above results show that a beam contained in an ellipse may be defined in
two equivalent modes, either by the four parameters:
^11

<*12

<^22

«

„«>

and the relation
v det a = e
or by the parameters
a

b

c

e

and the relation
be - a2 - 1 .

Let us now turn our attention to Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5), in which we defined an
ellipse associated with the transfer matrix for single-particle motion in a closed
machine. This ellipse has the form
X^e

(3.13)

where

and
0Tf - a 2 = 1 .
The mathematical similarity between the relations (3.14), (3.13) and (3.11),
(3.12) is clear. This has led many designers to use the parameters 0, a, 7, and e
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to define a beam ellipse as well as to define a transfer ellipse for a closed machine.
This habit can lead to some confusion. It is certainly mathematically correct,
but the interpretation of the physics is clearly different.
To illustrate this mathematical equivalence let us consider an optical cell
characterized by the machine transfer matrix

(

cosu + asinjt

B sin (i

—Tf sin n
cos n — a. sin n
and an input beam characterized by the matrix

E\ will be transformed as follows:
E2 =

{R^

With the explicit multiplication of the above matrix relation one can show that
Et = Ei when the beam defined by E\ is such that

When these conditions are met one says that, the beam :'s matched to the cell.
This alternate notation for a beam defining ellipse gives a very simple form to
the matching conditions.
This fact alone justifies the usefulness of the alternative notation presented
here.

4 OPTICAL BUILDING BLOCKS
Having studied the behavior of beams in a general context, we shall now
turn our attention to the study of special elements or sets of elements which can
be used to design modules with specific functions in beam optics. The following
sections are devoted to the study of a few simple and practical modules *hai
occur frequently as lattice building blocks.
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4.0.1 A Drift Space or Field-Free Region
The transfer matrix of a drift is

/

from which one derives
Ax = X2 — xi = Lxi'

and

x%' = x\' — a constant .

The Twiss parameters transform as follows according to formula (3.8):

From this relation one obtains
Act = 0:2 — ot\ = —Lfi

and

72 = 7i

=

a

constant .

The relation (3.10) applied to the drift gives
.

A

,

-^12

L

sui At/i =

showing the relation between the phase advance and the length. The relation
(3.9) gives
. Aty
A ,
tan
=

.
ft - Lai
Consider the extreme point on the beam ellipse shown in Fig. 13.
As the beam travels through the drift space, this point will be displaced by
Ax given by

where pw is the (3 value achieved at the point where the beam has a waist.
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constant

x;nt= fT- constant

r
x'-constant
5_84

y = constant

Ax=Lx'

Aa = - L y

Fig. 13. The transformation of an ellipse through a drift (field-free) space.
4.0.2

A Thin Lens

A focusing thin lens has the following transfer matrix:
0>

1
-1/F

1

from which one derives
x% — Z\ = a constant

and

Ax' — x%' — x\' = —

The TWISB parameters transform according to formula (3.8),
1

0

0'

1

0

2/F

1.

./F
2

IF
which gives
02 = 01 — a constant

3,
Act = «2 — ai = — .

and

The relation (3.9) gives
tan AV" =

R12
-

R12OH

= 0
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and so A^ = 0 because the integral

since the thin lens has a length equal to zero. The transformation of an ellipse
through a focusing thin lens is illustrated in Fig. 14.
X

i n t = v ^ - = Q constont

x m a x = v/3e =constant

0 = constant

x = constant

Fig. 14. The transformation of an ellipse through a focusing thin lens.
4.0.3 A Quadrupole
The thin lens quadrupole behaves in each phase plane (x, x') and (y, y') like
a thin lens of opposite signs. If the lens is focusing in the x-plane, the matrices
can be written as follows:
R=
We have assumed here that the quantity F is positive.
The phase advance is zero in both planes, and 0 is constant in both planes.
The change in a is given by
Aa

= ±

J •

In these expressions the upper sign applies to the (x, x') focusing plane and the
lower sign to the (y, y') defocusing plane.
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4.0 4 A thin Dipole
A wedge dipcle with the field index n equal to 0 (i.e. a uniform field) can
be simulated as a thin element (having zero length), located at its middle, and
having the following transfer matrix:
/I
0
0 >y
R = I — sin a/p 1 sin a I

\

o

o

i

;

where a is the deflection angle of the central trajectory and where the third row
and column describe the part of the transformation associated with the energydependent parameter 6 = (Ap/p). The wedge dipole behaves like a thin lens
of focal length F = pj sin a in the (i, x') plane. In the (y, y') plane the wedge
dipole behaves like a drift for a sharp cutoff field boundary. The matrix R gives
us

x\ sin a
i 2 = xi = a constant

and

Ax' = x<i' — x\' =

(P

The formula (3.8) becomes

a2 I = I sin a/p
, 72 /
V sin2 a/p2

1
Q
2 sin a/p

which gives
02 = A = a constant

and

Aa. = a 2 — &i =

As for the thin lens, the relation (3.10) shows that A^> = 0 for the zero length
dipole. The transformation of an ellipse through a wedge dipole magnet is
illustrated in Fig. 15.

Ill

4809A23

Fig. 15. A wedge dipole magnet from input to output principal planes.
4.1

STUDY OF SIMPLE USEFUL COMPOSITE MODULES

Using the basic elements discussed in the previous section we shall now
explore some typical composite modules.
4.1.1

Basic Focusing Module

If a focusing thin lens of focal length F is placed between two drifts of length
F, the transfer matrix for ihe composite system is
R =

1

F

0

0

1 ) \-l/F

lj

0

F

--1/F

0

1

F

\0

1

Prom the matrix R we observe that angles are transformed to displacements and
displacements to angles as follows:
and

F
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From the relation (3.8) we have

from which
and

c*2 = —«i .

Relations (3.9) and (3.10) yield
1
tanAt/> =

F
and

sinAi/> =

from which we can conclude the following result: If ai = e*2 = 0 then, since
sinAV> > 0, we must have A^ = JT/2 and F = y/fiifoThis relation links the lens focal length F and the length L = 2F of the
module to the magnitude of the /? values.
Practical two-dimensional modules based on this concept are typically achieved
by symmetric triplets or by quadruplets, as shown in Fig. 16.
For the triplet, the focal length is different in the two phase planes (x,x')
and (y, y') because of basic properties of triplets.
If it is required that Fx = Fv, then a symmetric quadruplet array of quadrupoles
may be used as illustrated in Fig. 16.

6-84

4809A22

Fig. 16. A triplet and a quadruplet lens system possessing parallel to point and point to parallel imaging in both planes.
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4.1.2 The FODO Array
The FODO array is perhaps the most common building block used in the
design of machine lattices and beam lines. Its structure is illustrated in Fig. 17.

— L

L/2

L

L/2-N

V
4809A?1

6-84

Fig. 17. A FODO array as a building block for
lattices. 1) The transformation for one cell between the centers of the lenses. 2) The transformation for one cell between the centers of the
drift regions.
It is informative to study the FODO array at two different observation points
in order to better understand its basic properties.
1) First case: The cell begins and ends at the center of a lens, then the
transfer matrix for the x and y planes is obtained by the following multiplication:
0

1 L
0 1

0

where again the upper sign applies to the (a;, x') plane and the lower sign to the
{y,y') Plane.
If we assume that Pi = fo = /? and <x\ = «2 = a, then

c + as

0s

—7s

c — as

{

2P\lT2f

W)
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from which

(1 -cosfi) _ L
2
~2f '
1 ± sin^/2)
sin/i

and

a2>y = 0 ,
and, using symmetry arguments, the ratio of the beta functions in the focusing
and defocusing lenses is given by
flnax _ 1 + sin(/x/2)
Ani,, 1 - sin(/i/2) '
Note that this ratio is independent of the length of the cell.
2) Second case: If we now begin the FODO array in the middle of one
of its drifts, the transfer matrix for one cell is given by
R=

L/2
1

±i// l i l t

l / U i / / 1/ \a

then

R=

as
fs

3s
c — as

from which we obtain
cos/* = 1 1 —

which is the same as in case 1, but

i
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and

2sin(/t/2)
sin ji

The last two relations show that at this location we have the interesting relations
— 0y

ax = —ay

which is the same property possessed by a thin lens quadrupole.
A particular case of interest is obtained when p = n/2. This corresponds
to (L/f) -~ \/2- This FODO cell is then often referred to as a 'quarter-wave' or
A/4 transformer and is shown schematically in Fig. 18.

L/2-

L/2-

=

TT/2

Fig. 18. The X/4 transformer.
The transfer matrix R of this quarter-wave transformer is
\

and we have the interesting property R\\ = — i?22« a nd R\\ and R22 both change
signs between the x and y planes.
We shall use all of the above properties later when we discuss the problem
of matching between two dissimilar FODO arrays.
4.1.3 A Telescopic System
The optical system illustrated in Fig. 19 is called telescopic.
Its transfer matrix is given by
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,1

= IT = Phose Shift

3?s«A5

Fig. 19. A one-dimensional telescopic system.
0\ /1
i)(o

R=

Fi+F2
1
0 '
-1/M y

0

0

-F1/F2J

\ 0

M

The relation (3.8) becomes:
'M 2 0
0 1
,12 J

V 0

0

0

1 j «!
71.

which shows that

A=

and

Fl
1

(4.1)

From the R matrix we obtain
12 = —Mil

1
0

CC2 = c*i = a c o n s t a n t
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Since Ri2 = 0 , the relations (3.9) and (3.10) reduce to
tan Aip = 0

and

sin Aip = 0 .

Using the formula (3.7) rewritten as

R=
cos Aip
we deduce that cos Aip < 0, and consequently that At/) = n.
A telescopic system has an optical magnification M given by

It also has the property that the transfer matrix R is an invariant if a drift
length situated to the right of the lenses is transported to the front with the
multiplication factor M2. To prove and illustrate this property, consider the
telescopic system having the transfer matrix of Eq. (4.1) and let it be preceded
by a drift of length l\ and followed by a drift of length /?. The total matrix is
RT

=

'1 h
0

' -M
0

1

-M

0

0

\ ( \ l

x

-(1/M)J ^0 1

-Mli -(1/M)

The matrix RT is equal to the matrix of the original telescopic system if and
only if the following condition holds:

Mh + h/M = 0
or equivalently
/2 = In practice, to achieve a telescope in both planes one needs at least two
quadrupoles to simulate each lens of the telescope. Figure 20 shows such a
solution.
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Fig. 20. A two-dimensional telescopic system.
The magnification may be different in each plane; therefore, the general 4x4
transfer matrix of the system becomes
(-M*
0

R=

0

0

-1/MX
0

0

0

0

0

-My

0

0

or

n
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4.1.4

Repetitive Cells

Consider the following transfer matrix:

(

cos)i + asinfi

Psinfi

\

—7 sm fi
cos fi — a sin n f
If the cell characterized by this transfer matrix is repeated n times, the total
transfer matrix becomes
n

/cos(n/i) + asin(n^)
y

-Tfsm(np)

/3sin(n//)

\

cos(tifi) — as'm(nfj,) J

such that after each successive cell

and
011 =

C12 =

•••

=

a

n

=

a

.

This system is nonmagnifying in 0.
4.1.5

Repetitive Magnifying Cells

How can one obtain a set of magnifying cells that would have the properties

and

in other words each cell has a transverse magnification equal to r? Since phase
space areas must be preserved, the transverse slopes will be subjected to a
magnification of 1/r. Consider then the following matrices RA and M :
/ cos fi + oil sir
y

—71 sin ft

cos n — a.i sin n J

If the first cell in such a sequence has the matrix
fr(c+
.Ri = MRA

a\

V -11*/r
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and the successive cells are defined by a similarity transformation
Rm — MRm-iM

= M KAM

V

'

then the total matrix for a sequence of n cells becomes
J i y — jttn • • • i t j — iW .n-y^

or

(

r"(cos np + ai sin np)

rn0i sin ri/x

\

7i sin n^
cos n-/x — aj sin n/i I
r^
r»
/
In the particular case where p is chosen so that np = it, the total matrix
becomes

-r n

0

\

/-x/O&T

0

0
-]
and the set of n magnifying cells becomes a telescopic system with an optical
magnification of r n .
4.2

CELL MATCHING

In a previous paragraph we derived the conditions under which a beam
contained in an ellipse is matched to a cell. It was also indicated in paragraph
3.5 that when the matching conditions were satisfied oetween a beam and a set
of repetitive cells the aperture required to contain the beam is minimized.
All lattices, be they headlines or segments of circular machines, are made
by the juxtaposition of a series of cells having different transfer properties. One
important problem facing the designer can be expressed in the following way:
Consider a section 52 which is to follow a section 5]. Suppose the beam is
matched to the section Si. Generally this beam will not be matched to section
52. Is it possible to design an intermediate section 5}Z so that the beam is
matched from Si to 52? The problem of finding such a section Si2 is called the
section matching problem.
Many design programs help the designer in solving this problem in. its generality. It is, however, important to have some rational guidelines on how this
matching can be achieved. The following paragraphs indicate two general methods for matching one FODO array to another FODO array.
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4.2.1 General Considerations on FODO Cell Matching
Consider the matched symmetric FODO cell that was described in paragraph
4.1.2. If we choose the beginning of the cell to be halfway between the two
quadripoles, the following conditions hold at this point in every cell:
Pz = py

and

ax = — oty .

Consider now two sets of FODO cells characterized by the two sets of relations
P\x = Ply

and

aix = - a i y ,

Pix = P2y

and

aix = -a2v

.

What properties should a matching section have in order to transform the
values Pi, a\, 71 into the values jflj, 02, 12? If the transfer ir'trix of the
matching section for the x, x' plane is
R=(Rn
*
122
y R21 R2
then the following relation exists:
tit 12

+ R12R21 -R12R22 I I «i I .
-2fi 2 i .R22

(4.2)

Rli

Let us note the following:
If at the 'nput of the matching cell we have
Pix = Ply

and

otix — —aiv

(4-3)

and if the transfer matrix R of the matching cell is such that the underlined elements in Eq. (4.2) change sign from the (x, x') plane to the (y, t/) plane and the
other elements do not change sign, then it follows from the Twiss transformation
that

When such a situation is created, then the values of a FODO cell are matched
to the values of another FODO cell. This, however, does not mean that the
above procedure matches any FODO cell to another arbitrarily chosen FODO
cell. The following procedure will exemplify and extend the preceding one.
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The first condition can be realized generally in two ways: either the matrix
R is such that

or it is such that
Rn
where we have underlined the elements that must change sign as one switches
from plane (x.x7) to plane {y,y'). An example cf a practical matching system
is the following.
4.2.2 Beam Matching with a Quarter-Wave Transformer
Consider the quarter-wave transformer defined in the FODO array section
of paragraph 4.1.2 and illustrated in Fig. 21 .

Q,

f

f

6-84

Q2
4809AI8

Fig. 21. A quarter-wave matching transformer.
The matrix element of this cell can be written as
R=
where, according to our convention, the underlined elements change sign when
switching from the (x, x1) plane to the (y, y') plane.
The transformation of this cell satisfies the condition of the previous paragraph, and this cell will match pairs of FODO cells whose parameters both
satisfy the relation

Using the A/4 cell, which matches specific pairs of FODO cells, one can obtain,
by the addition of two elements, a cell which will match any two pairs of FODO
cells (with some constraint on the range of fc).
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Consider a quarter-wave transformer to which we add a quadrupole Qi at
its entrance and another quadrupole Qi at its exit.
The insertion of quadrupole Q2 does not change the exit value /?g but will
change the value e*2 of the planes (z, x1) and (y, y') in opposite directions and
so preserves the condition a%x = —a^y
The insertion of quadrupole Q\ at the entrance does not change the value
Pi or the relation a\z = —otiv but it does change the absolute values of a\x
and a\v. The Twiss transformation, Eq. (3.8), for the quarter-vrave transformer
shows that this variation of Q\ will change the values of both Pi and 0:2 while
preserving the conditions 0ix — 0iv and a i s = — otiv.
Using the transformation matrix of the quarter-wave transformer and considering a i to be variable (via variation of the strength of Qi), one can show
that the value 02 that can be matched by the preceding ceil has a minimum
value equal to b2/pi, as follows:
The expression for P% is
Pi -a2Pi ~ 2abai + 6 2 fi

The first and second derivatives with respect to ai are

and

2
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Therefore, a minimum will be achieved if

a, = f
and the value of this minimum is
Pi

The procedure of adjustment of the matching cell then becomes:
The quadrupole Qi is adjusted BO that, given the input values pi, ax, the
required output value Pi is achieved at the exit. Quadrupole Q% is then adjusted
to obtain the required 02, and the match is accomplished.
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4.2.3 Beam Matching with Half-Wave Transformers
Telescopic systems which have a phase shift of ir may also be used as matching transformers with the restriction that a.% = <*i and /?2 — M 2 /?i, where M
is the optical magnification of the transformer. Their most obvious application
is to match between two points where 04 = 02 = 0 (the location of an erect
phase ellipse). They haw the advantage that Mx does not have to equal My.
They also have the property of minimizing the higher-order optical distortions
because of their optical sj^mmetry. Half-wave matching transformness arc illustrated schematically in Fig. 22.

Fig. 22. A half-wave matching transformer: 1) using doublets; 2) using triplets.
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5 SECOND-ORDER OPTICS
In Chapter 2 we introduced a general notation for the coefficients of the
Taylor expansion of the solution of the equations of motion. The notation of tlie
first-order terms was simplified in order to conform with the standard m&trix
notation. For example,
Rn = {x\x0) ,

Rn = (x'\x0) ,

R3i = (y|s'o) .

In order to ease the writing, a similar simplification of notation is introduced
for the second-order terms: the tensor 2V>* can be defined in a similar way. For
example,

The following discussion will frequently use the adjectives geometric and
chromatic to describe the optical properties of beam lines.
All terms for which no subscript is equal to 6 will be referred to as geometric
terms or alternatively as geometric aberrations because they depend only upon
the central momentum poAny term R\j pi T^ where one subscript is equal to 6 will be referred to as
a chi -^inatic term (or chromatic aberration) by virtue of the fact that its effect
depends on the momentum deviation 6 = Ap/po of the particle.
5.1

SECOND-ORDER PROPERTIES OF BASIC ELEMENTS

In Chapter 2, table I gives the driving terms which generate the various
second-order coefficients for a general magnetic element . From this table it is
possible to deduce the contributions to second-order terms from the following
basic elements: dipole, quadrupole, and sextupole.
For a pure dipole n = 0 and /? = 0 with A(s) = (l/po) ^ 0.
For a pure quadrupole let j3 = 0 and take the lim(fe) = 0 and Iim(nft2) =
-fcj = -Kx.
For a pure sextupole let h = 0, nh? — 0 and take the lim(/?fo3) = K%.
A careful examination of Tables I, II, and III will show that the following
statements are correct.
Dipoles introduce both second-order geometric and second-order chromatic
aberrations.
Quadrupoles do not introduce second-order geometric aberrations.
Quadrupoles do introduce chromatic aberrations.
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Sextupoles introduce both second-order geometric and chromatic aberrations.
The chromatic aberrations of a quadrupole can be interpreted simply in the
following way:
The magnetic induction of a quadrupole is a linear function of either variable x or y. In other words the gradient of the induction is constant within
a quadrupole. A particle with momentum p will be affected differently than
a particle with momentum po- The corresponding strengths of the quadrupole
K\{p) and -K"i(po) satisfy the relation
) _ po
Ki(po)
P"
In other words, the focal strength of a quadrupole decreases as the momentum
of the particle increases.
The chromatic properties of a sextupole may be interpreted in a similar
fashion.
The geometric properties of a sextupole may be understood in the following
simplified way:
The magnetic field of a sextupole varies quadratically with the variable z. Or
the gradient of the field varies linearly with x. In the immediate neighborhood
of x the stixtupole can be considered to be a quadrupole whose gradient varies
linearly with the variable x. This intuitive view of the sextupolar field will be
helpful in the understanding of the underlying principle of chromatic corrections
in beam lines to be discussed later.
5.2

OBJECTIVES IN SECOND-ORDER OPTICS STUDIES

Second-order optics studies come as a complement to the first-order studies
and serve to detect and correct deviations from the results obtained in firstorder studies. These deviations, generally called aberrations, are of two types:
chromatic and geometric. In some cases, as for example in resonant extraction,
the second-order properties of a lattice are an essential feature.
5.3

CHROMATIC CORRECTIONS

As described in a previous section, chromatic effects occur because particles
with different momenta respond differently to a given magnetic field. Consider
a lattice made up entirely of quadrupoles, as illustrated schematically in Fig.
23.
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Fig. 23. Schematic representation of a lattice with quadrupoles.
A particle with nominal momentum po and initial coordinates zt- = 0 follows
tha axis of the system. The linear motion of neighboring particles of the same
momentum is described by the functions ip{s) and (3(s). These two functions
determine the amplitude of oscillation and the phase advance of individual particles. A particle with the same input coordinates but a different momentum pi
(its sixth coordinate 6 ^ 0) will follow the same central axis in the quadrupoles,
and the motion of neighboring particles having this new momentum pi is described by the functions if>(s,6) and /3(s,6). The difference in the values of
the functions is the result of the fact that the particles with momentum pi see
the quadrupoles with strengths different from the strengths experienced by the
particles with momentum poTo compensate for this chromatic difference a lattice may be designed where
particles of greater momentum encounter sin extra quadrupolar field to compensate for the increased momentum. This is achieved by the introduction of
dipoles and sextupoles into the lattice structure.
Figure 24 shows a lattice made up of quadrupoles and dipoles which has the
potential for chromatic corrections because particles of different momenta follow
different trajectories.

Position I

48O9A3O

Fig. 24. A chromatic correction lattice.
A particle Po with zero initial coordinates and nominal momentum follows
the central trajectory (axis of the figure). The particle Pi with zero initial coordinates but with 6 ^ 0 will follow the trajectory denned by the function 6dx[s).
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This function is nonzero after the first dipole of the lattice. Consider position
1 in the lattice. At this point particle Pi will have encountered quadrupolar
strengths that are slightly different from the strengths encountered by particle
PQ. Let us introduce at point Pi a sextupolar element with its axis coincident to
the reference axis of the lattice. Particle P o and neighboring particles will not
experience any first-order disturbance of their motion from the sextupole (a sextupole field has zero gradient on its axis). However, particle Pi will experience
a gradient that is proportional to its displacement and therefore is proportional
to the quantity 6. If the strength of the sextupole is appropriately chosen, the
extra gradient will exactly compensate the difference in gradient experienced by
particles with different momenta in the preceding quadrupoles. By progressing
along the lattice it seems feasible to set up a family of sextupoles that would
exactly compensate for the chromatic aberrations arising from the quadrupolar
fields.
However, in this process, the sextupoles will in general introduce geometric
distortions. In the next section we describe a simple procedure that eliminates
the chromatic aberrations to second order without introducing second-order geometric aberrations.
5.3.1 Module for Sextupolar Chromatic Correction
Consider two FODO cells set up as in paragraph 4.1.2 and tuned so that
fixy = 90 degrees for each cell. Such a setup is often referred to as a —/ telescopic
transformer because its transfer matrix in both the x and y transverse planes is
-1
o

0
-i

Fig. 25 is a schematic representation of such a — / transformer. Let 1 and 2
denote the entrance and exit positions.
AK

- I

AK

Fig. 25. Principle of a — I transformer.
A particle at position 1 with coordinates xi, x[ will emerge at position 2 with
coordinates xz,x^ given by
X2 = ~X\

and

x% = —aj .

Imagine now that we place at position 1 a thin magnetic element that produces
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an angle kick to the particle, say AK. The particle of momentum po will now
arrive at position 2 with the coordinates
x% = —x\

and

a^ = —xj — AK .

If we now submit the particle to another angle kick equal to AK at position 2,
we see that the exit coordinates are the same as they were without kicks. In
conclusion, ''hen particles are submitted to equal angle kicks at the entrance
and exit points of a —/ transformer, there is no visible effect on their behavior
outside the —/ transformer for monoenergetic particles having momentum po.
Let us apply this principle, using some of our elementary building blocks.
1) Dipoles: Dipoles are even-ordar elements in the sense that the angle
kick they deliver to a particle is an even function of the lateral displacement (in
this case a constant function). Thus, if we place two identical dipole magnets
(one at the entrance and one at the exit) of a —7 transformer, there will be no
net angular deflection experienced by particles of momentum po outside of the
—/ transformer.
2) Quadrupoles: The angular displacement produced by a quadrupole
is an odd function of the lateral position x. (In this case the angle kick is
proportional to x.) Consequently two identical quadrupoles of opposite polarity
placed at the entrance and exit of a — / transformer will have no net effect
outside the transformer.
3) Sextupoles: Sextupoles are even-order elements . The angular kick
they produce is proportional to i J . In this instance pairs of equal strength
sextupoles will have no net effect outside the —/ transformer.
Thus, in summary, all odd-order elements (quadrupoles, octupole'", etc.) will
have to be introduced in pairs of opposite polarity, and all even-order elements
(dipoles, sextupoles, etc.) have to be introduced in pairs with the same polarity
in order for the cancellation to be effective.
5.3.2

A —I Transform Sextupoi&r Chromatic Correction

Consider now a — / transformer with two sextupoles of equal strength placed
at the entrance and exit, and suppose th?t dipoles have been inserted in each
cell of the — I transformer. From the previous discussion we know that the
sextupoles will not introduce geometric aberrations. The presence of the dipoles
between the sextupoles ensures that there will be coupling between t'ie sextupole
strengths and the chromatic behavior of particles. Having tlms demonstrated
the principle of the chromatic correction, let us analyze its feasibility in greater
detail.
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In practice one must do at least one chromatic correction per phase plane,
and sometimes two or more per plane. The ideal situation, from the point of
view of the second-order geometric aberrations, is to assemble enough —/ transformers so that the different sextupole pairs (placed —/ apart) do not interfere
with each other. This condition is often prohibitive in its space requirement and
in its cost. So let us analyze the effect of interlacing sextupole pairs used in
chromatic corrections.
Consider, as shown in Fig. 26, two consecutive — / transformers containing
two interlaced pairs of sextupoles Si and 52.
-I
S2

s2
S

6-84
4 809A16

l

-r
Fig. 26. Interlaced sextupole pairs.

If the sextupoles are pure second-order elements, no additional second-order
aberrations are introduced by the coupling between the sextupoles of the two
pairs.
Suppose a particle arrives at the first sextupole S\ with displacement x\.
As it reaches the first sextupole of the pair Si, >ts motion, within the —/ transformer that separates the pair S\, is perturbed, and the particle will reach the
second sextupole of the 5j pair with a displacement that is not equal to — xi.
Consequently the second sextupole of the Si pair will not exactly compensate
the geometries introduced by the the first sextupole. However since the disturbance introduced by the sextupole S2 is of order two, the uncorrected geometric
aberration of the pair Si is of order three and four.
In a following paragraph we shall show a complete practical setup of a correction scheme using interlaced families of sextupoles.
5.4

GEOMETRIC CORRECTION USING REPETITIVE SYMMETRY

The second-order aberrations are obtained by the computation of integrals
containing thercinelikeand cosinelike functions (see, for example, Tables II and
III). The first-order condition that a lattice be stable implies that the sinelike
and cosinelike functions oscillate in a manner similar to the circular functions.
Symmetries introduced in the design of a lattice may have the desirable effect
of canceling some second-order aberrations. Among the important symmetries
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to be considered are mirror symmetry, rotational symmetry, (x,y) symmetry,
repetitive symmetry, and repetitive symmetry with magnification.
Let us look at a general approach to the study of the effect of some of these
symmetries on the second-order aberrations.
Inspection of Tables I, II, and III shows that the second-order geometric
aberration terms can be expressed as
(n + m) = 3
where Ko is the dipole strength per unit length and Ki is the sextupole strength
per unit length. Pure quadrupoles do not generate second-order geometric aberrations.
Since the -Ry(s) are linear combinations of sin Ax[> and cos A^>, we can write

=I

sinn(At/>) cosm(A^)ds

where the functions Fp are equal to the strengths Kp multiplied by some power
of the /?(s) functions. Adopting a complex variable notation, we obtain the
condition for having all second-order geometric terms T^k vanish, namely,
I FfV^da = 0

and

/ Fp e*M*dB = 0

The integral of the expressions Fpe±l^ and FpC*3*^ for each separate element
of a lattice can be represented geometrically as a vector in the cc'tplex plane, as
shown in Fig. 27. The integrals over the total lattice become the vector sums of
all the complex vectors representing the geometric aberrations of the individual
elements, namely,

£fte**

and

f

For reasons that should appear clear in the next paragraph, one generally places
the vectors corresponding to it/» in one diagram and the vectors corresponding
to 3tV> in another. The second-order geometric aberrations are zero if both these
sums are zero.
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We shall now restrict our study to the case of repetitive symmetry.

3 if/

6-84

4809A13

Fig. 27. Complex plane diagram for second-order aberrations.
5.4.1 First-Order Repetitive Geometric Correction
For repetitive symmetry (i.e. when the lattice is made of the juxtaposition of
equal cells), the beta functions are equal from cell to cell and so are the element
strengths.
In this case the functions Fp(s) are equal in value at the same location from
cell to cell. Let us analyze two special cases: a lattice containing four identical
cells and a lattice containing three identical cells, and such that the total phase
advance for the lattice is 2n in both cases.
Consider the %i> plot of Fig. 28. The vectors correspond to the number of
the cell to which they belong. In the ip plane they appear in consecutive order
with an anglt of 90 degrees. Their sum obviously is zero. In the 3t/> plane the
angle between consecutive vectors becomes 270 degrees, and their sum will also
be zero.
In conclusion, in a lattice made of four equal cells with total phase shift of
2?r, the second-order geometric aberrations originating in individual elements
will cancel.
Consider now the ^ plot of Fig. 29. The three vectors display an angle of
120 degrees, and so their sum is also zero. However, in the 3^& plot they will
have an angle of 360 degrees and will all coincide. Their sum is not zero unless
their amplitude is zero.
In conclusion, for a lattice with three cells and a total phase shift of 2TT,
some geometric aberrations do not cancel.
We can now formulate the following important theorem:
In a lattice made of n identical cells with n > 3 and having a total phase
shift of 2m7r, all second-order geometric aberrations will cancel.
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4 8 0 '.i A 1 4

Fig. 28. Complex plane diagram for second-order aberrations in a four-cell
lattice with repetitive symmetry and a 2ir phase shift.

4800A15

6-84

Fig. 29. Complex plane diagram for second-order aberrations in a three-cell
lattice with repetitive symmetry and a 1% phase shift.
5.5

THE SECOND-ORDER ACHROMAT

Modern high energy machines require long beam lines to transport the beam
from one region to another or to perform specific functions within a lattice.
These beam lines are expected to transport the beam achromatically to as high
an order as possible without introducing appreciable geometric aberrations. We
call an achromat a line that would meet that goal perfectly. We qualify the name
with nth order when the goal is met up to the order n in the Taylor expansion
of the motion.
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In the following sections we restrict our analysis to repetitive cell structures.
5.5.1 The First-Order Achromat
Consider a lattice made of n identical cells having the following transfer
matrix:

The total transfer matrix T will be
Mn

Mn~lrS + Mn~2w + • • • + w

The dispersive vector of the total transfer matrix T can be written in the following form:
M n~2

From the above expression one can deduce the following theorem:
A lattice made of n identical cells is achromatic to first order if and only if
1) Mn = /
or
2) w = 0 .
In other words, it is achromatic if and only if each cell is achromatic, or
the total transfer matrix is the identity matrix (equivalent^ if the total phase
advance is 2mn for any integer m).
This first-order result is the basis for the building of achromatic beam lines.
5.5.2 A Practical Second-Order Achromat
Figure 30 shows a possible layout for a four-cell second-order achromat.
The labels BD stand for bending dipoles. The labels QF and QD stand for
horizontally focusing quadrupoles and horizontally defocusing quadruples. We
assume that the quadrupcles have been tuned to provide a total phase advance
of 2ir.
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Fig. 30. Example of a practical second-crder achromat with four cells.
Sextupoles have been introduced so that the chromatic correction procedure
can be performed in both the (x, x') and the (y, y') plane.
The sextupoles of the family SF will couple predominantly with the x plane
because they are located close to the focusing quadrupoles, where the values of
the 0X function are greater.
Similarly the sextupoles of the family SD will couple predominantly to the
y motion, where f}y is larger.
Once the quadrupoles have been tuned to provide a 27r phase shift, the
second-order geometric aberrations introduced by the dipoles and by thr sextupoles cancel exactly.
One then tunes the sextupoles SF and SD so that one of the second-order
chromatic terms TIJQ or T^JQ and one of T^JQ or I^yg are zero. It has been shown
previously that all the second-order chromatic terms except 7*566 then become
simultaneously zero.
We now have a system that is completely achromatic to second order with
the only exception being the momentum dependence of the path length.
5.5.3 Application of the Achromat Concept to Chromatic Corrections
The second-order achromat as described above is an optical system whose
transformation matrix is the identity matrix to a precision of second order in
all of the phase space variables x, x',y, y', I, and 6 except for the second order
matrix element relating the path length to the square of the momentum.
While the second-order achromat may not be directly applicable to the design of circular machines, the optical principles evolved for its development are
definitely useful when formulating the sextupole configurations necessary for the
chromatic corrections in circular machines and in particular for storage rings,
where the interaction regions have very small beta functions. Let us review the
salient features of the second-order correction theory developed above that are
applicable to this problem.
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1) Any family of sextupoles inserted into a lattice such that their vector sums
cancel in the 0 and 3i/-' diagrams described above will not introduce second-order
geometric aberrations.
2) The interlacing of two or more sextupole families, each of which satisfies
criterion l), does not introduce second-order geometric aberrations.
3) Interlacing of one sextupole family with another sextupole family will
introduce third- and higher-order distortions to tlie lattice.
4) It should be noted that in order for the sextupoles not to introduce secondorder geometric distortions, the tune shift per cell of the lattice i:n the region
of the sextupoles must remain fixed and must be equal in both the x phase
plane and the y phase plane. The quadrupoles in this region must not be used
to vary the tune of the machine. The variation in tune must be achieved in a
'sextupole-free' region.
It follows from the above that a simple recipe for the introduction of sextupole families to correct for chromatic effects and at the same time minimize
the optical distortions at the interaction regions may be evolved by following
the guide lines contained in the preceding paragraphs. This has been discussed
previously, and has been implemented in the design of many of the new machines in the last decade. Some examples are the LEP machine at CERN, the
EROS ring at Saskatoon, the SLC at SLAC, and the CEBAF ring at SURA. All
of these machines have a lattice design that permits these important principles
to be implemented.
The basic procedure is the following: The sextupole families are chosen
according to the above rules, and their strengths are then adjusted to correct
for the second-order chromaticity introduced by the quadrupoles in the lattice
and to correct locally for the momentum dependence of the beta functions.
If there are enough (at least three) independent families in each phase plane,
the strengths of the families can be adjusted relative to each other so as to
minimize the optical distortions caused by the cross coupling between families.
This is not a trivial exercise, and special programs have been written to handle
this particular problem. Examples are the program HARMON developed by
Donald and the program PATRICIA developed by Wiedemann.
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ABSTRACT
After a review of basic beam optics, the effects of field and gradient
errors are analysed. Field inhomogeneities and magnet misalignments
produce distortions of the reference trajectories; three methods of
orbit correction are discussed and compared. Gradient errors affect
the beam envelope and the betatron tune. They are first studied in a
transfer channel and in a periodic structure separately; then the concept of mismatch of an insertion in a machine is introduced. Various
schemes of chromatic error corrections are presented.

INTRODUCTION
A perturbation is a small deviation with respect to an ideal situation.

In an accel-

erator, the ideal shape of the beam is defined by the set of theoretical l'ields which act
upon the charged particles; we shall restrict ourselves to static magnetic fields with a
median plane symmetry. One can distinguish several levels of complexity in the ideal situations.
The simplest and very basic level is that of a particle of nominal momentum launched
at the entrance to a transfer channel without any position or angle error and injected perfectly in an accelerator where it turns indefinitely on the same trajectory, called the
central orbit. This special particle obeys the prescription of the various bending magnets.
In other terms, it is guided by the dipole component of the magnetic field.
The second level of complexity is related to a beam made of monokinetic particles which
have a spread of initial position and angle errors. These particles must be maintained together, or focused, by restoring forces. The simplest restoring force is proportional to the
distance of the particle from its equilibrium position.

It is determined by the quadrupole

component of the magnetic fielu. When the magnetic field is limited to its dipole and quadrupole components, the machine is said to be linear because the beam properties can be described using the formalism of linear algebra.
A real beam has not only a spread in positions and angles but also a spread in momentum.
As the curvature and the focusing depend on the momentum —
Lorentz force —

this is a direct consequence of

there is a pattern of "off-momentum orbits" in addition to the central orbit

in the median plane of the accelerator, and the envelope of the beam varies with the momentum. One could think of accepting these variations; unfortunately, in most modern machines,
they cannot be tolerated for a variety of reasons. Under the effect of the focusing forces,
the particles oscillate about their closed orbit at the betatron frequency; if this frequency does not have the correct dependence on the momentum, the beam can be unstable
against space-charge forces or part of it can be trapped in non-linear resonances and lost.
In the colliders, the beams have a minimum size at the collision point and their shape has
therefore to be constrained for all momenta.

In some storage rings or accelerators, the

revolution frequency has to be controlled for each momentum. These few example* show that
a machine must, in general, contain quadratic or higher terms in the field expansion. Depending on the designer's temper, a non-linear machine is a source of trouble or of riches
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because it introduces a basic difference between large and small amplitude oscillations, a
difference which is however beyond the scope of these lectures.
Strictly speaking, the lattice perturbations are the discrepancies between the actual
fields of a magnet and the fields which were assumed to establish a list of parameters.
Nevertheless, there is very little formal difference between a momentum error and a field
error.
defined.

Furthermore, a perturbation treatment makes sense when the reference state is clearly
This is why the first three sections of this course will be dedicated to the de-

scription of the reference machine by reviewing elements of exact beam optics (Section 2},
the phase-amplitude formalism of the small amplitude oscillations /(faction 35, and some local
properties of the closed orbits (Section 4~). In Section 5, the effect of field inhomogeneities
and magnet misalignments on the reference trajectories is analysed and three methods of
orbit correction are presented.

In Section 6, the gradient errors in a transfer channel and

in a closed machine are first treated independently, then merged into the concept of
"mismatch" of an insertion inside a closed machine.

In Section 7, the chromaticity is de-

fined and various schemes of correction are proposed.
ELEMENTS OF EXACT BEAM OPTICS
In particle accelerators and especially in storage rings where the momentum acceptance
is large, a precise description of the beam properties can only be given by a non-linear
theory.

The first problem to deal with is the calculation of the closed orbits — those

special trajectories which repeat themselves identically after one turn. There is a one-toone correspondence between the closed orbit and the particle momentum.

It results from the

equilibrium of the centrifugal force with the Lorentz force:
mv2/p = evB

(1)

p = eBp ,

(2)

where p (= mv5 is the particle momentum, e the charge, B the magnetic field, and p the orbit
radius of curvatvre. As a beam has a certain momentum spread, the closed orbits form a pattern around a reference orbit, called "central orbit" because it passes through the centre of
the quadrupoles. The closed orbit is described by an ideal particle of given momentum with
no deviation in position or angle. Real particles iscillate aTound their orbits and the
determination of the phase-amplitude characteristics of these so-cal]ed "betatron oscillations"
(because they were first studied for the betatron) is the second problem to be 'solved.
Snail-amplitude oscillations are described by a linear system of two first-order differential
equations. The coefficients of the equations depend on the orbit coordinates and, in the
case of decoupled horizontal and vertical betatron oscillations, the motion of a real particle is defined by a system of four differential equations: two for the orbit and two for
the oscillations.
2.1

Reference frames
The trajectory equations are formally simple in a Cartesian frame, and this type of

system will be used throughout this section, with an exception for the sector dipole, which
is best described under polar coordinates. The topology of the various reference frames is
represented in Fig. 1. Their connection is a matter of elementary geometry. The position
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CJAJ at the exit of the upstream straight section and the incidence angle <j>. are known.

The

position CjT" at the entrance to the dipole is

(3)
COS d>.

The length of the straight section in the upstream wedge is

(4)

Fig. 1 Topology of the reference frames.

The orbit position C 2 B 2 and the orbit angle <(i2 at the exit of the dipole are determined by
transfer through the dipole.

The orbit position C 2 A 2 at the entrance to the downstream

straight section is
___

cos <t>2

?A=

^A-

cs)

The length of the straight section in the downstream wedge is
sin <t>.

(6)
cos
2.2

Equation of a trajectory
The central closed orbit is a sequence of segments in straight sections and quadrupoles

and of arcs of a circle in dipoles.

It defines the geometry of the machine.

The other orbits,

called "off-momentum orbits", are found by tracking the particles which satisfy the cyclic
boundary conditions:

x (C) = x (0) ,

(7)

where C is the length of the machine.

The determination of the closed orbit requires several

turns, and a simple convergence algorithm will he given in Subsection 4.1. As we consider a
machine with a median plane of symmetry, the closed orbits lie in the horizontal plane and
the trajectory equations will be derived in the horizontal plane only (Fig. 2).
The expressions of the magnetic field, particle velocity, and particle momentum are,
respectively,
B = CB x ,B y ,B z ) ,

(8)

v = (vx,o,v2) ,

(9)

P = Cpx.o,pz) .

(10)

The projection of the basic law of dynamics,
dp/dt = e v x 2

(11)

(

onto the x axis gives the scalar equation
dpx/dt = -e vz By .

(12)

X

Fig. 2
Horizontal trajectory

If z instead of t is taken as a new variable, the above equation becomes
dpx/dz = -e B

,

(13)

since
dz/dt = v z ;
p

(14)

is related to the momentum p by the expression

(is:
As p is invariant, the equation which determines the particle deflection * in a magnet is
e B.. .

(16)

The transfer of position results from the equation
dx/dz = tan <j> .

(17)
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Therefore, the system of the two equations

(18)

defines the motion of the particle completely in any magnetic field once the initial conditions are given. When B

depends on x, the system cannot be integrated analytically.

However, by eliminating dz between the two equations, one of them can be replaced by
d(cos jQ . e B

.

(19)

The scalar potential V of the magnetic field is defined by
B y = 3V/3X .

(20)

The integration of the differential equation thus gives

cos <J> - cos <(>, = - j~V(x) - V(x,)l .

(21)

This is the trajectory of the particle in the phase plane (x,4>), which can be determined
analytically in most practical cases.
The relation tp(x) being known, the exit coordinate x 2 is the solution of the equation:
2

x

i

If <f(x) is zero in the integration interval, the integral has to be split in two:

5,
J

sgn (if.) |tan $(x) \

xJ

-sgn (*,)
-s

dx
| tan <Hx) |

where x m is a solution of

1 - c o s * , =|,[v(xm) - V(X])] .
Exercise 2:

(23)

Show that for a pure dipole field (B = 3 , ) , the solution of the motion equation
is
fX 2

= X, + O(COS * 2 - COS 1(1,) ,

\
I sin $ 2 = sin <!>, - H/p .
Exercise 2: Same question for a thin lens in which the field is defined by
-Ho

y

B y (x,z) 6(z) dz = B y (x,0)« .

(24)
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Answer:
(25)
v

Exercise

3:

Find the phase-space trajectory <(>(x) of a particle drifting in a pure quadrupole
field (B

Hint:
2.3

s i n <)> = s i n

= a 2 x ) . Establish the equation which defines x as a function of z.

Be precise in sorting out the sign ambiguities.
Variation of the equation of a trajectory
Variations of particle trajectories about their closed orbit has led to the study of

ths betatron oscillations related to small deviations in position and angle, and of the orbit
dispersion related to small orbit changes with the particle momentum.

The variations can be

made on the integrated motion equations or on the differential equations themselves when the
integrated equations are not knowi analytically.
2.3.1

Horizontal^

lane

Let us perform the following variations:

x -* x + % ,

* -•• <|> • t|i ,

p •• p + d p ;

? and I)J are solutions of the system

(26)

K6 •

& ,
p p'
which is derived from Eqs. (18) and where K is the focusing strength defined by:
edB
K=
i- .
p dx

(27)

This system is linear in £, \JJ (ortycos $ ) , and dp/p; its solution can thus be written in a
matrix form which connects the vector f5i1l'»(dp/p)3 at the exit from an element to the vector
£5,i/i(dp/p)3 at the entrance to the same element. A slight difficulty has to be sorted out:

\trajecfory

Refereice orbit

Fig. 3

MAGNET

Transfer of particle coordinates
for a varied horizontal trajectory

In general, the determinant of the matrix is not equal to 1. In fact, it can be made equal
to 1 in the following way. Let us consider Fig. 3. The varied trajectory in the adjacent
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straight section ends in al and for a straight section the determinant is unity.
magnet, the same varied trajectory starts at 6,.

In the

Let us include the portion cijBj and the

corresponding segment o 2 a 2 at the exit in the transfer through the magnet.

The segment BjO^,

which we call q, is related to E, through

q

_

As 4, is small, q is simply:

(28)

q = E, cos $ .
By transferring q instead of E, the determinant of the matrix becomes equal to 1.
An integral of the perturbod motion can be obtained by varying Eq. (21):

dp

up

1)1 sin

= l|l

(.29)

COS

POO

P(x)
2.2.2

The betatron motion in the vertical plane is defined by the position n and the angle
With the notation of Fig. 4, n is such that

(30)

Closed orb

As x is small, p

't

vlrcical motion

is given by
Py = P h X

COS (Jl

and a first equation of motion is
dn . X
3 i cos

(31)

A second equation is obtained by projecting the law of dynamics [Eq. (11)J onto the y-axis:
1(v

dt

B - v B ) ,
z x
x z' '

C32)
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which becomes

dz

(33)

e (Bx - tan

with z as an independent variable. There is no radial or longitudinal component of the field
in the median plane of symmetry; therefore the expressions of B and B are

3c n ,
(34)

The derivatives of the field are taken on the closed orbit. For a static field
curl B = 0
and the derivatives of the field satisfy the conditions

3y

ax
(35)

The system of two differential equations which governs the vertical betatron oscillation is
therefore

(36)
d

X (
e
9B1
— = I K — tan $ — L
dz I. p
dz )

n.

When the systems (26) and (36) are compared, several differences can be noted.
It is not possible, in the general case, to obtain an integral of the motion similar to
(29) because K and $ are functions of x and there is no relation between x and the vertical
coordinates.
When a magnet is focusing in one plane, it is defocusing in the other plane, since K is
affected by opposite signs.
A special focusing occurs in the vertical plane where the vertical component of the field
B varies with z. This special focusing is called the "edge effect" because it exists in
the vicinity of the edge of a magnet when the field varies irom zero far outside the magnet
to a finite value B o inside the magnet; B o can be a function of x but is uniform in z. An
exact integration can be performed in the case of the 'hard edge' model where the z variation
of the field is stepwise:

\
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The derivative of B with respect to z is then a ^-function:
3B

v = B 6(z) .
0

The integration of the second equation of (36) over a zero length interval gives a finite
change of the vertical angle:
*2

=

*, - | B o tan * n ,

whereas the vertical coordinate n does not change:
= n, •

n2

The transfer matrix of an edge is thus
1

0"
(37)

H

v

- - B o tan

The vertical focusing at the edges of a dipole is widely used and sometimes permits the
elimination of the vertically focusing quadrupoles in a lattice
It m\i: t not be forgotten
that the edge effect applies not only to dipoles but also to any V.ind of multipoles on the
off-momentum orbits.
Exercise 4: Show that the transfer matrix of a straight section of length 8. is the same in
both planes and equal to
(38)

A =
Exercise 5: a) Show that the transfer matrices of a straight dipole are
p sin

[1 - cos ii(>1 sin 4>l - sin

cos

Ah-

cos

V

0

(39)

cos tf>,

0

(40)
"v •

b) What are the expressions of E and b ?
V]

V2

c) Is the focusing the same at both ends of a dipole on the central orbit?
d) What are the transfer matrices of the sections AjB, and B Z A 2 (Fig. 1)?
Note: Do not forget to bracket Aj( and A y between those straight section
matrices when the reference frame of the dipole is to be matched to the
reference frame of the adjacent straight sections.
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Exercise 6:

Show that the transfer matrix of a focusing quadrupole (K > 0) on the central
orbit i s :
cos (vW.)

—=— sin (/KH)

- /K sin (/KT)

cos (/KJ.)

(41)
and that the transfer matrix of a defocusing quadrupole (K < 0) on the central
orbit is:
sinh

cosh
A=

Exercise 7:

(42)

,/JKf sinh

cosh

Show that the transfer matrices of a thin lens are
S

COS <fr,

0

,.

COS 0

KH

KSL
(43)

COS

ifcj-COS

0

J

n 3

(44)

2.4 Special case of a sector dipole
A sector magnet with a uniform field is of rather frequent use in particle accelerators.
It would be clumsy to describe such a magnet with a Cartesian frame, and a polar system of
coordinates is obviously more convenient (Fig. 5 ) . Let us first define the various angles:

(45)

where t is a unit vector tangent to the trajectory and n a unit vector normal to the entry
or exit face of the sector magnet.
From these very definitions, the four angles are related by the expression
* = • „ + • , " *2 •
Let us transfer the particle coordinates in complex notation (Fig. 5 ) :

z, - (o, - x.) e ^ V ' ,

(46)
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A 2 (z 2 ) .

h

O(o)
O'tr'J
Fig. 5

Transfer in a sector magnet.

The centre of the circle is defined by z' such that:
.

p
i ~ ~zi o

+ x

-i^i
e

'

The exit coordinate is deduced from the entrance coordinate by a rotation (o',<t):
z 2 - z' = (z, - z<) e 1 * .
After substitution and separation of real and imaginary parts, we get
fXj = Xj cos 4>0 + pfcos <))? - cos((t0 + <tj)] + P 0 [cos <fi0 — l] ,
(47)

The matrix which characterizes the betatron motion is obtained by variation of the above
equations:

s

cos C4>0 - <t>2)

p sin

- cos *]

\

cos it
sin 4
(48)
P COS It, • COS

V
In the vertical plane, the transfer matrix is that of a straight section of length of the arc
A A_. The edge-focusing matrix has still the form (37) but it reduces to the identity matrix
for the central orbit. The total vertical transfer matrix can thus be written:

(49)
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By comparing Hqs. (24), (39), and (40) with liqs. (47), [48), and (49), a straight dipole
appears as a special case of a sector magnot in which $„ is zero. Very important is the
difference in ionising between the two types of dipoles: a sector magnc focuses mainly in
the horizontal plane, whereas a straight dipole focuses mainly in the vertical plane because
of the edge effect.

3.

PHASE-AMPLITUDE FORMALISM OH THE SMALL-AMPLITUDE OSCILLATIONS
The previous section was devoted to the transfer of particle coordinates. The present
section is oriented towards the transfer of the beam envelope. This problem is best discussed in the curvilinear system of the reference trajectories described by particles ol"
zero oscillation amplitude and of given momentum

jcaus" the oscillations obey a Hill's

equation.
3.1

Hill's equation

3.3.1

Horizontal jjlane

Let us start from Eqs.

cos <>) _
Hi

'

Kf

2 dp

^

p p •

It was sh .'wn that the transfer matrix had a unity determinant if the quantity
q = 5 cos $ ,
which represents the coordinate normal to the reference trajectory, was transferred instead
of E,. Let us prove that q obeys a Hill-type equation
^

+ f(s)q = g(s) ,

where s is the curvilinear coordinate related to z by the differential expression:
dz = ds cos 4> .

(SO)

If the functions f and q are periodic in s, the equation is strictly Hill-type, but the
formalism which will be used can be applied to a motion defined by its initial conditions
as well.
The equations are to be rewritten with the variables (q,s) instead of (4,2}.
first derivative of q with respect to s is:
dq _ dq dz
ds
dz 3s

q .
In ordeT to make d(cos <t>)/dz explicit, we use the orbit equations (18) and (19):

The
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(51)
where p is the local radius of curvature of the orbit.

In the same spirit, d(i2n ri)/dz,

which will soon be useful, can be derived:
d(tan <)>) _ d

sin $

" 3 1 cos <j>

dz

1
(1
p cos <)>

dz

(52)

Using Lqs. (2b), the first equation of motion expressed by dq/ds is
tan 4
n
p

as
ds = *
T

(53a)

The transformation of the second equation of motion (26) gives
d*

K

tan
P

31

•

••!•

-

+

C O S <J>

I dp.

(53b)

P p

Let us derive Kq. (53a) with respect to s:
d2q
ds

2

1 d(tan
dijj e dB
=— +
^ tan >-q +
p
ds
ds p ds

tan

dq

q

ds

di/i/ds is known from fcq. (53b); (e/p) (dB /ds) is given by
e dB
e dB dx
_ —X s — —X. .—
p ds
p u,x ds
K sin <>
( ;
dftan 4>)/ds is deduced from Eq. (32):

dq/ds is drawn from Eq. (53a).

After making all the substitutions in the righ*-!iand side of

d 2 q/ds 2 , the varied equation of the horizontal motion in the curvilinear coordinates of the
closed orbit is
-2

1

(54)
P P

The above equation has been proved in full generality without any assumption on the
reference orbit. A point which is not quite clear in most treatises on this subject is the
definition of K. Here we iiave kept the 'Cartesian' definition of the coefficient K,
edBy
*• p dx •

154essentially because the field gradient is measured in the Cartesian frame of a magnet at each
oosition x in the aperture of the magnet. Whether it is drawn from the system (26) or from
(54), the transfer matrix is the same.
S.I.2 Vertical plane
In the vertical plane, the Cartesian equations of the betatron motion are [Eq. (36)]:

When ds instead of dz is taken as the variable, the equations become

e
r
. 3By]
= I K cos if - - s i n 4> — L n
I
p
3z )
A<fter elimination of X between the two equations, we get

d2n
2

ds

3.2

f

e
3B i
K cos 4 — sin 4 —*- n = 0 .
I*•
3z )
pn

Homogeneous Hill equation
i.2.1 Form q£ the__sotutim
In both planes the betatron motion is defined by an equation of the form
^ + k(s) y = 0 ,
ds 2

(57)

which will first be solved for given initial conditions (case of a transfer channel). By
analogy with the equation of the harmonic oscillator, a solution
y(s) = a(s) cos [y(s) + 6]

(S8)

will be searched for. As the equation is linear, the general solution which satisfies tue
initial conditions (yD,y£) is
y = u(s)y o -v v(s)yj ,

(S9)

with the following requirements on u and v:
'u(O) = 1
u'(0) = 0
u" + Ku = 0

v(0) = 0 ,
v'(0) = 1 ,
v" + Kv = 0 .

(60)

After elimination of K between the last two equations, we get the equation
u" ""

5•

(611
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which can be integrated once:
uv' - u'v = 1 .

(62)

The above relation is nothing but the determinant of the transfer raatiix
A(0/s) - ( u

v

I.

(63)

The oscillatory form of the solution becomes apparent by putting
u(s) = vi , cr? u(s) ,

(64)

:

v(s) = w(s) <=ji u(s) ,

(65)

provided the following conditions are fulfills'.
'w(O) = 1
w'(0) = 0
w" + Kv. •- 1/w3

u(0) = 0 ,
p'(0) = 1 ,
w 2 p' = 1 .

(6b)

The solution y(s) and its derivative y'(s) can thus be written
y(s) = w(cos u • x + sin u • x') ,
cos u - ^~]\

* (w' sin y •

i

(67)

)xJ

3.2.2 Tiri.es parameters and the Courant and Snyder invariant
Let us introduce the Twiss parameters:
B = w2 ,

(68)

a = -\f .

(69)

The last of the relations {bb) takes the very important form
s
U(S) = /gj§y

(71)

0

and Kqs. (67) become:
(y(s) = vf. (x0 cos u

+

Xo sin \i)

ly'(s) = --=. \-[a cos u + sin p)x

+ (-a sin u * cos y)xj

(72)

Using the trigonometric identity
cos2 p + sin2 v = 1 ,
it turns out that, at any point along a magnetic structure, the particle coordinates (y,y')
and the Twiss parameters (6,a,Yl are bound by the "Courant and Snyder invariant":
I = By'2 * 2ayy' - ry'2 = y2 * y'a! .

(73)
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This quadratic form is the equation of an ellipse of area t, the beam emittance, and 1 is
actually equal to c/-i. The matrix notation of ] is:
I :- Y T o"'Y

("4 i

with

•{:e
The tracing of the Twiss parameters from a point " l " to a point " 2 " is a function of the
transfer matrix A(s /s J. The equality of the invariant I in " 1 " and "2" gives the relation

As Y and Y are related by the transfer matrix A,

the transfer of the o matrix is
o 2 = Ao^A1 .

(77)

Exercise 8: Find the transfer of the Twiss parameters for a straight section, a dipole, and
a thin lens.
3.2.3

l£ans£er_matnx

The determination of the transfer matrix has already been discussed in Section 2.
Nevertheless, it is important for both theoretical and practical viewpoints to re-derive it
in terms of the Twiss parameters. In the previous section, the transfer has been defined
between a special origin and a given point. Let us search for its general expression between two points of curvilinear abscissae Sj and s 2 :
A(0/s 2 ) = A( S l /s 2 ) • A(O/ Si J

(78)

A(s l /s 2 ) = A(0/s 2 ) - A-'fO/Sj) .

(79)

and, consequently,

From Eqs. (67), the matrix A(0/s) is
(
A(0/s) =

t

/$ cos p
.
sin u + a cos u

/S sin u

)
.
cos p - a sin u /

~^~~~ ~^ J

sviri the explicit form of ACSj/s ) is
A(s [ /s 2 ) = G cos (u2 - v ) + H sin (u2 - u ) ,

(SO)
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'/B7767

0
(81)

G=

(82)

By identification of the coefficients of the transfer matrix in the above form and in the
form calculated in Section 1 with the magnetic properties of the same element, we obtain the
useful relations

(83)

T~ sin (p, - i., ) =

i... - : . =

(84)

(85)

tan

Moreover, the inverse transfer matrix is
A-'(s,/s

I = C'

cos

(K

If

sin (u. -

L.,

i .

A l-asic special case is the transfer matrix of a periodic structure of length L for Khich
the 7Viss parameters have to satisfy the cyclic conditions

IE(.s ' Li = Bis) ,
h(s * 1.) = ->(s) .
The phase advance

(87)

increases by a constant amount i.o:
;.(s * I.) = i.(s) * u 0

cuid ;.} is often expressed

,

(881

in tenns of the mnnher Q of oscillations in the structure:

Tht matrix of a period has the simple structure
M = I cos *• + J sin t.

,

where 1 is the identity matrix and J is

The inverse of M is
M~' - J cos i. - •! sin .._ ,

IW)
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and another useful property is
M A"1 = G"1 cos (u2 - p, - u 0 ) + H"1 sin (u2 - u, - u0) .
The oscillations are stable if u

(93)

is real
I cos

MO|

< 1,

so that the trace of the transfer matrix satisfies the famous condition
|Tr M| < 2 .

(94)

The tune Q is an intrinsic property of the period, as cos u 0 is independent of the origin.

3.3

Inhomogeneous Hill equation
The equation of the varied horizontal trajectory is
q « + kf]q

= i^E .

,95|

The oscillation is no longer free but is forced around a varied trajectory' which we shall
determine. As for the homogeneous case, we solve the equation for given initial conditions,
then for cyclic boundary conditions.
3. S.I

Trans£e£_charme_l

The Floquet transformation

s

u =/ —

,

l%b)

0

eliminates the s-dependence of the coefficient )<, :

q + q = £i-i ^E .
H

The notation

• means d/du".

i

H

i

p

(97)

p

Let us put the right-hand side equal to H u ) . The solution

of the equation which admits
lq,(»l = 0 ,
]q,(0) = 0 ,

as initial conditions can be formally written:
v

t l ^ i v ) - I F(<J>) u((j>,u) dip
o

(9H)

if u satisfies the three conditions:
u(p,y) = 0 ,
U(P,IJ) = 1 ,

ii + u = 0 .

(99)
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The validity of the above solution can be verified by applying the formula of derivation under
the integral. For a function
C(a) =

b(a)
r
g(x,a) dx ,
a (a)

the derivative of G with respect to a is
b(a)

a(a)
The function u(()>,u) is found by an elementary integration:
u(#,u) = sin (p - *) -

(100)

By returning to the original coordinates x and s, the solution of the inhomogeneous equation
which satisfies the initial conditions

is such that
q - q0 -

do .

(102)

The integral can be replaced by a sum over the magnets defined by the values £., a., and u.
at their entrance, and by their deflection angle <t>.. The formulae (83) and (84) give the
closed expressions

(105)
—

cos f_u(s) - u ] + a. sin £u(s) - u •"

where •. is the physical length of the magnet; the second term in the bracket is a correction to the short magnet approximation.

To arrive at the solution of the equation with cyclic boundary conditions, the Flociuet
transformation can still be used but the phase variable is now

c
1

M3 that L varies from 0 to 2r over one turn. The transformed equation is
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The right-hand side is put equal to ICG), and a periodic solution is

0 + 2f

F($J u(j,e) dt

(UK)]

provided u satisfies the three conditions:
u(0 + 2T,G1 - u(e,'.')
u(; + 27!,o) - 11(0,0 = l
(i + l):u = 0

(in-)

as can be verified Kith the formula of derivation recalled in the previous section. The
major difference between this and the case of the transfer channel :L the discontinuity ol
the derivative of u. The function u(4>,8) results from an elementary integration:
„,.
B, _ cos Q(-r + » - C-l
u(
*'fc)
2Q sin (Q-)
•
In terms of the original coordinates q ajid s, the periodic solution of the equation is

^ = l— f /.^
s+C

S{s)

: sin (f J

The closed expression of q(s) is

- ^ - f ^ cos [-Q- 4 ^ - u s } ] + sin [-Q- + ^ - v-ls
The presence of sin (.Q1!) at the denominator indicates an instability uhen Q is an integer.
1-^ven a perfect machine cannot work with an integer value of Q because the off-momentum orbits
no longer exist. The resonant properties of the closed orbits can he treated in terms of
their Fourier components q , defined by
1K

<i. = L I , K °

•

tU(

"

k
The right-hand side ((6) can also he developed in Fourier series:

F(0) = £ f k elKi' .

(Ill)

k
By replacing q^ and I- by their expansion (110) and (111) in the motion equation (105) and
identification of the terms at each harmonic k, we find the relation between the coefficients
q l k and f R :
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4.

LOCAL PROPFirriES OF THE CLOSED ORBITS
4.1 Orbit dispersion
The orbit dispersion D is defined by

It is a local property of the orbits which is often used to deduce the off-momentum orbits
from the central orbit. This concept of orbit dispersion is not limited to the central orbit;
in some applications such as RF gymnastics or stochastic cooling, the reference particles
circulate on an orbit that is different from the central orbit and, whenever it is required,
the orbit dispersion is to be defined for this special orbit. Its analytical expression at
each p"int along a channel or a ring has almost been given in Subsections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2;
it sufi.ces to replace q by D and to suppress dp/p in the right-hand side in formulae (108)
and (109). We shall see an application of these formulae in the estimate of the relative
change of the orbit length with the momentum.
In computer codes, the orbit dispersion is calculated in a different way which is worth
mentioning. lor a transfer channel, one simply traces the vector (D ,D',1) through the
various transfer matrices. It a ring, the dispersion vector is the eigenvector of the transler matrix over one turn corresponding to the unity eigenvalue
A T> = D .

(114)

The solution of the above 2 » 2 system (since the third equation is trivial) gives the components of 1) at the origin as a function of the elements a-• of the matrix A:
1) a , ,
(1.15)

(a
1

- l)(a
22

fa2,:

'l

11

M

- 1) - a a
'

)

12

2 1

i2?i

Once t) is known at the origin, it can be calculated at any point by tracing it through the
transfer matrices as for a transfer channel.
Knowing D at the origin is helpful for finding the exact closed orbit. If we assume that
the origin is a symmetry point, which is always possible, the derivative x' of the closed
orbit must be zero and a first approximation for x is D (dp/p).
This value has an error 6x with respect to the actual closed orbit; the particle undergoes a betatron oscillation and comes back at the origin with an angle
6x' = a <5x .
If the initial orbit position P^tdp/p) becomes I>x(dp/p) - (6x'/a 2] ), the angle 6x' after
the second trial will be smaller, and after a few iterations the initial position will be
determined within a given tolerance.
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4.2

Orbit lengths
Another application of the orbit dispersion is the evaluation of the change of orbit

length with the momentum.
d<i>0 for the refe-

Let us consider an elementary sector dipole of deflection angle

"e orbit corresponding to an elementary length of trajectory ds, and let

us calculate the deflection angle d<(> and the length dS of a trajectory deduced from the reference trajectory by a relative momentum error dp/p inside the same sector dipole:
dS = pd$

" *• • P. K f ' D j f - K f ) •
The elementary increment of circumference is
dC = dS - ds

D;

- Dp

4E

We have se*m [Eq. (46)] that the deflection angle in a sector dipole is

d» - d*o • DJ f - a- f ;
and from the linearized second equation of the system (47), we deduce
, dp

D.

dp

(d«0 • D[ - n') -f = J- d*0 -f :
the variation of circumference with particle momentum is thus given by the simple relation
dC
D
p — = — ds .
d
P
Po

(117)

The integrated relative change of the circumference over one turn is sometimes called a anu
is equal to

To calculate a, it is sufficient to consider an elementary cell of length L (Fig. 6}.
In the small magnet approximation, the orbit dispersion inside the magnet j is deduced
from Eq. (109):

D. (s) =
J

/Mil
2
r
-J
* Y /gT cos
L
2 sin (uo/2) jTi

u

-i
+ u • - u . (s) .
J
2
J

(119J

The expression of a for a cell is
2

c

,

2

_

cos

2Lsin (yo/2) fa J

J

^

,,

_ ^

+

f- —
f i - i<i (^1J — >
2
Pj
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Fig. 6 Elementary cell in the smooth focusing approximation.

where the sum is extended over a magnet length M.

By expanding the cosine to separate i and

j indices, using Eq?. (83) and (S4) and the matrix coefficients (41), a. is transformed into

(121)
21. sin (uo/2) i=i j=i

J

For a smooth focusing, 8 is nearly constant and is equal to the mean value:
(122)

60 = L/p0
deduced from the definition (71) of the phase u:
L

v. - f ds/e r ,
which varies linearly with the distance so that u takes the two values -v^/4, U0/4 in the
bending magnets; a

is thus given by
1 + cos (u/2)

C123?

1, tan (u/2)
The dispersion may not be uniform around the ring.

It is even frequent that a machine has

a zero dispersion in several regions; it can then be split into three parts: n( regular cells
with a c = a ( , n. celJs \,ith a reduced dispersion and a c = a 2 , n 3 cells with no bending magnets (o

= 01.

Kor the full machine, a is, under these conditions,

(124)

The ultimate simplification consists of assuming a small phase advance in a cell (sin uo/2
•v u IT), and all the N cells identical:
• = */N

,

u. = 2TIQ/N ;
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a has then the very simple expression already quoted hy Courapt and Snyder:
a = 1/Q? .
4.3

(125)

Revolution frequencies

The "evolution fremior^y f is the ratio of the particle velot.ty v to the ring circumference J:
f = v./C .

(126)

The logarithmic derivative of f is

As the relativistic parameters £ and -, are related to die momentum p aril the rest energy b,
through the formulae

(128)

and
Y = J\ * (pc/l:.J' ,

!129|

the logarithmic derivative of v or f. is

f-±f-

(130)

and the expression of the dispersio : \>. rcvoluvjon irequt-ncies hith respect to the momentum

n =© I

tl3l)

is given hy
T) = -.;- - 5 .
Y
5.

(152)

FIELD ERRORS
Errors in the magnetic field produce a distortion of the reference trajectories and,
in particular, of the closed orbits in a ring. Thev are due to magnetic inhraiiogeneities
between elements of the same nature and to misalignments of the magnets. The geometrical
definition ef a magnet is given by the three coordinates of position and the three Euler's
angles. The most important sources of geometrical errors are a rotation 69 around the
z-axis, which gives a parasitic radial field
SB = B 68 ,
(135;
*
>
translation errors in the transverse directions for multipoles which give extra fields
3B

y
W x - -g£
«y

6B

and the azinaithal offset of a dipole.

v

y = 13T6x '

(134)
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Some errors can be corrected at their source. This is especially the case when the
same function is fulfilled by several types of magnets, the variety of types being imposed
by the shape of the machine or by the shape of the b.?am. The inhoniogeneity of field from
one family to the other is then no longer random but systematic and may have dramatic effects.
For instance, the properties of the long and short units of the ISR, which are located in
the outer and inner arcs of the machine, respectively, are known to vary with the field
level and there would be a strong fourth harmonic of dipole errors if they were not corrected
by special windings which provide the extra ampere-turns needed to balance the saturation
effects in the iron. In the accelerator jargon, it is said that magnets must satisfy an
accurate "tracking" condition.
Accidental errors can also he corrected, and even eliminated, when they are few and
well individualized (a screwdriver forgotten in a magnet gap!) but, in general, these errors
are random and are compensated by a system of fields of the same nature regularly distributed along the machine, such as radial or vertical f;.e]j magnets or controlled movements of
the quadrupoles.
The orbits are observed with electrostati . pick-ups under the condition that the beam
is bunched. The rtin purpose of their correction is the enlargement of the aperture and,
consequently, the increase of beam intensity. A precise manipulation of the orbit is also
required in many circumstances. Let us quote, as examples: luminosity measurement in protonproton colliders by Van der Meer's method, beam alignment in special equipments such as the
tanks of stochastic cooling systems, collincarit>- of electron and pnsitron beams in a singlepass collider, etc.
S.I

Expression of the oibit distortion

TTIP expression of the orbit distortion due to a fh Id error A!' is formally the same as
that of the rif-momentum orbits. The basic equations (18) are varied with respect to the
field instead of the ""amentum and the inhomopeneous Hill's equation which determines the
coordinate q cf the distorted t>rbit is similar to hq. (951:
q"

+

kh q - - £ ZRy

(13b)

for the horizontal plane. For the vertical plane, Lq. (33) contains the dipole term
(e/pj AR and tq. (56) becomes:
- K cos * - - sin * -=-H n = - AB V cos * .
(137)
I.
d
P
<-)
P x
The dependence on <t is maintained for the sake of generality. Most calculations, however, are restricted to the central orbit for which * is zero everywhere but in dipolcs.
The distortion <5u- of the reference trajectory at a point of curvilinear abscissa s is
related to the deflections <56. due to field errors 6&. at points of curvilinear abscissae
s. by the linear relation:
f\u. = / a. • 6B . .
i

^"^

lj

(158)

J

In the horizontal plane the deflections are
S6 = 60 = - £ AB y •

(139)
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where H is the arc length in the deflector. The coefficients a.. are deduced from the
formulae (103) and (109) by replacing 4(dp/p) by 6*:
transfer channel: a^. = /B iiS- jsin {v^ - u,) + -J-£cos (^ - \i.) * a. sin (jjj - >-.)3f

closed machine:
+ -J- [sin (s

j

TTQ

* u- - u-j * a. cos (- i-Q + •„. - ^. ill •

i

J

J

J

IM1)

M

The various approximations mentioned for the orbit dispersion apply to orbit distortions as
well.
In Jie vertical plane the situation is slightly different, i.et us put
56 = 6X = - AB V I ,
p

(14:,

x

where I is the length of the straight magnet (and not of the arc I.
Exercise 8: Prove that the coefficients a. are given by the expressions
transfer channei: a ; . = •y6~s7 sin (i^ - u-l

closed machine:

i!
a.. = ^—••—^ cos (- "Q •»...- -.) .

(143)

(J4'

In the formulae (140) to (144), the values of 6., «., and .. refer to the entrance to the
magnet. To alleviate the notations no difference has been iiade explicitly between the
horizontal and the vertical plane, but it is clear that the T u s s parameters and the tunes
are not the same for the two planes. A precaution has to be taken lor the phases which are
usually provided by a general optics program; in such a program, the origin of the phases is
at some arbitrary point of the lattice; the solutions (10-1 or (1P8) oi" the inhomogeneous
Hill's equation assume the origin at the observation point; it may seem that this question
of origin is irrelevant since it is always the difference \., - u- which matters; however,
this is true only when the magnet is downstream of the observation point in the optics
program output; when the magnet is upstream of the observation point in the output, the
listeci phase must be increased by 2uQ.
Exercise 9: The lattice of the CERN Antiproton Accumulator (AA) is made of tvo s>perperiods.
Each superperiod has a reflection synjnetry about its midpoint so that he
whole machine has the symmetry properties of an ellipse.
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The lattice characteristics for the quadrant 4B are given in the following
1ist ing.
L I h l D2L/DX2

DISTtM) ANG(HR)

KtH-2)

DK/DX D2K/DX2

Q.O
Z
S

SS 5.7705
Qf
.7500
SS
.4003
6N (1.9700
.7500
QF
SS
Ql)
SS
BW
SS
QF
SS

.7500
5.7703
.7500
,37?S
2.6900
2.5030
.7500
2.5030

O.OCOO
0.0000
0.0000
.4014
0.0000

t.1455
0.000 0.00000 0.C5PD0
6.6955
0.000 -.21419 0.00000
7.295a
0.000 0.00000 0.00000
12.2658 660.611 0.00000 0.00000
.6661
0.000 0.00000 0.00000
13.M61
0.000 .i5692 0.00000

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
-.0276!

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
.4014
-.0496
O.ODOO
0.0000
-.0496

19.9366
0.000 -.21419 -.03350 -.20266
25.7071
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
26.4571
0.000 .15692 0.00000 -.02761
26.8346
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
29.7246 445.093 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
32.2276
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
32.9776
0.000 -.21419 -.03350 -.02806
35.4806
0.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

16.69 - 3031-1.4408
16.61-1 86 70 1.5464
17.40-2
1.4734
7.71-1
.6361
.56 32
7.23-1
-.3609
7.JO 2

.1263
.1404
.1466
.1881
.1899
.19J3

11.02 16.81 -5680 1.3769
21.37
6.66-1 2927 .3631
21.69
6.75 1 2680 -.5147
20.95
7.17 12230 -.5954
11.63 11.91 16815-1.1089
5.28 18.63
6581-1.5777
4.74 18.76 - 1113 1.4164
6.63
12.67 - 6460 1.0152

.2513
.3119
.3173
.3201
.3477
.4015
.4259
.4996

7.91
<}.48
LI.05
51.66
34.60
33.91

.0068
.0951

.4030
.4519
.4788

.CO
.00
.00
1.63
1.91
2.54
.37
.23
.23
.36
.99
.02

.00
.71
.71
.37
.37
.36
.36
.61
.81
.82

a) What is the horizontal tune of a superperiod?
b) There are two types of dipoles BN and BW. What is the horizontal orbit
distortion 5x at the points A (or C) and B (or I)) if the dipole fields are
affected by systematic (or "tracking") errors uB^ and AB..? The particle
momentum is 3.5 * 10 9 eY/c.
Exercise 10: Let a magnet be o{ deflection 0. This magnet is misplaced along the central
closed orbit by a longitudinal offset <5s

lil
The Tviss parameters at the entrance are (B , a , > ). Prove that the maximum value of the orbit distortion 6u, normalized to the 6 function, is
6u|
_ j — sin
/6I
^i 2 sin
Imax
5.2

(145)

Aniplification factor

It is important, especially at the design stage of a machine, to have an estimate of
the sensitivity of the orbit distortion to random field errors. If the field errors are
uniformly distributed in an interval (-6, +6), the orbit will have a maximum distortion 60.
By definition, the amplification factor is
p

• -f •

(14bl

In a transfer channel, the beam is steered from section to section, the phase advance in a
section being of the order of 90°, and there is no cumulative effect. Although such a
steering is also possible in a closed machine (Section 5.3.1), it is not always necessary
and we shall restrict the discussion to the case of an unconnected closed machine.
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The normalized orbit d i s t o r l i o n can be k r i t t e n , using expressions (138) to (144):
,>•

+ « • )6 b . ,

/fi
i
where $ is a phase factor and A an amplitude whose square is
,V =

5
U + lf\' + f-ll
y v
4 s i n 2 ITQ L •
' '
>J

f or the horizontal orbit

(HSi

A2 =

—_
4 s i n ' VQ

for the v e r ' i c a l orbit

1149 j

.

Since the e r r o r s are uncorrelated, the square of ('.u/>Tl- does not contain rectangular ten;::
and the sum over the square terms i s uducee 1 to

In u regular machine, three families of magnets can be d i s t i n g u i s h e d :
rupoles, defocusing quadrupoles, and bending magnets.

In

focus in)1 i;uad-

g n e n plane, the contribution

of the defocusing quadrupoles is negligible because of the snail value of the [--function
these elements.

at

Inside a family, the F-functions are almost the same for each element and

the c o e f f i c i e n t s A are independent of j :

l.'fijj
l o r a uniform e r r o r d i s t r i b u t i o n ,
y

J

•• j

the quadratic sum of the e r r o r s is
.2

1+ " y

^

t'

.

~ T S _ J

2 i

*">

_

. '<2

"••' = ' N T •

when the number of errors is sufficiently large; the relation (151) becomes thus
' z A2?-2

•

(153,

In the case of quadrupolcs, we know from Eqs. (134), (135), (348), and (1491 that

A2 =
4 sin "Q
Before developing the expression of 6u, let us solve a classical exercise.
Exercise 11: Let a FODO cell of length L be made of thin lenses characterized by their
integrated strength kn concentrated over a zero length

(kl/2)

l-kl)
L/2 "

(kl/2)
L/2 *
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i) What are the transfer matrices of each element and the total transfer
matrix?
ii) Identify the total matrix with its Twiss form and deduce that
(k£)L = 4 sin ~
Bt

(154)

1 i sin (u /2)
(155)
sin

where ;i0 is the betatron phase advance in the cell, B+ and 6_ the
B-functions in the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles respectively.
We can now return to the explicit form of the amplification factor for a quadrupole.
If the orbit is observed in a focusing quadrupole where 8 is maximum and equal to B^, Su is
given by

2 sin (*Q) 6xBy replacing (k£) and p by their expressions (154) and (155), we get

Id

1

*5in (M./2)

•u = V V
Vd

,
6x .

•

cos (u II) sin (TTQ)

If we further assume, with sonic likelihood, that
Po
sin (113) ; sin -^- ,
we can note that
1 * sin (uJ2)
cos (vjl) sin (-Q)
is twice the value of (B+/L), which has a flat minimum for the most usual values of a cell
phase advance, and an estimate of the amplification factor for the quadrupoles is:
PQ : /2N ,

(15b)

where N is the number of c e l l s or of quadrupoles of a given type in a ring.
The deflection <50 in a dipole (139) or (142) can be written
66 = <>
t ^
since p = dip.

,

(157)

The orbit d i s t o r t i o n , s t i l l observed in a focusing quadrupole, i s then:

°u - V 6
where B i s the mid-value of the f-function

pc
+

2 sin OQ

in a c e l l :
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The amplification factor Pj, of the dipole errors is defined by
Su

" PB T

(1S8:)

and its explicit form is
1 + sin (u./2)

P

TIL

BV

(159)

>

6N
sin u o • sin (irO)
where N is the number of dipoles or twice the number of cells in a regular machine.
Exeraise IS: We have just defined P., for a ring comprising a single type of magnet of deflection angle <f. Extend the treatment to two families of magnets and deduce
the amplification factor of the dipoles in the Antiproton Accumulator described
in Exercise 9. Compare P., with P^ for this machine.
Exercise 13: LEP is an electron-positron collider of 27 km circumference for particles of
50-120 GeV/c momentum. Calculate P g and P Q knowing that
L

cell = 79 -•

N

cell3 " 288'

N

dipoles "

576

'

^o = ^ 3 >

'Q " V 3

^.

Up to this point, we have considered the effect of field errors randomly distributed
in a machine made of identical cells and emphasis has been put on FODC structures, which
are very widely used in modern accelerators. There is no conceptual difficulty in extending
the treatment of the amplification factor to other cell structures using doublets or triplets
of quadrupoles instead of singlets. More basic is the influence of special inserts in the
lattice. The most famous example of these special focusing sections is the "low-3 insertion",
so-called because at its midj.^int the 8-functicr' and thus the beaut size are very small. A ]ou
6 value in itself has nothing but advantages; the drawback is that in a straight section the
S variation is parabolic (Exercise 8, Section 3.2.2):

where 60 is the minimum (low) 6- The steep rise of the 6-function is limited by focusing
quadrupoles, but in one plane at a time only so that the B value can reach gigantic values
inside some quadrupoles (up to several kilometres). The sensitivity of the closed orbit
becomes so critical to quadrupole misalignments that one must avoid a cumulation of these
errors along the machine by a dedicated beam steering. The interest of a statistical treatment is then limited to those field errors which are geneiated by residual beam steering
errors.
5.3

Orbit correction

The analysis of the various amplification factOis shows that it is not sufficient to rely
on stringent field tolerances or alignment precisions to keep the peak-to-peak orbit distortions within a few millimetres. A correction procedure is necessary. After a redefinition
of the cential orbit, we shall discuss three methods of orbit correctior: bumps, harmonics,
best correctors.
5.3.1 Experimental definition of the central ovbit
The discussion of the orbit correction is limited, for the time being, to the central
orbit and the correctors create dipole fields only. Off-momentum orbit correction may be
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important too but it is so closely related to the chromaticity correction that it will be
studied in Section 7.
The central orbit has been defined for a perfect machine as the closed orbit which
passes through the centre of the quadrupoles. A connection between a perfect and a real
machine is given by the length of the central orbit which can be accurately measured via
the revolution frequency of a bunch of particles should the particle momentum be known and
the main dipole field properly adjusted.
Another determination of the central momentum can be obtained using the pick-up electrodes. The central orbit x . at a certain azimuth of the machine is related to the measured
oj

position x i via the relation (Section 4.1):
x . = x . - D . ^E .
1

01

XI

(160)

p

The momentum error Ap/p can be deduced from two equivalent c r i t e r i a .
i) Cancellation of the zero-th harmonic of the normalized orbit distortion (Section 3.3.2):

k

f — do = 0 ,

or by replacing the integral by a discrete sum over the pick-up stations:

L

x

o'

a^d, by substituting x ., deduced from Eq. (100), in (lbl), we get

i = 1, ..., n

*e.
where r, is the number of pick-up stations.
ii) Minimisation of the norm of the orbit vector (x .j vith respect to Ap/p:

The derivative ol the norm with respect to Ap/p i? zero if Ap/p satisfies the condition

The discrepancy {(Ap/p) between the values of Ap/p determined by revolution frequency
and pick-up measurement gives a measure of the systematic misalignment 6x of the pick-up
stations:

as can be deduced from a simplified form of Eq. (162) in vhich the orbit is observed at
azimuths of equal B-function, and where TT7 is the mean value of the orbit dispersion in the
pick-ups.
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5.2.2 Local correction ("Bvmp")
When a particle is kicked at a given point on the reference trajectory, it oscillates
about this trajectory under the effect of the magnetic restoring forces and crosses the
unperturbed trajectory at a distance T away from the initial kick. The oscillation is
interrupted and the particle follows the reference trajectory if at this very point it receives a deflection equal in strength and direction to the first one. The principle of
orbit deformation over half a betatron havelength can be applied to straighten the orbit
piecewise around a machine.
In practice, two magnets may not be located ^ apart; a third magnet is then to be inserted to satisfy the condition of locality of the deformation. A general statement can be
drawi from the above remarks:
"The number of magnets or pick-up electrodes required to correct an orbit
distortion is of the order of 4 to b per betatron wavelength".
For the manipulation of the closed orbit inside a certain region it happens frequently
that not only the orbit position but also the orbit angle has tc be controlled. lour conditions are then fulfilled using four magnets:
i) zero distortions at the end of the last magnet (index ?)
ii) zero angle at the end of the last magnet
iiij given orbit position at the observation point (index 0)
iv) given orbit angle at the observation point

i

0

i -ij «j • o

(!(•-'

11.11.

E.;, • v .

• f •••: •

m i s t h e number of magnets u p s t r e a m of t h e o b s e r v a t i o n p o i n t .
f i n e d by Hqs. (1401 o r | 1 4 J | .

The L O c f f u r . T . t s a . • a r e d e -

The r e l a t i o n s ( l b S ) and (167) a r e deduced from t]t--J\ and !](•!•

by d e r i v a t i o n w i t h r e s p e c t t o s a t ' h e l a s t magnet and a t t h e o b s e r v a t i o n p o i n t u s i n g t h e
r e l a t i o n s {bi)

for

and (71) so t h a t t h e c o e f f i c i e n t ? a ' ,

( i = f,

(H a r e

t h e h o r i z o n t a l p l a n e and

c o s

for t h e v e r t i c a l

plane.

Exercise 14: How can the "bump" equations be simplified when the magnets are located ^\r
.iietrically about the observation point?
Apply the equations to the design of vertical and horizontal "bumps". ui:h
zero slope, at the ends of the a-es of the Antiproton Accumulator iLjercisc
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5.3.3 Harmonic correction
We have seen that the solution of the inhoniogeneous Hill's equation (Section 3.3.2] can
be expressed in terms of a relation between the Fourier components of the orbit and the
Fourier components of properly weighted field errors. The spectrum of the orbit distortion
has peaks at har, ionic numbers close to the tune of the machine. The cancellation of these
harmonics is therefore efficient to reduce the overall orbit distortions: this is the
principle of a harmonic correction. This formalism is also well adapted to the correction
of systematic defects which have a clear harmonic structure.
The normalized orbit distortion can be written:

a +7! a, cos (ke) + £ b ,
/BIT) ° k k
kK

sin

(ke)

(170)

with

k

* J /BfeT
in (k6) d6 .

(172)

-7T

As the orbit is observed at discrete places 6. separated by intervals 49., the integrals
can be replaced by sums over the number of observations.
ak = i ^ —

cos (kO^ • A6 i

(175)

, r-> U-

i. = -/_,— sin (ke.) -46. .
"
' i /8T

(174)

The same analysis can be repeated for the correcting magnets via the function F(6) and we
define the coefficients:
c, =~T.$2-/2 (66.) cos (k8.) • A6.

k

T. j

-j

° jJ

SU1

• j

(175)

j '

AS the notations of the previous sections are maintained, some confusion may arise: 6. is the
azimuth u/Q of a corrector, A6. is the azimuthal separation between two consecutive correctors, (66.) is the deflection angle (139), (142).
The orbit vector X contains the Fourier coefficients of the normalized orbit:

k = 1

h ,

(177)

h being the maximum number of harmonics to correct. The components of the correction vector
A are the deflections (6G.):
&

= (66.) ,

j = 1, ..., m ,

(178)
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where m is the total number of correctors. The correction matrix is
Jt = 1, .... h ,

j=1

m

(179)

with, according to the relation (112),
(180)

Q 2 - k2

(181)

The equation of correction is
A * -A"

(182)

The matrix A is inverted once and for all so that the computation is straightforward. Good
results are obtained, especially when the correctors are evenly distributed along the ring
(Fig. 7). It has the disadvantage of soliciting all the correctors and that may be felt as
a heavy burden in the operation of big machines.

If the corrector is a magnet, it is con-

nected to its own power supply and the reliability of a system of many power supplies is
questionable.

If the correction is performed by translation of quadrupoles, one is reluctant

for various practical reasons to displace many elements. These remarks also apply to the
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"bump" method when it is generalized to all the sections of a machine. The method of the
best correctors has been introduced to obviate these difficulties.
5.2.4

Method_o£^t^_beBt_ggTTeotqP3

The method of the best correctors is conceived to obtain an efficient orbit correction
with a small number of magnets selected out of all those which are available.

It relies on

a principle of correlation between the measured orbit distortion and the effect of single
magnets.

If the set of correctors coincides with the set of errors, the correlation be-

comes a causality and, conceptually, a full error correction annuls the orbit distortion.
However, a perfect correction is illusory because the orbit is not observed everywhere but
sampled at the pick-up stations and there are measurement errors. Moreover, the field errors
belong to a certain distribution. The biggest contribution to the orbit distortion comes
from the errors in the tails of the distribution and, fortunately, there are few of them.
These considerations tend to prove that an orbit distortion can be corrected by a snail number of magnets, and experience in fact confirms this intuition.
All the variables are in the real space. The orbit vector is
X = (x^ ,

i = 1, ..., n .

(183)

The correction vector is [Eqs. (139), (142)^:
\

== C66.)
C66.) ,,

jj = 1, .... k ,

k $m

(184)

and the correction matrix fEqs. (140), (141), (143), (144)]:

\ == (ay)
(ay) ,,

i = l, . . . , n ;

j = l, ....

kirn.

(185)

The solution of the linear system
X • AmAn, - 0

(186)

is determined by tlv search of its "pivots". The term "pivot" is classical in linear algebra.
It may surprise in the present context. We shall show in a moment that the "pivot" of the
mathematicians is identical with the "best corrector" of the optician.
The system (186) is solved by successive approximations. At each iteration k, the
norm of the residual vector
Yj. = X + A k A k

(187)

is minimized. The process is stopped when the norm of Y, is smaller or equal to the norm
of the measurement errors.

If the orbit position is measured with a precision ±6 and the

error distribution is uniform, the norm of the measurement errors is nS2/3.

The calculation

may be abridged if the peak-co-peak orbit distortion is inferior to a given tolerance. The
norm of Yj. is the inner proi. uct
HYjjf = (X + A k A k ) T (X + A k A k ) .

(188)

2
The k corrections (56., j = 1, ..., k) which make ||Y,
K || minimum satisfy the "normal equations":
J

d||YkH2
= 0 .

(189)
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Let us define the vectors

e.

all of whose components are zero but the j-th one which is equal to 1. The product Ae. is
the j-th column of A.

The explicit form of Eq. (189) is
. X T A e, + £ A T A e

= 0 ,

j - 1, .... k .

(190)

Each equation is scalar and has this simple form because each term written as a product of
matrices is equal to its transpose. The k equations (190) can be condensed into the single
matrix equation

X T Ak + &l A £ A k = 0 ,

(191)

whose solution is
A

k V " 1 Ak x •

The matrix Afc is not square; the product (A^ A^.)"1 A^ is called the "generalized inverse"
of A. in the sense of the least squares method. By substituting Eq. (192) into (188), the
expression of the norm of the residual orbit is
||YkH2 = X T X + X T A k A k .

(193)

As a column of A^ is the effect on the orbit of a corrector of unit strength, the inner
product of the orbit vector X by a column of A. can be interpreted as the degree of correlation of a particular corrector with the orbit. At the first iteration, k may be equal
to 1, 2, ... or m, and there are m hmer products to compare. The largest one corresponds
to the "best corrector" or to the "pivot" kj. The amplitude of the correction is given by
Eq. (192):

n

t aik, xi
6 e k>

- -£ 1

.

(194)

£ **?
The first and kj-th columns of A^ are then interchanged.
the best corrector before calculating its strength.

Let us note that we have determined

It would be natural to pursue the method

at the second iteration by solving (m - 1) systems of 2 x 2 normal equations, calculating
the residual norms for each solution, and choosing the corrector k2 which gives the minimum
residual norm; then, the second and k.,-th columns of A are interchanged. At the third stage,
(m - 2) systems of 3 x 3 equations would be treated and so on. However, the computation is
not only long, it is known to be ill-conditioned numerically. Many methods have been developed in the field of the least squares theory (Given, Householder, Lanczos, modified GramSchniidt, deflation, etc.). We shall sketch Golub's method, which is articulated about two
main arguments:

,
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i) Simplification of the normal equations by transforming the matrix A into 5 triangular
matrix. The system can thus be solved by back substitution,
ii) Search of the pivot before the actual calculation of the correction.
Let us first recall two theorems.
Theorem I; The norm of a vector is invariant by an orthogonal transformation.
Proof:

Let a vector v be a norm ||v|| such that

llvll2 = v T v
and an orthogonal transformation characterized by the matrix P:
PT P = I .

(195)

Then the vector Pv has the same norm as v since:
||Pv||2 =

(Pv)
T T
= V P Pv

= livll 2 •
Theorem II: There exists a class of orthogonal transformation, the Householder transformation,
which has the property:
Pv = j|v|| e j .

(196)

The only non-zero component of the in;age vector is the first one, which is equal
to the norm of the source vector. If v is an n-vector, P is characterized by
a matrix P (n x n) constructed with the elements of v using the formula:
P = I -•

(197)

with
(198)
Let us now come back to the problem of the least squares. The successive application
of Householder's transformations to the subcolumns a. (j = k, .... m; k • 1, 2, ... ) acf
cumulates zeros under the upper diagonal. The transformed
matrix A 1 at the k-th stage is
A (k)

. Q (k) Q ( k - 0 ... Q C O

A

(199)

with

<k - 1) x (k - 1)

(200)
(n - k + 1) x (n - k + 1)
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The structure of A ^ i s
R
xk

k x (m - k)

(201)
(n - k) * (m - k>

The residual vector is
Y * AA + X .
As its norm is unchanged by orthogonal transfonnation, we can -as well consider the vector
Q (k) Q (k-.)

_

Q

( i ) yf

(202)

which can be rewritten:
k) .A (k) (A] + x (k)

(203)

with

(204)

(205)

The structure of Y^' i s

(206)

The norm o f Y ^

i s minimum i f :

is minimum
HA + Xp 1 ' 0 •
Let us M k e explicit the first condition. The orbit vector
be written:

(207)
at the k-th iteration can
(208)

or, using Eq. (200),

- Ck)

I

(209)
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k

By comparing Eqs. (2C5) and (209), the norm of x£ * i s such that

!|X 2 (1 °|| 2 - ||P k Xp-'>|| s - He]" Pk X&'^U1 •
The first term on the right-hand side is simply ||Xp~ l '||* and i s fixed. The second tern
is a function of the subcolum a\ * to which the Householder transformation is applied:
(211)

Its expression is thus:
(212)

The coefficients p, generalize the concept of correlation which was introduced at the
beginning of this section. The pivot k corresponds to the largest p£ and the colians are
interchanged.

The system (207), which represents the triangular form of the normal equations,

can then be solved.
The two goals which were aimed at, pivot search without correction calculation and
correction calculation by back substitution, have thus been reached, fin orbit correction
program, MICADO, based on Golub's procedure, has been coded and successfully tested on many
accelerators even on the Super Superconducting Collider, a planned machine whose circumference attains a hundred miles in its largest version (E. Cxirant). Figure 8 gives an
example of a correction performed at the ISR.
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Exercise is: In order to become familiar with Householder'r transformations, apply Golub's
method to the matrix

and to the vector

Check the result with the generalized inverse of A.
6.

GRADIENT ERRORS
6.1 Betatron tuie and B-fmction measurements
6.1.1 Betatron tune measurements
The modern way of measuring.the betatron tune is based on the observation of the Schottlcy
signals. When a particle passes through a pick-up electrode it generates a 6-fimction and
the same signal is repeated at each turn:

M

II

f

T|= revolution period

Analysed in Fourier series, this signal has a spectrun of lines separated by the revolution
frequency f Q . If, in addition, the particle undergoes a betatron oscillation of frequency
Q, the spectrun consists of side lines at the frequency (n ± Q)f0 about the revolution frequency harmonics.

; 1,1 1,1 1,1 1,1 ,
t
(n-q)f| (n»q)f|
All the frequencies are accurately read on the spectruai analyser and the deciaal part q of
Q is deduced from the spacing between the side lines and the central line at a given harmonic n of the revolution frequency. The integer part of Q predicted theoretically is always
trusted. In practice, the particles have a spread in •o—ntti and thus in revolution frequency. The lines become bands with a width:
Af - (n ± Q) 4f, ± «Q f, .

AlJ
If

C213)
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The spread in revolution frequencies Afg is related to the momentum spread Ap normalized
to the central momentum p 0 through the n parameter -which is a property of the lattice
(Section 4.3)

f7 *n Po
The spread in betatron tune AQ is related to ip/p0 by

AQ » Q' f ,

C214)

so that
(n ± Q)n ± Q' .

(215)

This formula may serve as a principle to measure Q'. Rather than to evaluate the width of
a side band, it is preferable to scan the spectrum and look at those harmonics for which
one side band has a vanishing width. This is especially interesting in the course of a
chromaticity correction when all the tunes are not yet under control and their determination is uneasy, in particular at the edges of the aperture.

Adi

i

,1 Regions where 0.' measurements are relevant

6.1.2 Betatron function measurements
Ke shall see that a change in betatron tune Q is associated with a change in gradient
AG by the relation (247):
£
A(

J ' *f / fB AG ds •

The change in gradient is produced by a known change in a quadrupole current. The tune Q is
measured before and afteT the perturbation so that the average value of 8 in the quadrupole
is

ds
•

*

/

' TeTpfl^ •

<?»>

6.2 Gradient correction
A Mgnet, even made with infinite care, cannot be perfect because of its ends.

In the

centre of iron electromagnets, the field is determined by the pole profile and can be very
pure. At the extremities of the magnet, the three-dimensional shape of the poles and the
ends of the coils have to be taken into account. The quality of the field is determined by
the syanetry of the Mgnet.

At the end of the dipole Mgnet, there are 6-, 10-, 14-, ...

pole terms in addition to the cUpole component; in a quadrupole magnet, extra 12-, 20-, 28-,
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... poles are present. Especially in the regions of high orbit dispersion, these spurious
terms have to be compensated. The practical rule consists of imposing a given radial variation on the integral of the field over the longitudinal coordinate inside the useful aperture of the magnet. The end effects are compensated cither in the pole profile when the
magnet is small as compared to the betatron wavelength (focusing elements) or at the ends
when the magnet length is a noticeable proportion of the betatron wavelength (bending elements) . The pole profile or the ends can also be altered to include a wanted roultipole
component. Lastly, a gradient correction scheme may be obtained with a dedicated set of
multipole magnets: the chranaticity, which will be discussed in the next section, is frequently corrected by sextupole magnets.
6.2.1 Pole profile correction
Let us recall seme facts about two-dimensional magnetic fields in complex notation.
The complex potential is
w(z) • at z + a 2 z 2 + - + a n z n

(217)

for a 2-, 4-, ..., 2n-pole field, z is the affix of a point on the equipotential line, the
pole in the present case:
z - x + iy .

(218)

The complex magnetic field is
Aw
B

• a r •By + i B x •

AmpSre's theorem is expressed by
z

Im [ B dz - vonl

Im (w) - ponl ,

(220)

where nl is the number of ampere-turns of one magnet coil. The complex potential can thus
be written:
w(z) = u + i (uonl) ,

(221)

where u is the vector potential. The above expression can be regarded as a parametric
representation of the pole since to each value of the parameter u corresponds an affix z:
z • w" 1 (u + iuonl) .

(222)

When the function w cannot be inversed analytically, it is necessary to resort to a numerical
complex root finder.
A classical problem is the design of it quadrupole. The caeplex potential is then:
w(z) - a 2 z 1 .
After Magnetic neasuraeent of a prototype or three-dimensional magnetic computations, one
finds that the f i e l d integral contains unwanted 12- and 20-poles due to the ends:
B y (x) t • (2a, x + 6a, x ' • 10a,, >:») * ,
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where «. is the theoretical length of the magnet. The pole profile will then be altered
according to the law:
w(z) - a 2 z 2 - (a, z 6 • a 10 z">) §- '
o
where %, is the magnet length. The new shape of the profile results frcm the solution of
an equation of type (221), in which the parameter u varies in ah interval which is almost
the same as for the pure quadrupole. To complete the pole design, seme empirical refinements
are needed in order to adjust the ends of the profile, which may have a special shape, and
because the coefficient Z/i.o is only approximate.
Exercise 16: Find the exact equation of a magnet pole which includes quadrupole and sextupole
components. Prove that the points of arguments (± TT/3, ± 2n/3) are the same
for this magnet and for the p u r e quadrupole of the same number of ampere-tums.
Answer:

x
where
r 0 : inscribed radius of the quadrupole without a sextupole component
G •' field gradient
G': radial derivative of the field gradient.

6. Z.2 End correction
The correction at the end of a magnet must be treated in the central orbit reference
frame. Let us consider the parabolic end of a dipole:

Its equation in the dipole reference frame is

Z-i-

(223)

By convention, the radius of curvature R is negative for a concave face and positive for a
convex face. The same parabola in the central orbit reference frame is defined by<the
equation:

£ .

-J\ -2
V

cos! •,

C2Z4)

R

)

The variation of angle at the traversal of the end is derived fran the basic equation (18):
A(sin •) - - | ,
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where I is th" length of the segment AB. The above equation limited to the second order
in x/i'. becomes using (224):
dCsin <{.) =

—
.
2pR cos3 *0

(225)

When this deflection is compared with the deflection in a thin sextupole:
A(sin 40 = - | CK'£) x 2 ,
the parabolic end of a dipole is equivalent to a thin sextupole of integrated strength:
(K'£) =

.
(226)
pR cos3 <t>o
Concave and convex faces are focusing and defocusing, respectively, in the horizontal plane.
The situation is just the opposite in the vertical plane.
Exercise 17: Redo the above calculation in the vertical plane.
At the end of a quadrupole, the magnet and central orbit reference frames are the same
and a variation of length
I = {M

*H ,
n!

(227)

has the same effect on the integrated gradient as a Z(n+2)-pole component in the profile:
a parabolic face produces an octupole-like term, a cubic face a decapole-like term, etc.
6.3 Tune errors and B-function distortions
The alteration of the focusing properties of a magnetic structure will be derived for
a magnetic channel and for a periodic structure independently to the first order. The perturbation treatment of the tune error is then extended to the second order and the interpretation of the obtained formula introduces the concept of mismatch which will be exploited
in the treatment of some aspects of the chromaticity corrections (Section 7).
6.S.I Magnetic channel
A portion (1-2) of a transfer line is composed of two parts defined by transfer matrices
A and B:
A
1

'

J?

'

g
i

reference state
' perturbed state
2

If a perturbation is introduced in the first part of the line, the matrix A becomes
A* - A + M .

(228)

The full transfer matrix of the section (1-2) is
R* - R + AR

(229)

iR - R(A-' M ) .

(230)

with
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Let us define the matrix C:
C •= A" 1 M .

(231)

When several perturbations are present, R is given by
R - B_(A» + AAJ ... B 2 (A 2 + M 2 ) B/Aj + M , ) .

(232)

By introducing the transfer matrix Ri, which connects the origin with the entry to the i-th
element, the perturbation of R can be written:

AR

K

i 4 Ki #

(233)

As the matrix C is of permanent use in the following, several exercises are proposed in order
to get acquainted with its significance.
Exereiae IB: Show that the matrix C of an infinitely short lens is

f ° "I
AK is the perturbation of the focusing force (e/p)G.
Exercise 19: What is the matrix C of a focusing quadrupole whose transfer matrix is given in
Exercise 6?
Exerciae 20: Prove that the repetition of calculations for focusing and defocusing quadrupoles
can be avoided with the following conventions:
Type of quadrupole
Notation

F

K
c
d

cos
sin

D

+
COih

sinh

Exercise 21: The focusing is not the same on an off-momentum orbit as on the central orbit
because incidence and exit angles, curvatures and focusing strengths are altered
by the change in momentum. Determine the matrix C in the two following cases:
i) Dipole with parallel faces (Exercise 5)
Answer:
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«hen

on the central orbit
ii) Edge focusing (Expression 37)
Answer:

for a dipole.
Exercise 22: In all the above examples,
Tr (C) = 0 .
Find a counter-example.
Answer:

The trace of C is not zero in a dipole whose exit angle is different from the
entrance angle on the central orbit.

From now on, we shall not consider special cases of the type of Exercise 22 and we shall
take for granted that
Tr (C)" = 0 .
This property is fundamental for the determination of the tune of a periodic machine (Section 6.3.2). In a transfer line, it is only the perturbation of the o-matrix (Section 3.2.2)
which is relevant:
Ao2

- AR o , RT + R o, ART .

(234)

T

Since a * a , the first element of Ao i s

"
T

1

A62 - 2{AR o, R } n - 2{RC o, R } ^ .

(235)

By substituting the expanded form of R:
R - 6 cos (p2 - Mj) + H sin (u 2 -

vj

in the expression of £B 2 , one gets
A$2 - {GC a, G 1 },, [1 + cos 2 (u2 - i ^ ) ]
+ {HCa, H T } n [ l - c o s 2 (y, - y , ) ]
+ 2{GC o, H T } M sin 2 (u2 - ir) .

(236)

With some patience, but without meeting special difficulties, ve find
•j-

• r, cos 2 (p2 - v,) • Ej sin 2 (u2 - \ij

(237)
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AB,

- g - - £,

COS

2 (u2 - p : ) + ^ sin 2 (v 2 - M^

(238)

by putting

l

Exercise 22: How does one find the expression of Aa2 without too much pain?
6.3.2

Period_of a circular machine

Let us consider a period of length L:
,i

M
l-

2

R

A

reference state

i A*

perturbed state

I t s transfer matrix in the reference s t a t e i s
M= A R

(241)

and can be identified with Eq. (90):
M = I cos Vo * J sin ii0 .
In the perturbed s t a t e , M becomes
M* •= (A + AA) R

(242)

so that i t s variation i s
AM = AA R ,
which can be rewritten, using the matrix C,
JM = H R-' C R .

(243)

The change of tune AQ and the distortion of the B-function AB2/B at point 2 are derived
from the matrix elements of AM:

m]2

•gf * sun^ L " 5 ! " " c c s p° '

i

Using the property (93) and the expression of R (80), AM i s given by

I;

AM - [ V 1 cos (u, - U2 - Uo) + H"1 sin {vl - u2 - liJJ C £G cos (p, - u 2 ) + H sin (u, - y 2 )J

j
\:

Since the trace of a matrix i s a linear operator and i s invariant in a similarity transformation, Tr (AM) i s simply given by
Tr (AH) = -j sin p 0 • Tr (G"1 C H - H"1 C G)
and
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For a thin lens, the only non-zero element is c 21 and we find the well-known result:
AQ = ^ r B 1 (AK £) 1 .

(247)

For the expression of AB2/82, the terms in cos u0 and sin nD cancel and the final re-

cos [2(u, - v2) - v o ] + r, sin [ 2 ^ - P 2 ) - v o ] l

- (248)

and

(249)
Still in the case of a thin lens, I, is the only non-zero coefficient equal to Bt c 2 j and
AB2/B2 takes the form

i

sinyo

(- AK SL) 6 cos lHvi - V ) - u 0 ] .

(250)

This expression is similar in its form to the closed-orbit formula: the phases are doubled
and B replaces /B. The presence of sin VD in the denominator indicates an instability of the
betatron oscillations excited by gradient errors when the tune is a multiple of half an
integer.
The method which has been adopted permits a numerical evaluation of the perturbations
of Q (246) and 6 (248) using closed formulae for the coefficients r (239) and I (240) and
the coefficients c - of the matrix C (233).

It differs a little from Courant and Snyder's

approach since the hypothesis on the zero trace of C had to be introduced and the integration
through long elements is automatically done. However, the classical integral form of the
perturbations of Q, 6, and a is easily found from the expressions (233), (247), and (250):

AQ « -^J AK(o) 6(0) do ,

W

=

(251)

s+L
s+L

2 static

J
s

^ W BOO • cos 2 CP(O) - ii(s) - irtfl do ,

(252)

s+L

- a(s) ^ - -2 sin^nQ) /

m<3) B(o)

*sin 2 ^ ^ ) " U(s) -T.Q] do .
(253)

6.3.3 Amplification factor of the g diatortion
The quadratic form

(254)
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does not depend on the betatron phase advance and can be used to evaluate the effect of
random gradient errors. The procedure is exactly the same as for the closed orbit (Section 5.2).
An amplification factor P o , which relates the maximum relative B distortion to random
p
gradient errors uniformly distributed in the interval (-6j., +6^), is dtfined by

Exercise 23: Find the expressions of P g for the various cases analysed in Section 5.2.
6.3.4
In some cases (Section 7.3), the focusing perturbations are so strong that they cannot
be described correctly by a first-order perturbation. Second- and even third-order perturbations should be performed. However, the calculations get heavier and heavier and it
is pointless to establish lengthy approximate formulae when a good optics program can calculate correct tune variations automatically. Instead, we shall endeavour to give insight
into the causes for dramatic tune variations and to prescribe a method which reduces the
amplitude of these variations.
Let a period be affected by two explicit focusing errors
M
J

A, , B, [ A;

B; t

reference state

A?

B2

perturbed state

B|

2 A*

The unperturbed transfer matrix is
M = B 2 A 2 Bl A, .

(256)

Let us express B, and B2 as functions of M and R2:
B

i = R2 A"1

(257)

B2 = M R"1 A"1 .
i

The perturbed matrix i s

|
(

(2S8)

M* • B2 (A2 + M 2 ) Bj [A, + Mj)

(259)

A 2 M » B 2 &A2 Bj M j ,

(260)

and the second-order term is

j:

i

which can be rewritten using Eqs. (257) and (258) and the matrices C:
I-

A 2 M = M R;1 C 2 R 2

[

R r an elementary
perturbation over a length ds, the matrix C has been calculated in
Exercise
18:

0

CJ

.

0)

1 0J
The product matrices R 2 Cj and M R 2 ' C^ are, respectively,

(261)

.
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R 2 C,, - [G, COS (M2 - p,) • H2 sin (pf -

Pj)]

(2

J (-AKj ds,)

O

/g^

o j c o s <". " V

+

^-a2 /67F

oj

sin

(262)
and

MR;1 C 2 - [G; 1 COS (Ml - p, - pQ) • H;1 sin (P2 - P, - Mo)] (j

|Y o

o^i

- (-AK2 ds,) M jgjg-

0J

0J

-/^

cos (y2 - p, - p.) * Uj^TBT

(-M2 ds2)

<n
Oj

sin

1
(^ - », - ».) I
(263)

1

The trace of the full product MR^ Ct R 2 C1 has a simple form:
Tr (d*M) - - -j AKt 8! dSj AK 2 62 ds £ jcos uo - cos [^2(p2 - w t ) - u 0 j ^ •

(264)

The second-order tune change is

or, by substituting Eq. (264) in the right-hand side of Eq. (26S):

ds 2 .
(266)
The interpretation of the terms on the right-hand side of the above expression is particularly
interesting. The first term is, within a multiplicative factor, the square of the first-order
tune change AQ. The multiplicative factor contains tan v 0 in the denominator and, once more,
the multiples of half integer values have to be avoided by the tune. The second integral
in the second term represents the accumulation of the g distortion, at point 1, due to all
the other focusing errors. The expression (266) takes thus the compact form:
L
A2

Q * t5Tu7 W »

!+

^F /

AK s

< i) A e ( s P ds. •

(267)

In order to keep the second-order tune variation as low as possible, a scheme of gradient
corrections must not only limit the first-order tune change but also avoid a propagation
of the B-function distortion. We shall see that the second requirement is directly related
to the concept of "nismch".
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6.4 Mismatch of an insertion in a regular lattice
In this section, we consider a machine composed of two regions which have distinct intrinsic Twiss parameters at their interface
I
2

Insertion

Pi —

Rj —

ty

—|— Regular lattice
1
Pf 5 Pi

——

Ri

|
2
— Pi

otj } ot|

ai

We call "intrinsic" Twiss parameters those which are calculated for each part considered as
a single period independently of the other part of the machine. The mismatch of the two
regions is defined by
AB = B t - Bj

(268)

Aa = c^ - it .

(269)

We take as a reference the 6 and a values of tl* regular lattice and call them 6, and a1,
respectively. The transfer matrix of the insertion is then characterized by (Bj, Oj) at
the entrance and (Bt, a t ) at the end (point 1); B t and a t are traced from (B,, a^ with the
formulae derived for a transfer channel.
Let us consider a reference state where the insertion is matched; the total transfer
matrix is
M'BR,
where B is the matrix of the regular lattice and R the matrix of the insertion. If the insertion is perturbed by gradient errors, H becomes

M*-BB*
- M R"1 R* .
M can be written:
M • I cos p 0 + J sin

P0

.

R and R* have the expressions:
R « G cos (Pj - p 2 ) + H sin

(P X - li2)

R - G-. cos (p+ - p,) + H,. sin (pt - p )
i-;

j

and the expanded form of M* is

r
|

M* - {G"1 cos (p, - P, + P 2 ) + H"1 sin (p0 - P, + P 2 ) H G t cos (pt - p 2 ) + ^ sin (ut - p a )} .

[•i

(270)

[

S.4.1 Stability criterion
By calculating the trace of M*, it turns out, as expected, that it does not depend on
the observation point. The result is
2
, (271)
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where e is an extra phase shift due to the mismatch:
a

tan e -

A ' at6i
^ \ ^ '

(272)

and
Ap = P t - U, •

(273)

As (/6J7&^ + /S t ; /e i ) i s a t least equal to 2, cos y* i s larger than cos (yo + Ay - e ) . The
machine i s stable if:
nir +

E

- 6po < u + Ay < mi + e + 6u0 ,

where 6u0 i s the half width of the stopband and i s defined by
2

cos 6p =

(274)

In the case of a weak mismatch, 6v0 i s given by a more elegant formula:

(27s)

V^
where W, is an operator 3 la Courant and Shyder:
Wj (AB, - An) =fej(Aa) 2 - 2 ^ (Aa)(AB) + Y ^ A B ) 2 .

(276)

6.4.2 B distortion
The perturbed value of 8 at the end of the structure (point 2) is
2

sinu*

The detailed expression of BJ is:
02

cos

(277)
This expression is exact but heavy to manipulate. Its font in the case of a weak Miswatch
is nuch easier to understand:
Af5
1
If
i1
7 " 2 sin (u, » AU) | K " o, -gj-J

AS,
h

AB
1
- -g-2- sin [u, - Ay + 2 Gij - y , ) ] l

(27«)
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or, in terms of the width of the gradient stopband 6pc:

(279)

The interpretation of the above expressions helps in the understanding of certain aspects
of the chromaticity correction.
CHROMATICITY
Section 4 was devoted to the effect of the particle momentum spread on the orbits. The
present section deals with the focusing on the off-momentum orbits. By definition, the
chromaticity is the variation of the betatron tune with momentvm. The origin of the chromatic effect lies in the focusing strength k defined by Eq. (57), and in the boundary conditions for the integration of this equation.
For the central orbit, the momentum p has a nominal value p 0 , whereas it is
P " Po
on an off-momentum orbit. The focusing strength, which is given en the central orbit by
Eqs. (S4) and (55):
k

h =PT

(280)

"* x-0
e

sin *

x«0

(281)

°J

for the horizontal and vertical planes respectively, becomes on an off-momentum orbit:
o*

n
d(Ap/p ) v"

+

"J

', 2 I D ]
d(Ap/p ) " » '

+

"•••

(282)

First-order perturbations due to variations of the boundary conditions were introduced
in Exercise 21, where they are expressed by the terms in Bj. M l the formalism developed in
the previous section is readily applicable to the chromaticity problem.
Exeroiae S3: Show that the matrix C which characterizes the change of length of a straight
section on an off-roomentun orbit is

1°
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when the expansion with respect to Ap/po is limited to the second order.
As has been explained in the general introduction, the natural chrcnaticity cannot be
tolerated in sost cases. The first-order correction of the focusing strength requires a
field whose gradient varies linearly with Ap/p0• We have seen (Section 4) that the radial
position x of the off-amentum orbits was related to dp/p0 through the dispersion function
D :

x
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Therefore, a magnet whose field gradient has a linear radial variation can correct the
chromatic focusing errors of the quadrupoles should it be placed in a dispersive region.
Such a magnet is a sextupole characterized by the quadratic variation of its magnetic field:
B ' \ if? x 2 .

(283)

6 > if? x

(284)

K = K' x ,

(285)

Its field gradient is

and its focusing strength

with
K' . -£- if? .
Po 3x2
Expressed in terms of the orbit dispersion, K is given by
K - K' D v p- .

(286)

(287)

The analysis which has just been made for the sextupole can be repeated for quadratic,
cubic, ... focusing errors using octupole, decapole, ... to correct them. The general
focusing strength is

K

-#kgf-

C288)

For a given value of Ks the higher the orbit dispersion, the lower the value of K ^ . This
remark may seem to be trivial but there is often a conflict between the definition of the
physical aperture and the chromaticity correction which require contradictory values of
orbit dispersion. The problem concerns the stability of large-amplitude oscillations which
are very sensitive to the magnitude of the non-linear fields and it may be wise to increase
somewhat the physical aperture in order to improve the "dynamic" aperture sometimes in a
dramatic manner.
7.1 Chromaticity correction with two families at each order
In the process of chromaticity correction, one must keep in mind, as an obsession, that
the multipole scheme will be tested against its stability for large-amplitude oscillations
by particle tracking through the lattice. The results of the particle tracking may confirm
the quality of the multipole configuration — or ruin it. A first precaution consists of
minimizing, as far as possible, the strength of the multipole components. A good criterion
of this qualitative statement is the limitation of the effect of a given aultipole component
to the order of correction it is made for: sextupoles correct the linear dependence of the
tune, octupoles the quadratic variations, etc. To correct quadratic effects with sextupoles,
for instance, is a very dangerous garble.
The betatron tune can be expanded in power series:
• ... .

(289)
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The tunes in the horizontal and vertical planes are independent and, to the first order in
Ap/p0, two families of sextupoles (SF, SD) are necessary to control Q£ and QA.
Each sextupole his an effect in the two planes but this effect is proportional to the
local 6 value. The Sp sextupole is located near an F quadrupole and acts mainly on the
horizontal chromaticity.

The same remark applies to the &, sextupole, placed near a

D-quadrupole, for the vertical chromaticity.
Let us put, according to Eq. (246),

K = 6 C. + 2a c n - 7 c X i
Then the system to solve is

"F H
L SF

K

SD

1
(290)

where n f and n D are the number of F- and D- sextupoles. The values of Q^ and Q* are drawn
from an orbit analysis program.

Such a system can be transposed to any order as long as

each correction has a negligible effect on the higher orders.
7.2

Simultaneous correction of chromaticity and orbit dispersion
The quadratic field of a sextupole creates an orbit distortion proportional to the

square of the momentum error Ap/p0 or, in other words, a linear dependence of the orbit dispersion on Ap/p.. This property may be used advantageously to perfect the linearity cf the
orbits in a zero dispersion section (Fig. 9) or to adjust the length of the off-momentum
orbits to shape the momentum dependence of the n-function (Hg. 10). The arsenal of methods
which was exposed in Section 5 is at disposal. One can create bumps or harmonics of sextupoles using the equations of the orbit distortions (141) and (144), where the deflection is

These sextupoles belong to F-families since they act on the horizontal orbits. The adjustment of the orbit dispersion coupled with a chromaticity correction has been performed in
Ad
0.01

0.1
D x !m)

0.1

-0.01

-0.04

-0.02

0.02

0.04

Fig. 9 Tune errors (AQ) and horizontal dispersion (Dx) in the CERN Antiproton Accumulator
at the design stage, after sextupole and octupole corrections.
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M0-2-

-1-TO-2Fig. 10 Chromaticity and n variation in the CERN Antiproton Collector after sextupole corrections.

antiproton ring lattices where the stochastic systems used to reduce the volume of the beam
phase space must, in most cases, treat the betatron and momentum fluctuations independently.
7.3

Chromaticity correction of lattices equipped with low-B insertions
The problems which have been mentioned for the correction of orbit distortion in lattices

equipped with low-B insertions (Section 5.2) arise again for the chromaticity correction,
with an increased difficulty.

In a low-B insertion indeed, all the conditions for its worst

mismatch to the rest of the lattice on the off-momentim orbits are gathered:
i) The chromatic tune shifts of the quadrupoles [-(1/4TT) KOS. B (Ap/p0)] are enormous since
they result from the product of two quantities (K^SL) and 6 which are both high,
ii) The orbit dispersion is almost always zero and the chromatic errors cannot be corrected
at their source by ad hoc sextupole components.
The "naive" correction with two families of sextupoles gives catastrophic results
(Fig. 11). Although the basic difficulties of the chromaticity correction are understood,
there is no general prescription to cure them.

Each case is treated individually and one

can only outline general guidelines for a correction.
The machine must be designed globally.

Linear focusing, non-linear fields, and stability

of large-amplitude oscillations are not independent.

The choice of the cell phase advance

is basic because it conditions the grouping of the lraUtipole magnets. The design of the
low-B insertions must minimize the mismatch of the vector [AB/'S, 6a - a(AB/B)J.
The residual mismatch can be cancelled by extending the insertion into the regular
lattice. This way, sextupoles can be placed because the creit dispersion is no longer zero
and matching conditions can be fulfilled:

.ABj
insertion

(cell

insertion

cell
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The left- and right-hand sides are calculated using the formulae (237), (238), and (248), (249),
respectively. Together with the tune correction (246), three equations per plane are to be
solved and six families of sextupoles are necessary.
The solution of the system is optimum when the variables are orthogonal. Various family
configurations are listed in Table 1 for a lattice made of cells with TI/3 phase advance.
Family A corrects the chromaticity only. Families C and D can act independently on the two
components of ths vector [Ag/B, Aa - a (AB/B)]. Family D is the superposition of A and B.
By following this approach, the pathological behaviour of the chromaticity depicted by
Fig. 11 has been substantially improved (Fig. 12).
A few remarks have to be made. The results shown in Fig. 12 cannot be considered
successful as far as it has not been proved with tracking programs that particles of large
amplitude oscillation survive a long enough time in the machine. On the other hand, one
must note that the fulfilment of the matching conditions is not a miraculous recipe. It is
true that it avoids the cumulation of the B distortion but it does not suppress the cross
talk of the sextupoles inside the matched sections. The systematization of the chromaticity
problem which has just been presented is far from being unique.
As for orbit errors, focusing errors can be Fourier analysed. However, as the main
sources of chromaticity are sharply located in the quadrupoles of the low-E insertion, the
harmonic spectrum is very broad and the compensation of many harmonics is rather strenuous.

Table 1
Vector diagrams of the perturbations cfuseu by various blocks of sextupoles (or octupoles).
Within a block, all the lenses of the same index are connected in series; the sign - means
reversed polarity. The figure at the end of each arrow denotes the number of the cell.
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Another method (A. Verdier) has given interesting results. The first step of the correction is made with two families of sextupoles. Then, the S modulation is observed on two
symmetric off-momentun orbits; sextupoles are placed at independent locations and the local
chromaticity of these two orbits is corrected using the 6-functions resulting from the first
correcting step as a reference. Again, the mniber of sextupole families amowits to six:
two for the central chroniaticity and two per off-mcmentun orbit chromaticity.
The chromaticity problems are particularly severe in the particle colliders because the
number of interactions at each crossing point is proportional to the inverse of the 6 value,
which is clearly diminished towards a minimum minimorun. As this type of machine will take
more and more importance in the future, ingenuity in the field of chromaticity correction
would be very welcome.
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INTRODUCTION
The subject of beam-beam instability has been studied since the invention
of colliding beam storage rings. Today, with several colliding beam storage rings
in operation, it is not yet fully understood and remains an outstanding problem
for storage ring designers. No doubt appreciable progress has been made over
the years, but current knowledge is still rather primitive.
The subject of beam-beam interaction can be divided into two areas: luminosity optimization, and the dynamics of the interaction. The former is
concerned mostly with the design and operational features of a colliding beam
storage ring; the latter concentrates on the experimental and theoretical aspects
of beam-beam interaction. Although both areas are of interest, our emphasis
will be on the second area only. In particular, we will be most interested in the
various possible mechanisms that cause beam-beam instability. These have been
reviewed more completely ic Refs. 1-5.
1 THE STRONG-WEAK PICTURE
Figure l(a) shows a storage ring in which two oppositely charged particle
bunches circulate and collide at two opposite locations. As our first beam-beam
picture, let us assume that one of the bunches consists of a single particle (weak
beam), while the other bunch is a dense Gaussian charge distribution (strong
beam). The strong beam is assumed to be a smooth cloud of charge rather than
a collection of many point charges.
As the weak beam passes through the on-coming strong beam, it receives a
transverse impulse. The strong beam, on the other hand, is unperturbed. In this
"strong-weak" picture, the weak beam acts as a "probe" into the beam-beam
force of the strong beam. The issue here is whether the weak beam motion will
be stable under the beam-beam perturbation.
0094-243X/1270201-42 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American I n s t i t u t e of Physics
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STRONG-STRONG

STRONG-WEAK

Fig. 1. The "strong-weak" and "strong-strong" cases of beam-beam interaction.
More specifically, let us specify the weak beam by its horizontal and vertical
displacements, x and y, and their slopes x' and y'. Then, as the weak beam
passes through the strong beam at the collision point, its displacements are
unchanged but its slopes change by amounts related to x and y according to 6 ' 7
dx

f

and

(1)

dy

where U{x, y) is an equivalent potential-well produced by the strong beam space
charge and current,

(2)
with N the number of particles in the strong beam, ro = e*/mc the classical
radius of the particle, 7 the Lorentz energy factor of the weak beam, and trx
and ffy the rms beam sizes of the strong beam at the coUision point.
Problem 1. Show that when the beam is round, with ax = <ry = a,
Eqs. (1) and (2) reduce to
2

J

(3)

The problem is one-dimensional in nature. Eq. (3) can also be obtained
directly from Gauss' law and Ampere's law.
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After each collision, the weak beam executes a free betatron oscillation with
its (a:, x', y,y') being transformed linearly by the matrix8
COS flx
xO

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
(4)

COS/I,,

4-sin/t,

COS fly

PyO

where fix and fiy are the betatron phase advances from one collision point to
the next, and fi*0 and /9*0 are the beta-functions at the collision point.
The weak beam motion is then described by a sequence of mappings on
(x, x1, y, y1), alternately representing free betatron oscillations and collisions —
the former being linear and the latter nonlinear. The problem of the weak beam
motion is thus equivalent to a mathematical problem of nonlinear mapping on
the vector (a;, xr, y,y'), i.e.,
beam-beam problem = nonlinear mapping problem .

(5)

The question being asked b, again, whether the weak beam motion is stable
under repeated application of the mapping procedure.
It should be emphasized here that the statement (5) is valid only if the
strong-weak picture is adopted. Figure l(b) shows the more realistic case of two
strong beams. In this strong-strong picture, statement (5) is no longer valid. In
this sense, (B) represents; only a rather limited view of the beam-beam problem.
We will postpone the discussions of the strong-strong case and this point until
later.
2 LINEARIZED STRONG-WEAK MOTION
Some insight is to be gained by considering a weak beam that executes a
small amplitude motion with x4Hox,y<tH0y.9 Equation (1) becomes
2JWo

and

In this case, the x and y motions are decoupled, aad the problem is linear and
can be readily solved by a matrix technique.
After linearization, we need to consider one dimension only. Let it be the
y dimension. The transformation of the (jf, jr') vector through the beam-beam
•ait
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collision is described by the matrix
r l

0]

1

[-7 'J '

f

where / is the equivalent beam-beam focal length.
As a numerical example, a round beam with 10 12 particles, 0.2 mm radius,
and 5 cm length produces at its edge a magnetic field of 10 kUogauss. If linearized, the beam-beam kick is equivalent to a quadrupole of gradient!1! 50
kG/mm, which is a strong gradient indeed. For a 10-GeV particle, the corresponding focal length is about 13 cm. This beam-beam quadrupole is of course
focusing in both x and y planes.
For symmetry reasons, we will split the beam-beam kick in the middle and
observe the weak beam there. The transformation from one collision to the next
is then

sin/il r i

cos

01

" J l~27 M

(8)

where /?* is the perturbed beta-function at the collision point, and Aft is the
perturbation on the phase advance.
As the weak beam circulates around, its (x,z',y,y') is transformed repeatedly by the matrix (8). If the net motion is stable, the matrix can be parameterized as Eq. (8) with the perturbed quantities related to the unperturbed ones
through
8*
cos(/i + Ap) — cos/i - ^ s i n ft,

sin
I^More correctly, the gradient should be doubled since the electric field alto
.contributes. But then the length of interaction should be halved to 2.5 cm
because both beams move and they move in opposite directioM.
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Note that in the linear approximation the entire pioblem Is specified by the
two scaling parameters ft (more specifically, ft modulus 2x) and
i -

%

-

(10)

where fy is the well-known beam-beam parameter9 that specifies the beam-beam
strength. The beam-beam parameter in the x-motion ft; obtained from Eq. (10)
by exchanging x and y.
Figure 2 shows the stable region in the (p, £) space. Outside the stable
region, the absolute value of the trace of matrix (3) is larger than 2; Eq. (9)
then does not have a solution. The dividing boundary between the stable and
unstable regions is

-

0.3

Unstable

\
0.2

0.1
Sfoble
\

n

1

"

1

\

0.5
fj./2-ir

4A24A2

Fig. 2. Stability region for* weak beam executing small
oscillations, fi is the betatron phase advance between
collision points. The diagram repeats with period p = *
and shows a periodic sawtooth behavior which is typical
of beam-beam modeb.
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Figure 2 shows that the weak beam is most unstable if the tune advance
between collision points is slightly below a half-integer and is most stable
if it is just above a half-integer. (Signs switch for two beams with same sign of
charges.)
/I/2JT

In case /i is not close to a multiple of r, the tune shift Aft/2r is approximately
equal to | if £ < 1. This is why sometimes ( i s also identified (somewhat loosely)
as the beam-beam tune shift per collision point.
The linear strong-weak model described above is our first beam-beam instability model. Unfortunately, it does not explain the observed beam-beam
instability. It predicts much too high a value for the stability limit. Even worse,
such linear instability can in principle be removed by simply readjusting the
unperturbed storage ring optics and consequently can not constitute a fundamental limitation on the maximum beam intensity.
3 A STRONG-WEAK SIMULATION
In case the weak beam does not have small amplitudes, the linearization
breaks down and the beam-beam force must be considered in its full glory.
Such a nonlinear mapping problem is extremely difficult to handle analytically.
We must then seek the help of the almighty computer. (See for example Refs.
10 and 11, which also contain interesting analytical techniques.) The hope is,
of course, that by taking into account the nonlinear terms in the beam-beam
kicks, we could readily explain the beam-beam instability.
To simulate the weak beam motion with a computer, we launch the beam
with initial conditions (^Oi^O'J^Vo) a n ^ aPP'y t f i e transformations (1) and (4)
alternately and repeatedly. As an illustration, we assume a round strong beam
(see Problem 1, above) and launch the weak beam with XQ = 0 and XQ = 0. The
weak beam will then stay in the y plane. After each transformation the beam
acquires a new set of values for y and y1, which is then represented as a discrete
point in the (y, y1) phase space. Repeated application of the transformations
then traces out the weak beam trajectory in the phase space. The motion is
stable if the trajectory does not migrate away from the origin.
Figures 3(a) to 3(d) are the results of four strong-weak simulation runs.
Figure 3(a) is the result if we ignore the beam-beam force. Not surprisingly, the
weak beam traces out an elliptical trajectory in the phase space and the motion
is stable.
In Fig. 3(b), we take into account the linear term, i.e., the ir»t term
in the Taylor expansion of Eq. (3), of the beam-beam force. The weak beam
still traces out a stable ellipse, although now the ellipse b distorted. Stability m
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assured by the fact that we are in the stable region of Fig. 2.
Figure 3(c) takes into account the next octupole term in the Taylor expansion of the beam-beam force. We find that some trajectories trace out stable
islands while some others show "stochastic" behavior in the phase space.12 The
trajectories that show stochastic behavior finally get outside the scope of the
figure. Inclusion of the octupole term of the beam-beam force has caused the
beam to become unstable.
Had we stopped here, we might have thought that we had found the explanation for beam-beam instability. But Fig. 3(d) shows the case when the
complete beam-beam force is included. What is striking is that the stable
4 -

v 0

V 0

-2 -4

-i

Fig. 3. Weak beam trajectories in the normalixed phase space (*,»), where
u = y/<r, v = ffoV1/<r. We assume p/2x = 0.23. (a) We ignore the beambeam force, (b) We include only the linear term of the beam-beam force,
(c) We include the linear and the octupole terms, (d) We take into account
the complete beam-beam force. la each diagram, trajectories of the same
fire sets of initial conditions are followed. Note the qualitative difference
batween (c) and (d).
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islands seen in Fig. 3{c) are still there, but the stochastic regions have basically
disappeared!
This means that the nonlinear beam-beam force alone does not destabilize
the beam, at least for the parameters considered. This is in sharp contrast to
the resonance instabilities driven by magnetic field imperfections, as exemplified
in Fig. 3(c). The reason for such behavior has been explained analytically.13
The point i3 that the beam-beam force diminishes quickly once the weak beam
acquires an amplitude larger than the size of the strong beam. In fact, in the
limit of very large amplitudes, the weak beam acts as if unperturbed and is
necessarily stable. The beam-beam force therefore produces islands in the phase
space but not yet an instability.
4 T U N E SPREADS
Before proceeding to more sophisticated beam-beam concepts, let us first
introduce one of the most prominent nonlinear effects of beam-beam interaction
— tune spreads.14'15
We already know that, if a particle executes small oscillations, its tunes
will shift by £x and £y in the horizontal and vertical motions. We have also
learned that a particle with very large oscillation amplitudes experiences little
beam-beam perturbation — and consequently small tune shifts — since it simply
stays outside the range of beam-beam force most of the time. Therefore the tune
shifts are functions of the oscillation amplitudes of the particle. (This behavior
is called detuning.) If now a weak beam contains a distribution of particles of
various amplitudes, it will end up with tune spreads.
The horizontal and vertical tune shifts are directly related to the slopes of
the beam-beam forces df/dx and df/dyffl For given x and y amplitudes, the
tune shifts of a weak beam particle are calculated essentially by averaging the
slopes of the beam-beam force over the range reached by the particle. The case
of a particle executing a one-dimensional y-motion b illustrated in Figs. 4(a)
to 4(d). In the general case, with a Gaussian strong beam, the tune shifts per
collision point as functions of amplitudes are found by the averaging procedure
to be 1 4 - 1 6

I2)After all, a quadrupole magnet changes the tune because it produces a force
with nonzero slope.
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(a)
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Small Amplitude

Large Amplitude
Amplitude
9-84

(c)

(d)

4624A4

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the beam-beam tune shift mechanism:
(a) the beam-beam force; (b) the slope of this force. Before averaging, the
tune shift is proportional to —df/dy in such a way that Av = £ at the origin,
as shown in (c). This Ai/(y) is averaged over the range reached by a given
amplitude; two such ranges are also shown in (c), one for a small amplitude
particle and one for a large amplitude particle. The result after averaging gives
the detuning curve, which looks like (d).

with functions

where v /5i and y/sg are the amplitudes normalised by <fx and <rt, respectively,
a = Oy/0z is the aspect ratio of the strong beam distribution, and JQ and /i
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are Bessel functions.
In Eq. (12), we have assumed that the beam-beam
parameters in x and y are equal, i.e., £ r = £y = (.
We have come across an important result in passing. The tune spread of the
beam is equal to the tune shift of small amplitude particles, and both are equal
tof:
tune spread = small amplitude tune shift = { .

(13)

In other words, the parameter £ has now acquired a second physical meaning,
namely, the strong-beam induced tune spread.
Figures 5(a) to 5(c) show the tune spreads in the vx — v9 space. Without
beam-beam collisions, the weak beam has tunes VxQ and V^Q. When the beams
collide, particles with small amplitudes have their tunes shifted to v& + & and
i/yO + £y> while particles with large amplitudes keep their unperturbed tunes.
The weak beam as a whole then occupies an area in the vx — fy space. The
"working point" thus extends in the upper right direction into a "working area"
in the tune space. Note that in both x and y motions, Eq. (13) is independently
satisfied.
Problem 2.
Find the tune shifts as functions of amplitude if the
strong beam has (a) a round Gaussian distribution, (b) a uniform disk
distribution. Draw the working area in both cases. In case (b), the weak
beam does not have tune spread until it goes beyond the boundary of the
strong beam. Then, the weak beam motion is entirely linear.
5 THE SINGLE-RESONANCE MODEL
The calculation of tune spreads described above assumes there is no destructive resonance
pvs + qi/y = n

(p, q, n = integers)

(14)

trespassing the working area. Otherwise particle motions will be seriously perturbed by the resonance. One then argues that these resonances — at least the
lower-order ones — must be avoided. Note that the resonances can be driven
by the beam-beam force itself as well as by the storage ring nonlinearities.
In order to avoid resonances, the tune spread must not be too large. One
possible picture of the beam-beam instability then emerges: the tune spread f
must be small enough that the working area can be fitted into a tight resonancefree region, as sketched in Fig. 5(d). This is the single-resonance model of the
beam-beam stability limit.
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Fig. 5. Beam-beam tune spreads. We assume the two beams have opposite
charges, (t/jo, t/yo) is the unperturbed working point. With beam-beam collisions, the working point extends into a working area. The dotted lines are the
contours for particles with amplitudes satisfying x2/«rf + y2/tr$ — « 2 ' We assume f* = iy = 0.05. Case (a) is when the aspect ratio is a = 1, i.e., a round
beam. Case (b) is when a = 0.1, i.e., a flat beam. Case (c) gives the result in
the limit a = 0. Fitting the working area (shaded region) into a resonance-free
region in the tune space is shown in (d).
It is not clear how small f must be because it is not clear to what order the
resonances must be avoided. The conventional wisdom has it that the maximum
tolerable £ is about 0.05 for electron rings and 0.005 for proton rings. In the
fugle-resonance picture, the difference is attributed to the fact that there is
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radiation damping in electron rings but not in proton rings; as a result, the
available resonance-free region is larger for electrons than for protons because
protons are vulnerable to resonances up to order, say, 10, while electrons need
to avoid resonances only up to order, say, 5.
For e + e~ storage rings, the aspect ratio tends to be small, say, a = 0.1.
Inspection of the shape of the working area in Fig. 5(b) shows that the better
choice is to have the unperturbed working point lie on the lower right side of
the destructive resonances rather than on the upper left side. For example,
when applied to the diagonal 2vx — 2vs = n resonance, this means that the
unperturbed working point should be below the resonance line, as was first
pointed out by Montague.17 Note, however, that the principle applies to other
resonances as well.
But there is a problem. As Fig. 3(d) showed, although a low-order resonance
near the working area perturbs particle motion, its main effect is to produce a
set of islands in the phase space and not really to cause any instability. The
beam-beam instability is therefore still lacking a mechanism. To reconcile this
apparent difficulty, several possibilities have been suggested. A few examples of
these will be given in the next two sections.
6 TRAPPING MODEL A N D ENHANCED DIFFUSION MODEL
The single-resonance model described above assumes that all parameters
such as tune and f stay constant in time. In this section, we will first describe
a trapping model in which the tune is modulated more or less sinusoidally in
time with a certain slow frequency and, during this process, repeatedly crosses
a resonance value n/q. Unlike the static single resonances, this provides a
mechanism18 which continuously brings particles from small to large amplitudes.
A physica] aperture limitation on the amplitude then potentially explains the
observed lifetime limitation in colliding beams.
In the static model, a particle move3 along a constant Hamiltonian contour
and, as shown in Fig. 3(d), some contours form islands in the phase space.
Since the distance of the islands from the phase space origin is proportional to
v — n/q, islands in phase space move in and out as the tune oscillates. Phase
space area elements, together with the particles enclosed in them, are distorted
and relocated by this island motion. In particular, particles may be trapped by
the islands as they move out in phase space (small oscillations around the bland
centers are stable.). This then causes particle loss to the aperture limit. The
process is schematically shown in Fig. 6.
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Physical Aperture

Fig. 6. The trapping model. Some particles are being trapped and moved outwards to an aperture limit. How many
particles are trapped depends on the resonance strength and the island moving speed.
One possible source of tune oscillation is the synchrotron oscillation of a
particle's energy coupled with a chromatic dependence of the tune. In this case,
the tune is modulated at the synchrotron frequency.
We now turn to a second variation of the single-resonance model. This time
the parameters are time-independent, but in addition to the beam-beam force
there is a diffusion effect on particle motion. Although a beam-beam induced
single resonance does not directly cause particle loss, it does enhance the difiusion
process and cause particle loss indirectly.1*"21
In electron rings, the diffusion caused by the synchrotron radiation noise
and the radiation damping provided at the acceleration cavities counteract each
other; an equilibrium beam distribution is reached when the two effects are in
balance. The beam lifetime is then determined by the particle diffusion rate
at the physical aperture limit. The larger the aperture, the longer the lifetime.
Clearly the distortion of phase space by the presence of a single resonance will
also distort the equilibrium distribution. As a result, the effective physical aperture limit is reduced by an amount of the order of the width of the phase space
islands. The beam lifetime will then be shortened accordingly.
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For proton rings, candidates for the diffusion effects are Ultra-beam scattering, residual gas scattering; power supply noise, etc. These diffusion effects will
also be enhanced by the presence of single resonances.
7 OVERLAPPING RESONANCES
The enhanced diffusion and the trapping models described above are not the
only possible explanations of beam-beam instability by way of strong-weak single
resonances. We now describe still another possible alternative in this section.
To do this, we need to take into account resonances of not just the lower
orders but all orders. The working area is then covered densely by resonance
lines. Although the higher-order resonances have narrower widths, the fact that
there is an infinite number of them may still result in a significant effect. Indeed,
as suggested by Chirikov,22 if these high-order resonances are wide enough that
they overlap into a continuum in the tune space, particle motion will be unstable
even i? the working area is free of low-order resonances.
Computationally what we do is first calculate the widths of beam-beam
resonances of all orders as if they were separated single resonances and then
add up these widths to obtain a total width. If this total width is comparable
with or larger than the available tune space, we will have reached a stability
limit. This procedure is called the Chirikov criterion. Since the total width of
all resonances is proportional to {, the Chirikov criterion sets a stability limit
on £, which is referred to as the stochastic limit.
Figure 7(a) shows a detuning curve like that in Fig. 4(d), but here we have
indicated two resonant tune values within the tune spread range, one of the 5th
order and another of the 8th order. The 5th-order resonance occurs at a smaller
amplitude than the 8th-order resonance.
Below the stochastic limit, particles move along closed smooth contours in
the phase space, as in Fig. 7(b), and there is no instability. The two strings
of islands correspond to the two resonances at two separated amplitudes. If (
exceeds the stochastic limit, however, the two sets of islands overlap each other,
as illustrated in Fig. 7(c). But particle trajectories do not intersect in the phase
space; as a result, not knowing which set of islands to follow, particles can only
move stochastically from one island region to another, yielding what is shown
in Fig. 7(d). Although each resonance is stable if considered alone, overlapping
resonances make it possible for a particle to gain amplitude rapidly within the
stochastic region.
More quantitatively, the resonance width is obtained by first computing the
width of the phase space islands, 6a in Fig. 7(b), and then translating this width
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into i>-units by Eq. (12). 22 2* For the one-dimensional case near the resonance
v = nfq, the term 6a is approximately given by
(15)

6a fm A

where

is a term that appears in the Hamiltonian that drives the resonance,18 QQ is the
amplitude at which the island centers are located, and Av is the tune shift in
the one-dimensional case with its derivative given by
(16)

(a)

Amplitude

o-83

Overlapping Resonances

Single Resonances

4624*?

Fig. 7. Sketches of single resonances and overlapping resonances, (a)
Detuning curve, showing tune spread covering two single resonances,
(b) Two isolated separated single resonances in the phase space, (c)
Two overlapping resonances which actually end up looking more like
(d), where the shaded area represents the region of stochastic motion.
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The corresponding resonance width in f-units is therefore

(17)

and the Chirikov criterion for beam-beam stability reads

*"tot =

Tl

qSu<\

(18)

where SVUA is the sum of the widths of all resonances that occur in one unit
range of tune space. Only even g's are summed over because the beam-beam
interaction does not excite odd g's. The quantity dvM is proportional to £.
Figure 8 shows &>tot/£ as a function of a. It has a maximum at a ca 8,
where it has the value of about 10.6£. Figure 8 tells us that the most likely
area for stochastic motion to occur is around an amplitude of about \/%<J. In
this region of the phase space, the beam-beam stochastic limit is found from Eq.
(18) to be roughly
= 0.095

(19)

Fig. 8. The total beam-beam resonance width as a function of
particle emittance.
The limit (19) is much higher than what has been reached experimentally.
One perhaps could explain this discrepancy by adding a time modulation to the
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tune or by adding a diffusion to particle motion, as we did on the static singleresonance model. Note also, however, that we have included resonances of a
one-dimensional motion only; all coupling resonances have been ignored.
Figure Q(a) shows what happens to Fig. 3 if £ = 0.2.I3! Particle motion
exhibits clearly stochastic behavior, apparently leading to an instability. One
difficulty with this, however, is shown in Fig. 9(b), which is the same as Fig.
9(a) but with an extended scale. Here we see that the stochastic region is limited
to the region around a few sigma's, and that outside this region the motion is
bounded again by smooth curves. The physical reason for this is, of course, that
the beam-beam force diminishes at large distances, as explained when discussing
Fig. 3(d). In other words, unless we are interested in the fine details of singleparticle motion (dependence on the initial conditions, etc., to several digits),
the gross beam behavior does not depend sensitively on whether the stochastic
limit has been exceeded or not.

Fig. 9. Particle motion when the stochastic limit is exceeded. Diagram (b) is
the same as (a) but with an extended scale. It could be misleading to look only
at (a).
This difficulty with Fig. 0(b) aside, the stochastic instability causes rapid
growth of particle amplitudes in the stochastic region. For electron storage rings,
since the radiation damping would damp out any instabilty that does not grow
much in 10 3 revolutions or so, we need not worry about other possible weaker
instabilities. For proton rings, where there is no radiation damping, particles

— 0.23 and £ =» 0.2 is in the unstable region of Fig. 2. This shows up
in that the origin fa an unstable fixed pout i» Fig. 0.

(3JM/2JT
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need to be stable for the lifetime of the beam, i.e., 10 11 revolutions or so, and
therefore instabilities much weaker than the overlapping resonances need to be
dealt with. One such weak instability is called Arnold diffusion,25"27 in which,
long before resonances overlap in the (y,y') phase space, particles can acquire
large amplitudes by slowly channeling through the very thin stochastic layers
surrounding the islands in multidimensional phase space. This phenomenon requires sometimes long-term numerical trackings and is typically rather intricate
to study.
8 THE INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID MODEL
An interesting alternative view of the Chirikov criterion was suggested by
Teng.28 This view is based on the analogy between particle motion in the phase
space of a Hamiltonian system and the motiion of a viscous incompressible fluid.
(After all, according to the Liouville theorem, phase space area is incompressible.) By writing the Hamiltonian equation on the one hand and the fluid equation on the other, it is possible to establish the analogy, as given in Table I. The
Chirikov criterion is then equivalent to the Reynolds condition in fluid dynamics
that the viscosity must be large enough to prevent turbulence from occurring.
This offers an alternative derivation of the Chirikov criterion.
Table I Analogy between the overlapping
resonances and an incompressible fluid
Overlapping resonances
particle motion in phase space
Hamiltoaian equation
smooth contours
stochastic behavior
Chirikov criterion

Incompressible fluid
fluid motion in real space
Navier-Stokes equation
laminar flow
turbulence
Reynolds condition

0 DYNAMIC BETA
So far we have been talking about th« strong-weak case. For the strongstrong case, beam-beam interaction becomes much more complicated because
perturbation on one beam in turn influences the other beam. For instance, it
would be invalid to preassume a Gaussian distribution since the distribution
must come from solving self-consistently a dynamic system that contains both
beams.
Nevertheless, if we consider a linearized strong-strong case, the beam distribution would still remain Gaussian. The only effect is that the row beam site at
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the collision point is now proportional to \/W, where /?* is the perturbed betafunction. Since, according to Eq. (0), 0* depends on (, which in turn depends
on the beam size, this means the beam size, /?*, and £ depend on one another
and need to be found self-consbtently for any given value of beam intensity
N. Such behavior is called the dynamic-beta effect.29 It is the simplest of the
strong-strong models.
One can also study the effect of dynamic-beta on the luminosity L. For a
Gaussian beam, L is given by

iittTtf

where / i s the revolution frequency, and B is the number of bunches per beam.!4)
In Figs. 10(a) to 10(c), we show the dynamic-beta behavior of /?*, £, and
L. In the range of N of interest, the beam-beam force pinches /?* — and
consequently the beam size at the collision point — to a smaller value if/i/2x <
0.1. For larger ft/2ir, the reverse is true. This behavior repeats with period
n/2i: = 1/2. This means the luminosity would benefit from having ft/2x slightly
above a half-integer and would suffer if /i/2ff is slightly below a half-integer. Note
also that there is always a saturation behavior on L versus N.
In Fig. 10, we have assumed a round beam and ftx = /*y for simplicity. In
this simplified case, the self-consistent solution is given by
ft esc ft)2 - 2 ^ o cot it,

L =£o/?o/0* ,

(21)

where /Jo, €o> and Lo are the quantities in the absence of dynamic-beta.
It is not clear whether there is experimental evidence of the dynamic-beta
effect. There are some indications of increased luminosity as p/2* is lowered
toward slightly above a half-integer, see Fig. II. 3 0 The fact that luminosity
levels off at high beam intensities agrees with dynamic-beta, although almost
any reasonable beam-beam model could have predicted the same.
l4lFrom the beam dynamics point of view, luminosity is not a very interesting
quantity. It is simply a geometrical quantity representing the transverse beam
area.
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I0 1

I0

Fig. 10. Dynamic-beta behavior of j9*, £, and {..
The term /J/2JT is the unperturbed tune advance
between collision points (modulus 1/2). The dashed
lines in (b) and (c) are the reference values when
the dynamic-beta effect is ignored. We have chosen the normalization that £.o — 10 32 cm""2 sec" 1
and |o == 0.05 at N = 10 12 .

One may also ask the following question: suppose the strong-strong case iis
not linearized, what will be the equilibrium beam distribution now that it is no
longer Gaussian? This is an important practical question since it relates directly
to the luminosity, but unfortunately it b also a very difficult one. Some progress
has been made on the weak beam distribution in the strong-weak case, 31 ' 32 butt
as it stands now, more effort is needed in this research area.
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Fig. 11. SPEAR I data that show tune and beam
intensity dependences of luminosity.
10 LOW-0* INSERTION
The beam-beam parameter £, as explained in Eq. (13), has the meanings of
the beam-beam induced tune spread and the small amplitude tune shift. In Eq.
(19), it was used to set the stochastic limit. These studies, together with what we
will see later, indicate that { has the meaning of simply being the dimensionless
scaling parameter of the beam-beam problem. It is the parameter that specifies
the linear as well as the nonlinear beam-beam strength.
This observation has one extremely important practical consequence — the
invention of low-,0* insertions.33'34 According to this scaling property, it would
be beneficial to make £ as small as possible, and inspection of Eq. (10) shows
that minimizing fi* would do this.
Today, low-/?* insertions are implemented oa all colliding beam storage rings.
As a result, luminosities have increased by one to two orders of magnitude. And
yet this is not the end. Ideas for making 0* smaller are still actively being
developed, and they bring success every time they are tried, as evidenced by
current talk about "mini-0*" and even "micro-0*" insertions.35"87
In a km-0* insertion, a few strong quadrapoka are inserted in the interaction
region to pinch j9* to a small value. Figure IS illustrates the difference between
a low-/?* insertion aad a normal cell structure.
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Fig. 12. Difference between (a) a normal cell structure
and (b) a low-#* insertion. In each case, two typical trajectories are drawn. In (a), the effects of focusing and
defocusing magnets tend tu cancel each other. The net
effect is focusing, but the foca! length is long, and the
displacement of a particle changes sign only after the
particle passes through several magnets. In (b), a strong
quadrupole magnet "overfocuses" the particle trajectories so that all displacements change sign near the low-/?
point. Such an overfocused configuration is usually to
be avoided in a normal cell structure.
The low-^* insertion quadrupoles can not be too close to the collision point
since the detector solenoid has compensating solenoids on both sides. This puts
a limit on the smallest beta achievable at the collision point. In a mini-/9*
insertion, the compensating solenoids are removed to make room for the insertion
quadrupoles (at the cost of some complications in ring optics) so that ft* can be
made smaller. One can even go one step further and contemplate the possiblity
of having the insertion quadrupoles inside the detector to produce a micro-/?*.
These micro-/?* quadrupoles need to be permanent magnets. The various small/?* schemes are shown in Fig. 13.
It is incorrect to say that the benefit of low-0* is due to pinching of the
beam size at the collision point to a smaller value. Although the luminosity does
increase when beam size is reduced, the idea of low-/?* actually tends to ask for
a large beam size. The reason is basicaUy given by

LocN2/A*,

(22)

where A* is the beam area at the collision point and we have assumed <rx > <ry.
Since beam-beam limit is thought to be associated with a maximum allowed
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value in £, the maximum beam intensity is given by

NocA* .

(a)

Detector
Solenoid

(23)

Insertion
Quad

-Compensoting •
Solenoids

(b)

tc)

eFig. 13. (a) Low-£*, (b) mini-j8*, and (c) microp* insertions.
This leads to the conclusion that
LccA*

(24)

which means we want to have A* as large as possible, in contrast to what one
might have expected. I51
The question is therefore how to insist on a small /?* and at the same time
to ask for a large beam size at the collision point. There have been several
clever ideas of how to do this. Some of them are listed below without much
explanation:
!5l\Ve are ignoring the subtlety that two f's, fz and (t, are involved j i the
beam-beam limit. The complete story is more involved, as always. See Ref.
38.
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— weaker focusing, i.e., smaller tune
— wigglers™
— mismatched dispersions in the ring lattice 40
— finite dispersion at the collision point
The first three of these involve artificially enlarging the beam emittance.
Clearly such ideas are restricted by theii requirement for large beam sizes
— and therefore a large vacuum chamber — not just at the collision point but
also everywhere else around the ring, which is very expensive. The fourth idea
does not have this problem, but it does have the problem that the beam-beam
force may excite harmful synchro-betatron resonances.**
11 OPTIMUM I*
One might ask what sets the limit in going to smaller and smaller values of
/?*. One limit results from the fact that the beams collide over a region of finite
length, while /3* is the value of /? only at the center of this collision region.42'43
For bunched beams, the collision region is of course given by the length of the
bunches. We will explain in this section how the finite bunch length introduces
an optimal value for /?*. It would not be beneficial to make /?* smaller than this
optimal value.
Let us adopt a simplified model in which the bunches have uniform longitudinal distribution with full length 2L. We will assume a flat beam and study
the effect of making /?* small, leaving #J unchanged. We will show that in this
model, the optimum /?* is about equal to 1/4 of the full bunch length.
As we move away from the center of the collision region by distance a, the
/^-function increases quadratically according to
(25)
We see that as /?* is pinched to a sm&ll value, the beams collide with a geometry
like that shown in Fig. 14, keeping in mind that beam size a t » i s proportional
to Jp(8). We see that too small a value of /?* is harmful because of two effects:
1. The parameter ( is effectively increased since a particle has to traverse
the collision region with /? > /J*. This means a stronger limit on the
collidible beam intensity.
2. For a given beam intensity, parts of the beams collide with large crosssectional area, leading to degradation of luminosity.
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Fig. 14. Colliding beams when /?*
is too small.
Since €v is proportional to /?y/<fy and Oy is proportional to \/fiy, the effective
is given by averaging £ over the collision region, i.e.,
(26)

where « = £//?*, /(«) = (1/u) hi (u + y/l + o 2 ), and fo is the unperturbed
value, which is proportional to Nf y/u. This means that if we demand that £
be less than some constant value, then the maximum beam intensity allowed by
beam-beam interaction satisfies
Noc

y/U

(27)

The maximum luminosity then behaves according to
,

N2

1

N2

W
where N is given by Eq. (27).

(28)
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In Fig. 15 we have plotted the beam-beam limited beam intensity and the
luminosity as functions of L/fiy. We find that both N and L reach maximum
when Py is about equal to 1/4 of the collision region length 2L Further decreasing 0* does not help the luminosity.
10

Fig. 15. Effect of finite bunch length on optimum choice of j3*. (a) Maximum
beam intensity allowed by the beam-beam limit versus fiy/L. (b) Luminosity
versus /ft/L. The units for N and L are arbitrary. The dashed curves are
drawn with effect of finite bunch length ignored.
It should be pointed out that we have considered only the geometrical implications of a small ft*. There are other considerations. One is that a small /9*
necessarily requires a large /? at the quadrupoles. This means these quadrupoles
need to have large apertures to clear the beam, which in turn means they need
to be very strong in order to produce the needed gradient. In addition, a large
/? at these quadrupoles means extreme sensitivity to errors in their construction
and installation.
Another effect associated with small f)* is the possibility of exciting synchrobetatron resonances.44 A particle executing synchrotron oscillation sees the
beam-beam kicks away from the collision point. The kicks are applied to the
betatron motion of the particle. If 0* is too small, this leads to strong modulation of the kicks at twice the synchrotron frequency, which then becomes *
source of synchro-betatron coupling.
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12 COHERENT OSCILLATION OF RIGID BEAMS
The next strong-strong model to be considered is coherent oscillation of the
bunches. As a first step, 45 ' 47 we represent all bunches by rigid distributions so
that only their center-of-mass motions are allowed. The bunches, in addition to
undergoing simple harmonic motion in the storage ring, now receive beam-beam
kicks when they pass through each other at the collision points. All bunches (in
both beams) are then coupled together through the beam-beam kicks to form a
dynamic system in which all bunches oscillate in time.
Note that no such coherent motion is allowed in the strong-weak picture.
This, in fact, is one serious drawback of the strong-weak picture, especially since
coherent motions, as we will soon see, can potentially set tighter stability limits
than incoherent motions.
Let us first consider a storage ring with two oppositely circulating bunches
that collide alternately at two collision points, as shown in Fig. l(b). The two
bunches are specified by indices 1 and 2 respectively. Let the two bunches have
small center-of-mass motions in the y-direction. The kicks given to the two rigid
bunches are computed by averaging the kicks over the bunch distribution. In
the linear approximation, the result is

(29)
where y\ and j/2 are the displacements of the two bunch centers at the moment
of crossing, / is the focal length defined in Bq. (7), and l/\/2 comes from a
Gaussian form factor. See Problem 3.
Problem 3. Equation (29) gives the coherent kicks for Gaussian beams.
More generally, show that the kicks are given by
(30)

where 1>{y) is the normalized beam distribution and a flat beam is assumed. Show that (30) become (29) for a Gaussian beam. Show abo that,
for a uniform beam, the factor 1/ y/2 in Eq. (29) is absent.
Equation (29) can be written in matrix form. Defining the rector (yj, jfj, yj,
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the matrix that describes the beam-beam transformation is

r

i

o

o

oi

_ 1

0

0

1

(31)

0

57 * ~$i '
After collision, the bunches execute free betatron motion for half a revolution.
The transformation is
COS/i

0
0

#5 sin p

0

0

cos/i

0

0

0
0

COS /I

$ sin/i

_ 1 sin/i

cos/i

(32)

where /i is the betatron phase advance between two collision points.
Let Ttot be the product of the two matrices (31) and (32). The coherent
motion is stable if all eigenvalues of Ttot have absolute value equal to 1. In the
case of two colliding bunches, the motion consists of two modes: a 0-mode in
which the two bunches move up and down together, and a x-mode in which the
two bunches move out of phase. The 0-mode is always stable because, as the
bunch centers move up and down together, there is no beam-beam force acting
on them. The ff-mode is stable if
(33)

Note that this is >/2 times more stringent than the strong-weak stability limit
described by Eq. (11). This is more clearly seen in the sawtooth diagram Fig.
The picture becomes more complicated, although still straightforward, if
there are more bunches in the storage ring. For instance, when there are 6
bunches (3 per beam), there will be 6 modes of coherent oscillations. The stability region is obtained by requiring that all 6 modes be stable. Fig. 16{b)
shows the sawtooth diagram. The stability region is much smaller than in the
incoherent case.
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Fig. 16. Stability region for two strong rigid beams executing
small center-of-mass oscillations for (a) two colliding bunches
and (b) six colliding bunches. The figures are periodic in v, the
total tune of the storage ring; the periods are 1 in (a) and 3 in
(b). The dashed lines show the strong-weak stability limit and
are reproduced from Fig. 2.
Possibly the strong-strong coherent instability is more relevant than the
strong-weak incoherent instability (i.e., the nonlinear mapping studies) in setting the observed beam-beam instability limit. This possibility is based on the
following observation: in coherent motions, the separation between one piece of
the beam and the corresponding piece of the on-coming beam is effectively twice
the separation when one of the beams does not move, as would be the case in
the strong-weak case. As a result, the beam-beam kicks are effectively stronger
for coherent motions. This observation applies not only to the rigid dipole motions described in this section but also to motions of higher order modes to be
described in the next section.
Center-of-mass beam motions induced by beam-beam collisions have been
observed in storage rings for the case of two colliding bunches.48*49 The measurements are less clean when there are more bunches. The rigid beam oscillations
are not damped by the feedback systems because in the unstable region the
growth rate is very fast.
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13 HIGHER-ORDER BEAM-BEAM MODES
In case we relax the condition that all bunches are rigid, the calculation
becomes more difficult. In addition to the inter-bunch modes associated with
the coupling among bunches, the motion of an individual bunch can be described
only as a superposition of modes in its transverse distribution. For instance, the
lowest of such modes would be the dipole mode we just considered; and then
there have to be quadrupole mode, sextupole mode, etc.
For small beam-beam parameters, coupling among different transverse modes
is weak; it is possible to study the coherent beam-beam effect by considering each
transverse mode separately. Our calculation of the dipole coherent instability
then still applies. In particular, the stability region will be a sawtooth diagram
with instability occuring near v =integers, as shown in Fig. 16.
One can also perform a stability analysis on, say, the quadrupole mode ana
obtain its stability limit. Then, as we will see, there is instability if v is close to
half-integers. Similarly, sextupole modes are unstable if v is close to 1/3, etc.
To study the coherent quadrupole modes,!6' let us consider the case of two
bunches as sketched in Fig. l(b). In this case, both bunches have Gaussian
distributions, but the second moments of these Gaussian distributions oscillate
in time around some equilibrium values. Each bunch will be described by a E
matrix51 whose elements are the second moments
<x2>
E==<X2?><3P>

<xxi' >

0
0

o

o

<v2>

o

o

<wt>

0
0

<yif>

(34)

<»2>

Let us designate the equilibrium sigma matrix as So. On top of Eo, each bunch
has a small time-dependent perturbation, i.e.,

(35)
We have assumed that the bunch distribution is not tilted in the x-y phase
space. The stability of the coherent quadrupole modes will be determined by
the stability of the two matrices AEW and AS*2).
>e'The work described in this section was done is collaboration with Y. Kamiya.50
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The free betatron motion between collision points can be described by the
transformation

0 ,

(36)

where 2© is the matrix (32). Matrix elements of AE^1) and A E ^ each transform
among themselves (without coupling to each other) according to Eq. (36).
The beam-beam transformation is more complicated. Beam 1, for example,
will be transformed according to
(37)
where

is the beam-beam transformation matrix, and

1

0
0

0
1

0
0

01
0

0

0 -f

1

is the time-independent part of TJJ. The matrix A2$j results from beam 2
executing quadrupoie motion so that its distribution is not the equilibrium one.
The matrix AT^ that acts on beam 1 therefore depends on AE(2). This provides
the coupling between the two colliding bunches. Note that we have linearized
the beam-beam force.
In terms of the perturbation quantities, Eq. (37) reads
(38)
The coupling among elements of AE(*) and
form a 12-dimensional vector

is linear. That suggests we

(30)
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and compute the two 12 X 12 matrices that transform this vector through the
free betatron region and the collision point. The product of these two matrices,
Ttot, then gives the stability of the quadrupole motions.
Among the 12 eigenvalues of 7tot> 4 are associated with constants of the
motion and are always equal to unity. The remaining 8 correspond to 4 dynamic
inter-bunch modes. Fig. 17(a) shows the region of stability in which all 4
quadrupole modes have stable eigenvalues.
Figure 17(b) shows the stability region for the case of 6 bunches in the two
beams. In this case, there are 12 dynamic modes and they all have to be stable
in order for the colliding beam system to be stable. We see from Fig. 17 that
quadrupole coherent modes impose additional constraint on the parameters v
and £.
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Fig. 17. Stability region for two strong beams executing small quadrupole
oscillations. The figures are periodic in z>, the total tune of the storage ring;
the periods are 1 in (a) and 3 in (b). A round beam at equilibrium has been
assumed.
Other approaches can be taken to studying the higher-order coherent beambeam modes. 52 " 54 The result of one such attempt53 is reproduced in Fig. 18.
For a given £, the shaded area represents the unstable region in the (i*r, v9)
space. The calculation is made for the very special case of the storage ring
DCI,55 in which each of the two colliding bunches is composed of electrons and
positrons of equal intensity so that the net charge is neutral.
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10-83

4056A16
Fig. 18. Coherent instability region in the vx, v^ space for the storage ringDd.
There is an instability when a resonance condition, Eq. (14), is met. The value
of •( is taken to be 0.05.

The idea of DCI is of course to eliminate the incoherent beam-beam force.
But this did not help the luminosity and, according to Fig. 18, one possible
reason is that although the strong-weak instabilities are in principle eliminated,
the coherent instabilities are actually enhanced. It should abo be mentioned
that more recently several advances have been made on the strong-strong case
of beam-beam interaction in the form of numerical simulations.44**5' ** These
results generally agree quite -well with the experimental observations that they
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simulate. (It is not clear whether these simulations agree wits one another since
they attribute the beam-beam instability to different mechanisms. Nevertheless,
they all seem to agree with observations.) In some cases, they were even used
successfully to find working points that yield better luminosities.
14 IS THE BEAM-BEAM LIMIT GIVEN BY
£ < UNIVERSAL CONSTANT?
We mentioned before that £ is the scaling parameter of the beam-beam
interaction effects. This idea led to the invention of low-/?* insertions. In this
section, we will discuss the question of whether the beam-beam stability limit is
indeed correctly given by the simple condition
£ < universal constant .

(40)

We should point out that the idea of having £ as the scaling strength parameter is not challenged. Rather we are asking whether there are other parameters
in addition to £ that may also play a role.
The question can also be asked in a different way. We mentioned previously that, according to conventional wisdom, the beam-beam limit is given
approximately by £ = 0.05 for electrons and £ = 0.005 for protons. We then
attributed the difference to radiation damping. But a moment's reflection suggests that these ideas can not be a complete description of the beam-beam limit.
If we consider an electron storage ring with beam-beam limit £ = 0.05 and
imagine that we slowly remove its radiation damping, then the difference between electron and proton diminishes, and the beam-beam limit will decrease
toward £ = 0.005. If so, the £ limit is clearly not given by a universal constant;
the radiation damping rate has to play a role — at least during the transition
from £ = 0.05 to 0.005.
One sensitive control on the radiation damping rate in an electron storage
ring is the beam energy. The radiation damping time r ra j is proportional to 7~ 3 .
To see whether radiation damping plays a role in determining the beam-beam
limit, therefore, one way is to examine the energy dependence of the luminosity.
First let us assume that condition (40) does correctly describe the beambeam limit; then Eq. (10) would predict
Ncci3

(41)

since the beam dimensions ax and ay are proportional to 7 in electron rings.59
Inserting this into Eq. (20) then gives
Lac-,4.

(42)
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The prediction (42) does not seem to agree with the measurements. Figure 19
is a compilation of luminosity versus beam energy for the storage ring SPEAR.80
According to Fig. 19, luminosity depends on beam energy as

Loci,6.7*0.1

(43)

It has been suggested61'62 that the discrepancy between (42) and (43) can
be explained by a phenomenologicai "diffusion model" that incorporates the
radiation damping into the beam-beam instability mechanism. This model is
further discussed in the next section.
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Fig. 19. Luminosity versus beam energy for the storage ring SPEAR.
15 THE DIFFUSION MODEL
The model begins with the assumption that the beam-beam kicks contain
a "random" part in the sense that this part assumes a random value from one
kick to the next. Clearly the linearized kicks described in Eq. (6) are totally
correlated from one collision to the next and are not of interest here. The same
applies to kicks considered in the single-resonance model.
It may be instructive to demonstrate that the raodom part of the beam-beam
kick, if it exists, must be much less than the kick itself. To see this, note first
that the magnitude of a typical beam-beam kick is of the order of Ay* = trt/f,
where / is the beam-beam focal length defined in Eq. (7). Since the raw beam
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divergence at the collision point, oy, is equal to 0y/^j[, we find

If £ = 0.05, this means Ay* is about equal to 0.6 times <TJ. In other words,
one single beam-beam kick is comparable to the natural divergence of the beam!
If these kicks were uncorrelated from one collision to the next, the beam-beam
interaction would not allow the beams to be stored in the storage ring at all.
Let the random part of the beam-beam kicks be written as

where IJ is a phenomenological constant yet to be determined from experimental
data. We will consider a flat beam.
The beam-beam random kicks contribute to a diffusion in the beam size just
like the random contribution from the synchrotron radiation noise. These random contributions are counteracted by the radiation damping, and on balance
this gives an equilibrium rms beam size

where OQ is the beam size in the absence of beam-beam collisions, TQ is the
time between collisions, and & & the beam-beam parameter calculated without
beam-beam blow-up.
To get a rough idea, let us say that the beam size is doubled at the beambeam limit of (o — 0.05. If we then take rrM| = 10 msec and TJj = 1 psec, we
find r> = 0.03, i.e., about 3% of the beam-beam kick strength is random at the
beam-beam limit.
If the beam-beam instability is caused by an aperture limitation, then the
beam-beam limit is reached when <r9 is equal to a certain defined fraction (say,
1/10) of the aperture. In case the beam-beam blow-up is significant, the beambeam limit will be determined by
aperture

. .Iua , . ,
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Assuming that i) is energy independent and keeping in mind that
~3, we find, at the beam-beam limit,

Lac-,6,

(48)

where £ is the beam-beam parameter calculated with the blown-up beam. Note
that the luminosity is proportional to f8, in reasonable agreement with Eq. (43).
The beam-beam diffusion model just described has other implications. For
example, it predicts that the main beam-beam effect is a simple blow-up of the
beam size rather than some dynamical instability. It does not have any sensitive
dependence on the tunes of the storage ring. It also predicts that the beam-beam
blow-up depends on the number of collision points according to ace y/N.
One problem with the diffusion model, partly due to its ad hoe nature, is
that it is not clear how exactly the random part can be extracted from the
beam-beam force. One possible source of randomness may be attributed to the
stochastic motion when resonances overlap.62
Another possible source of randomness, which can be shown to be a very
weak effect, is included here for amusement. It results from the fact that the
beam is really not a smooth distribution of charges but, rather, a collection of
a large number of discrete point charges. One can imagine that every time a
particle collides with an on-coming beam, the average distribution of the oncoming beam is the same but the detailed distribution of the point charges
within this average distribution has been randomly rearranged.
Consider then a Coulomb collision between the particle and a particle in the
on-coming beam with an impact parameter b. The kicking angle is given by

If the impact parameter is less than a certain minimum value 6 ^ , the
collision will be so strong that both particles will be ejected from the storage
ring acceptance because of this single Coulomb collision. The quantity ^ j , is
given by
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where A if is the maximum value of y at the collision point that can be accepted
by the storage ring acceptance.
These violent Coulomb collisions cause a continuous loss of particles. The
beam lifetime r, because of this effect,!7! is determined by the probability of a
particle finding itself withb a distance &„,„ from a particle in the on-coming
beam. We then find

If we take N = 10 12 , A tf = 5 mrad, <rx = 2 mm, <ry = 0.05 mm, TQ = 1 /isec,
and a beam energy of 10 GeV, we find that b^n = 6 X 10~ 1 ? m and the beam
lifetime is about 8000 hours.
For those particles that remain within the storage ring acceptance, there is
a diffusion effect on the beam size. Very roughly,'8' each collision will contribute
to the beam divergence by an rms amount of A j / / \/N, where Ay* is the typical
beam-beam kick given by Eq. (44). The growth rate for this diffusion process is
therefore

which is a much weaker growth than the radiation damping. Compared with
the diffusion process described by Eq. (45), this effect is equivalent to replacing
f,byl/y/N.
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I71 Another perhaps more serious lifetime restriction comes from the bremsstrahlung
scattering of the two electrons. The present consideration, however, is sufficient to illustrate the point.
I 8 IA more careful calculation would probably introduce a logarithmic factor
ln(<r/bmin), but this is ignored here.
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1
INTRODUCTION
The title of this paper could very well be the subject of a
whole sunnier school. In order to keep the paper to a manageable
size I intend to discuss only those phenomena which are current or
potential limitations to machine performance. Even then the list is
long.
Although there are many beam phenomena, only two hadron
colliders are in operation at the time of writing, the Intersecting
Storage Rings (ISR) and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS)
Proton-Antiproton Collider, both at CERN, soon to be joined by
the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider at Fermilab.
The ISR is fundamentally different from the other two
colliders in that it is a high current, high luminosity machine in
which coasting proton beams are "stacked" more or less at the energy
of its injector, the CERN Proton Synchrotron (PS). A« well as its
high energy physics output over the years, the ISR has made a
tremendous contribution to the understanding of hadron storage rings
and pioneered the technique (stochastic cooling) on which the other
two machines rely.
The CERN pp Collider first operated with bunched proton and
antiproton beams in the middle of 1981, and has recently received
much publicity for the discovery of the intermediate vector bosons W
and Z. The success of the collider has stimulated considerable
interest in the possibility of reaching very high energies with
hadron machines. At present colliders in the 10- and 20-TeV range
are under active study.
This paper is heavily polarized towards the SPS. One excuse
is that the ISR has already been very well documented and excellent
review articles are available 1>2 . More to the point, one has a
natural tendency to talk about things with which one is personally
familiar. Nevertheless, I have tried to put the different phenomena
discussed into a more global context.
2. THE INTERSECTING STORAGE RINGS
The ISR machine first came into operation in 1971. It consists
of two interleaved rings of 300 at diameter, intersecting at eight
crossing points with a crossing angle of 14.77*. The maximum
operating energy it 31.4 GeV/c, obtained by phase displacement
acceleration from the maximum injection energy of 26 GeV/c.
The beam is accumulated by stacking in longitudinal phase
space.,1 A pulse of around 100 mA distributed in 20 bunches is
injected from the PS onto the inside of the ring and trapped with
the jradiofrequency system. It is then accelerated across the
aperture towards the already circulating beam where it is
0094-243X/1270243-51 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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debunched. This process is repeated until the required current is
achieved.
The maximum current is around 60 A, giving a stored energy of S
KJ and a power of l.S TV. The maximum luminosity Achieved3 is
1.3x10** cm~a s* 1 , to be compared with the design luminosity of
3X10'° cm"2 s" 1 . The intensity decay rate under good
conditions corresponds to a beam lifetime of about two years. As
well as protons, the ISR has stored alpha particles, deuteronsf
and antiprotons*. More than ten years of machine studies have
yielded an enormous amount of information on how both bunched and
dtebunched beams behave in storage rings. Three main effects limit
the maximum achievable current6.
i. Ions produced by beam-gas collisions are accelerated to the
walls by the beam space-charge field, where they produce desorption
of gas molecules leading to pressure runaway. This is typically a
problem associated with coasting beams.
ii. Fast blow-up of the longitudinal emittance of
(the microwave instability) above a threshold bunch
dilution of the longitudinal phase space and limits
current that can be stacked within a given momentum

the bunched beam
current leads to
the total
acceptance.

iii. Transverse instabilities in the debunched beam must be
carefully controlled by introducing a betatron frequency spread
(Landau damping) and by transverse feedback. The required frequency
spread must be accommodated between low-order nonlinear resonances.
The natural incoherent tune spread in the beam due to image forces
in the vacuum chamber has a destabilizing influence, and the shape
of the working line as a function of current must be carefully
trimmed with nonlinear elements.
3 THE SPS PROTON-ANTIPKOTON COLLIDES
The SPS is a separated-function proton synchrotron with a
diameter of 2.2 km?. It was built to accelerate protons between
10 GeV/c and 450 GeV/c and to provide extracted beams for
fixed-target physics in two experimental areas. In this mode of
operation the maximum beam intensity is around 2.8X10 1 '
protons per pulse, corresponding to about 6X10* protons per
bunch.
The invention of stochastic cooling in 1968* and its
subsequent practical demonstration at the ISR 9,10 opened the door
to the exciting possibility of converting the SPS into a colliding
beam device with beams of protons and antiprotons counter-rotating
in the same vacuum chamber".
The centre-of-mass energy would be
limited by the power dissipation in the magnets and would correspond
to around 270 GeV/c per beam, comfortably above the threshold for
the production of the elusive intermediate bosons whose mass had
been predicted to be around 90 GeY/c.
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The key problem wag to be able to create enough antiproton* to
that a uaeful luminosity (> 10 a * cn~ 3 s"1) could be obtained in
the collider. In 1978 a proposal was made 1 2 to build a dedicated
antiproton accumulator in which successive pulses of antiprotons
created by 26 CeV/c protons fro* the PS could be stacked and cooled
for many hours until a sufficient number of antiprotons was
available for transfer to the SPS.
As well as the construction of the accumulator, major
modifications to the SPS were required in order to turn it into a
storage ring. Experiments with proton beams revealed many problems
associated with the acceleration and (storage of dense bunches 13 * 1 *
— the required intensity per bunch i« about a factor of 20 greater
than for fixed-ta?£et operation. Instabilities during transition
crossing and large incoherent tune spreads at injection dictated
that the injection and transfer system for both protons and
antiprotons had to be upgraded to allow injection at 26 GeV/c, the
maximum operational energy of the PS and rbove transition
(YT * 23.3) in the SPS. In addition, the vacuum needed
improving in order to obtain a base pressure below 10~* Torr so
that the transverse emittance growth due to multiple Coulomb
scattering and intensity decay due to inelastic scattering were
reduced to tolerable levels.
An important modification to the lattice was the incorporation
of two low-beta insertions15 in the two experimental crossing
regions. With the aid of supplementary quadrupoles the lattice
functions are modified to reduce the beta values at the collision
point from 50 m to about 1 m, leaving the rest of the machine
unperturbed. Associated with the low-beta insertions, a
sophisticated chromaticity correction scheme was required in order
to correct the large chromatic aberrations due to the insertion
quadrupolea without introducing other unwanted effects.
Early experiments with single proton bunches revealed that the
bunched beam lifetime was severely limited by radiofrequency
noise 1 3 * 1 6 . This problem was cured by a complete redesign of the
low-level rf control system to reduce th* noise level by many
orders of magnitude. In addition, separate 200 MHz travelling-wave
cavities were required for independent acceleration of protons and
antiprotons.
3.1 Operation
The first proton-antiproton collisions in the SPS were recorded
in the summer of 1981 1 '. The first physics run took place at the
end of 1981, when 0.2 nb" 1 of luminosity was produced. In the
second runfat the end of 1982, the peak luminosity was increased to
5.3X10" cm"2 s"1 and a total integrated luminosity of 28 nb" 1 was
produced, enough to reveal the first V candidates. In the spring
of 1983 the peak luminosity was increased to 1.6xlOa* cm~2 p~x
and a total of 153 nb~ x was produced in each of the two
experimental crossing points, resulting in the discovery of the
first Z° candidates.
The steady improvement in performance reflects the gradual
mastering of a complex chain of accelerators. Table I shows the
best results obtained in 1983 compared with the design
objectives 18 " 20 .
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Table I Collider Performances

Design

Achieved

AA stacfcing-rate (10* antiprotona per hour) 25

6.6

p transfer efficiency (%)

100

75

Number of bunches in collision

6 p X 6~p

3 p X 3~p

p intensity per bunch (10 11 )

1

la

1

0.15

24

IS

12

18

Beam-beam parameter f

0.003

0.004

fl*H ; fl*v (m)

2X1

1.3

Peak luminosity <10 2 * cm" 2 s"1)

10

1.6

11

p intensity per bunch (10 )
Normalized emittances (By* 10~"m.rad>:
E

*H

E

Luminosity lifetime <h)

\

-

16

X .65
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The antiprotons ar* produced by the interaction of 26-GeV/c
protons from the PS with a copper target. 21 Secondary particles
are collimated by a magnetic horn and focusing system and injected
into the Antiproton Accumulator (AA) 2 2 at 3.5 GeV/c, which is
around the peak of the antiproton yield from 26-GeV/c protons. It
can be seen from Table I that the antiproton stacking rate is about
a factor of 4 below the design figure. This is mainly due to a
lower antiproton production cross-section than expected, and to a
somewhat smaller transverse acceptance of the accumulator than was
calculated. At least three days of stacking is required to
accumulate enough antiprotons for the first transfer to the SPS.
In the meantime the SPS magnetic cycle is optimized with
protons. A single bunch of protons can be transferred each PS
cycle of 2.4-s duration. In order to allow injection of three
proton and three ant i. proton bunches, the magnetic field is held
constant for 14.4 seconds followed by 14.4 s for ramping to 270
GeV/c and return to 26 GeV/c (Figure 1 ) . The low-beta insertions
are detuned to B* H = 7 m and B*y = 3.5 m during injection and
throughout acceleration in order to liberate injection aperture and
facilitate chromaticity correction. The insertions are then
squeezed to their final values of B*JJ = 1.3 m and B* v = 0.65 m
during the first second of the flat top. This means that the whole
cycle can be conveniently optimized in pulsed mode. Only on the
cycle during which antiprotons are transferred does the machine
pass into storage mode.

Injection

Acceleration low-P squeezing
270 Gev

-,

3P

I
A

M±

B

C

I

J

3P

Fig. 1 The SPS magnetic cycle allowing the injection of three
proton bunches (A, B, C) followed by three antiproton bunches (z,
T, X ) .
The preparation of the proton bunches requires a complex series
of rf manipulations in the P S . 2 3 ' 2 4 First, the longitudinal
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emittance of the bunches wist be blown up to O.S eV.s so that the
microwave instability threshold (chapter 5> is not exceeded in the
SPS at injection. This leaves bunches ~20 ns long at 2« GeV/c
which must be compressed to < 5 ns in order to fit into the SPS
200-MHz buckets. To accomplish this without requiring excessive
voltage, the bunches are rotated in an unmatched bucket 23
(Figure 2>. The timing tolerance for this operation is extremely
tight. The bunch must arrive in the SPS in the correct bucket with
< O.S ns jitter.

c)
d)
Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the bunch compression
procedure in the PS. The bunch is stretched on the unstable phase
(b), then rotated in the unmatched bucket (c), and extracted at the
minimum bunch length (d). In practice the procedure is much more
sophisticated, using harmonic cavities to linearize the rf
waveform ^3.
The antiprotons must also be accelerated to 26 GeV/c and
compressed < 5 ns in the PS. A single antiproton bunch is unstacked
from the accumulator with a well-defined longitudinal emittance of
0.5 eV.s and injected into the PS at 3.5 GeY/c. Acceleration and
rotation then proceed as for protons. The limitation of the
longitudinal emittance to 0.5 eV.s arises because of the
nonlinearity of the rf bucket during the bunch rotation. Particles
with too large synchrotron amplitude form tails which cannot be
captured in the SPS bucket. Once the three antiproton bunches are
transferred, the SPS passes into storage mode for 15 to 20 hours of
physics data-taking, during which time the AA recommences stacking
in preparation for the next transfer. The reliability of the whole
complex must be extremely high. During the 1983 run the AA stacked
continuously for 30 days without a single fault.
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The tolerance requirement for the *ntiproton injection is very
tight. Injection errors in the PS and 3PS cause emittance dilution
through filaaentations due to nonlinearities; this diminishes the
luminosity and also affects the antiproton lifetime (Chapter 6 ) .
Since injection tuning is not feasible with the scarce antiprotons,
the whole transfer system is conceived in such a way that the
protons can be extracted in the reverse direction to the
antiprotons, both from the SPS to the PS and from the PS to the AA
(figure 3 ) , allowing fine tuning of the beam transfer and
minimization of the injection errors between machines. When all
parameters are carefully tuned, transfer efficiencies of up to SOX
and emittance dilution of less than a factor of 2 for the
antiprotons hav<i been achieved.

SPS
\.

PS SKMtoy 8 M M
(Ewl A m )
f 0 — 2i BtV/c

Fig. 3
The overall complex for the production of antiprotons
and for the injection of both protons and antiprotons into the SPS
and IKK at 26 GeV/c. Protons can be extracted from the SPS and
transferred through the antiproton injection line (TT70) back to the
PS. Similarly, 3.5-GeV/c protons can be transported between the PS
and antiproton accumulator, allowing the whole transfer system to be
optimised without using antiprotons.
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The timing precision required for the antiprotons ia the same
at; for the protons but auch more difficult to achieve because of
the limited availability of particles. Figure 4 shows a
mountain-range display of the longitudinal bunch profile once every
10 turns after the injection of an antiproton bunch. The bunch on
the left was correctly injected whereas the one on the right had a
phase error of about 2 ns, splitting into two buckets. Mote the
hollow bunches due to filamentation around the edge of the buckets.

' 5 nsec
Fig. 4 Mountain-range display of the longitudinal profile of $&
antiproton bunch at injection. The bunch on the left was correctly
injected, whereas the one on the right struck the unstable phase
and was split into two adjacent buckets.
3.2 Luminosity and Luminosity Lifetime
Table I shows that apart from the low antiproton intensity all
the design parameters have been achieved or exceeded. The
luminosity is given by

where K p , Up are the numbers of particles per bunch; II is the
number of bunches; f is the revolution frequency; and « x .o z
are the standard deviations of the transverse dimensions of the
supposedly identical Gaussian beams.
Both the number of bunches and the number of antiprotons per
bunch are limited by the accumulation rate of the A*. One way to
improve this is to increase the longitudinal and transverse
acceptance of the system. A proposal to do this by adding a large
acceptance precooling ring is under study*'.
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The proton bunch intensity is not limited by the injectors and
a 40% increase with respect to the design intensity ha:; already been
achieved. Further increase id intensity is difficult because of
beam stability requirements and incoherent tune-shift phenomena at
injection.
The beam size is given by a = ( E B * / 4 Y ) * , where B* is
the beta function at the intersection and E is the normalized
emittance, governed by the injector. The B* values have already
been squeezed further than their design values, and even lower
values (6*n » 1 m, 6*y « 0.5 m) are foreseen. Reducing the beta
values even further produces very little gain because the variation
of beta function through the interaction point becomes large. In
addition, the chromatic aberrations become very strong unless the
free space for the experimental equipment is reduced (mini-beta
insertions).
Another way to reduce the beam cross-section is to increase
the energy. This is limited by the cooling of the magnet coils.
Additional cooling capacity will allow the energy to be increased to
310 GeV/c in 1984.
The luminosity lifetime x is defined by
L - Lo e"t/T

(3.2)

and depends on the decay rate of proton and antiproton intensity
and on the rate of blowup of the bunch dimensions. The observed
transverse emittance blow-up rate of the protons is an order of
magnitude faster than can be explained by multiple Coulomb
scattering with the residual gas. Detailed measurements 26 have
shown that it is due to intrabeam scattering27 or multiple
scattering between the particles in the same bunch. There is
strong evidence that the intensity decay rate of the protons is
also due to this effect. The decay rate of the antiproton
intensity is extremely sensitive to the working point and is
governed by the beam-beam interaction28.
In the following chapters each of these performance limitations
is analysed in more detail. Wherever possible, comparison is made
between the ISR and the SPS Collider, and the importance of the
phenomena in a very high energy machine is discussed.
4 INCOHERENT TUNE SHIFTS
Incoherent tune-shift phenomena2^ strongly influence the beau
behaviour both in the ISR and in the SPS collider at low energy.
Tune shifts are created both by the self-electromagnetic field of
the beam and by the image fields due to the charges and currents in
the conducting boundaries (the vacuum chamber) and ferromagnetic
boundaries (the magnetic gaps).
The tune shift due to the self-fields of a uniform cylindrical
beam of radius a is
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where B is the bunching factor, defined as the ratio of bunch
length to machine circumference; N is the number of particles per
bunch; r p = 1.53X1O"1* • is the classical proton radius;
and R is the machine radius. The factor X - A 2 « 1 / Y 2 i<
a consequence of the almost perfect cancellation of the electric
and magnetic fields for highly relativistic particles. Since the
factor a 2 y is proportional to the invariant emittance, the
tune shift due to the self-fields decreases as 1 / Y 3 as long
as the beam is not neutralized. In a coasting beam, electrons can
be trapped in the potential well of the beam and spoil the
cancellation, which results in a large tune shift. To avoid this
in the ISR, clearing electrodes are installed all around the
machine'". In the SPS the beams are concentrated into a few
well-separated bunches so that neutralization cannot occur and
there is no need for clearing electrodes.3*
In a dc beam, image charges in the vacuum chamber and image
currents in the poles of the magnets introduce extra tune shifts.
The full expression for the tune shift in an infinitely conducting
pipe, induced by a uniform elliptical beam with vertical radius b
and horizontal radius a, where a > b,
^9

L Y2b(a + b)
where cx and c3 are the Laslett image coefficients, and
h and g are the half-heights of the vacuum chamber and magnet gap,
respectively. In the approximation of plane-parallel faces for the
magnet and vacuum chamber, then, cx = * 2 /48 and
c 3 = * a /24. More precise formulae giving the tune shift
as a function of radial position and of charge distribution for
more realistic boundary conditions have been obtained.3^"3*
The first term in the above expression is again due to the selffields. The other two terms are due to the electrostatic and
magnetostatic images, and their effect sealer as 1/Y instead of
1/Y2. Consequently, in the ISR the image terms are dominant
as long as the beam is not neutralized. The tune shift is of the
order of 3xlO~* per ampere of stored current. Although this
is small compared with that encountered in low energy proton
synchrotrons, the variation of the tune shift with position in the
stack plays a crucial role in influencing beam stability. This
will be discussed in the next chapter.
In the SPS Collider the beams are bunched, and an additional
term aypears as the result of the image current in the vacuum
chamber. This term cancels the electrostatic image term in the same
way as the self-fields cancel. In addition, the magnetostatic
image term, which depends on the dc component of the beam current,
is negligible. For a beam of uniform density the tune shift is
then

—

\

«b(a + b) BvB y

r i_a+

LY

!^^

hV
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The image tern now alto has a 1/y* dependence because of
the cancellation, and, since the beam is such smaller than the
vacuum chamber, b(a + b) « h*, the tune shift is completely
dominated by the self-fields. In reality, the beam d&nsity is not
uniform. Real beams have a more or less Gaussian distribution in
both the longitudinal and transverse planes. This means that the
tune shift depends on amplitude as well as on longitudinal position
in the bunch.
The Laslett tune spread for a round Gaussian bunch in both
transverse and longitudinal dimensions can easily be calculated.
The equation of motion in Courant and Snyder variables35 n,0,
including the nonlinear driving t«rm due to the image forces, is

de 2
The driving term can be computed from the Lorentz force using
Ampere's law and Gauss' theorem. It is
2Kr

-B_na/2«_a\ -s2/2o*

/

where N is the number of particles in the bunch and s is the
longitudinal coordinate. The tune shift can then be computed by
using the averaging method of Krylov and Bogoliubov 36,73
Av

f* v**/at(Sc cos •) cos * d f

, 1_
2

J

* o

(4.6)

&

where c and * are the action angle variables, and » = /ceo* #.
This gives
Mr
4v Ax,s)«

*

E

-sa/2«*
— U(o) e
* ,

*»Yara

with

a

[1

I is the normalized emittance at 2a,

X - 4£
and B is the bunching factor defined by
B

(4.7)
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The tune of a particle therefore depends on amplitude through
the function U, which is plotted in Figure 5, as well as on the
I

N
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\
\
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U

.6

.5

\\
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.3
.2

\

0

i»111111

3

Fig. 5

1

2

^

• 11 * 111 *

3

1 XA

The function U(o> with a - X*/2<**.

longitudinal position in the bunch, which results in a tune
modulation at twice the synchrotron frequency. The suuciaua tune
shift in the SPS Collider with N * 1 0 1 1 protons per bunch,
E x * 15 X 10~* rad.si is of order 0.05 and hss two important
effects.
First, it produces a fast filaaentation of the transverse
emittance if the bunch is not injected exactly onto the closed
orbit of the Machine. Figure 6 shows the signal observed on
Q HEAS= .6062
CL.ORB* .26
HflX.PK= 8.1
MIM.PK= -6.5
I BITS= 664

SUKHC

|S I B S ' .7171
iO-OBB- •
jttK.IV* 2.3

^&£Z£Z^$?^-^&***^mi&

-2.3

Fig. 116 Daaping of injection oscillations
for a dease (IP «
1X10 ) bunch and a weak (IP « 1.7X1010) bunch.
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a transverse difference pick-up for the first 128 turns after
injection, for two different intensities. The fast damping of the
coherent signal from the high intensity bunch can clearly be seen.
These signals can also be used to measure the tune, and it will be
observed that the measured tune is different for the two different
cases. This is because the transversely oscillatint bunch excites
fields in the different components of the vacuum chamber, which
react back on the bunch to change the tune. This coherent tune
shift will be discussed in more detail later.
The second conseguence of the incoherent spread of betatron
tunes is that the particles occupy a considerable fraction of the
space in the tune diagram between low-order resonances (Figure 7}.
The self space-charge force is defocusing and therefore the
tune of the protons is pushed downwards from the zero current value
Q o . However, when the much weaker antiproton bunches are
injected, they experience the (focusing) beam-beam force and
therefore their tune is pushed upwards. The machine tune, the
transverse emittance, and the intensity of the proton bunches must
be carefully controlled so that the antiprotons do not touch the
very destructive Ath-order resonance which results in rapid beam
loss. This is one of the reasons why the injection energy of the
collider was pushed up to the maximum energy of the PS (26 GeV/c)
instead of the normal injection energy of 10 GeV/c, at which the
tune spread would be intolerably large.
Because of the X/y3 dependence this effect is negligible
during storage. It will also be negligible at the much higher
injection energy of the Tevatron.
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S BEAM STABILITY
Particles circulating in an accelerator or storage ring induce
currents and fields in the vacuum chamber which react back on the
beam and can profoundly influence the beam dynamics. We have
already encountered one example of such an effect when we discussed
the incoherent tune shift due to the proximity of an infinitely
conducting wall. In reality the vacuum chamber has finite
conductivity, and this gives rise to wake fields due to the ac
component of the beam current. These wake fields can drive both
transverse and longitudinal instabilities.
5.1

The Coupling Impedance
The resistive wall of the vacuum chamber is not the only
element responsible for generating wake fields. Many other
objects—such as changes in vacuum chamber cross-section, vacuum
bellows, radiofreguency cavities, beam pick-ups, ferrite kickers,
clearing electrodes, etc., all generate wake fields in different
freguency ranges. In circular machines it is customary, and
extremely useful, to define generalized coupling impedance*1»3?
which allow calculation of the overall effect of the different items
without having to consider each component individually.
For the longitudinal motion, the coupling impedance Z^ is
defined as the total longitudinal voltage per unit perturbed beam
current,
2*R
2 L < U > = Q"

E

LdS

(5.1)

To get some idea of how these fields arise, consider the
simplest possible case of a centred beam in a round metallic vacuum
chamber of radius b. The chamber has a finite conductivity a and
a skin depth 6 = («fu o a)~* m, where f is the freguency
of the perturbed motion.
For freguencies above a few tens of kilohertz the skin depth
is generally less than the wall thickness and therefore no ac fields
can penetrate the beam pipe. Application of Ampere's law to a closed
loop surrounding the vacuum chamber shows that the total current
enclosed must be zero, and therefore the current induced in the
vacuum chamber must be equal and opposite to the perturbed beam
current 1^. Maintaining a current 1^ in a vacuum chamber of
surface impedance Z 8 requires a power input Z if , and this power
must be supplied by a longitudinal decelerating field E on the beam,
the power loss being Z^J.^.
The longitudinal impedance of a smooth round vacuum chamber is
then just equal to the wall impedance3"
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where S is the machine radius and R, is the surface impedance
E g • (1 + j)/«4 in ohms per square.
If the bean is slightly displaced in the vacuum chamber,the
wall current is not uniformly distributed,and this results in a
variation of the strength of the longitudinal field across the
aperture. An important theorem3**>^c states that such a
transverse gradient of the (oscillating) longitudinal field gives
rise to a transverse deflecting force F T of magnitude

where V T F L is just the transverse gradient of the
longitudinal force eE L . In analogy with the longitudinal case, a
transverse coupling impedance Z T for a displacement A can be
defined as
(5.4)
eBIA
where the j factor is required to ensure a purely reactive
impedance for a lossless structure.
A simple relationship between the transverse and the
longitudinal impedance can be derived for the case of a round
vacuum chamber. Using cylindrical coordinates, the longitudinal
field at the wall due to a small transverse displacement A is
E L + E'b cos 0, where E* is the transverse gradient of the
longitudinal field. The power dissipated in the wall per unit
length is then
Pw =

-

fe

E I +
L

f

(E L + E'b cos 6) a d6

^ ~

.

(5.5)

(5.6)

The power lost by the beam is just (E L + E'A)I, giving
eE« - -*—

« u

•

<5.7>

Then, from Eqs.(5.3) and (5.4) we obtain the well-known result 38 ' 40

where u « nw 0 and w 0

o
is the revolution angular frequency.

5.2 Impedance Measurements and the Broad-Band Model
An important task of the storage ring designer is to try to
Minimize the coupling impedance. The impedance of relatively
simple structures can be calculated either analytically*1 or
numerically.*2 More complicated structures such as ferrite
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kickers or electrostatic separator tanks can be Measured on the
bench with wires or loops 4 3 * 4 4 used to siaulate the longitudinal
or transverse currents. In modern electron storage rings, where
great care has been taken to avoid discontinuities in the vacuum
chamber, ZL/n < 1 2 has been achieved, this being mainly due to
the unavoidable contribution of the many radiofreguency cavities
present in the ring.
Both the SPS and the ISR are old machines with a much larger
coupling impedance (10 to 30 £2) due to the many changes in vacuum
chamber cross-section, vacuum bellows, clearing electrodes,etc.
Since measurement of the impedance of each individual item of an
operating machine is clearly impossible, methods have been
developed using the beam itself as a probe.
One powerful technigue which has been used at the PS 4 5 is to
measure the growth rate of the transverse head-tail instability 66 * 67
as a function of the chromaticity. Figure 8 shows the result of
such a measurement, where the longitudinal impedance ZL/n is
plotted instead of the transverse impedance, using the relationship
(S.8). Interpretation of the results in terms of the frequency
dependence of the coupling impedance requires knowledge of the
theory of bunched beam instabilities, which will be discussed
briefly below, but the interesting thing is that this general form
of the impedance, increasing smoothly up to about 1.3 GHz and then
decreasing, has been observed on several other machines. These
results have led to the development of the broad-band model 4 6 * 4 '
of the coupling impedance.
The assumption is that the different impedances traversed by

Fig. 8 The PS coupling impedance calculated from the measured
growth rate of the head-tail instability a* a function of chromatic
frequency fg.
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the beam add up randomly and can be approximated by an artificial
low-Q resonator (Q ~ 1 ) . The frequency dependence is then assumed
to be of the form
<a/u

n

L" 1

j Jl -

)J

(5.9)

•{a -

A similar expression for Z T can be obtained by using
Eg. (5.8); <or is the resonant frequency, assumed to be around the
lowest transverse mode cut-off frequency (-1.3 GHz), and
<Z L /n) o is obtained by fitting the measured growth rates, using
the theory to be discussed later. Figure 9 shows the form of the
impedance, to which the low frequency contribution of the resistive
wall (u~^ dependence) ami any resonant spikes due, for
example, to higher cavity modes, must be added. The impedance has
been plotted for both positive and negative frequencies. The
significance of the negative impedance will be discussed later.

ESISTIVE

Fig. 9
The broad-band model of the coupling imjps-'ar<ee. The real
impedance is replaced by a low-Q resonator with resonant frequency
F_ around the pipe cut-off.
Although this model of the coupling impedance is clearly * very
crude approximation, it has proved to be extremely powerful in
interpreting many observations of both transverse and longitudinal
stability phenomena in bunched beams.
The transverea impedance of the SPS has been measured by the
same technique as in the PS 4 8 . Figure 10 shows the growth rate
of head-tail mode zero for 2xlO ie protons as * function of
the chromaticity, where the chromatic frequency fr »
5vfo/n has been plotted instead of the chromaticitj Itself.
The Measurements are much coarser than those obtained in the PS

ife
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Fig. 10 Measurements of
the growth rate of the
vertical head-tail
instability in the SPS
fitted to the broad-band
model.

broadband
Z T =18Mn m -'
\, IGhz]
1,0

because the short bunches (1.5 n«) sample a wide frequency range.
The results fit «. broad-band Model with the real part of the
transverse impedance Z T = 18 MB**" 1 . Independent measurements of the
longitudinal impedance frost the coherent mode frequency shift give
ZL/n s 16 Q for the low-frequency inductive part. Th« two
measurements agree if an effective vacuum chamber half height of 40
mm is assumed instead of the geometrical average of 23 mm over the
whole machine, similar measurements in the ISE* 9 give about 20 Q
for the inductive part of the longitudinal impedance.
Many observations and measurements of instabilities of both
bunched and coasting beams have been made, and excellent review
papers have been published.46,47,50,51 I n t n e following chapters
some of the more important phenomena relevant to the ISR and the S?S
are discussed. The results will generally be interpreted by using
the broad-band model. It is customary to treat coasting and bunched
beam instabilities separately.
5.3

Coasting Beam Instabilities
Transverse.
A debunched beam can support transverse waves of
the form e i t w t - k f > , where at any time t the wave pattern must
close on itself. Therefore
k * 2«/K » n/K
and n is the mode number of the wave.
In the frame of reference moving with the particles (co-moving
frame), then s • Bet,and the transverse displacement is of the form
x « x_ e i ( w n ~ n w o > t ,
which is nothing more than the perturbed betatron motion

(5.10)
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xo
giving the allowed node frequencies
to = (n + v)o> .
n
o

(5.12)

The phase velocity v of the wave is
v = r^ = B e d + - ) .
(5.13)
n K
n
These waves excite image fields in the vacuuai chamber. For a
perfectly conducting wall, the fields are in phase with the particle
Motion and result in a shift of the coherent tune. In other words,
the coupling impedance is purely reactive and cannot drive the beam
unstable. However, if the resistive part of the impedance is not
zero, a deflecting field is produced with an out-of-phase
component, which can result in an instability, the transverse
resistive wall instability.37' 5 2
Not all nodes ace unstable. For n > 0 the wave velocity is
greater than the particle velocity, Kq. (5.13). These waves are
called the "fast" waves, and they cannot drive the beast unstable.
This can be seen qualitatively by comparing the slope of the wave at
any azimuth s and tine t with that of the particle.
For the wave
3x/3s * - ikx
whereas for the particle
3x/3s * i(Qwo/Bc)x .
For positive k the slope of the wave is opposite that of the
particle. This M a n s that the wake field laid down by the wave is
always in such a direction as to damp the motion of a particle
travelling just behind (Figure 11).
For the negative k waves the slope is such that the betatron
motion is excited by the wake field. These "slow" waves (n > 0) are
unstable except for the small subset for which -n < v. These are
"backward" waves, travelling in the opposite direction to the
particles, and a little thought will show that they cannot excite
the betatron motion. Unstable waves then correspond to negative
»»n.
In terms of the coupling impedance, the equation for the
perturbed betatron oscillations is of the form

The impedance on the right-hand side is evaluated at the mode
frequency «n. The bet«tron frequency of the perturbed motion is
then
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•WAVE

SLOW

WAVE
Pig. 11 The unstable (slow) and
•table (fast) waves. For the
slow wave the wake field is such
as to excite the betatron
motion. For the fast wave it
provides damping.
WAVE

FAST WAVE

(5.15)

The imaginary part of the impedance produces the coherent
frequency shift already discussed, whereas the real part produces
exponential growth or (leaping, depending on its sign. Growing
oscillations correspond to Re (Zj) < 0, and therefore the
unstable negative frequency waves correspond to a negative
resistive part of the coupling impedance. This concept of negative
resistance for negative frequencies will be used extensively in the
discussions of bunched beam instabilities.
The growth rate of node n is then

1

'*

R

*

(5.16)

T

For high frequency modes the broad-band model can prove to be
very unreliable for predicting growth rates. This is because the
model ignores any sharp spikes due to narrow-band resonators which
can strongly drive a given mode. The real value of the broad-band
model is for single bunch instabilities with short bunches, where
the impedance must be averaged over the bunch spectrum and sharp
spikes are less important.
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At very low frequency, the resistive wall dominates, and the
growth rate can be computed reasonably precisely. From Eqs.{5.2)
and (5.8) the impedance is
cRu i
a
Z (w) x
—
(l + j) a-m
T
b*
and the growth rate is

i

r1

"V*

« 5 -i ? >

T

where r p « e 2 vo/4nt o = 1.53X10"1* M , N is the total number
of particles in the ring and the skin depth 6 is evaluated at the
•ode frequency <•>„.
As a numerical example consider the SPS at the normal
injection energy for fixed target physics.
Putting
H
= 10 x ",
Y = 10.66,
v * 26.6,
b = 23 mm,
a
= 1.6X10* ft^.m"1
« o * 2.72X109 rad.s" 1 , and
n » -27,
then

4

= 3 torn

and

1/T = 630 s~l,

giving an e-folding time of 1.6 ms. The instability is of no
importance for SPS Collider operation because the total number of
particles is small and the wake fields decay between successive
revolutions. However, in the ISR it is of great importance.
One cure for such an instability is to use active
damping. 53 * 54 The signal from a transverse difference pick-up is
fed back to a pair of deflector plates with the correct delay and
betatron phase shift to damp the coherent motion. This method is
used to damp the lowest few modes of the instability, where the
strong resistive wall component produces fast growth rates.
Active feedback is feasible only over a limited bandwidth. A
more general cure is to provide a aufficiently large spread in the
natural betatron frequencies of the individual particles so that the
beam cannot be driven unstable by its own coherent motion. This
phenomenon is called Landau damping.55
The amount of frequency
spread required is the subject of stability theory,52'56 which will
not be diacussed here. A uaeful rule of thumb is that the
incoherent spreed must be large enough for the coherent frequency to
remain within the incoherent band? 7
Aun > A« c ,
where teg ia half the spread in frequency of the betatron line
at <*g, and Aw c is the coherent frequency shift due to the
reactive part of the coupling impedance.

(5.IS)
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In a coasting beam the frequency spread is given by
Ad>u « [v£ + (n + v)nJ w o 6p/p
where 5 is the chromaticity ? = pAv/vAp and n :

(5.19)

If 5 < 0 above transition (n < 0 ) , cancellation will occur
for some negative n and there will be ro Landau damping at all.
Therefore the sign of the chromaticity must be reversed from its
natural value (%
1) and must be sufficiently positive to provide
the required frequency spread for stability.
This has important consequences. The beam cannot occupy a
point in the vH/vy working diagram but takes the form of a
working line which must be accommodated between th* low-order
nonlinear resonances. The stability of the beam is strongly
influenced by the incoherent tune shift already discussed in
Chapter 4. The incoherent tune shift depends on the radial
position in the stack because of the elliptical fora of the vacuum
chamber and the beam density distribution across the stack.
Figure 12 shows a hypothetical situation58 where the linear
machine is adjusted to give the 'unloaded* working line AB.

8£

Fig. 12
Beading of the working line in the ISR owing to the
radial dependence of the incoherent tune shift leads to instability
if the tune spread becomes locally too small.
The chromaticity is adjusted to give a theoretically
sufficient tune spread for stability in a high intensity stack.
However, as the current increases, the tune shifts because of the
image forces, and the working line bends in such a way that the tune
spread is locally reduced until L«ndau damping is lost and the beam
goes unstable.
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In order to avoid this effect, in practice the working line is
measured and straightened at frequent intervals (every few anperes)
during stacking by using poleface windings.
Longitudinal, the longitudinal fields can cause self-bunching
of the bean. Again, stability is ensured by providing a
sufficiently large spread in revolution frequencies to provide
Landau damping. The required spread depends on the detailed density
distribution and can be computed from beam stability theory." A
very useful simplified relationship60 gives the maximum allowable
coupling impedance for stability in terms of the current and
momentum spread:
_

(5.20)

I
where E 0 /e = 9.38 x 10* cV and F is a form factor of order
one.
The debunched beam in the ISR is comfortably below threshold
for this effect. The reason is that as the longitudinal density
increases the bunched beam tends to be unstable before stacking, and
this increases the momentum spread and naturally provides stability.
This phenomenon will be discussed in more detail below.
5.4

Bunched Beam Instabilities
Both in the SPS and before stacking in the ISR,the beam is
bunched. The introduction of synchrotron motion considerably
complicates the problem of calculating the coherent modes and growth
rates for bunched beam instabilities. The basic problem is to solve
the coupled Vlasov-Maxwell equations in a self-consistent way
including the synchrotron motion. The Vlasov equation allows
computation of the perturbed phase-space distribution and the modes
of oscillation once the perturbing forces are known. The forces
thenselves can be calculated from Maxwell's equations by using the
perturbed phase-space distribution to calculate the deflecting
fields. In reality this step is enormously simplified by using the
coupling iapedance.
Fortunately, an elegant theory has been worked out 3 8 ' 6 1
which unifies the treatment cf both transverse and longitudinal
bunched and cor.sting beam instabilities and is easy to use once the
form of the coupling impedance if known. The theory predicts an
infinity of modes of coherent motion inside single bunches and
allows computation of the frequency shifts of the modas. Th*»*
frequency shifts are generally complex. The imaginary part laads to
growth or darping of the coherent motion.
In the following chapters some of the relevant experimental
data associated with bunched beam instabilities are given without a
detailed discussion of the theory, which can be found ia the
original references61.' The longitudinal case is discussed first.
Longitudinal.The complex frequency shift for longitudinal mod*
m is given by
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s
m + 1

A<d_

(5.21)
3B Vh cos

where I o is the dc current; h the harmonic number; B « L/2]R,
where L is the bunch length and « a is the synchrotron angular
frequency; m = 1,2,... correspond to the dinole, quadrupole, etc.,
mode; and h n <u) is the power spectrun of the mode; cos 4>g is
taken as positive above transition. The imaginary part of the
frequency shift gives the growth or damping rate of the mode.
For longitudinal nodes the power spectrum is symmetric about
zero frequency, and for the case of the broad-band impedance
produces a real frequency shift due to the reactive part, but no
instability because the positive and negative contributions to the
resistive part of the impedance cancel.
This frequency shift is easily visible both in the SPS an*
with the bunched beam in the ISR. It leads to the phenomenon Known
as inductive wall bunch lengthening. 49 ' 62 The bunch spectrum
couples mainly to the low frequency inductive part of the
longitudinal coupling impedance and above transition induces fields
which oppose the accelerating field, reducing the synchrotron
frequency and increasing the bunch length.
Figure 13 shows some measurements of the bunch length and
longitudinal emittance as a function of current in the ISR. 49
Below a certain threshold current, which will be discussed later,
the bunch length increases roughly linearly with current whereas the
longitudinal emittance remains constant, signifying a distortion of
the rf bucket. This is accompanied by a shift in the quadrupole mode
frequency which is easily measurable 49 . These results have been
used together with the measurement of the coherent frequency shifts
to obtain a value for the inductive part of the impedance.
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Fig. .13 Bunch length and longitudinal emittance measured in the ISK.
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For a purely inductive impedance Zj the coherent frequency
shift of mode m for a parabolic bunch simplifies:

Ao

= i

m

""s
m+1

J o . / 2 * R V Z_X •
3Vh\L/n

(5.22)

The synchroton frequency spread due to the bucket nonlinearity
can be calculated by using the averaging method. Eg. (4.6). The
equation of notion in a stationary bucket is
<f> + u

sin

or approximately
+ u 2 * = to%>a/6 ,
3
8

(5.23)

and using the right-hand side as the driving term in Eg. (4.6) with
-the unperturbed solution <(> = <|>0 cos i gives
.2

2*

Y cos4* d*

*o "s
O
a

a
16
(5.24)
64
For the case of the SPS, I o = 7X10"4 A,
Zx/n = 16 fl,
L = 0.6 », V - 4 MV, h = 4620, and R = 1100 m.giving.for the
quadrupole mode m = 2,
0.2ug

and
Th«r«for« the coherent frequency is pushed outside the
incoherent band and there is no Landau damping at all — the bunch
i» "latently" unstable. In fact, slow instabilities are observed on
quadruple, sextupole, and even octupole nodes (the dipole node is
strongly danped by the mandatory phase-locked loop). Figure 14
•hows an example of such a quadrupole mode oscillation, which can go
on for many minutes. The bunch length very slowly increases
until there is sufficient synchrotron frequency spread to provide
damping, note that stability comes quickly with increasing bunch
leagth, the incoherent spread increasing as L 2 and the coherent
shift decreasing ai L 3 . Loag bunches have a short lifetime due to
iatrabeam scattering and radiofrequancy noise so that in practice
the q«a4rupole mode is damped with active feedback. 14
It is clear from the lit data (Figure 13) that above a
threshold curreat of around 100 aft. some other phenomenon occurs
•kick fTMhw** a *low-«p of tke loagitudlnal emittance instead of
just a distortion of the potential well. This effect has been
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Pig- 1A Coherent single-bunch quadrupole node oscillation in the
SPS. The bunch slowly increases in size until it is stabilized by
the spread in synchrotron frequency due to the bucket nonlinearity.
observed in many other machines. It is known as "turbulent bunch
lengthening" or microwave instability. The instability is caused by
coupling of the beam to the very high frequency part of the
impedance. The growth rate is generally fast compared with the
synchrotron frequency, and it has been found that good agreement
with experimental data is obtained by using the criterion for
stability against self-bunching of coasting beams, Bq. (5.20), but
using peak values of current and momentum spread. 63 For a
parabolic bunch of N protons the stability criterion can be written
ft.1 < jo 2lnlvL / A E \ *
.
(5.25)
|n| " e
3Nec lp
I
x
'FWHM
This instability is the major limitation to the number of
protons per bunch injected into the SPS, because, since the beam is
injected at the maximum operational energy of the PS (26 GeV/c),
which is close to transition in the SPS <YT * 23.3), the
natural spread n in revolution frequencies is small. Typical
figures are
n = 5.4X10-*,
Y = 27.7,
(fip/P>FWHM * 3.2X10-*,
L = 1 m,
N = 10",
giving ZL/n < 20 Q for stability, very close to the measured
value in the SPS. 1Indeed,
when the intensity is only slightly
increased above 10 1 protons per bunch a longitudinal emittance
blow-up is 11observed. The maximum intensity achieved during storage
is 1.4 xlO protons per bunch, determined by the available
bucket area to accommodate the blown-up bunch during acceleration.
In any case, a pre-emptive blow-up of the longitudinal emittance in
the PS is vital in order to limit th« amount of emittance growth in
the SPS.
The application of coasting beam theory to the microwave
instability in bunched beams is clearly a crude approximation,
although the experimental results are normally in remarkably good
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agreement with theory. A more satisfactory description of the
instability in terns of the coupling between different longitudinal
*odes has been derived. 64 ' 65 In the limit of fast growth rates
it converges to the coasting beam result.
Transverse. The complex frequency shift due to transverse modes
is given by an expression similar to the one for the longitudinal
modes:

eBI
(5.26)

Aw * j

where m = 0, 1,... corresponds to head-tail dipole modes 0, 1, etc.,
and up = (n + v)u 0 + mu s .
In the transverse plane the situation is modified by the
chromaticity g, which modulates the tune and introduces high
frequency components into the mode spectrum. The peak of the power
spectrum is displaced by the chromatic frequency61 oj: *
gvwo/n and therefore couples to different frequency ranges of
the transverse impedance as the chromaticifcy is changed. This is
how the frequency dependence of the impedance shown in figures 8 and
10 was measured.
As an example, consider the SPS Coll'.der at 270 GeV/c. The
bunch length is 2.4 ns and therefore the power spectrum is about
800 MHz wide. A crude approximation to the impedance can be obtained
by taking the value at the peak of the power spectrun Z T (og), where
tag = v$won and n = 1.8X1O~*. Negative chromaticity gives a
negative coupling impedance leading to instability. For the natural
chromaticity 5 = - 1.0, then, we = 4X10* rad.s" 1 , and the broad-band
model Eg. (S.9) gives Re [ZT(uc)] = 8.9 MB-m""1 using the peak
measured value (ZT)o = 18 MQ.ar 1 (Fig. IS).

bunch power sptctrum

Fig. IS The bunch power spectrum in the SPS Collider with natural
chromaticity (%
1) couples to the negative part of the impedance. The
instability growth rate was estimated by taking the Impedance at the peak
of the spectrum.clearly a crude approximation.
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The growth rate of the dlpole mode (• - 0) bead-tail
instability 61 ' 66 * 67 can then be estimated by simplifying
Eg.(5.26):
c2BNe
where L is the bunch length, N the number of particles per bunch,
and E 0 /e = 9.38X10* V.
Putting N = 1 0 1 1
and L = 0.72 M
gives
1/T = 197 s~*.
Thus with the natural chromaticity the e-folding time is of the
order of S as.
Making the chromaticity positive pushes the bunch spectrun into
the positive impedance regime and damps the instability. In other
words, for positive chromaticity the phase shift between the head
and the tail of the bunch is such as to cause damping of the
particles in the tail due to the wake field in the head. Both
bunched and debunched beams need positive chromaticity for
stability, but for different reasons.
Below transition the situation is reversed and negative
chromaticity is required for stability. Originally the intention
was to inject at 3.5 GeV/c, and early experiments showed that a
fast chromaticity jump was required to stabilize the bunch through
transition. This proved to be very difficult to control, and the
scheme wee finally abandoned in favour of injecting at 26 GeV,
which had the added advantage of reducing the incoherent tune
spread. The head-tail instability is no longer a problem in the
SPS as long as the chromaticit? is kept slightly positive. Higher
modes can be potentially unstable even with positive chromaticity,
but they have never been observed.
The reactive part of the transverse impedance produces a
coherent tune shift which can also be calculated from Eq. (5.26) by
taking I H [Z 7 («•>?)] from Eq. (5.9). The most important
practical implication of this is that the tune measured by kicking
the beam and detecting the coherent oscillations (Q, in Figure 7)
must be corrected on the injection platform in order to place the
real tune of the particles at the desired working point.
In electron-positron machines a fast transverse blow-up with a
threshold current and only weak chromaticity dependence, quite
different from the classical head-tail effect, has been
observed.6' This phenomenon has been interpreted as the
transverse equivalent of the microwave instability, and
observations in electron machines fit quite well the mode-coupling
theory, which predicts the onset of instability when the coherent
frequency shift is of the order of the synchrotron frequency. This
phenomenon has never been observed in hadron machines even though
the bunches in the SPS are about a factor of 5 above the accepted
threshold for electron machines on the injection platform. One
very plausible explanation for this is that the bunch is ve».y
strongly Landau damped by the incoherent space-charge spread.
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During high-energy storage the coherent shift is about equal to
the synchrotron frequency and there is negligible spread, but the
phenomenon is still not observed. Recent theoretical work 69 has
shown that the threshold depends on the bunch length and should be
at least a factor of 2 higher for long proton bunches than for
electron bunches.
6 THE BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION
Particles circulating in a storage ring experience localised
kicks when crossing the other beam because of the macroscopic
electromagnetic fields. This force is intrinsically nonlinear and
has two main effects. First, it produces variation of the tune
with emittance — a nonlinear tune spread. The strength of the
nonlinear force is parametrized by the linear beam-beam tune shift
Avg,, defined as the tune shift per intersection experienced by
a test particle of vanishingly small emittance. In addition,
because of the localised nature of the kicks the beam-beam force
can excite nonlinear resonances for certain combinations of tune
values.
n v

x x

+ n v

y y

=

P '

where n z , n y , and p are integers, and n x + n y is the order
of the resonance.
In electron-positron machines the beam-beam effect manifests
itself as a fairly well-defined beam-beam limit. As the current I
in each beam increases, the luminosity initially increases
proportionally to I 2 , as expected, and the beam-beam tune shift
increases proportionally to I. At the beaa-besa limit the 'can?
shift no longer increases with increasing current, and the
luminosity falls quickly away from the I 3 curve. Some
experimental data are shown in the paper by A.W. Chao in these
Proceedings. The achievable beam-beam limiting tune shift depends
on the working point and on the machine, ranging from 0.02 to 0.05
per intersection.
The reason why the tune shift saturates is that above the
threshold current the beam size blows up, increasing
proportionately with current so that the tune shift remains
constant. This is an important characteristic of electron-positron
colliders. At a given current an equilibrium distribution exists
which is a balance between the heating due to quantum fluctuations
and the beam-beam interaction, and the cooling due to synchrotron
radiation damping. In PETKA the beam size has been observed to
blow up by a factor of S before the lifetime is affected.70
In hadron colliders {at least the present generation) there is
no cooling due to synchrotron radiation and so there cannot be an
equilibrium distribution, and the physical Manifestation of the
beam-beam interaction is quite different.
There are many other differences between the ISB and
electron-positron machines. First of all, in the ISR the beams
cross horizontally at an angle so that in the horizontal plane
there is almost no tune shift as a particle gets kicked first one
way and then the other as it crosses the opposing b'iam. The only
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substantial tune shift is in the vertical plane, and it ii> very
much smaller than the operating tune shift in electron-positron
machines, being of the order of 10~* per intersection. Another
important difference is that in the ISK the beans are debunched so
that there is no obvious mechanism for modulating the tune of a
particle. Tune modulation causes particles to sweep continually
across resonances and plays an important role in most models of the
beam-beam interaction.'1"'3
The ISR generally stacks beams on a working line which
straddles 7th-, 8th-, and 9th-order resonances (Figure 16), and
generally the loss rate for beams in collision is not substantially
higher than that in a single beam. Operationally, the beam-beam

Fig. 16. A typical ISC
working line crossing
7th-, 8th- and 9th-order
resonances.

effect does not seem to be of any great consequence74 although
the presence of resonances can be detected by exciting the beam and
measuring the response (beam transfer function). Figure 17 shows
such a measurement75 across the stack, first with no beam in the
other ring and then with successively increasing current. Depletion
of the density distribution can be observed at resonant tune values.
The SPS Collider is much more similar to an electron-positron
storage ring. Since the collisions are head-on, there are tune
shifts in both planes and the beams are bunched. The required tune
shift to reach design luminosity is 3xlO~* per intersection,
an order of magnitude lower than in electron-positron machines but
higher than that normally achieved in the ISR.
Before the SPS Collider came into operation very limited! data
on bunched proton beam behaviour in this regime were available.
Some indication of the magnitude of the effect was obtained in an
ISR experiment in which the lattice was strongly distorted in order
to obtain a beam-beam tune shift of up to 3X1O~* per interaction and one of the beams was bunched.76 The observed bunch
lifetime was strongly dependent on the vertical separation between
the two beams. The best measured lifetime of about 30 h at least
gave some confidence as to the viability of the SPS as a collider.
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20.0633 MHz

Fig. 17 Vertical beam transfer function measurement of the
amplitude distribution of beam 1 as a function of the current in
beam 2, showing the beam-beam resonances of order 7 to 9.
Very early in the commissioning period, strong beam-beam
effects were observed. Figure 18 shows a scan of the tune diagram
with three proton bunches and a single weak antiproton bunch in the
machine (6 crossings per revolution for the antiprotons} and with a
beam-beam tune shift of 3.3X10"* per crossing. Figure 18a
shows a chart recorder output of the intensity of one of the proton
bunches together with the antiproton bunch on a very sensitive
scale. Figure 18b shows the tune diagram between the 3rd- and
4th-order resonances, where the 10th-, 7th- and llth-order
resonances are indicated,
The intensity decay rate was measured at different positions in
the working diagrams indicated by the lines marked 1, 2, etc. The
meaning of these lines is the following. The proton bunch (with
which the tune is measured) has a negligible spread and can be
considered to occupy a point in the working diagram which is
indicated by the lower point on each line. On the other hand, the
antiprotons have a spread in tunes due to the beam-beaa
interaction. The small-amplitude particles are shifted upwards by
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the total tune spread of 6x0.0033 = 0.02 in each plane,
corresponding to the point at the other end of each line. Largeamplitude antiprotons occupy most of the space between these two
points.
The decay rate of the antiprotons is extremely sensitive to the
tune. At point 1 only the small-amplitude antiprotons touch the
lOth-order resonance, and the lifetime (inverse decay rate) is
around 300 h, as is usual right at the start of storage. As the
working point is moved upwards, larger amplitude particles straddle
the lOth-order resonance (point 2 ) , and the lifetime quickly drops
to only 25 h.
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Fig. 18 Scan of the working diagram between the 3rd- and 4th-order
resonances in the SPS Collider.
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The 7th-order resonance (point 4) is extremely destructive,
giving a lifetime of only 3 b. This, at first, is surprising
because ideally one would expect the collisions to be exactly
head-on, in which case odd-order resonances cannot be excited.
However, the tune of the antiprotons is different from that of the
protons (because of the beam-beam shift) so that the closed orbits
are not exactly identical and small displacements of the beam
centroids can v e expected at the crossing points. In addition,
odd-order resonances can be driven by the small residual dispersion
at the unwanted crossings. Points 6 and 7 show the influence of the
4th-order resonance. The lifetime is almost too low to be
measurable. Points 8 and 9 show the effect of returning to the
initial position (point 1 ) .
The proton decay rate is quite insensitive to the tune. This
is because the antiproton beam was too weak to excite beam-beam
resonances on the protons, and the natural machine nonlinearity for
driving resonances of this high order is negligible. The practical
implication of all this is that in order to have reasonable
conditions for physics the tune must be restricted to a very small
region of the working diagram corresponding to that of point 1 in
Figure 18.
Therefore the beam-beam effect imposes severe
constraints on machine performance.
It must be emphasized that the SPS has up to now worked only in
the weak-strong regime since the antiproton intensity is much lower
than the proton intensity. In addition, the emittance of the
antiprotons is naturally smaller than that of the protons because
they are stochastically cooled during accumulation. Under these
conditions the lifetime is high. If, however, the emittance of
antiprotons is larger than that of protons, the situation is quite
different. Figure 19 shows an interesting case in which a
malfunction in the accumulator caused the three antiproton bunches
to be extracted with successively larger emittance. The linear
beam-beam tune shift was large (4.5xlO~*) because of the
small emittance (17 « am.mrad) and high intensity (1.3X10 11
protons per bunch) of the protons. Figure 19b shows how the
intensity decay rate of the three bunches evolved during the first
few hours of storage. The first antiproton bunch (bunch Z) started
with a very high lifetime which slowly decreased to the canonical
value of about 35 h,which is normally achieved if the working point
is correctly chosen. In contrast, the last bunch (bunch Z ) , with
the largest emittance, showed a very high initial decay rate slowly
decreasing until the lifetime approached that of the other bunches.
This phenomenon of self-scraping (increased loss of large
emittance particles) is interpreted as being due to the very
nonlinear nature of the beam-beam force. Small emittance particles
see more or less linear fields and follow smooth trajectories in
phase space, whereas large emittance particles move in a stochastic
layer caused by overlapping resonances (see the accompanying paper
on beaD-beam interaction). The threshold fcr stochastic behaviour
is enormously enhanced by tune modulation.
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Fig. 19a Emittance measurements of the three proton and three
antiproton bunches with the fast wire scanner.' 7 The antiproton
bunches were injected with unequal emittances, reflected in the
initial decay rates (Fig. 19b).
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Fig. 19b Intensity decay rates of the three antiproton bunches of
fig. 19a.
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Fast diffusion of large emittance particles was observed in
the early days of the collider. Figure 20 shows the result of an
experiaent in which the beam lifetime was monitored with colliraators
limiting the acceptance cf the machine. Since the beam was on the
7th-order resonances, the lifetime was not very high. When the
collimators were retracted the lifetime went up and then stabilized
after a while at a value higher than before. When the collimators
were replaced the lifetime dropped to its old value.
plotes in :Acc = I n m m mrad
plotes out :Acc = 2,'iimm
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Fig. 20 Diffusion of lar^e amplitude antiprotons with an aperture
restriction.
Tune modulation is unavoidable in bunched beams. One obvious
source is through non-zero chromaticity. Although the chromaticity
is adjusted to be small, it must be kept slightly positive to
ensure stability. Other sources of modulation are due to the
variation of arrival time or non-zero dispersion at the crossing
point. Another external source is ripple on the quadrupole power
supplies. This is particularly dangerous because it is
intrinsically low frequency and can lead to resonance trapping.72
It is clear from Figure 18 that an acceptable lifetime can be
achieved only when the antiprotons are kept clear of lOth-order
resonances. This greatly restricts the space available in the
working diagram and limits the maximum tolerable tune spread. One
method which
is foreseen for increasing the luminosity of the
Collider when more antiprotons become available is to increase the
number of bunches per beam from three to six. This would double
the tune spread, and it would then no longer be possible to keep
clear of these resonances. In fact, an experiaent with six dense
proton bunches colliding with a single antiproton bunch has shown
that the antiproton bunch lifetime drops to about 10 h, an
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unacceptable low value for the collider, where nore time is needed
to accumulate a new stack of antiprotons. In view of this it is
foreseen that the bunches will be separated at the unwanted
collision points by using electrostatic deflectors.
In order to investigate the sensitivity of the beam lifetime to
the inevitable small residual separation an experiment has been
done with a single electrostatic separator used to produce global
orbit deformations in the opposite sense for protons and
antiprotons. In this experiment, three proton bunches with
1.3X10 11 protons per bunch were stored together with a weak
antiproton bunch, and the lifetime of the antiprotons was measured
as a function of the separation (Figure 21). The working point was
close to the best working point 1 in Figure 18.
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Fig. 21 Measured lifetime of
a weak antiproton bunch under
partial separation.

This experiment showed clearly the bad effect of small residual
beam separation, which strongly excites odd-order resonances.
A very precise compensation of the perturbed orbits will be
required to make the beams collide head-on at the desired
intersections.
A problem of considerable current interest is to try to fix a
reasonable set of operating parameters for a large multi-TeV hadron
collider. It is rather sure that debunched beans will be
more stable with respect to the beam-beam interaction than bunched
beams. However, for the same amittance and luminosity, the stored
energy in the beam is much higher than in a bunched beam collider.
This produces problems associated with beam dumping as well as a
substantial increase in the synchrotron radiation power absorbed on
the cold wall of the vacuum chamber. For these reasons bunched
beams are generally favoured.
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A key question which has not yet been answered in the SPS
Collider is the behaviour in the strong-strong regime. This
question will be addressed only when the antiproton accumulation
rate is improved by the additicn of a second antiproton collector
ring (ACOL), which will come into operation in 1987. The Fermilab
Tevatron should also provide t s with some data at about the same
time. The present feeling i? that the lifetime at a given tune
shift will be lower in strong-strong than in strong-weak, with
unequal emittances (perhaps by a factor of two), but this may not be
so dramatic as long as a plentiful supply of particles is available
to fill the machine more often than once per day.
A proton-proton collider will necessarily have two separate
rings so that the beams are well separated outside the experimental
collision regions. In a proton-antiproton collider with a large
number of bunches in the same ring the beams will certainly have to
be separated by using electrostatic deflectors at injection and
throughout acceleration as well as during storage. The compensation
of the orbits at the experimental intersections will have to be
extremely precise for both types of machine.
7 BEAM-GAS INTERACTION
Elastic and inelastic collisions with the rest gas can lead to
a reduction in the luminosity lifetime. The intensity decay time
(e" 1 ) due to inelastic scattering is given approximately by
T = 4.15X1O~7

h

(7.1)

where p is the nuclear scattering nitrogen equivalent pressure
in Torr. In the SPS, p = 1.2X10" 10 Torr and thus the intensity
decay due to nuclear scattering 3s completely negligible.
Multiple Coulomb scattering gives rise to a reduction in the
luminosity lifetime through the growth of the transverse emittance.
The growth rate is given by
1

de.

2.3X109 R p

mm.mrad/h

(7.2)

For the SPS Collider this gives a growth rate of 1.4xlO~*«
mm.mrad/h which is more than an order of magnitude lower than the
measured growth rate for dense bunches. Measurements of the
intensity dependence of the blow-up rate are consistent with
intrabeam scattering (Chapter 8 ) .
In the ISR the intense debunched bean can trap electrons,
exciting electron-proton instabilities78 and large incoherent tune
shifts. These phenomena are avoided by the use of clearing
electrodes and an extremely good vacuum.
lens are accelerated to the walls with substantial energy
(~130 V/A) because of the space-charge field of the beam, and can
cause desorption of gas molecules from the walls of the vacuum
chamber leading to pressure runaway and beam loss. 7 '
For most of
the operating life of the ISR this phenomenon has been the main
intensity limitation. In recent years, in situ argon glow-
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discharge cleaning has allowed base pressures in the 10" i a Torr
range to be reached (two orders of magnitude below the design
pressure), and the threshold for the onset of vacuum runaway now
seems to be above that for beam instability.
8 INTRABEAM SCATTERING
Intrabeam scattering27 or multiple Coulomb scattering
between particles in the same beam over a long period of storage can
give rise to a redistribution of the energy of oscillation between
the different phase planes. Very loosely speaking, the beam can be
thought of as a gas which is not in thermal equilibrium. In order
to see which way the energy transfer will go, we need to calculate
the "temperature" or equivalently the rms momentum p in the three
phase planes in the rest frame of the beam. The average momentum
associated with the transverse oscillation is

where E x is the normalized emittance and B is the average beta value:
p

is the central momentum of the beam.
In the longitudinal plane, a particle with momentum p o +fipin
the laboratory frame has a momentum Ap/yo in the centre of mass
owing to the Lorentz transformation. The average longitudinal momentum
p is then

h =vP/Y •

(8 2)

-

Depending on the ratio of transverse to longitudinal momenta, one
would expect a damping of the emittance in one of the phase planes
and a growth of the others. Neglecting the azimuthal variation of
the beta function and dispersion, the growth rates are 2 7 * 8 0
1
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where ax< and crz» are the rms values of the betatron angles
in the radial and vertical planes, respectively; <xp is the
momentum compaction function (AR)/(Ap/p); q = 2By-/az/Cp,
where r p is the classical proton radius; and o y is the

(8.3b)
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fraction of the centre-of-mass energy spread participating in the
energy exchange
!E
The factor A is given by
Nr » «
a

P

<•

•

irBf E E E

x z s

where E o is the proton rest mass, N is the number of particles per
bunch, and E s is the longitudinal emittance (eV.s). Clearly A is
proportional to the normalized six-dimensional phase space
brightness.
The function F(a,b,c) is the Piwinski scattering function
given by ^1
F(a.b.c) = 8* /

dx 3
V

J

where

P(x) = a 2 + (1 - a a )x a ,
Q(x) = b 2 + (1 - b a )x 2 ,

and

y = 0.5772 (Euler's constant).
In the limit of round beams and large y (a = b << 1) the
expressions for the growth rates can be simplified. Neglecting the
damping term [the first term in brackets in equation (8.3 a)] we ge
for the radial and longitudinal emittance growth rates
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where Q s is the synchrotron tune.
The first experimental observation of intrabeam scattering in
a proton machine was made at the ISR. 82
The luminosity decay
rate, which depends only on the vertical beam size and the current,
was found to be higher than would be expected from the growth of the
vertical beam size because of multiple Coulomb scattering on the
residual gas. A number of measurements showed that at low energy
the growth rate was consistent with the theory of intrabeam
scattering. At high energy the agreement was less good.
To understand why the vertical beam size should 5row,we will
compute px/Po> Pz^Po and Ps'Po "ith the following typical8" 18R
parameters
OJJ = 2 mm ,
az = 1 mm ,
o p = 3.8X10-3 ,
B = 17 m , and
p = 22.5 GeV/c ,
giving
p x /p 0 = 1.2X10-*
p z /p o = 6X1O~S , and
p s /p o = 1.6X10-* .
The dominant direction of energy flow should then be into the
vertical phase plane as is observed experimentally, although the
unbalance is small and the growth time is relatively long (>100 h ) .
Clearly, as the energy of the collider increases, the unbalance
between the transverse and longitudinal phase planes will increase
because of the Lorentz boost. For example, consider the case of the
SPS Collider with the following parameters:
a = a = 0.8 mm
x
z
—4
a = 3X10
P
B = 40 m , and
p = 270 GeV/c ,
giving

p x /p o = p z /p 0 = 2X1O~S, and
p s /p 0
= 1X10-*.
The energy transfer should then go from the transverse to the
longitudinal phase plane, causing
growth of the longitudinal
emittance and damping of the radial and vertical emittances.
However, there is also a heating term for the radial emittance which
comes about through the coupling of the horizontal and longitudinal
oscillations in the regions of non-zero dispersion. When a
collision occurs in a dispersive region, the change in energy is
accompanied by a sudden jump in the horizontal closed orbit, which
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in turn induces a betatron oscillation. For the case of the SPS
Collider, this heating term is much stronger than the damping term
and results in an increase in the radial beam size and a reduction
in the luminosity lifetime.
A number of measurements of transverse and longitudinal growth
rates under varying conditions of emittance and intensity have been
made in the SPS Collider,^ and the results are generally in
reasonable agreement with the theory. Figure 22 shows a 'mountainrange' display of the longitudinal profile of a dense proton and a
weak antiproton bunch at 30-minute intervals during storage. The
growth of the proton bunch length can clearly be seen.

Fig. 22 Mountain range display
of the longitudinal bunch i>rClJ:ile
of a dense proton bunch (left)
and a weak antiproton bunch
(right) measured at half-hour
intervals during a long store.

Figure 23 shows the evolution of transverse and longitudinal
emittances for three proton bunches with quite different intensities
but with approximately the same initial emittances, stored
simultaneously.The transverse growth time is only about 17 b for the
dense bunch (1.2xlO1;1-p) and about 110 h for the weakest bunch.
This effect is therefore an important contributing factor to the
luminosity lifetime.
During the first few hours of storage the proton bunches are
short and their lifetime is high (-150 hour;;). As the
longitudinal emittance increases because of intrabean scattering,
the bunch lifetime is also observed to decrease and to be
i ntens i ty-dependent.
The equilibrium lifetime of 40 to SO h is considerably lower
than that expected from the measured noise levels in the
radiofrequencj system. The dependence of the decay rate on
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Longitudinal and radial emittance evolution for i'-ree
proton bunches of different intensities.

intensity is shown in Figure 24, where three bunches were stored
simultaneously. Bunches B and C were both blown up to fill the
bucket. In addition, the intensity of bunch C was reduced by a
factor of 4 with respect to the other two. The lifetime of bunch A
was initially high but decreased as the bunch lengthened. On the
other hand, bunches B and C quickly reached equilibrium with more
than a factor of 2 slower decay rate for the weak, bunch compared
with the dense bunch. This effect is interpreted as also being due
to intrabeam scattering, which diffuses particles out to large
synchrotron amplitude and eventually across the separatrix. During
the early hours of storage the luminosity lifetime is limited by the
transverse emittance growth. As the bunch dilutes,the growth rate
decreases, and this effect takes over as the major contribution to
the luminosity lifetime from the protons.
The theory predicts that the vertical emittance should dsmp
with a very slow damping time. However, experimentally this is
found not be the case. It has been recently pointed out 3 3 that
even a small vertical dispersion (unavoidable in a real machine)
contributes a heating term to the equation which can lead to
emittance growth.
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la a very high energy multi-TeV collider, the effect of
intrabe&m scattering must be minimized by reducing the
six-dimensional phase-space density of the bunches. Dilution of the
transverse emittance is clearly undesirable since this will
contribute to reduction of the luminosity. However, as long as the
experimental insertions are in regions of zero dispersion, the
longitudinal emittance can be increased without affecting the
luminosity if the bunches are not too long. As an example, an 8TeV collider in the tunnel of the large electron-positron storage
ring (LEP) at CERN would require a longitudinal emittance of at
least 3 eV.s in order for this effect to become negligible with
bunches of the same intensity as in the SPS. This requires an
emittance blow-up of something like a factor of 6 at the beginning
of storage and influences the design of the radiofrequency system
for such a machine. The Tevatron also requires bunches considerably
larger than the optimum for the experimental detectors in order to
to minimize this effect.
9 RADXOFKEQVENCY NOISE
The first systematic experimental investigation of the effect
of radiofrequency noise on the rate of blow-up of the bunch area was
performed in the ISR. 84
Previous work 85 had shown that the
blow-up should be proportional to the noise spectral density of the
frequency error at the synchrotron frequency of a given particle.
In bunched beam proton machines a phase-locked loop is always used
to correct this error. The ISR work established the importance of
this loop in reducing the noise to zero in the limit of zero
frequency spread, and showed that for a given frequency spread S the
influence of the noise source was reduced by the factor (S/B) a ,
where B is the loop gain at the synchrotron frequency.
Early s :orage experiments with single dense bunches in the SPS
Collider revealed that the bunched beam lifetime was strongly
limited by rf noise. The importance of the phase loop is clearly
illustrated in figure 25 which is from an experiment in which three
equispaced bunches were

Fig. 25

Longitudinal profiles of three equispaced bunches in the
SPS.
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injected into the SPS on three consecutive PS pulses. * The phase
loop was acting only on one of the bunches although it reduced the
noise at the synchrotron freguency for all three. However, the
bunches sample the radiofreguency cavities once per revolution so
that noise at synchrotron sidebands of revolution freguency
harmonics nf o ± f s has the same effect as noise at the
synchrotron freguency itself. At these frequencies the phase loop
is effective only on the bunch to which it is locked, and the
dilution of the other two bunches can clearly be observed. One
important result of this experiment was that individual feedback
loops were found to be required for each bunch, both proton and
antiproton.
A great deal of theoretical and experimental work has been
done on the various sources of noise in the low-level control system,
and the results of this work are now well documented. 16 * 86 ' 87 The
noise-limited lifetime has been improved from a few minutes in the
early days to around 200 hours,and it no longer contributes to
limitation of the luminosity lifetime.
10 LOW-BETA INSERTIONS
The luminosity L can be written in terms of the linear
beam-beam tune shift Av L ,
L

where N is the number of particles per bunch, M the number of
bunches, f the revolution freguency, r p - 1.535X1O"1* m, and
6* is the beta function at the intersection point. In order to get
the maximum possible luminosity with the smallest possible tune
shift, it is clearly beneficial to make B* small. This is the idea
of the low-beta insertions, which are used on all modern storage
rings, both hadron and lepton.
As an example, the betatron functions of the normal SPS
lattice at the collision points are 3* H = B*y « SO m. The
low-beta insertions allow these to be reduced to B* H = 1 m, B*y
= 0.5 m with an increase of about a factor of 70 in luminosity. The
insertions must be designed in such a nay that they locally modify
the lattice betatron and dispersion functions whilst leaving the
rest of the machine unperturbed. This generally requires two
matching sections from the regular lattice to the interaction point
and then back to the regular lattice:
Interaction
point
Regular Lattice I Hatching I Matching

I Regular Lattice
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It is usually desirable to match the 6 lattice functions fig,
fly, <*JJ, ay, a., t*n, to predetermined values at the interaction point.
Most often a waist is reguired in both planes (ag = a v = 0) with a p and
ap both zero. In general, to match six conditions, six
independent variables {quadrupoles) are required, and powerful
computer codes now exist for finding solutions.
However,
there is an extra constraint on the dispersion. In regions where
there is focusing without bending, a normalized invariant dispersion
vector D M = (D,,, D ') can be defined by using the usual Courant and
N
N N
Snyder transformation:

V

- • DN

+

SA •

Since |Djj| can be modified only in regions containing
dispersive (bending) elements, the matching quadrupoles must extend
into the machine arcs if fully achromatic insertions are required.
A more restricted match with zero dispersion a p = 0, a*p * 0 at the
crossing point can be achieved without this constraint.
The SPS insertions have to be very flexible to allow injection
at detuned beta values and squeezing to the final configuration at
top energy, as well as to satisfy special requirements (high-beta
insertions). In order to make the full match, seven quadrupoles are
required upstream and eight downstream of the insertion. Figure 26
shows the betatron and dispersion functions of the regular machine
lattice in one of the long straight sections and for a low-beta
insertion of 6*H = 1.3 m, B*y = 0.65 m.
Equation (10.1) is approximately true when the variation of 8*
over the interaction region is not too big. As B* is made very
small, this approximation breaks down and the luminosity actually
goes down with decreasing B*. 8 9
The optimum beta value is about
equal to the sigma of the bunch length. For the SPS Collider, - . 0 Z = 17 cm so that in principle there is still something to be
gained by squeezing the insertions even further. However, as the
beta function at the intersection point becomes smaller, it gets
bigger in the matching quadrupoles — for the insertion shown in
Figure 26 it goes up to about 2 km. This gives rise tc large
chromatic aberrations which have to be corrected with sextupoles in
the regular lattice in regions where the dispersion is non-zero.
In the SPS the chromaticity is corrected with four sextupole
families up to second rder. Even so, for the 1.0 m x 0.5 m case
the chromaticity is strongly curved (Fig. 27) and the nosentum
aperture is consequently reduced. 90 Further reduction in the
beta functions would require that the quadrupoles be pushed closer
to the interaction point (aini-beta) with a consequent reduction of
the free space available for experiments.
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The normal SPS lattice in a long straight section (top)
and with a low-beta insertion.
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Fig. 27

The chromaticity becomes increasingly nonlinear as the
insertion beta values are squeezed.

11 CONCLUSIONS
In an article of this kind it is difficult to treat any one
subject with the detail necessary to make it intelligible to
someone who is not already knowledgeable in the field. Probably
the most useful part of this article for the serious student is the
bibliography, and almost certainly apologies are due for errors of
omission and in many cases for the inevitable sin of not citing
original references.
As far as the two existing hadron colliders are concerned, it
is probably safe to say that most of the observed beam phenomena
are now well understood and their importance in a very large hadron
collider can be predicted with some confidence.
The main exception is the beam-beam interaction. Although a
great deal of effort has been invested in the subject and
considerable progress has been made, a sound predictive theory
still does not exist. The SPS collider has already confirmed the
importance of the phenomenon in limiting the performance of bunched
beam colliders for the weak/strong case. The need now is for
experimental data in the strong/strong regime.
A new machine an order of magnitude bigger than existing
machines and using superconducting technology will bring with it
new problems not yet encountered in the existing generation of
colliders and will provide a fitting challenge to the accelerator
builder.
12
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STABILITY IN DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS I*
E. D. COURANT

Brookhavcn National Laboratory
Upton, New York 11978
R. D. RUTH, W. T. WENG
Stanford Linear Accelerator Center
Stanford University, Stanford, California, 94305

1. INTRODUCTION
A dynamical system is a collection of objects subject to some law of force.
This leads to a set of differential equations which govern the motion. In this
paper we are interested in those sets of differential equations which are derivable from a Hamiltonian using Hamilton's equations. That is, if we are given
coordinates q and 'canonical' momenta p, together with a Hamiltonian function
H{q,p,t), then the differential equations governing the motion are given by
dt

dp

'

dt

dg

'

{

'

Note that the above relations are valid for systems of n dimensions provided that
we interpret q and p as n-dimensional vectors. It is useful to view the system as
the motion of a point in the 2n-dimensional space (q, p) called phase space. We
refer to a point in this space with the symbol X. Then the motion of a particle
subject to Hamilton's equations can be viewed as a transformation of this point
in phase space. The questions are how and where it moves and what are the
characteristics of its motion. If the Hamiltonian is independent of the time t
(conservation of energy), then the motion is restricted to a (2n— 1)-dimensional
surface in 2n-dimensional space on which H = E. What else may happen?
(a) Equilibrium. In this case a particular point in phase space does not
move under the equations of motion. This is a fixed point of the transformation
in phase space. Motion starting there remains there; however, points close to a
fixed point may or may not remain close to the fixed point.
(b) Periodic motion. In this case an orbit exists that returns from a point
XQ back to the same point XQ after a finite time T. The transformation
X(t) = M(t)X(O)

(1.2)

* Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract DE - AC03 - 76SF00515
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in phase space can be considered a mapping of phase space onto itself. If a
particular orbit X\ (t) is periodic with period T, then the mapping M(T) has a
fixed point at the position Xi(O). If initial conditions near this point stay 'near'
forever, the fixed point is 'stable'; if they blow up exponentially, it is unstable.
Interestingly enough, it turns out that there is sometimes an intermediate case
in which orbits stay near for a very long time, but not forever (diffusion). Note
also that if M(T) has fixed points, then M(T)n also has these fixed points and
possibly others which repeat after 2, 3, ..., n cycles of the original one.
(c) Closed surfaces. If a function F(q,p,t) remains constant, it is an 'integral' of the motion. One such integral for a time independent Hamiltonian is the
energy E mentioned above. All motion occurs on a surface with H{q,p) = E.
For other integrals there are other functions of q, p, and t which are constant.
A system is called integrable if there are n independent integrals of the motion.
In many cases these confine the motion to a closed n-dimensional surface thus
guaranteeing stability.
(d) Nonintegrable Systems. There are many systems for which n independent integrals do not exist. These are called nonintegrable. To illustrate this
consider a system of two degrees of freedom with the Hamiltonian
Ho = 2 {PI + PJ) + 2 (a*2 +

2bx

y + °"2) •

C1-3)

This is just a pair of coupled harmonic oscillators. For this system there are
two independent integrals given by
= (Px +

2

Ps)

+ (a + b) (x + y ) 2

,_I,H
= (Px ~ Py)2I ±+ / (a-b){x-

.A*
y)

I1"4)

That is, W\ and W% are constant, a.; {x,px,y,py) evolve according to Hamilton's
Equations with the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.3). Now we add a nonlinear term
toH
H = H0 + e(xs - 3xy2)
(1-5)
where c is small, and ask if there are still two invariants given by W\ and W7
with small terms added.
This is not, in general, the case, and the actual situation is much more
complicated although it appears to be typical of nonintegrable systems. At
small enough amplitudes, the system acts as if a second integral exists, and as if
the motion is confined to a two-dimensional subepace of the three-dimensional
energy surface. At larger amplitudes the motion ranges 'ergodically' over all
of the energy surface except for that part taken up by the 'small' motions
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mentioned above. Mathematically it can be proved that such behavior exists,
and this behavior can be demonstrated quite easily by computation.
However, in the case just discussed it is not necessary for the second integral
to exist in order to have stability. The two-dimensional example with a time independent Hamiltonian is equivalent to a one-dimensional problem with a time
dependent Hamiltonian. In this case we ask if one integral exist?. If it does not,
we ask if there are closed invariant curves in phase space. If these curves exist,
then points inside must stay inside giving stability. For nonintegrable systems
these curves do exist while integrals do not. The existence of these curves is the
subject of a theorem called the KAM theorem (Kolmogorov, Arnold, Moser).4
(e) Arnold Diffusion. For three or more dimensions, or two or more dimensions with a time dependent Hamiltonian, it may happen that extra integrals
'almost' exist in the sense that amplitudes stay small for a long time, but grow
very slowly in a process called 'Arnold Diffusion'. This possibility is not excluded in the higher-dimensional case because an n-dimensional closed invariant
surface in 2n-dimensional space does not completely enclose a 2ra-dimensional
volume unless n = 1. (A circle will not hold water; this requires a closed sphere.)
Whether this diffusion is a general property has not yet been proved. Arnold
proved this for a particular system; however, it is generally believed that Arnold
diffusion is generic. In spite of this the diffusion is quite slow.
(f) Ergodic Motion. In this case all of the energy surface gets covered;
as the motion proceeds, the system gets to the neighborhood of every point
on the energy surface. Statistical mechanics is based on the proposition that,
with many degrees of freedom, this is the normal state of affairs. Then it can be
shown that in infinite time the energy surface is covered uniformly in some sensv..
Thus the characteristics of the motion of a Hamiltonian system are quite
complex and not yet fully understood in the nonintegrable case. In this paper
we will not attempt to cover all the types of motion discussed above. Instead
we will discuss integrable systems and 'nearly integrable' systems. In the nearly
integrable cases it is possible to use perturbative techniques quite successfully to
study the motion in spite of the fact that these methods generally yield divergent
series. However, it is now known that there are regions of phase space where
the perturbation series do converge (the KAM theorem). We will use them here
somewhat carefully and attempt to restrict their validity in a heuristic fashion.
In addition the emphasis here will be on one-dimensional problems with time
dependent Hamiltonians; however, many results will be stated in a general form.
We begin with a review of Hamiltonian dynamics and then discuss canonical
transformations in some detail. We end with two detailed examples in which
we study the behavior of nonlinear systems in phase space. The emphasis here
is not to obtain the detailed motion of a point in phase space, but rather to
illustrate the shapes of the curves in phase space to which the motion is confined.
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In this way one can determine stability without knowing the details of the
initial conditions.

2. HAMILTONTAN DYNAMICS
2.1

EQUATIONS O F MOTION

The dynamical systems of interest here can be described by a Hamiltonian
H(q,p.^). q is the coordinate, p is the canonical momentum, and t is the independent variable or dme. In many cases the Hamiltonian is the sum of the
kinetic energy T and potential energy V each written as a function of the coordinates and canonical momenta. The equations of motion can be derived from
the Hamiltonian using Hamilton's equations:

dt

dpi

'

dt

dq{ '

^2'1'

For example, consider a system of n nonrelativistic particles interacting through
a force law derivable from a potential. Then we have

and
d Qi

p.

=

~dt m

d p«

dV

=

'

~dt ~Jq~i

•

(2 3)

'

Ths above differential equations are simply Newton's Second Law for the
w-particle system.
In the above example the canonical momenta were equal to the kinetic momenta. It is obvious that this is not true for more general Hamiltonians. Consider a nonrelativistic charged particle in an electromagnetic field with vector
potential A(x, t) and scalar potential $(x, t). Then the Hamiltonian is given by
H= — (ptilth

\

-A(x,t)Y
C

+ e$(x,t)

'

and the corresponding equations of motion are
d Xf

Vi

=~dt=
i
at

Pi ~~ | A{

m
a«J?
axi

e y ^ (py — \A$
c *-f
f«

(2.4)
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Note that in this case the canonical momenta and the kinetic momenta are
related by
m Vi = pi

Ai

.

(2.6)

c
Using Eq. (2.6) to eliminate the canonical momenta in favor of the velocities,
and recalling the relation of the electric and magnetic fields to the vector and
scalar potentials, we find that Eq. (2.5) becomes

Equation (2.7) is simply the Lorentz force equation for a nonrelativistic charged
particle in an external electromagnetic field.
2.2

SYMMETRY, INTEGRALS, AND CYCLIC COORDINATES

If we examine Eq. (2.3) , it is easy to see that if the Hamiltonian is independent of some coordinate qm, then the corresponding canonical momentum
pm is a constant of the motion. In this case p m is a first integral of the motion
and the coordinate qm is called a 'cyclic' or 'ignorable' coordinate. In general,
the existence of such an integral corresponds to a certain symmetry of the system. In this case the symmetry is the invariance of the equations of motion to
translations in qm. If qm is an angular coordinate, then the conjugate angular
momentum is conserved, and the system is invariant with respect to a rotation
In general for an n-dimensional system, Hamilton's equations constitute a
system of 2n ordinary first-order differential equations. In order to integrate
such a system we need to know 2» first integrals. In many cases, however, it
is sufficient to know only n independent integrals. In these cases each integral
can be used to reduce the order of the system of equations by two rather than
just one. These problems are called 'integrable', and the motion is confined to
an n-dimensional surface in 2n-dimensional phase space.
In other cases n independent integrals do not exist; these are called 'nonintegrable'. In these cases the trajectory can fill regions of phase space of dimension
greater than n. The study of nonintegrable systems is still far from complete.
Although many of the differential equations which will be discussed here
are, strictly speaking, nonintegrable, they are sufficiently close to integrable
systems to admit approximate solutions. The precise nature of the breakdown
of integrals when passing from an integrable system to a nonintegrable system
is the subject of the KAM theorem mentioned previously.4
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2.3

MOTION NEAR A KNOWN PERIODIC SOLUTION

In many cases we are interested in the orbits of a system which are close to
a known periodic solution. This periodic solution may or may not be easy to
find; let us assume that we know it. Consider the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.2) in
two dimensions. This yields the equations of motion,
mz=

dV

-——
ax

dV
my=-—

(2.8)
.

A periodic orbit xo(i) and yo{t) with period T is defined to be one which closes
on itself in time T. Thus it is defined by
dV
mxo = —^ (xo, y0)

,

xo(t + T) = xo(t)
(2.9)

dV
myo = -—{xQ,

y0)

,

Vo [t + T) = yo{t)

.

Now consider an orbit close to the periodic orbit and let
£ = X -

XQ

(2.10)
v = v - yo •

Then if we substitute into Eq. (2.8) and expand for small £ and *?, we find

d2V .

,

d2V

Thus, since yo and ZQ are periodic functions of t, we find a linear differential
equation with periodic coefficients which can be derived from the Hamiltonian,

where the derivatives of the potential are again evaluated at {xo,yo}- Note that
the coefficients in the new Hiuniltonian now depend periodically on time rather
than being constant. Analysis of even the linearized problem is more difficult.
In addition, the fact that the old Hamiltonian is a constant of the motion is
now hidden.
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The stability or instability of the periodic orbit in question is determined by
the solutions of Eq. (2.11). Thus the solutions of linear equations with periodic
coefficients are evidently of fundamental importance. The solutions to this type
of equation (Hill's equation) in one dimension will be discussed in Sections 2.6
and 4.2.
2.4

CHANGE OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE2

In many problems we are more interested in the orbits a particle describes in
space than in the detailed time dependence of the solution. In this case we ask:
how does y behave as a function of xi Hamilton's equations in two dimensions
are:
dx _ dH^
dy dH
dt
dpx ' dt dpy
(2.13)
dpx _ dH
dpy _ dH
~df~~~dx
' ~dT~~~dy
In addition we know that
dy _ dy/dt _ dH/dpy
dx ~ dx/dt ~ dH/dpx

dpy _
dx ~

'

dHfdy
dH/dpx
(2.14)

dt _

1

dH_ _ dH/dt _

dx ~ dH/dpx

'

dH/dt

~dx~ dx/dt ~ dH/dpx '

From Eq. (2.14) it is clearly necessary to restrict
dx

dH

. _

That is, x must increase or decrease monotonically with t.
Now instead of viewing the Hamiltonian as a function of the coordinates
and momenta one can view px as a function of x, y, pv, H, and t. By comparing
the total differentials of px and H one finds
dpx
dy

dpx
dpy

dH/dy
dH/dpy
1

dH

dH/dpx

'

dpx
dt

dH/dpy
dH/dpx
-dH/dt
dH/dp2

(2.16)

ons can be rewritten
dy _
dx

dpx
dpy

dpx

dx

(2.17)
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and in addition
dH _ -dpx
(2.18)
dH ' ~dz
dx ~ dt '
Therefore y and py behave as if their motion is governed by a new Hamiitonian:
dt_

Tx

* = ~Px {y, Py, t, -E,

x)

(2.19)

where x now plays the role of the new 'time' variable. The new set of Hamilton's
equations in terms of the new Hamiitonian are
dy
dx

dH
dpy

'

dpy
dx

dH
dy
(2.20)

dt = dH
dx ~ d(-H)

d(-H) _
'
dx

dH
~dt '

Note that the equations have been supplemented with those for H and t. (-H)
now plays the role of the momentum conjugate to t. For a 'conservative' system
the Hamiitonian is independent of t and thus energy is conserved. Therefore,
in this case t is an ignorable coordinate. Thus for a conservative system with
n degrees of freedom, we obtain a new system with n — 1 degrees of freedom
with a 'time' dependent Hamiitonian. Now the independent variable is one
of the old coordinates, and the new Hamiitonian is the momentum conjugate
to that coordinate expressed as a function of all other variables, including H
as a parameter. The actual time dependence can be obtained separately after
solving the problem. This technique is particularly useful if the new time is an
angle variable.
2.5

T H E M O T I O N OF A PARTICLE IN AN ACCELERATOR

A relativistic charged particle moving in a magnetic field can
be described by the Hamiitonian

H=

clmV-ffp-ei/cf] 1 ' 2
(2.21)

where A is the vector potential.
It is useful to use a coordinate
system based on a closed planar
reference curve shown in Fig. 2.1.
The coordinate system (x,s,y) is
similar to a cylindrical system,
however, the radius of curvature
may vary along the curve.

11-84
4919A5

Fig. 2.1 The Coordinate System.
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If r*Ls the coordinate of a particle in space and f0 is the point on the reference
curve closest to f, then
s = distance along the curve to the point ?o
from a fixed origin somewhere on the curve;
a; = horizontal projection of the vector f— f*o;

(2.22)

y = vertical projection of the vector f—fo;
p — local radius of curvature.
The Hamiltonian written in terms of these coordinates in

(p, - i

E -

where px and py are projections of p onto the x and y direction and
.

(2.24)

Similar relations hold for As, Ax, and Av. Note that Aa as defined here is not
simply the component of A in the s direction.
Further assume that th? magnetic field in the neighborhood of the design
orbit is given by

By = -Bo (s) + B\ (s) x + ...
(2.25)
Bx = B1(s)y

+...

and define the focusing; function

Then the vector potential as defined above is given by

Instead of working with the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.21), we will use the results
of Section 2.4 and choose s as the new independent variable. Then the new
Hamiltonian is
z- —m e —px —p»\

•

(2.28J
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Since there is no time dependence, H is a constant of the motion which we call E
(the energy). If we expand for small deviations about the reference momentum,
we find

where po is defined to be the momentum on the reference orbit,

Po = —

P,

(2-30)

c

and p is the particle momentum,
.
(2.31)
c
Considering a particle with the reference momentum po, the equations of motion are
^_
ds ~ po

_
ds ~ po

'

(2.32)
Px = Po f -2 - ^ i J i

.

Pj, = -PoifiS •

In terms of x and y Eqs. (2.32) becomes
'

(2.33)

Equations (2.33) yield the motion of particles near the equilibrium orbit
(usually called betatron oscillations). Because K\ is dependent on s, the equations are not second-order equations with constant coefficients. The coefficients
are periodic functions of s since the equilibrium orbit is a closed curve. As
we indicated in Section 2.3 these types of equations are called Hill's equations.
There are some very general properties of the solutions of Hill's equation which
will be discussed in the next section.
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2.6

FLOQUET'S THEOREM

9

If C is the length of the equilibrium orbit, then the coefficients of the linear
equations (2.33) have period C in s. Floquet's theorem gives the form of the
solution of linear equations with periodic coefficients. Let us consider the general
second order equation
z" + K{s)x = 0

(2.34)

where
K(s + C) = K{s)

.

(2.35)

Suppose xi(s) and x 2 (s) are two linearly independent solutions of Eq. (2.34).
Then the general solution x(s) can be written in terms of x\ and z j and two
arbitrary constants 6i and 62»
x(s) = bi xi(s) + b2 X2{s)

•

(2.36)

noindent Because the differential equation has periodic coefficients,
and xz{s + C) satisfy the same equation, i.e.,

x'j{s + C) + K{s) Xi{s + C) = 0 .

xi(s+C)

(2.37)

Therefore, they can be expressed in terms of x\{s) and 12 (s),
*i(s + C) = o u i i (5) + 012 x2(s)
(2.38)
x2(s + C) = 021 xi (s) + 022 x2(s)

.

Combining Eq. (2.36) and (2.38), we have
x(s + C) = (61 an + b2 o 2 i) xi{s) + (61012 + h a22) x2{s)

.

(2.39)

We are looking for a solution called the 'normal' solution which satisfies the
requirement
x{s + C) = A x (3) = A(6i xi (s) + 62 x2{s))

.

(2.40)

If this is to be true for all 5 then

(2.41)
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In order for Eq. (2.41) to have a nontrivial solution, the determinant of the
coefficients must vanish; i.e.,
an - A
0,21

ax2
a

= 0

(2.42)

22 ~ A

or
A2 — (an + «22) A + (an «22 — ai2 «2i) = 0 .

(2-43)

The constant term in Eq. (2.43) is the determinant of the matrix in Eq. (2.37).
Since the differential equation we are studying is derivable from a Hamiltonian,
the determinant is unity. Therefore the solutions of Eq. (2.42) are
A = «=""

(2.44)

where
cosfl

= ^1L+^1
2

.

( 2. 4 5)

Note that fi can be complex. Since the determinant of the matrix A is
unity, the eigenvalues must be reciprocals; that is, if A is an eigenvalue, then I/A
is also an eigenvalue. This property generalizes to higher dimensions as well.
In this case the eigenvalues come in reciprocal pairs.
We are now in a position to determine stability. To do this consider iterating
the map of the normal solutions. This yields
x{s + n C) = A" x{s) .

(2.46)

If x(s + nC) is to remain bounded in the limit as n —» oo, then
|| A || < 1 .

(2.47)

However, for stability both normal solutions must be stable, i.e.,

II^II<1

•

(2-48)

To satisfy both Eq. (2.47) and Eq. (2.48) the magnitude of the eigenvalues of
the matrix in Eq. (2.31) must be unity, and therefore n must be a real quantity.
From Eq. (2.45) this implies
a22|

<2

(2.49)

or
\Tr(A)\ <2
where Tr stands for the trace.

(2.50)
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Finally it is useful to find the form of the normal solutions. We have from
Eqs. (2.40) and (2.44)
x{s + C) = eiflx{s)

.

(2.51)

Now we let
x(a) = P{a) e'l"/0

(2.52)

and substitute into Eq. (2.51), which yields
P{s + C)= P(a) .

(2.53)

Therefore P(s) is a periodic function with period C. Thus the two normal
solutions to Eq. (2.34) are the product of au exponential function of s and a
periodic function of a, the distance along the reference orbit.
2.7

H I G H E R - O R D E R TERMS

To obtain Eq. (2.33) in Section 2.5 it was necessary to linearize the equations of motion or to expand the Hamiltonian to quadratic terms. In doing so
there were higher-order terms which were neglected. These are basically of two
types: 1) Higher-order 'geometric' terms are those which come directly in the
magnetic field or vector potential. These are due to deliberate or inadvertent
nonlinearites in the magnetic field. 2) Higher-order 'kinematic' terms come from
the expansion of the square root in Eq. (2.28).
Since these higher-order terms are present in an actual accelerator, we must
ask if they alter the linear stability calculated in Section 2.6. One might think
that if the coefficients of »he nonlinear terms are sufficiently small then the
motion is essentially linear and stability is assured. This is in fact true for
some cases.
On the other hand this is not true in general. To see this in a simple example
consider the Hamiltonian

\(

+ i* 2 ) ^ f*3cos 6

(2.54)

where 0 is the independent variable. The differential equation is then
*

9

•

( 2 - 55 )

To see if the solution is stable, let us consider a solution which deviates by a
small amount from the linear solution:
x = a cos (0/3) + y

(2.56)
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where y is a small quantity (of order c). Now if we substitute into Eq. (2.55)
and expand for small y, we find
ea?

(!) •*-(?)]

The equation for y is then just a driven harmonic oscillator; however, one
of the driving terms has the same frequency as the frequency of free oscillations. In this case the amplitude of the solution grows linearly in 0. Thus, this
equation indicates an instability. This is an example of a nonlinear resonance.
The resonance occurred because the linear oscillation frequency was 1/3; however, there is still another possibility. Perhaps the small terms in y which were
neglected in Eq. (2.57) will shift the frequency of the oscillator off resonance.
For the particular example treated here, this does not happen. In other cases
discussed in Sections 4 and 5 the nonlinear shifts in frequency do stabilize the
motion. This will be discussed in more detail after we have developed more
tools to understand nonlinear behavior.

3. CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS
A dynamical system is described in terms of a certain set of variables, coordinates and canonically conjugate momenta. Sometimes it is more convenient
to express the equations of motion in terms of different variables which are
functions of the old ones. It is desirable to have the new coordinates again in
Hamiltonian form; that is, if Q and P are the new coordinates, then

dQ
dt

dK{Q,P,t)
dP

'

dP _
dt

dK (Q, P, t)
dQ

y

'

where K(Q,P,t) is the new Hamiltonian. The question is then to find those
transformations which accomplish this.
3.1

T H E GENERATING FUNCTION OP A CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION 1

Hamilton's equations of motion can be derived from a variational principle.
For a system described by a Hamiltonian H(q,p,t), the Lagrangian function is
?i,t) .

(3.2)

Consider the evolution of the system from *i to tj and the action integral
S= I £{q{t),q{t),t)dt

.

(3.3)
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Then we vary the function q(t) so that the end points are fixed, and ask for
what q(t) is the action integral stationary. The answer can be found from the
calculus of variations. q(i) must satisfy
d d£
dt dq

dC
dq

_

which is equivalent to

Equations (3.5) are Hamilton's equations of motion.
Now, with new variables Q and P and a new Hamiltonian K, Hamilton's
principle must again be valid
t,

SS

6

' = j [Y,pi&~

K

W.P,*)] * = 0 •

(3-6)

Therefore either S = S', or they differ at most by a total time derivative of
some function W.
This function must be a function of the new and old variables. However,
only 2R of these are independent for an n-dimensional problem since there are
2n transformation equations relating the new and old coordinates and momenta.
Consider a function which depends only on the new and old coordinates. That is
W = Fx{q,Q,t)

.

(3.7)

Then we must have
^

.

(3.8)

i

Now if we expand the total time derivative we have

For Eq. (3.9) to hold identically, the coefficients of q and Q must vanish because
q and Q are the 2n independent variables. Thus we must have

dFx

„

dFx
(3.10)

«._„

, aFt

Equations (3.10) specify the relations between the old and hew variables in a
canonical transformation. The first two of these equations can be solved for q
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and p in terms of Q and P. The new Hamiltonian is then given by the third
equation in (3.10);

K(Q, P, t) = H{g(Q, P, t),p(Q, P, t), t) + -^

(q(Q, P, t), Q, t)

. (3.11)

Fi(q,Q,t) is called the generating function of the canonical transformation
in Eqs. (3.10). Rather than choosing the old coordinates and new coordinates
(q, Q) as variables, we could have, chosen the old coordinates and new momenta
(9, P). In this case we have a different generating function F2(q,P,t), and a
different set of equations for the canonical transformation

Q =

TF

(9 p t]

' '

(312)

'

F2 and F\ are related by a Legendre transformation.
The equations of a canonical transformation can be viewed in many different
ways. We could start with the relationship between the coordinates, derive the
generating function which yields that, and then find the new momenta and new
Hamiltonian. Alternatively we could begin with a new Hamiltonian, solve for
the generating function and then calculate the new coordinates. In the next
sections we show some examples.
3.2

A C T I O N - A N G L E VARIABLES FOR THE HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

In this section we consider a problem that we know how to solve. The
harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian is
H=—

+ —£-

,

(3.13)

and the solution of the equation of motion is
x = a cos (wf + 4>o)
(3.14)
p = —a w i ( f + £ )
where a and fo are two arbitrary constants. The motion is confined to an ellipse
in phase space. Note that the Hamiltonian is independent of the time and is thus
a constant of the motion. Therefore the constant a is related to the constant
value of H.
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Now we would like to change to a set of variables for which the new Hamiltonian is a function only of the new momentum. Since we already know the
solution above, we can use it to construct these new coordinates. Eq. (3.14)
suggests we consider a transformation of the form
cos (<f>)

x = a(J)

(3.15)
p = —a[J) w sin (<f>)

where J and <f> are the new momentum and coordinate respectively. a(J) is
some as yet unspecified function of the new momentum. To accomplish the
transformation we will use a generating function of the first type discussed in
the previous section. From the transformation equations in Eq. (3.10), we need
to find the old momentum p in terms of the new and old coordinates. This can
be done by combining the two equations in Eq. (3.15) to yield
p = —w i tan </> .

(3.16)

The equation for the generating function can be integrated to yield
ti) X

Fi [x, <j>) =

2

— tan <f> .

(3.17)

Solving for the new momentum we find
( w V + p*)
J = ±
^
,

(3.18)

and the complete set of transformation equations now reads
x = \/2J/u

cos <f>

p = —y/2Jw sin (j>

(3.19)

The new momentum J is called the action variable while the new coordinate <f>
is the angle variable. It is not hard to see that if the Hamiltonian has the units
of energy, J has the units of an action.
These coordinates are very useful for studying problems which dififer from a
harmonic oscillator only by the addition of small nonlinear terms.
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3.3

DEVIATION FROM A KNOWN SOLUTION

In Section 2.5 we saw that deviations from a known periodic solution to a
differential equation obeyed a linear differential equation with periodic coefficients. It is useful to derive a somewhat more general result using canonical
transformations. Consider a Hamiitonian H with a known particular solution
go(t) and Po(t). For cases of interest this is the periodic solution to an inhomogeneous differential equation. This known solution satisfies

f
(3.20)

^ — i f (•«.»«.*) •
We would like to perform a canonical transformation to new coordinates and
momenta which are close to the particular solution. Let the new coordinates
and momenta be given by
Q = q - qo{t)
(3.21)

P=p-Po(t) •
Now if we use a generating function of the second type the equations of the
transformation are given by

(3.22)

which can be integrated to yield the generating function
ft (q, P, t) = [q - qo(t)) [P + po(t)]

.

(3.23)

Then if we vise Eq. (3.12) for the new Hamiitonian and expand for small Q
and P, we find

K = Hfoo(t),po(t),*) + «>(*)»(*) + \ [(#«(«<)(*), Po(O.*)] Q*
(3.24)

where the subscripts denote partial differentiation. Thus the Huniltonian consists of two types of terms, those which depend only on the time and those which
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are quadratic and higher-order functions of Q and P with time-dependent coefficients. The terms in the Hamiltonian which are not functions of Q and P
do not affect the differential equation for Q and P and thus can be ignored. If
the known solution is a periodic one, the lowest-order terms which contribute
to the differential equations are second-order with periodic coefficients. Thus
the differential equations are linear with periodic coefficients.
Particular solutions which are periodic are fixed points of the one-period
mapping general ;d by the differential equation. The transformation above has
moved that fixed point to the origin in the new coordinate system. This is easily
seen if we write the condition for a fixed point (Qo, Po)-

(3.25)
dP^O

.

From Eq. (3.25) this is satisfied for
Qo=O ,

P0=0

.

(3.26)

There may also be other fixed points of this system or other periodic orbits in
the new variables. These periodic orbits are fixed points of mappings through
different periods and thus the above process can be performed again.
Not surprisingly we will once again find quadratic Hamiltonians with
periodic coefficients; that is, linear differential equations with periodic coefficients. Since these types of equations are BO ubiquitous, we return to them in
the next chapter.

4. LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH PERIODIC COEFFICIENTS10
Theire Iiave been many useful techniques developed for linear equations with
periodic coefficients in the context of alternating gradient focusing for particle
accelerators or storage rings.10 In this section we follow Ref. 10 to develop
these, now standard, techniques in one dimension. The matrix approach is used
initially to understand stability and introduce the very important function /?,
the Courant-Snyder amplitude function. Finally we show a canonical transformation which changes the Hamiltonian to that for a harmonic oscillator. The
subject of this section as in Section 2.6 is the solution of the differential equation
(4.1)
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which can be derived from the Hamiltonian

U - -

+

—r-

(4.2)

y represents either horizontal or vertical displacement, and K satisfies the
periodicity relation
K(s + C)=K(a) .

(4.3)

Here C is the circumference of the equilibrium orbit.
In the alternating gradient synchrotron or storage ring the magnetic
"lattice* ideally consists of N identical sections or "unit cells", so that K also
satisfies the stronger periodicity relation

K(s + L) = K (s) ; L = C/N.
4.1

(4.4)

THE MATRIX APPROACH

The solution of any linear second order differential equation of the form
(4.2), whether or not K is periodic, is uniquely determined by the initial values
of y and its derivative y1:

y{s) = ay{a0)
(4.5)

y'{s) = cy(s0)
or, in matrix notation,
a

61

c

d

(4.6)

The usefulness of the matrix formulation (4.6) arises mainly from two features: In the first place, this formulation clearly separates the properties of the
general solution of the problem from the features characterizing any particular
solution. That is, the matrix M(s \SQ) depends only on the function K(s) between «o and a, and not on the. particular solution. Secondly, the matrix for
any interval made up of sub-intervals is just the product of the matrices for the
sub-intervals, that is,
a0) = M(*2 | sx)M(ai | «o) ,
as is easily verified.

(4.7)
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The determinant of the matrix M is equal to unity, because Eq. (4.1) does
not contain any first-derivative terms.
For the particular case of constant K the matrix takes the form

M(s\s0)

-K1'2

sin <j> ca&4>

(4.8)

where <f> = /f 1 ' 2 (5 — so). If JT is negative, a more convenient wsy of writing
this is

(4.9)

M =

where ip = {-K)ll2(a

- so). For an interval of length / in which K = 0,
1
M =

H
(4.10)

0

For an interval in which K is piecewke constant the matrix is the product of
the appropriate matrices of forms (4.8) to (4.10).
In the periodic systems we are considering here the matrices of particuiki
interest are those which characterize the motion of the particle through a whole
period. We write
M(s) = M(s + L\ s) ;

(4.11)

this is the matrix for passage through one period, starting from s. Its elements
are periodic functions of s with period L. The matrix for passage through one
revolution is then
M(s

N

and that for passage through k revolutions is
In order for the motion to be stable as defined above, it is necessary
and sufficient that all the elements of the matrix MNk remain bounded as
k increases indefinitely. To obtain the condition for this, we consider the
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eigenvalues of the matrix M(s), that is, those numbers A for which the characteristic matrix equation
MY = XT
possesses nonvanishing solutions.
detenninantal equation

(4.12)

The eigenvalues are the solutions of the

|M-A/|=O

,

(4.13)

or, more fully,
A2 - A (a + d) + 1 = 0 ,

(4.14)

where we have made use of the fact that Det M = ad — be = 1. If we define
cos fi=±TrM=±{a

+ d) ,

(4.15)

the two solutions of (4.14) are
A = cos ft ± i sin ft = e±8'" .

(4.16)

The quantity ft will be real if | a + d \ < 2, and imaginary or complex if
| a + d | > 2.
Let us now assume that | a + d \ ^ 2. Then the matrix M may be written in
a form which exhibits the eigenvalues and other properties explicitly. We define
cos (i by (4.15), and define a, /?, and i by
a —d = 2a(s) sin ft ,
b = 0{s)Bhi(i ,

(4.17)

c=-i{a) sinn I
the condition Det M = 1 becomes
01-o? = l .

(4.18)

The matrix Af may now be written as

M-

'cos/i + asinp

0 sin fi

-7sinp

c o s / * - asm ft

= /cos ft + J sin fi

(4*19)
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where / is the unit matrix, and

(4.20)
-7

-a

is a matrix with zero trace and unit determinant, satisfying
J8==-/.

(4.21)

It should be noted that the trace of M, and therefore p, is independent of
the reference point s. For, by virtue of (4.7), we have for any *i and «j
M{a2 + L | si) = M(a 8 )M(a 3 1 «i) = M(a31 a x )M (ai) ,

(4.22)

so that
M(s 2 ) = M(a21 «i)Af {ai)[M(a3 j ai)]" 1 .

(4.23)

Thus M(«i) and M[a3) are related by a similarity transformation, and therefore
have the same trace and the same eigenvalues. On the other hand, the matrix
M(s) as a whole does depend on the reference point a. Thus the elements a, /?,
7 of the matrix J are functions of a, periodic with period L.
Because of Eq. (4.21), the combination I cos j t + J sin/* has properties similar
to those of the complex exponential e'** = coe/i+tsin/x; in particular, it is easily
seen that, for any f&\ and fi3
{I cos m + J sin (&i) (/ cos ix3 + J sin Ma) = / cos(^! + /*a) + J sin(pi + J*J) . (4.24)
The ktk power of the matrix M is thus
Mh = [Jcosfi + Jsinp)* = Icoskft + JsinJfc/x ,

(4.25)

and the inverse in
M~1 = /cos/i — Jsin/i .

(4.26)

It follows from (4.25) that if fi is real the matrix elements of Mk do not
increase indefinitely with increasing k but rather oscillate; on the other hand,
if ft is not real, coefe/t and sinfc/x increase exponentially, and therefore the matrix elements do the same. Therefore, the motion is stable if n is real, i.e., if
\a + d\<2, and unstable if \a + d| > 2.
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Thus, to summarize, the matrix approach can be used explicitly to construct
the periodic matrix elements a,b,c and d. Once the one-turn matrix at a point
so is known, its trace can be calculated. This yields ft, which can then be used
to calculate a, *y and /? at the point So- The values of a, -7 and /? at other points
can then be calculated via the similarity transformation in Eq. (4.23). In this
case the matrix elements change but ft remains fixed and thus the change is
entirely due to a, 7 and /?.
These parameters play a major role in determining the details of the motion. In particular, 0 determines the maximum local amplitude of transverse
oscillations. This is demonstrated in the next section.
4.2

T H E PHASE-AMPLITUDE FORM OF THE SOLUTION

Let us return to the form of the solution given in Eq. (2.52) which we rewrite
yi(s)

= »(«)e**M ,

(4.27)

where, for the moment, we impose no particular conditions on the functions w
and x/). It is easily verified by substitution into Eq. (4.1) that, if w and i[> satisfy
w" + Kw - - ^ = 0

(4.28)

and

then j/i as defined by Eq. (4.27) is indeed a solution. In addition
Itt(a)=w(«)e-*M ,

(4.3O)

is also a solution and y\ and 1/2 are linearly independent. Therefore any solution
of (4.1) is a linear combination of j/i and y 2 . We can therefore write the matrix
M{&2 I «i) in terms of the solutions y\ and ys or, what amounts to the same
thing, in terms of the functions w and if). We obtain

where 0 stands for il>(sj) - ^(fli), wj for w(si), etc.
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We now consider the case where s 2 — sj is just one period of K(a), i.e.,
Si — si— L. The matrix M is then identical with the matrix (4.19). If we now
require that w(s) be a periodic function of s, then w\ = u>2 and w[ = w'2, and
the forms (4.31) and (4.19) are identical provided we make the identifications
= fi

,

(4.32)
(4.33)

ww' = —a ,

(4.34)

from which follows automatically
1 + jww')2 _ 1 + a 2 _
w2
~
0
~

(4.35)

This identification is legitimate if we can show that 01'2— which is, of course,
periodic—satisfies the differential Eq. (4.28) and that
0' = -2a

.

(4.36)

To prove this, consider the matrix for the transformation from s + ds to
s + L + ds. This matrix is, by (4.23),
M{s + ds) = M{s + ds | s)M(s) [M{s + ds\s)}'1 .

(4.37)

For infinitesimal ds,
1

ds"

ds I s) =

.

~K(s) ds

(4.38)

1

Substituting (4.38) and (4.19) into (4.37) we find

M(s + ds) = M{s)

" [K 0 — 7) sin fi

—2a sin fi

—2Ka sin ft

— (K0 —y) sin ft

ds,

(4.39)

so that (4.36) is indeed valid, and furthermore
(4.40)
and
= 2Ko..

(4.41)
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With the aid of (4.36) and (4.40) it is easily verified that /71/2 does indeed
satisfy (4.28), and is therefore a periodic solution of that equation. Now (4.33)
and (4.34) are justified, while (4.32) becomes the very important relation
A,

~J P •

(4.42)

Equation (4.42) may be regarded as the definition of /*. It is consistent with the
previous definition, (4.15), but has the advantage of being unambiguous, while
(4.15) only defines (i modulo 2TT.
If we consider an accelerator of circumference C = NL with N identical
unit cells, the phase change per revolution is, of course, Nfi. A useful number
is
s+C

f d'

this is the number of betatron oscillation wavelengths in one revolution.
(In the European literature on accelerators this number is often denoted by Q.)
A useful interpretation of v is as the frequency of betatron oscillations measured
in units of the frequency of revolution; we shall generally refer to v simply as
the frequency of oscillations or tune.
The two particular solutions y\ and j/2 may now be written as
1/. = /?»/»(,),*»*« ,

(4.44)

^(s) = / —

(4.45)

where

is a function which increases by 2ir every revolution, and whose derivative is
periodic. The general solution of (4.1) is
y(a) = a/?1/2 COB[V<P{S) + A] ,

(4.46)

where a and £ are arbitrary constants. This is a pseudo-harmonic oscillation
with varying amplitude P^2(s) and varying instantaneous wavelength
A = 2M/?(S)

.

(4.47)

Incidentally, the relation (4.47) between the amplitude and the wavelength is
formally just the same as in the WKB solution of the problem of the harmonic
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oscillator with varying wavelength; however, the relation between the wavelength and the parameters of the differential equation is not as simple as in the
WKB problem.
4.3

A C T I O N - A N G L K VARIABLES

Now let us assume that we have explicitly calculated j3(s) and <!>{&). Then it
is useful to construct action-angle variables for this problem in a way completely
analogous to the harmonic oscillator in Section 3.2. To do this we first write
the solution for both the position and momentum:

y = a/31/2 cos{v<f>(s) + 6)
p = -a/?" 1 / 2 sin(i^(s) +S)-j

cas(v<j>(s) + S)\ .

The momentum equation is obtained by simply differentiating the equation for y.
Now let us search for a canonical transformation of the form
y = a(J) 01/2 cosifi
<4-49>

where J and r\> are the new momentum and coordinate respectively.
We will use a generating function of the first type; therefore, we need the
old momenta p in terms of the new and old coordinates. Combining the two
equations in (4.49) yields

p = - | (tan<£-Q

.

(4.50)

Therefore, Eq. (3.10) for the generating function can be integrated to yield

Solving for the new momenta in terms of the old coordinates and momenta,
we find
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and the complete set of transformation equations becomes
y = \/2J/? cos i/) ,
p = -y/2J/P

I sint/> - ?- coe tj> J ,

(4.53)

Hi = H + dFi/ds = J/P{s) .
The differential relations for j3 in Eq. (4.40) have been used to simplify the
new Hamiltonian.
In these new coordinates the solution of the equations of motion is
J — constant
*

4,'

(4-54)

Note that in the process we have explicitly constructed an invariant, J.
Equation (4.52) for the invariant is the equation of an ellipse in phase space
which rotates periodically in a. If a particle has initial conditions which begin
on some ellipse given by Jo, then the coordinates and momentum of that particle
always stay on that ellipse.
Looking at it in another way, consider a single psjticle traversing the periodic
focusing structure and plot its position and momentum in phase space each time
it passes a = SQ. Then, the locus of those points is an ellipse in phase space. At
points other than s0, the ellipse so generated evolves according to Eq. (4.52).
The invariant J is simply related to the area enclosed by the ellipse:
Area enclosed = 2irJ .

(4.55)

In accelerator and storage ring terminology there is a quantity called the cmittance which is closely related to this invariant. The emittance, however, is a
property of a distribution of particles, not a single particle. Consider a Gaussian
distribution in amplitudes. Then the (rms) emittance, e, is given by
(ton.) 2 = P(s) e •

(4.56)

In terms of the action variable, J , this can be rewritten
e = (J)
where the bracket indicates an average over the distribution in J.

(4.57)
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Finally note that the form of the new Hamiltonian is not precisely that of
a harmonic oscillator in that the phase does not advance uniformly. This of
course causes no difficulty in that both cases are trivial to solve. However, it
is possible to perform another canonical transformation to coordinates which
have a uniformly advancing phase. This is accomplished with the canonical
transformation:
— Jx

I 2-KVS

2irua

a
f as

In these new coordinates the oscillating part of the phase advance has been
extracted leaving only the average phase advance. Either these coordinates or
the previous set can be used in the next chapter on canonical perturbation
theory. We will use the second set in the next section since no reference is made
to a specific problem. In the later sections we will use the first set (J, rp) since
this simplifies the notation in spite of the fact that one must integrate to obtain
the phase advance.

5. CANONICAL PERTURBATION THEORY
As a final example to demonstrate the use of canonical transformations,
we will consider a nonlinear perturbation of an integrable Hamiltonian system.
The problem will be presented in a general form here to explain the concept
and methods. Chapter 6 will cover a nonlinear perturbation of the third order
while Chapter 7 will discuss an isolated nonlinear perturbation of any ordar.
Suppose that the problem can be described by a Hamiltonian
H = H0(J)

+ F{<I>,J,O)

(5.1)

where H has been written In terms of action-angle variables of the unperturbed problem. The perturbing term F(<f>, J, 0) contains nonlinear terms and is
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dependent on the independent variable 0. Furthermore, F is a periodic function
of $ and 4> and has zero average with respect to them, i.e.,
8*

2*

I dO f d<t> F(<l>, J, 0) = 0 .

(5.2)

If F has a nonzero average, the average value of F can be absorbed into

HQ(J).

Since F is considered a perturbation to a known system, we will use a
perturbation theory to study its effect. To do this we will perform a canonical
transformation to a new set of variables. We would like the new Hamiltonian
to depend only on the new momenta. If we succeed in this, the problem is
solved since the new momenta are constants of the motion, and we have found
the surface in phase space to which the motion is confined. On the other hand
we cannot hope to succeed in one step. Therefore we will attempt to do this
perturbatively. That is, we do not demand that the Hamiltonian be completely
independent of the new coordinates and the time, but rather only approximately
so. Thus we seek a transformation which replaces the perturbing term F with
a new perturbing term F' which is of higher order. If we imagine that F is of
order e, then F' should be of order c2. To achieve this let us select a generating
function of the second type for a transformation from (J, 4>) to (Ji, <j>i) of the
following form:
Fa (*, Ji, 6) = 4> Ji + G{4>, Jy,$)

.

(5.3)

The above transformation is close to the identity provided that G is small.
The new coordinates and Hamiltonian are given by

J = Ji + G+

(5.4)

Hl = H + Ge
where the subscripts indicate partial differentiation.
The task is now to find a G which eliminates the perturbing term to first
order. We do this by examining the new Hamiltonian after substituting the
transformed variables:
H = Ho (Ji + G+) + F{<f>, Ji + G+, 6) + G9

.

(5.5)
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Note that we have substituted so that the Hamiltonian is a function of the same
variables as G, the old coordinates and the new momenta. Eventually we must
complete the substitution; however, at this time it is more convenient to work
with the mixed variables. Equation (5.5) can be rewritten in the interesting
form
+ [H0{Ji + G4) - Ho{Ji) + [F (<f>, Ji + G+, 0) - F{4>, Ju 0)]

(5.6)

G9 + F{4,JU 6) ,
where v{Ji) is the frequency as a function of amplitude of the unperturbed
problem. If we can find a solution to the equation
i/(J,) Gf + Gt + F{4>, Ju 6) = 0 ,

(5.7)

G will be a quantity of order F. All other parts of the new Hamiltonian are
either independent of the coordinates and time or are of order F2. To see this
more easily we can expand for small G to obtain
H = Ho{Ji) + [vj, G\j2 + FJt GA + v{J{) G+ + G8 + F{<j>, Ju 6) . (5.8)
We must find the periodic solution to Eq. (5.7). The periodicity requirement
is obvious for the angle variables. The solution must also be periodic in 0 so
that G does not grow in 0 and thus destroy the small approximation. In order
for a periodic solution to exist to Eq. (5.7), it is necessary that the average
value of F vanish. This was anticipated by our earlier requirement in Eq, (5.2).
Since both F and G are periodic functions of <j>, they can be Fourier analyzed.

(5.9)

Then the equation to be solved for G becomes
gm = -fm

.

Exercise: Show that the periodic solution of Eq. (5.10) is
0+21T

L

/

(5.10)
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Finally the full expression for G is given by
G= T

—ri

/

m

dO' fm{0')

eif^**if-f-')]

.

(5.12)

e

Sometimes it is desirable to make use of the fact that F is a periodic function
of 0 and <j> to expand it as a double Fourier series
lm*-nl»

.

(5.13)

m,n

Therefore, the solution to Eq. (5.10) can also be written
(

)

m,n

Recall that our original purpose was to transform the Hamiltonian into
a form which is independent of the coordinates and the time. Now the new
Hamiltonian in Eq. (5.8) becomes
Hi = Ho(Ji) + [Fj, G4 + uJx G}/2] + • • •

= # 0 W + F'(Jlt 4,u 9) .
The remaining nonlinear term can be separated into a part which depends only
on the new action variable and into another part which involves J\, 4>\ and 9
but which has zero average value. This oscillatory term is the object of the
next canonical transformation, whereas the term which is a function of the new
action variable J\ leads to a change of frequencies with amplitude. The latter
term is given by
2»

2*

0

0

Finally the new Hamiltonian can be written
Hi=

[iTo(Ji) + J V i ) ] .
'

=

"
Hoi{Ji)

and the new frequency becomes

+

[F'-F1]

+

'
"
'
Fi{4i,Ju 6)

'

(5-17)
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Note that if we examine the new perturbing term Fi, it is second order in the
strength of the perturbation. In addition it is higher order in Ji- If the original
perturbation has a lowest-order contribution of order Jb, then the new term is
of order Jf ~ '. Therefore , for sufficiently small Ji, we can neglect F\. If this is
done, we have a new Hamiltonian which depends only upon the new momenta.
Therefore the new momenta are constants of the motion and can be used to
label curves in phase space.
To proceed to higher order in perturbation theory there are two approaches.
In the first approach we return to the generating function in Eq. (5.3) and
express it as a power series in the strength of the perturbation. Then upon
substitution into the Hamiltonian, we obtain a hierarchy of equations as we
cancel the perturbing terms order by order. In this approach if e is the strength
of the perturbing term, after the nih step we are left with a perturbing term of
order e(n+1>.
In the second approach we begin where we left off and make successive
canonical transformations which are formally identical to the first on;'. This
method is called superconvergent perturbation theory and was first introduced
in this context by Kolmogorov in his proof of the KAM theorem.4" It is called
superconvergent because on the nth step the remaining perturbing term is of
order e2". However, the name does not imply that the method converges! If
the procedure does converge, then it does so much faster than the first method.
Unfortunately these methods do not always work; it is these divergent cases
that are called nonintegrable.
Everything would be fine if G were always small; however, a quick inspection
of Eq. (5.14) shows that this is not the case for arbitrary v. There are resonances
whenever
u = mjn

,

m,n

integers .

(5.19)

This happens because we have required periodic solutions to the equation
for G. It is straightforward to see that if the resonance condition is satisfied,
there are no periodic solutions to Eq. (5.10). In fact the amplitude of the
solution grows linearly in 0.
But remember that for a nonlinear problem the frequency v is generally a
function of amplitude. So that if a resonance causes growth, this changes the
tune and the system moves off resonance. Perhaps the infinities are a deficiency
of the approach. In the vicinity of a resonance, another approach is in order.
To study the neighborhood of a resonance let the frequency u be close to
a single resonance and assume that all other resonances can be neglected, the
Hamiltonian then takes the form
H = Ho{ J) + fmn cos [m4> - nO) .

(5.20)
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In this case it is possible to find an exact integral of the motion by making a
transformation to a coordinate system which rotates in phase space. This is
accomplished with the generating function F from [tj>, J) to (tp,K), given by
F2 U, K, 0) = (4>- —0) K
m

(5.21)

so that
n
rfi = 4>

$t

J = K

(5.22)

m
and
Hx = H0(K)

- - K + fnn cos(m^) .
(5.23)
m
Since Hi is now independent of 0, it is a constant of the motion and can be used
to label particle trajectories in phase space.
In the next section we will illustrate the techniques just discussed in the
specific example of a cubic resonance.

6. ONE-DIMENSIONAL CUBIC NONLINEAR RESONANCES
In the last section of Chapter 5 we showed how to use canonical transformations to get rid of oscillatory terms in the Hamiltonian. In this chapter we will
build on what we have already learned and apply it to a system with third-order
resonance and study the phase space behavior near resonance in detail.
6.1

T H E BEHAVIOR FAR FROM RESONANCE

Consider a particle moving in a circular accelerator or a storage ring in the
presence of a sextupole field. In this case the Hamiltonian is

H^fa

+ Kz*) + €*?/(*) .

(6.1)

Here we use a as the independent variable. Recall that / is periodic with
period C (the circumference) in 8. In addition / may have stronger periodicity
imposed by design. Transforming to the action-angle variables introduced in
Section 4.3
x = \/2JP cos <j>
(6.2)
p — —y/2J/P sin 4>
we obtain the new Hamiltonian:
)
(6.3)
V{4>,J,s)

.
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Our goal is to construct a canonical transformation so that the new Hamiltonian
or the new action is an approximate constant of motion. Following the outline
in Chapter B, we propose a generating function Fj given by
u»)

•

(6.4)

Then the canonical transformation generated by Ft yields
<l>i = 4> + Gj>

,

J = Ji + G+ ,

(6.5)

Hi = H + G8 .
We now try to find the function G such that
^

s) .

(6.6)

From Eq. (6.3) we know that the perturbing term is
V{4>, Jlts)

= -^(Jrfis))3'*

f{s) [cos 3 * + 3cos <t>\ .

(6.7)

Then we can solve Eq. (6.6) with the method used for Eq. (5.7) to obtain

f

s+C
s+

G= --^(^l

&
8+C
/

Since the phase of betatron motion does not advance uniformly like a
harmonic oscillator, the factor of t/B in Eq. (5.12) is replaced in Eq. (6.8)
by il>(s) where
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Next we have to evaluate the average of the new perturbing term in Eq. (5.16).
Vjt and G$ are given by
V

^

s+C
/
a+C
3
f ds' / ( S ' ) / ? ( B ' ) 3 / 2
2 sin 3nu
a

COS 3{4>

+ J>(s') - if>(s) - irv]} . (6.10)

First we average over <f> to get rid of the cross term and then average over s
to obtain
s+C

3 cos

\

sin3?n/

J

If the actual distribution of sextupoles is known, the integral in Eq. (6.11)
can be evaluated. If we drop the fluctuating term, the new Hamiltonian is
given by
H = H 0 (Ji) + (G* VJt) .

(6.12)

Recall that the oscillation frequency is obtained by taking the derivative of
the Hamiltonian with respect to K. This implies that there is an amplitude
dependence of the frequency due to the second-order effect of the sextupole
perturbation;
{GVj

>)

•

(613)

Note that the additional term in the new Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.11) is of
order J 2 , and thus the tune in Eq. (6.12) varies linearly with J. This is similar
to the first-order effect of an octupole perturbation (~ x*)\ therefore, a sextupole
perturbation in second order produces an octupole- like nonlinear frequency shift
with amplitude. This is only true, however, if the tune is far from resonance.
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6.2

T H E THIRD INTEGER RESONANCE

The approach we used so far will work fine if the perturbing terms are small.
However, this is not the case whenever v is close to an integer or a third integer,
because then the denominator in Eq. (6.8) will become very small, and the entire
procedure breaks down. In such & situation we can solve the problem when the
tune is close to a particular resonance as indicated in the previous chapter. For
example, let us consider the case when v is very close to a third integer,
u=^

+ 6

.

(6.14)

It is possible to find an integral of the motion for the Hamiitonian by going
into a rotating coordinate system provided that we can neglect other resonances.
Let us return to the Hamiitonian in Eq. (6.3),
H = Jfp{a) + 6 V8 fl* J 3 / 2 f(s) cos 3 4> .

(6.15)

In this section it is convenient to use the coordinate system developed in
Eq. (4.58) in which the phase advances uniformly.
In this case the transformation yields

P

R]

W

Jl = J

(6.16)

.

The function x(s) is a known function of a calculated from the known /?(«). The
action variable is unchanged while the Hamiltonian becomes
f(s) cos 3 (^ + X(s))

^

(6.17)

it

Since the perturbed part of the Hamiitonian is a periodic function of <pi and a,
it can be written as a Fourier series:
Hl =

I T + J*'2 £

Amn coa{ ri<t>l

-

~na/R + »m») •

(6.18)

m,n

The Fourier series is finite in <f>\ and (possibly) infinite in aJR. To consider
the neighborhood of the thud integer resonance we drop all terms except the
resonance term to find

^

( * £

) .

(Bltf)

The other terms can be moved to higher order by a canonical transformation as
demonstrated earlier in this section. To simplify the following discussion we set
<*3»o equal to zero.
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Now consider another canonical transformation to new variables {'4>,K)
given by
F2 = K (fa - — 9 J .

(6.20)

then
3

(6.151)

Ji =-- K .
This yields the Hamiltonian

6.3

PHASE SPACE STRUCTURE

Now we finally have a Hamiltcnian independent of the "time" variable a. It
is now straightforward to find out the behavior of the particle by examining the
phase space structure of the system under various conditions. For example, the
first thing to find are the fixed points of the motion. These can be found by
solving

which is given explicitly by
8 + 5 Azn0 K1!2 cos3V> = 0
2

(6.24)
sin 3V> = 0 .

The solutions to Eq. (6.24) are
i{> = ir/3

,

3JT/3

3

,

5ir/3

(6.25)

Kr

~\3A

These fixed points are shown in Fig. 6.1. Note that if we transformed back to
(Jl,4>i) variables the figure would rotate in phase space.
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It is clear that the presence
of the perturbation divides phase
space into disjoint regions. When
the tune is away from resonance
and the amplitude is small, the
unperturbed term dominates and
the trajectory is a circle around
the origin representing stable unperturbed motion. When the amplitude gets larger, the perturbing term makes its presence known
by deforming the trajectory into
a triangular shape, but the motion is still stable. If the amplitude now grows larger than Kr,
the trajectory ceases to form a
closed curve. This leads to unstable motion of the particle.

1

1

'

1

'

1

'

1

4 —

1 ^ 7 — ^ , = 277/3

2 -

0

-2

1

-4
i

-4

i

:
i

,

i

,

i

-2

Note that Eq. (6.25) indicates
Fig. 6.1. Phase space structure
that the amplitude of the fixed
of third order resonance.
points will shrink to zero when
the tune is right on resonance (6 = 0), and the stable fixed point at the origin
becomes an unstable fixed point.
Although most designers of accelerators try very hard to avoid resonances,
the third-integer resonance has actually been used by design to slowly extract a
beam from a synchrotron for high energy experimental programs. This process,
called resonant extraction, makes use of the iarge amplitude of the particles
moving out on a separatrix to separate them from the core of the beam and
deflect them out of the accelerator. For further details of this process refer to
Ref. 13.

6.4

STOPBAND WIDTH OP THE T H I R D - O R D E R RESONANCE

Assuming that the amplitude at which the resonance occurs is already known
as Kr, then the tune separation needed to be away from unstable motion is

6 >

3A3no

rl/2

(6.26)

The term 'stopband width' is defined to indicate this separation, i.e.,
Stopband width

Av =

r1/2

(6.27)
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To relate all of this to the actual physical world of a beam distribution, we
must recall from Eq. (4 57) that the emittance of a beam is related to the action
variable K,
e={K)

.

(6.28)

Therefore, for a beam with emittance e, the third-order stopband width is
VS •

(6-29}

7. A ONE-DIMENSIONAL ISOLATED
NONLINEAR RESONANCE
Thus, we have seen how to apply the canonical transformation method to
solve a third-order nonlinear perturbation to an otherwise linear HamUtonian
system. Now we want to extend this technique to a system subjected to a
nonlinear perturbation of any order to understand the behavior of the system
as long as each resonance acts independently. A system under the action of
isolated nonlinear perturbation generated by a nonlinear term ~ x* can be
described by the Hamiltonian
H = v I + a{I) + elkf2 cos(m <f> - n 6) .

(7.1)

Thus, we suppose that we are close to a particular resonance and that all other
resonances can be neglected. We make a canonical transformation to a rotating
system in phase space with the generating function:
F2 = {<j>-n/m9)I1

(7.2)

then
1> = <i>- n/m 6

HX=H-

,

n/m ^=61!

h = I

+ a(h) + e/*/!cos(m^)

(7 3)
V
''

where
6 = u — n/m .

(7.4)

The Hamiltonian has been successfully cast in a form explicitly independent of
the "time" variable 9; thus, it is a constant of the motion.
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7.1

FIXED POINTS

In the phase space {i}>, I{) we can find a set of points where the trajectories
are stationary. Thoee fixed points can be obtained by the conditions:

dip

= 0

(7.5)

which implies
sin m V>o =
(7.6)
S + a'(/i) + cos

= 0

In the polar coordinates (tf>,Ii), these are a string of points surrounding the
origin, as shown in Fig. 7.1.
In fact when sinTO^IQ= 0>
±1 and for different signs of cos m^"
the characteristics of the fixed points
are different. The trajectories surrounding stable fixed points, SFP,
are closed (either circles or ellipses),
while those surrounding unstable
fixed points, UFP, are open (hyperbolic). It will be shown in the next
section that those angles corresponding to cos mipo = 1 are unstable
fixed points while those with cos mV»o
= — 1 are stable fixed points.
Suppose we define IT as that amplitude which yields an oscillation
frequency at resonance, i.e.,
v + a'{Ir) = n/m
then Eq. (7.6) becomes

(7.7)

Fig. 7.1. A string of fixed points
in the (ip, I) phase space. Shown
is the sixth order perturbation.
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cl{h)-J{lr)

(7.8)
or expanding for I\ close to IT

(7.9)
Therefore, the amplitude of UFP
is slightly less than Ir while the amplitude of SFP is slightly larger than
IT. In summary, the phase space
structure close to a particular resonance is a string of stable islands at
a particular amplitude determined
by the tune and nonlinear detuning
of the system, as shown in Fig. 7.2.
7.2

Fig. 7.2. Relative locations of
stable and unstable fixed points
(Iu <Ir< h).

RESONANCE ISLAND WIDTH

The boundaries of the stable islands are formed by curves joining the unstable fixed points. They are called separatrices and their equation can be easily
found by the fact that the Hamiltonian is a constant on the curve.
From Eqs. (7.3) and (7.7), we have

(7.10)
where Iu is the action at the unstable fixed point. Expanding for I close to J u
gives the difference of the amplitude between I and Ju,
(/_/.)» «

(7.11)

From Eq. (7.11) we can find the maximum separation or island width
(7.12)
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So far we have worked with a Hamiltonian with a general amplitude dependence of the tune. Next let us keep only the lowest-order term, which is
quadratic in / and work out some of the properties of the island more simply.
When the detuning term is quadratic in / , the Hamiltonian (7.3) becomes
H = 6 I + l<tI2 + el*' 2 cos mi!>

(7.13)

and the definition for Ir becomes
v + aJr- n/m .

(7.14)

In order to see the Hamiltonian in the vicinity of IT, we express the Hamiltonian
in terms of p, where I = p + IT,
e J*/2 cosm^

(7.15)

where constant terms have been dropped. Again it is easy to see the island
width using Hamiltonian at the UFP to obtain

i.pL.-eJ**-*!*'* •

(7-16)

Therefore the island width is given by
^*/2

.

(7.17)

Keep in mind that this is only valid when I — IT « IT. Another condition to
be met is that other resonances should be far away. If the widths calculated
using isolated resonances are such that they overlap each other, then it is clearly
incorrect to consider the resonances isolated.
7.3

ISLAND SEPARATION

To find the distance to the next resonance, we will first find the spacing in
frequency and then convert that to amplitude. Recall that the linear amplitude
dependence of the tune gives
A / = AJ//O .

(7.18)

In frequency space neighboring primary resonances occur at n. ± 1, m i l ;
therefore, the spacing is given by
. _ At> A(n/m)
A/ = — = —*-i—'- m

I
n
or —5
5
rna m*a

(7.19)
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Using the smaller spacing, we find that the condition for spacing to be larger
than island width is

Recall that Eq. (7.17) requires that I - Ir « Ir. giving
e/a/r*/2 «

7r2/4

(7.21)

or

a»

li^

.

(7.22)

Equations (7.20) and (7.22) set a limit to the validity of our analysis. These two
conditions require that the nonlinear detuning, a, must be moderate. It should
be neither too small (since then the islands do not close) nor too large (since
then the resonances do not separate).
7.4

THE PENDULUM EQUATION

Having understood the phase space structure in general, we are ready to
zoom into a particular island as suggested by Eq. (7.15),
(7.23)
In this form we are considering the trajectories close to a particular resonance
From Hamilton's equations the equations of motion in {*}>, I) coordinates are
* . _ .

=ap

oH
Jt/2
/2 ..
p=—=-7^
=-7^ = —emir
Bi
Bin

Combining the two equations gives
$

*/3

0 .

(7.25)

This is the equation of motion for a pendulum with familiar phase space structure shown in Fig. 7.3.
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When the amplitude is small, a
small amplitude oscillation frequency
n can be obtained from (7.24) by approximating

sin mtp ~ m

(7.26)

This yields
(7.27)

From this frequency an alternate expression for the overlap condition can
be derived. The frequency of the neglected terms should be large compared to ft. In other words, since
the lowest frequency of the neglected
terms is simply unity, we find

\/oe/r/2m2 «

1 .

(7.28)

Fig. 7.3. Pendulum-like phase space
structure in the vicinity of a stable
fixed point.

In Section 6.1 we promised to show the way to identify stable or unstable
fixed points. This can be done by looking into the neighborhood of the fixed
points. It has already been shown that the fixed points occur around cos \mip) =
±1; we can expand the angle variable around those points to obtain
(7.29)

in the vicinity of coa(qi}>) — — 1, and similarly in the vicinity of cos(g^) = 1
we have
TO'

(7.30)

The Hamiltonian now takes the form
(7.31)
where the constant term of 1 has been dropped. It is clear now that the trajectory near imp — JT is elliptical and hence stable, while the trajectory near
mip = 2ir is hyperbolic and hence unstable.
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7.5

THE DISTINCTION OF RESONANCES 3 , 4, 5 OR HIGHER

There is a qualitative difference between resonances of order three or four
and those of order five or higher. Third-order resonances have unstable fixed
points at J = 0 when the frequency is on resonance (6 = 0). This does not
necessarily imply global instability since in many cases the separatrices are bent
back by the nonlinear detuning at large amplitudes. Fourth-order resonances
may have stable or unstable fixed points at the origin, and fifth- or higher-order
resonances have stable fixed points at the origin.
This is due to the relative powers of the action variable / in the perturbation
term and in the nonlinear detuning term. For third-order the perturbation
dominates at small amplitude due to the I3/2 dependence. For fifth- or higherorder the nonlinear detuning dominates with its T2 dependence. The fourthorder resonance is the transition. In this case stability depends upon the relative
size of the coefficients in the two terms.
To see this effect in the fourth order resonance consider the Hamiltonian
exactly at resonance:
H=\ali+
2

el2 cos 4^ = E

(7.32)

which yields
J3 = —
^
.. •
(7.33)
J<J + £cos 4rf>
In order to keep the amplitude positive definite, a has to be greater than 2c.
Physically that means the nonlinear detuning has to be strong enough to bend
the separatrices back to form a closed curve.
For fifth order or higher, n > 5, the small oscillation is always stable. Thus a
one-dimen3ional nonlinear resonance causes instability at small amplitude when
it is of third- or fourth-order, but not for fifth-order or higher.
7.6

SOLUTION ON THE SEPARATRIX

We know that when the amplitude is small, the particles oscillate with frequency v. But as the amplitude increases and gets closer to the separatrix,
the frequency decreases. Now we want to see what actually happens when the
particle is sitting on the separatrix. Consider the Hamiltonian
JJ

M - — - cos <p .

(7.34J

It has already been shown that the separatrix passes through the unstable fixed
point at phase angle -ir and ir; therefore the equation for the separatrix is given
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by
l

(7.36)

which yields
j

= ±2cos<£/2 .

(7.36)

It can be shown that the solution for <j> is given by
4> - 4 tan"1 (e*) - TT .
Exercise:

(7.37)

Prove that Eq. (7.37) is indeed the solution of Eq. (7.36).

It is clear that the rate of approach toward unstable fixed point decreases as
the particle gets closer to the UFP. From Eq. (7.37) it takes an infinite amount
of time to actually reach it. This makes it much more sensitive to perturbation.
The solution above is for motion on the separatrix of one isolated resonance,
in this case the simple pendulum. In the general system there are many other
resonances. We have argued earlier that provided the spacing of the resonances
is larger than the widths of the resonances (the Chirikov criterion),7 then the
isolated resonance picture is useful. However, the effects of the other resonances
first become visible in the neighborhood of the separatrix.
The problem is that although the oscillations around stable fixed points are
somewhat immune to the perturbations of neighboring resonances, the motion
near unstable fixed points and the motion on separatrices are not. If we trace
the trajectory which approaches the fixed point at it back in time and also
trace the trajectory which departs from —ir forward in time, we find completely
different behavior in the case of multiple resonances than in the case of an
isolated resonance.
In the case of a single resonance the two 'separatrices' join smoothly and
are actually part of the same curve, as demonstrated above. In the case of
multiple resonances the two 'separatrices' meet at a small angle. This leads
to completely different behavior in the neighborhood of the separatrix even for
very small perturbations.3'6'14 If we look in the neighborhood of a 'separatrix',
rather than a curve, we see a band of apparently random motion. If the resonances overlap, this 'stochasticity' can spread to almost all of phase space.
However, if the resonances are well isolated, this behavior is usually confined to
the neighborhood of the 'separatrices' and unstable fixed points.
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8. SUMMARY
In the previous sections we have reviewed some of the basic techniques which
can be used to analyze stability in nonlinear dynamical systems, particularly in
circular particle accelerators. We have concentrated on one-dimensional systems
in the examples in order to simply illustrate the general techniques.
We began with a review of Hamiltonian dynamics and canonical transformations. We then reviewed linear equations with periodic coefficients using the
basic techniques from accelerator theory.
To handle nonlinear terms we developed a canonical perturbation theory.
From this we calculated invariants and the amplitude dependence of the frequency. This led us to resonances.
We studied the cubic resonance in detail by using a rotating coordinate system in phase space. We then considered a general isolated nonlinear resonance.
In this case we calculated the width of the resonance and estimated the spacing
of resonances in order to use the Chirikov criterion to restrict the validity of the
analysis. Finally the resonance equation was reduced to the pendulum equation,
and we examined the motion on a separatrix. This brought us to the beginnings
of stochastic behavior in the neighborhood of the separatrix.
It is this complex behavior in the neighborhood of the separatrix which
causes the perturbation theory used here to diverge in many cases. In spite of
this the methods developed here have been and are used quite successfully to
study nonlinear effects in 'nearly integrable' systems. When used with caution
and in conjunction with numerical work they give tremendous insight into the
nature of the phase space structure and the stability of nonlinear differential
equations.
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I.

20742

INTRODUCTION

My emphasis In this presentation will be limited to theoretical
questions related to wave guide and cavity modes, the tuning of
cavity chains for particle acceleration, beam-cavity interaction,
and the numerical computation of cavity fields. I assume that my
audience spans all levels of sophistication: from those who are new
to these subjects to those who are working at the frontiers of these
problem areas. Therefore I will quickly review the basic
principles, leading to a discussion of the present status of these
subjects.
II.
A-

Cavity Excitation1

Ideal Cavity

Let us consider an Ideal cavity with perfect walls, two parts
of which obey different boundary conditions. One part is a surface
denoted by 3 on which the tangential electric (and normal magnetic)
field vanishes. The other is a surface S' on which the tangential
magnetic (and normal electric) field vanishes. Maxwell's equations
are
V x l > -iuffl - -iuuH ,

V x H - iu)D + J - iueE + J

(1)

where we assume a time dependence e
and where y and e are the
permeability and permittivity of free space (mks units).
For an ideal cavity, without charge or current, clearly the
magnetic field is 90° out of phase in time with respect to the
electric field. The eigenmode n will be normalized such that
E

n

- E ,
'

H --iJfH
n

(2)

with

*Work supported in part by DOE contract #AS05-80ER10666.
0094-243X/1270344-24 $3 00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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jH
H2 dv = 1 .

J E? dv - 1 ,

(3)

With the mode frequency denoted by
k - - - u /wi ,
n c

(4)

Maxwell's equations for mode n become (In the absence of charge and
current)
V x E - k H ,
n n n '

7 x H - k E
t i n n

(5)

with boundary conditions (n Is outward normal)
n x E • 01
o»5,
+
+"
n •H - 01
n
J

n xH « 0[
/
Von SV
n •E = 0 I
n
J

+

(6)

Eliminating H , we obtain
x V x II

2

-- k
k2 I
n n n

- -V2 E
n

(7)
-*•

where the last form applies only for rectangular components of E •
Equation (7), with boundary conditions (6), represents an eigenvalue
problem whose solutions form a complete set for a divergence-free
field.
In the presence of charge, the electric field will have a nonvanishing divergence, and additional functions are necessary to form
the required complete set for expansion of the electric field.
Specifically, one needs a set of functions with vanishing curl,
which satisfy

? a « -74>m ,
(V2 + i£) *m - 0
with boundary condition

(8)
(9)
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m

0 on S and S*.

(10)

It i s easy to show that E , F , H can be normalized to satisfy the
following orthogonality relations:
^

. Efc dv -= j S^ . ^

dv - j fj - F k dv

j E. • F . d v - 0.

(11)

We will now e;T>and * he f i e l d s for a real cavity as i n f i n i t e
sums over the eigenntodes. Specifically we write

ti(x) ' l \
n

En(x) + I Um Fffl (x) ,
m

H(x) = I I n Hn(x)
n

(12)

where the coefficients V and I are given by*
V

n

» j dv E • E ,
'
n'

I

= J dv H • H ,

U

= j dv E • F .
'
m

m

(13)

Multiplying Eq. (la) by H and integrating over the cavity volume
leads to
-iioyl » J dv I • V x E » k V + J_ dS (n • E x H ) (14)
where the last form is obtained by using the vector identity

*Note that the dimension of V m or Ufl is volt x (length) 1 ' 2 , and of
I n is amp x (length) 1 ' 2 .
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7 « (P s Q) - Q • V x P - P • V x Q

(15)

and the boundary condition n x H - 0 on S 1 . Similarly, Eq. (lb)
can be multiplied by H and integrated over the cavity volume to
obtain
lue V + / J - E dv f k I - L , dS(n • E x H) . (16)
n
n
n n ' S
n
A third equation Is obtained by multiplying
V •E - |

(17)

by $ and integrating over the cavity volume, leading to
m

eu - - J P* dv .
m

(18)

m

Equations (14), (16), and (18) are the starting point for a variety
of applications.
B.

Applications of the General Theory
1.

Wall Losses in a Closed Cavity
(no surface S', no internal charge or current)

The value of E
on S i s given by the usual skin depth
tan
analysis

*-?^*"
1/2

where the skin depth 6 - (2/uwo)

an

. Therefore

Js dS (n x I • 5 n ) - ifi (1 + 1) Jg dS iltan • H n . (20)
Clearly our normalization is such that

'••K-K'i-k-K'1*'

°"
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Defining

we can write Eqs. (14) and (16) as

n

i

n n

0

V

n

»kl
n n

n

(23)

leading to

For Qn »

so that e

1, this becomes

itot

becomes
k

1

ik

»

Ct(l

" 2^~)

n

2Q

-

n

nCt

- ~
2Q

n

(25)

describing the usual damping and frequency s h i f t due to wall l o s s e s .
2.

Frequency Shift Due to a Small D i e l e c t r i c Object
(no surface S 1 , no internal free charge or current)

Let us consider a small d i e l e c t r i c object with e « e. placed
within the c a v i t y . Equation ( l a ) leads to
-iwul
n

- k V
n n

(26)

while Eq. ( l b ) becomes

Vn '

iMeV

n

+

Uv

(e

l " e> * * *n dv *

{27>
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This leads to

ft? - a?

j dv (—

° „

)E • E

^_.
J dv E • E

uTn

E

(28)

where E in the numerator is the perturbed field inside the
dielectric.
The solution for the field within a dielectric sphere placed in
an external electric field is
=

int

2e + e ext

where '*o assume that the external field is constant over the
dimensions of the perturbing sphere. In this case we find
- a)2
n _

ID2

0)
n

3(e. - e) Av E2
v
(e. 1+ 2e) i _2o° .
1

(29)

I E dv

where tsv i s the dielectric volume and E i s the local unperturbed
field.
°
A similar analysis for a snail sphere with permeability U,
leads to
a)2 - U)2
n

-

3 (u x - u) Av H?
X
°
.
2

JH

n

A metal sphere acts as if e. + «, y. •»• 0.

(30)

dv

In t h i s case one ob-

tains
u2 - to22

Av (f yH22 - 3SE2)

" 1—
1

J tff dv - J

—

dv

•

<31>

An alternative form for calculation of the frequency change for
perturbation of metal boundaries can be derived frou Eq. (21) and
i t s counterpart for magnetic materials. For a wall which i s displaced inward, approximately parallel to i t s e l f , we have, from
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+

•*•

continuity' of eE normal
, and H tan'
,
e. - e
(—-r-) E • E n - E Q - E n »

Lim
e

l

e

l

+

E»E

0

(vt

T

Li

Hl\ =

(32)

00

- P) H • H
U

*o

leading to
(i

2
n
2

o>
n

]Av

dv (UH

O;

0

} dv pH i

(34)

dv cE

*

as the frequency perturbation due to the inward movement of a metal
vail. Equation (34) can also be derived by calculating the contribution to Eq. (16) from the current term for the surface current on
the displaced boundary, which is now within the original cavity.
C. Variatlonal Form2
It is possible to construct a variational form for the resonant
frequencies of a cavity. In thi6 way one can use approximate forme
for the field distribution and obtain a highly accurate result for
the frequency.
Let us take
k2

- JJ <V » ^
jj E22 dv

^

and ask that 5k - 0 to first order when E is changed by 6^.
leads to the requirement that

This

2 j (V x E) • (7 x «E) dv - k 2 I 2E • SR dv
for any <$E. Using Eq. (15) and the correct boundary condition on
E, 6E we find
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dv [V

x

(V x E) - k 2 EJ • 5 E - 0

(36,

which clearly vanishes fEq. (7)J whea E Is the correct field.

Eq.

(35) is therefore our desired variatlonal form for k , for trial
functions E(x) which are continuous and satisfy the proper boundary
conditions.
It should be noted that Eq. (35) will only lead to the lowest
eigenvalue. In order to obtain higher eigenvalues, one must
restrict the trial functions to be orthogonal to those from all
lower modes. If such a procedure is used numerically, however, some
inaccuracies will be generated by the fact that the lower eigenmodes
are known only approximately.
D.

Equivalent Clreuit

Equations (23a) and (16) can be easily translated to an
equivalent circuit. Specifically for large Q n , we can write Eq.
(23a) in either of two forms

n

k.Q
n n

n

k

n

or
k

n

I +—£-V+

°**

n

k

on

=—V

-0.

(37b)

Equation (16) can be written as

i ^ V + I. - I + I.
k
n
b
n
d

(38)

where the equivalent beam current is

I

b

- r - J J • E dv
K
n
n

(39)

and the equivalent driving current is
X

H " ~ IT k< d S <" ' Efl x H) .
d

kn

S

(40)

n

Equations (37) and (38) correspond to the circuits shown in Figures
l ( a ) and l ( b ) .
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<-t
L - r11 (1 + £-)

Figure l ( b ) .

Figure l(a).

Corresponding definitions can be made for a driving voltage and
a beam voltage, in which case the equivalent circuit has the
appearance of a series circuit. But the definitions in Eqs. (39)
and (40) are more naturally identified as currents. Nevertheless an
alternative form for the circuit is shown in Figure 2.

Vn
i

-r 000000'

-AAAA-

Figure 2,
where

(42)
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E.

Multi-Cell Cavity Chain
1.

Dispersion Curves

Let us consider a chain of cavities in the form shown in Figure
3 for c e l l s j - 1 , j , and j+1.

j

j
Figure 3.

If we ignore V^ and R^ at present, each cell corresponds to an equivalent circuit, where the clashed surfaces have been designated as S'
surfaces.
The driving term for each cell consists of the integral in Eq.
(42) evaluated over the left and right dashed boundaries. If we
expand H in cell j as

Hj = I I PP

(43)

we have for Vj

m
0 on S 1 , leading to the incorrect conclusion that V^ =

But n x H »
o

0. Bevensee discusses this problem in detail and points out the
need to do two things to obtain a valid equivalent circuit chain:
a) Since the actual field H can have a non-vanishing tangential
component on the dashed surface, we mist use a different complete
set of functions for the expansion of H. Specifically we will
consider the dashed surface to be a metallic (S type) surface and
thus the H in Eq. (44) will satisfy the boundary condition
n • Hffi - 0, which leads to no difficulty.
6) Since H at each dashed surface i s shared by two c e l l s , i t i s
reasonable to take i t as the average for these two c e l l s , in which
case the Vd corresponding to the boundary between c e l l s j and j-1
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would be

V-

'

dS(n

Care must be taken with the direction of n, which Is an outward
normal for cell j.
Note that, for small coupling openings, the Indices m and n are
the same, since the field patterns are roughly the same except on
the dashed boundary. For this reason
I = ] dv H • H
m
'
m

and

I = J dv H • H
n
'
n

(46)

are almost the same as well.
With the above identification of V^, our circuit can be
represented by the chain shown In Figure 4,

Figure 4.
where we have rewritten V
±iuM

± lot

where M c amd L c are the mutual and self Inductance of the "coupling"
element. The ± signs represent the possible signs of these terms,
depending on the symmetry of E and H in cell j. Our use of
inductive coupling is Illustrative only, since In general M c and L c
will have frequency dependence. In fact an important application
involving resonant coupling can be used to analyze the behavior of
bl-periodic structures near a band closing.
The analysis of a series of identical coupled circuits as shown
in Figure 4 is Instructive. Clearly one can write
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(47)
where L includes the self inductance in the coupling elementsEquation (47) can be written as
(48)
where
M + L '

o

C(L + M) '

(49)

The solution of Eq. (48) for an N cell chain for mode I, with
boundary condition I o » IJJ * 0, i s
(50)
whire

k(l - cos ^ ) - (1 - -f> .

(51)

The modes l i e on a dispersion curve, as shown in Figure 5, where
(52)

00(1)

OJo

0

I?
N
Figure 5.

A useful technique i s to determine k from Eq. (52) by measuring u>
a n d <o .
°
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2.

Effect of Tuning Errors

An important application of Eq. (48) is the estimation of the
effect of tuning errors in individual cells. If we assume a
variation in each capacitance from cell to cell, and define

(TLTTO fr

< 53 >

Eq. (48) can be converted to the differential equation
2
2
dj
Clearly the solutions in Eq. (SO) can be used to construct a Green's
function, permitting the solution of Eq. (54) ar an integral over j .
Another technique i s to use a Fourier analysis decomposition of
I(j)» where the desired mode i s I m .

Writing

I n - I I s sin (-SI)

(55)

8

where the unperturbed term is for s • M, one can rewrite Eqs. (48)
and (53) as
uii
uii - o)
o)
. m M .

N

ift

X

8ln

I T (—2

s»0

or
or
o5

nX

>" T

M

..
sln

TT

<56)

^

whose solution for s * M i s

2
2

s

2M v 6t 8 l.n MnTr s l n

NjTHf1
S

M

i n

TT

snir

IT •

* -i\

( 5 7r )

"

Field errors are contained in the mode s, to the extent that 6
n
contains harmonics of order Mis. In this case the order of magnitude of I is given by
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where <S>,„. Is the ttts Fourier coefficient of S .
M±s
n
The effect of errors Is clearly dependent on the mode separation from the desired mode, and is proportional to Nir/k for adjacent
modes. Thus small coupling implies a large sensitivity to errors.
An even more serious issue occurs if the desired mode is at the edge
of a band, such as M • 0. In this case Equation (51) suggests that
2N2

4-.T"2*'

(59)

Thus long cavity chains are particularly sensitive to errors. The
usual practice is to limit the length of the chain, or to use
resonant coupling to increase k. A more useful way to visualize
this phenomenon is to notice that mode separation between adjacent
modes Is greatly enhanced when two bands are made to cross at A = 0
(or N ) , as shown in Figure 6. The general practice is to provide
tuners in a cavity chain to provide the desired band closing, and to
compensate for errors.

Note that we are using only one value of m in Eq (45). In
general, and particularly for large coupling, one needs to use
several values of m, thus converting the equivalent circuit to
several chains of coupled circuits, each one representing a band
coupled to all the others. The result is quite complex, and therefore one should use caution in interpreting the simpligitic results
froa Eq. (54) as accurately representing a multi-cell cavity chain.
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Nevertheless, its predictions are quite useful in identifying procedures for obtaining band closing and compensating for errors.
F. Numerical Methods for Calculating Cavity Modes
The analytic solutions of Maxwell's equations for resonant
electromagnetic oscillations is possible only for cavities of the
simplest shapes, such as rectangular parallelepipeds, cylinders, or
spheres. Nevertheless, there are many other structures for which
the resonant frequencies and fields are desired, In this section we
discuss some of the techniques which have applied to this problem
during the last 30 years. Clearly this evolution has been greatly
influenced by the development of large high speed computers.
1. Use of Variational Form for Frequency
The use of the variational form for the frequency, as described
in Section C above, dates back at least to the work of Schwlnger, as
written up by Marcuvitz . This can be converted to a multiparameter
minimization problem by expanding E(x) as a sum over functions,
being careful to require a continuous E(x) at all times. We will
see that this method, applied to a reentrant cylindrical cavity, is
equivalent to the method developed by Walkinshaw and colleagues for
the cell shown in Figure 7, which is described in the next section.

Figure 7.
Let us use the variational form for an azimuthally symmetric TM
mode in an azimuthally symmetric cavity:
j (7 x

x2

,

(60)
where the integrals are the sum of contributions from regions A and
B. In each region, let us use
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JA(V x if • (V x if

dv - JAdvH+ (V x V x fy - J dSin . (V x fy x H+J

- k 2 J A B^ dv + J« 2*a dz [<V x $f^

(H^] ,

(61)

dv - k 2 ] B H^ dv - J* 27radz [(V x H ^

J B (V x fy • ( 7 x if

Adding these two relations shows that Eqs. (60) and (61) are
consistent only If

In the naxt section we will show that E =• E and that Eq. (62) corresponds to equating the harmonics of H, on each side of the
boundary at r » a, 0 < z < g .
2.

Analytic Expansions

The method of Walklnshaw et al. divides the cavity into two
regions, and uses an expansion In each which satisfies Maxwell's
equations as well as the Appropriate boundary conditions. The
fields are then matched by some numerical procedure along the common
boundary.
In Figure 7, the expansion used in region A, for TM
type
opq
modes, i s
_
E

»
v

J (ic r)
mirz o m

** Jo a» C°S T VV5- •

with

For K < 0, Eq. (63) needs to be written in terms of the modified
Beseel functions IQ( | icjr), It (I^Jr).
In region B one writes
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E

»

~
I b
n"0

F or
cos -r- -6 f a—T
o n

b C

r

J»v - ""

F

l(gnr)

w

where
T

0.1<V> " r c S y J 0 , l ( O n ° *

(66)

Once again, one uses

F

o,i ( V> -Ko,i(!an|r) ± r ( T $ b y I o , i ( | a n | r )

(67)

when a < 0.
n
At this point we express the bn in terms of the a,,, by using
continuity of E z along r « a from z » 0 to g In region A and from
z - 0 to L in region B, noting that E z - 0 along the drift tube
surface. This leads to

m
where
T

nm * i io dz «•=?«»• T <«+ V ^ 5 •

(69)

The next step is to match H, in Eqs. (63b) and (65b) in the opening
at r » a, leading to
2K

J (K a)
T F . ( o a)
m o m r n m l n ,

"» " ~TTT)
lm

i
n

,

,
1

OF < a a ) bn <x I
n o n

,

-.

*»*«-<>>.

,-,«»

(70)

Combining Eqs. (68) and (70) leads to

a* " I V j m
where

(71)
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Note that we have to make a guess for the value of u>/c to use this
procedure.
The resulting system of linear equations in Eq. (70) for s^ is
of infinite dimension unless the sum in Eq. (63) is truncated. The
vanishing of the determinant is then used to determine the "correct"
frequency. The method is extremely effective for reasonably small
values of g/L, and presents a feasible and accurate numerical
procedure for as few as one, two, or three values of m. However,
the appropriate boundary condition for continuity of H. at r = a is
9
to equate the first M harmonics of H, in regions A and B. This can

*

9

be shown to be the correct prescription for minimizing k
(35).

in Eq.

The method of Walkinshaw et a l . can also be extended to a
multi-cell cavity with uniform drift tube diameter, as shown in
Figure 8.

JOQ'I
Figure 8.

One uses separate expansions like that in Eq. (63) in regions 1, 2,
3
but only a single expansion like that in Eq. (65) in region
B. Once again E 2 is matched along r - a, and H . is matched in each
gap separately. If we have M cells and use N terms in the expansion
in each gap, the determinant will be NM x NM. Such a model can be
used to study the effect of length variation necessary to permit
acceleration, and the sensitivity to errors in each cell (gap
length, drift tube length). It can also be adapted readily to
studying biperiodic structures and the phenomena associated with band
closing.
3.

Relaxation Techniques

Obviously the ubove procedure works only for cavities with
sharp cylindrical corners. For cavitier; with irregular or curved
shapes, oae needs to have a procedure for numerical approximation.
The methods developed at MURA 5 and LASL 6 involve writing Maxwell's
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equations as difference equations for the fields at mesh points in a
rectangular lattice. "New" values of the fields are obtained by repeated use of these difference equations, periodically recalculating
the frequency using a form of Eq. (35). Drift tube designs in the
late 1960s and the 1970s used these programs extensively, ever,
though they were time consuming and produced fields of uncertain
accuracy since the "relaxation time" became larger as the mesh size
became smaller.
4.

SUPERFISH7

The program SUPERFISH obtains the field function for
azimuthally symmetric TE or TM modes at the vertices of an irregular
triangular mesh which is distorted to follow the actual boundary in
the r-z plane. Within each triangle the field is assumed to behave
linearly. Each vertex is surrounded by six triangles, as shown in
Figure 9.

2

Maxwell's equations are integrated over the area of a dodecagon, as
shown, whose vertices are the midpoints of the six "spokes," and the
centroids of the six triangles. Specifically one obtains a difference equation tor f(r,z) * H^Cr.z) by assuming a linear variation of f within each triangle of the form
a , . v,

. w ,

ITa fA + h7bfB + h" cf C

(73)

where fA, fB, f c are the values of f at the vertices of the
h c are the altitudes of the triangle; and u, v, w
triangle; h a ,
are the perpendicular distances from F to the three sides or the
triangle. The geometric relations are as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10.

Since

kEz«-§-I,

kEr = f .

(74)

The integral of f over the area of the dodecagon can be written as a
line integral around the perimeter:

k 2 j/ dr dz f - k / Eg-ds - / [dr - ^ - d2 (|^ + ^)] .

(75)

By summing over those portions of the six triangles lying within the
dodecagon, Eq. (75) becomes a linear equation connecting the values
of f at the 7 vertices of the 6 triangles. Specifically one obtains
a matrix equation of the form

k Z I f4«, " I f,e.

(76)

for each hexagon "hub."
The resulting system of linear equations for each mesh point
forms a matrix consisting of tridiagonal blocks and which can be
Inverted directly- SUPERFISH then uses a root finder technique to
locate the frequencies of the resonant modes.
SUPERFISH has several advantages over alternative numerical
approaches:
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(1) The Irregular, flexible triangular mesh allows one to fit
boundaries accurately, and the mesh size can be made small In
regions of high curvature.
(2) The linear behavior of f In each triangle is simpler than
the form needed in a rectangular mesh.
(3) The frequencies obtained are remarkably accurate, In fact
surprisingly so considering that the equations are not derived from
a varlatlonal formulation.
SUPERFISH is a variant of the now widely used "finite element
method." For the linear version, SUPERFISH appears to give a more
accurate frequency than the corresponding standard finite element
method. Higher-order versions are now being explored to reduce computation time.
It is interesting to explore the accuracy of various numerical
methods by studying the simpler one-dimensional problem of a uniform
vibrating string:
y" + k^y - 0 ,

y(0) - y(I,) - 0.

(77)

(1) Here the exir-t solution for the frequency corresponds to

k

exact " *'L •

< 78 >

(2) In analogy to SUPERFISH, if we divide the string into N
intervals of length h » L/N, and integrate Eq. (77) from the center
of one interval to the center of the next, we obtain the difference
equation
2 2

hk

A?

*>n
where o y

= y n + 1 + y n - 1 - 2y n .

,,.,

<79)

-JJ yn

The solution of Eq. (79) with y 0

y N « 0 lead8 to the frequency

(1 +

2 2

(1 +

2

J \r>" r ^
valid for large N.
(3) If one starts with the variational formulation

(80)
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2
2

Jo y d*
- -f-^
'o

(81)

one obtains the difference equation

5*7
The solution leads to the frequency
h k i

(4) If one starts with the Taylor expansion accurate to order
h , one can easily show that

y

+

w

which leads to the difference equation

This equation leads to the frequency

- J [1 + O(hV)] .

(85)

In summary, the method analagous to SUPERFISH leads to a more
accurate frequency than does the finite element method with linear
elements, which is analagous to the one-dimensional variational
method. Of course the Taylor expansion, or a finite element method
with quadratic elements, can be expected to improve the frequency
sign!ficantly.
The programs ULTRAFISH8 and URMEL9 have now been developed to
compute the fields and frequencies of aziouthally asymmetric modes
in azimuthally symmetric cavities. They require simultaneous
handling of two field components, since TE and TM modes are now
•ixed. Also, work Is now starting for true three-dimensional
modem.
/nd work is proceeding on use of the variational method
t& improve the frequency obtained from SUPERFISH.
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Conputer Models of Instabilities in Electron Storage Rings
R. H. Siemann
Laboratory of Nuclear Studies, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 11853
I.

Introduction and Summary

In its most general sense beam dynamics is the study of the
motion of particles in electromagnetic fields. Some of these fields
are applied externally through magnets, RP cavities, etc., and some
are generated by the beam. In the single particle description of an
accelerator these beam generated fields are neglected, and only the
external ones are considered.
Beam optics calculations are
performed in the approximation, and therefore it is used for a
substantial part of the design of an accelerator.
In electron
storage rings the beam emittance is determined by synchrotron
radiation which is also a single particle phenomenon.
Beam generated fields usually determine performance limits. The
two prime examples
are
the
beam-beam interaction and beam
instabilities, the subject of these lectures. The development of
our understanding of beam instabilities has come from an active
interplay between experimental and theoretical work. Most of this
theoretical work has been interpretative; its primary focus has been
the explanation and cure of instabilities encountered in existing
accelerators.
With the increased availability of computer power, simulations
have also become important.
The strengths of a computer simulation
are complementary to those of other approaches.
The practical
problems which often limit or confuse experiments can be controlled,
and yet a degree of complexity, often difficult to include in an
analytical calculation, can be retained.
A particularly important
feature is that "experiments" can be performed on accelerators in
the design phase. It is this feature which has led to the extensive
use of computer simulations to study the beam current dependent
effects which cause instabilities.
These lectures are limited to
computer models of instabilities in electron storage rings because
the techniques have been developed by people designing those rings.
They should be equally
useful
for the designers of proton
accelerators.
There are two essential
ingredients for such a computer
simulation. The first is the development of equations of motion
including beam generated electromagnetic fields. This is covered in
Chapters II and IV of these lecture notes. Chapter II is a review
of single particle equations of motion without these beam generated
fields. The emphasis is on casting the equations of motion ir; a
form which is useful
for
computer simulation.
Chapter IV
incorporates beam generated fields
into these equations; the
advantages and limitations of different techniques are considered.
0094-243X/1270368-75 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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The second ingredient is the calculation of beam generate"!
fields, wakefields. The properties and calculations of wakefields
are discussed in Chapter III with supplementary details in Appendix
A.
Chapters V and VI cover the results of simulations. Comparisons
are made with theoretical work and with experimental observations in
electron storage rings.
It is shown that the results are in
reasonable agreement with measurements and with theoretical models.
Many people have contributed to the development of computer
models of beam instabilities.
Their contributions have been to
wakefield calculation and/or equations of motion. These people are
K. Bane, D. Brandt, E. Keil, T. Weiland, P. Wilson, and B. Zotter.
The theoretical interpretations of results rely heavily on the work
of F. Sacherer, J.-L. Laclarer and R. Kohaupt.
Friends and
colleagues at Cornell
have
contributed
significantly to my
understanding of instabilities.
Particular thanks are due to R.
Meller, R. Sundelin, R. Talman, and M. Tigner.
Instability
threshold data for PEP were supplied by L. Rivkin and P. Wilson, and
R. Kohaupt supplied data for PETRA.
This work was supported in part by the National Science
Foundation.
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II.

Single Particle Equations or Motion

A. Introduction
The phase space coordinates of an electron are:
t - the time displacement from the synchronous phase * (see
fig. 2.1).
e - the energy displacement from the nominal energy EQ.
x,y - the betatron oscillation coordinates for the horizontal
and vertical respectively. When convenient z will be used to
denote either horizontal or vertical.
x',yf « the derivative of x and y with respect to s.
Each of these coordinates is a function of s which is the distance
(from an arbitrary reference point) along the closed orbit for an
electron of energy E .
For the simple storage ring shown in figure 2.2 the phase space
coordinates at the entrance to the RF cavity on turn n are related
to those on turn n-1 by
t(n) - t(n-1) + ae(n)TQ/Eo
e <n)

-

C (n-1)

- UQ - 2 T

Q

(2.1)
z (

£

z

0

o

\

\

* U cos (« +M__t(n-D)
z(n) - M n ( e ( n ) ) z ( n - 1 )

z'(n) - M1.(e(n))z(n-1) • M

These equations hold in the absence of collective effects, the
effects of beam generated electromagnetic fields.
Symbols are
defined in Table I.
Sections II.B and II.C are discussions of the physics and
approximations leading to equations (2.1) to (2.4).
They are
reviews of material in "The Physics of Electron Storage Rings An
Introduction" by Matthew Sands (Sands, 1970). Appropriate sections
of this paper are indicated in the discussion.
B. Equations for Passage Through the RF Cavity
In our model of the storage ring it is assumed that the path
length through the RF cavity is sufficiently short that it can be
neglected. This means that the betatron phase does not advance in
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Table I: Syabola Used in Equations (2.1) to (2.1)
t:
e:
a:

deviation from the zero current stable phase.
deviation from energy equilibrium.
momentum compaction.
beam revolution period.
beam energy.
radiation damping time for energy oscillations.
average synchrotron radiation energy loss per turn.

U:

peak energy gain from RF.
angular frequency of the RF.

RF"
s"

t y=

-1
zero current synchronous phase angle <& «cos (U /U)
s
o
natural energy spread of the beam.
Gaussian distributed random numbers with
mean - 0 and rms - 1.
betatron oscillation coordinates*.
.,M22" slopes of betatron oscillation coordinates*.
The elements of the 2 x 2 transfer matrix
given by eq. (2.15) (there are separate
matrices for horizontal and vertical).
radiation damping times for betatron oscilations.
natural emittances of the beam.
betatron oscillation amplitude functions at
the RF cavity.
the
of B' at the RF cavity
dB /ds.
B1 derivative
z

* throughout x denotes horizontal, y denotes vertical and z is used
to denote either.

u

\
\
Figure 2.1- The energy gain from
the RF system.

Figure 2.2- Schematic of the
model storage ring.
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the h? cavity, and the optical functions of the storage ring (B's
and n's) do not vary as the cavity is traversed.
The time coordinate is unaffected by passing through the RF
cavity; so
t(s2) - t( S l ).
(2.5)
The energy displacement is modified
cavity (Sands, sec. 3.1)

by

the

energy gain from the

e(so) - E(S, ) + U cos(<i)D[,t(s1 ) + $ ) .
c.

\

nr

I

(2.6)

S

Because we assumed zero betatron phase advance in the RF cavity the
transverse displacement does not change
z(s2) « z( 3i )
.
(2.7)
The same argument would imply that the slopes are unchanged
also, but the energy gain from the RF, having no transverse
component, decreases the slopes (Sands, sec. 4.3). Leaving the
cavity
z'(s2) = z'(Sl)[1 - (e(s2) - ela}))/EQl

.

(2.8)

Since the average of the energy gain, e(s2) - E ( S . ) , is positive,
eq. (2.8) shows the damping of the betatron oscillations by the RF
cavity.
At this point some consideration should be given to the use we
wish to make of eqs. (2.1) to (2.4), simulation of a beam in an
accelerator. When simplifications can be made which reduce the
number of calculations without affecting the physics under study,
they should be made. Averaged over many turns the slope change is
z'(s,) - z'(s,)[1 - 2T /T ].

(2.9)

The quantity in square brackets of eq. (2.8) must be calculated for
each particle on each turn; that in eq. (2.9) can be calculated once
at the beginning of the program.
C. Equations Tor Traversing Around the Arc
The time coordinate is changed because of the dependence of
orbit length on energy; this gives (Sands, sec. 3.2)
t(s3) - t(s2) + a£(s2)/Eo

.

(2.10)

In writing the equation the approximation is being made that the
energy variation from beginning to end of the arc is small, and it
is adequate to use the value at the beginning of the arc for
calculating the orbit length change.
The synchrotron radiation energy loss has an average value and
fluctuations about the average which is given by the first two terms
in a Taylor series (Sands, sec. 1.1)
U(E

0

+ E(S )) - U(E ) + c(s )

2

o

2

^

dE

(2.11)
E

o
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The derivative of the energy loss Is inversely proportional to the
radiation damping time for energy oscillations, t ; rewriting (2.11)
U(EQ + e(s2)) - UQ + 2 T O E ( S 2 ) / T £

(2.12)

where U - U(E ).
o
o
The fluctuations arise because the energy loss comes frcin
radiation of discrete quanta.
This causes a growth in the beam
energy spread which is balanced by damping.
The result is a
distribution of beam energy which is Gaussian with a root-meansquare (rms) width of o
(Sands, sec. 5.2). The energy fluctuation
1 /2
per turn is Gaussian with an rsns value of 2o J-tyt )
(Santa,
sec. 5.2). Adding this to the mean value of the energy loss
obtained from eq. (2.11) gives the total energy loss per turn as
Loss per turn •= UQ + 2TQe(s2)/Te + 2 < » e o < T o / T e ) 1 '^I ( 2 > 1 3 )
where R. is a Gaussian distributed random number with rms equal to 1
and a mean value of 0. Because the mean is zero and the numbers are
random the sign in front of the H. term doesn't matter.
Using s. to denote the position a* the entrance to the RF cavity
on turn n-1 and s, to denote it on turn n, eq. (2.1) is obtained by
combining eqs. (2.5) and (2.10), and eq. (2.2) is. obtained by
combining eqs. (2.6) and (2.13).
A single particle obeying (2.1)
and (2.2) executes synchrotron oscillations, has radiation damping,
and has the appropriate fluctuations in energy.
A 2x2 transfer matrix describes the change in transverse
coordinates between s_ and s_ (Courant and Snyder, 1958).

(

I > s3 " M( I \ .

(2 12!)

-

With the assumption of
zero betatron phase advance passing through
the RF cavity M i s given by (Courant and Snyder, 1958)
cos(2irQ )-1/26'sin(2irQ 0 )
M- (

B

B

~Ysin(2irQ.)

6sin(2irQ )
B

)

(2.15)

cos(2TTQo)+1/2B'sln(2nQo)
p

o p

In this equation 6 is the betatron amplitude function at the RF
cavity, 6' - dB/ds|s , Y - (6' 2/4+1)/B. and Q is the betatron
tune.
The focal length of quadrupoles is momentum dependent, and
therefore the parameters Q D , 6, and B' and Y depend on the energy of
P

a particle. The chromatlcity defined as
(2.16)
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gives the momentum dependence of the tune. The chromaticity is
approximately -1 in a periodic FODO channel (a periodic arrangement
of focusing
quadrupole-drift
space-defocusing quadrupole-drift
space), and for colliding beam operation the required focusing at
the Interaction region can raise the "natural chromaticity" (the
chromaticity without correction) to ~2 or -3.
As shown by
Pellegrini (Pellegrini, 1969) and Sands (Sands, 1969) and disaussed
in chapter VI the chromaticity
must be controlled to avoid
instabilities.
Sextupoles are used to change the chromaticity from its natural
value. This is the good effect of sextupoles; the bad ones are that
they can limit the aperture of the storage ring, and they make the
transfer matrix depart from the simple linear form of eq. (2.15)
(Brown and Servranckx, 1981).
The complete and correct description
of the effects of sextupoles has not been included in the present
generation of beam stability simulations.
The approximation which
has been made is to keep the linear form of the transfer matrix (eq.
(2.15)) and treat the tune as energy dependent.
Q.(e) - Qfi(e-o)(1 + E.E/K ) .
p

(2.17)

o

P

By using the linear form of the transfer matrix, we are ignoring all
potential aspects of the beam stability problem which relate to the
true, non-linear magnetic fields the beam encounters traveling
around the ring. The advantage of keeping the linear form is an
enormous saving in computer- time; this allows the study of a large
class of stability problems. The problems which can be studied are
believed to be the dominant ones when the magnetic aperture of the
storage ring is large compared with the beam size. Agreement with
experiment is the principle support of this belief.
The radiation of photons in the arc leads to beam emittance. If
in the case of zero coupling the horizontal emittance is e , then
the horizontal and vertical emittances are (Chao and Lee, 1976)
e

and

x " eo/(1

e

y "\V

+

\2)

(1 +

(2.18)

\>

where

1
A

y

* yTx[<yTx

+ l)

i*i2

)

H

2

^

(2.19)

2 ]
6 x - v
In this equation Tx and Ty are the betatron radiation damping times,
Q px and Qpy are the betatron tunes, and K is the (complex) coupling
coefficient. With an emittance e the rms spread in position at s_
1 /?

is (Be)

+ ( Q

i /?

, and the rms

spread

in angle is (Tfe)

(Steffen, 1965,
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chap, 1). The position

and

angle fluctuations per turn to produce

these spreads are (28eT /T )
and (2YeT /T )
respectively
o z
o z
(Sunds, sec. 5.5).
In the computer code these fluctuations are
produced by using a Gaussian random number generator with zero mean
and unit rms spread,
D.

Summary
Combining the equatiors in the preceding two sections we have
equations (2.1) to (2.1) where the coordinates at s, are those at
the entrance to RF cavity on turn n-1 and those at s, are the
coordinates on turn n.
These equations hold for the storage ring
illustrated in figure 2.2.
Slightly different equations would hold
if one made different approximations, and each particular problem
should be examined for the appropriate ones.
The equations developed are single particle equations; each of
the particles in the beam moves independently. Coherent effects
arise when this is no longer true, and the motion of a particle
depends on the coordinates of others.
E. References for Chapter II
(Brown and Servranckx, 1981)-Karl L. Brown and Roger V. Servranckx,
SLAC-PUB-3381, (July, 1981); Lectures in the proceedings of this
summer school.
(Chao and Lee, 1976)-Alexander W. Chao and Martin J. Lee, J. of
Applied Physics, 17, 1153(1976).
(Courant and Snyder, 1958)-E. D. Courant and H. S. Snyder, Annals of
Physics 3, 1(1958).
(Pellegrini, 1969)-C. Pellegrini, NC LXIV, 117(1969).
(Sands, 1969)-Matthew Sands, SLAC-TN-69-8, (Mar, 1969).
(Sands, 197O)-Matthew Sands, "The Physics of Electron Storage Rings
An Introduction", SLAC-121,( Nov 1970).
(Steffen, 1965)-Klaus G. Steffen, High Energy Beam Optics, John
Wiley & Sons, New York, (1956).
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III. Wakefields
A. Basic Properties
Beam
particles
interact
with each other
through the
electromagnetic fields they generate in the accelerator vacuum
chamber, and the effects of these fields, loosely referred to as
wakefields, must be included in the equations of motion. To do this
the properties of wakefields must be underatood.
Consider the situation illustrated in figure 3.1: a unitcharged particle Q with a position given by R(t) - iL + 8ctz is
followed at a distance 8ct by particle q with position r(t) « r +
^
o
i
(Jc(t-t )z. Through its interaction with the accelerator
vacuum system, Q produces electric and magnetic fields which act on
q. The longitudinal electric field from Q at the location of q is a
function of r, R, and t. The potential q experiences when traveling
from z to z is
V(r T> R T ,t Q )=/ f dz /e°oodtE2(r,R,1-)6(t-(to+z/Bc)) .
(3.1)
Z
i
In the limit z •* -<•> and z -> » this potential is the longitudinal
wake potential which will be denoted with a subscript 6 to indicate
that it is produced by a point charge
V6(rT,RT,to)=/°oodz /"tDdtEz(r,R,t)<S(t-(to+z/6c}).

(3.2)

Particle q is also deflected transversely by the fields produced
by Q

dz

6c

dt

J(E
Be

D

q

rT f v

• ecz x B)

(3.3)

0
^

RTT

•v

Z_».

VWVWWWVNAA/
Figure 3.1-Definition of variables used to describe wakefields.
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where E and I are functions of R, r, and t. The net
transverse momentum going from z, to z f is the integral of eq.
(3-3). and the total transverse deflection per unit charge as
z. + -«• and z. -* » is
(3.4)

This quantity (with the units of momentum) is referred to as the
transverse wakefield.
Several results are derived in appendix A and reviewed here.
i)
The longitudinal
and
transverse wakefields are not
independent. They are related by
W 6 (? T ,R T ,t o )-^ T ;_° V6(r*T,RT,t)dt
where vL

is with respect to the coordinates of q.

(3.5)
This result

(Panofsky and Wentzel, 1956) follows directly .from Faraday's law.
ii) Space-charge wakefields.
These go to zero with increasing
Y.
This is a consequence of Lorentz contraction and, in the
transverse, cancellation of electric and magnetic contributions to
the Lorentz force.
iii) Wakefields in rotationally aynmetric structures as B*1.In
this case (figure 3.2) the wakefielda become
00

V (r ,R ,<|>,t ) - I V m (t o ) R™ r£ cosm$

(3-6)

m«0
and
CO

i* 6 (r T ,R T ,<j>,t 0 ) - I mW 6 m (' o ) R™ r™"1 (r cos mifr - $ s i n m<j>) ( 3 . 7 )

Figure 3.2 - The same situation as for figure 3.1 is illustrated for
a rotationally symmetric structure. The symmetry axis is taken as
the z-axls and 41 is the angle between Q and q.
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where
(3.8)
This result follows from the symmetry of the structure, linear
superposition, energy conservation and eq. (3.5). Modifications to
the equations of motion of a beam particle have been based on eqs.
(3.6) and (3.7).
Expanding the longitudinal wake potential to first order
(3.9)
The lowest order term depends only on the time between Q and q; it
is independent of the displacement from the symmetry axis. The next
order term is linear in the transverse displacements. Including this
term has some effect on synchrobetatron resonances (see chapter I'D.
V ° and V,1 are causal, so V - 0 for t < 0. In addition, as
6
6
o
o
t •* 0 (for t > 0) these two wake potentials must be negative; this
o
o
follows because Q loses energy into the accelerator structure.
Figure 3.3 sketches the general functional form.
The long-time
behavior is dependent on the structure geometry.

structure geome?ry
dependent

-00

q is displaced in

ttittam*

lirection as Q.

Figure 3-3-Time
wakefields.

dependences

of

longitudinal

and

transverse
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The lowest order expression for the transverse wakefield is

"W6 ( V RT (r COS<<> "*3ln*)-

W

(3-10)

It is linear in the transverse displacement of Q (the source of the
wakefield) and independent of that of q. Eq. (3.5; and the small t
1
1
behavior of V, (t )have the consequence that W. muet be positive at
0

0

O

small t (see f i g . 3-3) • The vector (rcos<f> - $sin<f>) points from the
symmetry axis to Q for a l l d>; therefore, W. >0 a t small t means
o
o
that q is deflected in the same direction as the displacement of Q.
B.
Wakefield Calculations in the Time Domain
1. General Concepts
Except for particular geometries where analytical solutions are
possible, wakefields must be obtained by numerical solutions of
Maxwell's equations.
These calculations fall into one of two
classes: frequency domain and time domain. This section deals with
the time domain approaches, and the next one with frequency domain
approaches.
In the technique developed by Yee (Yee, 1966) field values are
defined on a mesh as illustrated in figure 3.1) for Cartesian
coordinates.
The points at which the fields are defined are
interleaved to allow calculation of line and area integrals.
Maxwell's equations are approximated by difference equations. For
example, in figure 3-5 one plane through the mesh is shown. The
approximate expression for
/E-dt = -vff |S • dA
(3.11)
is
Az[E

zK ( t n ) - E 2 L ( t n ) ] + A V [ E yM ( t n)- E y K ( t n ) ] " » o t e * 5 * "„>• (3-12)

ot
The argument t indicates that the partial derivative and the fields
are to be evaluated at time t .
The "alternating explicit time"
scheme (Yee, 1966) is used for tRe partial derivative. The magnetic
fields are calculated at times which differ by At/2 from the t 's.
With use
t

of

the

magnetic

field

values

. (»t+At/2) the approximate expression

is
3H

x

1

(

V - it

at

t , ._(=t -At/2) and
n-,./2
n

for the time derivative
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N
Figure 3.4 - The field components associated with mesh point K. The
eleccric field components are defined along the edges of the
rectangular parallelopipid.
The magnetic field components are
defined at the midpoints of planes.

Id,
Figure 3.5 - Field components a t mesh s i t e s K,
express Faraday's law in a small region of space.

L, M are used t o

HXP

I
Ay

I
-ZP

HyQ j

I

A yP

.1

H
HXR
-Ax

Figure 3.6 - Field components at mesh
obtain eq. (3.'5).

I
sites P, Q, and R are used to

382S u b s t i t u t i n g i n t o ( 3 . 1 2 ) r e s u l t s i n an e x p r e s s i o n f o r H K ( t

^

.. E , _ ( t )-Ez L. ( t n )
H %t+
^ * A£( z K n
xK n-1/2'
v
Ay

^

0

(3.14)
j>

Az
This equation gives H „ at time t

+1/2

in terms of

its value at the

earlier time t _. ._ and the electric field values at time t . Two
similar equations for the other components of the magnetic field and
three equations for the electric field at t + . can be derived by the
same procedure.

For example, applying v x H - e 3E/3t to the

loop in figure 3.6 gives

(3.15)
H

x R ( V i / 2 } " H xP (t n-H/2 )
Ay

,
''

Time schemes other than the "alternating explicit time" one have
been examined and found to be unstable or wasteful of computer
storage space (Weiland, 1980).
For the alternating explicit time
scheme to be stable the time step most satisfy (Taflove & Brodwin,
1975)

where v

is

the maximum

phase

velocity expected; for wakefield

ID 3.X

calculations v
- c.
max
Since it is not possible to see structure in the electromagnetic
fields on a scale shorter than the mesh step sizes (Ax, Ay, Az),
these step sizes must be reduced as the wavelength of interest
decreases. For a fixed accelerator structure the required number of
mesh points is proportional to I/A where A is the shortest
wavelength of interest. The required CPU time per time step grows
as I/A , and from the stability requirement, eq.(3.l6), the number
of time steps increases as I/A. This makes the CPU time depend on A
4
as 1/A . Either available core or CPU time can produce practical
limitations to the wavelength, and it is not possible to calculate
the fields from a 6-function charge because these have components at
ail wavelengths. To date, a full three-dimensional program has not
been written for accelerator problems because of the demands on CPU
time and core. Two-dimensional programs are available and are
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discussed in detail below.

For these programs core requirements

2

3

scale as 1/X and CPU time as 1/X .
The boundary conditions of
interest for most accelerator
problems are those for a perfect conductor and those for an open
surface. In the former case components of E tangential to the
conductor and components of H perpendicular to the conductor are set
equal to gero at
the
conductor.
These conditions are
straightforward to implement.
The need for open boundary conditions arises because a typical
accelerator structure has long, smooth beam pipes leading to and
from it. Because the mesh cannot extend over the full length of
these beam pipes, boundary conditions are needed which allow
propogation of electromagnetic waves off the ends of the mesh with
minimal reflections. The problem of open boundary conditions is
treated in a number of references:
(Taflove & Brodwin, 1975;
Weiland, 1980a; Aharonian et al., 1983; Ziolkowski et al., 1983).
In all cases fields within
the mesh near the boundary are
extrapolated to estimate the "off-mesh" fields. All the methods are
approximate and lower the effective reflection coefficient from the
mesh boundary.
The beam is included by considering the full solution to
vxH - j

+

e ||

(3.17)

which, is the sum of the solution for the |ourge-free equation vxH
-tQ9E/9t and the particular solution to vxH-j. To be specific,
consider a line charge with density p(z) propogating in the z
direction with speed Be. Then p(z) must vary slowly over a mesh
spacing, Az, to avoid generating fields with wavelengths of order
Az. This distribution can be broken up into discrete charges each
of which is associated with a mesh point (Weiland, 1980). The
charge at mesh point P is Q p - p(z)Az, and the current density is j p
- Q p 8c/(AxAy). This current density is the z-component of j, and it
is defined at the same location as E
in the mesh cell. The
difference equation form of vxH » j for the path illustrated in
figure 3.6 is
H

yP ( t n+1/2 ) ~ H yQ ( t n+1/2 ) + jcR
Ax
_QpBc m

This equation
solution

must

be

AxAy
added

Ay
(

to eq.

3.18)

(3*15) to obtain the full
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V! .

<3

'"'

Ay
AxAy
To avoid buildup of parasitic charges on the mesh it is
necessary that Az be equal to an integer multiple of gcAt (Weiland,
1980)
NgcAt - Az.
(3.20)
This means that charge Q p sits at mesh point P for N time steps;
after these N steps it jumps to the next mesh point in the z
direction. Combining eq. (3.20) with the stability criterion given
in eq. (3-16) gives
N > [1 + Az 2 (1/Ax 2 + 1/Ay 2 )] 1 / 2
as a limit on N.

(3-21)

2. Specific Programs
The concepts developed above are those needed to understand
wakefield calculations in the time domain.
As the available
programs are two-dimensional and have concentrated on structures
with rotational symmetry, it is natural to use cylindrical rather
than Cartesian coordinates.
The program which introduced Yee's technique to accelerator
physicists is BCI (Weiland, 1980) which solves the problem of the
longitudinal wakefield produced by a beam propogating down the axis
of a structure. Because of the symmetry of the problem, three field
components (H , K , and E ) are equal to zero, and difference
z

•,"

$

equations are written in terms of the other three.
As an example, consider the application of BCI to a cell of the
CESR RF cavJty. The parameters that determine the extent of the
problem are the cavity shape, the length of the charge distribution,
and the duration of time for which the wakefield is to be
calculated. These factors determine the program size and CPU time
requirement.
The input cavity shape is described by a set of segments of
straight Iine3 and circles; the shape for the example is shown in
figure 3*7. As discussed in the previous section, all mesh steps in
the z direction must have equal size, and this size must be small
compared with the length of the charge distribution. For most
applications it is convenient to use a Gaussian charge distribution
with an rms of o. Convergence problems occur for cc/Az < 5, and if
possible it is best to have oc/Az > 10.
The radial mesh steps are not constrained to be equal to each
other or to Az. To keep the total number of mesh cells reasonably
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Figure 3.7-The CESR cavity shape used for the examples. The details
show how the area near the nose cone is cast onto the mesh.
small it is advantageous to have Ar > Az; of course, Ar should be
comparable with Az.
For the example being described a uniform
radial mesh with Ar/Az - 2.43 was chosen, and it was checked that
the results are not sensitive to Ar in the range 1.6 < Ar/Az < 3-5.
CPU time, address space and available memory can limit the
calculation. The BCI version running at Cornell on a VAX 11/780
requires a virtual memory size of the image of
Virtual Memory (bytes) = 2.2x10

+ 24 x N

M

(3-22)

where N M is the number of mesh cells. When executing an additional
5
5x10 bytes are used for buffer space and FORTRAN systems routines.
The 2.2x10 bytes includes the program and some small arrays. The
remainder of the space is used to store information at^ut each mesh
cell; this includes three
field components, an integer that
describes the cell (discussed below), an array for plotting, and a
dummy array with multiple uses.
During the major part of the
running time the latter two arrays and the code associated with
initialization are not active.
In addition, there are mesh sites
where the field components are not needed during the running time;
for example, those sites in the cavity wall where all fields are
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aero. The physical memory of the computer should be large enough to
store the needed code, the fields in the active cells, and the
description of the active cells.
For long runs where the
initialization time is negligible the time requirement on a VAX
11/780 is
1.2X10"11 x

CPU time (sec)

x A

(3.23)

where N is the total number of tirae steps needed, and A is the
fraction of the mesh sites that are active.
For the example of the CESR cavity cell, o=20 psec, a duration
of 2 nsec, Az -0.631 mm and Ar/Az - 2.13 were chosen. This gives a
total of 73,61)7 mesh cells and a required virtual memory size of
about 2,5x10 bytes (including buffers, etc.).
About 75? of the
mesh cells are active, and 5640 time steps are needed for the 2 nsec
duration. The estimated CPU time is 10.1 hours.
Each cell of the mesh is classified as one of six types shown in
figure 3.8. The cavity shape is then modified so that it can be

Figure 3.8- Possible mesh cell types,
with metal.

The shaded regions are filled

described by a set of such cells and the actual calculation is done
with this modified shape.
Figure 3.7 shows the input and modified
shapes for the cavity nose cone.
The longitudinal wakefield produced by a charge distribution can
be written as an expansion in azimu\,hal modes as done in eq. (3.6).
BC1 calculates the m-0 term of the expansion. This wakefield is
independent of r_, the radial coordinate of the test particle, and
so it is calculated at r_, = a where a is the beam pipe radius. This
is extremely helpful because the wake potential
/

dzE (r ,0,t +z/Bc)

(3.2U)

has bounds of integration which extend outside the mesh. However,
since E -0 at the beam pipe wall, eq (3.24) can be reduced to an
integral over the opening of ^he cavity:
-/ dzE (a ,0,t +2/eo).

(3.25)

The results for the CESR example are shown in figure 3-9. The
3hort~time behavior shows the energy loss to cavity, and at long
times the wake potential swings positive as the low frequency modes
of the cavity ring.
The real part of the longitudinal impedance
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Figure 3.9-The wake potential calculated by
CESR cavity. The bunch shape is also shown.
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Figure 3.10-The real part of the longitudinal impedance.
calculated by eq. (A.20) is shown in figure 3.10. It can be seen
that Z is reasonable out to ID - l/o. Beyond twice that frequency
the calculated impedance rises.
As the initial charge distribution
had very low power content above that frequency, the impedance is
not expected to be valid there.
Weiland has written a
generalization of BCI called TBCI
(Weiland, 1982) which solves the wakefield problem for rotationally
symmetric structures but without the restriction of the charge
traveling on the symmetry axis of the structure. The program works
on one azlmuthal mode, characterized by one value of m , at a time.
The major consequences of such a generalization are that all six
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field components must be considered, the difference equations must
be modified, and storage and time demands increase.
The ro-1 azimuthal mode can also be calculated with the program
DBCI (Aharonian et al., 1983) which solves the problem of the
wakefield produced by a dipole traveling on the symmetry axis. TBC1
is more generally available, but,becai>se my experience is with DBCI,
the example will be for that program.
Many of the features of DBCI
are similar to BCI. The same considerations apply for the choice of
the mesh cell size, and the cavity shape is altered to suit the mesh
is in BCI. On a VAX 11/780 the image size and CPU requirements are
Virtual Memory (bytes) » 2.6x105 + 32 x N M

(3.26)

CPU time (sec) = 3x10"4 x N_ x N M x A

(3.27)

where the symbols have the same meanings as for eqs (3.22) and
(3.23).
For the CESR cavity cell the same choices of a, Az, dr/Az, and
number- of time steps were made. The results for the wakefields show
the expected qualitative behavior (see figure 3.11). The
longitudinal wake potential, V , is negative initially as the beam
loses energy. The transverse wakefield is the negative of the
integral of V 1 (t), and it is initially positive, indicating that a
test particle a short distance behind the driving current is
deflected towards the driving current.
The transverse impedance
given by an equation analogous to eq. (A.20) is shown in figure
3.12. It is valid out t o n - 1/o, and at high frequencies falls*
-a/2
approximately as w
By using TBCI or a combination of BCI and DBCI it is possible to
calculate the wakefields
needed
for computer simulations of
collective effects.
C. Wakefield Calculations in the Frequency Domain
1. General Concepts
The alternative to time domain calculations is the frequency
domain approach where the
wake
is constructed by a linear
superposition of the fields of the normal modes of the cavity, which
are a complete, orthogonal set.
The mathematical foraalism is
discussed in several references (Akhiezer et al., 1955; Keil, 1972),
and the validity of the method in several others (Sundeiln, 1977;
Bane, 1980; Wilson, 1982). The longitudinal wake potential is given
by a sum over all normal modes (Wilson, 1982)
V 6 m (t o ) - -2 (r T /a) m (R T /a) m I k^ eosm$ cos^t o
A

(3-28)
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Figure 3.11-The transverse and longitudinaJ wakefields for the ra-1
azimuthal mode calculated for a CESR cavity cell.
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Figure 3-12-The real part of the transverse impedance of a cell of
the CESR cavity.
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where u, is the mode angular frequency, k. is the mode loss factor,
A
A
m gives the azimuthal dependence of the mode and r™, R_, and a are
defined in figure 3.2. The transverse wake can be derived from eq.
(3.28) by eq. (3.5).
The problem becomes that of calculating the mode loss factors
and frequencies, and this problem in turn separates into three
distinct frequency regimes:
1) Low frequencies - frequencies below or comparable to the
beam pipe cutoff frequency.
2) Intermediate frequencies - frequencies above the cutoff
frequency but low enough that the properties of individual
modes are important.
3) High frequencies - frequencies where only the statistical
nature of the modes are important.
The techniques and approximations in each of these regimes are
different and will now be discussed in detail.
2.

Low Frequency Regime
Many computer programs have been written to find the normal
modes of cavity resonators.
The most general programs solve the
full three dimensional problems.
The work by Albani and Bernardi
(Albani and Bernardi, 1971), Wilhelm (Wilhelm, 1982) and Hara et al
(Hara et al.f 1981) are examples.
The difficulty with these 3
dimensional programs is the size of core and amount of CPU time
needed for the calculation.
Restricting attention to rotationally symmetric structures
significantly reduces both of these requirements by solving the
problem for one azimuthal mode at a time. The first programs were
developed for m-0 and include LALA (Hoyt et al=, 1966), SUPERFISH
(Halbach and Holsinger, 1976), and LANS (Fomel et al., 1981).
Programs of this type are all that are needed for the low frequency
part of the m»0 longitudinal wake, but are not sufficient for the
transverse wake which requires a calculation for m-1. The program
URMEL (Weiland, 1983) solves the problem for rotationally symmetric
structures and m-0, 1, ...
URMEL will be discussed in detail
because it provides an example of the techniques used by many of the
programs, and because it can give the wakefields needed for both
longitudinal and transverse beam dynamics calculations.
Beginning with Maxwell's equations, and assuming a harmonic time
dependence, e w , we have in free space
iioy H

,

$-E - 0

-iu>e0E ,

$»H - 0

0

(3.29)

Since the field calculation is done for one azimuthal mode at a
time, the fields can be written as an amplitude, which depends on r
and z and is denoted by a -, times a trigonometric factor; for
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example
(3-30)
E_(r,<fr,z)
- Ez(r,z)cosm<j>
z
Ez , Er , and H.
vary as cosmi)), ard E.,
H and Hi vary as sinmi]). From
<p
tp z
Gauss' law we have
3E

C3 31)

-

and E is not independent. Once E and E are known, E is
known, and all of the magnetic field amplitudes are known from
Faraday's law. Thus the problem to_be solved has two unknown field
components. ITRMEL takes E
and E
as these two components for
r
z
m>0.
Manipulating Maxwell's equations gives
v 2 g = ^ E.
c
The z-component of this equation after
dependences are substituted becomes

=1 S f!L 1 ! i m2?

(3.32)
the assumed

azimuthal

(3 33)

*X

'

The field amplitudes are placed on a rectangular mesh, as shown in
figure 3.13, and standard Lagrange differentiation formulae
(Abramowitz and Stegun, 197t, chap. 25) are used to give
approximations to the derivatives, For example, writing E at a
fixed z gives, for r, . < r < r.+, ,

I ,.
5
zk+J

(3.31)
rA&r, ^Ar,
X

X"I

1

This gives

K

Ar

"zk-J

8r

i

-zk

Ar,
E

zk+J

(3

' 35)
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Figure 3.13~Loeations
equations.

of

the

field

amplitudes

for

difference

and
zk

3r<

(3.36)

zk+J
Treating the partial derivative with respect
results in a linear equation of the form

zk

A E

1 zk

A

2EZk+1

A E

3 zk-1

to

Vzk-J

z in the same way

A E

5 zk+J

where the A,'s are geometrical factors related to the mesh geometry.
Possible mesh cell types for URMEL are the same as those
illustrated in figure 3.8. The equation equivalent to (3^37)
for a cell partially filled with metal will contain some E terms.
Figure 3.H) illustrates

how

these

arise.

For figure

the
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Figure 3.It-Equivalent mesh cells.
i n t e g r a l form Ampere's law i s approximately
ArAz
2

.

iU)lJ

o

*k

H

= AzE

zk

ArE

(3-38)

rk

for figure 3.1tb t h i s i s
:

ArAz iuju fr,

(3.39)

which is the same equation.
The strange looking cell in figure
3.14b just shcv,.i the effect of the boundary conditions applied to
the cell in figure 3.1ta. To calculate the derivatives in eq.
(3-35) and (3-36) one substitutes Ar./AzE
for E ,. The result is
an equation such as eq. (3-37) with E . on the righthand side.
The general linear equation which accomodates all
possible mesh cell types is
A E

A S

5 zk+J

i zk

c

(3.
B

E

1 rk

+ B E

2 rk + 1

+B

E

3 rk-J

A second set of linear equations come from the r component of
The overall result is a matrix eigenvalue equation

e q . (3.32).

I .
zr

zz

2
it-

(3.11)

c

where vector t is

The submatricea A__ and A are sparse, and the submatrix A_M i s
rr
zz
zr
mostly zero except near the boundary of the cavity. That i s not
true for A because of the 3E /3<f> term which i s in the r-component
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of $ 2. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are determined by repeated
multiplications by matrix A. The largest eigenvalue, \ , comes from
the limit
v • Au

lim ( J- ^ 1 ) - i1
i-nx>

(3.43)

v.» U ,

where v.+. » A v.

and u. +1 - Au.. This is known to

converge quadratically to the largest eigenvalue (Isaacson and
Keller, 1973).
The next normal mode is found by repeating the
process for A - A.I; that J.s, by eliminating the largest eigenvalue.
Once an eigenvalue and associated eigenvector are found the
needed information about a mode is known. The eigenvalue gives the
resonant
frequency,
and
the
eigenvector
gives
the field
configuration. For this configuration the maximum voltage gain for
a speed-of-light particle traveling at the pipe radius, V , and the
beam induced energy in the mode for an exciting charge at the pipe
radius, W., can be calculated, and k. is given by (Wilson, 1982)
k. « V\
X

.

(3.4<O

TO.
A

Programs such as URMEL can be used for frequencies up to about
the beam pipe cutoff frequency.
A procedure developed by Amdto et
al., (Atnato et al,, 1983) can be used for frequencies above the
cutoff.
3* Medium Frequency Regime
The low frequency programs model a cavity structure as a closed
structure, i.e., the beam pipes are not open. They are terminated
by conducting planes or tapers.
Above the beam pipe cutoff
frequency the3e terminations influence the properties of the cavity
modes.
Most cavities consist of an array of coupled cells. If the
number of cells is large enough, this array can be approximated as
an infinitely long array and periodic boundary conditions applied.
In this approximation modes above the cutoff frequency can be found
and their properties calculated.
To date no program has been
written which can treat a general cell geometry with periodic
boundary conditions although this should be a straightforward
modification of a program such as URMEL.
The programs that have
been written are for the disk loaded waveguide structure shown in
figure 3.15. The available programs are KN7C (Keil, 1972) for m«0
and TRANSVERSE (Bane and Zotter, 1980) for m»1, 2,... . Of course
these programs are all that is needed for calculation of aodes in
the low and medium frequency regimes for linacs. In addition they
are used to learn the approximate properties of modes for more
general cavity shapes. The Justification for this approximation is
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Figure 3.15-Disk loaded
waveguide
structure
used
in
KN7C
am'
TRANSVERSE.

that above the cutoff frequency the details of the cavity geometry
are not critical.
Although these details will strongly influence
the properties of particular mode, ?t sufficiently high frequencies
the mode density is great, and only the average properties of the
cavity modes are important.
The approach used in both KN7C and TRANSVESE is to write down
expressions for the fields which satisfy the wave equation and
boundary conditions. In region I of figure 3.15 the fields must
satisfy the usual boundary conditions for electric and magnetic
fields. The fields in region II must satisfy Floquet's theorem
(Slater, 1950, pg.170) for wave propogation in a periodic structure,
and the fields must be continuous across the boundary between
regions I and II. These conditions are sufficient to determine the
resonant frequencies and fields.
The references describing the two
programs give the detailed mathematics of the problem.
Once the resonant modes have been found their contributions can
be added to those of the lower frequency mode3 in equation (3.28^.
This gives a wake which is valid for times greater than the inverse
of the highest frequency included.
Brandt (Brandt, 1983) has
compared the wakes obtained from the time domain program TBCI with
those from a modal analysis which uses 21 modes from URMEL for
frequencies up to 1.76 GHz and 613 modes from TRANSVERSE. The
agreement shown in figure 3-16 is reasonable.
4. High Frequency Regime
At high frequencies the density of cavity modes increases with
frequency, and it becomes impractical to find and svan all of the
modes.
Fortunately this is not necessary; only the average
properties of the modes need to be considered.
Bane and Wilson
(Bane and Wilson, 1980) have studied the high frequency regime for
the SLAC linac. They find that the densities of modes found by KN7C
and TRANSVERSE are proportional to frequency:
dn
did

(3.15)
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Figure 3.16- Comparison of the transverse wakes calculated by two
different methods (Brandt, 1983).
The solid line is from a
calculation using TBCI, and the dashed line from a modal analysis.
and the average loss factor i3 given by
do

2
3/2 *

(3.46)

A is a constant which is different for each azimuthal mode number
m. Figure 3.17 shows how well these two equations describe the
results.
The frequency dependences of the equation above are expected
from the optical resonator model for disk loaded structures as
reported by Keil (Keil, 1972). Brandt and Zotter (Brandt and
Zotter, 1982) have applied the optical resonator model to the LEP
cavity, and they find that the u
dependence of the average loss
factor does not hold because of the larg'* size of the cavity. The
results in equations (3.15) and (3.46) are the asymptotic values at
high frequency.
To use the average loss factor the high frequency part of the
summation in eq. (3.28) is replaced by an integral
V 6 m (t o )

- 2(r T /a) (R T /a) m cosm<f>
k-rda cos oitodm )

(3.17)
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Figure 3.17-The results of (Bane and
analytical forms of the mode density
results of KN7C and TRANSVERSE.

Wilson, 1980) comparing the
and loss factors with the

When equation (3.16) is valid the integral can be evaluated, and it
is related to a Fresnel integral (Bane and Wilson, 1980). A more
general form for the average loss factor requires a combination of
analytical and numerical integrals to obtain a result (Brandt and
Zotter, 1982).
The results are not critically dependent on the
choice of frequency w .
Figure 3.18 shows the results of a longitudinal wakefleld
calculation for LEP (Brandt and Zotter, 1982). Not surprisingly the
wakes for 20 and 565 cavity modes differ significantly. The 565
mode wake has more structure at short time because of the higher
frequency content of the wake. When the contribution of the optical
resonator model is added to either of these sums over modes the
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wakes become approximately equal, the t
- 0 values differ by less
than a percent. It should be noted ?hat in both cases the short
time wake is dominated by the optical resonator contribution.

Figure 3.18-The longitudinal
wakefields
for
LEP
from
(Brandt and Zotter, 1982).
The wakefields for 20 and 565
modes are shown together with
the
wakefield
from these
modes
plus
the
optical
resonator.
The values at
t -0
are
indicated
with
arrows.
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IV. Incorporation of Wakefields into Particle
Equations of Motion
The problem of incorporating wakefields into a computer model
separates into two different problems which have very different time
scales and are best treated by different techniques. For single
pass effects one is interested in wakefields for times of order the
bunch length, while for multiple turn effects the wakefields after a
revolution period are important.
A. Multiple-Turn Effects
For concreteness the longitudinal motion is being considered,
but the discussion which follows could easily be generalized to
include the transverse.
Equation (3-27) gives the wake potential
for a sum over cavity modes at short times after the source particle
has passed. At longer times the decay of the energy in the mode
must also be considered, and the wake potential for a single mode
becomes
Vg(to) - -2kxe

-co t /2Q
°

cos w A t o .

(4.1)

In this equation Q. is the quality factor for the mode; it is the
loaded Q which accounts for losses in the walls of the cavity and in
external elements. If the wake potential decays away sufficiently
between successive passages of the beam through the cavity, there
will be only single-pass effects. If not, multiple-turn effects are
present.
The effects of a high Q resonator can be seen in a computer
simulation where the entire beam is modeled by a single test
particle of charge q. Two terms must be added to the equations of
motion, eqs. (2.1) and (2.2).
The first contains the voltage the
particle experiences due to beam induced voltages from previous
passages through the cavity.
It is easy to represent this voltage
as a phasor, the real part of which is equal to the voltage the beam
experiences (Wilson, 1982). If V(n-1) is the phasor, then eq. (2.2)
becomes
1 /?

s(n) = e(n-1) - U - 2T e(n-1)/T + 2o (T !i )
o
o
e
e o o e

R.
1

,, ,,

+ U cost* +(ijD1,t(n'-1)) + Re(V(n-O) -k.q .
S Kr
A
The last term on the right-hand side is added for consistency, and
it represents the single-pass interaction of the test particle with
the cavity. This term will lead to a current dependent shift in the
synchronous phase, but it will not produce any other effects.
Interesting single-pass effects will occur when the beam is modeled
by many test particles, and one considers variation of the single
pass wakefield along the length of the bunch.
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The voltage V(n-1) also evolves from turn to turn. Each time
the beam passes through the cavity, a voltage ^k.q is induced in
the mode; this must be added as a vector to V(n-1), which is the
voltage just before the beam enters the cavity. Figure 4.1 shows
this. This phasor then rotates with angular velocity w , and its
VOLTAGE JUST
AFTER BUNCH
PASSAGE

-2k x q

V(n-I)

Figure 4.1-The voltage just
after the beam passes through
the cavity is the vector sum
of V(n~1) and the induced
voltage -2k q.

amplitude decays because of the Q of the mode,
phasor on turn n is
V(n)

The equation for the

(V(n-1)-2kxq)exp[(i-1/2Qx)u)A(To+ t(n)-t(n-1))

(4.3)

The addition of the second-to-last term in equation (4.2),
together with the evolution equation (4.3), has dramatic effects
which are sensitive to the difference between the mode frequency,
us., and the nearest harmonic of the beam rotation frequency, to . To
parametrize this, write the mode frequency as
to. = a) <N + A )

(4.4)

where N is an integer and |A|<0.5.
Figure 4.2 contrasts the three
cases of A » 0, ±0.05.
For A = 0 the energy oscillates about zero
as the particle moves in longitudinal phase space. The amplitude of
oscillation is approximately constant, showing the equilibrium
between radiation damping and excitation.
For A = +0.05 the
amplitude of oscillation grows with time while for A - -0.05 it
decays. The growth and decay are exponential, and the growth and
decay rates are maximum for 1AI - Q (see fig. 4.3).
s
The interaction of a beam with a high Q cavity was first
discussed by Robinson (Robinson, 1964), and the damping for A < 0 is
called Robinson damping. The beam current can be Fourier analyzed,
and the resultant spectrum will have components at many frequencies.
Those which overlap the cavity resonance lead to the observed
behavior, which is strikingly dependent on A because it determines
the phase of the cavity response. The lectures of Hofmann (Hofmann,
1977) and Wilson (Wilson, 1982) provide detailed reviews of Robinson
damping.
The accelerating mode of a cavity (usually the fundamental mode)
must have a resonant frequency which is close to a harmonic of the
revolution frequency; to give Robinson damping the resonance is
tuned to below the appropriate harmonic.
The frequencies of other
high Q cavity modes have completely arbitrary relations to rotation
harmonics. Some are above the closest rotation harmonic and lead to
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Figure 4.2-The energy on turn n
for three different values of A
as defined in eq. (4.4). In
generating this figure the same
starting coordinates and random
number sequence were used for
all three values of A.

Figure 4.3-The growth rate of
oscillation amplitude vs A. For
A>0 the amplitude of oscillation
grows; by choice of sign this is
represented as a positive growth
rate. The growth and damping
rates are seen
to peak at

an Instability; others are below the closest harmonic and lead to
damping. The relationship of a mode to the closest harmonic may
even change as the cavity is tuned to maintain the frequency of the
fundamental. For a large number of high Q modes the net effect,
whether growth or damping, cannot be predicted, and while one might
expect the average effect of higher modes on the beam to be zero,
statistical fluctuations in distribution of modes (between damping
and growth) must be considered.
Since one is dealing with a statistical problem, all that can be
calculated is the probability that a particular machine Is unstable.
If this probability ia unacceptably high, the Q's of the higher
modes must be reduced by use of external loads. A Monte Carlo
technique for estimating probabilities and needed reductions of Q
has been developed (Siemann, 1981) and can be used to study multiturn instabilities. Analytical solutions to the Vlasov equation
form the basis of this technique; since these are outside the scope
of the present lectures, the interested reader should consult the
original reference.
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Computer simulations have focused on single-pass effects, and
all have neglected multiple-turn effects of the higher modes of the
RF cavity.
The Robinson damping from the fundamental has been
included; often this has been done by using an empirical or
estimated damping time rather than the more correct formalism of
equations (4.2) and (4.3).
The justification has been that the
single-pass results are insensitive to the details of the treatment
of Robinson damping.
B.

Single-Pass Effects
For single-pass effects we are concerned with the interaction
between the particles in a bunch.
Much of the resultant behavior
will appear if very simple models for the wakefield are used; of
course, these models must be consistent with the general properties
discussed in chapter III.
For more detailed work, where one is
striving for quantitative results, the wakefields calculated from
accelerator structures are used, and these wakefields will vary over
the length of the bunch. Initially only longitudinal motion will be
considered; discussion later in this section will include the
transverse.
Let the bunch be composed of M particles; equations (2.1) and
(2.2) for particle m become
tm(n) - tm(n-1) + ocem(n)To/Eo

,

(4.5)

and
- UQ + U cos(*+u>DI,t(n-1)) - 2e(n-1)T /T_ +V(n-1).
S

Mr

O

U

H

when wakefield effects are included (Wilson et al, 1981). The
subscript indicates that these are the equations for particle m
(-1,...,M). The next-to-last term in eq. (4.6) is the alternative
(to that discussed in the previous section) way to include Robinson
damping. This term does not depend on the coordinates of particle m
alone; it depends on the average energy displacement

'••« I '• •
The new term to be discussed is V (n-1) which is the wake
m
experienced by particle m due to the other particles in the bunch.
Several different techniques have been developed to calculate V
m
from computed wakefields and the phase space coordinates of the
other M-1 particles. For the moment assume that the wake potential
produced by a 6-function charge is known.
This Is the wake that a
single particle in the beam produces; the wake potential produced on
particle m by particle j depends on the time difference t »t -t,.
o m j
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It has the general
potential Is
M

shape

shown

in

figure

3-3.

The total wake

n

V n " 1 ) - ^V^Vn-D-tjCn-i)).

The charge, q, of particle j multipliesV. because V

^

is defined

for a unit charged source. For a beam bunch in a storage ring this
is the correct expression for the wake experienced by particle m.
However, that fact does not make this the best expression to use in
a computer model because the number of particles in a model will be
many orders of magnitude smaller than that in the beam. Typical
simulations use of order 10

test particles to model bunches which

have 10
to W
beam particles.
Consider eq.Ct.S) for use in a model. For each test particle,
m, the sum contains approximately M/2 terms.. Since M sums must be
performed the overall calculation scales as M ; it quickly becomes
very expensive in CPU time to increase the number of test particles.
Procedures have been developed to avoid the M scaling while keeping
the basic idea of eq, (4.8) (Weiland, 1981; Brandt, 1982). The
validity of these procedures becomes clear once the nature of V. is
examined in detail.
Figure 4.1) shows an example of a 6-function
wake used for some LEP calculations (Brandt and Zotter, 1982). It
is rapidly varying for small time differences, and at large time
differences it is slowly varying. This naturally suggests a binning
approach. The bunch is divided up into K bins where for economy of
CPU time it is necessary to have K << M. Equal width (Weiland,
1981) and equal population (Brandt, 1982) bins have both been used.
The wake acting on particle m can be broken into two terms, that due
to particles in the same bin as m and that due to particles in other
bins. For the particles in the same bin the sum of eq. (t.8) is
performed but with many fewer terms in the sum.
For those in
different bins the wake potential is evaluated for the time
difference between the centers of the bins. Calling N. the number
K

of particles in bin k and k

the bin in which particle m falls, the

approximate expression for V becomes
IB

V (n-1) - I qV °(t (n-1) - t.Cn-D) + [ qN V °(t - t )
J
jek 6
k-1 * 6
m K
t,<t
J

m

v\

(1.9)
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where t

is the mean time for bin k
(1.10)

The CPU time required to perform
the sum in eq. (4.9) is
approximately independent of M for K << M, and therefore this
requirement scales as M, which is the number of sums to be
performed.
Another problem associated with the number of test particles
arises from the properties of the 6-function wake potential at small
times. Since eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) treat this time range in the same
way, the problem is common to both. Small changes in t - t . can have
large effects on the wake when it is close to zero.

If t -t. <0 the
m j
contribution of particle j is zero but if t -t. >0, j then makes a
large contribution which is
strongly dependent on this time
difference. This strong dependence is due to the rapid variation of
the wake potential for small, positive time differences. Not only
is the wake rapidly varying, it is large, and for a small number of
test particles one single contribution may dominate the sum in eq.
(4.8). Thus a relatively rare close encounter between particles m
and j can lead to significant fluctuations in the wake potential.
These are fluctuations from the wake that a beam particle (with the
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same phase space coordinates as the test particle) would experience,
and they are due to the small number of test particles.
It is expected that such fluctuations should depend on the
— 1 /2
and simulations U3ing the &~
number of test particles as M
function wake do find such effects.
The result of Brandt {Brandt,
1982) for the energy spread of LEP is shown in figure 4.5. The
binning technique of eq. (4.9) is used, and the resultant energy
spread depends on the number of test particles as
o (M) = a (M -»•<»)+ B/7M .

(4.11)

To obtain the interesting result, o (M*°>), one must perform the
simulation for several values of M and extrapolate. Alternatively
one can use the results for a single M and a calculation of B to
obtain a result.
A3 the physics being simulated becomes more
complex it may be difficult to make such a calculation.
An entirely different approach for calculating the wakefield
acting on particle m is to treat the test particles as randomly
chosen samples of the charge distribution p(t). The wake potential
acting on m is
(4.12)
where p(t)dt is the charge in the bunch between t and t+dt. The
density is a function of some parameters which are determined from
the phase space coordinates of all the test particles. The
technique that has been developed by using orthogonal polynomials
(Siemann, 1984) will be reviewed here.
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Figure 4.5-The rms energy spread from the LEP simulation of (Brandt,
1982).
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The charge density distribution of a beam In an electron storage
ring is Gaussian in the absence of collective effects, and the
expression for p(») should reduce to a Gaussian at small beam
currents. An expansion of the form
p(t)

a

1-0

£ H e£

t-t

(1.13)

where the H . are Hermite polynomials (Abramowitz and Stegun, 1972,
chap. 22) is suggested by this fact.
When L-*», p(t) can have an
arbitrary shape since the Hermite polynomials form a complete basis.
If the series is truncated after a finite number of terms,
restrictions are placed on the possible bunch shapes. The fir3t few
terms in the series are shown in figure 1.6; from these one sees
that truncating the expansion is equivalent to placing a lower limiton the wavelength of distortions of the charge distribution.
The parameters of the expansion are t, the mean time, Og, the
expansion width, and the a ' s , the expansion coefficients. These
y= exp(-x z /2)H e/ (x)
0.607i-

Figure 1.6-The first four terms of the sum in equation (1.13).
vertical scale is noc the same for the different plots.

The
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are to be determined
given by

t -1

I

from

the

test

particles.

The mean time is

(4.1*)

V

An alternative expression for the charge distribution is
p(t) -

M
I q 6(t-t ).
m=1

(4.15)

Equating the right-hand sides of eqs. (4.13) and (4.15), multiplying
by H . d(t-t)/Op,, and integrating from -» to <» gives

where the orthogonality of the Hermite polynomials (Abramowitz and
Stegun, 1972, chap. 22) has been used. This equation gives the
expansion coefficients. The expansion width, o_, is restricted to
evolve slowly over
a
synchrotron
oscillation
"exponential average" is used; on turn n
o£(n) - AEoE(n-1) + (1-AE) o(n)

period.

An

(4.17)

where <j(n) is the rms length on turn n,
?

1

M

?

c (n) - ff I ^ V ^ '

(1} 18)

-

m-1
and A_ is a factor of order

the synchrotron tune. To allow the use

of look-up tables, o- is limited to discrete values.
The wakefield is a linear superposition of that produced by each
term in the sum

where V. is the wakefield produced by term I of the series.
This procedure for incorporating the wakefields into a
simulation is a natural match to time domain wakefield calculations
because the Hermite polynomial wakefields, V. have upper frequency
cutoffs. As long as the wakefield from a time domain calculation
extends up to this cutoff, it can be used to calculate the Hermite
polynomial wake. For Hermite polynomial il the wake potential is
_ 2
Vt°(t) - /"„ dt' exp(" ( t 'g t } ^ ( - ^ ^ V - ^ U - t ' )
,
(H.20)
2o E
E
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and the Fourier transform of it is
(4.21)
The folding theorem for Fourier transforms (Morse and Feshbach,
1953»pg. 464) has been used. The terra in the square bracket is the
Fourier transform of the charge density (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik,
1965, eq. 7.374.6), and equation (A.18) is also used. Performing a
wakefield calculation for a unit-charge Gaussian bunch of mean time
t,, ai d rms length o_, one obtains a reference wakefield V D (t), and
n

H

n

from this the impedance is determined by eq. (A.20) to give
V.°= (2n) 1 / 2 (U-iuOp/expUwCtp-t) + <o2(oR2-o 2)/2)
n

( J K 2 2 )

if

X /:. VR°(t) e ' ^ d t .
The wake potential for different expansion lengths and different
polynomials can be obtained from a single reference wakefield
calculation.
To be valid the reference wakefield must have the necessary
frequency content. The low frequency cutoff is determined by the
length of time behind the bunch for which the reference is
calculated. As a rough guide the reference calculation must be
pursued for about ten times the largest o,,. The high frequency
cutoff of the reference is u - ^^o1
polynomial of order 8. and expansion

and

^ o r t n e wakefield of a
length ap it is necessary that

0,,/ff-, be above a limit. The rule of thumb is that for Jt=2, 4, 6 the
minimum values of o_/o0 are 3.15, 3-70 and 4.10 respectively. This
E n
rule comes from requiring that the magnitude of the Fourier
transform of the charge density fall to 10$ of its peak value at u =
Tests have been performed which show that the results are
independent of the number of test particles for M > 500 and the
number of polynomials for L. > 2 (Siemann, 1984). These tests were
for a storage ring with a short bunch length. For long bunches the
numb," of polynomials may have to be increased to allow structure
with wavelength significantly shorter than the bunch length.
To study transverse collective effects a wakefield term must be
added to equations (2.3) and (2.4). The angular deflection received
by test particle m in passing through the cavity is W (n-1)/E where
W (n-1) is the change in transverse momentum for m. On turn n this
angular change shows upon both angle and position. Equations (2.3)
and (2.4) become
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and
z (n)

m

-

M

2 1

(

n , n ,
1/9

+ ( 2 e

zVo

/ T

z>

B

3

2

2

m

m

o

Delta function or polynomial expansion techniques can be used to
get Wm from wakefield calculations. In the former case
M
.
Wm(n-1) I
qzjW6'(tn)(n-1)-tj(n-1))
(4.25)
t,<t
showing that W depends on the time difference between test
particles m and j , and it depends on the transverse coordinate of j .
As shown in chapter III, it is independent of the transverse
displacement of m.
Binning can be used to keep the CPU time scaling as the number
of test particles.
Statistical fluctuations are not a serious
concern as they were in the longitudinal because the transverse vrake
is small and varies slowly for small time differences. This was
shown in chapter III to be a consequence of the relationship between
longitudinal and transverse wakes, eq. (3-6).
For a polynomial expansion
I b. W.1 [<t(n-1)-t)/o p ]
(1.26)
Jt-0
where W. is the wake produced by a Hermite polynomial charge
distribution traveling off-axis.
It can be determined from a
reference transverse wake by an equation analogous to (4.22). The
b 's are expansion coefficients given by
M
> "
JL
WmCn-1) -

The derivation of this equation follows the reasoning leading to
(4.16).
The longitudinal equations of motion CJ.5 and 4.6) are not
modified by considering transverse effects, but there is an addition
to the wake potential V
to account for the transverse position
dependent energy loss ,eq? (3.7).
The full expression for the 6function wake is
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yn-n- q
and for polynomial expansion

Vm(n-1) - I CaJ^CCt -t)/og) * . . ^ ( ( t ^ t ) / ^ ) }

.

(*.29>

£-0
Of course the second terms in either of these equations can be
ignored in a computer model, but they must be present in the real
world because they are a consequence of Maxwell's equations.
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V.

Longitudinal Simulation Results

With the equations of motion developed to include wakefields,
one is ready to begin a computer study of collective effects. This
study will be developed by
first considering motion in the
longitudinal phase space only. Motion in the transverse phase space
will then be added and the resultant complete set of equations
studied.
The goal is to study current dependent phenomena which will show
up as bunch length and energy spread changes. It is instructive to
begin with the results of a simulation for zero beam current. The
starting point is a set of randomly chosen test particles. The beam
is expected to be Gaussian with a mean time and a mean energy both
equal to zero. The test particles are picked to have these expected
properties. An example simulation was run for PEP with 1000 test
particles and the parameters listed in Table II. The inserts in
figure 5.1a show that the initial mean energy and time are not zero,
and figure 5.1b shows that the initial rms bunch length is not equal
to the natural length. These deviations are to be expected when a
finite number of test particles
are selected from a parent
distribution with the correct properties.
The initial mean coordinates can be represented in phase space
by a phasor with coordinates t and e, as shown in figure 5.2. This
phssor rotates with the synchrotron oscillation frequency, which
leads to the observed initial oscillations of t and e. The mean
Table II: PEP Parameters
Beam energy
Energy loss per turn
Peak RF voltage
RF angular frequency
Beam revolution period
Momentum compaction
Radiation damping times

14.5 GeV
23.6 MeV
39.0 MeV
2ir x 353-21 MHz
7.338 usee
0.00219
4.52 msec
T

x,y "

Robinson damping time
Synchrotron tune
Natural bunch length
Beta functions

9.0*1 msec
1 msec
0.0140
56.3 psec
B x - 63 m
B y - 17 m

Natural beam sizes
(|K| - 0.1)

0 » 2.40 mm
X
-0.11 mm

°y
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(a)
r - -T-

0

f - r — -j

25
TIME(mSEC)

Figure 5.1-The results of a simulation of 1000 test particles in PEP
with zero beam current.
(a) The mean time vs elapsed time. The
inserts show the mean time and mean energy for the first 70 turns,
(b) The bunch length vs elapsed time.

to

Figure 5.2- The mean coordinates (scaled to the natural sizes) are
represented by a phasor which rotates in phase space.
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energy and time are damped, with the dominant contribution coining
from Robinson damping.
However, the random fluctuations in energy
loss tend to Increase the amplitude of oscillation, and the result
is the equilibrium between damping and fluctuations seen in figure
5.1a. With the one msec Robinson damping time, the time elapsed
represents about 25 independent samples of the mean time. The
amplitude of the oscillations of the mean are expected and seen to
be of order a //M.
In analogy°to tune measurement in an accelerator, the mean time
can be Fourier analyzed ' (with
FFT, Fast Fourier Transform,
algorithms) to measure the synchrotron oscillation tune. The result
shown in figure 5.3a has several interesting features. There i3 a
very large peak in the transform at the synchrotron tune showing the
dominant oscillation of the mean time at the synchrotron tune.
There are smaller peaks at multiples of the tune; thes<? are there

Figure S.S^Fourier transforms of (a) the mean
length. For this simulation Q - 0.0440.
3

time

and (b) bunch
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because the RF wave is sinusoidal, which leads to anharmonic
oscillations (Landau and Lifshitz, 1976, section 28). The transform
also has a large component of noise due to fluctuations in energy
loss.
The bunch length shown in figure 5.1b also shows variations on
long and short time scales.
The bunch length is determined by an
equilibrium between radiation damping and fluctuations. Figure 5.1
covers about two radiation damping tines and therefore has two
independent samples of the bunch length. Expected fluctuations in
the bunch length due to the finite number of test particles is
/(2M)
)

and the observed behavior is consistent with this. The

short-time behavior can be understood by considering a Bunch with a
density which is not circular in phase space, as shown in figure
5.'I. The bunch length is the projection onto the t-axis, and it
clearly oscillates with twice the synchrotron frequency. A Fourier
transform of the bunch Itngth shows the dominant oscillation at
twice the synchrotron tune, and smaller amplitude oscillations at
other multiples (figure 5.3b).
These arise from the non-linear RF
waveform and bunch shape distributions other than the simple one
assumed in figure 5.4.
These Fourier transforms of beam properties are extremely
valuable in gaining insight into the mechanisms producing beam
instabilities. Most of the theoretical studies of instabilities are
done in the frequency domain, and Fourier transforms of the time
dependence of beam
properties
allows
comparison with these
theoretical models.
k €

Figure S.^-Phase space distributions for one synchrotron oscillation
period. Energy spread and bunch length are scaled to natural sizes.
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As the beam current is raised from zero, the wakefields begin to
have effects. These effects show up first in the mean time and
bunch length.
At higher currents the energy spread also is
affected. This is illustrated in figure 5.5.
The shift in mean
time is due to the higher mode losses in the beam. The beam induced
voltage is approximately proportional to the current (it would be
exactly proportional if the beam shape does not change) s and it
leads to additional energy loss as discussed in chapter III. To
compensate for this, greater energy gain is required from the cavity
resulting in a shift of the mean time to earlier values.
The bunch length and energy spread show that there are two
distinct current regions.
Up to about 20 mA the bunch length
decreases while the energy spread remains equal to the natural
spread. Above that current the energy spread and bunch length both
increase. At currents greater than 35 mA the beam becomes so
unstable that particles are lost.
Consider currents below 20 mA
first; in this current region the bunch length and shape are changed
because of potential well distortion (Halssinski, 1973). The fact
that the energy spread remains equal to the natural value is a clear
indication of potential well distortion.
This can be understood by
considering the beam to be in thermal contact with a heat reservoir
which is the synchrotron radiation (Meller, 1982). As long as the
energy spread is equal to the natural spread, the beam is in
equilibrium with this reservoir.
Bunch length changes without
associated increases in the energy spread arise from distortion of
the potential well.
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Figure
5.5-Mean
time,
bunch length, and energy
spread vs current from a
PEP simulation.
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Above 20 mA different physics begins to become important as
evidenced by the energy spread increase.
At low currents the
fluctuations in the energy spread are consistent with those expected
for an equilibrium distribution of the number of test particles used
in this simulation. The energy spread at the high currents shows
the bean) is not in equilibrium.
The analytical theories of beam instability have been developed
in the frequency domain, and for interpretation of these results
there is a benefit of a frequency domain approach. Part of the
basic idea was introduced with the discussion related to figures 5.3
and 5.4.
The beam density in longitudinal phase space can be
written as a function of a radial coordinate and an azimuthal
coordinate. These specify the length and orientation of a phasor
for each particle.
In the azimuthal coordinate the density is
expanded in a Fourier series.
The expansion coefficient for each
term in this series is a function of the radial coordinate, and this
function can be expanded as a series in any complete set of
orthogonal polynomials (Laclare, 1980).
The result is an
expansion of the form

P(t,*t) = II a m n fn(t) eimh

(5.1)

where t and <t>. are the radial and azimuthal coordinates, the f's
are the orthogonal polynomials, and each mode is characterized by
two indices (m,n).
At zero beam current the azimuthal modes have tunes which depend
on m because the distribution repeats m times during a synchrotron
oscillation period. Figure 5.4 illustrates this for an m=2 mode;
the distribution repeats twice in one synchrotron oscillation
period. At zero current the radial modes do not influence the tune,
but for non-zero current they do because the beam induced
electromagnetic fields depend on the radial (t) structure of the
charge density. In eq. (5.1) the combination of m and n specify a
possible mode of the beam; however since the particular form of the
expansion was arbitrarily chosen, these modes are not the eigenmodes
with a unique oscillation frequency. The full solution for the beam
density requires finding the current dependent eigenmodes, each of
which moves in phase space with its own frequency (Laclare, 1980).
Sacherer (Sacherer, 1977) has offered an explanation of bunch
lengthening as the mixing of two eigenmodes with different azimuthal
dependences.
This mixing occurs at the current where the mode
frequencies become approximately equal. One can compare the results
of the simulation which lead to figure 5.5 with this model. The
beam charge density is written as
* 2 »
=>
*
p(t,#.) = e"fc
I
I
A L (t2) eik*t
(5.2)
fc
ak £
£=o k—»
where the L.'s are Laguerre polynomials (Abramowitz and Stegun,
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1972,

chap. 22).
1

M

•1

In terms of the test particle coordinates
" •>

m

-Ik*.

(5.3)

tsi

where the sum is over all test particles, m=1,...,M, and t and *.
in

are the phase

space

coordinates

of test

particle m.

uin

Fourier

analysis of the A., 's for small 8, and |k| show that at low currents
a single frequency dominates; this is an indication that the choice
made In eq. (5.2) comes close to the eigenmodes. Figure 5.6 shows
some typical transforms. The oscillation frequency of each mode can
be obtained from these Fourier transforms.
Figure 5.7 shows the
current dependencies.
The threshold
for the energy spread
increasing above the natural value is approximately equal to the
current at which the tunes of different azimuthal modes become
equal. No more than approximate equality can be expected because at
high currents the spectra show several peaks indicating that the
modes of eq. (5.2) are no longer good approximations of the
eigenmodes. The important point is that the picture proposed by
Sacherer (Sacherer, 1977) for the bunch lengthening threshold is in
qualitative agreement with the simulation.
Comparison of simulations with experiments is important in
judging the validity of the simulation technique. Bunch length vs.
current data are available for two electron accelerators where the
RF cavities are expected to be the dominant contributors to the

.50
Figure 5.6-Fourier analyses of selected A. 's.
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wakefield. Bunch length data are available for other storage rings,
and in the case of SPEAR these data have been compared with
simulation (Siemann, 1982).
However, the wakefield used in that
simulation was derived in part from the bunch lengthening data not
from the geometry of structures in the vacuum chamber.
For PETRA the data are presented with the results of a
simulation by Weiland (Weiland, 1981).
This comparison is shown in
figure 5.8 together with the results of a simulation performed for
these lectures. It was not possible to take data at higher currents
because of transverse instabilities.
The data and simulation of
Weiland are in good agreement.
A number of qualifications are
necessary. The systematic errors in the data and the sensitivity of
the simulation to the number of test particles are not discussed.
This latter point is important because a variant of the 6-function
wake technique discussed in chapter IV was used. The simulation
performed for these lectures is not in good agreement with the data,
but an overall systematic error of the data would strongly affect
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the comparison. The technique used is that of polynomial expansion,
and the results are insensitive to the number of test particles.
Bunch length data and simulation results for CESR are compared
in figure 5.9. There is agreement within the estimated systematic
errors. In this case no dramatic current dependence was expected or
observed up to the current limit, which was determined by RF cavity
vacuum problems at the time of the measurements.
The comparisons of longitudinal simulations with data are not as
compelling as one would like.
In both cases the beam current was
limited by other factors to
values below the threshold for
significant bunch lengthening effects.
The phenomena observed in
both experiment and simulation are much more dramatic in the
transverse, which is considered next.
1.00
PETRA, 7GeV
• DATA
SIMULATIONS
• WEILAND
' • SIEMANN

0.75

t*

0.50

0.25
2.0
BUNCH CURRENT(mA)

0.0

Figure 5.8-Bunch length data for
with two simulations.
o.
b
80

4.0

PETRA (Weiland, 1981) are compared

Bunch length vs current
CESR 5.l7GeV
• DATA
o SIMULATION

70-

oil

20
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Figure 5-9-Bunch length data
et al, 1983).

and

simulation results for CESR (Blum
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VI. Transverse Simulation Results
Transverse instabilities are studied by using the complete
equations of motion developed in chapter IV. Instabilities, both
chromaticity
dependent
and
chromaticity
independent, and
synchrobetatron resonances are important in accelerator operation,
and all can be studied with simulation techniques.
A. Chroaaticity Dependent Effects
The two-particle model developed by Sands (Sands, 1969) is
helpful in gaining
insight
about
the physiC3 and analysis
techniques. For two particles there are two possible modes of
oscillation, which are illustrated in figure 6.1. Wakefields will
couple the motions of these two particles with the head driving the
tail.
SYMMETRIC

X

ANTISYMMETRIC

X
OF TRAVEL

TAIL

HEAO

TAIL

HEAD

Figure 6.1-Possible modes of oscillation for two particles.
Assume that each particle is oscillating transversely at the
betatron oscillation tune Q. and longitudinally with the synchrotron
P

oscillation tune Q . Particles alternate between head and tail
s
because of the energy oscillations. Assume also that we have a beam
detector which measures the transverse positions on successive
revolutions around the accelerator. What oscillation frequency does
this detector measure?
The
answer depends on the mode of
oscillation because the detector cannot tell which particle is the
head and which is the tail; it can only measure the oscillation
frequency of the head (or the tail).
In the symmetric mode the
particles are in phase, and it doesn't matter which is at the head;
in this mode the head oscillates at Q . In the anti-symmetric mode,
P

each time the head and tail interchange, the phase of the head
changes by IT. This interchange occurs every half synchrotron
oscillation period, making the detected tune Q +Q . One could also
P

S

say that the phase changes by -it every half period, leading to a
tune Q.-Q , and therefore the anti-symmetric mode shows up as
p

s

synchrotron sidebands of the betatron oscillation tune.
Chromaticity determines mode stability.
Assume that at a
particular instant of time the particle at the head (call it
particle A) begins oscillating
transversely.
The transverse
wakeffeld from A will drive the tail, B, causing it to begin
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oscillating also. Half a synchrotron oscillation period later, A
and B have interchanged as head and tail, and B is now driving A.
The phase between this driving force and the motion of A determines
whether the amplitude grows or decays. The ehromaticity determines
this phase (Sands, 1969; Pellegrini, 1969), and therefore stability
becomes dependent on chromatieity. The symmetric mode is stable for
positive chromatieity, and the anti-symmetric one for negative
chromaticity.
The modes shown in figure 6.1 are the only two possible for two
particles, but for a bunched beam with essentially an infinite
number of particles there are an Infinite number of modes. Figure
6.2 from Sacherer (Sacherer,1974) shows three of these modes at zero
and positive chromaticities.
The m»0 and m-1 modes correspond to
the two-particle symmetric and anti-symmetric modes respectively.
The m=2 mode cannot occur with only two particles. By the same
argument as used for the two-particle modes, mode m will have
oscillations at Q +mQ and Q.-mQ . In electron storage rings where
p

S

p

S

bunch lengths are short, a beam detector responds to the motion of
the average charge. Figure 6.2 shows that only the m«0 mode would
be detected at zero chromaticity because only this mode has the
average charge displaced transversely.
For non- -.3ro chromaticity
all modes have some displacement of the average charge and can be
detected.
A computer simulation
of
transverse instabilities is an
elaboration of the two-particle model used by Sands.
It is an
elaboration because detailed wakefields and a much larger number of
particles are used.
Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show the results of
simulations at non-zero chromaticity. Quantities plotted in these

A

modes m=O m=l m=2

e=o

m=O

m=l

m=2

e>o

Figure 6.2-Shape of a single bunch on separate revolutions and with
six revolutions superimposed (Sacherer, 1974). The vertical axis is
the pickup from a beam positon monitor, and the horizontal axis is
time.

Li
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figures are the rms center-of-mass motion defined on turn n as
i-n+10
_
_
(6.1)
i-n-10 z{ir

TIME (msec)
Figure 6.3-This figure illustrates the chromaticity dependence or
the head-tail effect.
(a) The rms center-of-masa motion for
different values of chromaticity. (b) The beam size for £ - -0.05.
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where z ( i ) i s the position of the average charge (or center—of-mass)
on turn i calculated from the M t e s t p a r t i c l e s
M

(6.2)

m-1

' 10 mA

OJO= 56 psec
0 s = 0.044

36
54
TIME (msec)
Figure 6.t-Example of a chromaticity dependent i n s t a b i l i t y at
positive chromatieity.
(a) The beam size for various values of
chromaticity. (b) The rms center-of-mass motion for £ « 0 . 1 .
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The beam size on turn n is given by
?
1 M
?

fff(n) • J I (zm(n) - z(n)r .

(6.3)

The instability at negative chromaticity is the head-tail
instability first discussed by Pellegrini (Pellegrini, 1969) and
Sands (Sands, 1969). This is the same as an instability of the m-0
mode of Sacherer (Sacherer,197^; Laclare,198O) and the symmetric
mode of the two-particle model.
Figure 6.3 shows that the growth
rate decreases as the chromaticity approaches zero. In addition the
instability is dominated by exponential growth of the center-of-mass
motion without comparable increase in the beam size as defined in
eq.(6.3); this is expected for an m-O instability where all the
particles move in phase.
A Fourier analysis of the center-of-mass
motion shows a dominant line at the betatron oscillation tune
(figure 6.5a);
the small shift from the nominal tune will be
discussed in more detail below.
In
contrast, at
positive
ohromaticity
the
growth is
predominantly in the beam size and not the center-of-mass motion.
The growth rate increases as the chromaticity is raised from zero.
All of this is indicative of a mode with m not equal to zero
becoming unstable.
In the two-particle model the anti-symmetric
mode is the unstable one.
Fourier analyzing the center-of-mass
motion (figure 6.5b), one sees that the modes with m-|ij are the
dominant ones contributing to the instability.
B. Instabilities Near Zero Chromaticity
These chromaticity dependent effects become small near zero
chromaticity, and a different type of phenomenon becomes important.
This results in an instability, often called the "strong head-tail
instability" or the "mode mixing instability", which is independent
of chromaticity. The first explanation of this instability was by
Kohaupt (Kohaupt, 1980), who used an analytical model closely
related to that of Sacherer (Sacherer, 1971)), and Laclare(Laclare,
1980). His explanation followed closely from that used to explain
bunch lengthening (Sacherer,1977), as discussed in chapter V.
One can gain a qualitative understanding of this instability
through the
two-particle
mode.1. discussed
earlier.
Chao's
(Chao,1983) lectures have such a discussion, and only the essential
features will be mentioned here.
At zero chromatieity the natural
frequency for transverse oscillations is independent of the energy
of the particle.
The motion of the head is a free betatron
oscillation at tune Qfi, and the motion of the tail is the linear
superposition of its initial motion (that which it had when it
became the tail) and the response to the driving force from the
head. Since we are dealing with damping time3 long compared with
the synchrotron oscillation frequency, the response is proportional
to the length of time the particle has been in the tail position. In
this limit of weak damping the response can be arbitrarily large
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0.50

Figure 6.5-Fourier analyses of the center—of-mass motions for
negative and positive ehromaticity.
The aero current betatron tune
and the synchrotron sidebands are as indicated in the figure.
because the tail is being driven at its natural frequency (a
consequence of the
assumption
of
zero chromaticity).
Two
qualitatively different regimes exist.
In the one the response of
the tail is small compared with the transverse oscillations of the
head, and the motion is stable; the only way to get an instability
is with a phase shift introduced by chromaticity.
In the other
regime the motion of the tail is comparable with or even exceeds the
motion of the head, and the strong head-tail instability is seen.
Chao's analysis (Chao, 1983) shows just this type of behavior .
The motion is stable provided the response of the tall is below some
limit, and if the response exceeds this limit the motion grows
exponentially. He performs a Fourier analysis of the motion at
currents below the limit and finds that the tune of the symmetric
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mode (defined in figure 6.1) falls as the current increases and the
tune of the anti-symmetric mode rises. This dependence is clear;
the reasons are that the driving force is in phase with the motion
of the head (chapter III) and the response of a particle driven at
its natural frequency lags the driving force by 90°. Figure 6.6
shows the frequency dependence
of the tune; the instability
threshold is at the current where the two frequencies are equal.
This frequency domain picture of the instability clearly shows a
connection to Sacherer's mode mixing picture for bunch lengthening,
discussed in chapter V.

Figure
6.6-The mode
oscillation
tunes
vs
beam
current(Chao,
1983).
The solid line
is for the symmetric
mode and the dashed ones
for
the antisymmetric
mode.

w

CURRENT
Just as the two-particle model was generalized to a complete
mode analysis for ohromaticity
dependent effects, it can be
generalized for the strong head-tail instability also. The modes of
oscillation of the beam have current dependent tunes; when the tunes
of two modes become equal, one has reached the threshold for the
instability. Kohaupt (Kohaupt,1980) was the first to present this
picture, and it has been expanded upon by Zotter (Zotter, 1982) and
Taltnan (Talman, 1982). In his work Kohaupt developed a scaling law
for the threshold current which is consistent with the experimental
observations at PETRA (Kohaupt, 1980a). It is:
(o )/f5
(6.JI)

W t

where I t h is the threshold current and 0 is the average value of the
amplitude function at the RF cavity. The function f(a.) contains
all of the information about the strength and time dependence of the
wakefield. The B, Q , and energy dependences of this equation are
clear from the two-particle model. The tune shift of a particle is
directly proportional to 8 and inversely proportional to E . The
o
synchrotron tune dependence arises because the response of the tail
to the driving force of the head is directly proportional to the
synchrotron oscillation period.
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Extensive computer
simulations
of
the
strong head-tall
instability have been performed (Brandt and Zotter, 1983; Siemann,
1984) and they are in agreement with the energy, B, and synchrotron
tune dependences of eq. 6.4.
For example, figure 6.7 shows the B
dependence of the threshold current for PEP.
The nature of the
instability is shown in figure 6.8.
The motion of the center-ofmass grows exponentially as does the contribution of the instability
to the beam size.
This contribution is separated from that of
synchrotron radiation by subtracting in quadrature the natural beam
size.
Fourier analysis can be used to compare the simulation results
with the mode mixing picture.
Figure 6.9 shows Fast Fourier
transforms (FFT's) of the mean position of the bunch defined in eq.
6.1. At 5 mA the tunes of the m=0, m=-1 and m=+1 modes are clearly
visible. The zero current tunes of these modes are Q , Q -Q , and
p

Q.+Q
p

s

respectively.

p

&

By 12 mA the tune of the m=0 mode has shifted

sufficiently to mix with the m=-1 mode. The current dependences of
these tunes is shown in more detail in figure 6.10. The tune of the
m=0 mode decreases linearly with the current at small currents, and
then decreases more rapidly as the tune of the m=-1 mode is
approached. The tune of this mode is approximately independent of
current up to about 10 mA.
Above that current the tune increases
and approaches the tune of the m=0 mode.
These results are in
excellent agreement with the two-particle model and the theoretical
work attributing the strong head-tail instability to mode mixing.
In eq. 6.4 all of the details of the wakefields are contained in
the function f(o^). At PETRA is was found that the threshold
current increased as the bunch length was increased.
Zotter
(Zotter, 1982) has pointed out that in some cases shortening the
bunch could also increase the threshold.
Figure 6.11 shows the
results of a simulation exploring bunch length effects (Siemann,
1984). The interpretation of these results is not straightforward.
At zero chromaticity and for long bunch lengths there is an
indication of an increase in the threshold with decreasing bunch
length. However, this trend does not continue, and for very short
bunches the threshold is reduced well below its value for long
bunches. Examinations of plots of tunes vs current, center-of-mass
motion, and growth in beam size at short bunch lengths lead to the
conclusion that the beam current is limited here by the stability of
the m=0 mode.
Raising the chromaticity to ?=0.03 increases the threshold
current dramatically. The current limit becomes 17.6 mA, and at
that current the strong head-tail instability is encountered. At
positive chromaticity and short
bunch lengths another effect
appears. The beam is stable, but the phase space distribution is
distorted from the "natural" one produced by synchrotron radiation.
In the transverse the beam size is enlarged over the natural one.
This beam enlargement is discussed in detail below.
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Figure 6.7-B dependence
of the threshold current
is in
good agreement
with eq. (6.4).

Figure
6.8-The
zero
chromaticity instability
is evident in the beam
size and center-of-mass
motion.
b) shows the
beam
size
with
the
contribution
from
synchrotron
radiation
removed.
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A quantitative comparison between experiment and simulation
requires a detailed knowledge of the impedance of the storage ring.
The geometry and the 6 function values at each storage ring
component must be known.
Models of PEP were made taking the full
impedance to be due to the RF cavities (Siemann, 1984). The
contribution of an individual cavity geometry was the number of
cells (15 for each geometry) times the ratio of the B at the cavity
to the average 8.
Two of the operating conditions discussed by
Wilson and Rivkin (Wilson and Rivkin, 1982) were studied. The
operating conditions are given in Table II with the 0 values from
Table III.
For conditions A, the computer simulation finds thresholds of 17
mA and 15 mA in the vertical and horizontal respectively. The
Table III: 0 Values at the Individual Cavities for Two PEP
Operating Conditions (Wilson and Rivkin, 1983)

Cavity
Number
1
2

3
J»

5
6
7
8

Beam Pipe
Radius

6.39
5.92
5.46
5.01
4.58
4.25
4.02
3.80

Conditions A
ey(m)
0 x (m)

Conditions B
By(m)
B (m)
A

60.3
39.0
22.7
11.4

79.2
72.9
67.0
61.7
56.9
52.5
48.7
45.3

197.6
156.1
119.7
88.2
61.7
40.2
23.6
12.1

59.3
55.2
51.5
48.3
45.5
43.2
41.4
40.0

86.2

60.5

87.4

48.1

196.4
154.8
118.3
86.8
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experimentally observed instability is in the vertical plane with a
threshold of 8 mA (Wilson and Rivkin, 1982). For conditions B, the
simulation thresholds are 21 mA (vertical) and 15 mA (horizontal).
Under these conditions in PEP, the beam is unstable in the
horizontal plane with a threshold of 8.4 mA.
In both cases the' experimental threshold current is a factor of
two lower than the simulation result, and for conditions A there is
disagreement about the plane of the instability.
It is believed
that these disagreements are due to having an incomplete model of
the impedance of PEP. The estimate from the simulation is that the
cavities account for 50% of the total transverse impedance. This is
in agreement with the conclusion of Wilson and Rivkin. The
quantitative agreement between simulation and experiment should
become better as the model of the impedance becomes more complete.
The most positive validations of the simulation technique are the
observation of the strong head-tail instability in the simulation
and the factor of two agreement between the calculated and measured
thresholds in PEP.
C.

Synchrobetatron Coupling
A feature which has appeared in simulations intended for
studying the
strong
head-tail
effect
is
the presence of
synchrobetatron resonances driven
by the transverse wakefield
(Sundelin, 1979). A beam passing through the RF cavity displaced
from the symmetry axis produces longitudinal and transverse
wakefields (V and W ). The resultant transverse deflection that a
beam particle experiences depends on its longitudinal location in
the bunch; therefore the transverse deflection is modulated at the
synchrotron tune. Because the RF is non-linear this deflection is
also modulated at multiples of the synchrotron tune; this is the
same effect which lead to the peaks at multiples of Q in fig. 5.3These modulations result in synchrobetatron resonancesswMch follow
the rule Q + mQ = M where m and M are integers.(Sundelin, 1979).
ts
s
1
The deflecting field (W ) is accompanied by an accelerating
field (V ) with a transverse gradient, eq.(3.5). This field itself
can be an important factor
in
the detailed nature of the
synchrobetatron resonances. The regions of beam enlargement seen in
fig. 6.11 are a consequence of synchrobetatron resonances.
Figure
6.13 shows that the enlargement and instability thresholds are
functions of the betatron tune. These resonances cause a blow-up of
the transverse size of the beam with a correlated change in the
bunch length and energy spread (fig. 6.1 •M). This correlation arises
from inclusion of V in the simulation. Without this field the beam
fails to find a stable equilibrium in the enlargement region.
In a simulation of LEP, synchrobetatron resonances were also
observed (fig. 6.15).
These resonances were studied with and
without the longitudinal wakefields being included in the equations
of motion. Without the longitudinal wakefields there were no limits
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PEP CAVITY
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Figure 6.12-Different PEP cavity geometries. The general shapes are
the same; the cavities differ in beam pipe radius and size of the
nose cones.
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in the extent of the transverse increase in size. Including the
longitudinal wakefields did limit this blow-up in some cases.
D.

Conclusions
Computer simulations has given new insight into instability
mechanisms in accelerators. The phenomena which have been observed
included bunch
lengthening,
chromaticity dependent transverse
instabilities, the strong head-tail effect, and synchrobetatron
resonances.
Quantitative estimates of thresholds and detailed
studies of mechanisms are
possible with simulations.
Their
importance as accelerator design tools is sure to increase in the
future.
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Appendix A: Properties of Wakefields
Figure 3^1 shows the situation of interest and defines the
variables.
E(r(t),R(t),t) and
B(r(t),R(t),t) are the fields
produced by Q. Let a - denote a Fourier transform with respect to t
and z; for example
E,(r, R, t) =
(2TO~ 2 /".dk/^da) exp(i(kz+o)t))Ez (rT,RT,k,a>).

(A.1)

Substituting this into the expression for the longitudinal wake
potential, eq. (3.2) and performing the integrals over z and t one
obtains a 5(k + u/gc). That is, only a wave with wavenumber k—to/Be
remains in phase with q. Integrating this 6-function gives

(2IT)

f_g> due

o

E(

{—

W

(A.2)

For the transverse wakefield
r T . RT. t Q ) =
.-1f»
c) /

(

, iu)t , ±
do) e
o (E + 0CZ X

I)T

(A.3)

-»•

k(«-u/6c), and
and B are functions Of r t
T
1) The longitudinal and transverse wakefields are not independent:
This was shown by Panofsky and Wentzel (Panofsky & Wentzel, 1956)
and follows directly from Faraday's law. Substituting the Fourier
transforms into Faraday's law we have
where E

7 T x I + ikz x E = -iu>B

(A.H)

where ^_ is with respect to the coordinates of q.

Substituting

this expression for B into the integrand of eq. (A.3) gives
(E + Scz x B ) T = E T + ±j£ [ z x (^ x E + ikz x E) ]
=

ifi£ V\ I .
U!

The relationship between k
used.

Note that VTE

T

and

•> 0 as

(A.5)

Z

u

u> and

some vector identities were

•» 0 to keep the average transverse

deflection finite. Substituting in eq. (A.3)i
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- -(Si)"2 v_ /" d» eiu5to <-iE/u)
t
- -vT J_° vfi (rT, RT, t)dt .
(A.6)
This result, the result of Panofsky and Wentzel, follows from the
folding theorem of Fourier transforms (Morse and Feshbach, 1953.
pg.464) and the u> -> 0 limit mentioned above. Note that if the
longitudinal field is independent of r_ the transverse wakefield is
zero.
11) Spacer-charge wakefields: The wakefield that q experiences can
arise from many causes including changes in the vacuum chamber wall
geometry, resistance of this wall, etc. Space-charge wakefields are
those that arise
in
a
completely
smooth, zero resistance
environment.
Consider such an environment in the rest frame of Q and q.
•+*

There is a static electric field, E , froa the charge of Q, and
• * *

there is no magnetic field because of the absence of current. E
depends on the distance between Q and q (YBct in this frame) with a
functional form which depends on the boundary geometry.
example consider the case of free space (see figure A.1)

4

*eo

As an

[(Y B ct 0 ) 2 + r T 2 ] 3 / 2 "

q
0

z

Figure A»1-Variables and geometry for the space-charge wakefield*
••?

As Y becomes large the longitudinal field varies as y

and the

transverse as Y .
These dependences arise because the spacing
between q and Q in the lab is Lorentz contracted. Several
conplementary viewpoints are valuable.
First, since E is Lorentz
invariant
varies, as Y

(Jackson,

1963, pg.

380), the

longitudinal wakefield

, and, applying eq. (A.6), Iw j - Y~ . Alternatively
••*

°

the radial component of E
can be transformed into the lab
resulting in electric and magnetic fields and a Lorentz force given
by
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We again obtain the result that

|w.| - Y~

and realize that the Y

dependence in addition to that of E * comes from cancellation of
deflections from electric and magnetic fields.
Using the method of images (Jackson, 1963. pg. 26) it is
possible to construct the total static electric field from free
space fields. The conclusion about the Y dependences of the spacecharge wakefields is general.
An entirely different, and more formal, approach is to consider
the wave equation obtained by combining Ampere's law ami Faraday's
law:

v2 i - -L iff - % §J • -1 ?P
c2

3t 2

°

3t

e

(A.9)

o

where p is the charge density and j - Bopz is the current density.
Substituting the Fourier transform of p into the right-hand side of
(A.9) and taking the z component,

C "o £ + To ^ z "
(_i_)2

j^

da)

^

dk

e I(kz * Mt) p[i«u 0 Be

+

f

1 .

(A. 10)

o
-2
For k - -w/Be the quantity in brackets is proportional to Y , and
in the limit y •* » the solution to the homogeneous wave equation is
sufficient to obtain the longitudinal wake potential.
Ill) Hakefields in rotationally symmetric structures as 6 -» 1:
Using the homogeneous wave equation for E we have
z
2_
T
where E

T

rT

3<f)

is a function of r , R , if>, k--w/c, and u. This

equation can be solved by separation of variables to give
CO

E
z

-

I E m (R , k, u)r° cosm*.
T
T
m-0 z

(A.12)

Possible solutions of the form sinm* are neglected because Q cannot
excite such modes.
The modes with different m's
are orthogonal and can be
considered one at a time. The dependence of E
Z

on R_
1

follows
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directly from Wilson's "fundamental
theorem of beam loading"
(Wilson, 1978, 1982). The two principles used to prove this theorem
are linear superposition and energy conservation. When applied to
our case it states that the effective voltage that Q experiences is
one-half of that which q would experience if it followed at time t
- ir/u), r_, - IL, and $ = 0. Thus from eq. (A. 12) this effective
voltage is .5E m(R .k.aORj11; the energy lost into the accelerating
structure is directly proportional to this voltage. The stored
energy is equal to the integral of the energy density over the
volume of the structure; this energy density is proportional to
(Iz ) . Equating the stored energy to the lost energy gives Ez
R T m , and
E
z

and

= I E m(k,a,) R™ r™ cosm* ,
T
T
m=0 z

(A. 13)

CO

V.(r ,R ,<js,t ) - I V,m(t ) R™ r™ cosm* .
5
T
°
m=0 Q
° T T
From eq. (A.6)
W 6 (r T , RT> t Q ) -

(A.HO

I m W 6 m ( t o ) R!J? r™" 1 ( r cosm<j>-<j> sinm<(.)
m«=1
where
t

(A. 15)

V ^ v = " ; ~» v 6 m(t) dt-

U 16)

-

The mode with m = 0 does not produce a transverse wake because the
longitudinal field is independent of r,_ and $. The results in eqs.
(A.14) to (A.16) have been derived and presented by various authors
in different degrees of generality.
(Sundelin, 1977; Piwinski,
1980; Bane and Wilson, 1980; Siemann, 1982; Chao, 1983; Weiland,
1983).
Iv) Impedances and Wakefields
To lowest order in R T and r T the longtiduinal wakefield, eq.
l
l
(A.11), is
V& - V6°(t0) .
(A.17)
The negative of the Fourier transform of V
Imnedance (Laclare, 1980),
Z, (io) - - /" V.°(t) e" i u t dt .

(t ) is the longitudinal
(A. 18)

4-1
In
cannot
length
with a

the time domain wakefield calculations, a 6-function charge
be used, and the wakefields must be calculated for a finite
charge distribution. Typically a Gaussian bunch of length a
maximum at time t (see figure A.2) is used. Calling the

lowest-order term in the resultant wake potential V (t ) , the
relationship between V°(t ) and V.°(t ) is
o
o
o

v°

(t

o

)

1

•

(2ir)

1/2

•

;_<oexp{-(f-t)2/2o2)V6°(to-f)

.

(A.19)

a

to

r m s =<r -^

' i

Figure A.2-The definitions
of a and t for wakefields
produced by
a Gaussian
bunch.

Using the folding theorem
for Fourier transforms (Morse and
Feshbach, 1953, pg. U6U allows one to extract the impedance from the
wakefield:
Z, (u>) = -(2TT) 1/2 exp(u)2O2/2 + lost)/" V°(t)e~ia)tdt .

(A.20)

Above some value of OJ the charge distribution has negligible
frequency content and Z
calculated by eq. (A.20) is no longer
valid.
For the transverse wakefield eq. (A.15) to lowest order is
W. = W.1(t ) RT (rcos* - (frsin*) .
0

0

0

It is linear in R

(A.21)

1

end independent of the coordinates of the test

particle since the vector (rcos<)> - $sin<j>) points from the
symmetry axis to particle Q independent of <(>. The transverse
impedance is related to
1980)

the

Fourier

ZT(u) - i /"„ W s 1 (t) e" i w t dt.

transform by W

by (Laclare,
°
(A.22)

Z T (ID) can be extracted from the result of a time domain calculation
by a procedure identical to that used to obtain eq. (A.20).
The definitions of impedances given in eqs. (A.18) and (A.22)
are for rotationally symmetric structures.
For more complex
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structures impedances are defined analogously by using the Fourier
transforms of the lowest order terms in Taylor expansions of the
wakefield about the nominal beam position.
Two physical properties of wakefields reflect themselves as
mathematical properties of impedances. The wakefields must be real,
and therefore their Fourier transforms at -u must be the complex
conjugates of the transforms at +<i>. This means
Re (ZL(-u)) - Re (ZL(u>)) , Im (Z^-w)) - -Im (Z^to)) ,

(A.23)

Re (ZT(-u>)) - -He(ZT(u)) , Im (Z T (-<D)) - Im (Z^u)) .

(A.24)

and
The Hilbert transformation relates the real and imaginary parts
of analytic functions (Morse and Feshbach, 1953t Pg- 372). When
applied to the impedance it shows that the real and imaginary parts
of the impedance are not independent; they are related by

Re(Z(w)> - 1 PV.C
and

(A.25)

Im(ZU)) - - I
where PV indicates the principal value. Wilson (Wilson, 1982) has
shown that this mathematical property makes the wakefields causal;
i.e. V6(tQ)-0 for tQ<0.
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STATISTICAL PHENOMENA IN PARTICLE BEAMS*
Joseph J. Bisognano
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720
1 INTRODUCTION
Particle beams are subject to a variety of apparently distinct
statistical phenomena such as intrabeam scattering, stochastic
cooling, electron cooling, coherent instabilities, and radiofrequency noise diffusion. In fact, both the physics and mathematical description of these mechanisms are quite similar, with the
notion of correlation as a powerful unifying principle. Consider
the following examples:
a. When two particles collide, their phase space
coordinates determine the strength of the interaction.
After collision these coordinates are no longer statistically independent.
b. The normal Schottky spectrum of a beam (which
results from random phases of particle orbits) is suppressed by a stochastic cooling feedback system.
Feedback has produced some "micro-ordering" of the beam.
c. In electron cooling the cold electron beam
polarizes in response to the hot proton beam. This
polarization provides the coupling necessary for temperature relaxation.
d. A coherent oscillation of a beam requires that
particles move in unison. Statistical independence is
lost.
e. The spectrum of radio-frequency noise is characterized by temporal coherence, and its effects on a particle beam can be reduced by interparticle screening.
In all the above cases the randomness of coordinates among
beam particles is at least partially lost. Correlations have
developed.
In this presentation we will attempt to provide both a physical and a mathematical basis for understanding the wide range of
statistical phenoma that have been discussed. In the course of
this study the tools of the trade will be introduced, e.g., the
Vlasov and Fokker-Planck equations, noise theory, correlation functions, and beam transfer functions. Although a major concern will
be to provide equations for analyzing machine design, the primary
goal is to introduce a basic set of physical concepts having a very
broad range of applicability.
*This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy
Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, High Energy
Physics Division, U.S. Dept. of Energy, under Contract Ho.
DE-AC03-76SF00098.
OO94-243X/127O443-24 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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2 CORRELATIONS IN PHYSICAL SYSTEMS
Consider a collection of N beam particles with random transverse positions x, distributed normally with an rms deviation
a. The rms transverse position of the beam center is given by

if the transverse positions are statistically independent. Now
consider the action of a feedback system which damps x to zero.
We have
2

o = <x ) = 4 £ <xj> + (-^L Z (vj))

(2)

and, since the first term on the right is positive, the second term
must be negative. The feedback system has destroyed the statistical independence of the particle transverse positions, and in fact
has introduced on the average a negative correlation.
As a second example consider a collection of electronic oscillators with frequencies uf and random amplitudes and phase.
The signal produced by this collection will be of the form
s(t) = £

(a,- cos Ujt+ bj sin

Ujt)

(3)

where aj and bj are real, independent random variables
with rms values aj. This signal crudely models thermal noise,
which arises from many randomly excited modes of a system (e.g., a
resistor). Consider the average value of the product of this signal at two different times. In other words, calculate the autocorrection of s(t). We have
(s(tj) S(t 2 )) = £ o. 2 COS ujftj - t 2 ) .

(4)

Suppose the u^ are uniformly distributed in the interval iO,Q).
Then, when |ti - t-21 < ir/2fi, all the terms in the sum (4)
are positive, and the noise has a positive autocorrelation. On the
other hand, for
|ti - t21 >> TT/2R, the cosines will tend to
average to zero, and the correlation will vanish. In the limit of
infinite R, the correlation time tends to zero. Also note that
the auto-correlation function's frequency spectrum coincides with
the frequency distribution of the oscillators.
In what follows, the correlations illustrated above will be
studied in more rigorous detail.
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3 NOISE AND STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
Consider a collection of similar noise sources (labeled r) and
their respective signals s(t,r). For any fixed time to,
s(to,r) is a simple random variable with some distribution
function. Statistical properties of the signal are determined by
averaging over the collection of sources. Gf fundamental
importance is the average of the product of signals at different
times, the autocorrelation function R(ti,t2). We have
t,,r) s(t ? ,r)) .
(5)
' r
If
R
is a function of
tj - t2
only, the noise or
stochastic process is said to be weakly stationary. Having
established the nature of the averaging process, from i^ere on we
drop the r variable.
Given a noise signal s(t) for a particular source, we can
try to Fourier decompose it. We must expect some delta function
character similar to plane waves since s(t) on the average does
not fall off and thus there is infinite energy when integrated for
all time. Let s{t) have the Fourier decomposition
s(t) = I du a(u) e i u t

(6)

with a(u) = a(-u)
for s(t) real. As in the earlier model
of electronic noise, oscillators at different frequencies should
be uncorrelated. For this continuous distribution of oscillators,
this condition is summarized by the relation
(a(o') a(u")) = P( u ') «( o + u')

(7)

where P is the distribution function for the oscillators.
The average power of the noise source is defined by

*J
Using relation (7) we have

(3)
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aV

T
lim ffck, do1 <a(u)
a( u ')*>/ s 1 '?[u( " - " u?',}
= Jf d u P(u) (9)
^
)T

TV*. JJ

and the fundamental relation that P is the power spectrum of the
noise process. [Problem: Using Eq. (7) show that the power spectrum is related to the auto-correlation through the Fourier
trail;fcr:r ( .] For more details on random processes and noise see
Papoulis. 8
4

SCHOTTKY NOISE

Of particular interest to the accelerator physicist i s the
noise produced by a particle beam, the Schottky noise or signal
(one person's noise is another's signal). The current of a single
particle circulating in a storage ring is given by
int.
I(t) = £ i ( t n

nT ) = f

1

(10)

where
fi
is the revolution frequency,
ui = 2ir f - j ,
Ti =
1/fj,
and sij is a random phase. The last equivalence f o l lows from a Fourier series decomposition of the periodic delta
functions. The a(u) decomposition for the beam Schottky noise is

a(u) =
i

f. e

(11)

where we sum over a l l particles in the beam. I f the particle f r e quency differencies are small, the spectrum reduces to separate
frequency bands for each n. Within one band the a(u) satisfy
the condition

(a(u) aJu'y = LJ 1
1

.-rf.)
J

j

If iJj is independent of rfj,
of u-; (normalized to unity),

• «{o - nu..) «(o' + n u .) .

(12)
and

and

5

f(u)

is the distribution
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near
u = nu 0 ,
u 0 = average revolution frequency.
We have
that the power spectrum of the coasting beam Schottky signal mirrors the frequency distribution of the beam. But what if the revolution frequencies and phases are correlated (from, for example,
feedback through a damping system or machine impedance)? Let the
correlation be described by a distribution f2>

2

!• 2» 1* 2

n

n

where the decomposition follows from rotational invariance of the
coasting beam. It can be shown that the power spectrum (14) is
modified by an additional term

for modest frequency resolutions. Correlations have deformed the
Schottky signals, and the simple interpretation in terms of the
frequency distribution of the beam is lost. Thus, when the selfinteraction of the beam is strong, either from feedback or through
space charge or other machine impedances, the interpretation of
Schottky scans becomes subtle. [Problem: Derive Eq. (16) and the
equivalent expression when the beam is macroscopically bunched
starting from Eq. (12).]
5 STOCHASTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS AND SAMPLING
In studying stochastic cooling and radio-frequency noise
phenomena, one often encounters differential equations of the form
dT = s ( t )

(17)

where s(t) is a random process (i.e., noise) and x is some beam
parameter (betatron amplitude or action, energy error). The basic
approach to solution of Eq. (17) is to treat s(t) as a simple
function (after all, once the experiment is done we know what s(t)
is) throughout the calculation, and take expectations values -t
the last moment. The formal solution to Eq. (17) is simply

x(T) =

dt s(t) .

(18)

• /

If we ask for the rms increase in
calculate

x

per unit time, we need to
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y|x(T)|2
for large
obtain

T.

Using the Fourier expansion for

J

+00

J

1

0

s,

Eq. (6), we

+OD

1

= T f dt f dt" f du
"0

(19)

-oo

I do" <a(u') a( u ")) e l V t " e1'""*" .
-co

The l i m i t
Hm T

s1n

u T

r = 2w «( u )

(21)

= 2» P(0)

(22)

yields the final result
lim I A > ; ; '

that is, after long times, only the spectrum in the neighborhood
of zero frequency matters.
Now consider a beam in a ring with a noise source localized
at one particular azimuth (e.g., a radio-frequency cavity). The
signal at the cavity is s(t), but a given particle samples this
signal only once per revolution. The signal "seen" by the particle
is
n

o
e 1 n u t s(t) .

(23)

It is left to the reader to show that Fourier transform
given by

g is

g(u) = £ aiu - nt,0) .
n
Again, if we are interested in the rms behavior of x,

(24)

1 > 2, £ P(nU()) .
n

(25)

Thus the particle's rms parameter is affected by noise power only
at harmonics of i t s revolution frequency.
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6 CUMULANT EXPANSION
In solving stochastic differential equations we are often in
the position of taking expectation values of functions of a random
variable. One particularly important function is the exponential
and its expectation value
fdt A(t)<
J

x

(26)

where A(t) is some random process. Although there is a general
relation (the cumulant expansion) for this expectation value, we
wil? derive here an expression for a simple but extremely valuable
special case. First, consider the correlation of four time signals
of the noise source defined in Eq. (3). It can be shown [Problem:
Show] that for N oscillators
(s(t1)s(t2)s(t3)s(t4)) = £ R(t. - t.)R(tk - t A )+ 0 (^). (27)
perm
In the limit of an infinite number of oscillators this yields the
basic relation

£

^ ] ><

k

&

^ (28)

where a(u) is as defined in Eq. (6). This property is typically
true of electronic noise, with the generalization that the expectation of the product of 2M signals is the sum over all permutations
of the two by two autocorrelations. Now consider the series expansion of (26). We have (assuming <A> = 0)

Jdt A(t

\ = 1+ £

+ J r I dt,dt ? dt,dt d £
•J
perm
• ...

(29)

.

After some combinatoric gymnastics Cwhich are left to the reader]
we have

fdt Afth

.*

i Jf<A(t11)A(t£ ?)>dt
dt
l 1£ ?

\=ed

.

(30)
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The f u l l y general derivation of the cumulant expansion may be found
i n Van Kampen.10
7 LIOUVILLE'S EQUATION AND CONSEQUENCES
Consider a system of
N particles with 6N canonical
coordinates. We can represent the state of this system at some
fixed time by a single vector in 6N-dimensional space. Points in
t h i s space represent possible states for these N particles. A
distribution of such systems (representing our incomplete knowledge
of a l l the particle coordinates) i s described by a density function
D(q,p,t) where q and p are the 6N canonical variables and
D(q,p,t)dqdp gives the fraction of systems in the phase space
volume dqdp. Let u = (q,p). Then conservation of the number of
systems is expressed by the continuity condition
•I? + V • (uD) = 0 .

(31)

For Hamiltonian systems
aq*

+

3P,-

TT IT = °
«q.j

(32)

op.,-

and (31) reduces to the condition of incompressible f l u i d flow
i f + u • VD = 0

(33)

which is Liouville's theorem.? A few comments are in order.
F i r s t , Liouville's theorem is a statement on the 6N-dimensional
ensemble space, not on the 6-dimensional phase space of the oneparticle distribution of the beam. As we shall see, i f interparticle correlations are negligible (the Vlasov equation regime), then
the one-particle distribution also behaves as an incompressible
f l u i d . But this situation is only approximate. Secondly, not a l l
particle interactions in an accelerator are Hamiltonian (when
attention is restricted to the beam). Wall resistance is one example of a dissipative force. Of more interest are feedback systems
which i f properly phased produce a dissipative, velocity-dependent
self-interaction.
The next step in the analysis is to integrate Eq. (31) over
6N - 6 variables to derive an expression for the evolution of the
one-particle distribution. Define the one-and two-particlr; d i s t r i butions by
f 1 ( q 1 . p 1 . t ) = j dq 2 ...dp N D(q,p,t) ,

(34)
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(35)
We have on integrating Eq. (31)

(

(36)

^

We take a general interaction of the form
(37)

p, = Yd)

+

E G(1,j) ,
J
where X,Y represent external forces and
forces with the auxiliary condition

(38)

1

F,6

interparticle
(39)

which allows for possible self-interaction.

Then we finally (.') have

Let
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•

U

of, f
W I dq2dp2

F(lf2)

f (q

l 2p2}

- N j dq£'<p2 F{1,2) ^ J - g(q1,P1,q2,P2)

- N I dq2dp2 6(1,2} -±- g(q1,p1,q2,p2) .

(40)

An itemization of each term on the right side in this complicated equation is in order. The first two terms describe the
action of an external force (which may be noise). The second two
terms describe self-interaction (for stochastic cooling), which
may be dissipative. The third two terms describes the average
forces generated by the beam as i f i t were a continuous charge
distribution. Integration is over the one-particle distribution,
which gives the gross density of beam particles. These are the
terms of the Vlasov equation used to derive instability thresholds.
Finally, the last two terms describe micro-correlations of the beam
particle's phase space coordinates. It is this set of terms which
includes scattering and polarization effects. Note that without
the self-interaction and correlation terms, the above equation is
consistent with incomr -:;sible fluid flow. With the additional
terms, i t is only a continuity relation (the time derivative equal
to a divergence of a current) which conserves unit normalization
of particle number.
On integrating the basic Liouville relation (31) over
6N - 12, etc., variables,equations for ths two-particle correlation
g and higher-order correlations can be derived. All such equations have the property of including the next higher order term,
as the one-particle equation derived above required the twoparticle correlation. The resulting nested set is the so-called
BBGKY hierarchy. I t is solved only approximately by truncation of
the hierarchy at some level, with the introduction of some physical
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reason why higher-order correlational effects are small. This w i l l
be discussed in greater detail in l a t e r sections.
We now have developed both noise and many-particle analytic
tools. The next step i s to combine them. The result w i l l be our
f i r s t encounter with the Fokker-Planck equation. Later on we w i l l
show that Eq. (40) with correlations can also be cast i n the form
of a Fo':ker-Planck with the addition of polarization or Debye
screening effects. The f i n a l section of t h i s paper w i l l apply this
analysis to the variety of phenomena discussed in the introduction.
So far we have looked at the action of noise on a singlep a r t i c l e coordinate. Of more interest to the accelerator scientist
i s the evolution of the beam d i s t r i b u t i o n function which describes
the phase space occupied by the entire beam. In the next sections,
therefore, we seek equations f o r the time variation of the beam
d i s t r i b u t i o n functions in the presence of an external noise
excitation. In addition, we w i l l f i n d a description of intrabeam
effects such as scattering and polarization. In particular, the
response of a beam to i t s own Schottky noise (scattering) w i l l be
remarkably similar to i t s response to external noise.
8 FOKKER-PLANCK EQUATION FROM NOISE CONSIDERATIONS
Diffusion due to noise (primarily from the radio-frequency
system) limited the l i f e t i m e of stored beams at the SPS during
early operation. Lifetimes were improved dramatically with the
introduction of low noise oscillators and beam feedback, which
provides screening of the noise.
This phenomenon i s best
described by a Fokker-Planck equation, 4 and t h i s section is
devoted to a derivation
of the same. We w i l l follow the analysis
of
Van Kampen.1"
Alternative
derivations
from a "Markov
process" point of view can be found almost everywhere.
Consider the longitudinal motion of beam particles undergoing
(possibly nonlinear) synchrotron o s c i l l a t i o n s . The evolution of
the one-particle distribution i s most easily described i n terms of
action-angle variables, and i t follows from Eq. (40) that for simple oscillatory motion the one-particle d i s t r i b u t i o n evolves
according to

£-"»<»§

(41)

where I and 6 are the action-angle variables and v(I) is the
oscillation frequency. Suppose a noise source S(t) acts through
the radio-frequency system to perturb the energy of a particle
undergoing synchrotron oscillations. Then the action-angle equatfons become
.
__
1 = ^21 sin i Ut) s aj ,
i = v + -L cos i 5(t) = a. ,
\2I
•

with the Hamiltonian condition

(42)
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and Eq. (41) is modified to

*1if>-

A

(44)

I t is often easier to remove the zeroth-order oscillation by the
method of characteristics. In action-angle variables this takes
the form of the simple transformation
i = e + vt
with the transformed equations of motion
e = - j L cos(e + vt) C(t)

+

v1 V21 sin(e + vt) S(t) = a s »

S="i(aefi - ^ ( a I f ) •

< 45 >

Equation (45) has the simple form of an operator differential
equation

f£=A(t)f

(46)

which has the formal solution
f = eJ0

f(Oi .

(47)

Some care must be taken in defining the time ordering of terms in
t h i series expansion of 10the exponential function. The reader is
referred to Van Kampen
for a thorough discussion of this
issue. The situation simplifies considerably i f the correlation
time of the noise source is short compared with the relaxation time
of the system. That i s , i f the gross variation of f either due
to oscillation frequency spread or due to the diffusion by the
noise is slow relative to the correlation time of the noise source,
subtleties of time ordering become unimportant. This is the case
for radio-frequency noise diffusion, where the correlation time is
determined by the bandwidth of tfce radio-frequency system ( k i l o hertz to megahertz) with corresponding correlation times typically
less than a millisecond, and diffusion times are minutes or hours.
Returning to Eq. (47), we need to evaluate the expectation
value of the exponential operator. Fress the cumulant expansion
(30) for Gaussian noise, we immediately have
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f(t)

i fJ
7

* dt,
f* dt2 ? <A(t,)A(t.)>
l J o
2
°
1
f{0)

= e

B

f dt,1 Jo
P dt29 <A(t,)A(t
1 2 ?)>

e Jo

f(0)

{4g)

or the equivalent integral equation, on differentiating (48),

J

a,(t * x) | f * £ .,(*) ae(t * T) i f

where the limits of the integral have been extended to infinity by
the assumption of short correlation time.
For the specific example defined by Eq. (42), Eq. (49) reduces
to

sin e £(t)V2T sin(e + VT) c(t + T ) | \ i f (50)
o
for solutions with no e dependence. If the noise source has a
power spectrum P(u), we have, on averaging over e,

(51)

3f

D/

\ 3

i* - «-"" ?r ('if).

{52)

which i s the promised Fokker-Planck equation. [Problem: Show that
( l / t ) e x p ( - I / D t ) i s a solution of Eq. (52) which describes d i f f u sion, with the rms spread i n I increasing l i n e a r l y with time.]
9 TWO-PARTICLE CORRELATION EQUATIONS
In the previous section we derived the basic Fokker-Planck
equation f o r diffusion due to an external noise source. I n the
following we extended this analysis t o include diffusion due to
i n t e r p a r t i c l e interaction, where the other beam particles act very
much as an additional noise source. In addition, beam particles
can polarize and shield a given particle both from the random
f i e l d s generated by the beam and from external noise.
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Integrating the Liouville relation (31) over 6N - 6 variables
results in an equation for the two-particle correlation. Oefine

f = f2 .

(53)

Here we have subtracted from the two-particle distribution macroscopic effects deriving from possible lack of uniformity of the
single-particle distribution.
For a coasting beam we have that e = u(p) i s independent of
e. In the present notation this corresponds to F(q,p) = F(p).
With this assumption the correlation function g satisfies the
equation

J
9f, f
- N i p j J dq3dP3 G (qi.q 3 .
af,

f

- N I p l J dq3dp3

G(

**2»*»3'p

+ 0 (3-particle correlations) .

(54)
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For the most general equation with F(q,p) see Chattopadhyay,,^
Again some description is necessary. First note that threeparticle effects appear as the two-particle correlations appeared
in the one-particle equation (40). This is a general phenomenon
which continues in all orders of distribution equations, the socalled BBGKY hierarchy. This infinite set of equations must be
truncated at some level to obtain closed-form solutions, and therefore some physical rationale must be introduced to justify such a
step. In a plasma physics context this hierarchy is viewed as an
expansion in a small parameter which is the ratio of the interaction energy to thermal energy. For feedback systems, this expansion parameter is more naturally expressed as a ratio of coherent
damping or growth rate to various frequency spreads (revolution,
synchrotron, betatron) of the beam. In any case it is generally
true that this expansion parameter is less than unity. One primary
exception is large-angle Coulomb scattering where the two-particle
interaction can be quite large.
Now we will try to give some physical description of the various terms of Eq. (54). The second two terms on the right side
describe the direct effects of beam particles perturbing each
other; note that the single-particle distribution provides the
weighting for interaction. These terms, therefore, describe scattering of beam particles, each of which is assumed to be distributed independently. Alternatively, this term pictures the beam
particles as independent noise sources. The first two terms
describe, how existing correlations mouify this picture (e.g.
whether there is polarization which screens particles that are
distant from each other). The velocity terms on the left produce
enhancement of interaction of particles close in velocity (just as
for external noise, where only the power spectrum of the noise in
the vicinity of some natural frequency of an oscillator can cause
long-term diffusion). The last two terms on the right describe
coherent forces due to the gross beam distribution. The last four
terms on the right are of order 1/N relative to the others terms
and can be dropped along with the three-particle correlation
effects.
Equation (54) can be solved under the assumption that the
relaxation time of the correlation g is fast on the scale of
variation of fj. Again, we will find, as was the case for
external noise, that this disparity of time scales allows for a
Fokker-Planck approximation to the problem. For typical feedback
systems, g describes the buildup of coherence; e.g., screening
or instability growth which have rise times of a few milHsecond,
whereas cooling or diffusion occurs with time scales of several
seconds.
For simplicity consider a longitudinal interaction only and
take as our variables (approximately canonical) azimuthal angle e
and energy error x = E - E o . Such an interaction models a
coasting1
beam,
longitudinal
stochastic
cooling
feedback
system. We assume the interaction can be expanded in the form
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( 5 5 )

For a uniform beam the correlation can be expanded as

g(e 1 ,e 2 ,x 1> x 1 ,t) = £ g^XpXg.t) e

U(e,-e 2 )

(56)

J6

and we define
H4(x j) = N I dx 2 G_Jl(x2) g^XpXg) + f(xj) G.^Xj) .

(57)

For a uniform beam the one-particle distribution equation may be
written as

££

(58)

[]

After Laplace transforming with f considered constant, we have
from Eqs. (54) and (57) the integral equation

where
—
e

*|4|'xl) =1

+

fXf J

dx

G-

2 H(M -

(x )
M

) •

(60)

The e-function is referred to as the dielectric function in the
plasma physics l i t e r a t u r e , and, as we shall see, describes the
polarization of the beam In response to a source.
Except for the details of the gain G, this is the integral
equation of Lenard-Balescu. The solution requires some complex
plane gymnastics. However, an Iterative solution, assuming the
second term on the right Is small, yields on insertion Into
Eq. (58) the Fokker-Planck equation
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3f
3t == -

L

NTT

3X

tax

7n

+ (principle value integrals) .

flf
3X

(61)

The exact solution yields the same result without the principle
value integrals. The second-derivative term is very much like that
encountered earlier for external noise and w i l l produce diffusion.
Note that the distribution f appears twice in this term - - once
as the evolving distribution function (af/ax) and once as the
source of the effective noise ( f ( x ) ) . The e-function describes
shielding. Note that for large gain G, | e J >> 1 , and the beam
noise is effectively reduced. External noise w i l l be similarly
shielded.
The f i r s t term on the right is new and can introduce damping
of phase space. For example, consider the simple partial different i a l equation

!£ = JL( gx f)

(62)

f(x,t) = e 9 t f o (e 9t x)

(63)

with the solution

where f
is an arbitrary i n i t i a l distribution function. Note
that the width of the distribution decreases exponentially while
the peak value increases exponentially.
Normalization i s
preserved. For stochastic cooling systems, the gain G i s chosen
to yield a damping self-interaction as i n (62) and (63) with
G(e,e) = £

Gp * 0 .

The dielectric function acts to reduce this self-interaction. Note
that, from Eq. (60), whether
| e j » 1 and there is strong
shielding or signal suppression depends on the product
N
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(x)

(64)

Thus, the optimal value of Gj. scales as 1/N, with more effective cooling for large harmonic number l and small particle
number N. Also note that as the density derivative
af/ax
increases, smaller gains are required for optimal cooling.
For multidimensions or multispecies the analysis proceeds
analogously to the above, with the integrals becoming the product
of multiple integrals and sums over species.
For such
multidimensional-species systems, the first-derivative term can be
nonzero even i f there i s no self-interaction; in other words
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even if

£

6, = 0 .

(For one-dimensional systems with no self-interaction, various
residues in the second derivative term cancel this effect of the
dielectric function.)
This so-called frictional term drives
relaxation of temperatures between different dimensions or species.
Finally, we recall that diffusive effects of beam particles
appear as a noise source with power spectrum proportional to f { x ) ,
just as in our earlier derivation of the Schottky noise spectrum.
In the Fokker-Planck equation, however, we find these effects modified by beam shielding through the e-function. I t is l e f t to the
reader to show from the expression (16) and Eq. (59) that the
Schottky noise seen through a pickup is also deformed by a factor
Of

|e|-2.

10 RELAXATION PROCESSES WITH THE COULOMB INTERACTION
In the previous section we have seen that correlational
effects lead both to diffusion (through fluctuating fields) and
polarization (signal suppression) phenomena. In stochastic cooling
systems, because of the single-particle dissipative interaction,
there is a net frictional term which causes damping of phase space
and an increase in the single-particle density. Schottky noise
provides a diffusive mechanism, and polarization acts to shield
particles, diminishing both damping introduced by the selfinteraction and the diffusion introduced by Schottky noise.
However, when multidimensional and multispecies effects are
included, the induced polarization can also lead to frictional
phenomena even if there is no dissipative self-interaction. For
example, for the conservative Coulomb interaction this polarization-induced frictional force can drive temperature relaxation
between two species at differing temperatures (electron cooling).
Also, both frictional effects and diffusive effects can lead tt
relaxation of phase space density between transverse and longitudinal dimensions of a particle beam (intrabeam scattering).
Azimuthal variations in lattice functions of a strong focusing
accelerator can also allow coupling to the gross beam kinetic
energy, which can then be thermalized by this scattering mechanism.
The equation for a multicomponent plasma interacting through
the Coulomb force follows from arguments analogous to those used
in deriving Eq. (61) for feedback systems with the substitution of
the simple Fourier kernel

£

2

of the Laplace equation, where k is the Fourier conjugate variable (2ir/wavelength) to the spatial coordinate and up is the
plasma frequency
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7
o

2
= 4irnq /m

(66)

where n = particle density, q = charge, and in = mass. For
example, the evolution for the single-particle
density for an
unconfined plasma of i n f i n i t e extent i s 6
3f(v,)
e (k,k.v l U

6(k°v, - k'

(67)

where v is the particle velocity and
2
u

e (k,«) = 1 + \ -

I dv

* ..... k • 4r.

(68)

Note the similarities to Eqs. (60) and (67). If there are more
than one species, multidimensional integrals include summations
over particle species as another (Integer) coordinate.
Equation (67) can be rewritten (with the help of some Cauchy
integral identities) in an alternative form whfch emphasizes twoparticle scattering effects:

n

2 k
u_

—w •

p 7

- k»v')
|e(k,k.v)
(69)

The resulting equation
is the small-angle approximation to the
Boltzmann equation11 with the addition of screening provided by
the e function. Although Eq. (69) follows from the basic phase
space continuity condition (31) and the notions of polarization and
fluctuation, the Boltzmann perspective is that of two-particle
scattering, and Eq. (69) (without e) is the small momentum transfer
per collision limit (Taylor's expansion) of the fundamental
Boltzmann equation
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f(v x ) f(v 2 ) |vx - v 2 |da(v 1 ,v 2 > vjv 2 ) .
(70)

With this viewpoint the relaxation of the particle distribution is
driven by two-particle scattering through the differential cross
section da. Note that Eq. (67) with e equal to unity contains
both frictional (first-derivative) and diffusion (secondderivative) terms, and therefore, by equivalence to Eq. (69)
implies that two-particle scattering can produce both frictional
forces and diffusion. Lewis** details this decomposition. From
Eq. (68) we have that e(k) can be large for small k (or long
wavelength). Thus, long-range fields can be screened (Debye
shielding), whereas short-range fields are not screened. Since
Eq. (70) does not include screening, it must be inserted by hand
in cutting off the infinite Coulomb cross section. On the other
hand, large-angle scattering is not included in Eqs. (67) and (69).
Both intrabeam scattering and electron cooling of heavy particle beams derive from Coulomb scattering, which causes coupling
between degrees of freedom at different temperatures. For a typical storage ring beam the transverse temperature exceeds the longitudinal temperature in the beam rest frame, and scattering can lead
to longitudinal emittance growth and associated damping of transverse emittance. This simplest intrabeam scattering mechanism can
be modified by machine dispersion, with both longitudinal and
transverse emittance growth. In electron cooling a cold electron
beam interacts with a hotter heavy particle beam, with Coulomb
scattering Inducing temperature relaxation and an increased phase
space density of the heavy particle beam.
The theory of intrabeam scattering as it exists today does not
make full use of the correlational formalism that has been presented in this paper. Rather, moment equations are derived by
averaging multiple Coulomb scattering over beam parameters. The
approximations involved are very much in the spirit of the
Boltzmann equation as discussed above. Single, large-angle scattering events which can lead to particle loss are not included in
the analysis. (This loss mechanism, primarily important in low
energy electron rings, is known as the Touschek effect.) Multiple
Intrabeam scattering has been2 successfully treated by Piwinski, 12
and by Bjorken and Mtingwa, who present a thorough exposition.
Instead of duplicating their mathematical analysis, attention,
here, will focus on the basic physical principles involved in multiple intrabeam scattering.
Consider a stored beam with nominal energy and momentum E
and p, respectively. A particle with momentum p + ap in the
laboratory frame will have a Lorentz transformed momentum in the
beam frame given by
=|P + I^P "

(71)
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For small

Ap, the roots may be expanded to yield
Ap1 = Ap/ Y .

(72)

[Problem: Compare the longitudinal and transverse momenta in the
beam frame of your favorite storage ring.]
To get a simple picture of the effect of scattering on beam
emittance, consider the rather special case of elastic scattering
of two particles with equal longitudinal momentum, pi = p ? = p,
t = -p~
t = x'p, and horizontal
opposite horizontal momentum p^
position xj = X2 = 0. Let the scattering event transfer the
entire horizontal momentum into longitudinal momentum. From
Eq. (72) we have in the laboratory frame that the longitudinal
momentum of each particle has changed in absolute value by
|X'PT|

.

(73)

The scattering event has acted to increase the longitudinal momentum spread of the beam at the expense of transverse emittance.
However, dispersion provides a mechanism which can simultaneously
excite transverse emittance growth. The horizontal emittance w
of an individual particle is defined by

ew = xf + ( a x . + B X ' ) 2
B

(74)

PC

where B and a are the usual lattice functions, and x e and
x e ire the betatron phase coordinates relative to the closedorbit. Because each particle initially has zero momentum error,
the horizontal emittance before collision is
Bw = B 2 x' 2 .

(75)

Momentum error develops after the collision which moves the closedorbit by D ap/p, where D is the dispersion. Although the particles have not changsd their horizontal position during the brief
collision, relative to the closed-orbit we have

x ' > - D1 & = ?D\x' •
8

(76)

p

The emittance after collision i s , from Eq. (74), equal to
BW = D 2 Y 2 X ' 2 + (cdh

The net change in emittance is

+

BD'Y)2 X ' 2 .

(77)
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-Is2 - D 2 Y 2 ) x' 2

where
If

D 2 = D 2 + U D • BD') 2 .
D2 > p2

(78)

(79)
(80)

both the horizontal and longitudinal emittances are increased by
intrabeam scattering. The exact calculation of growth rates2
requires averaging over the Coulomb cross section weighted by the
beam phase space distribution; however, the basic requirement for
damping or growth remains approximately correct. In the smooth
lattice approximation for a ring of radius R, tune v, and transition rt = 1/vS condition (80) reduces to
y > Yt

(81)

or that both transverse and longitudinal coordinates w i l l grow
because of intrabeam scattering when the beam energy is above the
transition energy. For en actual alternating gradient machine
there is no simple relationship between local dispersion as averaged by the intrabeam scattering and the transition energy, and
this simple condition for transverse growth may be violated.
[Problem: Show that a change in the transverse momentum by Ap^
induces a longitudinal momentum change of the order of only
Ap|/2p in the laboratory frame. Also, show in the laboratory frame that the energy ex-hanged between the colliding p a r t i cles discussed above comes primarily from longitudinal momentum
transfer.] At f i r s t glance i t may appear that growth of both
transverse and longitudinal
emittance may violate energy
conservation. A betatron oscillation, however, is a continual
exchange of energy between transverse and longitudinal coordinates
in the machine frame (since with a pure magnetic l a t t i c e there is
no potential energy). The change in longitudinal momentum as a
betatron oscillation transfers transverse momentum (as calculated
in the above problem) i s second order in the transverse momentum,
and is therefore negligible.
The dispersion-induced betatron
oscillation w i l l also derive energy from the longitudinal kinetic
energy of the beam. In the beam frame there i s both an electric
f i e l d (the Lorentz transformed magnetic field) and the angular
momentum effective potential to ensure energy conservation.
For electron cooling of heavy particles, an electron beam
moving parallel to a heavy particle beam at the same velocity
increases the phase space density of the heavy particle beam
through Coulomb scattering. The relaxation process is a competition between polarization induced f r i c t i o n and diffusion from f i e l d
fluctuations, with equilibrium reached when these two effects
cancel. Since for electron cooling i t i s usually the case that the
temperature of the electron and heavy particle beams are disparate,
the total system is far from equilibrium and the frictional term
dominates.
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The earlier work on electron cooling calculated the drag force
from a simple binary collision model similar to that discussed for
intrabeam scattering, with the effects of Debye screening crudely
introduced as a long-range cutoff of the Coulomb cross section.
In recent efforts, Sorensen and Bonderup" have made use of the
dielectric description of polarization as has been highlighted in
this paper. This approach has clear advantages when densities are
high enough and temperatures low enough that collective phenomena
cannot be neglected. In such cases the exact nature of interparticle screening, as best described by the dielectric function e,
can no longer be ignored.
11
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ABSTRACT
A conceDtuai survey and exposition is presented of some fundamental aspects of fluctuations
and coherence, as well as the interplay between the two, in coasting charged-particle beams—both
continuous and bunched—in storage rings. A detailed study is given of the speu.al properties of
the incoherent phase-space Schottky fluctuations, their propagation as waves in the beam, and the
analytic complex coherem beam electromagnetic response or transfer function. The modification
or distortion of these by collective interactions is examined in terms of simple regeneration
mechanisms. Collective or coherent forces in the beam-storage-ring system are described by
defining suitable impedance functions or propagators, and a brief discussion of the coherent
collective modes and their stability is provided, including a general and rigorous description of the
Nyquist stability criterion. The nature of the critical fluctuations near an instability threshold is
explored. The concept of Landau damping and its connection with phase-mixing within the beam
is outlined. The important connection between the incoherent fluctuations and the beam response,
namely the Fluctuation-Dissipation relation, is revealed. A brief discussion is given of the
information degrees of freedom, and effective temperature of the fluctuation signals. Appendices
provide a short resume of some general aspects of various interactions in a charged-particle
beam-environment system in a storage ring and a general introduction to kinetic theory as applied
to particle beams.
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF FLUCTUATIONS
AND COHERENCE IN CHARGED-PARTICLE BEAMS
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Swapan Chattopadhyay
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

In the garden of Indra shine a million pearls, reflecting and caught in a web.
Each pearl, by reflecting its neighbour,
reflects the infinity of all the others and their images.
From the Avatamsaka Sutra

1.

INTRODUCTION
The physics of charged-particle beams in accelerators and storage rings incorporates
techniques and concepts in clss'ica! and modern physics in its extreme variety. The fundamental
interaction relevant to a charged-particle beam-storage-ring system is of electromagnetic origin
only. Yet the basic dynamical processes consistently allowed and exhibited by ihe system are very
large in number indeed. They have observable effects that are extremely relevant either for the
purpose of diagnostics or as important tools for understanding the usefulness or basic limitations
of the accelerator as an experimental apparatus directed towards a specific goal. Occasionally,
deeper studies of some of these processes have led to fundamentally new dimensions in basic
physics research. For example, stochasticity in synchrotron motion and the beam-beam
interaction in the colliding mode has given practical motivation and renewed impetus to non-linear
dynamics, and the study of Schottky fluctuations in a particle beam has initiated the whole new
field of stochastic cooling, the singularly distinctive invention behind the recent discovery (1983)
of the massive weak quanta W * and Z°, the intermediate vector bosons (IVBs) at CERN.
The rich variety of processes in accelerators and storage rings stems from the fact that the
number of particles in a charged-particle beam is large, but finitely so. The number is neither too
small (e.g. five or ten or a hundred), so that a finite small number of normal modes will suffice for
a description of the few-body system, nor too large (e.g. 1023), so that one can treat the beam as a
continuous fluid in configuration. Thus it is that there exist in particle beams intrinsic fluctuations
due to a finite number of discrete particles, as well as coherence or collective correlations due to
the rather large number of interacting particles; they are both manifest with equal strength in beam
behaviour. For a satisfactory description, one thus needs to resort to the rather unappetizing
formalism of general kinetic theory in the microscopic phase space of the many-body system.
Nevertheless, this richness in the variety of physical processes in storage rings can mostly be
understood in terms of its three categorical aspects: a) the incoherent discrete single-particle
phenomena; b) the coherent collective phenomena; and c) the interesting and subtle interplay
between aspects (a) and (b) above.
Aspect (a) reminds us of keywords such as scattering, fluctuations, diffusion, etc. The
corresponding relevant processes in accelerators are intrabeam multiple Coulomb scattering,
Schottky fluctuations in a charged-particle beam, RF noise diffusion, Schottky noise diffusion in
stochastic cooling, quantum fluctuations in t * storage rings, synchrotron radiation damping,
incoherent beam-beam effect, etc. Aspect (b) embodies the key concept of correlation or
0094-243X/1270467-157 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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coherence. Collective phenomena are manifestations of the dynamics of correlations in the phase
space of dynamical variables at different hierarchical levels. The corresponding processes are
numerous: the coherent oscillation modes and instabilities (both hydrodynamic and Vlasov kinetic
types) of the charged-particle beam; phenomenon of coherent beam response; Landau damping;
mixing, etc. Aspect (c) involves feedback between (a) and (b) and is variously known as the
closed-loop distortion effect, dynamic screening or shielding (e.g. Debye shielding in plasmas),
induced polarization, etc. The particular processes are the distortion of incoherent Schottky
fluctuations and the coherent electromagnetic response of a beam either by collective interaction
with the storage ring impedance or by coherent feedback through the beam and the gain of a
stochastic cooling loop, incoherent frequency shift of particles by collective interaction with a
reactive impedance (space-charge), critical fluctuations near an instability (i.e. near a collective
phase transition), induced friction in electron cooling, etc. It is worth mentioning here that the
process of stochastic cooling is one of a few uniquely distinctive cases where all the above three
aspects (a), (b), and (c) manifest themselves to a significant degree. In addition, stochastic cooling
provides the unique case where the dynareics is not conservative and Hamiltonian, but where
genuinely non-conservative (dissipative) self-interaction of a particle is induced by a properly
matched feedback loop (see Appendix A).
It is not the purpose of this expose to give an encyclopaedic account of all these various
processes a. .vork in charged-particle storage rings. What is intended rather is to provide the
skeleton of a cogent fundamental conceptual formalism, wedded <o some basic physical
illustrations for only three fundamental generic aspects that have been singled out: fluctuations,
coherence, and the interplay between the two. It is hoped that the exposition will induce some
appreciation, on the part of the reader, of the importance of these aspects, that it will provide an
introduction to some of the key concepts, will equip him or her with the necessary theoretical
framework to understand and analyse them and, lastly, to the newly initiated, will provide some
amount of cohesiveness, necessary in the ever-broadening field of particle accelerators.
This article then is multipurpose and partly pedagogical in nature. However, it also contains a
fair amount of original research. Mainly because of its very nature, the essay will take the form of
a mosaic of different concepts and different areas, a mixture of the known and the unknown,
always hinged nevertheless to a basic underlying formalism. Pedagogy allows for a certain amount
of diversion and playfulness with the basic ideas, and we will indulge in some without pretense. In
order that the necessary abstraction is not too imposing, we will try to keep close to the physical
observables. For fear that it will not be possible to see the wood for the trees, we only provide the
conceptual framework at a fundamental level, followed by physical discussions and a few simple
illustrations. The technicalities of particular cases and applications are only hinted at and are
sometimes stated without derivation; most of them are referred to in the references cited at the end
of this paper.
In the following we do not consider the beam dynamics under acceleration at all. We thus
consider charged-particle beams in circular accelerators of the storage-ring type, in the storage or
colliding mode where there is always a nominal reference particle in the beam, continuous or
bunched, which coasts at a fixed angular velocity around the ring with a fixed energy.
A few remarks on the notation and conventions adopted in this report are also in order. We
adopt the symbol y, to denote the relativistic gamma factor of a particle in the storage ring. It is
simply the ratio of the particle's total energy E to its rest energy Eo: E = yrEo. The symbol yK
denotes the gamma factor corresponding to the 'transition energy' of the storage ring1"3', above
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which the particles in the storage ring have anomalous dispersion in revolution angular frequencies
relative to kinematic momentum, i.e. above which du>(p)/dp is negative. The machine 'off-energy
function' i; is defined in our report as

n=

(11)

^ ~K

so that the dispersion in angular frequencies is given by
Aw

Ap

Thus ij is negative below transition energy yT < yIT and positive above transition energy y, > ytr, in
our convention. The symbol y is reserved for a vanishingly small positive number, which is always
taken to the limit 7 -» 0 + . It will appear very frequently in our discussions on the coherent
beam response, and has very special and significant implications for collective properties of the
beam-storage-ring system.
Our convention for the Fourier transform of a time-function is
+00

g(«) = J dt e i n t g(t)

(1.3)

—00

with inverse
+00

J dO i«2) e~iQt .

g(t) = i

(1.4)

—00

The delta-function then is represented by
+00

J dt e i J l t

6(fi) = ±

.

(1.5)

—00

In the literature of applied electrotechnology, one encounters the symbol j instead of i. The
relevant transforms as defined there are simply obtained from the above by the replacement
j -» ( - i ) . All the gymnastics in the complex fl-plane (anaiyticity, upper and lower half-planes in
complex il, and all that) will then necessarily reflect this change of sign in the definition of
transforms.
Quantities varying in azimuth 8 in the storage ring and time are frequently decomposed into
circular wave-like states with the convention for the azimuthal harmonic-frequency decomposition
as follows:
+00

+00

£Z
with inverse
27T

+a>

p(e.t) .
0

—oo

-i(tne-fit)

.

(1>7)
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2.

THE UNPERTURBED SINGLE-PARTICLE ORBITS
A charged-particle beam is confined spatially by the focusing electromagnetic fields of the
storage-ring lattice. Neglecting all other interactions, each particle in a beam moves in an
externally applied space-time dependent guiding electromagnetic field distributed around the ring.
A single-particle Lagrangian is simply
V . »V.

1 -

- Hq''

c

ext

( r . , t ) + 3. f v . ' A
( r . , t ) Jl ,
I
c - I ext I
'

(2.1)

i = 1, . . . , N,

where * M i(n,t) and A e «(n,t)are the scalar and vector potentials of the external electromagnetic
field sampled on the particle trajectory Fi(t) at time t; v*i = n, the particle velocity; q is the electric
charge; and mo is the rest mass of the particles. Here the potentials are defined via Maxwell's
equations in such a way that the actual electromagnetic rields Eext and Bcx1 are given by the usual
relations
B
ext

= Vx

•+

n j\
y'-'-i

A

ext

'
i

E
= -V*
- ext
ext
c

3

A

ext

3t

In terms of canonic' nomenta
m o v.

where ps = 7rm0vi is the ordinary kinetic or mechanical momentum, the Hamiltonian associated
with £?is

The single-particle equations of motion are simply given by

?. = aJe°/3P.

II. = -aje°/8?. .

{2.5)

Tfos Lagrangian and Hamiltonian of the whole beam containing N particles, in the absence of
inssrpartkle or any other interactions, are simply
N

'£?
= l—i
T &I
beam
i=l

N

and J£°beam = i_i
T XaI. .
il

(2.6)
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In a storage ring, one conveniently uses the orthogonal right-handed coordinate system
illustrated in Fig. 1, where [s,x,z] locates a single particle in the ring with respect to the closed ideal
design orbit in the median plane for a particle having the ideal longitudinal momentum p = p 0 .
The vector potential AcX,(F,t) is usually provided by the magnetic focusing fields Bx, Bz which
confine the particles transversely in the (z-x) plane and the magnetic bending fields. The focusing
fields are such that transversely the particles execute betatron oscillations about an equilibrium
orbit. Longitudinally the particles either drift along free-streaming orbits with constant angular
velocity (continuous coasting beam), in which case one may conveniently choose * e « = 0, or
execute synchrotron (energy) oscillations about a synchronous particle (bunched beam), in which
case #exi(f*,t) and Aexi(f*,t) as relevant for longitudinal motion, are provided by the longitudinal
electric fields Es of the longitudinally focusing travelling- or standing-wave radio-frequency
cavities. We consider only non-accelerating stationary bunches where the synchronous particle
moves with constant angular velocity by sampling the phase-locked radio-frequency cavity voltage
at each turn with such phase that it always sees zero longitudinal field (Es = 0). In most cases the
betatron oscillations in directions transverse to the beam are very weakly coupled to the
synchrotron oscillations in energy. This' is so because the synchrotron oscillation frequencies are
usually very small compared with the betatron oscillation frequencies, and the betatron
oscillations average to zero over a long synchrotron period.

Reference

i

point for s _ f e J_

s

fz

_^_ Particle position
-- 7y^
Y

I ? s= v= uR
Closed ideal
design orbit
in the median plane

x = Radial displacement in the
median plai.e.
z = Vertical displacement perpendicular
tothemediar plane.
Fig. 1 Coordinate system for single-particle orbits in a storage ring

We do not rediscuss here the details of the transverse and longitudinal particle orbits in ideal
storage rings, which are described at length in standard texts1"3' and classic review papers4"6'.
Generally speaking, the particles in the storage ring can be described" as circulating
three-dimensional oscillators with canonical action-angle variables of oscillation (I ,$)
= [(I*»Iz .J); (0x.0z.iWl satisfying equations of motion
•
- > •

1=0,

i . e . I , I , J are constants of motion,

x
•
\ *
$ = u>(l) , i . e . \f(t) = w(l)t + i|i0 ,

(27)

where the action-dependent oscillation frequencies <o = [wx(I>)>Ui(Iz)><<>i(J)] include non-linear
oscillations. In the linear approximation, the lateral transverse betatron motion, when observed at
a particular azimuth s = so, is indistinguishable from a sampled simple harmonic oscillation at a

t
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frequency <ax>z = QXZ| &> called the betratron frequencies, with betatron displacement, say for the
z-motion, being given by
z

( t . ) = a / B z ( s o ) s i n J_Q cot. + <|>o,soj ,

(2.8)

where tj = jT = (2x/oj)j are the times for the j ' h passage 0 = 0, 1, 2, ...) through the azimuth
s = so; <#>,s0 is the phase at 0lh passage (j = 0), a is the angular frequency of revolution of the
particle; a2 is an arbitrary constant depending on initial conditions; and
C=27TR

x,z
u

are known as the x,z betatron tunes (number of betatron oscillations in one complete revolution).
In fact, the betatron oscillations detected at a particular azimuth s = so, arise solely from the
fractional part Qf of Q = n' + Qf, where n' is a positive integer, due to 'aliasing', as is evident
from Eq. (2.8). The actual orbit as a function of azimuth s is described by pseudoharmonic
betatron oscillations with both phase and amplitude depending on the instantaneous wavelengths
0x.z(s) (also called the 'amplitude functions') which satisfy

(2.10)
B (s+L) = 6
(s) ,
x.z
x.z
where /3' = d(?{s)/ds, L = C/N is the circumferential length of one period of the N-fold periodic
focusing lattice within the full circumference of length C, and kx>J(s) are certain 'field gradients'
determined by the magnetic field configuration of the focusing magnets.
We will use the following amplitude-phase representation of linear betatron oscillations at a
fixed azimuth:
x ( t ) = AX s i n <>
f (t) ;

x ( t ) = A Q w cos <>
j (t) .
xx
x

z ( t ) = Az a i n <f>2(O ;

z ( t ) = A Q to cos (J> ( t ) ,

and

where

With Qx.j independent of oscillation amplitudes A x . z in the linear regime, particles rotate in circles
of radius AXlZ with frequencies Qx,zw in (x, x/Qx&>) and (z, z/Q 2 u) phase planes (Fig. 2). The
variables Ix>z = V2 AlzQx,zw-m0 and 4>K,z represent the familiar canonical action and angle
variables for a linear harmonic oscillator obtained by a canonical transformation (x, x) -* (Ix,<j>x)
and similarly for the z-motion. If we split the tune into integer and fractional parts Qx,z = nx,z +
Ql,z, then after one complete turn in the storage ring, the point in the phase plane in Fig. 2 has
made n* revolutions of the circle (n z revolutions for z-motion) plus an angle 2rQ x (2*Q£ for
z-motion). Note that as far as betatron oscillations at a particular azimuth are concerned, what
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happens within a single turn is immaterial and the phase point in Fig. 2 traces out the full circle in
discrete steps of 2irQx,i in angle sampled at times t = jT = j(2*/«), as long as Q,,z is not a simple
integer or vulgar fraction (i.e. away from resonance £,QX + &Qz = (, where &,4,£ are integers). In
case of resonance the point will return to the same position in the phase plane after a characteristic
number of turns and may give rise to resonant growth (arising from spontaneous disturbances),
which is to be avoided.
After two
turns

After one
turn and
betatron oscillations
Fig. 2 Rotation in the phase plane in the amplitude-phase representation of linear betatron oscillation

A particle of longitudinal momentum p = po + Ap deviating from the design momentum po
will execute its betatron oscillations about a closed orbit displaced radially from the central Po
orbit by an amount xo(s) - ap(s)(Ap/p), where ap(s) is known as the 'momentum compaction
function' of the machine61. The total horizontal displacement is x(s) = xg(s) + «p(s)(Ap/p), where
xe(s) is the true betatron displacement relative to the displaced closed orbit corresponding to
p = po + Ap. The change of 0% and ft. with p has a negligible effect on the amplitudes, but the
wave numbers or betatron tunes become modified to
(Ap/p)]

(2.13)

where £„ £z are the horizontal and vertical 'natural chromaticities' of the storage ring. There may
be additional contributions to the chromaticities £,|2 in Eq. (2.13\ other than the 'natural
chromaticities' due to finite non-zero Ap, usually determined and controlled by the multipole
fields (sextupole, etc.) of the magnetic lattice.
Longitudinally, for continuous coasting beams filling the whole ring, the particles coast in
free-streaming orbits with constant angular velocity. There are no longitudinal synchrotron
oscillations. The circular streaming motion around the ring may be represented by canonical
action and angle variables as:
Li

(2.14)

J U
Eo

and

= e(t) - eo(t) =

(2.15)

where Eo, w0, and 0o(t) are the energy, angular revolution frequency, and azimuthal position as a
function of time of a nominal reference particle in the beam.
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For bunched beams, bunched by an arbitrary scaled RF potential V(<£) seen by the beam and
generated by an RF cavity, the synchrotron oscillations can be described by the scaled
Hamiltonian7' (with units of s~"2):
J6 = \ P^ + V(<|>) ,

(2.16)

where <j>(X) represents the deviation at time t of the particle's RF phase from the synchronous
value, and P«{t) = 4>{l), the conjugate momentum. The equation of motion corresponding to
(2.16) is
'4 + v'(<j>) = 0

.

(2-17)

We can perform a canonical Hamilton-Jacobi transformation8' W>,P*) -* (r,E) by introducing a
generating function W(0,E) determined by

•

The new canonical variables (T,E) are related to (0,P«) via

_ 3W{(j),E)
?{({>,E)

9E

=
=

f

dj>'

J

The solution of Eq. (2.19) is given by 0(E,T) after inversion, and the transformed Hamiitonian is
& = E

.

(2.21)

The new equations of motion are
T = 1

,

E = 0

,

(2.22)
which can be trivially integrated to give
T = To + t

,
(2.23)

E = Eo *

const.
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2

Thus E and T are really the scaled invariant total energy (in s~ ) and the conjugate time along the
particle orbit, respectively. We can now define the scaled action variable J(E) (in units of s"1,
which is the unit of scaled angular momentum P 0 in our formalism) by
2irj(E) =(I)P dcf> =<T)/2[[E-V(iJ))] d<J)

(2.24)

and
d<t>

(2.25)

where T(E) is the period of synchrotron oscillation. The corresponding angle variable ^ is defined
by
- ~ r

T = u(E)T

(2.26)

where
(J)

=

The longitudinal dynamics described above is very general and is valid for potential wells of
arbitrary shapes created by the RF cavities [virtually any arbitrary shape can be created for the
potential well by combining two or more RF cavities, each with conventional sinusoidal
time-varying electric field with suitable strength and harmonically related frequencies9']. For a
single RF cavity with sinusoidal excitation at a frequency OIRF = huo (h being known as the
harmonic of the cavity) as is conventionally used in storage rings, V(<£) = - Vo cos <l> and the
longitudinal phase-space trajectories are simply those of a simple pendulum. These are shown in
Fig. 3(b) for a stationary bunch, i.e. a coasting bunched beam as opposed to the longitudinal

L8

, Separatrix

Beam
e=»/h

•(n/h)

(a) Continuous, coasting

(b) Bunched, coasting

Fig. 3 Longitudinal phase-space trajectories of coasting continuous and sinusoidal RF bunched beams
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phase-space trajectories of a continuous ring-filling coasting beam, shown in Fig. 3(a). Here
6 = <t>/h and 6 are defined as
e ( t ) = u)Ot + e ( t ) ,
(2.27)

e ( t ) = (o0 + e ( t )

,

0(t) being the azimuth of the particle at time t in the laboratory frame and 9(t) the same in the
bunch frame moving with angular velocity ooo relative to the laboratory.
If the beam particles do not occupy the full trapped region bounded by the separatrices but
only a modest fraction of it, it is often convenient to represent the synchrotron oscillations by
quasi-linear orbits, which are sinusoidal orbits similar to linear harmonic oscillators with,
however, the oscillation frequencies depending on the particle energy or action (i.e.
amplitude-dependent non-line ar oscillation frequencies) as follows:
9 = a s i n iKt)

,

G = a u) ( J ) cos ifi(t)
s

(2.28)
,

(2-29)

where
i|i(t) = o) g (J)t + ii"

and

J <* - a 2

.

(2.30)

This representation is valid for only slightly non-linear oscillators, i.e. for small amplitudes, as can
be verified from a first-order asymptotic non-linear perturbation series solution10'.
For vanishingly small amplitudes, the oscillations are linear with constant synchrotron
frequency a>s and may be represented by amplitude-phase variables (a,^), leading to constant
frequency rotation in the ( 8 , 6/ui) phase plane similar to betratron oscillations in Fig. 2, with the
linear oscillation action11' J « '/ 2 a2 (the scaled action in units of s~' is J = l/i a2as in our
formalism), except that this representation is valid, as opposed to betatron oscillations, for
continuous time. For quasi-linear orbits given by Eqs. (2.28) to (2.30), the phase-plane trajectories
when plotted with axes normalized to zero-amplitude particles, i.e. in the [6, 6/co, (J = 0)] plane,
form various ellipses with semi-axes [a] and [aa,(a)/u)s(0)], except the very small amplitude
particles with u)s(a)/u>5(0) = 1 which form approximate circles of radius a. The exact trapped
trajectories for arbitrary amplitudes no matter how large, as shown in Fig. 3b, are given rigorously
in terms of elliptic integrals embedded in each term of an infinite Fourier series containing all the
odd harmonics of ws(J)12>.
Finally, in the most general representation of the three-dimensional oscillations of the
particles in the storage ring by action-angle variables ( f , $ ) , the oscillation amplitudes
x = x(I,,4>x), z ss z(Iz,&), and 9 = 6 (J,^) are periodic functions of the angle variables
V? m (<l>x,<f>z,^) with period In,
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3.

FLUCTUATIONS: SCHOTTKY NOISE
A particle beam can only be partially specified by its macroscopic state, given in terms of a set
of statistically averaged quantities such as the average particle number density, average charge
density, average current, average transverse displacement, average transverse electric dipole
moment, etc. The very necessity of statistical averaging to establish the macroscopic state implies
the existence of fluctuations characteristic of the microscopic state. The deviations of the
instantaneous values of these macroscopic quantities from their mean values is caused by the
finite, albeit large, number of moving particles wit)' randomly distributed phases within the beam,
and are called fluctuations of the corresponding physical quantities. One may also consider
fluctuations in phase-space functions, e.g. single-particle phase-space distribution fluctuations due
to a finite number of particles. Thus the density field in the single-particle phase space of the
charged-particle beam may be written as
N

«[?

( ) ] 5[v
5[ - v. ( ) ]

(3.1)

where [fi(t), v"i(t)] represent the phase-space trajectory of the i'h particle. The smoothed
single-particle density or distribution function in phase space is just the average of ?:
f(r,v;t) = W?,v;t)>

.

(3.2)

The phase-space fluctuation is then
6 f ( r , v ; t ) = J C r . v j t ) - {.Td:,v;t)> = J{.r,v;t)

- f(r,v;t)

,

(3.3)

with (Sf(f*,v;t)) = 0.
Since JF(f*,v;t) is a function of the dynamical variables of all the particles, 5f(F,v*;t) is
macroscopically a stochastic quantity which is governed by the microscopic state of the beam
(microscopically, of course, 5f is a 'sure' function, since individual particles are known to move in
fixed deterministic orbits). The corresponding Fourier components, written as a sum of extremely
numerous terms with randomly varying phases, represent a set of random variables and can be
analysed in terms of their spectral functions13', e.g. power spectrum, etc., defined through the
Fourier transform of statistical averages such as multiple correlations etc. that contain
information about the detailed time structure.
The study of these beam fluctuations is far from being of academic interest only. In fact the
longitudinal current fluctuations and the transverse dipole moment current fluctuations of the
beam can be detected as Schottky noise (named after Schottky who first detected the fluctuation
noise of a d.c. electron beam in 1918) by suitable low-noise localized longitudinal and transverse
electromagnetic pick-ups (PUs) placed around the beam in the storage ring14~19>. This provides us
with an extremely useful non-destructive diagnostic tool, as the PUs influence the beam
insignificantly while monitoring all the relevant microscopic phase-space information about the
beam. For a small number of particles N in the beam, or for small coupling impedance (see Section
8 for definition) of the beam-storage-ring system, the Schottky signal power is proportional to N
and its spectral retribution contains information about the pari--!e oscillation frequencies
(betatron tunes v - revolution frequencies on, synchrotron oscillation frequencies oil, etc.). the
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total frequency spread Ao in the beam, beam-phase-space distribution, etc., as we will see in this
section. At high intensity, i.e. large N or high coupling impedance, the Schottky signal power is
independent of N but proportional to the beam temperature T and the coupling impedance (see
Sections 8 and 11). The significance of these beam Schottky fluctuations is, however, most
dramatized by the invention of stochastic cooling, where the detection of Schottky signals is
ingeniously coupled with the capability of feeding the detected signal appropriately back to the
beam phase-space sample generating the same signal with enough power and bandwidth, leading
to observable and controllable increase in beam microscopic phase-space density7'20"23'. In the
final analysis, it may be said that stochastic cooling, a sampled control system of the highest order
in the microscopic phase space, is possible because of the existence of beam Schottky fluctuations
due to the finite number of particles.
We will study the longitudinal charge and current density and the transverse dipole-moment
fluctuation spectra of coasting continuous and bunched beams in a storage ring. The fluctuation
signals we consider first are those that are detected by a localized PU, as a function of time only.
The longitudinal current at a PU located azimuthally at 6 = dp and due to a particle j in the beam,
periodically passing through the PU, is

m=-°°

m=—«>

where we have used the Fourier series representation of the periodic delta-function sampling at the
PU. The total Schottky current signal at 6 = 0 P due to all the particles j = 1,..., N in the beam is
given by

t)

j=i

-M

.

(3.5)

m=-°°

Using the unperturbed uncorrelated orbits for a continuous coasting beam particle
e . ( t ) = u . t + e?
J

J

,

(3.6)

J

we obtain

as the time-domain representation of the longitudinal Schottky current signal of a continuous
coasting beam at a PU. In the frequency domain, it consists of bands, centred around the
revolution harmonics muo, m •= - 00
- 1 , 0 , + 1 , . . . , + •», each band containing a spectrum
of lines within it at frequencies «it>j = m(«o + AWJ) corresponding to different revolution angular
frequencies ay = wo + AUJ of the particles and strengths q(wj/2r) = qfj. In the space of real
positive physical frequencies, we see that each single particle line has actually a strength (2qfj) and
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a randomly varying phase given by A4&, = m($[ - 0p), except the m = 0 d.c. component, where
lines due to each particle have strengths (qfj) and the same zero phase so that they add up
coherently:
N
IP(t) = q £

N +°°
£

-

+ 2<

1 E

j=i

Y

f- cos (mw.t + Atf^)

.

(3.8)

j=i m=i

The negative frequency lines are indistinguishabie from the corresponding positive frequency ones
since cos (mcojt + A<t>L) = cos ( - m&yt + Atf-m). The d.c. (m = 0) term represents each particle's
charge q being spread around the complete circumference of the orbit. One easily sees that the
macroscopic beam current is
N

™) 4

1

2tr

/

N

de x ( t )

j j

(3 9)

• •» E f j

-

0

and manifests itself only as the d.c. current at the m = 0 harmonic. For a beam distributed
symmetrically in the angular velocities or frequencies OJ around a central value coo, f(wo + Au) =
f(o)o - Ao>), and this d.c. current is simply
N
q

I

f . = q - j ^ J d u ) w f ( a ) ) = &- I dAu(tOo+A(oJf(tOo+Au)) = qf 0 N

,

(3.10)

the term involving Aa cancelling by symmetry. The Schottky current fluctuations are then

6 l P ( t ) = I P ( t ) - <I P (t)> = 2q £
j

J^

f. cos (iau.t + A ^ )

.

(3J1)

No coherent macroscopic signal remains at any non-zero harmonic m # 0, provided nc coherent
collective longitudinal modes are excited in the beam by other interactions. Using f] = fo + Afj,
we can rewrite the current fluctuations as
N
P

6 l ( t ) = 2qf0

Yi

+°°
Y,

N
cos

(™w.t +A<))^) + 2q J^ Af.

j=i m=i

j=i

+«>
J]
m=i

cos

(mu.t + A<))-') ,
(3.12)

Both terms above give a set of revolution bands, with exactly the same frequency space structure.
However, the second term gives single-particle lines with much smaller relative strengths,
(2qAf.)

Af.
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since relative frequency spreads in usual beams are extremely small indeed. For small relative
spread in revolution frequencies in the beam, the second term is thus of first order in strength
relative to the first term and is often neglected from analysis:
+00

N
P

6 l ( t ) = 2q f0

YJ T.

COS ( m u

- t + A(')n) C 1

+

O(Af/f 0 )l

.

(3.14)

The azimuthal charge density (coulomb/rad) at the PU in time-domain is
N

+»
-ira(<D!t-6p) - im6-

qN

q

j = l m=-«>

N +°°
V

cos (nKy + A^) .

j = i m=l

(3 15;

and the azimuthal charge density fluctuation, obtained by subtracting the macroscopic azimuthal
charge density <eP(t)> = qN/2Tr, is
N

+

6p P (t) = p P ( t ) - <p P (t)) = 3. Y

Y

f

cos (mj.t + Acjr")

I—i I—i
j = i tn=i

j

.

(3.16)

m

The transverse Schottky signal of the beam, detected by a transverse PU with linear response,
is given by the total transverse dipole-moment current of the beam in the relevant transverse
direction:
N
P

d (t) = Y,

N
d

(t

^ > = £

x.(t)l!(t)

,

(3.17)

where Xj(t) = Aj cos (Qtojt + ^|) represents the transverse betatron oscillation with tune Q and
amplitude Aj of the j t h particle. Using the Fourier series representation of the periodic
delta-function again, we get
H
+»
d p (t)

=Y

qf

h Y |e-C(»^)u.jt-nep + *? + «e!
-

(D-t - m6p - (f)j + m9 j j >

+»
,

cos r(m+Q)(0.t + Adi + <f>?

3 3'-'
m=

-

.A. J 7

j

tn

c o s l ( n + Q - ) i o . t + Ad)

ln=0
l n =0

+00

COS

j -

» + (J>°
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where Qf is the fractional part of Q. Again the negative frequencies ( - n + Qf)ti)j (n = + 1 , + 2 , . . . ,
+ oo) are indistinguishable from the mirrored positive ones - ( - n + Qfiaij = (n - Qf)wj, so that on
a spectrum analyser in real positive physical frequencies, one would see two betatron bands
(n + Qr) and (n — Qf) per interval of width fo, both below and above the revolution harmonic lines
nfo, n = + 1 , + 2 , . . . , +oo. Each band is centred around (n ± Qf)fo with a spectrum of lines within
them at (n ± Qf)fj, corresponding to different revolution frequencies fj = fo + Afj of the particles
with strengths qfjAj, and a randomly varying phase given by A<t>t,j = A<t&m' ± <£? =
(n =Fn')(0?-dp) ± <$, where n' is the integer part of Q = n ' + Qf. Even the n = n \ i.e. m = 0
band has random phases for each particle line owing to the <$ term. The macroscopic beam dipole
moment thus vanishes since
N

277

277

j =l 0

0

and the transverse Schottky dipole current fluctuations are the same as the transverse Schottky
signal itself as detected by the PU:
6 d P ( t ) = d P ( t ) - fd P (t)> = d P ( t )

.

(3.20)

No coherent macroscopic dipole signal remains at any harmonic (n±Qf) = (m + Q) (n = 0, 1,2,
3, ..., m = -oo, ..., - 1 , 0, + 1 , ..., +oo) including m = 0, provided no coherent collective
transverse modes are excited in the beam by other interactions.
Again, for small relative spreads in revolution frequencies, Af/fo = t « 1, one obtains
zeroth-order transverse fluctuations in dipole-moment current density by simply replacing (qfjAj)
by (qfoAj) in the spectral line strengths, thus omitting terms 0(Af/fo). The transverse
dipole-momc-nt charge density fluctuation Zj*= > Xj(t)e?(O = Dp(t) is obtained by omitting fj's
altogether from the strengths (qfjAj) and dividing by 2ir, i.e. by replacing (qfjAj) by (qA/2-7r).
If the transverse displacement of the j t h particle at the PU located at s = sp has a fixed
displacement xj(s)|pu = xj(sp) in addition to the betatron oscillation displacement Aj cos (Quijt +
<j>f) due to the offset of the displaced equilibrium closed orbit at the PU, arising from the
momentum deviation of the particle from the ideal design value po, i.e. if Xj(t) = xj(sp) + Aj
cos (Qojjt + <$, there will be an additional contribution to the right-hand side of Eq. (3.18) [as
follows from Eq. (3.17)] given by

qf.xJ(sp) £

e-

inl 6 (t) 6

t j - p] =

m=-°°
N

/

L

\
i

I
:
;

j=i

N

~

qf.x^(sp) + T
'

3

*

1

—

>

j=i

OO

2qf.xjj(srp ) Y
3

l—i

cos (mw.t+A(j>•')
jm

m=i

Note that the first term vanishes in the zeroth order if the particles are distributed symmetrically in
(Ap/p) [see paragraph containing Eq. (2.13)]. Thus if the PU is placed in a dispersive region of the
storage-ring lattice so that an off-momentum particle has an equilibrium orbit with non-vanishing
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offset xj(sr) ^ 0 at the PU, the transverse signal will also contain information about the
longitudinal lines. In fact, this is precisely the case in the Palmer-type longitudinal stochastic
cooling17>20l23), where information about the beam's longitudinal time structure is extracted from
the difference A-signals obtained from a transverse PU placed in a dispersive region of the
storage-ring lattice. We will ignore this term from now on, assuming that the PU is placed in a
purely non-dispersive region so that the transverse signal contains information about the pure
betatron oscillations only.
The longitudinal and transverse single-particle Schottky signals for a continuous ring-filling
coasting beam are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b, respectively, both in the general frequency domain
including negative frequencies and in the real positive frequency domain. In Fig. 4b, the integer
part, n', of Q taken to be 2, i.e. Q = 2 + Qf, for illustration only.
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Fig. 4 Single-particle Schottky signals for a continuous ring-filling coasting beam in different frequency domains

Note that the lines (si + Qf) (n a 0) and (n - Qf) (n & 1) are not truly associated with n but
with revolution hai monies far away from n. The lines (n + Qf) (n > 0) are truly associated with
revolution harmonics m = n - n' ( - n \ - n ' + 1, ..., 0, I, 2, ..., +oo) and |m| = | n - n ' | . The
lines (n - Qf) (n & 1) are truly associated with revolution harmonics m = - n - n ' < - n', - 1 - n \
-2-n'
-oo, and |m| = |n + n'|. Although a spectrum analyser observing signals at a fixed
azimuth along the particle orbit in the storage ring cannot discriminate between these positive and
negative frequencies, the phases associated with the lines (n ± Qf) contain the full information
about the true harmonic association and hence the sign of the frequency.
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More importantly, as soon as we consider the behaviour of these beam fluctuations not only
at a fixed azimuth 0 = 0p but more completely as a function of the azimuth 6 or distance s = R0
around the storage ring, the positive and negative revolution or orbital harmonics and frequencies
reveal qualitatively different patterns.
The transverse betatron fluctuations dj(s,t) of a particle j in a continuous debunched coasting
beam as a function of time t and azimutha! distance s can be decomposed into propagating or
travelling transverse waves along the beam, in space and time, of the form exp [-i(Qt - xs)] =
exp [-i(Qt - m6)], where m = xR = 27rR/X is the number of full wavelengths X in a complete
circumference and must be an integer, since the wave pattern must close on itself at any time t
owing to 2ir-periodicity in 8. We denote by m the orbital revolution mode number of the wave; x
is the usual wave number of the wave (angle/distance). We can then write

d.(e,t) = ±- f

e

-i(fit-m9)

Such a representation is already provided by Eq. (15.18) if we treat 6p as a continuous angle
variable 6. We then see that the fluctuation waves (betatron) do not propagate at arbitrary
frequencies fl, but at frequencies that are related to the orbital harmonic mode number m of the
wave: fim = (m + Q)o)j. The second line of Eq. (3.18) provides the following particular
representation:

d . ( 6 , t ) = qf.A.

£

cos [(me-fi m t) - <p°. - m9?]

.

(3.221

The angular phase velocity um of the orbital wave with mode number m is

m

m

Thus um = [1 + (Q/|m|)]uj > coj for m > 0 and u>m = [I - (Q/|m|)]u)j < o>j for m < 0. In a
reference frame which moves with the particle (i.e. a frame which moves with angular velocity UJ
with respect to the laboratory frame and in which the particle is at rest azimuthally), the m > 0
and m < 0 waves travel in opposite directions with angular velocities + (Q/|m|)toj and - (Q/|m|)uj,
respectively (Fig. 5a). In the laboratory frame, the betatron fluctuation waves associated with
orbital harmonics m > 0 travel faster than the particle with angular velocity o>m > &>j and those
associated with m < 0 travel slower than the particle with angular velocity win < <»j. They are
often referred to as the 'fast' and 'slow' linear betatron fluctuation wave signals, respectively14"19*.
In fact, some of the 'slow' waves are so slow that they travel backward opposite to the beam
direction even in the laboratory frame (Fig. 5b) These belong to the small subset of 'slow' waves
with |m| < Q, so that % " = [1 -(Q/|m|)J^j < 0. The number of such super-slow 'backward'
waves is equal to the integer part n' of Q = n' + Qr. Note that the m = 0 fluctuations do not
propagate. In the frequency domain, all negative frequency waves ( - n + QI)VJ (n > 0),
corresponding to (n - Qf)«j in mirrored positive frequency, are 'slow'. Positive frequency waves
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(n + Qr)uj (n > 0) with n > Q are 'fast'. A small number of positive low-frequency waves (n + Qf)
oij with 0 < 11 < Q are super-slow 'backward' waves.
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(a) Co-moving Frame

Fig. 5

(b) Laboratory Frame

'Fast' and 'slow' transverse betatron fluctuation waves

Particle and wave betatron motions as sampled at a particular azimuth at intervals of time
Tj = 1/fj = 2w/o>j are shown in a simplified sketch in Fig. 6 for one member each of the fast,
slow, and backward waves, corresponding to the betatron side bands (3 + Qf), ( 1 - Q 0 , and
(O+Qf), respectively, for a tune of Q = 2 + 0.25 = 2.25.
It is interesting to compare the slope of the wave d(0,t) - 3m(Rm)e~1(Qn>l"me) at any azimuth 8 at
time t with respect to the particle motion x(0,t). We have
m

d(6jt);

9d(9,t)
. ,
55=— = +imd
do

,t);
(3.24)

Thus the slope in time of the wave relative to that of the particle (d = x for waves sampled on a
particle) at any fixed azimuth has opposite signs for fim > 0 and 0 m < 0. This is clearly seen in
Fig. 6 where the slope of the negative frequency 'slow' (-)-waves is opposite to that of the
particles and the positive frequency ( + ) and (
) waves. From Eq. (3.24) it also follows that the
slope in azimuth 0 at any fixed time for the waves is opposite tc that of the particles for m > 0,
and the same as that of the particles for m < 0. These points play crucial roles in determining the
stability properties of the transverse coherent motion of the particles in a beamMiM).
The betatron fluctuation waves mentioned above are not just mathematical constructs but can
actually be supported by ehe beans as propagating transverse waves under suitable conditions.
Thus waves corresponding to all the spectral lines Qn of the transverse fluctuations we have
considered can be excited in the beam as coherent modes of propagation by suitable transverse
electromagnetic kickers jiggling the beam at characteristic mode frequencies fin. Moreover,
electromagnetic interaction of the beam with the storage ring impedance (see Section 8) can
produce self-generated transverse fields at appropriate frequencies and with proper phases that can
act effectively as a transverse kicker and generate these coherent waves spontaneously3'6'M'M).
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(+)
(_)
(—)

-Fast' wave (3 + Qt)uj = 3.25 ay, m = +1
'Slow' wave (1 - Qr)wj = 0.75 ay, m = - 3
Super-slow 'backward' wave (0 + Qr)»j = 0.25 ay, m = - 2
Particle motion QUJ = 2.25 «j, Q = n' + Qf = 2.25, n' = 2, Qr = 0.25
• Particle position, the same as 'sampled' by all the waves.

Fig. 6

Betatron wave and particle motion sampled at a fixed azimuth at intervals of Tj

The finite spreads in each revolution and betatron band, centred around nwo and (n ± Qf)o>0
respectively, are given by the dispersion in momentum and transverse tune as

|Aw I = InAwl = Innwof^Hl
n

\PoJ

and

I Aw* I = | nn + (Q 0 C+n'n) |
n

|—^ 1

, (3.25)

Po

where £ and r\ are the chromaticity and the off-energy function defined by
(3.26)
Qo

Po

and ri = (yu2- y?). [The above can be derived by noting that the lines near (n + Qr) correspond to
a true orbital harmc lie m = n - n' and those near (n - Qf) correspond to a true orbital harmonic
in = ( - n - n')> and the spread in the betatron line corresponding to (m + Q) is Aojm = mAoi +
AQOJO = ( - mjj + Qo£)«o(Ap/po), m = - » , . . . , - 1 , 0 , + 1 , . . . , + » , where the tune Q is defined
in such a way that the betatron frequencies of all the particles are always referred to the nominal
orbital frequency wo: u>{ = Q'uo, so that the frequency corresponding to (m + Q) is ftjn = mu' +
Q'<D0 = mu' + <i)x for the i th particle. If instead we refer coj. to the revolution frequency <J of the
particle itself, u[ = Q V , we have fl!n = (ra+Q')u', as before, and the expression for the shifts
(3.25) takes the form

Au

|nn +

n

'n]

In all the above, n' is the integer part of Q o = n' + Q o ]

Po

(3.27)
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Thus for the transverse betatron signals, the widthsof the (m + Q) and ( - m + Q) bands are
different if the machine has non-zero chromaticity £ & 0, i.e. if the betatron tune depends on
momentum Q = Q(p). Even if the chromaticity were zero (£ = 0), the widthsof the lines (n± Q0
adjacent on two sides of a positive revolution harmonic naio would be different owing to the fact
that they correspond to different orbital harmonic numbers m = n - n' for (n + Qf) and
m = - ( n + n') for (n-Qf) bands. Thus the 'fast' and 'slow' betatron wave bands have quite
different spectral widths in general. More importantly, as is evident from Eqs. (3.25), the width of
both the longitudinal and the transverse betatron bands increases with frequency, exactly in
proportion to the harmonic n for longitudinal bands and roughly so for betatron bands also. At
sufficiently high frequencies with correspondingly high harmonic numbers, the fluctuation
Schottky bands will overlap, corresponding to harmonics n satisfying the band overlap condition
|nA(o| ~

|nn(Ap/po)|

(3.28a)

for the longitudinal signals, ar;d
1 (

+

1 |J A w n l

either

'Au)n') "

2Q 0 w 0

(3.28b)
or

- 2Q 0 )uo

n+2

for the transverse betatron signals.
In this region of overlapping frequencies, single frequency fluctuations will propagate as
waves with different orbital mode numbers m corrresponding to different particles in the beam
generating the same frequency ft = (m + Q ' V = (m' + Q'Jar' = .... with m & m'. Excitation by a
transverse kicker will then induce waves with more than a single azimuthal harmonic number, all
of which will correspond to the same frequency, namely the frequency of the excitation at the
kicker.
The longitudinal and transverse Schottky signals for the whole beam containing N particles in
continuous ring-filling coasting orbits with a spread Af in revolution frequencies are shown in
Figs. 7a and 7b, respectively, in the real positive frequency domain.
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Rg. 7 The full-beam Schottky signals for a continuous ring-filling coasting beam in the real positive frequency domain
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Note that the form of the longitudinal current signal corresponds to that observed by an ideal
sum PU, and the form of the transverse dipole moment signal corresponds to that observed by an
ideal difference PU with linear response only. Transverse PUs with non-linear response will
observe moments higher than the dipole moment as well2". Also, finite pick-up dimensions will in
reality broaden the delta-function sampling and must in practice be included in the totai PU
response. In general, this broadening will lead to a tapering of the spectrum at very high
frequencies with an approximate 'cut-off frequency fc = (dtf1, where (8t) is the sampling time
resolution of the PU. For small St, the low-frequency spectrum remains relatively unaffected.
The Fourier frequency components of the beam current fluctuations and the beam
dipole-moment current fluctuations are given by

= q

q

(3.29)

f

j =l

m =-oo

u . ] e~i<j>J + S[SMm-Q)u>.] e + i < | l H .

(3.30)

Since 4>%,,d 0? are randomly distributed between 0 and 2ir, we have

= 0

and

(ddP (fi)) = 0

.

(3.31)

What is more relevant for these stochastic variables of Fourier frequency components is the power
spectrum of the fluctuations, defined in terms of a suitable representation in the
Fourier-transformed frequency space of the autocorrelation function
CjCt.t') = ( 6 l P ( t ) 6 l P ( t ' ) )

(3.32)

and similarly for the dipole-moment fluctuations. In performing the average over the random
initial phases as suggested by the angular brackets, we encounter terms of the form

exp i(m6?-ne?) = exp |~| i(m+n)(e°-e!)l exp j " | i(m-n)[e°+6?Jl
for averaging. Averaging over the fast phase given by the second term, we obtain 6m.n. The first
term then, for j * i, oscillates and averages to zero. So the only contribution comes from j = i.
Performing in detail the required averages for the longitudinal signal of continuous coasting
beams as given by Eq. (3.11), we find that Ci(t,t') = Ci(t -1') = Ci(r) is a function of T = (t-1')
alone, a characteristic of 'weakly stationary' noisel3), so that a single-frequency power spectrum
can be defined as
+00

PI(J2) =

J dT C t (T)

(3.33)
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and
6 l P ( f l ' ) ) = 27TPTCn) 6(n-S2')

.

(3.34)

In fact, for continuous coasting beams the fluctuation noise is even 'strongly stationary', with all
higher-order moments being functions of time differences alone owing to time translation
invariance. Then replacing £"?= 1 F(OJJ) by N f dw F(a>yto(a), where ¥o(<«>) is a normalized (to unity,
i.e. { *o(&)) dt! •- 1) distribution of particles in revolution angular frequency and F(w) is any
function of o>, we find for the longitudinal current-density fluctuation power spectrum,

77 (SI* *• (=3 • <33
and for the longitudinal charge-density fluctuation power spectrum,
+oo

+a>

P (fi) = ^ ~

7"7 II

dw ¥

°

(w)

^ ££

«(n-nao) = ^

— To (-)

•

(3-36)

We may also write Eq. (3.36) simply as

m

We note that we can interpret *(J2) as the normalized distribution of particles in the real frequency
space fi, its magnitude giving a relative measure of the number of all the particles that can
harmonically generate a frequency in the neighbourhood of Q:
VCWdft = (dN/df2) df2 = dN

.

(3.38)

Obviously for overlapping bands, particles with different fundamental revolution frequencies to,
0)', a", ..., etc., can contribute to *(O) through different revolution harmonics m, m', m", etc.,
by satisfying the resonance condition
Q = mu = tn V

= « V

= ...

;

(3.39)

hence the appearance of the summation over m it; ¥(U). We note also that the width of the m'h
harmonic increases as m, whilst the height must decrease as l/|m| in order to preserve
normalization at the fundamental harmonic band centred at wo with m = 1. This explains the
scaling *o(fl/m)/|m| for the contribution to *(fl) from the mth harmonic. If the bands do not
overlap, the resonance condition is satisfied for, say, only one value of m = n, satisfying fl = nu,
and we obtain
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The average power ' of the longitudinal charge-density fluctuation in a full non-overlapping
observable revolution band is simply (a factor of 2 appearing since we have to add contributions
from - n and n, generating the same frequency observed by a spectrum analyser):

2

£

o

/

p

]

n

7 ^ IIJ ^

$
(3.41)

where wo - (Ao>)beam ^ (fi/n) s « » + (&w)iwuii> (A&>)beam being the full spread in revolution
angular frequencies in the beam. We thus see that the shape of the power spectral density for
longitudinal charge-density Schottky fluctuations provides the w distribution in the beam for
non-overlapping bands, and its strength is proportional to the intensity N of the beam. For
overlapping bands, it provides the distribution of particles in rea* frequency 0, i.e. *(ft).
Again, for small relative spreads in angular revolution frequencies in the beam, we can write
the spectral density of longitudinal current fluctuations as

j

^

= 2 V *§»*(«

,

0.42)

and for non-overlapping bands

[P T (fi)] n = 2Vfo ~ y o (jj> ,

(3-43)

and the average current fluctuation power in a full revolution band is

(3.44)

We can also consider the cross-correlation function of fluctuations at two different azimuths,
6 = 0p and 6 = 8K say, given by
p £ K ( t , t ' ) = P p ( 9 p J t ; 6 K > t ' ) = <6p(8p,t) 6p*(6K5t'))

(3.45)

for charge-density fluctuations, for example. For continuous coasting beams, there is the
symmetry of invariance under arbitrary time translations and rotations around the ring, implying
that the above is a function of (0P-0K) and ( t - f ) alone, as one can easily verify. The 2irperiodicity in angle around the ring then allows the decomposition

3.46)
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so that the cross-power spectral density is given by
+00

(p ) (a

(3.47)

n =_co

The same is true for the longitudinal current fluctuations. The azimuthal harmonics (Pc)n(O) are
the same as the contribution [Pe(R)]n of the n'h harmonic to the fluctuation power component at
frequency Q at a localized PU, as obtained before for n ^ 0 and zero for n = 0:

*o
2TT

n

(8).

(3.48)

and for 8p = 0K we recover the previously obtained result

(P ) (
p n

(3.49)

2TT

Fluctuations exist in the beam independently of whether they are observed at a localized PU
or not. We can thus speak about the azimuthal Fourier harmonics n of the fluctuations as a
function of azimuth around the ring and time, as independent relevant quantities characterizing
the fluctuation waves. This is irrespective of the fact that we can also consider these azimuthal
harmonic components as the contribution of that azimuthal wave of harmonic n in the nth
revolution band to the fluctuation component at frequency 0, observed in the frequency domain at
a localized PU. We thus consider the longitudinal charge-density fluctuation as a function of
azimuth around the ring and time,
N

6p(9,t) = q

in

E «[MO - e] - i
LJ

6p n (t) e

°

(3.50)

=1

where

«Pn(t)"* I

£

Z (t

n>

(3.51)

for

for

n = 0

For n & 0 we thus have &QB{t) = p n (t). For a large number of particles N » 1, pn(t) (n ^0) is
thus a sum of a large number of complex and independent random variables (q/27r)z|, = (q/2ff)
exp [-in0j(t)J = (q/2*) (xj-iyi), j = 1
N. Using the Central Limit Theorem of probability13' together with the fact that the mean and variance of the variables xj, = cos [n0j(t)]
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and yJn = sin [nflj(t)J are given by xi = yj, = 0 and ( x i ) 2 = (yj ) 2 •= xh> we can assert that th*
probability distribution of finding harmonics of amplitude za in the beam is given by

(3 52)

-

in the limit of large N. The corresponding probability distribution for finding charge-density
harmonics of amplitude gn is given by

Note that these distributions are consistent with the already found fluctuation moments of the
beam as a whole, namely <zn> = 0, <|zn|2> = N, and <en> = 0, <lenlz> = (q^Atir 2 ), valid for
both positive and negative n separately and n / 0.
[If x = S^= i Xj, where x/s are independent real random variables with respective
means and variances
x . = n.
J
J

x2. = a !
J
J

and

(3.54)

and respective densities gj(x), then the mean i\ and variance o2 of x are given by
N

r, = Y

N

n.

and

a

2

= Y

a2

(3.55)

and its density by
N

g(x) = Jl

gj(x)

=

gl(x)

x

g2(x)

x ... x ^(x)

.

(3.56)

j= 1
The Central Limit Theorem13' states that as N increases, under certain general
conditions, g(x) approaches a normal curve

g(x)

. ^_ exp [_ i S f i ] .

(3.57)

In our example above, for the complex random variable z = x + iy, the distribution
g(z) dx dy is given by the joint density g(z) = g(x) x g(y), with TJX = qy = 0 and of = o$
= (N/2) giving

g ( z ) = g ( x , y ) = g(x) x g ( y ) = (TTN)" 1 exp [ - ( x 2 + y 2 ) / N ]
= (TIN)" 1 exp ( - | z | 2 / N ) .

(3.58)3
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For the cross-spectral power density of betatron dipole-moment current fluctuations at 6 = Op
and 0 = 0K, a similar analysis for the transverse fluctuations yields the following:

c

d

n:

E E E I«; AIntroducing a normalized distribution N¥(o>,A) of particles in revolution angular frequencies a
and betatron oscillation amplitudes A, we obtain the power spectral density for 0p = 6K as
+

Pd<$2) = ^ f y ^ E JJ da) dA
Taking *(w,A) = *o(«)*o(A), which assumes independent distributions in a and A, we then have

E

z:
where <A2> = J dA A2 *o(A) is the mean squared betatron amplitude in the beam. For the
dipole-moment charge density, we obtain

P (O) =

D

Aufy

<A2>

L £> Idm

Yo(a))

C«-(n±Q)^] = ^ f y (A2) T(H) , (3.62)

where
+00

(3.63)

is the total density of particles in the real betatron frequency space for overlapping betatron bands.
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Thus the contribution of the (n ± Q) harmonic to the total power density at frequency C is

and

(3.64)

and for non-overlapping betatron Schottky bands the average power per betatron harmonic
(n ± Q) in the real positive frequency domain (i.e. contributions from negative n's added) is (after
integrating over a single band)

<3-65>
for small relative spreads in angular frequencies (Aw/wo) « 1 •
The above analysis of fluctuations in a continuous coasting beam assumes all the particles in
the beam to be moving independently of each other in totally uncorrelated orbits. The simple
spectral properties of Schottky fluctuations obtained above no longer remain if the particles are
somehow correlated. To see this, we again consider the charge-density fluctuations at a PU,
localized at 6 = dp, and consider the frequency domain correlation

< p W V > > - £ Z I I I < P > i£V>> e i( ™ )6 P , (3.«)
where

(3-67)

is the density field of the i"1 particle in the n' h azimuthal harmonic and Fourier transformed to
frequency 0. With uncorrelated trajectories, the statistically averaged quantity denoted by
brackets (...) in Eq. (3.66) is simply 4Tr26jjSnmfi(Q-nui) 6(0' -may) N* 0 (ui), as assumed before,
where *o(wO is the normalized (to unity) single-particle distribution in w. In the presence of
correlations, we have to add an extra term
4TT2 N2 C

( U ^ . W . ) 5(JJ-niu.) 6({2'-mto.)

,

(3.68)

where Cnm(ui,u>j) describes a suitably normalized 'correlation function' between the n lh and m *
azimuthal harmonics of the density fields of particles 5 and j with angular frequencies on and UJ.

fe,
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Then

(.a1)

For non-overlapping bands, we obtain the power spectral density at a frequency Q lying within the
n"1 non-overlapping revolution band as
(3.70)
|n|

Thus Schottky signals are deformed by correlations. Even with incoherent random initial phases at
t = 0 when interparticle correlations are zero, finite non-zero correlations may develop for t > 0
because of other effects, which will distort the shape of the fluctuation spectrum.
Such correlations or 'bunching' may be either microscopic or macroscopic. Microscopic
correlations are always induced in the beam by the electromagnetic interaction between the beam
particles (e.g. space charge), by the electromagnetic interaction of the beam as a whole with the
environment through the electromagnetic coupling impedances of the storage ri^g, or by
interaction with an external active feedback loop as in stochastic cooling. The resulting distortion
affected by these microscopic correlations or coherence induced by collective interactions will be
called 'collective distortion of fluctuation spectra' and will be the subject of much quantitative
study in a later section (Section 11). We will only mention here that this effect is analogous to the
polarization and Debye shielding of test-charge fields in plasma physics, where a 'dielectric
function or permittivity' is used to describe the details25'. In storage rings the corresponding
dielectric function is often called the 'collective signal suppression factor' or 'closed-loop
distortion factor'; it will be derived and studied later in Section 11.
Macroscopic correlation or 'bunching' is, of course, explicitly imposed when the particle
beam is bunched by external radio-frequency fields. The particles in a bunched beam are for ever
correlated to remain within the bunch. These correlations, expressed by the extra synchrotron
oscillations of particles in a bunch, endow bunched beam Schottky fluctuation signals with
uniquely different properties and frequency space structure (from continuous coasting beams),
which we study briefly below.
Let $0) = wot + a, sin [os(aj)t + ^ = &>o [t - Tj(t)] represent the quasi-linear [i.e.
sinusoidal orbits but with amplitude-dependent oscillation frequency o)s(aj)] synchrotron
Oscillation of the j ' h particle in the beam, with the usual meaning of symbols. Then the
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longitudinal charge-density Schottky signal derived from a distribution of particles in a bunch,
upon repeated traversals through a localized azimuth 0 = dp, has the following spectral
representation, obtained after Fourier analysing the train of delta-functions at 6 = dp:
N
D ( t ) = p(0 ; t ) = /
j
N

p.(6 ;t) = q

=1

/

Y

6fe.(t)

- G_ - 2m7r~J

i = i m=-°°

(3.71)

+<»

= y yy ^^^ei0
j=i m,vi=-°°
iplitude r mi(1 (j), and phases a m ,^(j). are given by
where the frequencies Om,j.(j)> amplitudes
( j ) = muo + pu ( a j )

,
(3.72)

m6

P

Here m and ^ are the revolution and synchrotron harmonics, respectively (both ranging from - oo
to +oo), and J^(x) is an ordinary Bessel function of integer order /i appearing by virtue of the
identity
+0°

ix sin y

=

(3.73)

Jy(x)

used in deriving the spectrum. Thus we obtain a spectrum of lines at the revolution harmonics
muo, each one of which is accompanied by synchrotron satellite bands (an infinite number of them
in principle) [ma>o ± /uos(aj)]j = i

N whose strengths are given by (q/27r)J^(maj) for particle j . For

a distribution of particles j = 1 , . . . , N, the central n = 0 line at 0 = m&><> is infinitely sharp, whilst
the synchrotron satellites form bands of finite widths iiAws owing to the spread Ao>s in the
amplitude-dependent synchrotron frequencies.
The charge density signal is modulated by the particle angular revolution frequencies
oij = OJO + Aoj cos [o>s(aj)t + 0?] in producing the longitudinal current signal, given by
N
I P (t)

"• C 6 - ^ ) " 9 p "

= I(9 p ;t) = q

2m1T

!

m =-co

m,U=-

(3.74)

V

*
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The second term gives a set of first-order synchrotron satellite bands at [muo ± G*±l)ws(aj)]
displaced by ±cos(aj) from the zeroth-order bands given by the first term, and whose relative
strengths are given by
(Au./2)
J

a.u ( a . )
3 s J

(3.75)

since synchrotron oscillations are usually much slower than the revolution time (a&>5 « &>o). A
similar analysis can be done for the transverse betatron dipole-moment signal7*. The spectral
representations of the zeroth-order transverse dipole-moment signal and the zeroth-order
longitudinal current signal, neglecting these first-order bands, are summarized for a bunched beam
in Table 1 below". Here Q is the betatron tune, £ the chromaticity, and ij the off-energy function
of the storage ring. The spectrum analyser records two betatron bands centred around (n + Qf)f0
and (n - Qf)fo per revolution band in real positive frequency, where Qf is the fractional part of Q.
Tabie 1
Transverse dipole-moment signal
N
N
Schottky
signal
considered

d(t> *= y d . ( t ) - y

x.-i.(t)

Longitudinal current signal
N
Kt) = y i . ( t )
- y

r

(j) e ^ - K ^

j.m.P

j,m,y(±)

ex P fin* i U (j)t]
Frequencies

^ ( j )

= (m±Q)(tf 0 + H"> ( a . )

Amplitudes

r

= qf0

Phases

exp [ i « ^ ( j ) ] = exp ( + i^?-iin|/?+im9p)

lai(j)

~2 \ £ < " * » ' i

m.U

"Qnaj3

r

m,u

J

( Ji ) =

s

j

c|fnJ(na.)
U
J

Note that whilst the longitudinal fluctuation spectrum is centred at the origin Q = 0 of the
frequency axis, the transverse fluctuation spectrum is centred around the 'chromatic frequency'
Q = W{ = (£Aj)Qwo (the Bessel functions may be written as J^[Om T], where T = aj/o)o and Qm =
f(m=FQ)«o-o)f]). For finite non-zero chromaticity { ^ 0, the relative amplitudes of various
synchrotron side-bands n are thus changed because of this shift o>{ of the Bessel function
envelopes. For example, n > 0 side-bands have non-vanishing amplitudes J^-a^aj/ajo)] X Oat
0 = 0, whilst they have zero amplitudes for the longitudinal case [J»(0) = 0 for fi > 0],
The single-particle longitudinal Schottky current spectrum for a bunched beam is shown on
the global frequency scale in Fig. 8a. The splitting of each revolution band muo into two betatron
side-bands (m + QM> and (m-Q)uo for the transverse dipole signal is illustrated in Fig. 8b. The
chromatic shift of the envelope functions for the transverse spectrum with non-zero chromaticity
is shown in Fig. 8c. The detailed satellite band structure of each longitudinal revolution band due
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to synchrotron oscillations is shown on a magnified scale in Fig. 8d for a revolution harmonic m
- 20000 and synchrotron oscillation amplitude aj = 0.00112 rad as an example of a typical
particle undergoing synchrotron oscillations in a storage ring.
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Fig. 8 Single-particle Schottky spectrum in a bunch
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We note that when viewed more completely as a function of azimuth 0 around the storage ring
and time, the fluctuations can be decomposed into propagating fluctuation waves, e.g. for the
azimuthal charge-density fluctuations

D.(e.t) - f

y

J (ma.) eiW"j e'^m.M^

y

m^o y#o
+00

~

+00

1

l

l_i

IT

(3.76)

J (ma.) cos

£_j

y

j

mS*"^

*"

m

m>o u=-°°

The angular phase velocity a?™,,, of the orbital wave with mode number m and frequency «m,<<(j)
muo + iudtQ) generated by the particle's synchrotron oscillation with synchrotron mode number
(SO) is

+ * 0) ( a . )
m s
j

"m,y

(3.77)

+^ = Um.ji = o>o + (|/j|/m)us(aj) > coo and Wm.-c = % * = wo - (|^|/m)ws(aj) < QJO. The

synchrotron oscillations then split the longitudinal fluctuation waves into 'fast' and 'slow' waves
relative to the motion of the bunch centre. In terms of the azimuth 0 = B - coot in the co-moving
frame (which moves with angular velocity coo relative to the laboratory) in which the bunch is
macroscopically at rest, we may write

p.(e.t)=s
m>o

z

J ( m a . ) cos (m0-yu t-y<Ji?)
V
j
s
j

U>o

J I I (ma.) cos (m0+|u|i|>?+|u|w s t )
-|y 1 j
J

(3.78)

y<o

In the bunch frame the 'slow' and 'fast' synchrotron fluctuation waves corresponding to - \\i\
and +|pl thus propagate in opposite directions with phase velocities -(|p|/m)u s (aj) and
+ (|jt|/m)co,(aj), respectively. Note that since J-,rt(x) = ( - l y ^ f r ) = e1*1"1 J w (x), tht 'slow'
-|/<|-waves at - 9 at any time have a phase of (-1)1"1 = e'*1*1 relative to that of the 'fast'
+ |/t|-waves at + 0 at the same time. Thus the 'fast' waves at + 6 and the 'slow' waves at - 0 are
strongly correlated according to

p:IW.n(-e,t>
J

(3.79)
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They have the same magnitude and sign for |/J| even, and same magnitude, but opposite sign for |/i|
odd. The 'fast' wave at + 0 and the 'slow' wave at - 0 may thus be considered as a conjugate
correlated pair consisting of a 'direct' wave and an 'instantaneous non-locally reflected' wave, a
feature which is unique to azimuthally confined bunched beams and which has significant
implications for Landau damping and coherent wave regeneration properties. This is in contrast to
debunched continuous beams, as we will see in Section 13. In the bunch synchrotron phase space,
the 'fast' and 'slow' longitudinal synchrotron fluctuation waves may be thought of as travelling on
the top and bottom of the bunch as shown in Fig. 9 for a particular azimuthal mode m, and may
be referred to as the 'top' and 'bottom' waves of synchrotron fluctuations. Note that the
instantaneous particle velocity oscillates about the wave velocity, the relative velocity being
Au(t) = o)j(t) -- (|/i|/m)ws(j) = ajo>s(j) [cos [oisQ)t + $] - |/t|/maj]. This is illustrated in Fig. 10a.
Note that [wj(t)]mu = aja>s(j)ma>! £ (|(i|/m)tosO)> since |p| « ma for significant fluctuation wave
strengths J^(ma) 26) . The particle phase relative to the wave oscillates about an average value which
increases linearly for the slow waves and decreases linearly for the fast waves. On the average, the
particle slips behind the 'fast' wave and ahead of the 'slow' wave linearly in time (Fig. 10b).

«

_--.-:

Pj(O)

0= 3-Uot

Fig. 9

'Top' and 'bottom' longitudinal synchrotron fluctuation waves

(a)

Fig. 10 Particle versus synchrotron wave phase slips

(b)
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It is important to note that in contrast to debunched continuous coasting beams, a bunched
beam cannot support any one of these single, revolution-frequency harmonic fluctuation waves
[Om./iCl) = /uiistej) + nuiio] alone, as this would imply the existence of physical fluctuations outside
of the bunch length. Physical fluctuations are for ever confined to remain within the bunch, and
single-revolution harmonic fluctuation waves only provide suitable mathematical basis functions,
orthogona! over the interval (0, To), with To = 2ir/u)o for a convenient decomposition of the
bunch fluctuations without any potential for manifesting themselves as real physical propagation.
It can be readily seen from Eqs. (3.76) and (3.78) that to obtain physical fluctuation wave-packet
signals existing only within the bunch of azimuthal length Ad = 2aj, we would have to superpose
two sets, each with at least a number of B/2 = ir/2aj such azimuthal-harmonic, single-frequency
basis fluctuation waves ftmi(l = mwo + /«Jj(aj), m = mi, mi + 1,.... mi + [(B/2)-1], where B =
2ir/A0 = ir/aj is the 'bunching factor', the two sets being in quadrature (relative phase v/2)
relative to each other. [This can be seen by noting that J^(x) has a fairly constant value in an
interval of |Ax| < ir/2 around the peak of the cosine-like curve of J,,(x) for large x and

V"

cos £-pio t + mO-)J^?J = cos $ /

cos nQ + sin $ Y" sin n0

m=nii
n=i
where * = n(ust + ^?) - mi 6 and, using the Lagrange identity,

ZJ

C0S n

2 sin (0/2)

n=i

I

n=i
The first term above has a typical width of A 0 s 2r/{B- 1) = 2ir/B = 2aj, equal to the bunch
length.]
In the laboratory frame these individual harmonic waves that make up the physically confined
bunch fluctuations have frequencies Qm = muo -r /uos(aj), m € [mi, mi + (B/2) - 1] so that the
group angular velocity of the fluctuation wave-packet confined to and moving with the bunch is
simply Ugroup = dft m /dm = w0- In the bunch frame, their frequencies Q = /uos(aj) are independent
of m and <oft0up = dfl/dm = 0 so that the wave packet is stationary (see Fig. 11).
U><>

0

Fig. 11 Fluctuation wave packet confined within the bunch moving with group velocity m in the laboratory frame

These fluctuation waves within the bunch can, however, be excited coherently by suitable
single frequency excitations 0mi/1 at a localized kicker, since the bunch will see all the frequencies
0* = Qm.fi + koo due to periodic sampling at the kicker and treat them quite innocently. The
bunch will produce and support suitable localized density waves compatible with and compounded
of all these generated frequencies flk.
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Propagation of a fluctuation wave packet with group velocity tojfroup = dGm/dm = GJO + A«
and ojfroup = Aw within the bunch in the bunch frame can be achieved by superposing single
frequency waves not only of different orbital mode number m but also of different synchrotron
modes /i derived from a distribution of particles in synchrotron frequencies o>,(aj) so that mAu =
liias(aj). Only particles with «s(aj) = (m//t) Aw will contribute to a wave signal propagating with
group velocity A<o relative to the bunch. Density fluctuations can thus propagate as coherent
localized density perturbations, as illustrated in Fig. 12. The group velocity of such waves depends
on the local density of the bunch and hence the particle distribution in the synchrotron phase
space.

A P(8)

•- e

FJg. 12 Propagation of coherent localized density perturbation waves in the bunch

The spreads in the longitudinal synchrotron side-bands arising from a distribution of particles
are given by
(3.80)

where A«5 is the total synchrotron frequency spread in the bunch. Since JM(ma) has significant
magnitudes only for p. « ma and rapidly falls off to zero for /i » ma [JM(x) ^
(2TSP)~U1
(ex/2pif] (Ref. 26), the synchrotron side-band spectrum extends up to jimw,(0) - mara«,(O) =
m^nax = mAwnuu, where am is the maximum synchrotron amplitude in the bunch. The total spread
in the revolution harmonic band m thus approaches the value for a continuous coasting beam with
frequency spread A(]m = mAumu, where Au>mn corresponds to the maximum instantaneous
angular velocity spread in the bunch [see Eq. (3.25)]. The profile of the Schottky band at a given
revolution harmonic mfo duplicates the longitudinal velocity distribution of the bunch.
For the betatron bands, it should be noted that all the particles in the bunch are constrained to
move with the same average orbital angular velocity u0; so the Q appearing in the betatron
side-band frequencies Dm,,, = (im + Q)o)o + po>s(a) is the same for all the particles, namely the tune
of the nominal reference particle with angular velocity «o. Thus the 'natural chromaticity' £ does
not appear in the observed frequencies at all. Therefore the only spread AQ in tune can come from
the so-called 'non-linear tune spread', arising from the multipole components of the machine
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(second-order sextupoles, octupoles, etc.) and the space-charge effect18'. With such a non-linear
tune spread AQ, the widths of the betatron side-bands are given by

Afi
= yAw ±
m,p
s
V t 0
= m(Au)

± AQ'Un
max

|AQ'W O [

,

,

,
'

d 811
v->-°1J
y = 0

.

In a linear machine without ripple, AQ = 0, and the n = 0 central betatron bands are infinitely
sharp, whilst the synchrotron satellites reproduce the momentum distribution of the beam. We
thus see an important difference compared with continuous coasting beams, namely that as long as
there is no non-linear tune spread, even a finite non-zero 'natural chromaticity' £ ^ 0 does not
alter the frequencies in the frequency space. The information about the machine chromaticity
simply lies in the relative heights of the satellites J^[(m±Q)a - Q(£/i7)a] in the ( ± ) bands, as is
evident from Fig. 8c.
For low-revolution harmonics m, the fluctuation noise density of synchrotron side-bands is
enhanced by IV = (<u,/itAu>,) compared with that of a continuous coasting beam, until the
side-bands overlap, i.e. IV s 1 for large m. This is so because the average power per full
revolution (and betatron) band is the same for continuous and bunched beams as we will see later
[for example, Eqs. (3.115) and (3.116)] and the widths of the revolution (and betatron) bands are
comparable in both cases as we have already seen. In the synchrotron-band overlapped region,
different particles with uifferent oscillation amplitudes generate the same frequency 12 through
different synchrotron harmonics:
0. = mo)o + yu) (a) = mu>o + y'ou ( a ' ) = . . .
s
s

,

(3.82)

with a ^ a ' and p. ^ p'. For still higher frequencies and hence harmonics m, even the revolution
bands start to overlap, i.e.
Q. = mwo + yu) ( a ) = nuo + y'w ( a ' ) = . . .
,
(3.83)
s
s
with m T1 n, ii ^ n', and a ^ a'.
The same holds for the betatron bands. This overlapping of bands as a function of frequency
is shown in Fig. 13 for the longitudinal current fluctuation spectrum.
The Fourier-transformed frequency domain representation of the longitudinal charge-density
bunched beam Schottky signal is

p P (I2) =
(3.84)
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Fig. 13 Overlapping of bunched beam fluctuation bands as a function of frequency in different frequency domains
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The macroscopic charge-density signal is given by
N

P

(p (£2)} = q £

+00

£

Jo (ma.) e + i m 8 p 6[fi-mw0]

(3.85)

and has contributions from only the n = 0 central bands [since <exp (iji($> = Sp.ol- It is zero at all
frequencies except for those which are exact multiples of wo, ft = moio,m = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , ±00.
The magnitude of the Fourier component at a particular harmonic m = n of the time periodic
(period To = 2ir/«o) macroscopic charge-density signal is given by
N

r 1 J,o ( -n a ) . e +in6 p

L

j

N

q V J r Cfi a

*! L i~B j

or
a>

(3.87)

where *o(a) is a suitably normalized (to unity) distribution of particles in synchrotron oscillation
amplitudes. The corresponding macroscopic (coherent) bunch current in the n'h harmonic is
simply obtained by multiplying Eq. (3.87) by &JO = 2irfo [in Eq. (3.74) the 5M+1,0 and fip-i.o terms,
containing the Aoij contribution, cancel out since Ji(x) = - J_i(x)] and is given by
00

P

) = qNf0 f da >fo(a)Jo(na)

+in6p
e

.

(3.88)

0

It is easy to verify that the above is identical with the Fourier components of a periodic infinite
pulse-train representation of the macroscopic coherent bunch current, thus:
< l ( 9 ( t ) ; t ) > = qNUo J d<3 g ( 6 ( t ) , 9 )

(3.89)

and
qN :•& jj

qNf 0 j j

so that

d9 d9 g ( 9 ( t ) , 9 ) <

da d<>
| ?,(a,t|.) e~ i n a

= qNf0 t da Yo(a)Jo(na)
°

n=-<»

sin

* e~ i r a i o t

(3.90)
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where

_

™

( l * ) = qNfo J da 1<o(a)Jo(na) e + i n 9 P
o

.

(3.92)

We have used the invariance of phase-space density g(6,6) dd dd = •o(a,i/<) da di/- in going from the
first line to the second in Eq. (3.90). We have also assumed that the stationary bunch distribution
) s * 0 (a) is independent of the angle variable ty. We can also write

( l ( 6 p ; t ) ) = -| Co + £
where

C cos
n

C 27rnf ° t + * n ] >

(3>93)

n= 1
Co = qNfo

P
(3-94)
C = 2(qNf 0 ) J da <Ma)Jo(na)
and <f>n = +n6 p .
o
Thus, rather than computing the coherent harmonics from Eq. (3.88), which requires using a
specific distribution *o(a), we can simply compute it by taking for the bunch a periodically
repeating simple pulse shape in time, which is approximately known experimentally.
For example, for a cosine-squared pulse bunch (Fig. 14), characteristic of the proton bunches
in the SPS at CERN,
< t < \ to ,
(3.95)
= 0

otherwise

we obtain
s i n (nitto/To)
C = 2(Wqf0)

|

(3.%)

2

(mTt0/T0)[l-(nto/To) ]|

Note that the area under one pulse is Nq, the total charge per pulse. The power in the coherent
harmonics thus falls off as |Cn|?' « 1/n6 for large n.
Another example is the case of electron bunches in electron storage rings. Owing to
thermodynamic equilibrium between various diffusive processes (e.g. quantum diffusion due to
discrete emission of photons in synchrotron radiation, intra-beam Coulomb scattering, etc.) and
the synchrotron radiation damping process, the electron bunches may be fairly well characterized
by Gaussian pulse shapes in time or longitudinal length, as follows (Fig. 15):
e "(ct)

/2lrt0

/i

2

/2a 2 _

^TTR e - ( c t ) 2 / 2 a 2

x
b

a

'
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AREA= Nq

1/T 0
g= Bunch duration
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0 to/2

0123
t= To= 1/f 0

. m= 1,2.3,.

Fig. 14 Macroscopic current and coherent harmonics of a cosine-squared pulse bunch

where a = cto is the longitudinal r.m.s. length of the bunch; I& = (Nqc/2irR) = Nqfo is the d.c.
average current of the bunch; R is the average storage ring radius; and c is the speed of the centre
of the bunch, almost the speed of light. Assuming negligible overlap between successive periodic
bunches because of infinitely long Gaussian tails (To » to), we obtain
C = 2(Nqf 0 ) e

-2ir 2 tj|n 2 fjj

(3.98)

The power in the coherent harmonics thus falls off as |C| 2 « exp ( - 4ir2t§n2fo).

Hq/f2n t9=
\, /2nR/o

AREA= Nq

-K-a— 2
0 1 23

t= T.= 1/fB

-H
~"
n,= (1/2nt|f ( |: (C/2JTO) 1/f,
f

Fig. 15 Macroscopic current and coherent harmonics of a Gaussian pulse bunch

In general, if At = £0/&>o is a measure of the effective bunch duration as it passes the PU, the
spectrum of coherent revolution harmonics at f = nf0 tapers off at very high frequencies with a
characteristic'cut-off frequency given roughly by fc s I/At = <oo/A6.
The longitudinal charge-density fluctuations then contain only the ft ^ 0 terms and are given
by
^
-<P P W)>
N

ma }

(3.99)

* I I E V j e-^j
j=J

and
(3.100)
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The bi-frequency cross-power spectral density of the charge-density fluctuations is then

T

TT
m,n

<S[fi-muo-liW ( a . ) ] 6 r P . ' - n u ) o - y ' w ( a . ) ]
s

j

(3101>

.

si

After performing the averaging indicated by the angular brackets, we obtain
+00

P ( n n ' )

= 27T £

(

p

V

n

)

6(nn'ku)

,

O.102)

k=-°°
where

(3JO3)

and we have replaced S^= ] F(aj) by N J*o da *o(a)F(a) as before. The bunched beam fluctuations
are thus not even 'weakly stationary'. The non-stationarity is, however, periodic, thus con elating
fluctuations at frequency ft with fluctuations only at those other frequencies fl' = fl + moio, m =
0, ± 1,..., as is typical of periodically time-varying systems.
Similar cross-power spectral densities, with correlated harmonic structure due to periodic
time-variations, can be written down for the transverse dipole-moment fluctuations. The only
difference is that the macroscopic beam dipole-moment vanishes, i.e. <Dp(iJ)) = 0 owing to the
random betatron phase-factor <t>1, and the total dipole-moment signal is the same as the
dipole-moment fluctuation signal, which thus includes the n - 0 contribution. For the
dipole-moment charge-density fluctuations, we get the following cross-power spectral density
(including the JU = fi' = Oterm):

)
0

0

m y (±)
e -i.m(6p-e K )-ike P 6 r/fj_ ( m ± Q ) a ) 0 . U ( 0

(a)

]

.

(3ilO4)
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Taking ?(a,A) = ¥o(a)$o(A), which assumes independent distributions in a and A, we have

D k

EE

m p ( +)

-im(e p -e K )-ike P 6 [ f i _ ( m ± Q ) a ) 0 _ y w

(a

r|

>

(3105)

where again < A2> = Jo dA A2*o(A) is the mean squared betatron amplitude in the beam.
The components (Pse)k(fl) and (P{>K)k(fl), k = 0, ± 1, ± 2 , . . . . may be thought of as the Bloch
components of fluctuation power spectral-density of the periodic structure formed by the bunched
beam and the PUs in the storage-ring system. For the moment, let us consider the zeroth Bloch
component k = 0 of the fluctuations. It is obvious that for overlapping bands (revolution and
betatron bands overlapping), the particles in different revolution and betatron bands, in different
synchrotron bands, and having different synchrotron oscillation amplitudes, will contribute to the
k = 0 Bloch component (the same is true for k ?i 0 components) of power spectral-density by
harmonically generating the same frequency 0 through the resonance conditions
tt = mwo + MO) (a) = m'coo + p'w ( a ' ) = . . .
s
s

(3.106)

for the longitudinal fluctuations and
JJ = (m±Q)u)0 + pu) (a) = (m;±Q)lo0 + p ' u ( a ' ) = . . .
(3.107>
s
s
for the transverse fluctuations. If the revolution bands do not overlap, the resonance condition is
satisfied for only one value of m = m' = ..., equal to n, say. If for the transverse signals, the
betatron bands also do not overlap, we may write (1 = Qi 4> = (n±Q)uo + AQ = (n±Q)
(<oo+<>>'), and for 0p = 6K, the zeroth Bloch component becomes

(3.108)

da

o

<5[(n±Q)a)'-pios(a)]

V.=-»

.
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The average power per non-overlapping betatron band is then
+
0.109)

where the form factor Ff\ is the integral along the bunch of the Bessel function squared, weighted
by the normalized amplitude distribution:
00

F

= J da ¥ 0 (a)J z (_(n±Q)a-Q-a3

.

(3.110)

Since
+CO

Jp(x) = 1

and

JJ

da <P0(a) = 1 ,

(3.111)

we have the following 'sum rules' for the form factors:

Z <l • Z <l
and the total power per non-overlapping betatron band (n ± Q) of a bunched beam, summed over
all the synchrotron bands, is simply

In the space of real positive revolution harmoi.ics |n|, we have the average power per band
(|n| ± Qf) detected by a spectrum analyser in real positive frequency given by

Multiplying by uj> [thus neglecting modulations induced by Au> in (a>o + Aa>)2], we get the
zeroth-order dipole-moment current-density average power per band (|n| ± Q) j^ven by

in full agreement with the result for continuous coasting beams.
Similarly, the average longitudinal charge-density fluctuation power per revolution harmonic
|n| in the real positive observable frequency domain is
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and the zeroth-order current-density fluctuation average power per observable revolution
harmonic |n| is

Note that the average power per band for the total charge density is

The second term of 0(N2) is the contribution of the macroscopic coherent bunch current at
harmonic |n| and contains no fluctuation power.
It is illuminating to re-express the zeroth Bloch component, (Ps'(>°K)k=o(O) say, in a different
form that lends itself easily to a comparison with the power spectral-density of continuous
coasting beams. We introduce the new variable W = /tws(a) = mu' and perform the following
transformation:

J

dw

s
s

y

L.J
L.J
y=—00

Fm(co
(co ) (SC^-mUo-yu
SCmUoyu ) =
\i
\i

s
s

da)

/

Fm((w
w ) 6 (fi(fi nm)00-W)
W) 6 (W-ya)
(Wya) )dW
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s ^ s t - J - ' p s
s ^ s t - J - ' p s
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- ^

s
s
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(3.119)

+A,•m
J

dW H (W) 6 (n-mO)0-W)

"Am
=

I du>' K ( u ' ) 6

I du) G (to) 6 (fi-mu)

,

where 01 = wo + 01' and 2Am is the width of the m'h revolution band, and

H (W) = Y - i - Fm [HI
m

t->

(I

P iPj

(3.12O)

+00

K (a)') = 7

J2L- Fm ( 2 ^ 1

(3.121)

+00
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m

^

JJ=-oo

|u|

(3.122)
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We thus sum over n and co,(a) first, for all values, such that /u<>s(a) = W = const, and then
integrate over W = m u ' = m(oi-wo) covering the whole m th revolution band. The transformation
from summation over n and integration over w, to an effective integration over W is depicted in
Fig. 16.

fl A

Fig. 16 The transformation 2M j dw, -> j dW

Taking into account the Jacobian of the transformation a -» o)s(a), we can then rewrite

=

$ Z JdW
m=-

where
da (to )
(W)
n

)

tu =W/y
s
(3.124)

Here go("s) is the distribution of particles in synchrotron oscillation frequencies, so that go(&>,) da>s
= *o(a) da, and a(o>s) is the oscillation amplitude as a function of synchrotron frequency. In terms
of u, we may write

(3.125)
•01=—°°
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where

-Er

=ra(a)_Uo)/p

< 3126 >

We may also write Eqs. (3.123) and (3.125) simply as
0.127)
where

= LJ
Y Ym

I

m (.raj

m=—°°

(3.128)

We may then again interpret •(!}) as the normalized distribution of particles in the real
frequency-space 0, its magnitude giving a relative measure of the number of all the particles that
can harmonically generate a frequency in the neighbourhood of Q, as in Eq. (3.37), for the
continuous coasting beam case. The ¥m(W) may be interpreted as the distribution of particles ir.
the frequency offset W = fl - m<oo in the mth revolution Schottky band. The quantity a in Gm(a)
can be interpreted as the revolution angular frequency of particles, with Go(w) being the
equivalent distribution of the bunch particles in the fundamental revolution frequencies u as far as
the mth revolution band is concerned. We then see that for the zeroth Bloch component of power
spectral-density, a bunched beam may be thought of as an equivalent continuous coasting beam
with effective distribution in revolution angular frequency Gra(o>) with half-spread Aa> = Am/m,
Gm(a>) varying from harmonic to harmonic. All the fine structure due to synchrotron oscillations
within a bunch is then hidden in the fine structure of Gm(b>), or, more simply, +(fl) as a function of
frequency. However, the correlation from harmonic to harmonic, which is due to the spatially
confined and periodically repeating bunched structure, remains, as is evident from the existence of
k ?s 0 Bloch components. Similar equivalent distributions, ?m(W), Gm(co), and ¥k(R), can
however be introduced to re-express k ^ 0 Bloch components of cross-power spectral-density in a
similar manner.
The above analysis of bunched beam Schottky signals can be generalized to arbitrary
oscillatory synchrotron orbits7' (not necessarily quasi-linear sinusoidal orbits as above) by defining
certain orbit integrals O»(n,J) which, for the simple case of quasi-linear sinusoidal orbits, reduce
to the Bessel functions J»(na) used in this section. The OM(n, J)'s are defined7* by writing
8(t)

(3J29)
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where J and ^ are general action-angle variables as introduced in Section 2, and Fourier
decomposing exp [in 9 (J,^)] in the 2ir-periodic angle variable $:
+00

where
27T

(n ,J> =

TH J
0

and

( t ) = 0) (J)t
s

The following important properties of OM(n,J) follow immediately:

O^di.J) = 0* (-n,J)

(3.132)

E

0JJ(n,J)qv(-n,J) = ^

!0p(n,J)|2 = 1 .

The generalization is trivial and we will not discuss it any further. Indeed, the appearance of the
synchrotron side-bands due to RF phase modulation of the beam is analogous to the FM
side-bands produced in the frequency modulation of a carrier sine wave in communications
theory, where a large variety of such modulations have already been studied.
Again as for continuous coasting beams, correlations between particles, in addition to the
macroscopic gross correlation due to the bunched structure, will deform the bunch fluctuation
spectrum. Such deformation, due to correlations induced by impedances or external feedback
loops, will be studied in Section 11. In general, for both the continuous and the bunched coasting
beams, the collective correlations will distort the fluctuation spectrum and may produce additional
peaks on top of the broad central peaks around nwo, (n±Qt)wo, which are present in the
uncorrelated fluctuation spectrum owing to the velocity distribution and the zeroth-order time
structure of the beam.
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4.

INFORMATION DEGREES OF FREEDOM IN FLUCTUATION SIGNALS
Longitudinal and transverse Schottky fluctuation signals derived from a beam at a localized
pick-up contain information about the phase space and time structure of the beam. However, the
signal needs to be processed with a finite non-zero bandwidth to extract this information. A single
fixed-frequency line of constant amplitude and phase does not, of course, carry any information.
The information is embedded only when either the amplitude or the phase or the frequency itself is
allowed to vary with time. Such amplitude, phase, or frequency modulation will, however,
produce side-bands at the modulation frequencies and their harmonics in general, extending over a
frequency range typically proportional to the inverse of the characteristic time scale of the
variation. Such side-bands then effectively constitute or generate the bandwidth necessary to
characterize the time structure of the variations imposed on the fixed-frequency constant carrier
signal. If n measures the characteristic time interval for significant variation of the signal, the
side-bands will have significant strengths over a bandwidth of Wo - (TO)"1 in the frequency space.
Taking into account all the generated frequency lines within a bandwidth > Wo then gives an
effective time resolution of T < TO, which is necessary for a precise knowledge of the time
structure. A bandwidth of Wo is thus sufficient to fully characterize the signal. Processing the
signal with a bandwidth less than the modulation bandwidth of the signal, W < Wo, will then
produce an effective time resolution of T = 1/W > 1/Wo = n and will introduce imprecision or
uncertainty in the time signal reconstructed for times less than T = 1/W. Information about the
signal time structure is thus incomplete. If the modulation bands are distributed more or less
evenly in the frequency space, the information content in W thus increases linearly with W,
approaching near-completeness as W -> Wo, until Wo—beyond which it stays the same. The
processing bandwidth W is thus a direct measure of the information content in the reconstructed
signal.
Let us consider, for the moment, the longitudinal fluctuation signal of a charged-particle
beam detected at a particular azimuth in the storage ring. The single-particle longitudinal current
signal from the j t h particle per turn, denoted by (tj, ft), is essentially two-dimensional, and ib
characterized by the time tj the j l h particle is at the PU and by the strength £j of the signal induced.
For the current fluctuations, ft is proportional to the longitudinal energy Ej or angular velocity o>j
of the j ' h particle, and the set (tj, ft) is thus simply related to the two-dimensional longitudinal
phase space of the dynamical coordinates of the particle. The fluctuation signal from the whole
beam per turn is then completely characterized by the 2N independent numbers given by the set
J = IH.,N Ci> 6)» t n e s a m e number as that of the longitudinal phase-space degrees of freedom
(DOF) of the whole beam. The inherent DOF of the longitudinal fluctuation signal of the whole
beam is thus 2N. In the frequency domain, these 2N independent numbers, containing complete
information about the fluctuations, have to be extracted from the amplitude and phase of N
different uncorrelated (i.e. independent) frequency lines.
The longitudinal fluctuation signal of a charged-particle beam detected at a particular
azimuth in the storage ring, as we have just seen in Section 3, is distributed in the frequency space
in bands around each harmonic nf0 of the fundamental revolution frequency f0 of the nominal
particle. For continuous (i.e. debunched) coasting beams, as we move from one revolution
harmonic band to the next, we obtain new information about the beam distribution in phase space
owing to the different phase factors exp (inflj), j = 1, .... N in each band. In other words, the
frequency components (Ok) = (fl'+kuo)k=o,±i,*2,... [where nuo - n(A&>/2) s fi' < nwo +
n(Aw/2) (A&J being the full spread in the beam angular revolution frequencies)] in successive
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harmonics of the revolution frequency are uncorrelated, independent, and orthogonal in the
interval (0, 2ir) in azimuth or (0, To) in time occupied by a continuous coasting beam. We thus
obtain maximum information with no redundancy in going from band to band successively, as it
provides Us with magnitudes (both amplitude and phase) of successive orthogonal projections of
the full beam signal over the entire beam space with a fundamental cell of (0, 2ir) in angle or
(0, To) in time. The 2N independent numbers, necessary for a complete knowledge of the
fluctuations, can then be obtained from the amplitude and phase information from N successive
revolution harmonic bands, constituting a minimum bandwidth of Wo = Nfo which is required for
such complete specification of fluctuations. This is expected, since the particles in a continuous
coasting beam are distributed over an interval of time equal to the period To = 1/fo in the storage
ring, and the average spacing in time between particles is of the order of 5t - (T o /N). To
distinguish between successive particles by discriminating each particle's arrival time, we have to
have a time resolution of at most n ~ St ~ (T o /N). The bandwidth that is sufficient for this is
Wo - (TO)"1 = (N/To) = Nfo. The number of revolution harmonics necessary to be within the
bandwidth so as to recover the complete information in the fluctuation signal, is thus equal to the
total number of particles N, typically 10", say. This number is large indeed, and practical PUs or
signal processing devices will normally have bandwidths less than above, W < Wo = Nfo. The
fluctuation signal processed by a finite bandwidth W < Wo will, however, have a different
number of DOF, less than 2N, and the corresponding information content is always less than
complete. What, then, is the DOF of the observed fluctuation signal, processed by a bandwidth
W < Nfo of the detecting PU?
If the beam signal is processed by a PU with a bandwidth W (< Wo = Nf0) in frequency, the
DOF of the message or time signal characterized by a length To = 1/fo and a width W in frequency
is simply27' M s 2WT0 = (2W/fo), i.e. twice the number of revolution harmonics within the
bandwidth W. Note that we have to specify both the amplitude and phase at each of the (W/fo)
orthogonal components and hence the factor of 2 (the amplitude is related to the strengths £j and
the phase to the times tj in single-particle signals in the time domain). The signal from a continuous
coasting beam per turn is thus characterized by (M/2) = (W/f0) independent complex numbers.
These (M/2) independent complex numbers per turn, characterizing this information, will change
from turn to turn both in their magnitudes and phases owing to ever-mixing phases within the
beam; this is the crucial element in the stochastic cooling practice20 23). In the time-domain, the M
numbers correspond to approximately M = 2WTo = (2W/f0) different and independent time
signals obtained from M successive time samples of the beam at the PU. The larger the number of
these samples, the more we know about the beam phase space—the PU probes the beam with
higher resolution and the corresponding information content M in the PU signals is larger. The
change of this information content from turn to turn then corresponds to the migration of
particles in the beam from sample to sample each turn, i.e. phase mixing. When W = Wo = Nfo,
we recover Mo = (2Wo/fo) = 2N as the inherent total number of DOF of the fluctuation signals.
The PU discriminates each individual particle. No new information is obtained for W > Wo so
that the maximum number of DOF is simply Mo, M < Mo = 2N.
The situation is different for a single bunch of azimuthal length less than 2it in the storage
ring. Whilst components at each successive revolution harmonic are still orthogonal to each other
over the interval (0, 2v) in 9, they are not so over the interval A& in azimuth occupied by the beam.
Successive revolution harmonics are strongly correlated to reproduce the azimuthally confined
bunched nature of the beam. They contain pretty much the same information as far as the
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structure within A0 is concerned, until we consider revolution harmonics nfo and mfo spaced by the
bunch frequency fe = (At)"1, where At is the bunch duration. It is apparent from Table 1 in
Section 3 that lines corresponding to the same synchrotron mode number p. in successive revolution
harmonic bands m have the same phase factor e ^ i (dp can be assumed zero without loss of
generality) and similar weight factors J,,(maj), until we consider harmonics where the argument of
the Bessel function has gone through a phase change of jr. (Am)aj - it. (This corresponds to a
separation in frequency of (Am)fo = (7r/aj)fo = Bfo = fs, where B = x/aj = 2?r/2aj is the
bunching factor for a bunch of azimuthal extent 2aj.) All the intermediate revolution bands
between the bands spaced by fB mereiy reproduce the fact that there is no beam in the rest of the
storage ring except in the interval Ad, or that the beam signal is empty at the PU for most of the
time except during the short period of bunch duration. For a single bunch in a storage ring, this
information is thus redundant and says very little about the structure within the particular
non-empty bunch of interest. A little reflection makes it clear that indeed in the bunch space (A6 or
At) it is the lines separated by fa, {ilk) = (ft' + kfB)k = o.±i.±2,..., that are orthogonal over the
interval Ad or At, and maximum non-redundant information is obtained only by considering
components at successive bands spaced approximately fB apart. The number of DOF of a single
bunch signal of duration At, processed by a bandwidth W, i.e. the number of independent
numbers characterizing the signal per single bunch per turn, is then28)
M = 2WAt = | H = |W B " 1

,

(4.1)

where B = T0/At = fB/fo is the 'bunching factor'. This is again expected since the average spacing
in time between N particles in a bunch of duration At is of the order of 5t - (At)/N. To
discriminate each particle in time, we have to have a time resolution of at most TO — fit — (At)/N.
The bandwidth sufficient for this is Wc - (TO)1 = N/At = N(T 0 /At)(l/T 0 ) = (NB)f0. The
number of revolution harmonics needed within the bandwidth in order to recover the complete
information in the fluctuation signal of a bunched beam is thus enhanced over that required for a
ring-filling continuous beam by the bunching factor B and is given by (NB). Note that this merely
increases the effective bandwidth, necessary for complete knowledge of the signal from bunched
beams, by the bunching factor B. The number of independent revolution bands is still N, but now
they have to be spaced by Bfo = fB in frequency. The number of DOF of a bunched beam
fluctuation signal processed with a bandwidth W < Wo = (NB)fo is thus suppressed by the
bunching factor B, as in Eq. (4.1), compared with the DOF of a ring-filling continuous beam
signal processed by the same bandwidth W. Equivalently, we can always compare a bunched beam
with an equivalent coasting beam containing an enhanced effective number of particles Neff =
(NB), when processed by the same continuous bandwidth W.
The above considerations are manifest in the fluctuation signal power at the PU as well28'.
The average signal power in a time interval To is given by the sum of signal powers in the
individual orthogonal components, orthogonal over the interval To. Let us for the moment
consider the transverse betatron fluctuation signals. For a broad-band PU with bandwidth VV »
fB, there are (2W/fo) betatron bands, and the average Schottky signal power of transverse dipole
current signal over a full revolution period To is just the sum of the individual powers per band
and is given by [see Eq. (3.115)]:
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This average power corresponds to the d.c. power of a continuous coasting beam signal which is
distributed uniformly in time, with the peak power being the same as the average power. For a
bunched beam, however, all this power is concentrated in only a time interval of bunch duration
At « To since we are considering the PU rise-time to be much shorter than the bunch duration
At [W » (I/At) = fE, i.e. Tr = 1/W « At]. The peak pulsed power is enhanced over the
average power by the bunching factor B = To/At = l/(foAt), so that for a bunched beam

w

= Nq2 (A2) Wf

= B[P ]

(P)

(4.3)

It can be verified that this is the same as what would be obtained by summing the individual
powers of orthogonal components (over the interval At) spaced by fu in frequency. (Note that
these orthogonal components would be enhanced by a factor B, and their powers by a factor B2,
when evaluated over an interval At rather than To, and their number would be reduced by B for the
same bandwidth W so that peak power or average power over At would be enhanced by B 2 (l/B) =
B.) In the frequency domain, all the betatron bands within an interval fB are strongly correlated
and add up coherently rather than incoherently in mean square for the peak power. However,
bands separated by fs or more than f B, add up incoherently and the situation is similar to that of a
continuous coasting beam. This is illustrated in Figs. 17a and 17b.

n,=(2W/f0) filtered betatron bands
d(f)

(

^

n,= (2W/f o > filtered betatron

b-^

d(f) A

.

J " C " »•f(real
positive)

t= T»=

(a) Continuous

t= At= Bunch
duration

t=T|=

(b) Bunched

Fig. 17 Fluctuation signals of continuous and bunched beams processed by a wide-band PU with bandwidth W »

fB

If the PU rise-time is much longer than the bunch duration At (narrow-band PU with
bandwidth much less than the bunch frequency, fo « W « fa -- I/At), the peak power from
nj/2 coherent ( + ) betatron bands and n?/2 coherent ( - ) betatron bands is
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where (At)w = 1/W is the effective bunch length in time as seen by the PU. For a set of M such
identical PUs as above, but centred on frequencies spaced by the bunch frequency fB (Fig. 18), the
peak power is given by

K = p (n± Q ) T M * [ p w] T M = I ( " f ° ) 2 ( A 2 ) T

M

•

(4.5)

This peak power can be interpreted as the average power of an equivalent continuous coasting
beam with an effective number of particles (Neff)w = N(nf/2) = N[To/(At)w]. For W » fe, we
have (At)w = At and Nefr = NB, and for W « f0, (At)w = To and Ncff = N.

W= Mf B
"M" such bands

Fig. 18 Fluctuation signals processed by M identical narrow-band PUs with bandwidth «
frequencies fs apart

fa and centred at

All the above considerations of the distinctive features of bunched beam fluctuation signal?
compared with those of continuous beams, from the point of view of information content,
correlation between frequency lines, and fluctuation power, would play crucial roles in Schottky
fluctuation signal processing schemes relevant for any feasible phase-space stochastic cooling
scenario of bunched beams28'.
It is important to observe, however, that the above considerations for single bunches have to
be suitably modified if the storage ring is filled with many, many bunches. The necessary
modifications are all too apparent from considerations of frequency space correlations described
before. In the limit of a storage ring completely filled with bunches (every bucket completely full),
we again need all the successive revolution bands as orthogonal components in order to obtain
maximum non-redundant information about all the bunches in the storage ring.
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COHERENT BEAM RESPONSE: CONCEPTS
The coherent response of charged-particle beams in storage rings to small electromagnetic
perturbations contains essential information about the single-particle and collective dynamical
properties of the beam. In the absence of interparticle interactions, the collective response of the
beam is simply obtained by an appropriate summation over the single-particle dynamics,
represented by a collection of non-interacting three-dimensional oscillators circulating in the
storage ring, with oscillation frequencies and orbits determined by the focusing electromagnetic
fields of the storage ring lattice. Interparticle interactions, induced either naturally by
electromagnetic forces between charged particles in an intense beam and electromagnetic
interaction of the beam with the environment, which acts as a passive feedback on the beam (e.g.
space charge, external impedances, etc.), or by active feedback loops (e.g. a stochastic cooling
loop), always generate additional collective properties. The beam response thus gets modified and
includes the causal transfer function (Green's function) of the relevant collective interaction, in
addition to the single-particle dynamics summed over the beam distribution.
Moreover, discrete single-particle effects are often influenced significantly by collective
interactions. It is well known 29 ' 30) , for example, that reactive impedances in the beam-wall system
produce finite shifts in single-particle incoherent frequencies. Similarly, we will see in Section 11
how the spectral properties of incoherent and finite observable microscopic phase-space
fluctuations (the Schottky fluctuations studied before) are modified when interparticle interactions
or correlations are introduced.
In all the above instances, knowledge of the response properties of the beam is crucial for
estimating the appropriate collective effect, be it the growth rate of a collective mode or the
distortion of fluctuation signals, etc. The response contains critical information about such aspects
as Landau damping and wave regeneration properties of the charged-particle beam as a
many-body system, to be introduced later. The coherent beam transfer function measurement is
thus an important diagnostic tool also for estimating single-particle and collective effects, since it
contains information about the beam-storage-ring impedance 'Fourier transform in frequency of
the Green's funct on for collective interaction between the beam and the storage-ring elements; see
Section 8 for definition), the beam phase-space distribution, and the incoherent and coherent
frequencies of the whole system, when analysed in the frequency domain.
A typical layout for the beam response or transfer function measurement is shown in Fig. 19.
Small-amplitude perturbing signals applied at point B excite the appropriate kicker K (transverse,
5.

Bean.

Fig. 19 A typical layout for beam response or BTF measurement
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longitudinal, or both) and the beam. The kicker fields introduce modulations in the beam, thus
creating correlations between particles. These correlations 01 modulations are then propagated
coherently by the beam (through the collective motion of the particles described by the beam
transfer function) back to the PU. The resulting PU signals are then carried back to point A. A
network analyser then measures the amplitude and phase transmission from B to A. Such a beam
transfer function (BTF) measurement, performed over a band of frequencies, is extremely useful
since it contains information about the whole system, including its stability and phase delay
properties over the band. In our transfer function we have included the extra electrical paths B-K
and PU-A, which may contain electrical elements — amplifiers, filters, and cables or other
(optical, microwave, etc.) transmission lines — in order to take into account situations such as
stochastic cooling where points A and B coincide and are electrically connected in the closed-loop
cooling mode20'31>. Opening the loop, thus separating A and B slightly, then allows us to measure
the open-loop transfer function for a stochastic cooling system, which again contains the whole
story since the cooling feedback loop elements between PU and K are automatically included in the
beam response. However, when switching and balancing cables, care must be taken to make A and
B effectively in the same place.
For time-translation invariant systems (such as continuous coasting beams), excitation by a
fixed frequency (2 at the kicker generates, in the linear approximation, a response at the PU at the
same frequency 0' = 0 only, and at no others. Repeating the measurement to excitations at other
frequencies over the bandwidth of interest (either by single frequency sweep generators or by finite
bandwidth noise generators) reveals the complete story about the amplitude and phase response,
indicating possible delay and stability properties. In general, for high frequencies where revolution
bands of the beam overlap, lAu > u>0, perturbation at a fixed frequency 0 will excite a large
number of azimuthal harmonics (I | in the beam; for example, Q = fw(p) = Z'aip') = ... for the
longitudinal response where u(p) = wo + Aw(p) = o>o — rjhp(u>o/po) describes the angular
frequency dispersion in the continuous beam with a distribution of momentum offset Ap, and
determined by the machine off-energy function rj- The response function then contains an intrinsic
sum over all these excited harmonics (Ij. Response at a given beam harmonic £ is then
experimentally a moot concept, since it can never be observed isolated by a PU, although it exists
theoretically. Rather, we should always refer to response at a given electrical frequency 0. At low
frequency however, where revolution bands are separated and non-overlapping, lAa s a0, a fixed
frequency (1 will only excite a single harmonic in the beam significantly, namely the harmonic
satisfying the resonance condition 0 = £w(p). For non-overlapping bands, such a condition is
satisfied by only one value of I. We can then speak of observable response at a given harmonic I.
The same is true for transverse response functions, where the sense or nonsense of the concept of
observable response at a given betatron harmonic (l±Q f )f 0 depends on whether the betatron
bands overlap or not at the frequency of interest. For beams that are not invariant under time
translations, perturbation at a frequency 0 will in general excite other frequencies Q' also,
including 0 ' = fl. For example, the response of bunched beams is periodically non-stationary, i.e.
it is invariant not with respect to arbitrary time translations but with respect to translations by a
multiple k of the nominal revolution period To = 1/fo = 2*/«o only, where k = 0, ± 1, ± 2, etc.
An exciting frequency Q at K will then generate excited frequencies at all the revolution-frequency
translates of the beam: 0' = 0 + kiao, k = 0, ± 1 , ± 2
The response function, then, is not
given by a single complex function at a given 0, but by a matrix of complex functions, each
element connecting response near harmonic (t) to an excitation near harmonic (m}. The analysis
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and measurement of the BTF of bunched beams are thus complicated and subtle compared to
those for continuous beams.
We are interested in the response of some physical observable A of the beam due to
perturbation in some other physically induceable variable B. The variables A and Braay in general
be vector quantities with components related to the two transverse dimensions and one
longitudinal dimension of the beam. For example, B may be the transverse electric field excitation
E" or angular kick 3 induced by the kicker, and A the resulting transverse dipole-moment current
modulation d at the PU. Alternatively, B may be the longitudinal voltage modulation
V(t|0x) at K, and A the resulting longitudinal current modulation I(t|0P) at the PU. In the general
case they may include both, which means that they are true three-component vectors A and fi. The
response will usually be of the form
A = ^ 5

+ O(|B|2) + ...

.

(5.1)

For small excitation or perturbation signals B applied to the beam, we are interested in the linear
response only and will! neglect the terms of order |B|2 and higher. In the time domain, the response
matrix or tensor 3CAB is simply a linear integral operate::
t
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In asserting such a representation for the response, we are assuming that the system is stable
against the disturbance B(t|i?K) and that the strength of the disturbance is sufficiently weak so that
the induced quantity A may be represented by that part of the response which is linear in the
disturbing field B, thus guaranteeing the validity of the superposition principle embodied in
Eq. (5.2). Such a representation then assumes the existence of a Green's function 3CAB(t,t'|0p,0K)
in the beam-storage-ring system, describing the propagation characteristics of a disturbance in B
applied at (0K,t') and observed at (0p,t) as an induced observable A. [Note: The existence of such a
Green's function for the linear response is characteristic of systems satisfying finite-order linear
differential equations in the response variable, with the excitation as the source term.] We are also
assuming that the response is 'causal'. This 'causality' is reflected in the choice of the domain
( - »,t) for the range of t' -integration in Eq. (5.2). Starting from an undisturbed state at t = - c o ,
the quantity A is gradually induced in the beam owing to the application of the perturbation B: the
effect A(t|0P) cannot precede the cause B(t'|0K); 3CAB(M'|0P,0 K ) is zero for t < t' and describes
the causal BTF in the time domain. This BTF or response function, as long as it represents a linear
response relation as in Eq. (5.2), is determined solely by the properties of the beam-storage-ring
system in the absence of the perturbation B, i.e. by the zeroth-order unperturbed trajectories and
distribution of the particles in the beam. In Section 6, while computing the BTF from microscopic
kinetic theory, we will observe that such a linear response relationship as that described above does
indeed provide a valid description of the response properties of the beam-storage-ring system.
Some amount of care is now necessary in order to obtain the response in the frequency
domain. In general, the response is an integral operator in the frequency domain also, sis can be
seen by Fourier transformation of Eq. (5.2) to the frequency space:
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A(o|ep) = ~
(5.3)
+00

where we have introduced an equivalent response function (RAB, defined in the time domain as

'

V '

T = (t t#)

-

•(5-4)

In Eq. (5.3), 5CAB(O,Q'|0P,0K) and equivalently & A B(fl-fi',0'|0P,0K) describe the bi-frequency
representation of the time-dependent response or transfer function and are given by

3t
—oo

J dt'KAB(t,t'|epJ6K) e1^"1"'1' ,

(5.5)

—cc

iAB(n-fi',.Q'|ep.eK) = J at Jdt5i AB (t ) T|e p ,e K ) e 1 '"'"'''

in T

'

e

.

(5.6)

For continuous ring-filling coasting beams, the response is expected to be invariant under arbitrary
tJme translations. Thus 3CAB(t,t'|flp,0K) — (RAB(t,t-t'!0p,0ic) can only depend on the age variable
r = (t-t')sothat

^ ( n - n ' . n ' l e p . e ^ = 2iri.ABcn/|9p)eK)6(Q-R')

,

(5.7)

and the response is described by a single-frequency complex transfer function &AB(Q|0P,0K) as
follows:

A(n|e p ) =^ A B w|e p ) e K )B(fii9 K )

,

(5.8)

where

The time integral in Eq. (5.2) is a pure convolution in this case, allowing the single-frequency
Fourier transform relation as in Eq. (5.8). For continuous coasting beams, we may thus represent
the beam-storage-ring system in the block diagrammatic convention of Fig. 20 as a time-invariant
linear lumped system with transfer function &AB(Q|0PI0K)I as far as coherent response properties are
concerned.
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PU

K

Fig. 20 Coherent BTF of a continuous beam represented as a time-invariant linear lumped system

We note that in Eq. (5.9), 31AB(O|9P,6K) has been defined in terms of a one-sided Fourier
transformation with respect to time. This is a consequence of the 'causality' inherent in Eq. (5.2),
i.e. <RAB(T|0P,0K) = 0 for T < 0. Formally the range of integration can be extended to - oo at the
lower limit, remembering however that we have to invoke this causality as a crucial element in any
practical computation of the response in the frequency domain for any physical system such as the
beam-storage-ring complex.
It follows immediately, from the reality of B(t|0K), A(t|0p), and (RAB(T|0P,0:K), that

B(n|e K ) = B*(-n|e K )
A<n|ep> = A*(-n|e p )

for real frequencies fi. From the definition (5.9), it also follows that &AB(O|0P,0K), considered for
complex values of 0, is analytic on the upper half-plane Im fi > 0 of complex 0 [assuming that
(RAB(T|0P,0K) is finite for all T] and

A positive imaginary part of (2 may be sufficient to guarantee convergence of the integration in
Eq. (5.9); 3UB(O|0P,0K) can then be continued analytically into the lower half of the complex
0-plane with Im fi < 0. There the analytically continued S{AB(Q\8P,6K) generally has singularities,
such as poles. Inverse transformation of Eq. (5.9) can be carried out according to

V V = 17

< 5I2 >

where the contour C extends from - oo to + » along a path in the upper half of the complex
Q-plane in such a way as to see the singularities of S{ABWP,9K) in the region Im 0 £ 0 from above
(see Fig. 21a). For r > 0, we can close the contour with an infinite semicircle in the lower
half-plane [the contribution from the semicircle vanishes by virtue of the exponential in
Eq. (5.12)]. Cauchy's theorem may then be used for the inverse transformation (5.12), yielding
finite non-zero <RAB(T|0P,0K) for r > 0, given by the contribution from the residues of &AB(Q|0P,0K)
at the singularities in this lower half-plane of complex Q. For r < 0, we can close the contour with
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an infinite semicircle in the upper half-plane. Since there are no singularities for Im 0 > 0 in
&AB(O|0P,0K). we have

fl-AB^'VV

=0

for

T < 0

,

(5.13)

as expected for a causal response.
We thus observe that causality (and convergence) demands that the frequency SI be considered
to have at least a small positive imaginary part i>, y -» 0 + , in order for the direct and inverse
transformations (5.9) and (5.12) to guarantee the proper analytic structure in the frequency space
and proper causal structure in real time for the physical response. The presence of this small
imaginary part 17 in ft can be understood physically by imagining the perturbation B(t|0K> sx
frequency ft to have been adiabatically turned on from the infinite past, where the perturbation
was zero. We thus take for the applied perturbation

B(t|e_) = iim [t(n|e )

e

so that
lim B(t|e R ) = 0

.

(5

t

This is quite physical since the existence of a constant amplitude, single-frequency, sinusoidal
perturbation for all time from the infinite past is rather unrealistic and we have to allow for
'switching on' processes in order to avoid this artificial circumstance. The induced modulation in
the observable A(t|0p) may also be taken in th' same form:
A ( t | 6 p ) = lim [A(n|e p >

e

" W t + Y t + cc]

,

(5.16)

with
lim A ( t | e p ) = 0

.

(5 3?)

t-J—oo

The response in the time domain may then be written as
t

J d t ' AAB (t-t'|e p) e K )5(nie K ) e " ^ ' ^ '

,

(5.18)

so that the frequency response may be written

VV

=

£om+ / <* V T ' V V

•

(5.19)

This artificial introduction of the small imaginary term i-y in the frequency response can,
however, be best avoided by appealing to the Laplace transform, which establishes its presence
rigorously. By now it is evident from the above description that this one-sided Fourier transform
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of the causal response function given by Eq. (5.19) is nothing but equivalent to a Laplace
transform. Physically the form of the response function <RAB(T|0P,0K) calculated by any method is
valid for r z 0 only and cannot be arbitrarily extended to r < 0 by continuation. The response is
zero for r < 0 by definition, as demanded by causality. Thus Laplace transformation provides the
only natural mathematically justifiable transform of the causal response function. If we consider
the physical externally applied excitation to have a definite beginning at t = 0 say, so that
6(t|0>c) = 0 for t < 0, the direct transformation to the Laplace variable s-domain and the inverse
transformation back to the time domain are given by
CO

B(s|6 K ) = / dt e" s t B(t|e R )

,

(5.20)

and

(5.21)

In Eq. (5.21), the contour C is a vertical line in the complex s-plane with Re C > 0 and to the right
of the singularities of B(s|0K). In Eq. (5.20), we take Re s > 0, with Re s large enough so that the
integral converges. We are thus assuming that B(t|#K) is a given function that has a Laplace
transform so that B(s|0K) exists and is given, at least for all s having the real part sufficiently
positive. The response A(t|0p) then has also a definite beginning at t = 0 and A(t|0p) = 0 for
t < 0. Its Laplace transform in the s-domain, for a time-invariant response characterized by
<JUB(7|0P, 8K) for continuous beams, is related algebraically to B(S|0K) as follows:
A(s|ep) = « . . _ ( s | e p , e ) B(s|e )

,

(5.22)

where
00

0

with the inverse
R ( T | 6 ,0,,) = ~r
ds e
AB ' P K
2iti J

jL,,(s 6 , 6 , )
AB ' P K

.

,, „„.
(5.24)

C

Typically, a vanishingly small and positive real part of s. Re s = 7 -* 0 + , is sufficient for the
convergence of Eq. (5.23) and hence for the availability of a Bromwich contour C in the complex
s-plane for the subsequent inversion in Eq. (5.24). Closing the contour with an infinite semicircle
on the right half of the s-plane for r < 0 and on the left half of the s-plane for r > 0 as before,
reproduces the proper causal time structure of (RAB(T|0P(0K) as calculated from Eq. (5.24). Thus
defined, the Laplace transform is unambiguous and takes explicit account of the initial conditions
and causal boundary conditions in time for the response variables and the response function in the
integral equation (5.2) for linear response (an integral equation is frequently equivalent to a
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differential equation with initial and boundary conditions, which are well known to be specially
conducive to treatments via Laplace transforms). It is then possible to interpret Eq. (5.23) as the
response at a given frequency Q by letting s = - ifl + y, with y -* 0 *, a vanishingly small positive
number. Then the single-frequency response at a real frequency ft may be written as:

s=-i£2+Y

= liro J

dT e

(5.25)

(ift-Y)T

identical to the one obtained in Eq. (5.19). The integration contour C for the inverse
transformation and a possible singularity structure in the frequency (I- and Laplace variable
s-domains of the analytic beam response are shown in Fig. 21.
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Fig. 21 Integration contour for the inverse transformation and singularity structure in the frequency and Laplace
variable domains of the analytic beam response

We note that

lira

f dfi'

i

vv

(5.26)

We can prove this identity by closing the contour with an infinite semicircle in the upper half-plane
and then by using Cauchy's theorem for integration (Fig. 22a). The contribution from the
semicircle vanishes with the assumption that for physical responses &AB(Q'\9P,9K) vanishes rapidly
enough at infinity, | 0 ' | -• » , in the upper half-plane. The integration around the closed contour
then vanishes since &AB(O|0J>,0K) is analytic and free of singularities in the upper half-plane and the
point 0 ' = fi lies outside the contour from (-oo+iy) to ( + » + i ? ) , or equivalents the point
0 ' = fi - 17 lies outside the contour along the real axis from - 00 to +00. When considering the
response at a real D, the 17 in the above denominator simply serves as a mnemonic for the
distortion of the contour C along the real axis via an infinitesimal semicircular detour above the
point 0 ' = 0, as shown in Fig. 22b.
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Integration contours for the identity (5.26)

With the aid of the Dirac identities

= P [ i ] ; i7T5(x) ,
[x±

iy]

(5.27)

where ^ stands for the principal vafue part, we may now split Eq. (5.26) into real and imaginary
parts to obtain
+

T

Re [&.„(«'le-.e,,)]
K
; p
(5.28)

and
'

P

J!

(5.29)

These relations are the relevant Kramers-Kronig relations for the analytic beam response. Thus
the real and imaginary parts of the BTF are not independent of each other, and a knowledge of
one implies a knowledge of the other, and hence the full complex and analytic BTF, by

(n|e ,e > = i

I
77

lim (a

lto
Y-"o+

ep,eK)]
(5.30)

fan'

(5.31)

- fi + iy]
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We note that the positive infinitesimal 7 that serves to assure the adiabatic turning on of the
disturbance and thereby to guarantee a causal response of the system, also produces real and
imaginary paits in the beam response. Depending on the definition, these real and imaginary parts
of the beam response for dp = 0K are interchangeably related to the energy absorbing (i.e.
dissipative) and reactive (i.e. oscillatory) parts of the collective dynamics of the whole beam, as we
will soon see. We will also see later (Section 13) that the presence of 7 is related to the important
phenomenon of'Landau damping'.
As we have already mentioned in Section 2, each particle in a storage ring behaves as a
circulating loss-less three-dimensional oscillator, with amplitude- or action-dependent oscillation
frequencies w(F). The response of an individual oscillator will have the typical resonant
character as the frequency 0 of the external perturbation approaches one of the resonance values
fi -» n*-t?(f), where n = (nx,nz,n) is a triplet of integers. Specifically, the response near
0 = n*-<?(f) will have the singular resonant denominator [B - n -<?(f)]'. The response of the
whole beam is obtained by summing over all the individual oscillators (particles) in the beam and,
as we will see in Sections 6 and 7, will have typically the form of

where Fjf(I ) aie certain form factors related to the beam distribution toil), oscillator strengths
for oscillators with action f to couple to a wave exp (-i[n-<3(f )]t) of frequency n-&j(f), etc.
The poles on the real frequency axis arising from the whole beam of particles are shown in
Fig. 23a. For longitudinal response, n -o>(I) = nu(p) and for transverse linear betatron response
n -a? (I ) = (n ± Qf)u(p). Physically, then, for a continuous distribution of particles in the space of
revolution frequencies a)(p), only a vanishing number of oscillators, dN = •(>(&>) du -» 0 as du -»
0 have frequencies exactly coinciding with that of the excitation and contribute to the singularity
from the denominator, which is thus no cause for grief. Mathematically, the small 17 term in 0
then saves us from the divergent singular integrnl as n-cS -» fi and clearly indicates how to
compute or treat this integral. Computation should proceed with Im Q = 7 > 0, and making use
of the identity (3.27), which is equivalent to chosing a contour of integration in revolution
frequencies of the oscillators such that it avoids tf -<3 = 0 by a small semicircular detour, as shown
in Fig. 23b, for the longitudinal response. The response thus calculated can then be analytically
continued into the lower half of the complex Q-plane. In this way the physical principle of
causality is automatically embedded in the computation of beam response. [Note: The multiple
poles on the w-axis in Fig. 23b occur only if the frequency 0 is situated in the region of
overlapping poles in Fig. 23a. If 0 is in a region of non-overlapping poles in Fig. 23a, there is only
one pole in Fig. 23b to be avoided by the contour.]
The frequency response of bunched beams is uniquely different and has additional structure
aside from the above considerations of analytic structure in the complex frequency space. A
bunched beam interacting with the K-PU elements in the BTF measurement set-up is essentially a
'sampled' system (in the closed-loop situation of stochastic cooling, when points A aud B in
Fig. 19 are electrically connected, it actually becomes a 'sampled control system') and is
characterized by a non-stationary time-varying response. However, the time variation is periodic,
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Fig. 23 Single-particle poles on the real frequency axis arising from the beam and (he integration contour in revolution
frequency <•> for computation of beam response

with the period being the revolution time-period of the reference synchronous particle in the
bunch. Thus
+00

k=- c o

(5.33)
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(5.35)
and
'P^K'

•

(5.36)

This leads to a coupling of the exciting signal to the modulated output signal at all frequencies
which are discrete translations of each other by multiples of the revolution frequency as follows:

(5.37)
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If the excitation at the kicker is at a fixed frequency ft only, given by B(f2|0K). we can easily verify
that a response is generated at the PU not only at the frequency 0 but also at the frequencies fi +
where m = ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , and is given by

p

^ e

p

, e

K

)

I<fl|e K ) = s ^ g ( f i | 8 p ) e K ) I ( n | e K )
(m = 0 , ± 1 , ± 2 , ...,

,

(5.33)

±») .

The set rj>AB(fl|0pA)]m = - » + « = [& AB(Q + moio\9p,0K)]m = - » + », describing the bunched beam
transfer function, provides the response / ( f i + ma)o|0p) at <?p at frequency fl + muo to an excitation
at 0K, B"(R|0K), at frequency Q. We can also rewrite the response in the following operator
notation:
A(Q|e p ) = ^ A B ( " | e p » e K ) B(n|e R )

,

(5.39)

where the response operator is given by

k=-«>

k=-°°

and Tk is the translation operator in frequency space for a translation by kaio, i.e.
Xk BCflie,,) = BCft+kWoK) ,

(k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . )

.

(5.41)

Thus the response of the periodically time-varying bunched-beam-storage-ring system can be
characterized by the block-diagrammatic representation of Fig. 24 as an expansion in a
parallel-series combination of a set of time-invariant elements SAB(fl|0p,0K) — &AB(G+ k&jo|0p,0K),
each one modulated by sinusoidally time-varying gains exp ( - ikwot), the parallel branches ranging
ink = - o o , . . . , - 1,0, + 1 , . . . , + « .
The above considerations allow us to interpret the generated response A((l+k<ao\8p) of a
bunched-beam-storage-ring system as the components of a Bloch function An(t|6p) written in the
Bloch form32):
A n ( t | 6 p ) = e~iQt

F0(t|6p)

,

(5.42)

where
'V'

c

(5.43)

k=-oo

iis periodic in I with period To = Ir/m, i.e. ?n(t|0p) = Fo(t + nTo|0p), n = 0, ± I, ±2, .... etc.
This is snjilar to Floquet functions usually encountered in periodically time-varying systems, with
th« important difference that the periodic function F*o(t|0p) in Eq. (5.42), and hence the
speffiewsts in its Fourier expansion in Eq. (5.43), depend on the frequency 0 of interest—unlike in
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Fig. 24 Coherent BTF of a bunched beam represented as a parallel set of time-invariant elements followed by
sinusoidally time-varying gains

It also follows that
(5.44)
for real frequencies fi. Again %AB(n|0p,#K), considered for complex values of 0, is analytic on the
upper half-plane Im fi > 0 of complex 0, and
(5.45)

All the considerations of analytic structure in the complex fi-plane elaborated before, now apply to
each of the individual Bloch components &AB(R|0P,0K), k = 0, ± 1, ± 2 , etc., separately. Again, as
before, one should really keep in mind the unambiguous Laplace transform &AB(S|0P,0K) as the
rigorous transform of the response, to be interpreted as a response to a frequency 0 by the
replacements = -ifi + 7, 7 -> 0 + only.
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6.

COHERENT BEAM RESPONSE:
MICROSCOPIC KINETIC-THEORETICAL FORMALISM
A practical computation of the BTF or response function requires the use of the
single-particle dynamics and distribution in microscopic phase space. Such a consistent
microscopic theory is provided by the general kinetic theory introduced in Appendix A. Since we
are interested in the coherent motion of the distribution of particles in the beam as a whole, the
first equation in the hierarchy, namely the Vlasov equation, will suffice for a relevant 'law of flow'
in phase space. We only need to deal with the ensemble averaged one-particle distribution ¥([x];t)
in this linear Vlasov response formalism where [x] = [(p),lq!l is any canonical set of
single-particle dynamical variables. For notational brevity, we only deal with single component
excitation B and response A. The formalism can be extended trivially to general multicomponent
cases involving vectors A and B and response tensor (RAB. Occasionally we will also drop the
indices dp, 0K for convenience with the understanding that the exciting force B(t) is always applied
at a fixed kicker location 8 = 0K and response A(t) is measured always at a fixed PU location 8 =
0p.
We assume that the externally applied force perturbation may be represented by an additional
term 3C' of the single-particle Hamiltonian so that

J6([x];t) =jeo([x];t) + je'([x];t) =JB0([x];t) -SJ([x])B(t) ,

(6.1)

where <8([x]) = <8([p),(q|) is some suitable function on phase space. The Hamiltonian 3Co in
absence of perturbation may be time-independent, in which case it is a function of the
single-particle constants of motion, e.g. action variables, only. Assuming the applied perturbation
B(t) is small, we can write the one-ps. tide phase-space distribution function as an unperturbed
part *o plus a small perturbed part Ai:

The 'law of flow' of ¥ is given by the Vlasov equation in phase space:

where the right-hand side is a classical Poisson bracket8'. Since the beam in absence of
perturbation is governed by the Hamiltonian 3C0, we may use

for the unperturbed state, yielding immediately for the perturbed part

to terms up to first order in the perturbation (i.e. neglecting terms of second order in the
perturbation, e.g. A*-B(t), since we are interested in linear response only). In terms of canonical
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action-angle variables [x] = [T,$], one immediately recognizes (6.5) as the familiar7'29' form of
the first-order linearized Vlasov equation for the perturbed phase-space density A+:

dt

3^

31

for the situation of time-independent unperturbed state where 9*o/dt = 0 and *o can only be a
function of the single-particle constants of motion, namely the action variables, so that
= 4-0(1) ;

^&Ll

91'o/3$ = 0 ,

(6.7)

(6-8)

.

31

The equation (6.5) may be rewritten as

where Lo is the unperturbed Liouville operator in single-particle phase space, which operates on any
arbitrary phase function g([x] ;t) as follows:
Log = i [ K o , g ]

•

(6.11)

The formal solution of the homogeneous equation

can be affected by a unitary transformation Uo(t|t') such that
j ; t ' ) = Uo(t|o)A1'([x];0) .

(6.13)

Here Uo(t|t') is a unitary time-evolution operator which transforms a state A*(t') at time t' to a state
: A*(t) at time t, with Uo(t|t) - 1. For time-invariant systems, e.g. continuous coasting beams,
Lo does not have any explicit time dependence (either in the laboratory frame or in the co-moving
beam frame) and depends only on the phase-space coordinates so that the formal homogeneous
i solution to Eq. (6.12) may be written as
:

U

')

Aw

( t 0 = e " i L o t A¥ u (0) ,

(6.14)

whence
6 , ( t | t ' > -= e -

1 2

"^^

.

(6.15)
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We can now solve the inhomogeneous equation (6.10), with the aid of the above Green's function
Uo(t|t'). formally as a first-order linear differential equation with -B(t) [<B([x]), *o3 as a driving
source term to get (by the method of characteristics):
t

= - J d t ' U0(t|t')B(t')GB([x(t/)]),4'o(t')]

f dt' e~ i ( t " t ' ) L o B(t')[: < B([x(t')]) > n(t')] .

=-

(6.16)

This procedure of solving an inhomogeneous equation is oftjn called 'integration oyer
unperturbed trajectories'. Here we have assumed A* = 0 at t = » . Let G([x]) be the dynamical
variable of the response corresponding to the physical response observable A(t|ft>). We will use the
notation « (t) = a[x(t)], <B(t) = <B([x(t)]),fl(O)= a([x(0)]) = fl([x]) and (B(0) = <B[x(O)J = S
([x]) in the following. The physical response A(t|0P) is then given by the expectation value of <2([x])
weighted with the perturbed phase-space density A*([x];t) as follows:
A(t|6p)

J<£x] yt([x
at'

B(t'|eK)

—00

t

- j dt' B(t'|eK)|jd[x][ei(t-t')£oit(rx])j[aj(t')Jn(t')]J
—oo

t

- J dt' B(t'|e K )/|d[x] [9i(t'), l i'o(t / )]yt(t-t / )|

.

(6.17)

Here we have used the fact that the equation of motion for any dynamical variable S([x]) which
does not depend explicitly on time, may be written as8)

^ B e o ^ ]

o ,

(6.18)

with the formal solution
= ai(t"tl)LojKt')

- eitL°JtCO)

.

(6.19)
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We have used this in going from the fourth line to the fifth in Eq. (6.17). In going from the third
line to the fourth, we have used the fact that exp ( ± itLo) is unitary, which follows from the fact that
the unperturbed Liouville operator is Hermitian33>, i.e.

/<€x]g*([x])Loh([x]) = /dM<£og((V]))*h((V)>

(6.20)

for phase functions g([x]) and h([x]) that vanish sufficiently rapidly at infinity in momentum space
and outside cf some finite volume in configuration space.
Note that the azimuth 0K enters into (B(t') as a parameter (not as a dynamical variable) and
similarly dp enters into tt(t') as a parameter; we may imply this dependence by writing (BK(f) and
G p (t') for (B(t') and <2(t') in our equations. For time-translation invariant systems like continuous
coasting beams then we can write Eq. (6.17) in response form (noting the time-dependences
Eqs. (6.14) and (6.19) imposed by the unperturbed Liouville operator Lo on distributions and
phase-space functions):
t
A(t|6p) = J d t ' 3 l A B ( t - t ' | e p , e K ) B(t'|6K)

,

(6.21)

—CO

with the response function given by

^AB^'W

=

/<€*] D ' ^ C O ^ C T )

•

(6.22)

The Laplace transform of the response in the domain of the Laplace variable s, is

JdT\

-ST

dT e~ s T J"dTx]

/dW

(6.23)

By the usual prescription discussed in Section 5, it is possible to interpret Eq. (6.23) as the response
at a given frequency fi by letting s = - ifi + 7 with 7 -• 0 + , a vanishingly small positive number.
Then the single-frequency response at frequency D is given by

(6.24)
lim | d [ X ] |>o,fl
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The phase-space dynamical variables that enter into our formalism have 10 be canonical by
necessity, since we have made use of the canonical Poisson brackets. If we choose these canonical
variables to be the action-angle variables [x] = (t ,<f), we may write the response function using
the form given by Eq. (6.22) as
2TT

\ B (T|e

p ,e K

= fdi J
a=x,z,6

-

where a = x, z, 6 correspond to the two transverse and one longitudinal degrees of freedom of the
beam and ?o(f). the stationary time-independent distribution, is a function of the constants of
motion f, i.e. action alone. Since (BK(r) = (B K [f,£(r)] and « P ( T ) = GP[f >$(*)] are
periodic in the 2?r-periodic angle variables ^(T) = ^o + <?(! )T, we may Fourier expand as

(6.26)

1

" ' * ^ o T Al,
n

where n = (n»,ny,nz) and ff' = (n'x,n'y,n'z) are triplets of integer numbers nx.y,z, ni,y,z = 0, ± 1 ,
± 2,..., etc., characterizing the angle harmonics of the Fourier decomposition. Using the identity

21T
TTI
(21T)

3

J

• v

(6.28)

°

0

we obtain for the response function the following:

T

Extreme care is to be exercised in using this general expression for calculating any particular
beam response. The differential integration element (2x)3df has to be interpreted as (2x) 3 df =
(2TdI»M2irdIIK2irdJ). Some of the factors of (2T) will disappear if we do not care about t V full
6-dimensional character of the beam phase space for any particular response. For example, for
longitudinal response of a continuous coasting beam, f and $ are simply scalars given by the
longitudinal action J = JE 0 dE/w and the angle around the ring 0, where E is the energy and a the
revolution angular velocity of a particle. The integration element is simply 2?dJ in this case. The
phase-space distribution is taken to be •o(F) m *o(J), obtained after integrating over the
transverse distributions. The harmonic n is simply a scalar n, the azimuthal harmonic in the
Fourier series expansion in the 2x-periodic angle around the ring. Thus n*-u{f) * n u (j) and
<*?» (J), <B^(J) me functions of J (or equivalently E or a), with $P and d* as parameters.
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For transverse response of a continuous coasting beam in any one transverse plane x, say, F
= (Ix.J), I = (<M) where 8 = $0 + oj(J)t and <f>x = 0? + (urfxt = <t>\ + Qw(J)t, Q being the
transverse betatron tune. The integration element is (2irdl,)(2ird J) and the phase-space distribution
is taken to be *o(f) — •O(IK, J), obtained after integrating over the transverse z-distribution. For
dipole transverse response only, the values of nx are simply ± 1, so that n* •<?((*) — (n±Q)u(J) in
the denominator in Eq. (6.29). The coupling coefficients in the numerator in Eq. (6.29), G?n*(f)
— G?n,Ti(Ix,J) and « £ ( f ) = <Bn,±i(Ix,J) are function of J (or equivalent^ E or «) and the
betatron action Ix, with dp and 0K as parameters again. However, the multiplying coefficient
[n*-d*o(f )/df i in Eq. (6.29) is simply n,[d*0(I*,J)/dI,r], with no n[dto(lx,J)/SJ] appearing in it,
for pure transverse excitation and response in the •.-n|?.ric. This is evident from Eq. (6.2S) where
only the a = x term involving d/dlx and S/<tyo,x ~ in, would appear if the exciting force is in the
x-plane only. Note that the summation Ss* is still ove- the full vector ff = (n,nx) = (n, ± 1) since
both longitudinal and transverse motion play ioles n determining the unperturbed trajectories in
the absence of the transverse excitation. For linear betatron oscillations, Ix « A, where Ax is the
betratron oscillation amplitude and the tune Q is independent of Ix. For linear transverse
dipole-moment excitation and response, one can then verify that a?n,Ti (IX,J) oc Ax e"*"'1" Ct(J) «
VTX e^nep fl(J) and Q&, ± , (Ix>J) a Ax ein9K (B( 1) a vTx ein'K (B(J). In such a case an integration by
parts of Eq. (6.29) yields the following alternative expression for the linear dipole transverse
response in any one plane, say x:
, e ) = iim (27T)2

n,iy=±
( 6 3Oa)

lim

(2ir)fdJ

T
1

(±)

in(8
e

K " e P ) AUMJ)

^ ^

'

( 6 - 3Ob )

x

where in the last step we have used the explicit forms of Q.\ ri (IX,J) and (Bn, ±i (IX,J) given above
and assumed a normalized longitudinal distribution, integrated over transverse phase space
according to 2T J dlx •o(Ix, J) = *o(J).
The general expression (6.29) is valid for arbitrary excitation and includes the full
three-dimensional response with coupling between various transverse and longitudinal degrees o;
freedom, where the tensorial character of &AB(O!0P,0K) is composed of the vectors n and 8.
(response in any one of the three planes in phase space) and given by the diadic n S. One needs to
derive expressions for the coupling harmonics of the response and excitation dynamical variables
[i.e. £?r ( f ) and <B&{f)] in any specific case from the Hamiltonian and the general definitions
of observables provided by our formalism. The procedure of actually evaluating the response will
be clearer in ihe next section, where we calculate one such response explicitly.
The expression for response has to be modified for time-dependent systems such as bunched
beams, as has been hinted in the previous section. The unperturbed Liouville operatcr Lo is
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time-dependent in the laboratory frame. In the co-moving beam frame, however, we can still use,
as before, the time-independent unperturbed Liouville operator Lo, which depends only on the
canonical phase-space coordinates defined in the beam frame, with no explicit time dependence.
However, the dynamical variables ttp(t) and (Bx(t) corresponding to observable response at dp and
excitation at 0K would depend on time not only through the time-dependenc phase-space dynamical
coordinates [x(t)J in the beam frame alone, but they would also have explicit time dependences.
For stationary coasting bunched beams, this time dependence is periodic with the period being the
nominal revolution time period in the ring. Fourier series decomposing this periodic time
dependence, we may then write

ytP([x(t)];t) = £ JtJCx(t)]) e"i£a)ot

(6.31)

(6.32)

With this decomposition and following the same procedure as before, one verifies that the
bunched beam response may be written as

A

(t|ep)=

where

(6.34)

in the time domain and
+00

A(ft|6) =

y
Z_i

P

jf

(ft|9
AB

,6T>)B(f2-k(Ou | 6 , )
P

K

,

(635)

K

k=-°°
where
+00

=JLim +
(6.36)
+00
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in the frequency domain, where 5f(s) is the Laplace transform of tt?(r).
The canonical variables may be chosen to be the action-angle variables of the transverse
betatron oscillations and longitudinal synchrotron oscillation, i.e. [x] s (f ,$) = (lx,lz,J;<j>x,<j>z,ip)
with <£x,z(t) = <£?,* + Q*,*o>0t and ^(t) = i//° + &js(J)t, and • 0 ( f ) = *o(Ix,Iz,J). Again one can
Fourier expand a?(r) = ($[£,$(7)] and <B^(T) -• <B^[f ,£(T)] in the 2ir-periodic angle variables
if = $0 + 01 (I )T where u(l )= {a>x,<az,u>s (J)) = (Qx«o,Qzo>o,ttfs(J))5 as follows:

(6.37)

35 J
•*<

n

n"

•*/

(I)

e

y D T i

"

u v i

'

1

'

(6.38)

n

n

where n = (nx,n2,p) are triplets of integer numbers nx>z,/t = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ..., etc., with nx, nz the
betatron harmonics and ji the synchrotron harmonic and similarly for n '. Using the identity (6.28)
again, we obtain the following expression for the response function:

(6J91

Note that here n-<2(\) = nK<ax + nzo)z + poisQ) = (±Qx±Qz)<ao + / ^ ( J ) for linear dipole
response. For longitudinal response the denominator is simply IQ-laso-fiusW + iy] and for
transverse dipole response in one transverse plane, say x, the denominator is [0 - (1 ± Q*)a>o - /KOS
(J) + \-y). Looking ahead in the next section, we can say that for longitudinal response with J <* a2,
[flfUJ) « 3*(la)eie9p, [ffl?+ kWJ) <x SMI + k)a)ei(< + k)eK where J / s are ordinary Bessel functions of
integer order7).
The physical mechanism of the response is simple. Excitation at a frequency ii at the kicker
6 = OK given by B^iOe" 1 0 ' will excite azimuthal waves « , 0 | ~ e- i ( £ 9 - O t ) f(f ,£) of all
possible integer azimuthal harmonics < |£),Qi, i = 0, ± 1, ±2
etc., in the beam. Each one of
these azimuthal waves <l,Q| imposed externally at the kicker will couple to the internal dynamics
of the beam phase space and in particular will excite, in principle, all the harmonic waves |n ,Q> ~
Ot
ein* f-i f(f)
m the action-angle variable. The coupling of the azimuthal wave <f,0| to the
action-angle harmonic wave |n*,0> in bunch phase space at the kicker is just <C,fi|n,fi> ~
[(B^-(f). The excitation is then propagated or carried along as action-angle harmonic waves by
the intrinsically circular dynamics of particle orbits in bunch phase space (I ,$) and projected
onto the azimuthal wave states | {m i ,fl> again at the pick-up, which add up to give the response
A(Q'|0p)e""iD ' at the pick-up. The coupling of each bunch internal wave <n*,0| to the azimutha]
wave |m,R> at the pick-up is just <n\ fl|m,fi> - [Gm]_(r(f). Rotation with frequency <a(f) in
bunch phase space and frequency too around the storage ring will give rise to simple poles at
frequencies ii = (f -m)wo + n-£(T) in the propagation from <£,Q| to |m,0> through the
phase-space dynamics, when Fourier transformed in frequency. Contribution of a single particle

If;
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of oscillation action f in the propagation of excitation (l,f)| to generate a response |m,Q> is then
given by the matrix element Mt m (0) with an effective sum over the internal oscillation harmonics n
as follows:

fi.

(II) = £ <

(fi) = <A,

_y

(6.40)

^ Hi,

Contribution from a single
_
particle with given oscillation action I

Flj. 25 Physical mechanism of beam response

We leave it up to the reader to be convinced that such a response between the azimuthal harmonic
wave states <l,Q| and |m,0> at a given frequency Q independent of any reference to locations of
excitations and observation of response (0K and dp) will reproduce the response A(Q '(ft.) at 6 = ft>
from excitation B(O|0K) at 0 = By exactly as given by Eq. (6.39), when one sums over all the particles
and all the harmonics properly to localize the excitation at 6K and observed response at 6P. This
physical mechanism of beam response is shown pictorially in Fig. 25.
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One comment is in order regarding the appearance of the derivative [d*o(f )/3f) in all our
response expressions. We note that Eq. (6.3) can be written as a total derivative

implying conservation of the phase-space density * ( f ,$;t) in the [iX] phase space (Liouville's
theorem). Thus the particles move in the phase space like an incompressible fluid and any
perturbing force can only produce a distortion in the distribution by affecting particles that are
located in a region in phase space where there is some gradient in the unperturbed phase-space
density ¥o(f). Hence the appearance of d<to(T)/dT in our response expressions.
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7.

COHERENT BEAM RESPONSE: EXAMPLES
The formal expressions for the response given in the preceding section are elegant and concise
but have to be supplemented with an example of a practical calculation of the BTF using those
expressions. We demonstrate the calculation of the longitudinal response function for a
continuous coasting beam as an example.
The first task is to determine the phase functions (B([xJ) and G([x]), as functions of the
dynamical canonical variables [x], corresponding to the physical observablcs B(t) and A(t) entering
into the response (RAB of interest to us. Also, the phase function O([x]) corresponding to the
excitation B(t) has to be such as to correspond to the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. (6.1).
For longitudinal response we are interested in the current modulation i(t|dp), say, generated at
a pick-up at 6 = dp by a voltage V(t|0K), which modulates the energy, applied at a kicker at 8 = 6K.
The current modulation may be written as

Kt|6 ) = q /

dejdww

£

<S[6(t) - 8 - 2TTn]Atp(u),e;t)

(7.1)

<x>

o

n=-

In terms of canonical variables 6 and longitudinal continuous coasting beam action J
E

(7.2)

J=I f ,
Eo
we can write

Kt|e p ) o

n=—°°

where we have used the Fourier series representation of the periodic delta-function and
AH r (w,e;t)dU = A ¥ ( E , e ; t ) d E = AVC J , 6; t ) d J

(7.4)

Accordingly the phase function G(t) corresponding to the response variable A(t|0P) = I(t|0P) is
given by

p3

.

(7.5)

The angle derivative of the phase function <B(t) = (B(e(t), J) corresponding to the exciting variable
B(t|0K) = V(t|9K) is given by

m=-
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where we have used dJ = dE/oi. Thus, using the Fourier series representation of the periodic
delta-function again, we obtain

aaxo

e

90

—39

-infe(t)-e K ]

Using the form (6.25), the longitudinal response (Rg (T|0P,0K) can be written as
2ir

ae [- J *
where we have used d¥o(J)/d0 = 0 since the stationary zeroth-order distribution *o(J) is
function of the constant of motion J, i.e. the action alone. Noting that
(7.9)

•f o (J) =
where x = du(E)/dE, and * 0 («) is the normalized (to unity) distribution in 01, we can write

+00

V

e-in[6(T)-ep]

. (7.10)

Using the unperturbed zeroth-order orbits
9(T)

= 60 +

,

9(0) = 9 0

(7.11)

and
21T

± j d6o
we obtain

(7,2)
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The Laplace transform of the response is immediately obtained as

+00
F

5

X

.

(7.14)

Then the single-frequency response at frequency Q is obtained by setting s = — i(2+y as:

The sum over n in Eq. (7.15) can be performed exactly and yields34'

—-frn=_co

O^J

1

exp [2TTI - ]

= "i

u I
"•

moo

L

x exp [i(6p-6K) f]

,

(7.16)

where we have assumed that ( 0 P - 0 K ) is positive and 0 < (0p-0 K ) < 2ir. The frequency response
then may be written as

x exp [i(G
[ i ( Gpp--VV g]
Note that this response relates the actual beam current modulation to the actual voltage seen
by the beam. In the context of a BTF measurement, as shown in Fig. 19, one measures the ratio of
the observable current Ip generated by the pick-up to the voltage applied at the kicker. The
measured BTF should therefore include the electrical quantities such as the PU sensitivity and
kicker efficiency, etc. In addition it will include other impedances or gains in the transfer lines
PU-A and B-K (Fig. 19) and more importantly a phase factor corresponding to the electrical delay
of the transfer line. For a sum pick-up, the PU sensitivity is a function of the electrical frequency
only. However, for a difference PU, the sensitivity is a function of beam position, and the current
modulation observed at the PU will contain a contribution from the beam energy modulation as
well. Thus the effect of the pick-up, which may be sensitive to the beam energy in addition to the
electrical frequency, may be incorporated simply by including a frequency- and energy-dependent
sensitivity function P(0,u) inside the integral in Eq. (7.17). The electrical delay in the cables of the
transfer line may be included simply by a multiplying phast factor of txp (iOrc),
where re is the delay time. If the storage-ring lattice is irregular, there may be additional terms in
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the response function. For an irregular lattice, one may define a quantity au analogous to
a = ( 0 K - 0 P ) / 2 T = 1 - (s/27rRav), by

ss

J

X ds

(7.18)

where

("-S)

"••»

denotes a lattice property, which is a function of the particle energy, the local dispersion and the
radius of curvature. One can show that

pf

*l ( i V/)

(7 20)

-

and

4 Rr - ^ Jf *] •
where e is the local bending radius and the integral is taken from the PU (at s) to the kicker (at
s = 0) position and
(ai-ct)
av

= 0 = (aO
- a
sv
av

.

(7.22)

,

(7.23)

If we define a normalized longitudinal beam transfer function by

P

,6 R ) = ^ . ^ - . e i
K
VQ) q2K

f i T

c

one obtains the normalized longitudinal BTF for a continuous coasting beam, including all the
above effects, as 2 ' •35-36>

i,(Q|ep,eK) = | e-WTOMTc) J d a ) . P ( R | a ) ) c ( f i i t 0 ) |^1 + i

cot

^ 3

(7.24)

where

0(0,0)) = exp [-12710*2 g - i ) ] ^

(7.25)
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Note that the normalized longitudinal BTr as defined in (7.23) is a dimensionless quantity
and the sign of its imaginary part is the same for machines working below or above transition (x
has been included in the definition). It is thus relatively machine-independent compared to the
usual response function &u(fi|0p,0K)Frequency-dependent gains in the transfer lines and frequency- and energy-dependent kicker
efficiency may be included in P(G,c;) if desired.
If the pick-up and kicker considered happen to be those corresponding to a stochastic cooling
feedback Ioop35'36), the phas..-factor in front in B||(Q|0P,0K) is simply unity, since for stochastic
cooling the electrical delay TC is matched exactly to the transit time of the nomina' reference
particle with angular velocity wo from the pick-up to the kicker, i.e. TC = (0K -0?)/&>O = 2-na/wa.
The additional phase shift

f- - —)

(7.26)

for particles with frequency u & wo, is then properly included in the factor C(ft,&>) = e-'**<n^>
and gives rise to the special effect known as 'mixing between pick-up and kicker' in stochastic
cooling theory 20 ' 3 " 6 '.
Note that

^

M)

.

(7-27)

In the usual theory of response of beams29', one usually finds only the second term involving the
derivative of ¥o(w). This is approximately true only if the relative revolution frequency spread is
small so that <o - o>o can be taken out of the derivative. The addition of *oM to «o (d¥o/do>) is
then negligible. However if the spread is large or frequency Q is high so that the beam revolution
harmonic Schottky bands are wide, it is not only non-negligible but absolutely essential
theoretically in order for the beam response to have correct properties. To see this, we consider an
ideal sum pick-up with unit senritivity at the same place as the kicker BP = 0K so that a = at = 0
and P = C = 1. For this special case, we also consider the beam Schottky harmonic bands
non-ovsrlapping. If we excite the beam at s f""}aency fi which lies in the non-cverlspp:r.g region
in between two Schottky bands, the response of the beam should be purely reactive with only
imaginary component, since there are no particles in the beam that can resonate and absorb energy
by generating such a frequency 12, i.e. ¥o(0) = 0 at such C where *o(fl) is the distribution in
frequency in the frequency space. With only the &!(d*o/du) term, however, the real part of the
response is non-zero and finite
(7.28)
The addition of •o(w) to u>[d*o(w)/du>] is thus essential since it cancels - N / 2 precisely giving
Re S || = 0, thus avoiding an in-phase component of the current that would correspond to energy
absorption by the beam. One also sees this by noting

*J J j

(7l29)
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It is important to remember that we obtained the 3[o>*o(w)J/3« term by properly transforming the
term d*o(J)/dJ, a simple derivative in the canonical action variable. Extreme care is therefore
needed in using the properly canonical variables in our Harr.iitonian-Vlasov formulation of the
beam response.
If the frequency 0 falls within a revolution Schottky band of the beam or if the bands overlap
so that fl falls within more than one such band, the real part of B|| will be non-zero but it will consist
of only the contributions from the singularities of cot [ir (fl/&>)], given by the usual ( - in-) times the
Cauchy residues. This is so because of Eq. (7.29) and the fact that the principal value term adds an
imaginary part only. These singularities occur for each OIK that satisfies
^

= k

or

\ = ~ ,

k = 0,±l,±2

etc.

(7.30)

Introducing the real number variable a by
- = a ,

dw = - - ^ f i

(7.31)

we notice that cot (ira) osk [TT(<T — k)] ~' near these poles. The contributions from the residues of
cot (ira) are thus obtained by replacing ii oy -iir8(o-k)-(l/Tr) = -iS(a-k). For a small total
spread in Aai, i.e. (Aai/uo) « 1, one verifies that the real part is given approximately by
(neglecting the ¥ 0 term)
Re g»(n) 2 - ^.-.uio —p-

,

(7.32)

where *(J2) = S k (l/|k|) * 0 (fi/k) and 3¥(Q)/dQ are the total normalized distribution and its
derivative in actual frequency space with overlapping bands as in (3.37) and thus includes a
summation over all overlapping bands. For ncn-overlapping bands, the real part is zero for
frequencies outside the Schottky bands since d¥(Q)/dSl = 0 in that case. Since ¥(Q) is proportional
to the total longitudinal Schottky fluctuation power density of the beam [see
Eqs. (3.37) and (3.42)], Eq. (7.32) is a relation between the dissipative real part of the beam
response and fluctuation power. It is a special case of the Fluctuation-Dissipation relationship to
be studied in Section 14.
A similar analysis may be performed for the transverse response of a continuous coasting
beam. The BTF will relate the transverse position modulation fi(fl) of the beam at the pick-up
8 = dp caused by a small sinusoidal angular excitation 3(ft), at the kicker 9 = OK, of the transverse
trajectory of the beam. We define a normalized, dimensionless BTF at frequency 0 by

^

N
'

e

ifir,.
~*

(7 33)

'

where 0p and 0K are the usual lattice beta-functions at the location of the pick-up and kicker
respectively and re the electronic delay of the cable in the transfer line from PU to A and B to K,
as before. So defined the BTF is independent of the transverse lattice property 0(s) which measures
the sensitivity of transverse betatron oscillation amplitudes as a function of azimuthal position in
the ring (V/SP/JK in the denominator cancels this dependence), is proportional to the total number
of particle;: in the beam as expected for coherent response and has a poskive real part. Note that
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5(0) is related to the transverse force Fx(0) applied at the kicker. A similar computation35'36' then
yields
du>- <F.(«o)c(n,u»

[l+i eotirg * Q)] - e" i 2 1 T ^ [l • i cot irg - Q ]]} , (7.34)
where 02 = 1 - (^/2TQ), a and C(0,o) the same as for the longitudinal case, Q being the betatron
tune and u the betatron phase at the PU, counted from the kicker, i.e. betatron phase-advance
from kicker to PU, with

< 7 - 35 >

*' - S - TO '
'P
s
M=

J

O 7"v

>

W = 2irQ

at

s =

(7.36)

s=o

9=e K
For zero distance between pick-up and kicker, <*2 = 0 and the real terms inside the integral cancel
out. In that case we also have a = (0K - 0p)/2ir = 0 so that C(fl,«) exp [iO (2*a/&io)l = 1. We
then find

B,(J2) = - y eiQXc

I du- VoCoi) fcot irf5 + Q ] - cot J-

- Q]1 .

(7.37)

0

On the other hand if the PU and kicker belong to a stochastic cooling loop35l36), then (2ra/« 0 ) =
(0K — 0p)/o>o ~ re and p is an odd multiple of ir/2 for optimum betatron cooling so that
ai = [k + (1/2)J/2Q, k being an integer. The real terms inside the integral then add up and we get

x / dco • fo(w) C(fi,(o) | 2 + i cot ir[^

+ i cot Tig - Q]J
Q]J ..

(7.38)

The longitudinal irregularity of the lattice characterized by the local lattice properties X and a\ do
not modify this transverse response in contrast to the longitudinal case. If there is finite non-zero
dispersion at the pick-up, we again have to include a sensitivity function P(R,oi) inside the integral
and with non-zero chromaticity one has to take into account the variation of the betatron tune
with its longitudinal energy or revolution frequency.
The absorption of energy or dissipation induced by the external force at the kicker is
proportional to the real part of 6(0)a(Q) « 5(Q)-F* (Q) =-iQD(0)F x (fl), where 5(0) is proportional to the transverse velocity of the coherent motion, at the kicker. It is thus obvious that if
we consider the full ring transverse beam transfer function Bx(fl) as in Eq. (7.37), it is the imaginary
part of 6_,_ (0) that is 'resistive' or 'dissipative', representing a motion in which the velocity <x 5(0) =
- iOD(Q) is in phase with the force F x (0) or 5(0), so that there is steady absorption of energy by the set
of oscillating and resonating particles in the beam from the applied force. The real part of 6 X (0) is
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reactive and describes forced oscillations of the beam particles at frequency 0 with no net
absorption of energy. We will discuss the physical mechanism of these two parts in some more
detail when discussing Landau damping in Section 13.
The situation is different for the transverse beam transfer function fix(ft) that describes the
situation of stochastic cooling, as given by Eq. (7.38). Here since the pick-up is placed an odd
multiple of quarter betatron wavelengths upstream from the kicker, a dipole position modulation
at Che PU corresponds to an equivalent dipole transverse velocity modulation of betatron motion
at the kicker. Since energy absorption is given by Re [D(Q)Fx(ft)] at the kicker only, it is obvious
that it is the real part of 8 x (0), as applicable to a stochastic cooling situation and given by
Eq. (7.38), that is 'resistive', in contrast to the full ring beam transfer function (7.37).
If we assume C((l,ai) = 1 in Eq. (7.38), i.e. the longitudinal phase-mixing A<£(O,a>) between
the PU and kicker is zero (or very small), and assume that k is even, the first term in Eq. (7.38)
gives a contribution of - N / 2 to the real part of BX(G). Similar to the longitudinal case, the
contribution to the real part from the second and third terms in Eq. (7.38) comes from the
singularities of cot T [ ( 0 / « ) ± Q], which occur for each Wk that satisfies
— ± Q= k

or

w - —2—

k = 0, ±1, ±2, . . . e t c .

(7.39)

Each contribution is [¥o(a>k) fi/4(k=FQ)2]. As in the longitudinal case, for a small spread in Ao>,
i.e. AOJ/OJO « 1, one obtains the real part to be given approximately by

where

, '.
+00

(7.41)
is the total density or normalized distribution at a frequency 0 in actual betatron frequency space
with overlapping betatron bands as in Eq. (3.63) and hence includes a summation over overlapping
bands. It is a measure of the transverse Schottky fluctuation power and Eq. (7.40) is again a
special Fluctuation-Dissipation relation.
For beam transfer function relevant to a stochastic cooling system then, the real part
corresponding to dissipation as given by Eq. (7.40) is not zero for frequencies 0 outside the
betatron bands for non-overlapping bands [?(()) = 0] but is given by - N/2, in contrast to the
longitudinal case of Eq. (7.32) where it is zero. However, as is evident from Eq. (7.37), this term
- N / 2 in Eq. (7.40) disappears for a full ring beam transfer function with 8P = 0K and is a
peculiarity of the restricted spacing between PU and kicker for stochastic cooling only. This,
however, has significant implications for optimum cooling36'.
For symmetrical distributions *o(a)) in angular velocities <•> within the beam, the real and
imaginary parts and the amplitude and phase of the full ring (3? = 6*) longitudinal and transverse
beam transfer functions fi||(fi) and 8X(Q) for non-overlapping bands around revolution harmonics
Q = nuo (longitudinal) and betatron harmonics 0 * = (n±Qt)uo (transverse), typically look as
shown in Fig. 26 20>22>3lt37 " 39) . Note the phase jump of 2ir • 350° as one fully crosses a revolution
band and the phase jump of a = 180° as one fully crosses a single betatron band, either 'fast' or
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'Slow'
bandl-1

(a) Longitudinal
Fig. 26

'Fast'
bandW

(b) Transverse

Real-imaginary and amplitude-phase diagrams of longitudinal and transverse response of continuous coasting
beams as function of exciting t:. quency 0

'slow'. The total phase jump for transverse response as one fully crosses a 'slow' betatron band
and then the adjacent 'fast' betatron band is again 2 T = 360°. For narrow non-overlapping
bands, the real part of SX(B) will then pass through zero in the centre of the symmetrical
distribution, since only one of the fast or slow waves will dominate. However, if the bands are
wide, the effect of the slow wave on *he fast wave and vice verss is non-negligible. The effect of
one of the terms on the other in Eq. (7.37) will not be negligible and this will cause the
zero-crossing to shift away from the centre of the distribution (unless Qt is an integer multiple of
0.25). For response in a stochastic cooling configuration, the real and imaginary parts in tne
transverse response should be interchanged. For broad bands then, according to Eq. (7.40), the
response outside the bands is not purely reactive and the total phase-jump across a betatron band
will be more than 180° as usual for narrow bands with only the first term in Eq. (7.40) dominating.
The second term in Eq. (7.40) is equally important for broad bands. For fully overlapping bands,
one has • = 2N/u 0 and Re B x (0) = 0 in this situation for stochastic cooling.
The curves traced out by the response function 8(fl) and its inverse [3(0)]"' in the complex 6(0)
and [6(0)]"' planes, as ft passes through the relevant frequency bands, are known as the Nyquist
diagram and the stability diagram respectively. These are shown in Fig. 27(a) and (b) for the
longitudinal and transverse responses as correspond to those given in Fig. 26. Note the odd
orientation of the real and imaginary axes for the transverse case, as demanded by convention in
the literature. One can understand this convention simply by noting that the horizontal axis is
always the dissipative or resistive part of the response and the vertical axis the reactive part of the
response. In Fig. 26, the sharp range in frequency determined by the phase-jump of the
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phase-curve is a precise measure of the range of frequencies harmonically generated by the beam
particles; in other words it is a direct measure of the beam frequency spread.
Nyquist
diagram

Nyquist
diagram

*Re
(Reactive)

fast'
wave

Stability
diagram

Stability
diagram

(b) Transverse

(a) Longitudinal

Fig. 27

Slow'
wave

Nyquist and stability diagrams lor longitudinal and transverse response of a continuous coasting beam

Response of bunched beams is a more involved and subtle subject and a detailed analysis is
b yond the scope of this report. We only discuss it briefly to give a flavour of the peculiarities. We
define the longitudinal BTF of a bunched beam to relate the induced current Ip(O') at 0 = dp to the
imposed voltage VK(Q) at 6 = #K- A Vlasov response formalism according to Section 6 shows
that7-40'
(7.42)

where

«ft<niep,eK) = (-i)

lira [

-

I
n=_<x,

e

|j=-a

**•

•

(7.43)
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The amplitude variable 'a' of longitudinal synchrotron oscillations is simply a oc V2J in the
quasi-linear approximation where J is the synchrotron oscillation action. The current perturbation
above is calculated by multiplying the perturbed phase-space density by OJO only, thus neglecting
second-order modulations due to Auv/hich we would obtain if we multiplied by u = wo + Aa.
Similarly the transverse BTF, defined to relate the induced dipoie-moment charge density
Bp(fl) at dp to applied force per unit charge EK(Q) at 9K, is given by a relation similar to Eq. (7.42)
with7"*
oo

^(fi|eD)ev) = - _ a I o N _
•*

P' K

lim

f

da.<|, (a)

2raoY Quo Y - o + •*

where I = qfo, mo the rest mass of particles and yz the relativistic gamma factor. The response for
the k = 0 terms in Eqs. (7.43) and (7.44) can be simplified by an exact summation over p. by using
the identities2641'
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where

irS

and

v ±)(a)

i

a) (a)

(7.49)

8

s

Similar to the analysis from Eq. (3.119) to (3.128) in Section 3, we may also write Eqs. (7.48)
and (7.49) as

7.50)

and

lim 7 7 fd

(7.51)

where

(n±Q)(m-Mo)
y

y=-o

(7.52)
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_n(g)-aio)
V
Here go(oi,) is the particle distribution in synchrotron frequency *o(a)da = g((d.)d«)s. and a(u,) the
synchrotron oscillation amplitude as a function of synchrotron frequency. The terms •S'*(w) and
d¥o(<o)/du may be interpreted as the effective distribution in revolution frequencies and its sSope
respectively in an equivalent coasting continuous beam description, as far as the (n±Q) betatron
bands and the n'h revolution band are concerned.
In the region of non-overlapping betatron or revolution bands but overlapping synchrotron
bands [large spread in synchrotron frequencies (Awt)], the amplitude characteristic of bunched
beam response is similar to that for continuous coasting beams as in Figs. 26 and 27. For very
small spread Aa>,, synchrotron side-bands are separate and non-overlapping and the same pattern
repeats for each synchrotron side-band separately. In this situation of non-overlapping
synchrotron bands, one can actually excite each synchrotron mode in the beam separately. One
can then measure the transfer function oi the synchrotron dipoi'e mode, quadrupole mode, etc.
individually. The phase characteristic of the BTF for bunches is however more subtle. Typically it
will have a sharp discontinuity at a frequency corresponding to particles near the bunch centre for
a non-overlapping synchrotron baud. In general, if is quite complicated29'30'4**.
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8.

THE COLLECTIVE FORCES
The details of the electromagnetic fields produced by collective interaction of the beam with
itself and its environment are usually quite complicated and require solving the full set of
Maxwell's equations with boundary conditions in a complicated geometry of the beamstorage-ring system29'30'42'. For our purposes it will suffice to describe the collective interaction in
all generality by a causal Green's function or propagator relating perturbations in beam physical
observables at an azimuth 8' in the storage ring at time t' to the resulting collective fields generated
at azimuth 6 at time t. Since the storage ring is fixed during any specific operation, the collective
fields will be generated by time-invariant elements in the ring predominantly. The collective
propagator is thus a function of (t - t') alone, due to translation^ invariance in time. However,
the electrornagnetically susceptible elements may be non-uniformly distributed in lumped fashion
all around the ring, except for the case where the only such element is the smooth and uniform
vacuum chamber wall of the storage ring. The propagator will thus be a general complicated
function of 0 and 6'. We will however consider, for the moment, a smoothed-out propagator,
obtained after averaging over the rapidly varying lumpiness along the storage ring circumference.
The propagator then becomes a function of (6 - 8') alone implying rotational symmetry after
'smoothing'.
We will thus represent the smooth transverse collective force F(0,t) in any transverse direction
(x or z) at azimuth 6 at time t as

(8.D

t

2TT

dt'

J d9' Z O - 6 ' ; t - t ' )

d(9',t')

,

(8.2)

0

where D(0',t') and d(6',t') are the transverse dipole-moment charge density and the transverse
dipole-moment current respectively of the beam at (fl'.t1), in the laboratory frame, m the rest mass
of the particles, yT the relativistic gamma factor, uo the angular revolution frequency of a nominal
reference particle in the beam and q the charge of the particles. The upper limit of the
t'-integration is t, since the collective propagator is expected to be causal, i.e. gx(0 - 6';t - 1 ' ) = 0
for t ' > t. It can be formally extended to + » only by imposing this crucial causality condition.
Fourier series expanding in the 2ir-periodic angle variable 8 and Fourier-transforming to the
frequency domain 0 we obtain
f (fl> = (y m)qg
n

where

r

(fl)S (Q) = i SfiS 2
x ,n

n

ZTTC

($j)a <J1) ,
J. ( n

n

(8.3)
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and similarly for 2 X Jft). Note that we may also write the proportionality constant in front of 2x>n(fi)
as (qo>o/27rc) = (q/3/2a-R), conforming with conventional usage30>, where 0 = v/c and R the
average radius of the storage ring. Remembering that ?a(Q) = wo £>n(G) for zeroth-order
dipole-moment current, we see that the quantity 2± n(0) is related to g x n(fi) as
(8.5)

and has units of ohms/metre. It corresponds to the standard definition of transverse collective
impedance of the beam-storage-ring system30*. The quantity §± n(Q) haS'Hfiits of (coulomb-sec)"2.
All the details of the transverse collective beam-storage-ring interaction are thus hidden in the
harmonic and frequency structure of the transverse coupling impedance 2± n(fl) or equivalently of
Si n(Q), both of which are complex quantities in general.
This transverse collective force can be incorporated into the single-particle Hamiltonian by an
additional interaction Hamiltonian 3Ci = — xF:
; t ) =je o (T) + X I ( l , ^ ; t ) =Je 0 - x F ( e , t ) ,

(8.6)

where

Xjtf.fct)

= -xF(6,t) = -x(I x ,(j) x )F[8(J,^) 1 t]

(8.7)

and 3C0 is the unperturbed Hamiltonian in the absence of collective interactions. Note that F
depends on the beam dipole-moment charge density D which is t functional of the beam
phase-space distribution ¥(I ,ij> ;t):
D(6,t) = D[Y] = q ff did? x(I ,(j> ) * ( ! , $ ; t)6[6-e(J,i/;:-]

.

(8.8)

Thus for studying the self-consistent evolution of the whole beam, the above single-particle
Hamiltonian is not enough and must be supplemented with a 'law of flow' of •* in phase space,
e.g. the Vlasov equation, used in Section 6.
The interaction Hamiltonian can be written down in terms of phase-space coordinates of all
the particles by writing the beam dipole moment as

D(e,c)= q £

Y, x.(t)S[e-e.(t)-2TifJ = £
n= -

vjo

ine
e

,

(8.9)
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.
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For continuous coasting beams we can use the orbits 0j(t) = o>jt + 0?and Xj(t) = Aj cos 0j(t) where
0j(t) = Qojjt + <$. It is easy then to verify that the transverse force (collective) can be written down
as

(Y )
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and the interaction Hamiltonian is given by

where
v ( i J )

Y
n=_oo

VA.A.

2

[(nTQ)u).] c in[e i (t)-e j ( t ) ]

(?)

We recognize Eq. (8.13) immediately as the harmonic decomposition of the interaction
Hamiltonian in amplitude-phase variables, as expressed generally in action-angle harmonic
decompositicn by Eq. (A.S) in Appendix A. For a bunched beam, we would obtain

V V' (*)
(-00)

where

(8.15)
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The ordinary Bessel functions J^(x) appear due to the Fourier harmonic decomposition of
azimuthal harmonics in the ring in synchrotron oscillation action-angle variables, as in Eq. (3.73).
The effect of the machine chromaticity can be included by replacing the arguments [(n ± Q) a] of
the Bessel functions by [(n±Q)a - Q(£/ij)a].
Similarly we will represent the smooth longitudinal collective force F||(0,t) = qEy(0,t) at
azimuth & at time t (where EM is the equivalent longitudinal electric field) as

F / 9 . C ) = qE n (9,t) = q J it' J dO'g | | ( 6 - 6 ' ; t - t ' ) I ( 6 ' , t ' )
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(8.17)

0

where I(0',t') is the longitudinal current of the beam at (0',f) in the laboratory frame and R the
average radius of the storage ring. Again in the domain of frequency and angular harmonics
F
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0

and similarly for 2||,n(ft). The quantity 2||,n(fi) has units of ohms. It corresponds to the standard
definition of longitudinal coupling impedance of the beam-storage-ring system29'. The quantity
I|l.n(fl) given by
( f l )

-V.(ll)

(3-20)

hr.s units of ohms/metre. Again all the details of the longitudinal collective interaction are
'.•mbedded in the harmonic and frequency structure of the longitudinal coupling impedance 2||,n(Q)
or equivalently gj|,n(fi), complex quantities in general. It is often useful to define a collectively
induced longitudinal voltage V(0,t) = 2xR E9(6,t). Then
+t

21T

v(e,t) = - [ dt' | ae' z.te-e'jt-t'nfe'.t')
—00

(8.21)

0

and
Vn(£2) = -<2TT) 2 n n ( n ) I n ( f i )

.

(8.22)
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A similar analysis as for the transverse case yields for the interaction Hamiltonian of
longitudinal collective interactions of continuous coasting beams
N
JEjCi) = £

V(i,j) ,

(8.23)

where
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(8.25)
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<ao being the revolution angular velocity of a nominal reference panicle. For a bunched beam we
would obtain
(+co)

V(i.j) = £ E V ( . £ . . . ) aWtWpMyCt) ,

(8.26)

u y'
(-00)

where
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fnU'o-y'w ( a . ) l

£)]• (8-27)

All the above discussion is for a storage ring whose impedance is distributed uniformly and
smoothly around the ring. The harmonic dependence of 2n(fl) on n is then essential in order to take
into account the propagation of electromagnetic fields along the storage-ring-wall elements
between (0',f) and (0,t). The phase velocity of a longitudinal or transverse disturbance |n(Q) x
exp (in0~iQt) is fi/n. If a particle in the beam has angular velocity a = fi/n, i.e. 0 - nu, it will
sample the generated collective wave field Fn(fl) exp (in? - iOt) with a constant phase relationship all
around the ring and accumulate a total non-zero energy gain (longitudinal) or a total non-zero
amount of work done on it by the store ge ring (transverse) in a single turn. Harmonics other than
the resonating one will oscillate rapidly with respect to the particle and average to zero, thus
contributing to no net energy gain or work done. The impedance function given by the constant of
proportionality in Fn(0) - 2nP)f n(0) nay be sensitive to the particular harmonic n of the perturbation azimuthal wave in the storage ring for these propagating structures. Usually, however,
collective interactions in conventional storage rings in the high-energy ultra-relativisiic limit are
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given by purely 'local' impedances, with no non-local propagation. However, these local
impedances may be distributed uniformly all over the ring, i.e. they may not be localized. Then
z

x.,,(e- e' ; t -t' >

=

(e- e ' ; t - t ' )

=

g

(r.-t') ,

6(9-e')Z±
H

6(e-e') g|

(8.28)
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In particular
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Thus the impedance is independent of the azimuthal harmonic n. It can depend on n only
through its dependence on the frequencies fin = nwj relevant for the beam. It also follows that
F(9,fi) ^ Z(£2)£(e,fl)

(8.31)

for any 8, characteristic of local interaction. There are no induced fields until the particle in the
beam passes through the structure, in the high-energy ultra-relativistic limit y, -* <*>. The fields
produced at and after the passage of the particle will then ring and decay in time according to
g ( t - t ' ) . The impedance function in these cases is simply proportional to the one-sided Fourier
transform g(0) of the so-called wake-function g(t -1') = g(r) (zero for T < O)47''. Most common in
conventional storage rings are impedances which are not only local but t.re also sharply localized
or lumped. Let us consider the effect of such a structure, say a resonating cavity, localized
azimuthally at 6 = 9K in the ring. The induced fields are produced at 8 = 8K only and are derived
from beam current at 6 = 9K only. Thus:
i , i i ; •« iWf^iOy.fi)

(S.32)

valid at d = 9K only and no other 6. The impedance 2(0) again is simply related to the Fourier
transform of the wake-function of the cavity. For more than one such localized structure one has
to simply sum the relevant impedances 2.\ n(fl) over the number i = 1,.... m of such structures to
get the effect in a single full turn:
m
T

z X) II (ft) = 7 "

gl
±u

„(fi) •

( 8 - 33 >

Again the impedance is a function of frequency alone in these cases and only dependence on the
azimuthal harmonic number n arises through the frequency fl' = (1 + nuj in the moving fiame of
the particle:
noj.) .

(8.34)
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It is easy to verify, analogous to the BTF studied in Section 5, that for physical
wake-functions, f(0) considered for complex values of Q, is analytic in the upper half-plane
Imfi > Oofcomplex0andg*(ft) = g(-fl*). For real frequencies, one hasg*(G) = g( - 0), as follows
from the reality of g(t) in the time domain. The above causality and analyticity properties of the
collective Green's function or impedance function imply that they satisfy, analogous to the BTF,
the following Krrmers-Kronig relations:

f [gcn>] = i j * ' , _
. 7
= -

_

- | J an' _ J ! L _

im ri(n')l
dfi'p

,7
=-

Re [g ( n')]

.

(8-35)

o'
dfi'

Im f g ( n ' ) ] ,

(8.36)

where|(n)iseithergx(0)org||(fil). Thus thereal and imaginary partsofg(0) are not independent of each
other and a knowledge of one implies the knowledge of the other, and hence the full complex and
analytic g(0) by

r
g(fi) = -

Re [g(n')]

lim
dfil'
Y* o+ J
[fi-n'+iy]

f

Im[g(Q')]

= ^ lim
dfi'
Y^ o+ J
[fi'-n-iy]

.

(8.37)

Similar relations for the impedance functions 2,± i(|(0) follow immediately by noting
Re

[g,(C)] = - ~

Im [2,(0)]

If the collective interaction is provided by an external feedback loop as in stochastic cooling,
all the above discussions remain valid provided one replaces the propagators gx,i|(O) by the total
gain G x ,||(0) of the feedback loop (including PV and kicker sensitivities) which relates current or
dipole moment at a pick-up to the voltage or transverse fields at a kicker7*.
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9.

COLLECTIVE DISTORTION OF BEAM RESPONSE
It is obvious that the beam transfer function studied in Sections 6 and 7 for a non-interacting
system of charged particles in the beam should get modified when collective interactions, as
discussed in Section 8, are taken into account. Let us characterize the collective interaction by a
causal Green's function G(0,0'|t,t') such that a modulation in the observable A(t'j0') at all 6'
generates a collective field Bind (t|0) induced at 8 given by:
2TT

dt>

I d6'

J

G(e,B'\t,t')

A(t',Q')

Obviously , depending on the definition of the observable A and the field B, G(0,0'|t,t') is related
to the relevant g x n(0,0'|t,t'), discussed in Section 8, for the collective interactions. In particular
the Fourier harmonic transform Gn(O) of G is simply related to the relevant impedance (2 X n)n(O)
mentioned there.
The externally applied field B(tij0x) at the kicker generates a modulation A(t'|0') at 0' given
by the zeroth-order BTF, which in turn generates an induced field Bind (t'|0") at 0" through the
collective interaction G. This induced field at 6" generates extra modulations in A(t2|0p) at the
pick-up again either directly through the zeroth-order BTF or through another cycle of induced
fields and another and so on. The cycles can be repeated indefinitely for all possible points around
the ring and for all possible intermediate times. The overall effect is to reduce or enhance (with
possible phase shifts), depending on the collective interaction, the effective field seen by the beam
at the kicker. These various possibilities of regeneration of response at Op through external field at
0K and repeated cycles of induced fields actually form an infinite series. Since we are interested in
linear response only, we can add these various regeneration paths linearly to get the total response.
Thus:

2TT
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t

X

jf J at' ae' G ( e " , e ' | t " , t ' ) ^ ( t ' ) t 1 | e ' 1 e K )
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+
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at" d9"^(t"/,t"|e'",e")

27T t "

J J at' de' G ( e " , e ' | t " > t ' ) ^ ( t ' , t 1 | e ' , e K )
(9.2)

For homogeneous beams invariant under arbitrary time-translations, i.e. for continuous coasting
beams, &.Aa(8',6"\i',i") and G(0',0"|t',t*) are functions o f the age variables T = t ' - t * and
8 = 8' -8" alone; all the multiple integrals have the form of convolutions. It is then convenient to
consider single-frequency Fourier transforms and Fourier hannonic decomposition in 8 into beam
harmonics n, without any specific reference to position or time in the ring. One then obtains the
algebraic relation:

(9.3)

The infinite regeneration series is represented pictorially in Fig. 28.

(n.n)

In,J3)

In.Sl)

Hf. 2t

The infinite series of regeneration paths leading to distortion of beam response by collective interactions

The infinite geometric series can actually be summed to give

(9.4)
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and

(9.5)

The effect of the collective interaction on the beam response may then be represented by the
block diagram of a feedback flow circuit39', shown in Fig. 29.

Fig. 29 Feedback flow representation of the distortion of beam response by collective interactions

For local impedances one simply replaces Gn(fl) by G(fl). If the impedance is not only local but also
localized at an azimuth 0 = 0i_ say, one easily verifies that

P'V *
P

Kn (file ,e )6(fi)i» (Q|o ,e )
^
±-±-

K

x

, (9.6)

~

where SAB(Q) = 51AB(O|9L,9L) is the beam transfer function for a complete turn from 0L toffi_.If
dp = 0x then the beam transfer function for a complete turn 6An(fl|flp,0p) for 0P = 0K * 0L is seen to
be

P

Finally the beam transfer function for a complete turn at the location 8P = 0L of the cavity is given
by

i

AB ( f 2 )
AB

=

T

= ^ ^
[l

- 6(0)

=T

B^(fi)]

*

(9

P * 6K " e L }
P

K

L

The modification of BTF by collective interactions is particularly transparent in the complex
plane of the inverse response [3Un(fl)r\ the so-called 'stability diagram' discussed in Section 7,
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where it simply manifests itself as a shift37 " 39) of the origin locally at the frequency 0 of interest
by an amount Gn(fl):

-

G

<a

(9.9)

(9.10)
These shifts are illustrated in the stability diagrams of Fig. 30a for the transverse 'fast' wave
response with a mostly resistive and slightly capacitive transverse impedance and Fig. 30b for the
longitudinal response with a mostly resistive and slightly inductive longitudinal impedance, for a
continuous coasting beam.
RelB ( Or1!

j'Fast' wave
(a) Transverse'fast'-wave response

(b) Longitudinal response

Fig. 30 Manifestation of collective distortion of beam response in the 'stability diagram'

For longitudinal response &n(Q), relating induced current modulations to externally applied
voltages, G||(l)) should be defined so as to relate induced voltages to current modulations in the
beam. In Bqs. (9.8) and (9.10), Gn(G) is then simply related to the longitudinal impedance 2n(Q). as
defined in Section 8, as follows:
= -

(2ir) 2

(9.11)

For transverse response &JP), relating induced dipole-moment current modulation to the
transverse angular kick 5(0), G .L(fl) should be defined so as to relate induced transverse angular kick
to the dipole-moment current modulation in the beam. One can verify that the Gj.(Q) in Eqs. (9.8)
and (9.10), when considered for transverse response, is then related to the transverse impedance
2jQ), as defined in Section 8, as follows:
(9.12)

#ii«ff E# U the energy of the nominal reference particle in the beam.
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The BTF measurement thus provides important information about the coupling impedance of
collective interaction of the beam-storage-ring system. In principle, the BTF provides information
on any interaction that generates a perturbation on the particle orbits, since the BTF is determined
by the collection of the individual particle dynamics, summed over the particle distribution in the
beam. Thus, for example, an externally imposed transverse or longitudinal active feedback system
will again shift the 'stability diagram' of the relevant BTF with feedback 'on' relative to the same
with feedback 'off, by an amount given by the complex (reactive and/or resistive) gain of the
feedback loop, similar to the shifts produced by coupling impedances. Similarly, shifts in
incoherent frequencies of the particles caused by a reactive impedance (e.g. space charge), the
incoherent tune-shift caused by interaction with the collective fields of another beam in the
colliding mode (the beam-beam interaction), high-order resonances (linear and non-linear as well
as coupled resonances connecting different degrees of freedom of the btHm, with their
characteristic strengths and widths) due to magnetic field imperfections of the storage-ring lattice,
beam-beam induced resonances, etc., all can be deduced qualitatively and quantitatively from the
manifest distortion of the BTF, e.g. notches and/or spikes in the real and imaginary parts of the
relevant BTF, dips and peaks with characteristic heights and widths in the amplitude and phase
diagram of the BTF, shifts in the 'stability diagram', local phase excursions (in crossing a
resonance) manifesting themselves as 'loops' around the resonance in the Nyquist diagram (polar
plot of the BTF), etc.38). The BTF thus provides an indispensable diagnostic tool for storage-ring
physics.
The strengths of some of the above collective (coherent) and incoherent perturbing effects
may be weak enough to be barely observable in the BTF measurement. In some cases, these
strengths can be enhanced by suitable control, e.g. strengths of the beam-beam resonances
induced in the 'affected' beam by the non-linear fields of the 'affecting' beam, can be enhanced
simply by increasing the intensity (i.e. current) of the 'affecting' beam; the strengths of the
high-order magnetic imperfection resonances of the storage-ring lattice can be controlled by
suitable powering of sets of magnetic multipole elements (e.g. octupoles, etc.) in the lattice, etc.
Such enhancement will then make the relevant perturbation manifest itself in the BTF. Collective
and incoherent perturbing effects also affect the Schottky fluctuation spectra of the beam studied
in Section 3. In Section 11 we will see how the fluctuation spectra get distorted by collective
effects. A prolonged observation on a spectrum analyser attached to a suitable Schottky pick-up
will then produce a Schottky scan (i.e. the relevant fluctuation spectrum) which will display even
the very weak perturbing influences, whether collective or incoherent, enhanced by cumulative
effect.
Figure 31a shows qualitatively a typical generic example of the beam-beam resonances being
clearly visible on the imaginary part of the transverse BTF (i.e. the resistive part for the BTF
relating position modulation to angular kick) as a function of frequency. Figure 31b shows the
typical 'local' phase-excursions, i.e. 'loops' visible in the Nyquist diagram (BTF polar plot)
around the resonances for the same example as Fig. 31a.
All the above discussion was for continuous coasting beams. The modification of the bunched
beam BTF by collective and other incoherent effects is more intricate owing to the qualitatively
different frequency-space structure of the bunched beam response, as discussed in Section 5. The
qualitative features of the BTF distortion discussed above for continuous beams remain valid in
general, however, for each individual Bloch-component 3t.AB((2|dp,0K)< k = 0, ± 1 , ± 2 , . . . , etc., of
the bunched beam BTF; but equations corresponding to (9.9) and (9.10) are more complicated.
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Fig. 31 Manifestation of beam-beam resonances in the BTF

The effect of the collective interaction on the BTF has to be represented now by an operator block
diagram of a feedback flow circuit, as shown in Fig. 32a, where the response operator (ft(fi) is given
by Eq. (5.40) andG(O) is simply the operation of multiplying by a scalar G(fl):
(9.13)

A(fl) =

where G(G) is the relevant collective interaction impedance or gain function. In this operator form,
one sees from Fig. 32a that the modified BTF is given by

[f -ft°

(9.14)

- 6(J» ,

a)

(9.15)

-GK2)*•m

—!_• m

tl -nu 0

f i t . 32 Block diagrammatic feedback flow of the BTF distortion of bunched beams in (a) the operator notation and
(b) the matrix representation
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where 1 is the unit operator. For continuous coasting beams, the operators are simply represented
by scalars 1, 3i(fi) and 0(0), operating locally at. the same frequency 0. Figure 32a then simply reduces
to the scalar representation of Fig. 29 locally at each frequency Q and Eqs. (9.14) and (9.15) reduce
to the corresponding scalar local relations in frequency given by Eqs. (9.8) and (9.10) respectively.
T'he intrinsic non-local connection in the frequency space of the bunched beam response does not
allow a local scalar representation of the BTF in the frequency domain. The Bloch representation
of the response given by Eq. (5.37), as demanded by periodic time variations, implies a natural
infinite 'matrix'-representation of the bunched beam response 3t(Q) <* ftran(Q) such that

A m (0) =

£

R mn (fi) Bn(fi)

,

m - 0,±l,±2, . . . .

(9.16)

n=-oo

where

A (ft)
m

= A(S) - mu>o)

B ($}) = B(fi - nu)0)

(9.17)

R (ft) = £ n ~ m (r2 - moo) ,
mn

A.(fi) and 8(0) being the Fourier frequency transforms of the response observable and the excitation
observable, which are related by the relevant BTF, & AB(0), under study, and (ftk(fi) on the right-hand
side of the third relation in Eq. (9.17) is the same as defined in Section 5. The BTF distortion for
bunched beams is then represented by the matrix representation of the block diagrammatic
feedback flow as shown in Fig. 32b, where k n ( Q ) as well as 6 1 ( 2 ) are general matrices of infinite
rank and Onm(fi) is a diagonal matrix
G (ft) = 6
G(fi - mwo)
(9.18)
ran
nm
of infinite rank, defining transformations in the infinite dimensional space of the vectors
(m) 35 Am(0) and (n) = 6n(fi). The practical difficulty and complication in obtaining a solution
for the collectively modified BTF of a bunched beam is then to invert the operator [1 - <&°(G)G(G)]
effectively or equivalently to invert the infinite matrix ,e (0) given by

(9.19)
e (?) = 6
- R° (fl)G(fi mn
mn
mn
The modified BTF is then

[§<«)]

!°<fl> .

(9.20)
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This inversion is generally a difficult task. In the particular case of a collective interaction given by
a very narrow-band impedance with bandwidth less than wo and centred around ± nouo. the matrix
is essentially two by two, since only the lines ±no contribute in the feedback path in
Fig. 32(b). The inversion is simple and the modified BTF connecting any two lines can be obtained
trivially.
Finally, we mention that all the above results on the modification of the BTF by collective
interactions could also be derived from the Vlasov equation (6.5) with the addition of the collective
force term to the right-hand side. The results are identical. The feedback flow representation,
however, makes the process (and the paths) of collective regeneration easier to visualize.
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10.

COHERENT COLLECTIVE MODES AND THEIR STABILITY
Collective interactions, described by the coupling impedance of the beam-storage-ring
system, always generate additional dynamical states of the beam. Thus a beam may be
characterized by a set of collective oscillation modes with complex frequencies in general
describing growing (i.e. unstable), decaying (i.e. transient) or stable collective motion, depending
on the nature of the causal propagator or impedance of the collective interaction and the
single-particle properties of the beam distribution. An externally applied feedback loop (as in
stochastic cooling) can also cause and/or enhance instabilities of the beam if the loop transfer
function is not carefully chosen. A feedback loop with properly chosen transfer function on the
other hand, can suppress the instabilities and stabilize the otherwise unstable modes, as is often
done in storage rings with feedback dampers.
Collective modes are nothing but a manifestation of spontaneous perturbations in the beam
phase space, self-sustaining by virtue of proper phase relationships with respect to the collectively
induced fields. This self-sustained coherence is generated and determined by a combination of
transfer through the BTF and transfer through the collective interaction propagator. Since we
have already discussed both these physical processes, we are immediately in a position to derive the
collective modes without any further concepts. Let us consider the full-ring BTF &AB(0) relating an
observable physical quantity A(fl) of the beam as response to an impressed generalized force S(0) on
the beam at the same azimuth in the ring:
A(«) = l A B ( f i ) B(fi) .

(10.1)

If the impressed force S(fi) is self-generated (rather than being external), through the collective
propagator G(fi), by the spontaneous perturbations A(O) in A itself, we have
and

[ l " # AT1 (fi)G(ft)] A(ft) = 0 .

(10.2)

AD

For first-order linear collective properties with a relatively small G, we may replace &AB(Q) by Si%(Q),
the BTF in the absence of collective interactions, since <&AB(fl) = [1 - G(O)3tAB(fl)]"'
= &AB(Q) + O(G) and Eq. (10.2) may be written as
^

B

+ O(G2) .

(10.3)

In this linear approximation, self-sustained coherence requires that spontaneous coherent
perturbations satisfy
[ l - ^ B ( f i ) G ( n ) ] A(ft) = 0

(10.4)

e(R) A(«) = 0 ,

(10.5)

or

where
^
This is pictorially represented in Fig. 33.

B

(10.6)
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Fig. 33 Regeneration loop diagram for self-sustained coherence of spontaneous perturbations

The condition for the existence of a non-vanishing coherent collective state A(fl) it 0, is then simply
E(fi) = 1 - jl° (fi) • G(fi) = 0 , i . e .

x(^) = &° (ft)G(ff) = 1 .

(10.7)

This is illustrated in Fig. 34.

= 1
G(fi)
Fig. 34 Closed-loop condition for self-sustained coherence

The oscillation frequencies | %.) of these collective modes are then given by the roots of
= 0, often called the Dispersion Relation 2529 '. The eigenfrequencies [Qk i may be complex:

=o »

(10.8)

If for any mode k, 7k > 0, the mode will grow in time as exp (yut) in addition to oscillating as
exp - (iukt), in the linear regime. The beam is said to be linearly unstable when excited to mode k.
As already noted in Section 5, (ft0 and hence 6 should actually be properly defined as functions
of the Laplace variable s, i.e. (ft0 = <ft°(s), 0 = fi(s)ande = «(s) with shaving some positive real part 7,
i.e. for s = - ifi+ 7, 7 > 0 and than taking the limit 7 -» 0 + . The question of the stability of the
collective modes is now determined by whether the equation e(s) = 1 - x(s) = 0 has any roots
with Re s > 0.
In view of the analyticity properties of 3t°(Q) and G(fl) ducussed before, t(s) is also analytic in the
right half-s-plane Re s > 0. (Note: analyticity in the right half-plane is dependent on some
limitations or conditions on the distribution function *o(f) or its derivative d* 0 /df, e.g.
Lipschitz condition and power-law fall off asymptotically. These conditions are usually satisfied
by the beams.) We can also define values of e(s) on the imaginary s-axis in some proper limit
(7-+O"1") and then analytically continue to the left half-plane. Since «(s) was originally defined on
the right half-plane, we call this extended analytically continued function, «+(s). Obviously e+(s)
S3 f(s) for Re s > 0. Since e+(s) is regular (i.e. no poles, only zeros) for s € S + , i.e. in the right
half-plane we have
j +/ \
Number of zeros of
1
e + ( s ) i n the right
.,
+
+
0
2Tri
e (s)
e (s>
ds
half plane s e S + ,
no 9)
* 2iri
i . e . i n Re s > 0
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where C is the contour shown in Fig. 35. The circled crosses are the poles of [e+(s)]~'( i.e. zeros of
e+ (s). (Note that the integral gives the sum of the residues at the poles of [e+ (s)]"', each one
divided by the residues themselves so that it is actually the number of simple poles of [e+ (s)] ~'
which is the same as the number of zeros of [e+(s)].) The condition for stability is then that
No = 0, i.e. Eq. (10.9) vanishes.

•Res

Fig. 35

Contour for evaluating the zeros of «(s)

As s moves along s = - in + 7 from fi
oo to Q = - » (Fig. 36a), lirn e (s = -iO + >)
•v-*0
traces out a path (Fig. 36b) in the complex e(s)-plane, called the Nyquist diagram
of beam stabi2j)
lity . Since e(s) = 1 - <R°(s)G(s), it is simply the Nyquist diagram of the beam response discussed in
Section 7 (Fig. 27a and b), scaled by the complex collective impedance [ - fi(s)] and shifted in origin
by an amount + 1 . The number of times this curve encircles the origin (0,0) [t(s) = 0] or the
corresponding susceptibility x(s) (Fig. 36c) encircles the point (1,0) [x(s) = 1] gives the number of
zeros No, with Re s > 0, for the function e(s). Each time s on the contour in Fig. 36a passes close
to a zero of e(s) or equivalently a pole of [e(s)]"' (marked with crossed circles), the phase of e(s)
goes through a complete cycle of 2w. Note that the curves in Fig. 36b and c are closed since
e(s)|s = ± i» + 7 = 1 and x(s)|» = ± i« + y = 0. This is expected since G(I2) [= 5(s = - i 0)] or equivalently
the coupling impedance 2(0) have finite cut-off frequencies ± 0 c beyond which they are zero. To be
more precise, actually e ( + ioo) = e23iN°, e(-ioo) = 1 and x( + i°°) = 1 - e2lriNo, x(-i°°) = 0.
The common points of intersection (1,0) in Fig. 36b and (0,0) in Fig. 36c then correspond to the
points s — ±ioe + 7 on the contour in Fig. 38a, for the case when there are only two zeros of e(s)
en the right half-plane.

Ims

Is

->Res
===»
a)

Imels)

R-e(s)

c)

Fig. 36 Laplace variable contour and associated Nyquist diagrams of beam stability
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Thus there are no zeros of e(s) with Re s > 0 if the Nyquist diagram for e(s) does not encircle
the origin or the susceptibility curve \{s) does not encircle the point (1,0). Since the curve for x(s)
has to pass through the origin which lies to the left of the point (1,0), this will be sufficiently
ensured if
lim
lim
Y"*0^

| xx ( s = -ifiJ

(10.10)

< 1
Imx(s)=O

which is the Nyquist criterion for beam stability against growing collective modes. Note that this is
only a sufficient condition and not a necessary one. It is obvious that there may be situations, as
the one shown in Fig. 37, where (10.10) is not satisfied and still the beam is stable since x(s) does
not completely encircle the point (1,0).

Imx(s)

Rex(s)

Fig. 37 A typical Nyquist diagram for a stable situation, but violating Nyquist sufficient stability criterion

We observe that both 5(C, and <ft°($2) are complex quantities in general, having real and
imaginary parts; G(O) is related to the beam-storage-ring coupling impedance Z(Q) which may have
reactive and resistive parts and as we have seen in Section 7, the same is true for the beam response
3t(O). Let
G(fi) = 0(fi) + i V(£2)

and

A°(R) = X(SJ) + iY(fi) .

(10.11)

The sufficient Nyquist stability criterion for the beam is then
(10.12)

with
[x(fi)V«2) + Y(fi)U(fi)] = 0

(10.13)

If Eq. (10.13) is satisfied at ft = 0 c say, we may write the stability criterion (10.12) in the following
alternative forms:

> o,

i.e.

>0.
c
(10.15)
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Using the relevant impedances gn(fl) or g j. (8) for &(Q) and the corresponding beam response &n(Q)
or &j.(fl), one obtains the stability criterion for longitudinal or transverse collective modes of the
beam29>30). For example the real part of the longitudinal response of a continuous coasting beam at
a frequency 0, close to a revolution harmonic band centred around nao, in the approximation of
non-overlapping bands at low enough frequencies and small total spread in revolution frequencies
to around «o, is given, from Eq. (7.15), by
(10.16)

Re

For a purely resistive longitudinal coupling impedance V = 0 and U = 2(fl), and the stability
criterion is
X(fl) Z(fi) < 1

(10.17)

where Q is such that Y(fl) = 0. Instead of finding a solution for such an O, a sufficient condition can
be obtained by simply calculating the maximum of X(G). The maximum of X(G) occurs at the
maximum of [d¥o(u)/da>]aj = ft/n. For a Gaussian distribution •o(<o) with full dispersion

/ir Aw
this maximum occurs at
. Au
.
n
± — , i . e . fi =

c
. Aw
n u ±

One then verifies that the stability criterion29' becomes
n

n

Hq UIQ(P (po)

1

I\Q 20)

2irR (Au>)2

where we have approximated (VirZJ) e'l/2 by unity.
The stability diagram for longitudinal response, as shown in Fig. 27a, can in fact be
reasonably approximated by a circle29) except for large 0. Thus the value of the real part X(O) when
the imaginary part Y(fi) is zero is approximately the same as the value of the imaginary part Y(Q)
when the real part X(0) is zero and is approximately given by the radius of the circle. In fact, for an
arbitrary impedance with non-vanishing real and imaginary parts, one can derive the stability
criterion29*

)

where F is a form factor depending on the beam distribution and the impedance and is typically of
order unitv»-S9>.
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For high frequencies with overlapping bands, one has to sum over the values of n
corresponding to overlapping poles at fi = K«(p) and use Eqs. (7.17) and (7.32) for (ft(O) and
£(Q) in obtaining the stability criterion from Eqs. (10.12) and (10.13).
The stability of bunched beams is a more involved subject, owing to the matrix nature of the
bunched-beam response, as hinted at in the last section. The collective modes will be given by the
roots of the dispersion relation, which is now given by the determinant of the infinite matrix

det O « ) ] = II S

- R° (fi)G(fi - nw o )|! = 0 .

(10.22)

For a narrow-band collective impedance C(G -- nwo) centred at ± nouo, with a bandwidth less than
wo, this determinant is simple to evaluate and the dispersion relation can be solved for the
collective modes trivially.
The treatment of bunched beam stability for arbitrary impedances is complicated enough to
be beyond our scope. It is a subject of much detailed study in the existing literature on storage-ring
physics (see Ref. 42 and the references cited there). One will get a flavour of the complications,
however, by looking at the next section, where a similar analysis is performed for the collective
distortion of fluctuations in a bunched beam.
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11.

COLLECTIVE DISTORTION OF FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM
In studying the Schottky fluctuation spectrum in Section 3, we assumed uncon elated particle
trajectories. Interparticle interactions generate collective fields (as discussed in Section 8) which
introduce correlations between particles. Such correlations deform the fluctuation spectrum. The
phenomenon is similar to the Debye shielding of the field of a point test charge in a plasma by
charge displacement (i.e. position correlations) due to collective Coulomb fields25'.
If the collective interactions of the beam-storage-ring system through impedances or external
feedback loops do not give rise to collective instabilities, but rather lead to an equilibrium situation
between relevant interactions and the beam, the beam may be characterized by an equilibrium
distribution with a characteristic temperature T, say. We may then apply a thermodynamical or
equilibrium statistical-mechanical analysis to describe the deformation of fluctuations due to
particle interactions induced by collective fields43'. In the absence of such interactions, we saw in
Section 3 [Eq. (3.52)] that the probability distribution for finding density harmonics zn(t) = S?= i
exp [ - in 0,-(t)] in the beam is given by

for longitudinal density fluctuations. If V(i,j) is the longitudinal interaction energy between
particles i and j induced by the longitudinal collective interaction, the probability distribution,
taking into account particle interactions, is obtained simply by multiplying Eq. (11.1) by the
equilibrium statistical-mechanical Boltzmann distribution
E

ex

r

N

-j

'(-i#f) =ex> \-ik, T. v(iJ) •

(1L2)

L
i,j=i
J
where Tn is the longitudinal temperature of the beam, Eim = 1/2 E?j=i V(i,j) is the total
interaction energy, taken pair-wise [the factor 1/2 appearing because each particle is counted twice
in the summation, once in V(i,j) and then in V(j.i)], and k is the Boltzmann constant. From
Eq. (8.25), the pair interaction energy between particles i and j induced by collective interaction
through a longitudinal impedance 2n,n(fl) of the beam-storage ring-system is

in[6 (t)-e.(t)]
V(i,j)=Ci)

e

3

n= -°°
* 0
If the total spread in angular velocities of the beam is small relative to too, i.e. (Au/uo) « 1, we
nay neglect the Q(Aot/u>o) terms. Moreover, we may also assume that the impedance 2||,n(nuj) is
almost constant over the range nAco of na<j in frequencies in the neighbourhood of nwo so that
Z||,n(nuj) = 2n,n(n<oo) = 2||, n , the second identity being merely a definition. Then

I/
|

E

int. ={-l)

2 l T £ - ^ lZnl2 " 2 T T L

T ~ i3J2'

tlM)

since 2J ,B = 2||, - n and Zn = z - n (Re 2g ,n is symmetric and even in n and cancels out by symmetry).
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The longitudinal temperature Ty in the frame of the beam may be written as
(n.5)

meff

consistent with a Gaussian distribution in u> around oo, where the effective mass nvr is given by

m

.

(11.6)

R

eff

=Po

Note that the temperature as defined above is in units of energy. We thus delete k from our
analysis from now on. Here R is the average radius of the ring, dp = p - po is the momentum
deviation from a nominal reference particle, and (Ap)2 = 2<(5p)z> and (A&>)2 = 2<{&a)z> are full
dispersions in momentum and angular velocity of the beam. From Eqs. (11.2), (11.4), and (11.5),
the probability distribution of density harmonics zn(t) in the beam in the presence of longitudinal
interactions is given by

g (z

n n>

= A

ne x p I "

(12.7)

(Ap) 2

2irR

—1

Anexp

cr

where An is a normalization constant and we have introduced a quantity Ncr, the critical number of
particles, given by
ui'(po)(Ap) 2

cr

A0.Q2 f

2TTR

Im[Z(

_

(A0.Q

n

(1L9)

2

q w 0 (o'(p
' ( p 00)) ^ I m ^

Note that the above equilibrium distribution of fluctuations, based on equilibrium statistical
mechanics, remains valid in its canonical Boltzmann form only as long as
(11.10)
1 - jjp- > 0 , i . e . N < Ncr .
cr
For beams containing a number of particles equal to or exceeding the critical number, N s Ncr,
our analysis is completely invalidated. One observes that the above condition for the validity of
thermodynamic analysis may also be written as
^
2TTR(AO>)

"

0

t

(11.11)
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which is the condition that the longitudinal collective interactions do not give rise to collective
instabilities, i.e. a longitudinal stability condition29' for continuous coasting beams, Ncr coinciding
with the threshold number of particles for longitudinal stability. [Compare with Eq. (10.20).]
The above statements concern the situation when Ncr > 0, i.e. u'(po)(Im [Z|i,n]/n) < 0, which
is the case below the transition energy of the ring ij < 0, u'(po) > 0 and a Im [2||.n]/n < 0
(inductive) or above the transition energy of the ring i\ > 0, w'(po) < 0 and a Im [2||,n]/n > 0
(capacitive). But we note that NCI may also be negative, e.g. below transition with a positive
Im [2||.n]/n or above transition with a negative Im [2||,J/n. However, there are no collective
longitudinal instabilities in these cases and [1 - (N/Ncr)] stays positive also. The thermodynamic
analysis then remains valid for all N.
The density noise intensity, determined by the dispersion of the quantity zn, is easily seen from
Eq. (11.8) to be given by

and the corresponding charge-density fluctuation intensity by [from Eq. (3.53)]

<|Pnl2>=4^N

F

^

•

("-13)

cr
If Ncr < 0, we may write these as

2

<IV' >=

N

|N

I

] Fcr'- f ^

and

1

q2
2

<IPJ >-

|N I
N

4 P - 1 'F cr'
TVN

•

(1M4)

We see from Eq.(l 1.14) that if Ncr < 0 [i.e. ai'(po)(Im [Zn.J/n) > 0], the fluctuation strength
is proportional to beam intensity N and is independent of the angular frequency spread or
dispersion (Aw)2, i.e. the temperature of the beam when N « |Ncr|:
<|zn|2> = N ,

N «

|Ncr| .

(11.15)

In the other extreme situation when N » |Ncr|, the strength of fluctuations is independent of
beam intensity N, but simply proportional to the beam temperature or dispersion in angular
velocities:
2irR(Am)2
q2a)0co'(po)

Im[z
n ,i

N»

|N

cr 1

The two asymptotic limits above correspond to the familiar temperature-independent but beamintensity-dependent 'shot noise' in one case (<x N, N « |Ncr|) and the intensity-independent but
temperature-dependent 'Nyquist resistance noise' in the other (oc T||, N » jNcr|). This behaviour
of fluctuation strength as a function of beam intensity N, for Ncr < 0 is shown in Fig. 38.
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<IZnl2>
.
(fjensity
fluctuation
intensity)

Ncr<0

IN.. 1/2
N(Beam intensity)

Fig. 38 Fluctuation intensity versus beam intensity for different regimes of temperature and N«

When Ncr > 0 [i.e. oj'(po)(Im [Zjj.J/n) < 0], the collective interactions in the beam-storagering system generally leads to an enhancement of the fluctuation intensity for a given beam
azimuthal harmonic n relative to the situation when Ncr < 0 for the same N and |Ncr|, as can be
1
seen from Eqs. (11.13) and (11.14) [(IN^-N)' 1 >
for N < |NCr|]. Fluctuation
intensity is still proportional to N for N « Ncr, but grows dramatically as N approaches Ncr,
leading to infinitely large intensity fluctuations as N -*• N;:,. Fluctuations are of course ill-defined
for N a Ncr in our formulation because of the breakdown of thermodynamical analysis as
observed before and the onset of longitudinal collective instabilities. This critical behaviour of
fluctuations is also shown in Fig. 38 for comparison with the case Ncr < 0. It is possible, for the
case Ncr > 0, to define a critical temperature Tc by

4IT

0117)

Obviously (Tc/Tn) = (N/Ncr) > 0 when Ncr > 0. The temperature Tu = R(Aco)2/2u) '(p0) > 0
when «'(po) « -n > 0, whence Tc > 0 since Im [2||,n]/n < 0 for Ncr > 0; Tu < 0 when «'(po) «
—i) < 0, whence Tc < 0 since Im [2||,n]/n > 0. The region |T||| < |TC| is the region of collective
longitudinal instability, where our fluctuations are not well defined. Our fluctuations exist only
over the region |T||| > |TC| and become 'critical fluctuations' with infinitely large intensity in the
limit |T| -» |T C | + , i.e. T -» |TC|+ for T > 0 or T -> [ - |TC|J ~ for T < 0. The different regions of
quiescient stable fluctuations (shaded region), critical fluctuations (region of e = Tn - Tc -• 0*)
and the region beyond critical fluctuations (unshaded region) with a sharp open-ended threshold
or boundary (heavy line at Tc and -|T C |) for critical fluctuations are mapped in the Tu Re [2||>n]/n plane in Fig. 39.
The threshold of critical fluctuations depends on the number of particles, N, W the beam, on
the imaginary part of the beam-storage-ring impedance (both enter into Tc) and the angular
velocity spread of the beam (which enters into beam temperature). Thus fluctuations may be
critically enhanced either for large N, i.e. highly intense beam or for a very cool beam, i.e. low
(Au)2, for the seme Im [Zn.tJ/n. In any case the threshold for critical fluctuations is also the
threshold for the onset of collective instabilities which is nothing but a dramatic change in the
collective phase or state of the beam, i.e. a phase traasition. An increase in fluctuations of
many-body systems near phase transitions at critical points is a near-universal feature and
common knowledge. One can recognize that this phenomenon is not just of pure academic interest
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Different regimes of fluctuations in the T||- Im [2||, n ]/n plane

for particle beams by noting that physical observation of such enhanced fluctuations in a particle
beam by suitable Schottky pick-ups is always a hint at the onset of potential instabilities and a
simultaneous detection of the same before they occur.
The above thermodynamic analysis based on equilibrium statistical mechanics is not entirely
satisfactory. In particular the use of the Boltzman canonical distribution of equilibrium systems to
particle beams is suspect. Full temperature equilibrium is never achieved in a particle beam in the
time scales of our interest, where intrabeam scattering and other effects (noise) lead to slow
temperature relaxation between all degrees of freedom below the transition energy of the storage
ring. Above transition on the other hand, the beam is a rather funny equilibrium system
characterized by a negative temperature and not at all similar to a spatially confined gas in thermal
equilibrium7'44'. Since we know and have studied the beam fluctuations in the absence of
interactions without any reference to the situation of thermal equilibrium, the relevant question to
be answered is clear and precise whether an equilibrium exists or not, namely, How does the
fluctuation spectral density at a given frequency 0 get modified when collective interactions
characterized by an impedance 2(0) or feedback loop gain G(0) are present?
Analogous to the case of beam transfer function studied in Section 9, it is simple to visualize
the modification due to collective interactions in terms of an infinite number of regeneration paths
of the collectively modulated fluctuations through repeated cycles of the induced collective fields
transferred subsequently by the beam transfer function to the particle trajectories, thus generating
additional induced modulations in fluctuations and so on. Let us characterize the collective
interaction by a lumped impedance function G(fi) again as in Eq. (9.1) corresponding to local and
localized interactions at a fixed azimuth 9 = 0K in the storage ring (a resonating cavity at <?K. for
example). The mechanism then is simple: the incoherent current fluctuations Io(O) at 0x will
generate induced voltage fields through G(G) given by £i(Q)f%(Q) at 0K- which in turn will generate
modulations in beam current given by B(fi)Cj(fi)Io(ft) at 0K and so on, where 6(11) is the longitudinal
beam transfer function for transfer through the whole ring to the same point 0 = 6K. Thus

(fi) + B(fi)G(fi)I0
^i K.

(11.18)
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The situation is pictorially demonstrated in Fig. 40 below.

IK

Fig. 40 The infinite series of regeneration loops leading to distortion of beam fluctuations by collective fields

The infinite series can be summed and the total collectively modulated Schottky current
fluctuation is given by

io K (ft)

(fl)

(11.19)

where e(O) = [1 - 8(0)5(0)]. Thus we may also represent the above distortion of fluctuations as a
simpler closed loop feedback effect as shown in Fig. 41.

I1

Fig. 41 Feedback flow representation of collective distortion of fluctuations

The power spectrum of current fluctuations is modified as
PoK
(11.20)

The term \(Q) = fi(O)Cj(fl) relates current to an induced current and is a pure gain function. It is
called the "open loop gain" and e(G) = 1 - x(O) the 'closed loop signal suppression or distortion
factor'. It is the same as the dispersion function e(s = - ifi) studied in Section 10. In the context of
plasma physics, where (j(0) is provided by the purely internal electromagnetic interactions between
charged particles within the plasma, x(Q) and e(Q) are known as the electromagnetic susceptibility
and the dielectric permittivity of the plasma respectively. From (7.17) and (3.35), we can write
down explicitly the total collectively modulated spectral density of longitudinal current
fluctuations in a continuous coasting beam at 6 = 6%. as follows:
+00

2TT

-i-

E

r

dw • (i)2 ¥ 0 (u>)C f i - mufj

(11.21)
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mI_K,hl
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J

|e(fl)|2

^0
Na2K
f
8 i- T
= 1 - - ^ — G(fl) dm • - ^ [w f0 (w) J 1 + i c<
n=-°°

(11.23)

and
(11-24)

Y-+0+J

[Q-

no) + i y j

.s easy to verify that current fluctuation at any other azimuth 8 = 0p in the storage ring,
different from 6 — 8K. where the impedance is localized, is given by

i p (u) = iop (o) +

$\mwlK
i o p (fi)

+ ^.

PK

^

If dp and 9K correspond to the locations of the pick-up and the kicker in a stochastic cooling
feedback loop, then the collective fields are localized at 8 = 8K but are derived, however, from the
beam current at 0 = 0p through an overall gain function G(fi) of the loop. We thus have to replace
flj(Q) by IS(0), and B(fl) by &PK(fl). One then obtains
(11.26)
[l - £

K

(fl)G(fl)]

e P K (fl)

where
e P K (fi) = 1 - ^. PK (fl)G(fl) = 1 -

PK
X

(fl) .

01.27)

For a storage-ring-beam system characterized by a local impedance which is, however, not
localized but distributed around the ring, we have Vin<s(8,n) = G(Q) I(0,Q) for all 6; collective fields
produce modulations in the beam all around the storage ring, and above considerations based on
localized collective induction at a fixed azimuth are no longer valid. However, we could again
consider contribution at 8 to 1(0,il) to be built up from the following series over an infinite number
of regeneration paths:
Io(6,fl) •

r .r

J
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For a continuous beam, (R(0,d'|fl) = (R{6 - 8' |fi) is a function of (0 - 6') alone and all the integrals
above are then convolutions. It is then convenient to use a Fourier harmonic decomposition in
angle 9, leading to an algebraic relation for a particular azimuthal harmonic n of the fluctuations
I (£2) =
n | _

1 + 2it£. (fi)G(fi) + f 2TT51 (fi)G(fi)]
n
^
n
)

+

I

I
(ft)
_JLiH:

I (ft) =
n

(ft)
^H

[

=

I
(ft)
Jo,n

(11.29)

k

where en(ft) = 1 - 2ir3ln(n)O(Q) = 1 - Xn(fi)- Fluctuations at a given azimuth 9 are then

01.31,

The power spectral densities are
fp I (ft) = ( ll (ft)| 2 )

=

^

_ —*—2

n

(11.32)
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Px(ft)

=

£[pI]n^
n

=

£
n

l

n

.

(11.33)

|en(ft)|2

Finally, for both non-local and non-localized beam-stora.^e-ring interactions, as for example
for propagating structures, one simply has to replace 27rCi(P) jy Sn(Q) so that
e (fl) = 1 - x ($2) = 1 - i t (ft)G (ft)
n
n
n
n

.

(U-34)

We mention here that all the above result - can also be derived directly from the Vlasov
equation (6.5) for collective propagation, linearized in the coherent perturbation, with the
Schottky fluctuations as the inhomogeneous driving or source term. The results are exactly
identical. We have adopted instead the diagrammatic demonstration scheme above with the hope
that it will illustrate the basic mechanisms involved with probably more clarity.
The roots (Dm) of the equation £(0) = 0, as we have seen before, provide the oscillation
frequencies of the collective coherent modes of the beam. If the roots J Qm}have imaginary parts
the modes may be unstable depending on the sign of the imaginary part (growing or decaying for
negative or positive imaginary part). If they contain no imaginary part, the modes are stable with
f&Wt giving the real oscillation frequency of the mode. In either case, as Q -» Qa, e(ti) -» 0 and the
^actuations would have to grow to infinitely large strengths. These are the 'critical fluctuations'
ore by the thermodynamic limit.
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Let us consider now the case when e(Q) & 0, i.e. the beam is not in a collectively excited
mode. For small relative spreads in beam angular velocities (Ao>/wo) « 1, i.e. « * wo, we may
write, from (11.23) and (11.24), for the longitudinal en(0):

(AJ2 ) 2
e (£2) = 1 - X (fi) = 1 +
n

n

—

f
lim
y*O+ J

-i-y°M
dto ——

'

("-35)

[ 0 - no + i y ]

where
,._ .2 _

(-i)Nq2K

Let us take a purely reactive impedance G(J2) = -i2n(fi) Jcapacitive if 2||(fi) is positive and inductive if it is negative] and a sign of i\ such that AQl is always positive and given by

There are then no unstable collective modes; however, there may be stable modes with real
frequencies Dn. In particular for a beam with zero spread in angular velocities •ofa) = 5(o)-a>o),
the real coherent oscillation frequencies are iln = nu>o ± ARn. Thus |Afin| = |Qn - ncool may be
interpreted as the coherent frequency shift due to the impedance, in the absence of any frequency
spread (Aco) in the beam.
For a small number of particles in the beam and small |2|i(fi)|, e(il) =* 1 since AQa = 0.
Fluctuations are relatively unaffected by collective interactions. For a Gaussian beam distribution
(11-38)
/TT(AU))

we obtain for N «

Ncr

The width of the spectrum around 0 = na>o is typically nAu, determined by the angular velocity
spread (Aa>) in the beam. The total fluctuation power in harmonic n is simply

- f
as obtained before.

<|z^(£2)|') " N

(11.40)
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If the number of particles is large enough, N » Ncr, e(0) may deviate substantially from
unity. The result is either a suppression of fluctuation intensity if |E(Q)| » 1 or an enhancement if
|e(0)| « 1. Evaluating «„($}) explicitly for the same Gaussian distribution one obiains
2/TT

e n (0>

1 -

+ l

(fi -

(AJ2 )2(Q - nu)0)
n

- nido)

-i

(Aw)*

J

where the second term comes from the principal value integral and the third from the
delta-function pole term. The spectrum <|zn(fi)|2> = <|z£(O)|2>/|en(Q)|2 then has two peaks at
Q = nuo ± AQn each one with a width 5fin given by
,&U
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(11.42)

The distortion of fluctuation intensity as a function of the number of particles N or equivalently
A0 n isshowninFig.42 43 - 45) .

(no. of par fides
associated with
curves 1-6)

Fig. 42 Clustering of fluctuations around the coherent frequencies as a function of increasing N

The total fluctuation power in harmonic n k calculated to be
2TTR0(Auj)i

q z <o 0 o'(po)

C)

4TT

(li.43)
which agrees with Eq. (11.16), where 2n,n = 2||(0n).
Thus for (Ado)2 « (Aw)2, the spectrum remains unperturbed and close to a Gaussian. For
(Afln)2 a (Au)2, the spectrum gets highly distorted and most of the fluctuation intensity gets
concentrated near the frequencies 0 n = ncoo ± A0n while the total intensity in the harmonic n
remains the same, given by |Ncr|, proportional to beam temperature.
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The fluctuations peak at the harmonic of the fundamental revolution frequency now for low
number of particles N due to the velocity distribution of the beam. For large N, the peaks occ jr at
fin = nuo ± A0n, different from the harmonic of the fundamental, nwo. These peaks correspond
to coherent propagation of fluctuation waves, one along the beam and the other in the opposing
direction in the beam frame (Fig. 43). Their phase angular velocities are (+Afl n /n) and ( - AQD/n)

z|0)~e ine

*-£R
Fig. 43 Coherent propagation of fluctuation waves in the beam frame

in the beam frame and [ao + (Afio/n)] and [wo - (Afln/n)] in the laboratory frame. The linear
velocities in the beam frame are v* = ± (AQn/n) R. Since A0n depends on N, these waves move
with speeds that depend on the number of particles in the beam. For N « |Ncr|, i.e. low intensity
beams, the fluctuation waves disappear completely, with their propagation being dissipated by the
thermal motion of the particles, i.e. the waves are totally Landau-damped. At large N, (A0n)2 »
(Ato)2, Landau damping is substantially lost. However, the small amount of residual Landau
damping due to finite (Aw) makes the large-N coherent propagation of fluctuation waves to be
slowly damped (Landau damping is discussed in Section 13).
Use of the Gaussian distribution for the beam has allowed us to connect with the results
obtained from thermodynamic analysis. A Gaussian distribution is reminiscent of the beam being
close to thermodynamic equilibrium. However, we can make additional statements for such
equilibrium states based on our general analysis which we aid not obtain in the thermodynamic
limit. For example comparing Eqs. (11.39), (11.41) and (11.43) we may write

2? tad

Im[e

and
<|z n °(fl)| 2 >
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Here Im [en(fi)] is the imaginary part or discontinuity of ea(Q) on the real ft-axis. This is a
specialized equilibrium version of the general Fluctuation-Dissipation relationship which we will
discuss in Section 14. We will see there that the fluctuations and the dielectrical permittivity en(0)
are intrinsically related [note that eD(0) depends on the beam response]. They are thus not
independent of each other and knowledge of one allows us to know the other.
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A parallel analysis for the collective distortion of transverse fluctuation spectrum can be
performed. The distortion in fluctuations would be characterized by a transverse closed loop
distortion factor or dielectric permittivity function ex(Q) = [1 - q(7rm)Bx(0)fx(0)] where
&x(ft) is the full-ring transverse beam transfer function relating induced dipole-moment current
density to imposed transverse force and gx (fl) is related to the transverse coupling impedance of the
beam-storage-ring system as g x (fl) = (iuo/2irm7rC)2x (0)- For stochastic cooling systems one would
simply replace 6x(fl) by 5txK(fl), the transverse beam transfer function from kicker to pick-up
and q(7rm)gx (fl) by a generat gain function 5(0) relating dipole modulations at pick-up to the force
fields at the kicker determined by the transfer function of the cooling feedback loop. We leave it to
the reader to indulge in such an adventure for the continuous coasting beam. We only briefly
discuss the transverse case for the bunched beam fluctuations instead, to sketch some of the
intrinsic complications involved, as is typically the case for all collective aspects of bunched
beams.
It is obvious from the nature of the beam transfer function of bunched beams that the beam
feedback loop describing deformation of fluctuations by collective effects as in Fig. 41 cannot be
closed at a single frequency fl any more, but involves all the frequency translates Q + kuo, k = 0,
± 1 , ± 2 , ..., etc., in the loop. This is illustrated in Fig. 44a. In Fig. 44b, we show the mechanism
by which a frequency Q + ko>o, different from fl for k / 0, contributes through beam

Glfi)

b)

a)

Fig. 44 Matrix feedback flow of collective distortion of bunched beam fluctuations

feedback [through 0(0+kw 0 ) followed by 3Tk(fl)] to the deformation of fluctuation at frequency 0.
Instead of a scalar relation for fluctuation deformation at a frequency il, we have a matrix relation
for bunched beams involving all 0 + kao, k = 0, ± 1 , ... and the problem is essentially to invert
the infinite matrix which is non-trivial in general7'. The deformed transverse fluctuations are
obtained by inverting the coupled equations

kw0)

(11.46)

where
(11.47)
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Let us consider an impedance or gain <j(fi) which is non-zero only over one single
non-overlapping betatron band [fi = Qm = (m±Q)wo + 0 ' where - i i i i l ' s + A%, A% being
the haif-width of the betatron band (m ± Q)] and zero everywhere else. Then only the k = 0 term
contributes in Eq. (,1.46). We get from Eqs. (7.48) and (11.46) the closed loop collectively
modulated transverse fluctuations to be given by
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e x (f2) '

=
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±

Q)(JDO
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(11.48)
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(11.50)
and
v(a) =

Si - (m +
m

(11.51)

0) (a)

For this non-overlapping betatron band situation, the BTF at frequency 0 will contain a
contribution from the (m±Q) band dominantly in the summation over n. The factor ex(Qm) =
[1 - xo(Qin)] measures the suppression or enhancement o f fluctuations (see Fig. 45) due to
collective interactions affecting the single betatron band (m±Q). All other bands remain
unaffected. The power spectrum in the affected band is simply <|3(0)|z> = <|30(0)|2>/|ex(C)|2. The
expression is valid for non-overlapping betatron bands but includes exactly the overlapping of
synchrotron bands within the betatron band.
Band affected or filtered
by collective interaction
d 0 : open loop
d : closed loop
betatron oand

(m+1-af)u0
betatron band

Fi|. 45 Suppression of fluctuations in the band affected by impedance
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If the betatron bands overlap at the frequencies of interest, but the collective interaction has a
bandwidth W £ fo/2 centred around Q = (m ± Q)wo as above, we again have an exact expression
for the dielectric suppression factor within the bandwidth, i.e. for frequencies S3 = (m±Q)t<)o +
Q' with | 0 ' | < fo/2, but now involving a summation over all the overlapping betatron bands:
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(11.53)
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We note that for zero spread in synchrotron frequencies, i.e. o>s(a) = w* = constant, the
fluctuations form an exact line spectrum Q = (m ± Q)uo + fucs with zero widths at frequencies of
interest within the betatron band. For non-overlapping bands all the possible values of 4 are
integers vm = M and for overlapping bands there are at least a few values of v%a which are integers,
whence sin [*yt] = 0 and xo(Qm,,«) -" » . The only consistent solution to Eq. (11.49) is 3(0m,P) = 0.
Thus for vanishing synchrotron frequency spread, the collective interaction coupled with feedback
through beam response reduces the closed loop fluctuations to zero. With non-zero spread in
synchrotron frequencies, the poles in [sin rvtfayf1 at harmonics of synchrotron frequency locally
in the neighbourhood of amplitude 'a' are smeared out by the integration over the amplitude
distribution and one is left with a residual non-zero strength of fluctuations even with the
collective feedback loop closed.
As observed in Eqs. (7.50) to (7.53), we observe that it is possible to interpret the collective
distortion of bunched beam fluctuations as correspondiag to that of an equivalent continuous
coasting beam with an effective distribution •8I±(ct>) in angular revolution frequencies with
half-width A*, as far as the (n ± Q) betatron band is concerned and may be written as
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If the collective interaction €>(Q) has a bandwidth that includes several betatron bands but much
less than the bunch frequency fB = I/At where At is the bunch duration at any azimuth of the
storage ring, i.e. if
fo «

W«

fB = (At)"1 ,
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all the betatron harmonics within the bandwidth are now coherent (Fig. 46) and strongly coupled
according to
(11.55)
Ak=(2irW)/Wo

wheie (m±Q)fo - W/2 < Q < (m±Q)f 0 + W/2. For non-overlapping betatron bands, the ( + )
and ( - ) betatron bands are decoupled as they cannot be translated into each other by finite
translations of multiples of <ao, unless the betatron tune Q = 0.3, which we exclude. However, the
N( = ng/2 = (W/fo) ( + )-bands and the same number of (-)-bands are strongly coupled within
themselves owing to the bunched nature of the beam. However, this coupling strength is
approximately the same for all k within the bandwidth, i.e. xjfl) = xo(fi)5ic,o where k e Ak =
(2TW/f0). To see this we set n ± Q - Q (£/ij) = x and use the identity
—W
n l= |2W/f 0 ]
betatron bands
affected or filtered by collective
interaction
1
> f

(W/2)

%=(1/At)
Fig. 46 Fluctuation bands affected by an impedance with bandwidth less than the bunch coherence length in frequency
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Jj (-ka) + . . .

(11.56)

~ kuoAt = 2wk (fo/fB>. Since (kfo) « fB for the bandwidth considered, ka ~ 0 and
Now
lim [M>0Wo -• 0. Thus Ji(ka) ~ J2(ka) - Jn(ka) * 0 and the coupling is expressed only by
liin Jo(ka) <= Jo(0) = 1. Thus all the betratron bands couple with equal strength and we get
ka->0

(11.57)

The consistent solution then is given by
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(11.58)
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We observe that we can write Eq. (11.46) in the following matrix form

or

where
d (ft) = d(f2 + mwo)

(11.61)

IB

and

For fo « W « fa, the solution obtained above then corresponds to the decomposition of the
dielectric matrix emn(Q) into a totally disconnected part 6mn and a totally connected part xnm(Q), as
shown in Fig. 47, with a manifest collective pole given by the zeros of e±(Q') = 1 - Nf xo(Q') in
the collectively distorted fluctuations Sm«w 3[(m ± Q)uo + 0 ' ].

Fig. 47 Decomposition of the bunched beam dielectric matrix into totally disconnected and totally connected parts

This behaviour is expected if we remember that for bunched beams we are essentially dealing
with a sampled system. For W « fa, the impedance or collective interaction loop sees the bunch
for an effective time much longer than the bunch duration each turn and internal synchrotron
motion leading to unequal sampling times do not matter. Effective sampling frequency is constant
for the whole bunch and equal to fo, and so it is the Fourier transform of the simpled dipole
fluctuations Em 3(01,,) that gets modified as Eqs. (11.38) above, well known from sampled feedback
control systems. The impedance sees the bunch as (At)s = 1/W long and then Nf = W/f0 =
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To/(At)B is just the effective bunching factor. Thus in the above situation, the collective distortion
is equivalent to a continuous coasting beam with Neff = N-N{ as the effective number of particles.
Betatron bands separated from each other in frequency by a spacing more than or equal to fB,
do not couple to each other significantly since the coherence is strong between bands with spacing
Af < fs only. Each band separated by fs from the next can be treated independently as an
orthogonal component as in continuous coasting beams; however, distortion of fluctuations for
frequencies within a single band having the enhancement factor N; as above. This is illustrated in
Fig. 48, for the case where the collective impedance is localized into bands separated by fa, each
band containing Nj coherent ( + ) and ( - ) betatron bands28).

Fig. 48

Decomposition of bunched beam susceptibility for a collective impedance that is clustered and isolated at
spacing fB

If the collective impedance or gain is wide-band so that it sees a continuous band W
containing several mfB lines, then Nj = fn/fo = T0/At = B is the actual bunching factor of the
(At) long bunches. The system rise-time is shorter than the bunch duration and it sees the bunch a
(At) long. The distortion factors are then obtained with equivalent continuous coasting beam type
dielectric suppressions but with Neff = N-B. In the situation of narrow non-overlapping
synchrotron bands, one can consider signal suppression factors for each individual synchrotron
fluctuation mode separately. Approximate expressions for the suppression factors er for the
synchrotron modes V are given in Refs. 7 and 40.
The phenomenon of deformation of fluctuations by collective interactions is most dramatic
and commonly observed in stochastic cooling systems for continuous coasting beams where one
observes the deformation (suppression or enhancement) of Schottky fluctuation signals at a
pick-up as an immediate effect upon switching on a cooling feedback loop 3l) . It is known in that
context as the "feedback through the beam" or "signal suppression" effect. The kicker fields in
the cooling loop introduce correlations between particles. These correlations are then propagated
coherently by the beam, through the collective motion of the particles described by the beam
transfer function, back to the pick-up which thus sees the Schottky signals distorted away from the
uncorrelated form. The modification of the fluctuation Schottky spectrum in the frequency-wave
number domain is a manifestation of correlations between single-particle orbits in the time-space
domain, created by the cooling-loop-induced collective interactions. In the context of stochastic
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cooling, where excitation of collective modes or instabilities is carefully avoided by a proper choice
of the cooling loop transfer function (e.g. gain and phase), the Schottky signal distortion by
collective beam feedback is of modest degree and generally leads to a suppression of observable
incoherent fluctuations20'22'35*. The suppression nevertheless can be large unless the gain and the
phase of the cooling loop are suitably optimized for best possible cooling36'. For a properly
matched cooling loop, the transverse Schottky signals are generally reduced in amplitude when the
loop is closed. For optimum cooling, the gain and phase of the feedback should be such that the
reduction is by about a factor of half20'. This criterion on the magnitude of closet" I'X>p signal
suppression for optimal cooling can be verified theoretically and has been borne out by
experiments at the CERN Antiproton Accumulator (AA) ring20'30. The longitudinal momentum
Schottky signals are usually decreased in amplitude also at the edges of the distribution when the
loop is closed. Experimental manifestation is a higher peak value with the loop closed, which is the
most noticeable effect in the AA stack core3". These effects are illustrated in Fig. 49.
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suppression
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Longitudinal schottky
signal deformation

Signal suppression in stochastic cooling

Note that this effect simply reflects the fact that collective correlations, propagated and fed
back by the beam to the observing pick-up, limit the measure of observed signals (both amplitude
and phase) only. The actual incoherent motion of the particles, responsible for the fluctuations to
start with, are not significantly affected in the time scales of this collective beam feedback effect.
This closed loop distortion by beam feedback is a much faster process than the essentially single
particle cooling process and provides the only immediate clue to the single particle and collective
aspects of the entire feedback loop as an effective cooling element. This is especially important for
bunched beams, where stochastic cooling is expected to be slow and one would like to use this
effect as a diagnostic tool to check and optimize the loop properties (delay, gain, phase, etc.) for
best possible cooling. One only needs a spectrum analyser, a switch to open and close the loop, a
few knobs to adjust the gain and delay, etc., and lots of patience to arrive at the optimum set-up.
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12. CRITICAL FLUCTUATIONS
We saw in Section 11 that at the threshold of a collective mode or its transition, fluctuations
in the beam may distort or enhance significantly. Such dramatic enhancement of fluctuations is
often a clue to the onset of collective modes and hence collective fluctuations. They are known as
'critical fluctuations'45).
The spectral distribution of fluctuations in the domain of frequencies having stable collective
modes with small damping rates •>*, will have sharp delta-function-like peaks at frequencies Ok
that satisfy the dispersion relation e(Gk + i7k) = 0. We study the fluctuation spectral distribution
near these maxima or peaks, i.e. the coherent or collective fluctuation spectra. Note that while
frequencies 0 for the incoherent fluctuations are the incoherent frequencies of the particles in the
beam, those for 'he coherent fluctuations are restricted to satisfy the dispersion relation. For
slowly damped stable collective modes lyn/fikl « 1 and |Im [«(Q)]| « |Re [e(fl)]|. In the vicinity
of the collective modes 0 = ±0k, we may express e(0) as e(Q) = [d Re e(fi)/dft]a = * ak
• [0 =F Ok - i-nJ so that we may write

Im

6 [Re

(12.1)

6 [Re e(fi)] ,

(12.2)

|lm e(fi)|

where we have used the Dirac identities (5.27).
The coherent fluctuations are then given by

For small 7k, we may write

9[Re e(fl8

|Y

»

(12.3)

Using
(12.4)

we then get:
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We rewrite (12.5) as

(12.6)
'"k
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where

(12.7)

Another illuminating form can be obtained for the thermodynamic equilibrium case, where we
observe from Eq. (11.44) that for non-overlapping bands we may write
<|z n °(fi)j 2 >
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so that from Eq. (12.2) we may also write !„, for fluctuations in the vicinity of fin* = na>o ± A0 n , as
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for an equilibrium situation. We can then define an effective temperature t||(0 n ) of the coherent
fluctuations near 0 = fin even in the non-equilibrium situation so that
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For an equilibrium situation T||(ftn) is just the beam temperature T« as in Eq. (12.9). In the general
case T||(Qn) may be interpreted as an effective longitudinal temperature, characterizing the mean
square fluctuations in longitudinal density of the beam. Note that Tn(On) may depend on whether
Q -* Qn or Q -* - 0,T. The quantity irln in either case measures the strength of the coherent
collective fluctuations when the beam is close to a weakly damped stable collective mode Q*
driven by a general impedance 2n,n of the beam-storage-ring system.
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13. LANDAU DAMPING AND PHASE MIXING
The phenomenon of Landau damping is of common-place occurrence in the physics of
charged particle beams in storage rings; in the context of beam stability against collective modes
(Section 10) determined by the dispersion relations, one speaks about it as if through second
nature. General discussions on Landau damping abound in the plasma physics literature25>33l45). In the context of charged particle beams, a thorough exposition of the basic
underlying mechanism has been provided in an excellent essay by Hereward46) and any further
elaboration would seem redundant. The physics of Landau damping is understood intuitively in
various ways by individuals concerned with it and takes on a personal character, although the
strictly mathematical justification based on a proper treatment of an initial value problem via
Laplace transforms is clear and unambiguous33'. There is one aspect of Landau damping in
particle beams that is particularly significant in view of the inherent relation it implies between
beam stability and the collective distortion of fluctuation spectra, namely the aspect of the
connection of Landau damping with phase mixing within the beam. In view of this inherent
connection between the collective aspect of 'phase coherence' and the single-particle aspect of
'phase mixing' in particle beams, and its significant implications for beam stability and processes
such as stochastic cooling, we discuss a few points in this non-trivial connection.
Landau damping is the process by which a large number of lossless resonators or oscillators,
which are all the same except for their natural frequencies being spread over a range of values
almost smoothly as far as our relevant time scales are concerned [i.e. for t « tr = (fifr)1 where
&f, = Af/N is the average frequency spacing between individual particles distributed with a total
frequency spread of Af], acquire dissiputive properties when acting collectively. In fact we already
had a flavour of this process when we introduced the vanishingly small positive number
y -» 0 + in our response formalism in Section 5; for as we saw later in Section 7, it is the presence
of this iy-term in the denominator that is responsible for producing the reactive and dissipative
parts of the beam response given by its real and imaginary parts interchangeably. The dissipative
part endows the beam with the capability of absorbing energy from any impressed time-varying
field or wave whose frequency lies within the band of incoherent frequencies of the particles in the
beam. This is beneficial for particle beams in general since the dissipative response of the beam
will slowly absorb or drain away energy from any spontaneously excited coherent or collective
wave which subjects the beam to a time-varying wave field. The coherent wave will therefore be

• slowly damped and thus it is that the process of Landau damping in particle beams may stabilize
[ situations which would otherwise be unstable. Interestingly, the coherent waves are damped by the
!•• Landau damping process without increasing the amplitude of coherent motion of the beam
• •. particles. The mechanism of this 'hidden energy' has been discussed thoroughly in the essay by
( Hereward. There a clear picture emerges as to where this hidden energy goes, as follows.
[
The explanation is grounded on the time-asymmetric process of 'switching on' externally
I time-varying fields, as we discussed in Section 5. The details of the 'switching on' are immaterial
I but it is just the asymmetry introduced by the initial conditions inherent in a 'switched on' process
] that provides the physical explanation of the occurrence of an irreversible process such as Landau
; damping or systematic dissipation in a system whose response is based nevertheless on
'•: time-symmetric (about the origin, i.e. time-reversible) equation of flow (i.e. the Vlasov equation).
' By the same token, it also explains the natural occurrence of the iy-term via Laplace transforms,
demanded by a proper treatment of the initial-value problem. Hereward shows that when
subjected for a long time t to a 'switched-on' monochromatic field F - e" iDt , there is a band of
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oscillator frequencies near (2, of width of the order of 1/t, in which the oscillators behave like
on-resonance ones in that their amplitudes increase like t and their phase relation to F is resistive.
The individual energies increase like t2 while their number decreases as 1/t so that they make a
linear increase in the stored energy. The energy increases without showing up in the amplitude of
coherent motion by being increasingly concentrated into a decreasing number of oscillators.
In the linear approximation, a particle precisely in resonance with the impressed wave field,
will sample the field at a constant relative phase and the resonant energy transfer is unidirectional,
leading to the dissipative part of the beam response. Particles off resonance will sample the field
with an oscillating relative phase and the energy transfer is bidirectional, i.e. the particles exchange
energy with the field periodically. This is the origin of the reactive term in the beam response.
For a continuous distribution of particles in frequencies, only a vanishing number of them
will be exactly resonant, i.e. will have exactly the same frequency as that of the wave field. Thus
the divergence in the response integral in Eq. (6.29) at fi = n -a ( f ) is really absent physically. The
mathematical introduction of the i-y-term then allows us to evaluate the integral but at the cost of
considering complex frequencies implying growing or shrinking average amplitude of the particles.
Such an average response can be explained only by a continuous drift of the particles into or out of
step with each other, i.e. phase mixing. For times longer than the inverse of the average frequency
spacing between particles [t » tr = (Sfr)~\ S(t = Af/NJ, the distribution function can no longer
be considered continuous and smooth, but has to be considered more appropriately as a series of
successive step functions—it is a series of discontinuous steps separated by 5fr on the average.
Self-generated coherent waves or externally applied fields will rarely have frequencies exactly
coinciding with the discontinuities in frequency. Exact resonance almost never exists and so
eventually for long times t » tr, the coherent wave and the particle sharply localized at the
discontinuity must exchange energy, leading to a reactive contribution to the beam response. For
practical beams, however, this time scale is long enough for the non-linear contributions to the
response to be significant anyway, which limits the growth of the coherent wave due to lack of
Landau damping for large t.
Landau damping then is crucially dependent on the small spread in the natural frequencies of
the particles causing a continual phase mixing between the phase of the impressed wave field and
the phases of the wave-sampling particles in the beam. The frequency spread destroys any
coherence between the particles in the beam by mixing the particle trajectories in phase space in a
characteristic time scale. Landau damping of a coherent wave in the collective system of the beam
particles depends on the precise phase relationship between a band of particles and the wave with
which they resonate. Exchange of energy between the two leaves a memory in the particle orbits.
The reverse process of particles giving up energy to the wave will not be realized with a finite
frequency spread which causes the particle trajectories to phase-mix irreversibly. Under special
circumstances, however, the information left in these orbits can be manifested or echoed in a
reversed energy-exchange process, if conditions suitable for such a process to occur are created25'.
The simplest such process is to reverse the particle trajectories to re-create the phase relationship
that was responsible for energy exchange at a previous instant. Such reversal of particle
trajectories is naturally present in a bunched beam, where the particle orbits in the longitudinal
phase space, by virtue of synchrotron oscillations, periodically create suitable conditions for the
direct and reversed energy-exchange processes to take place. The extent to which the phases of the
particles relative to the wave are reconstructed is determined by the 'mixing* of the particles in
phase space, which thus determines the efficiency of this information regeneration process.
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Fig. 50 Wave regeneration and echo in bunched beams leading to loss of Landau damping

As illustrated in Fig. 50a and b, if the particle synchrotron oscillation frequency is
independent of oscillation energy (i.e. linear amplitude-independent synchrotron oscillations), all
the resonant particles in a narrow band around ( 9 , 0 = <»), after undergoing a Landau damping
process, will return to (G, 0) after one synchrotron period with precisely the same phase
relationship and will undergo Landau anti-damping by regenerating a wavelet of the same energy
as the wavelet they absorbed in the damping process before. Lack of mixing in phase space is then
at the root of the fact that for linear synchrotron oscillations with no spread in frequencies,
Landau damping is absent for a bunch for times much longer than a synchrotron period29>30). If
the beam-storage-ring impedance is phased for instability, coherent modes will grow without
stabilizing themselves through Landau damping, owing to zero frequency spread. If the impedance
is such that the bunch is stable without a spread in frequencies, the collective distortion of the
beam fluctuations will be significantly high and in the limit of zero synchrotron-frequency spread,
the feedback through the beam response will suppress the obssrvable delta-function-like Schottky
fluctuation line-spectrum of the beam completely, reducing them to zero7'40'. However, if the
synchrotron frequency is dependent on the oscillation amplitude, particles will continually slip
away in phase and oniy a fraction of the total number of particles in the narrow band will return
with approximately the same phase relationship with the wave. Hence the efficiency of wave
regeneration is reduced and we will still be left with some Landau damping. The observed
fluctuations will distort but never get suppressed below a finite residual level, with finite spread in
synchrotron frequencies.
There is an additional mechanism of wave regeneration in bunched beams that contributes to
lack of mixing and hence Landau damping. This is due to the existence of non-locally reflected
waves in a bunch as mentioned in Section 3. In the closed trajectory of a particle in the bunch
synchrotron phase space, shown in Fig. 51, we see that a particle of a given synchrotron oscillation
amplitude, which has a velocity a = © at 9 (at point P) has a velocity - « = - ©at - © (at point
P'), in the beam frame. The same applies for the points Q and Q'. The time it takes a particle to
traverse from P to P', which is half the synchrotron oscillation period, is the same as the time it
takes to go from P' to P and more importantly, for linear synchrotron oscillations, this time is
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independent of the oscillation amplitude and hence the same for all particles. Thus the phase
modulation imposed by a possible coherent wave on a band of resonant particles at P will reappear
at P' with reversed polarity. The same band of particles resonating with the wave at P is now
capable of generating a wave at P' with a phase velocity opposite to that of the original wave at P.
This is the mechanism of non-local resonant wave reflection. Similarly the wave at P' is
regenerated at P again. The phenomenon is the same as that of plasma wave echo25'. Again the
efficiency of this non-local wave regeneration is less than total for non-linear oscillations with
characteristic frequency spreads, leading to finite residual phase mixing and Landau damping.
•
0 <u
P—P': T_

P-P : T.

Ffg. 51 Wave regeneration by non-local wave reflection in bunched beams

The information about the past, namely the fact that a particle at a phase-space point (©, 6)
at time t was at the same phase-space point an indefinite number of times in the past at times
tn = t - (2im/ua) when n = 1,2, ... and was at the point ( - 9 , - 0) also an indefinite number of
times at ta = t - (2ir [n+ 1/2]/&J»), where n = 0, 1, 2, ..., is retained by the trajectories. This
makes them resonate at all these times, if they are resonant at any one of the times. However, the
relative phase of the wave and the particle is different each time and so these resonances are only
local in time. Over a time scale that is long compared to the synchrotron period, these locally
tesonant particles will exchange energy with the wave much as the non-resonant ones do, rather
than transferring energy unidirectionally. Eventually, they thus generate reactive terms rather than
dissipative terms in the beam response.
Landau damping and phase mixing are thus intimately related. In the situation of 'good
mixing', i.e. if the frequency spread in the beam is enough to destroy any collectively induced
coherence faster than it grows, coherent instabilities are stabilized if the collective interaction
characterized by the beam-storage-ring impedance or a feedback loop is phased for instability (i.e.
if the beam is unstable without a frequency spread). For a properly phased feedback loop as in
stochastic cooling, the beam is stable even without a frequency spread, if the loop gain determines
the collective interaction dominantly. However, the closed-loop fluctuation strength would be zero
without a frequency spread (the signal suppression factor |e(Q)|2 would be infinitely large). With
frequency spread sufficient for good mixing then, the collective closed-loop distortion or
suppression of the Schottky fluctuations would be of modest degree only [|e(Q)| * 1]. In fact the
required spread in frequencies in the beam to ensure Landau damping turns out to be
approximately the same as that demanded by the condition for 'good mixing', i.e. modest
fluctuation distortion in the stable situation. Comparing Eqs. (10.21) or (11.11) with Eq. (11.36),
we observe that stabilization by Landau damping requires
n Au > i n

.
n

(13.1)
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This ensures that the frequency of the coherent wave given by 0 = n«o ± ARn falls within the
band of incoherent frequencies of the particles, which can then dissipate the energy. In the case of
stable fluctuations (Ncr < 0) as shown in the bottom curve in Fig. 38, a reasonable condition for
modest fluctuation suppression would be N * |Ncr|. With Ncr given by Eq. (11.9), this condition
reduces to expression (13.1) again. Thus the criterion of Landau stability is similar to the condition
of good mixing in phase space.
In the context of stochastic cooling, the collective interaction is determined predominantly by
the gain of the feedback loop that detects beam fluctuations at a localized PU and applies them
back with suitable amplification to the beam at a localized kicker. There is competition between
the rate at which coherent modulations are generated in the beam by the feedback loop at the
kicker and the rate at which the coherence is destroyed by the frequency spread in the beam
through phase-mixing via the beam transfer function from the kicker back to the PU. Optimum
cooling is determined by a proper combination of the feedback loop gain G(0) and the BTF from
kicker to PU, 3tPK(R), both n magnitude and phase20-2". Typically for low frequencies where the
beam fluctuation bands are narrow and separated (i.e. in the non-overlapping region) and for
negligible thermal noise of the feedback loop, optimum (i.e. best possible) cooling is achieved for a
combination of G and 3lPK such that36)
•w

•** PR*

|G(f»Jt
•**

(SJ)| = 1

(13.2)

-"PIC

Arg G(fi) =

Arg !fC*-(Q) + TT .

(13.3)

For a symmetrical distribution of particles in angular velocities, the beam response is real at the
centre of the distribution. The optimum condition (13.2) and (13.3) then reduce to20p36)
G &PK = -1

(13.4)

for a frequency 0 at the centre of the fluctuation band. This is true for both longitudinal and
transverse optimum cooling of a continuous coasting beam only. In the diagrammatic
representation similar to Fig. 34, the closed-loop condition for optimum coherence demanded by
fastest cooling may then be represented as in Fig. 52.

[
Fig. 52

n= ru
Q)UQ

longitudinal
transverse J

Closed-loop condition of optimum coherence for the maximum stochastic cooling rate of a continuous coasting
beam with symmetrical angular velocity distribution

At frequencies away from the centre of the fluctuation band, the optimum coherence pattern
still demands Eq. (13.2); however, the optimum phase is quite different and Arg (G(ftPK) pi x as is
evident from Eq. (13.3). It will depend on the phase of the BTF &PK(0) at that frequency.
A detailed analysis of the choice of the optimum closed-loop condition for maximum cooling
rate depends on considerations of phase mixing between PU and kicker by the finite frequency
spread of the particles, factor of safety from the edge of instability given by the closed loop
condition of Fig. 34 at any frequency within the fluctuation band, stability of the optimum against
small deviations in phases away from it, beam distribution, etc.3®. An optimum coherence
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condition on &PK(Q) and G(0) for best possible cooling, even though it exists in principle and may be
derived theoretically locally at each Q within the band, may not be a practical one. It has been
shown by S. van der Meer36) that a realistic choice is given by a constant, real value of & throughout
the band such that the closed-loop coherence condition of Eq. (13.4) and Fig. 52 is still satisfied at
the centre of the beam distribution, without much loss of cooling, when considering the whole
beam and with some modest requirement on the phase shift between PU and kicker.
In view of the similarity of the two conditions (10.7) and (13.4), especially when considered
for absolute values (they both reduce to |G| |Sl| = 1), it is not surprising that the condition of Landau
damping in the context of beam instability and 'good mixing' in the context of stochastic cooling
are similar.
An absolute definition of 'good mixing' for the frequencies of interest is provided by the
condition that the beam fluctuation bands (revolution Schottky bands for longitudinal and
betatron Schottky bands for transverse) overlap in the frequency range considered, e.g.
nAa> s» cdo for longitudinal signals. In the overlapped regime, the resonant particles thoroughly
phase-mix and get completely out of step with the resonating wave by distributing themselves over
a full wavelength of the coherent wave in one single turn in the storage ring. The distribution of
fluctuations in frequency space is more or less uniform with constant density and resembles white
noise. The resonant character of the beam response is largely lost since all modulations or
coherence induced in the beam by an exciting kicker are smeared out by the frequency spread
before reaching the PU. For ideal mixing, the uniform and constant total particle density at any
frequency 0, for the transverse fluctuations, is simply *(fi) = N/(wo/2) = 2N/&>o and for a
stochastic cooling configuration, the real part of the transverse beam response from kicker to PU
is zero, as follows from Eq. (7.40). For uniform and constant longitudinal density •($)), it follows
from Eq. (7.32) that the real part of the longitudinal response is approximately zero also.
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14. FLUCTUATION-DISSIPATION RELATION
We have already seen that the beam response to electromagnetic perturbations has a reactive
oscillatory part and a resistive damping part. There exists a special relationship between the
dissipative part of the beam response and the incoherent Schottky fluctuations in a beam. This is
not surprising since both the fluctuations and the beam response are determined by the same single
particle orbits and are modified simultaneously by the presence of any collective interactions
determined by relevant impedances. What is special about this relationship is that only the
dissipative resistive part of the beam response enters into the relationship. In fact, this fluctuation-dissipation relationship for a particle beam is nothing but a generalization of the well-known
Nyquist's formula47' for the spectral density of the fluctuating e.m.f. 8 arising in a complex
impedance Z(R) due to thermal agitations:
= 4kT Re £ z ( f t ) j = 4kT R(fi)

(14.1)

or, for the current fluctuations
Pc ($2)
P (fi) = —

2
|Z(fl)[

Re
=

4 kT

\Z(Q)\22
\Z(Q)\

]

,
= 4 kT Re

,

(14.2)

I Z*(J2)JJ

where k is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature of the impedance in thermal equilibrium
and R(O) = Re [Z(D)J the active resistance of the complex impedance Z(Q) = R(0) + iQ(fi). For a
beam of particles, the response is just the analog of complex admittance 3t(Q) = Y(Q) = [Z(fi)]'1
relating, say, current f(Q) to the impressed voltage V(Q) by the relation f(fi) = <ft||(Q)V(Q), for
longitudinal response. We would then expect a similar relation:
PjCfi) = 4 kT,,Re [&,*(&)] = 4 kT,, Re ( f t / f l ) ]
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r
r
:
;
[
|

I
i
I
{

(14.3)

for the current fluctuations and the longitudinal response of a beam in thermodynamic
equilibrium characterized by a longitudinal temperature Ty. Note that both the beam response and
the fluctuations are observed at one and the same location, 6 = 6p say. The relationship can,
however, be generalized to the spectral density of current fluctuations at two different azimuthal
locations 6 = 8P and 6 = 0K in the ring (given by the Fourier transform in frequency 0 of the
cross-correlation <I(t|Op)I*(t'|0K)» and the corresponding beam response or transfer function
between the same two locations, i.e. 3}(Q|0P,0K). Similar relationships are expected for the transverse
fluctuations and transverse response as well. In fact the relationship can be generalized25'45' to the
spectral density of the cross-correlation between fluctuations in any two physical observables
A(t|0p) and B(t'|0jc) and the response function relating the two: &AB(O|0P,0 K ). Moreover, without
any reference to the specific situation of thermodynamic equilibrium defined by a temperature Tj,
slightly modified relationships may be obtained with no temperature appearing anywhere45'. The
relation would then apply to any beam including non-equilibrium situations. Finally, for
periodically time-varying systems, as for example for bunched beams, one can also obtain certain
relationships between the Bloch components &AB(fl|0P,0K) (k = °> ± 1 > ± 2 , ...) of the beam
response and the corresponding spectral density components [PABJk(G|<?p,#K) in the Bloch
decomposition of the full spectral density PAB(O,Q'|0P>0K) of fluctuations. These Bloch
components of response and fluctuations have already been introduced for bunched beams in
Sections Sand 3.
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For illustration, let us begin by considering the longitudinal current fluctuations and the
longitudinal response of a continuous coasting beam in a storage ring. The cross-correlation of the
longitudinal current fluctuations at two different azimuths 0P and 0K can be written as

p(t-t'|e K -e p)

V9 -D*

= T P (t-t')ein(6K~ep)

(14 4)

.

-

n=-°°
The corresponding spectral density is given by [Eq. (3.35)]:

Z

in(B - 6 )
i
P

n

(f2)e

(14.5)
in(6K-6p)
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2TT

n=-°°

The longitudinal beam response or transfer function from 0K to 0P is given by [Eq. (7.15)]:
, . s Nq 2 K f
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Denoting ( ^ p - fe) by 0PK and differentiating Pi(O|0 PK ) with respect to 0 P K and Q, we obtain
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where we have used the identity
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in the first step. From Eq. (14.6), we immediately verify

+00
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= Nq < ^
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00
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in(8p

"6K)
(J4.9)

—00

where we have used the following representation of the delta-function

[x 2 + Y 2 ]

= 6(x)

(14.10)

Comparing Eqs. (14.9) and (14.7), we obtain the following general version of the fluctuationdissipation relationship for the longitudinal dynamics of a continuous coasting beam in a storage
ring:

(14.11)

If0 P = 6K, then 3l PK (fi) =

= 3l||(0) and we obtain

= - — Re
PK

9

(14.12)

PK =D

Using the Kramers-Kronig relations for the analytic beam response function 3t(Q) [Eq. (5.39)], we
obtain

+CD

an'

= -ic •

lim
im

(14.13)

PK

J dfi1

PK=o

Thus the linear response of particle beams can be obtained from a knowledge of the incoherent
fluctuation spectrum of the beam.
For relatively small spreads in revolution frequencies Aw «

a>o, we may write

a i i £ u)0OT(fi)
PK
where

+00

,

(14.14)
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This follows from Eq. (14.5) with Aoi «

<a0. One then obtains from Eq. (14.12)

Re ft.(Q) - - | fto0 2%&

( q 2 K)

.

(14.15)

With 3l||(Q) = S||(fl) defined as in Eq. (7.23), one then sees, that Eq. (7.32) is nothing but an
expression of the generalized fluctuation-dissipation relation for small frequency spreads. In fact,
taking a Gaussian distribution as in Eq. (11.38) with temperature defined consistently as in
Eq. (11.5), one can easily verify for non-overlapping bands that
Pj(fi) = F(fi) • 4kT,, Re GR.,,(fi)] ,

(14.16)

where F(B) is a form factor depending on the location of Q within the single non-overlapping band
under consideration. For regions away from the zeros of (ft u(fi), it is of the order of unity. In general
F(R) will also be a function of the beam distribution. Strictly speaking, however, a relation such as
(14.16) is misleading, since it is the differential operation on Pi(fl), as in the left-hand side of
Eq. (14.12), that is related to Re [3tu(Q)] for the longitudinal case. For the transverse case, the
representation (14.16) is reasonably appropriate [compare with Eq. (7.40)]. The reader is invited to
discover these general fluctuation-dissipation relations for the transverse signals and for the
bunched beams as well.
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15. EPILOGUE
The attempt made in this report to provide a conceptual survey and exposition of the various
aspects and interplay of fluctuations and coherence in charged particle beams in storage rings is
meant to be more of a synthesis than analysis. Occasional diagrammatic expositions should not be
mistaken as intentional avoidance of a systematic kinetic theoretical analysis. A serious reader
cannot afford to ignore kinetic theory, where all the results of this essay are hidden. The effort
made is to bring out the physical content of the concepts and the essence of kinetic theory more
boldly, without being lost in the notational and mathematical intricacies. The idea is to see how
the various aspects reflect each other, thus establishing, by association and connection, the raison
d'etre of kinetic theory in the context of charged particle beams, without getting into real technical
details demanded by a thorough dissection. This synthetic nature may make this essay seem
disjoint occasionally. Such gaps and discontinuities may be filled by working through the kinetic
theory introduced in Appendix B (difficult task!) or by watching somebody else v/ork through it by
consulting the references. Considerations of bunched beam response have been relatively sketchy
compared to those of continuous coasting beams. T^e topic is very specialized; the existing
literature is vast and still growing. Again, the list of references should complement the gaps.
Self-consistency in a topic of such a broad scope necessarily implies the boundaries between the
various mosaic pieces to be fuzzy. These fuzzy zones are only invitations for future creative
contributions.
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APPENDIX A
GENERAL ASPECTS OF VARIOUS INTERACTIONS IN
CHARGED PARTICLE BEAM-ENVIRONMENT SYSTEM

The dynamics described in Section 2 neglects all interactions except the single-particle
interaction with the external electromagnetic fields #exi(f,t) and A«t(f\t). However, particles are
charged and so they interact with each other and with the otherwise passive enrivoiiment
electromagnetically, with the overall effect on the beam distribution being increasingly significant
with higher beam intensities.
Discrete electromagnetic interaction between pairs of charged particles within the beam
manifests itself as intra-beam multiple Coulomb scattering, causing coupling and a temperature
relaxation between different degrees of freedom, leading in general towards an equilibrium
stationary distribution. However, under the special circumstance where the beam energy is above
the transition energy of the high-energy storage ring, discrete Coulomb scattering can cause a slow
diffusion or heating in phase space associated with the overall slowing of the beam44'48*.
There is also a coherent or collective aspect, as opposed to the discrete aspect above, of the
electromagnetic interaction of the charged particle beam. Each particle in the beam moves under
the additional collective electromagnetic fields of all the particles in the beam, i.e. the beam as a
whole. The situation is similar to the dynamics in a non-neutral charged plasma. The collective
fields, called space-charge fields in particle beams, generate correlations or coherence between
particle trajectories. In addition, for high-energy beams in storage rings, the interaction of the
beam as a whole with the electromagnetically susceptible external elements in the surroundings,
e.g. vacuum-chamber walls, localized cavities, resonators, etc., through electromagnetic forces
generated by induced currents and charge densities, is non-negligible and may even dominate over
the collective fields arising from the direct electromagnetic interaction between particles. This
interaction through the electromagnetic coupling impedance of the storage-ring elements,
including the space-charge effect, can induce suitable phase relationships for self-sustained
coherence and can thus cause various collective modes to be excited, leading to shifts in coherent
and incoherent oscillation frequencies and, under unfavourable conditions, to beam collective
instabilities29-*0.
Particles in the beam may also be subjected to noise forces arising from random deviations in
time of the designed external guiding electromagnetic fields from their ideal values. They may also
experience the microscopic phase-space fluctuation noise of the beam itself as in stochastic
cooling7'20'21' where Schottky fluctuations of the beam, detected by pick-ups, are applied back to
the beam. Dynamics in the presence of noise can often be described by a time-dependent random
Hamiltonian or generally by random forces with certain spectral properties and leads in general to
diffusion in phase space, e.g. RF noise diffusion in longitudinal phase space11'49'50', Schottky
noise diffusion or heating in stochastic cooling7'20'21', etc. These noise phenomena will in general
be categorized as single-particle incoherent phenomena.
For colliding beam storage rings, the beam particles may be subjected to the electromagnetic
forces of an oppositely moving colliding beam, the so-called beam-beam forces51"54'. This
beam-beam interaction may excite linear and non-linear resonances of a single particle in the
storage ring and lead to particle losses by resonant amplitude growth, by inherent stochasticity in
»
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the phase space of non-linear oscillations made accessible by beam-beam interaction or by the
possible but yet-to-be-verified mechanism of Arnold diffusion. Periodic interaction with the forces
of the opposing beam can also act as noise on the 'sampling' beam under consideration and lead to
noise diffusion. Again, looked at from the frame of the 'sampling' beam, beam-beam effects are
single-particle incoherent phenomena, induced nevertheless by the collective fields of the
'sampled' beam, except for the strong-strong situation, when collective effects due to the feedback
between the 'sampling' and the 'sampled', both equally intense, beams have to be taken into
account.
All the forces considered above are conservative. Particles may also be subjected to
non-conservative forces as in stochastic cooling7'20'2", where a genuine dissipative self-force is
imposed on a circulating particle by a properly matched feedback loop, or as in electron
cooling5Jp56), where the kinetic collisional dynamics with a co-moving electron beam leads to a
frictional drag force on the particle in the beam of interest. In addition, interaction of the particle
with its own radiation electromagnetic fields (synchrotron radiation), arising from radial
acceleration in a curved orbit, manifests itself as a non-conservative damping force5'. The
phenomenon is called synchrotron radiation damping and leads to energy losses.
We are interested in an ordinary classical mechanical description of the dynamics of a system
of charged particles in the beam arising from all these interactions with the aid of an underlying
Hamiltonian or Lagrangian and possibly a few non-conservative self-forces, which all depend only
on the coordinates and velocities (or canonical momenta) of these particles at one and the same
time, in addition to possible explicit time dependences. The finite speed of propagation of
electromagnetic interactions (retardation effect), however, intrinsically connects particle
phase-space dynamical variables non-Iocally in time. In principle then, the exact dynamics does
not allow a classical mechanical description of such a system with the aid of the instantaneous
physical phase-space coordinates alone, except in the limit of infinite propagation speed of
interactions (classical mechanics with instantaneous Coulomb interaction, i.e. assuming no
retardation associated with the wave-propagated interaction through the vector potential, which is
neglected totally) or under low-order relativistic effects only [e.g. classical Darwin Lagrangian57*
up to order (v/c) 2 ]. In addition, one must consider the Lagrangian density associated with the
dynamical phase-space degrees of freedom of the particles and the electromagnetic fields together
for an exact description. Thus the Lagrangian will be a function of the particle phase-space
variables and interacting electromagnetic field variables at each point in space-time. The dynamics
is thus describable by a single Hamiltonian, but only so at the cost of introducing an infinite
number of field variables.
In so far as we are interested in the classical processes, there is no difficulty in an ordinary
classical mechanical description for the discrete single-particle incoherent effects. Thus for the
discrete two-particle electromagnetic interaction causing intra-beam scattering, we only consider
the instantaneous Coulomb interaction through the electrostatic potential, i.e. Coulomb scattering44'48'. The influence of the Schottky noise in stochastic cooling can similarly be described as the
instantaneous interaction of the sampling test particle in the beam, with all the other particles
locally at the kicker only, periodically in time7). The transfer function of the external cooling
feedback loop at harmonics of the incoherent single-particle frequencies will enter as coefficients
in the Fourier series expansion of the forces or potentials in the canonical action-angle variables.
Similiarly the non-conservative self-interaction in stochastic7'20 and electron cooling and
synchrotron radiation can be described in terms of generalized forces depending on instantaneous

particle phase-space variables together with appropriate Fourier-transformed frequency domain
coupling strengths of the interaction. The beam-beam interaction also lends itself to an easy
classical description through the electromagnetic fields Eob and Sob or the respective potentials of
the opposing beam as a whole52'. Finally external noise force perturbations are straightforwardly
described by time-dependent Hamiltonians that depend on the phase-space coordinates of the
noise-affected particle at one and the same time11'50'.
The difficulty arises when describing collective effects. In the zeroth approximation of no
interaction, the beam is described by a stationary distribution which can only be a function of the
single-particle constants of motion (e.g. action). There is no collective field. In the presence of
interactions, one has to include the variables corresponding to the collective fields, in addition to
particle phase-space variables. For first-order collective effects, one can provide a Hamiltonian
description by invoking the concept of self-consistent collective potential fields *, c and AJC
generated by the beam25>. The self-consistent electromagnetic fields E,c and Bsc are related to the
coherent physical observables of the beam, e.g. current density, transverse dipole-moment density,
etc. The constant of proportionality in this relation is described by a lumped impedance function,
which is the Fourier transform of the causal Green's function for collective interaction of the beam
as a whole29'. The coherent physical observables of the beam in turn depend on the generating
distribution of the beam in phase space, which follows a certain 'law of flow'. The evolving beam
distribution in turn generates additional collective fields, thus modifying the original ones. These
fields modify original beam distribution and so on. The dynamics is circular and hence the
necessity of self-consistency. The dynamics may allow a class of collectively self-consistent
equilibria for the beam. However, there may be coherent perturbations (e.g. current-density
modulations, transverse-position modulations, etc.) on top of these self-consistent collective
equilibria, which are again propagated collectively and self-consistently by the generating
perturbations in phase space. By describing the collective interactions of the beam as a whole with
itself and the surroundings by these lumped impedances, one is able to provide a Hamiltonian
description of a single particle moving in these self-consistent fields in the conventional way. For
the complete collective dynamics, one has to supplement such a Hamiltonian describing generation
of self-consistent fields by a 'law of flow' in phase space, e.g. Vlasov equation25-29'. All the physics
of collective effects is then hidden in the properties of the lumped impedances, the
beam-phase-space distribution and the single-particle trajectories in the absence of any
interactions.
The most general equations of motion for a single particle in a beam in the presence of all
these interactions may then be written as7'

(A.D

I
j

!

I . = io. + H(i,i) + £ H(i,j) + H[i,? n o i s e <O] + H[i,{E ob ,B ob }]
j

,

(A.2)

= 1

H

where the particle indices i,j, etc., as arguments of functions, represent the complete set of
! canonical action-angle variables (fi, t£i) corresponding to particle i in phase space. The
;
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self-consistent collective field forces 6[i,(fi !C ,B K )] andfl[i,{§,c,S5c)] are actually included in the
S^i6(i,j) and S ^ i ft(i,j) terms above.
Moreover, since except for the non-conservative self-forces 6(i,i) and fi(i,i), the dynamics is
governed by an underlying conservative Hamiltonian, one has the following extra condition of
Hamiltonian flow7':

-|--[f. - S a , i ) ] = - ^ - - [ | . - H ( i , i ) ]

.

(A.3)

In terms of a general coordinate x i ^ ( fi,$) and generalized self-force f,(i,i), one has
^ • [ i

-Fx(i,i)] = 0

.

(A.4)

Since the generalized forces 5(i,j) and ft(i,j) are periodic in the 2ir-period?c angle variables
. we can decompose them in a general Fourier series in the harmonics of $,j as follows:
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(A.6)

where n*i,nj are each a triplet of integers 0, ± 1, ±2,....
We will now make some general statements without proof. They can be derived7' from the
kinetic theory discussed in Appendix B in general, and from general noise theory58', following the
references cited later.
Let us consider only the first two terms in Eq. (A.I), neglecting external noise and the effect
of the other beam. These two terms include damping due to self-interaction, scattering due to close
encounters between particles in the bean?, and the effective collective processes due to the
collective fields. If the collective effects are negligible, one can show that the first two terms lead to
an evolution of the beam single-particle distribution ¥(l;t), averaged over the angles j£ (i.e. the
zeroth harmonic rf= 0 in $), in the form of the following Fokker-Planck equation7':

(A.7)

where the coefficients f and Dof the friction vector and diffusion tensor are given by7):

(A.8)
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Generally, the relaxation is slow enough for D( I) to be evaluated with instantaneous, almost
time-independent, stationary distribution ¥o(f) for the time scales of interest. In general,
however, D = D ( ( f , ¥ ( f , t ) ) , and the Fokker-Planck equation is non-linear in *. If the
coefficients F*(f) and D(f) are linear in fand the non-linearity of the Fokker-Planck equation can
be neglected, one may take moments7' of (A.7) to get the time evolution of (f) = «Ix},(Iz),(J)),
which are proportional to the oscillation amplitude squared in each dimension for linear
oscillations.
The friction and diffusion coefficients are modified if collective interactions are important.
The general effect is quite complicated. For continuous coasting beams, with collective
interactions in only one degree of freedom with no coupling between various degrees of freedom
and no band overlap [i.e. n*-<?(F) = rT'-w(f') is satisfied for if = if' only], the scalar F and D
coefficients in the Fokker-Planck equation are modified7'21' as

(A10)

and

= 2TTNF
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where

and

E(fi) = 1 - iN lim

T ^
I dl'

-n,n

'

31

(A.I2)

Note that the Fokker-Planck equation is now in only one dimension, namely I.
For general coupled collective interaction in all three dimensions, one would have a tensor
^ (fl),.and D would modify as7>S9) D -» <^~' • D .(^" »)t, where (ef '^ is the Hermitian conjugate of
e"1. For bunched beams, even with scalar interaction, e(fi) is an infinite matrix71 in general;
modification of F and D is quite complicated7'. We do not enter into this discussion.
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Aside from the beam evolution or relaxation in time, the collective interactions will endow the
beam with a set of collective modes. These are simply obtained from the dispersion relation
£(ft) = 0

.

(A.13)

The complex roots flk = <<>k + h* o f relation (A.13) determine the frequencies of the coherent
collective modes, which may be stable, growing, or decaying, if yt - 0, > 0, or < 0 respectively.
The effect of the third term in Eq. (A.I) on the beam is usually a slow diffusion, typical of
noise. The beam evolution in time is again given by a Fokker-Planck equation

For noise forces describable by a Hamiltonian satisfying Eq. (A.3), as in our case, one has the
extra relation7-"-5*

'31

:

so that

(A.16)

The effect of noise is thus described by a diffusion equation. The diffusion coefficient under quite
general circumstances is given by7'58'
00

= 22JJdT
where Cj{[F(t),\T(t);t] = 6fi,£noiie(t)] describes the generalized noise force and the angular brackets
mean an average over all the noise ensembles characterized by a random index £ and the
incoherent phases of the particles in the beam distribution. If we denote

and
R(T)
then

+0o

g(fl,I) - J dT e" ifiT R(T) = Y, (%<I)G_Hj<f))5 <[O-S»S(I)]
n

(A.2C)
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and the diffusion coefficient is simply

i.e. it is given by the zero frequency (ft = 0) d.c. component of the power spectrum of the
generalized noise force Gj(t).
Finally the effect of the last term, the beam-beam force, is special and complicated enough to
be outside the scope of this report. Existing review articles are listed as Refs. 51-54.
This is all we will say about the general interactions in a particle beam-storage-ring system.
We do not study further the exact form of the interactions cSsnifj (I*i,fj), etc., for various interactions such as intra-beam Coulomb scattering44'48', stochastic cooling7', RF-noise force11'50',
beam-beam force5152', etc., with one exception: the coherent collective force. This, we have
already studied at some length in Section 8 and we have made use of it in the report.
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APPENDIX B
KINETIC THEORY

In this Appendix we briefly discuss the framework of kinetic theory7'21'25', which in principle
is capable of providing a complete description of the dynamics of the whole beam, including
single-particle incoherent and collective coherent effects, and possible interplay between the two
by taking into account all the interactions mentioned in Appendix A. We begin by writing the
grand continuity equation, explicitly in action-angle variables { fi.iTiK for the density D([x];t) =
D(fi»^*i, 1*2,^2, ...,fN.^Vi;t) in 6N-dimensional T-space.
3D

We define reduced distributions by integrating over the variables we do not wish to care about.
Thus we define a reduced one-particle distribution by

(B.2)

and similarly a two-particle distribution by
£2(1,2;t) = f2(l,tpi;i2,l2;t)
J

Cdl 3 d^ 3 ) . . . (dI N d$ N )D(li , $ ! , . . . , T N > $ N ; t )

(B.3)

G(N-2)

and so on. To obtain equations for the one-particle, two-particle, etc., distributions, we start
integrating Eq. (B.I) over 6(N-1), 6(N-2), etc., particle variables. Thus the one-particle equation,
after integrating over particles (2,.... N), is given by:

^ -- J
e(N-i)

where terms of the form (a/afj)(fjD) and {d/difj) • (<fjV) for j = 2, ...,N disappear after integration by parts and owing to the boundary conditions on fjD([x];t) and v^j D([x];t), which must
vanish at infinity.
Let us now take the general interaction to be of the form as given by Eqs. (A.I) and (A.2),
neglecting the last two terms corresponding to the effect of external noise and the opposing
colliding beam. These latter can be included trivially. The resulting equations should describe the
non-conservative processes, collective processes, and the single-particle incoherent discrete
processes, with all possible interconnections, completely for a single beam without external noise.
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Using the Hamiltonian flow condition (A.3) and the symmetry of D under the interchange of
particle indices we obtain
(N-l)

J

l f d . i ]
91!

4r'[t(l,l)fi3 .

(B.5)

9V-',

The terms on the right-hand side express the contribution from the dissipative non-conservative
flow, aside from the Liouvillian conservative flow expressed by the left-hand side, and induce
compression or rarefaction of the phase space. The integrals on the left-hand side describe
interaction with other beam particles and include the self-consistent Vlasov average field and
correlation effects studied in Sections 5 to 10 on collective effects. They also include discrete pair
interaction!; or Coulomb scattering, leading to collisional diffusion previously called intra-beam
scattering.
Similarly integrating Eq. (B.I), over particles (3, ..., N) and using the same dynamics and
symmetry assumption for D, cne obtains an equation for the two-particle distribution f2(l,2;t) in
terms of the three-particle distribution f3(l,2,3;t), and so on. Thus, as expected, a hierarchy of
relations between the reduced distributions may be developed, which terminates only at the flow
equation for the full N-particle distribution, which is the grand continuity equation itself.
We disentangle the totally and irreducibly correlated or connected parts of the distributions
by writing the following 'cluster decomposition':

f2(l,2;t)

= f(l;t)f(2;t) + g(l,2;t)

f3(l,2,3;t) = f(l;t)f(2;t)f(3;t) + [f(l;t)g(2,3;t) + cyclic permutations] + h(l,2,3;t)

etc.

(B.6)

We may truncate the hierarchy beyond h by setting h(l,2,3;t) « 0, i.e. neglecting three-body
correlations as being small compared to the two-body correlations, which we retain as being
non-negligible g(l,2;t) * 0. For large N, we may also assume N • ( N - 1 ) * ( N - 2 ) . With the
strengths of the interparticle interactions G and H supposed to be given by a small parameter
e « 1, we assume then the following hierarchy of correlation strengths:

!
S

•••

h(l,2,3;t)
gdl,2;t)

g(l,2;t)
f(l;t)f(2;t) ^

G)H

W

[.

; Then g ~ Q(e) and h ~ 0(e2). Accordingly we may also neglect terms of the form Gg and Hg
V wtich are 0(e2), the same as h, unless they are multiplied by N » 1, in which case we retain
?•
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them. Under all these hierarchial considerations for the correlations, one may then finally reduce
the equations for one-body- and two-body-connected distributions f and g to the following:

.

+N

3f(l;t)
3Vi

1

J (df 2 d$ 2 )H( 1,2 ) f ( 2 ; t )

311

3g(l,2;l

(B.8)

and

S

dt

£( ?t)

i
31)

f

f
N-^-(14.2?t) •

' [(dl3d^3)G(l ) 3)g(2 ) 3;t) + (1—2)1
J
J
1

(dl3d$3)G(l,3)f(3;t) + (1—2)f +

f^

(B.9)

Using the Fourier series representation of f(f,^*;t), g(f i,^i;i*2i^2;t) and G(f i,vh;f2,<r2) similar to Eqs. (A.S) and (A.6), we obtain for the angle-independent distribution fo(f;t) =
(l/2x) 3 jj 1 dff(l,if;t) the following:

R-M-CI.I)

nn

(B.10)

where
(B.J1)
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ifies the integral equation

( B i a

where
TT(5,(x) = TT6(X) - i P ( l / x ) = lim

.

(B.13)

Note that if we neglect the non-conservative force terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (B.5)
neglect the two-body correlations g(l,2;t) = Oso that f2(l,2;t) = f(l;t)f(2;t), Eq. (B.5) reduces
e Vlasov equation

ict, with neglect of the non-conservative forces, the second term on the left-hand side in
B. 1) is simply a classical Poisson bracket so thai Eq. (B.I) may be written as

f = DeT,D]

(i

e 3CT is the total Hamiltonian of the whole beam. Equation (B.14) may then be written as

f = Qe.*]

(B 16)

-

;e • ( f.ifct) s fi( Ti,ifi;t) and 3C is the single-particle Hamiitonian.
[The single-particle and collective aspects of the dynamics of the whole beam up to two-body
Nations, are all hidden in the set of Eqs. (B.10)-(B.12). In principle, these equations are
ble of describing relaxation or transport phenomena in single-particle phase space (diffusion,
ng, etc.), coherent collective effects (collective modes, beam stability, collective distortion of
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fluctuations and beam response, etc.) and the feedback between the two. A complete solution to
the set of equations requires solving the integral equation (B.I2), which is in general a non-trivial
task. It involves complicated gymnastics in the complex plane of analytic functions, such as
Wiener-Hopf techniques, etc. An exact solution to the complete set of Eqs. (B.10)-(B.12) for
continuous coasting beams can be obtained, in spite of the tedious manipulations required. This is
sketched in Ref. 21 with a list of further helpful references. Some idea about general techniques
and methods including bunched beams and arbitrary collection of charged particles (plasma) may
be obtained by consulting Refs. 7,25 and 45.
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ABSTRACT
Unlike most of the specialities treated in this volume, control
system design is still an art, not a science. This presentation is
an attempt to produce a primer for prospective practitioners of this
art.
A large modern accelerator requires a comprehensive control
system for commissioning, machine studies, and day-to-day operation.
Faced with the requirement to design a control system for such a
machine, the control system architect has a bewildering array of
technical devices and techniques at his disposal, and it is our aim
in the following chapters to lead him through the characteristics of
the problems he will have to face and the practical alternatives
available for solving them.
We emphasize good system architecture
using
commercially
available hardware and software components, but in addition we
discuss the actual control strategies which are to be implemented,
since it is at the point of deciding what facilities shall be
available that the complexity of the control system and its cost are
implicitly decided.
1 COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEMS FOH ACCELERATORS
1.1

Introduction

The inclusion of material on computer control in this series of
lectures is a new departure, and it might be useful to digress for a
moment on the aim of the exercise, before launching forth on the
material proper.
The design of control systems for accelerators has in the past
been a sort of afterthought, neglected in the first flush of
excitement in favor of the more glamorous fields of magnet design and
beam physics. A proposal for a large new machine often contains a
global price estimate for control, and no further mention of it.
Discussion of the design problems of control systems might therefore
be a useful move, if only to increase awareness in accelerator
builders of the need to incorporate control-"system ideas at the
earliest stage of the conception of a new machine,
0094-243X/1270624-69 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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It must be stated straightaway that it is to the design of
control systems for large machines that we turn our attention here.
Whilst the principles of good design are of course universal, it is
not until the machine grows beyond the need for more than one
computer that the problem becomes non-trivial. With a home computer
and one of the available crate-and-bus systems, it is possible to
produce a very satisfactory control system for a small machine, and
the impression of complete mastery of the problem will prevail until
the system is called upon to expand or to liaise with another control
system, such as that employed by the experimenters using the machine,
or that installed by the builders of a second accelerator, for which
the first is to act as injector.
In addition, there is a considerable difference between the
requirements for a machine operated by its builders on an informal
basis, and those for a large complex which will be served by teams of
professional operators. A control system for such a machine must not
only be "operator friendly", but it must also allow for the transfer
of expertise from the builders to the users. It is also a fact that
a large complex, having many more degrees of freedom, will attract
skilled innovators who will repeatedly suggest and implement changes
in the structure and mode of operation of the accelerator complex.
Finally, there is the inescapable fact that accelerators are
very expensive installations, and are therefore amortized over a very
long period. Twenty years is not atypical, and there are several
accelerators
in use
twenty-five
years after their original
commissioning.
Control systems, on the other hand, use
the
technology of electronics and computer science. This technology has
been advancing at such a pace in recent years that it is often
cheaper to replace something than to improve it, and none of the
twenty-year-old complexes mentioned above has been able to escape the
need to rebuild its control system at least once.1 We now have
available sufficient hindsight to enable us to design control systems
with expansion and rebuilding in mind.
There are important factors of even this limited problem which
we do not intend to cover here. Not only are programming, electronic
design, and computer architecture important considerations in the
design of computer control systems, but they would lend themselves
well to the structure and form of this school. Tutorial sessions
followed
by exercises would
follow these subjects through
systematically. Such an approach, however, would not only cover
well-explored territory for which guides are available elsewhere, but
would omit an important area which has been less well documented,
namely that of the principles and the criteria which need to be
considered when planning the control for a large machine.
To sum up this introduction, therefore, we will discuss here
only control principles, and those only for large, expensive
accelerator complexes, which are likely to be operated by people
other than the designers, and which represent such a large capital
investment that they are likely to have a useful lifetime, probably
in much modified form, of many years.
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1.2 What Must the Control System Control?
Apart from the vacuum chamber carrying the beam, the control
system is the only element of the accelerator which links all its
major components, and most subsystems require some service from it.
When computing was expensive, it was used only to perform operations
not possible otherwise. Nowadays it forms the cheapest and most
convenient methodology for doing numerous less vital housekeeping
tasks amund the machine, as well as the more
conventional
calculations. Even the advent of localized computer control does not
obviate the need for the services of a more generalized system to
guide and monitor the local process.
What then are the subsystems with which we are concerned?
In
the next few paragraphs we ennumerate them.
1.2.1 Power Supplies
Steering and focusing are done by magnets, and in many cases
these are fed by pulsed power supplies whose output is carefully
controlled. There are many aspects of this control which need the
computer system. Generation and distribution of the time functions,
often entailing learning processes which use global input, control
and surveillance of the individual supplies, and overviewing of the
personnel protection arrangements can all be done in this way.
1.2.2 Cryogenic Systems
When the magnets use superconducting technology, there are many
chores which the computer system can pick up. Quite apart from the
control of the industrial-type plant producing and distributing the
liquid helium, there is the more critical task of detecting incipient
quenches and containing their consequences. It might be thought that
a task of such importance for the safety of man and machine is too
critical to be trusted to a computer, but provided the system is kept
conceptually simple it transpires that this is the only practicable
way to do it properly.2 in addition to the quench protection
mechanism itself, there is of course a need for diagnostic and
post-mortem facilities to monitor it,
1.2.3 RF Plant
The rf plant, in a way, is. the accelerator. Much of the control
work here is by feedback loops in the nanosecond range, and uses the
techniques of microwave
technology
and
analog
engineering.3
Nevertheless, more and more of this material needs to be subjected to
computer interfacing, so that work traditionally relegated to knob
twiddlers and dial watchers can be done remotely or even included in
slow closed loops. This tendency is reinforced by the fact that many
accelerators deliver beam alternately to more than one user, and that
this may entail periodic changes in the rf parameters, preferably
under computer control. Similarly, the rf gymnastics for bunching
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and debunching necessary on hadron accelerators render computer
control of the parameters a necessity.
The other aspect of computer control for the rf systens is of
course that it, like many other subsystems, involves a large complex
of power supply, cooling, and other services which need to be
monitored and controlled.
1.2.4 Beam Instrumentation
These large machines cannot be
operated
without
proper
instrumentation, and
such
instrumentation
requires that the
information be made available on a global basis to whoever is tuning
or operating the machine. The position and profile of the beam all
around the machine can be measured by a variety of devices, some of
which even need local control at each measurement station.** This can
result in a large quantity of information which must be conveyed to
some central place in order to be processed or displayed on a global
basis. In addition, beam current can be measured and its time
structure displayed and analyzed. Beam losses can be measured, both
"on the fly" and in integrated form. A more informal view of the
particle
beam is often provided with flags or screens moved
temporarily into its path. In this case, remote control of the
mechanical device and of the TV cameras used for the observation are
an integral part of the requirement.
1.2.5 Beam Line and Switchyard Control
This subsystem really embodies many of the requirements outlined
for the others listed above, but the operational requirements are
more specialized. In order to tune a beamline it is obviously
necessary to set its steering and correction elements and to
determine the path and profile of the beam, but it is also necessary
to do this repeatedly and to restore quickly operating styles which
have been set up and stored previously.
The control system must
export data about the current machine performance to experimenters
and their computers, and it may be desirable for the experimenters to
have control of their own secondary beams. At this point the control
of the accelerator and the instrumentation of the experiment merge
imperceptibly, and the advantages of homogeneous systems become
evident. The separation of responsibilities becomes even more hazy
in the case of experiments using colliding beams or gas jets, where
the experiment is actually situated in the accelerator itself.
Strangely enough, there is no laboratory known to the authors where
control of the accelerator is managed by the same people as control
of the experimental areas, or even where the same techniques are used
for both.
1.2.6 Machine Physics
Since the systems described up to this point can be used to look
at and influence all components for which instrumentation and control
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are provided, and since all this information is available in a
computer system, one might think that the needs of the machine
physicist are answered in the same way as those of the operator.
This is not so. The display of profiles, time-plots, and phase space
diagrams is certainly necessary, but it is not sufficient. Machine
physics, by its very nature, makes unpredictable demands on the
control system. It must be easy to incorporate new or experimental
instrumentation and to write tentative programs for new modes of
operation. An accelerator is not an industrial plant, with a fixed
regimen of operation. It is constantly being adjusted, corrected,
and improved, with the best of these adjustments being incorporated
permanently into the structure. A control system which is unable to
keep up with this requirement for continuous amendment may actually
hamper the development of the machine for which it is designed, and
thus eventually limit its usefulness as an instrument for physics.
1.2.7 Miscellaneous Services
We have purposely reserved mention of these services until last.
They comprise the control of the vacuum system, the surveillance of
radiation protection and personnel access, and the supply of the
various services which are vital to the complex. These miscellaneous
services add a negligible load to the control system, and provide few
profound technical problems. Nevertheless, it is impossible to
control a machine which physically covers an area of several square
miles without an efficient system of remote control and surveillance.
In general the telemetry and remote control of electricity, fluids,
and ventilation circuits does not impose design constraints on a
system which is sufficiently powerful and flexible to satisfy the
other technical requirements.5
1.3

Why Distributed Control?

From the next chapter on, we shall make the tacit assumption
that a control system of this kind should have a "distributed" design
with respect both to the location of the intelligent components and
to access by people. In the past, all control systems were
centralized, by virtue of the enormous cost of a computer. Now that
distribution is possible, the designer has a choice. New is not
necessarily better. Let us look at the possibilities.
1.3.1 Central Computers with Dumb Interfaces
This is the original method for building a control system.
The
interfaces contain simple or at most buffered registers, and the
single computer performs the threefold service of data collection,
processing,and human interface management.
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1.3.2 Several Computers with Duab Interfaces
When the single computer begins to overload, there is no
alternative to adding another. This implies completely separate
systems for different parts of the equipment, with separate operator
interfaces and independent calculation facilities. This is sometimes
practicable when the equipment separates naturally into operationally
disparate elements, ss in the case of a linear accelerator, booster,
and main ring.
1.3.3 Intelligent Interfaces
Microcomputers enable many operations to be performed in the
hardware interface itself. This arrangement not only relieves the
computer of some work, but also allows bandwidth reduction, reducing
the flow of information into and out of the computer. A typical
example is a function generator, which produces a repetitive waveform
forever when once given the coordinates of the curve to be generated.
The very high information flow needed by graphics devices may be
reduced by such means, and a ball and cursor may be connected without
placing any load on the main computer until it is required to
transmit the coordinates for control purposes.
1.3.4 Full Distribution
We note that the process of subdivision brings incidental
advantages. A system consisting of u.any intelligent elements allows
easy expansibility, the possibility of redundant
arrangements,
program simplicity in each unit, and lower information transfer rates
across the system.
The one disadvantage of a distributed system, the inability to
combine information from several subsystems in a global process, can
be obviated by the use of a connecting network. The following
chapters will therefore discuss not only the individual elements
needed for the design of a distributed system, but also the
information strategies which can make an integrated whole out of a
number of otherwise independent subsystems.
2

THE LOCAL CONTROL STATION

In summarizing anj reviewing the repertoire of
electronic
interfacing
strategies, we emphasize
the environment of a
geographically large system - one where the interface electronics are
situated in discrate locations which are separated from each other by
large distances (50 meters or more) and which are remote from the
central control room. We use the phrase "the local control station"
to mean that area where input signals are conditioned and converted
from analog to digital form and where output signals are converted
from digital representations to analog levels.
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2.1

Interfacing Strategies

Over the last twenty years the elementary building blocks for
interfacing a diverse assortment of hardware to a computer-based
control system have remained essentially the same: (multiplexed)
analog-to-digital converters, binary input modules, (multiplexed)
digital-to-analog converters, binary output modules, and interrupt
facilities. However, the design of the local control station and the
organization of its hardware components have changed dramatically
over the same period. Throughout the decade of the 1960s, electronic
interfacing strategies relied exclusively upon in-house designs which
organized and packaged the components in customized "boxes". The
disadvantages of this approach for control system applications are
plentiful: it is uneconomical both in dollars and manpower; it tends
to be non-modular; it is inherently non-extensible; and so on. To
overcome these disadvantages the concept of an instrumentation bus
appears to have evolved in the late 1960s. Initial efforts on
designing, developing, and using instrumentation busses were, again,
.customized, in-house approaches. Not until the early 1970s was it
recognized
that
standards needed
to be established
for
instrumentation busses, A standard, in this context, is a model or
pattern laid down by some authority by which the quality or
correctness of a thing may be determined.
The authorities which initiated the efforts of developing
instrumentation bus standards were the ESONE Committee of European
Laboratories, the NIM Committee of the U.S. Energy Hesearch and
Development
Administration,
ti:e Institute
of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers (IEEE), the International
Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC), and the American National Standards Institute
(ANSI). Over the last decade these organizations have adopted and
endorsed a wide variety of instrumentation bus standsria. Mosx. of
these standards specify both
the mechanical
and
electrical
characteristics of the interface hardware as well as the set of
interfacing signals and the ground rules for using them.
Some of the interface standards employ a dataway which is
designed to be managed by a single master control station: all
secondary stations on the dataway are slave stations.
Other
standards employ more democratic and flexible dataway designs in
which any station on the dataway can become bus master. Some of
these
standards use only 10 to 20 signal lines and rather
modest-sized printed circuit boards. Others employ a hundred or more
signal lines and huge, multi-layered, printed circuit boards. There
is an obvious correlation between the size of a printed circuit
board, its cost, and what it will do. The control system designer
needs to understand the performance requirements of the interface
hardware in order to select an instrumentation bus that will provide
the necessary capabilities in a cost-effective manner.
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2.1.1 The General Purpose Interface Bus, GPIB (IEEE 488)
The first instrumentation bus approved by the IEEE Standards
Board
was IEEE 488-1978: "Digital Interface for Programmable
Instrumentation", more commonly called GPIB.6 This particular scheme,
developed at Hewlett-Packard and sometimes called HPIB, uses 16
signal lines for interconnecting all the devices on the bus in
parallel. The signal lines are usually bussed from one device to
another by using a passive, multi-conductor cable which groups the
signal lines into three clusters: Data Bus (8 lines), Transfer
Control Bus (3 lines), and Management Bus (5 lines). The 8-bit Data
Bus is used to carry addresses, data, commands, and status to and
from devices in a bit parallel, byte serial frmat.
The availability of only 16 signal lines implies that the IEEE
488 instrumentation bus has serious inadequacies that limit its use
in a large accelerator control system. It is a common criticism that
its length and the number of loads it supports are inadequate.7
However, this bus has been well accepted by instrument manufacturers:
more than 1500 products using the IEEE 486 bus are available today
from more than 250 vendors. As a result, there exists a large
collection
of complex, programmable Instrumentation (spectrum
analyzers, frequency synthesizers, etc.) which is quite often
attractive to accommodate in an accelerator control system and for
which the IEEE 488 bus is a d £ facto standard.
The design of the looal control station for any new, large
accelerator
complex should accommodate the ability to connect
specialized, complex, programmable instruments which use the IEEE 488
standard; but the IEEE 488 bus should not be the primary strategy
used for interfacing the bulk of the equipment.
2.1.2 The CAMAC Instrumentation Bus (IEEE 583)
The instrumentation bus used within the CAMAC system (Computer
Automated Measurement and Control) was the second one to be approved
by the IEEE Standards Board.8 its advantages of modularity, speed (1
microsecond dataway cycle time), international availability, etc.,
are well known both to the high energy physics community and to the
accelerator control system designer. By the middle 1970s CAMAC had
established itself as the prevalent
instrumentation
bus
for
accelerator control systems. Systems with large numbers of CAMAC
crates, linked by various parallel or serial highway arrangements,
are in common use today.
The introduction in 1974 of powerful, inexpensive microprocessor
components had a profound and rapid impact on all instrumentation
systems. The Impact on CAMAC-based systems was both pervasive and
confusing to the system designer. Some designers began to distribute
monitoring and control functions by incorporating intelligent CAMAC
modules into their systems; others interfaced complete, commercial
microsystems to modules which resided on the CAMAC
dataway;
intelligent crate controllers were invented for stand-alone operation
or for consolidating communications between a host computer and the
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modules in a crate; the CAMAC standards committees found it desirable
to invent and specify an auxiliary controller bus to provide multiple
sources of control over the modules in a single crate (IEEE 675).
All designers of large accelerator control systems have found it
both necessary and dsslrable to minimize the degree of centralized
monitoring and control of devices by distributing these functions to
the local control station. The diverse approaches toward embedding
intelligence In CAMAC-based systems were usually quite awkward and
complicated.9
The most natural and effective method
of
incorporating
intelligence into the electronics at the local control station is to
employ a bus structure that can serve simultaneously as both a
processor bus and an instrumentation bus. One retains the same high
level of modularity that one enjoyed with CAMAC-based systems because
a repertoire of instrumentation modules can be plugged into the bus.
In addition, a flexible collection of processor-oriented modules
(memory, communications controllers, etc.) can be supported off the
same bus to produce a highly modular and flexible configuration that
can be matched to the needs of the application. Ideally, the
processor's access to the instrumentation hardware becomes as easy as
a memory access. The necessity of incorporating intelligence into
the local control station and the availability of powerful yet
inexpensive microprocessor components have resulted in the CAMAC
dataway being gradually supplanted by the processor-oriented busses
in large accelerator control systems.
2.1.3 The STD Bus (IEEE P961)
The lowest performance system bus that is reasonably well
supported by commercial vendors is the STD bus, introduced by Mostek
and Prolog in 1978.10 it employs an 8-bit data path and a separate
16-bit address path. STD boards measure 4.5" by 6,5" and are
available from more than 70 different companies. Figure 2.1 shows a
typical STD board.
Currently the STD bus appears to be enjoying a renaissance of
renewed interest from designers as a result of the fact that VLSI
technology fits more functions onto a single chip, thereby allowing
board-level designers to support more complex functions in smaller
packages. The original specification, however, made no provision for
the arbitration of simultaneous bus requests and, consequently, did
not support multiple processors or the presence of more than one
DMA-based card in the same crate.
The STD manufacturers* committee has proposed
arbitration
schemes to eliminate these restrictions, and steps are being taken to
formalize the bus specifications as IEEE F961. A standardization
effort for an STD-like bus with a Eurocard format, called STE, is
also under development (IEEE P1000). The STD bus is explicitly
intended for use with 8-bit processors and, as a result, is limited
and restricted to applications with low performance requirements.
The control system designer might well find the STD bus to be
adequate for applications which are extremely well-defined and have
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low performance requirements. On the other hand, applications with
moderate performance requirements or environments in which there is a
high premium on expansion capability and the ability to upgrade,
would not be well suited to the use of the STD bus,
2.1.4 S-100 Bus (IEEE 696}
The evolution of the S-1CO microcomputer bus is interesting
because it demonstrates all the pitfalls that can ocaur when a design
technique becomes a popular omventlon without being
formally
specified by a recognized authority. The S-100 bus was developed as
the motherboard for the flltatr 3800 microcomputer, an immensely
popular
hobbyist's
system.
The design, published in Popular
Electronics in 1975, emplcved a 100-pin connector to interconnect all
cards, and by the late 1970s several hundred vendors were producing
S-100 modules. The design was sufficiently well defined that most
modules ordinarily workei well together , but the specification was
sufficiently incomplete that a large number of modules emerged which
were incompatible because they made conflicting uses of some of the
bus lines, e.g., the spare pins. 11 Since the original manufacturer
never published a specification, he retained the freedom to change
pin designations or allocate spare pins as he saw fit. The chaos
created by this lack of specification became legendary. The IEEE
managed to specify the bus completely and adopted it as a standard
system bus in 1932 (IEEE 696).12 However, updating the bus and making
it conform to IEEE specifications has produced additional problems,
for the short term at least, since the marketplace now offers
non-standard as well as standard S-100 boards.
S-100 based systems offer performance that is comparable with
that of Multibus systems (see below), but a much smaller collection
of process control instrumentation modules is available for the S-100
bus. For control system applications the Multibus is the preferred
system for satisfying medium performance requirements.
2.1.5 Multibus (IEEE 796)
The most prevalent medium performance system bus in use today is
the Multibus, Introduced by Intel in 1973 and approved as IEEE
Standard 796 in 1982.13 it contains 20 to 24 address lines, 16 data
lines, and 8 interrupt lines. Figure 2.2 shows a typical 6.75" by 12"
Multibus card.
The Multibus is well supported by commercial vendors: a variety
of both 8-bit and 16-bit processor boards and a choice of a large
number of memory configurations are available. The repertoire of
process control instrumentation modules designed for use with the
Multibus is quite extensive. In addition, bus arbitration is
provided for the use of multiple masters, and the bus itself can be
constructed with modular backplane units which allow the number of
slots in the crate and the size of the system to be tailored to the
complexity of the application.

u>

Figure 2.2 Typical Multibus Card (actual size 6.75 x 12 in.)
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As a system bus, the Multibus satisfies all the requirements of
most control system applications: it offers moderate performance, is
well supported by the commercial marketplace, can be fairly well
configured to the application at hand, makes provision for multiple
mastership of the bus, and offers reasonable expansion capability.
2.1.6 FASTBUS (IEEE P960)
The development of FASTBUS began in 1975 under the auspices of
the NIM and
ESONE Committees. The motivation driving this
development work has been the need for a system that will meet the
high speed data acquisition anc parallel processing requirements of
the next generation of large-scale high energy physics experiments.
Consequently one of the primary goals of the project has been to
develop a system with the highest possible throughput - at least an
order of magnitude bandwidth improvement over CAMAC.1J*
The first complete set of FASTBUS specifications, published in
November 1982 and proposed as specification IEEE-P96O, describes two
different types of crates and several different
methods
for
interconnecting them.15 A single-width FASTBUS module, 3hown in
Figure 2.3, is 14.44" high by 15.75" deep (367 by 400 mm) and mates
to the crate dataway with a 130-pin connector. The dataway itself is
typically implemented as an eight-layer printed circuit board which
supports a 32-bit multiplexed address and data bus. Any module in
the crate is capable of becoming a bus master. Single 32-bit
transfers are completed in about 100 nanosecond.* using a handshaking
convention; block transfers between modules in Me same crate are
roughly twice as fast.
One interesting characteristic of FASTBUS is its concept of bus
segmentation.
When a module becomes bus master, it can communicate
with other modules in the same crate or in other crates using the
same protocol. This characteristic makes it possible to devise
rather flexible and complex configurations that support distributed
processing requirements which span several crates.
The exceptional high speed throughput offered by FASTBUS does
not, of course, come free of charge. Crate costs and module costs
are higher than for any of the other bus systems reviewed here, and
the hardware interface between a module and the bus is significantly
more complex. Although some of the developers of FASTBUS have
advocated its use within control systems, we are not aware of any
existing accelerator control system requirements that cannot be
satisfied by less costly and less complex system busses.16
2.1.7 Advanced System Busses
Most of the popular system busses in use today were designed and
developed by manufacturers and became As. facto standards even though
they were usually incompletely specified. In an attempt to avoid
this situation
in the future, a working group of the IEEE
Microprocessor Standards Committee began to examine future system bus
requirements in 1979. Their major conclusion has been that the S-100
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and Multibus busses could not be extended to satisfy the requirements
anticipated for future microprocessor based systems.
Consequently,
they have proposed a standard for an Advanced Microcomputer System
Backplane Bus (IEEE P896), which is ordinarily called Future Bus, and
which is intended to satisfy, for at least 10 years, a full range of
interconnection requirements for 16- and 32-bit microcomputers, from
simple systems to multiprocessor, multitasking ones.1? After four
years, however, the proposed spseifications are still in the draft
stage, and no manufact•"•«»*• nas openly endorsed the specification.
In the interim, two fairly similar high performance system
busses have been developed and announced by Motorola and its
collaborators: the VERSAbus and the VME bus. Both are designed to
support 32-bit as well as 16-bit processors, and both make provision
for multiple masters and slaves. The VME bus uses single (160 x 100
mm) and double (160 x 233 mm) Eurocard board sizes and is a joint
development of Motorola, Mostek, Signetics/Philips, and Thompson-CSF.
The interest in accommodating the European marketplace is not
surprising since it is estimated that the board computer market in
Europe accounts for around 40J of the world total.18 Some of the
performance characteristics and properties of the VME bus c.re
somewhat staggering: it supports 32-bit, unmultiplexed data transfers
and provides 24-32 address lines to permit direct addressing of more
than 4 gigabytes of storage. Whenever control system applications
find they need very high performance hardware, It clearly will be a
serious candidate.
2.2

Hardware Organization

It is difficult to make specific and concrete recommendations on
the hardware organization of the local control station's components
that would have universal validity, i. e., that would apply to all
categories of accelerator complexes. The geographical size of the
accelerator, the nature and number of equipment enclosures or service
buildings, the civil construction techniques used to house the
accelerator itself (tunnel, hall, or pipe) all influence both the
selection and the organization of the hardware components used to
implement the local control station. We restrict our discussion to a
limited class of environments, specifically those for which:
a. The accelerator complex includes a circular machine with a
diameter of at least 2 km.
b. The magnet power supplies, interface electronics, etc., are
located in accessible equipment enclosures, outside the tunnel or
pipe which contains the ring,
c. The equipment enclosures are, roughly, equally spaced around the
ring.
d. The location of the equipment enclosures exploits the symmetry of
the lattice, and the allocation of equipment to the different
enclosures is highly symmetrical from one enclosure to the next.
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The major functional components of a machine in this category
are well known and can oe divided into two groups: those that perform
a localized function and are contained in a limited section of the
ring (the injection system, the rf acceleration system, and the
extraction system, for example) and those which perform a global, or
ring-wide, function which is distributed over the entire ring (the
vacuum system, the main magnets, the correction element coils, the
beam position and intensity detectors, the beam loss monitors, and,
if it is a superconducting ring, the cryogenic and quench protection
systems).
We concentrate on these global, or ring-wide, functions
because they represent the bulk of the machine's equipment and
consequently the bulk of the control system's electronics.
With this prelude we can now discuss the organization of the
interface electronics for the type of environment depicted above.
The natural and attractive method of organizing the interface
electronics at the local control station is to employ an approach of
functional modularity that recognizes the decomposition of the
machine into its small number of functional subsystems. Figure 2.4
depicts the level of modularity we have in mind.
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Figure 2.4 Functional Organization of the Local Control Station
By exploiting the symmetry of the machine, one subdivides a huge
interfacing effort into the simpler problem of how to support the
equipment in a single, typical equipment enclosure; by modularizing
the interfacing electronics within each equipment enclosure into a
(small) number of microcomputers, one achieves an organization of the
electronics which bears a natural relationship to the accelerator
subsystems being monitored and controlled and which can be configured
to
meet
their
individual
needs; by employing bus-orienteo
Microsystems, one achieves a finer level of modularity - the board
l«vel - which makes provision for using a common set of boards for
many different microsystems while still leaving open the possibility
of upgrading and expanding each microsystem on an individual basis.
Mots that this approach does not require exact symmetry of the
in each enclosure. If cryogenic equipment appeared in only
third enclosure, the cryogenic microsystem would, of course,
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appear in only every third local control station. In addition, major
differences in the vacuum system hardware- of two different equipment
enclosures, for example, can be reflected in configuration tables
that are either stored in PROM of the vacuum system microcomputer or
downloaded to it from the central control computers.
(See Chapter
6.)
Reasonable differences in the hardware configuration of two
different vacuum system microcomputers are relatively easy to manage
in this way.
Software management, however, is a much more complex
and difficult task.
A configuration which required a totally
different program in each vacuum system microcomputer would be a
nightmare to manage. With the cooperation of the machine designers
and builders it should be relatively easy to ensure that identical
software is used in each of the many vacuum system microcomputers.
The organization illustrated in Figure 2.4 regards the amount of
processing power and the performance of the bus as adjustable design
parameters: accelerator subsystems with low performance requirements
can be supplied with an 8-bit processor and the STD bus; those with
moderate performance requirements have 16-bit processors and the
Multibus
available
to
them;
for extremely high performance
requirements one could choose the VME bus or perhaps Future bus.
Although
this
ability to "mix and match" is (superficially)
appealing, its use is not one we would encourage. It is usually
wiser to pay a bit more money and employ the same bus structure and
the same processor for all the microsystems used to constitute the
local control station. The additional expenditure required to
achieve this hardware uniformity is invariably recovered by the
significant reduction in software costs that accrues from being able
to use common code in the collection of microsystems at the local
control station.
(See Chapter 7, which discusses the concept of
"mass produced" software.)
Even as a schematic, Figure 2.1 is incomplete in several
respects.
It makes no provision for programmable instruments which
use the GPIB bus, and it provides no "catch-all" or general purpose
interface for signals that are not associated with one of the major
machine subsystems, such as an enclosure temperature or humidity
sensor, for example. These items usually represent only a small
fraction of the total number of signals which need to be interfaced
and
ordinarily
do
not
require substantial local processing
performance; they can usually be accommodated by the addition of a
general purpose or "catch-all" microsystem to the local control
station.
Even with this addition, the organization of the local control
station is still incomplete, since it does not indicate the level, if
any, of local interactive facilities for monitoring and controlling
the equipment - a topic worthy of an extended discussion.
2.3

Interactive Facilities at the Local Control Station

Once a new accelerator has been commissioned and placed into
daily operation, the vast majority of all needs for human beings to
interact with the control system occur at the central control room.
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Organization of the Local Control Station

Even so, the system design should make provision for interactive
facilities at the local control station. Before the machine can ever
function as an accelerator, each of its subsystems and each of their
components must be installed, debugged, checked out, and placed into
operation. Interactive facilities at the local control station are
an indispensible tool for debugging and checking out equipment at the
earliest possible stage in the construction cycle.
Even when the machine has reached a state of routine operation,
there are still equipment failures, maintenance operations, and
trouble-shooting procedures that require personnel
to work
periodically at the local control station. In these situations the
maintenance or diagnostic process can be complicated, error-prone,
and perhaps even ineffectual without the use of some type of local
interactive facility.
The additional hardware needed to support interactive facilities
at the local control station need not be elaborate and need not
consume much space. A subset of the components used at the control
center would be adequate (Cf. Chapter 3 ) : a keyboard, a method for
cursor control, and a display monitor, for example. In some
environments it might be practical or necessary to package these
components as a portable diagnostic tool, in the same sense and
spirit that an oscilloscope is a portable tool-.
The simplest and most desirable way to interface this
interactive hardware is by the addition of one more processing
subsystem to the electronics at the local control station. It, too,
should be a bus-oriented subsystem, using the same bus structure ana
the same processor as the other microsystems at the local station.
With
this addition
the local control station takes on the
organizational structure illustrated schematically in Figure 2.6.
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Hardware Organization of the Local Control Station

The communication hardware which links the interactive subsystem
to the other microsystems at the local station is not shown in Figure
2.6. This hardware could be a series of point-to-point links, but
serious consideration needs to be given to the alternative of using
one of the network structures discussed in Chapter 4.
The tools, the methodology, the constraints, and the guidelines
for developing the software needed by all these microsystems is
clearly a topic of major importance. Chapters 5 and 6 discuss this
software design, not only of the microsystems but also of the other
processors in the configuration of a large accelerator control
system.
3
3.1

CONTROL ROOM FUNCTIONS

Control Boom Functions
3.1.1

Why Have a Control Room?

Accelerators have not always had control rooms.19 When the
machine was small enough to be accommodated in one hall, power
supplies and other devices were often arrayed on the safe side of a
shielding wall and controlled directly from there. Even large modern
machines often have components which are still controlled in this
way. This kind of direct control is simple and foolproof but
limited, since knobs and switches on various devices cannot be
coupled, and procedures involving a sequence of interventions on
several units cannot be automated. When the machines became larger,
remote control became essential for reasons of geography. Once the
data and controls had been converted to remotely accessible form, the
application of computers was an easier step, and its advantages from
the point of view of automatic coupling and sequencing opened a whole
new world of possibilities.
Thus the operator controls become peripherals of a computer,
which in turn speaks to the machine. Advantages of this arrangement
are twofold: first of all there is some freedom about where the
controls can be, so that everything can be in one place and one or
two people can control a machine covering a large site. Second, the
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operator's console speaka to a computer, not directly to
accelerator, and this computer can act as a translator, allowing
operator interface to be friendly, while the computer takes care
the technicalities inherent in the transmission and use of
information.
3.1,2

the
the
of
the

The Flow of Information to the Control Room

Not all information flows to the control room through the
computer. Analog signals, TV pictures, and some interlock circuits go
ever other routes. Even in these oases, the ubiquitous computer has
its role. Analog signals are usually available in far greater
numbers than can be simultaneously shown on oscilloscopes, and here
computer-assisted switching can be used for a controlled selection
process which saves cable and brings order out of chaos. li.e same is
true of TV signals and the screens on which they aro displayed.
Interlock circuits must indeed be hard-wired, but even here a degree
of computer monitoring can make the difference between knowing that
the machine has stopped and knowing why.
All other information actually flows through the computer. Here
the possibility of data reduction (for incoming information) and data
expansion (for control) arises. A human operator has a very limited
capacity for originating or absorbing information, and matches rather
badly to an elaborate machine. The computer can redress this
mismatch,
Data reduction can often be achieved by having the computer
check variables to find out whether they are as expected or within
required, limits. Only abnormal conditions are reported, which allows
the operator to scan a few exceptional cases, ratner than everything.
Data expansion is used to allow a single Instruction to cause a
sequence of things to happen, or to cause elaborate functions to be
sent to many locations or. the change of a single parameter by the
operator.
3.1.3

Special-Purpose and General-Purpose Consoles

When, as is generally the case, the accelerator complex consists
of several major subsystems, or even several component accelerators,
more than one computer may be involved. When each subsystem has its
own computer and each computer has Its own console, the human
interface may be quite different for eaoh subsystem.
When the
subsystems have been commissioned at different times, ar>4 even under
different management, this is often the case.
Two levels of integration are possible.
(Figure 3.1.)
The
first is to make a conscious effort, to cause all the consoles to
behave in the same way. The second, and Eore extreme, is to connect
all the computer systems up in such a way that one console, or a
number of identical consoles, can control and view anything. This
last stage of integration has been used or. some of the largest
accelerators, but it has implications in the organization of the
teams involved and of the node of operation. Some people just don't
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like such global control to be possible, and certainly the provision
of general-purpose consoles must be accompanied by much thinking
about access restrictions and the division of responsibilities
between teams.
Even
general-purpose
consoles
are
not
completely
interchangeable. For some analog signals it may be technically too
difficult (or at least too expensive) to display them everywhere.
Personnel access to the accelerator itself must be monitored at a
unique place for operational reasons. Some consoles may be more
elaborately equipped with displays to a level of quality which the
budget does not allow everywhere. Still, once the principle of
general-purpose consoles has been decided upon, homogeneity should be
encouraged at least to the point where there is no need to write
different computer programs for different consoles.
3.1.4

What Does a Console Look Like?

Since everything passes through the computer, the devices
mounted on the console have a tendency to be the kinds of devices
generally associated with user interfaces on computers. Thus we have
a choice of displays, and a variety of buttons, knobs, and joysticks.
A number of kinds of displays exist, and all can be found on
accelerator consoles. The character by character type of display,
using plasma, LED, or liquid crystal technology, has a tendency to be
expensive, but a few seem to appear in most control rooms. They are
often used to display some salient parameter, like beam intensity or
access status, to which it is important to draw attention, and which
requires a conspicuous dedicated display. Most displays used on a
modern display desk, however, are of the cathode-ray-tube kind. Here
a number of possibilities exist.
The longest-lived CRT device has been the storage display.
Storage displays give a pleasant green image of extremely high
resolution for a comparatively low price. They exhibit a unique
feature which is useful in control rooms, namely that images fade
with age, enabling information from the most recent cycles to be
distinguished visually from older ones. By taking advantage of
advancing technology over the years, their major drawbacks, low
brightness and short life, have been overcome. Their remaining
disadvantage with respect to other kinds of display, the fact that
selective erasure is impossible and that therefore moving elements
more elaborate than a cursor cannot be portrayed, is not very serious
in the control field. On the other hand, as the digital memory used
by competing devices gets ever cheaper, the storage display will
probably lose its remaining technical and commercial advantages and
go out of use completely.
Continuously-refreshed displays can be produced
in two
fundamentally different ways: either the individual vectors can be
drawn with directed strokes of the electron beam, or the beam may
perform a systematic raster-scan with selective bright-up to display
the information. The former method has the disadvantage that the
drawing-time dspends on the complexity of the plot and that therefore
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flicker is unavoidable for elaborate pictures. Raster-scans are
invariably used nowadays, and the only choice is whether to use a
standard TV norm (525 lines in the US, 625 in Europe) or to go to
higher and non-standard resolutions. The TV standard lias the
advantage that all components can be purchased in a competitive
market, and that therefore monitors, hard-copy devices, multiplexed
carrier systems, and so on can be obtained cheaply. Its disadvantage
is limited resolution, especially noticeable in color and when
displaying characters. In particular the very usual character format
of 40 lines with 80 characters each is not possible on a standard
color display, unless extra information is packed into the interlace
frame, which effectively doubles the resolution but increases jitter
and flicker, two irritating features for an image to have. A
drawback of the high-definition raster display, on the other hand, is
that at present hard copy may be obtained only by photography.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the various possibilities which exist
with regard to the interlacing process. A picture refreshed 30 times
a second will appear to flicker if the successive frames differ
significantly in information content. In principle, therefore, one
has the choice between an apparently stable image or one containing
twice as much information but suffering from flicker. In addition,
it is to be noted that, since a point on the interlace frame is drawn
20 ms after the point directly above it, irregularities of as little
as a few nanoseconds in this 20 ms delay will cause an observable
difference in angle between the position of the two dots, resulting
in an annoying jitter. Ordinary television pictures suffer from both
defects, but they do not r.ormally depict structures which are studied
in detail like characters and graphics.
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Figure 3.2 Raster Scan Techniques
The operator interacts with one of a number of devices.
BiatabU mechanical switches have a tendency to be absent, as they
cannot be reset from the computer. Monostable push-buttons are more
usual. Buttons with programmable legends are taking over in more and
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more control applications. These "touch-buttons" operate on a
variety of physical principles, but in every case they allow the
computer to present the operator with a choice depending on the
current state of the machine and its computer system.
In addition,
touch-buttons, being electronic, are often more reliable than
mechanical ones.
Analog control may be passed from dn operator to the machine by
means of knobs, balls, and joysticks. It should be noted here that
knob control of variables is far less useful or necessary than it was
in the days before computer control. This represents the natural
progression of accelerator physics from an art to a science, as well
as the growing
awareness
of the risks of indiscriminate
knob-twiddling on an accelerator of high intensity or one in which
the stored beam represents a considerable investment. Nevertheless,
some direct knob control is done, especially on
fast-cycling
machines: other installations use these devices exclusively to
control setting variables in the computer, and then use push-buttons
or touch-buttons as validation devices, to send the desired setting
variable to the hardware.
The knob, ball, or joystick is often used in conjunction with a
cursor to inform the computer of an operator selection. In this
guise it is the precise equivalent of a touch-button system: either
can be used to provide hierarchical menu-choices, and the decision is
mainly one of taste. Touch-buttons usually allow an attractive and
elegant
choice
from
up
to about
a dozen possibilities.
Ball-and-cursor systems allow the menu to be much longer and the text
describing the options to be more complete.
The physical design of the control desk and the room in which it
resides should be given some thought.20 people will spend long hours
using it, and they should be comfortable. The console, which, as we
have seen, contains half-a-dozen screens, at least one oscilloscope,
and some knobs, balls, and buttons, should also provide a keyboard
for computer input, a writing surface, and perhaps even somewhere to
stand one's coffee. The table-surface will be about the right height
for sitting on, and therefore sitting on it should be possible
without causing damage. Attention should also be paid to knee-room
and to the ability of people to work in pairs. It xs nice to have a
free-standing console with the operator able to look over the top,
perhaps at extra displays on the front wall of the room. If,
however, this restricts the number of displays that can be provided,
there will be a tendency for extra devices to be balanced on top of
the console. In this case one might as well have a wall-mounted
console. It's nice to know that some things are just a matter of
taste!
3.2

Control Programs
3.2,1

Who Writes Control Programs?

However much software is involved in a control system for an
accelerator, the only part immediately apparent to the user of the
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machine Is that which controls his interaction at the console. The
design of this software is always a compromise. Whilst it is
desirable that using the accelerator should be as easy as playing a
good video game, there is no point in concealing the fact that an
accelerator is an extremely complex research installation, and that
no operation should be precluded in the interests of
simple
appearance at the console. The design of a console strategy must
therefore take into account the three classes of users of the
console, and attempt to satisfy the very different requireiaents of
each.
The console is used by three classes of people. A particular
individual may sometimes be a member of different classes on
different occasions:
First, there are the members of equipment groups. These are the
people who commission the actual subsystems, such as refrigerators,
power supplies, and vacuum pumps. They may well have tested the
material in the field, and be in the act of integrating a number of
devices from the control room. In general, such people will have
been working with fairly crude computer control interfaces in the
field, and will not mind using similar methods in the control room.
Typical methods of interaction are by keyboard and character display,
and it may even be that there is some advantage to using compatible
software in the field and at the control center.
Second, there are the machine physicists who commission the
accelerator when the subsystems are in the main debugged and working.
Here the emphasis is on ease of operation. The machine physics
session is limited, and quick, convenient operation is at a premium.
It must be easy to choose and display variables in convenient groups,
to put up comprehensible, well thought-out plots and make hard copy
from them, and to store the relevant parameters at the touch of a
button so that it will be possible to return to a given operating
situation at the end of ati experimental sequence. The machine
physi^ljts are highly qualified and know their machine, so there is
no need to talk down to them, but convenience and speed are vital.
Finally there is the shift operator. Programs used by these
people often arise from those used by the machine physicists, and are
therefore unsuitable for day-to-day operation. Operator programs
should allow easy start-up or re-start, the recording of post-mortem
information for the use of experts later, the study of long-term
stability, and the improvement of operating conditions. Ideally,
these programs should be developed by the people who are going to use
them, using the machine physics programs as a basis. In addition to
getting the work done by the right people, this technique adds
interest to the operating task and helps with training.
3.2.2

Interactive Methods

A whole spectrum of console interaction processes is possible.
Control may be exercised at the level of individual vacuum pumps, or
comprehensive programs aan be supplied to control whole complexes.
In practice, both kinds of program should exist: it should be
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possible to vary the current in each quadrupole, but it should also
be possible to correct and display the entire closed orbit in one
operation. The vital thing is not to try and do too much in one
program. Some programs should be written which allow the display and
control of selected individual devices; others to perform the global
operations. All this implies the existence of a large number of
fairly simple interaction programs, and this in turn requires a
convenient method of moving from one to the other.
Mention has already been made of touch-buttons (Fig. 3.3) and
ball and cursor systems for choosing from menus. Whichever of these
devices is chosen, it must be easy to return to the fundamental index
and re-choose. The methods used at Fermilab and at the SPS differ in
a sufficiently fundamental fashion to make it worthwhile to describe
both here.
At the SPS, a hierarchy of choices is made, of major system,
subsystem, and so on, on a panel of at most sixteen touch-buttons.
On arrival at a program, the touch-buttons are available as a
resource for the writer of the program, for choices inside it. In
addition, there are two fixed buttons, to return to the point at
which the previous choice was made, and to return to the "trunk" of
the tree.
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Figure 3.3 Touch-Button Tree
At the Fermilab booster and main ring the choice of program is
made from a list with a ball and cursor. The hierarchy has one level
only. Since the choice of programs is greater than can be displayed
on one page, a "next page" choice is available. A selected choice
can either be of a group of variables to be displayed and controlled,
or it can be a free-form control program using knobs and other
console devices. The fundamental choice of which accelerator is to
be controlled from this console is not a console choice.
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The new Tevatron system at Fermilab allows either arrangement;
therefore, in due course it will be possible to compare the two.
The setting of variables usually requires the display of the
current or other reading, continually refreshed, a setting value, and
perhaps some parameters for operator guidance on the desired value or
limits. Colors can be useful here, to label variables in the course
of change, variables which are out of range, or requests which the
computer is unable to satisfy. Read-back of a whole array of
functionally related measurements is often better done by the display
of a graph.
When graphs require more detail than the display technology
provides, it may be advantageous to provide "zooming" so that a
global picture is supplemented by an enlargement of a selected area
of it. Selection of the area to be enlarged can be made by a
ball-and-cursor operation on the global picture. Together with the
taking of position readings from the ball, this technique can be used
to read and set values to very high precision without typing in or
reading off values with a number of digits.
3.3

Control Room Information Strategies
3.3.1

What To Display

It is possible to keep an eye on a large and intricate
accelerator complex by glancing at a few displays carefully chosen to
show the intensity and energy of the beam or beans being used by the
experimenters. Since this i3 essentially a quality control check on
the product being exported by the factory, such a restricted display
will at least give warning of a drift which affects output. This
kind of display, giving magnet ramp voltage and beam current on an
accelerator or intensity and predicted lifetime in a storage ring,
represents a minimum of permanent information to tell the operator
that all is well. It is often called a "dedicated display",
A dedicated display is far from sufficient. The machine may be
working well, but drifting to disaster. Such a situation can be
avoided by continually checking major subsystems by means
of
scheduled computer programs and putting up further comfort displays
for the subsystems. Unfortunately, such a policy soon uses up two
very precious resources: bandwidth and display space. Since all
information passes through the computer system and its associated
network, if any, bandwidth may not be in unlimited supply. As far as
display space is concerned, an accelerator has enough subsystems to
ensure that a full display would be impracticable, even if it were
easy. The mental strain of continually scanning a large and
elaborate panel is such that the risk of missing something important
is quite great. Fully refreshed displays should indeed be available
on demand, so that when a particular subsystem is under critical
study its parameters can be watched. In normal operation, however,
the parameters should be watched by computer program and only
abnormal conditions reported.
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This tendency to reduce the amount of unsolicited information
display provided has followed the introduction of computers for
control. Computers render it both more difficult and less necessary
to provide dedicated displays of everything. This trend is being
noticed even in very conservative fields like power station control
rooms and the cockpits of large commercial jets.21
There should therefore exist an alarm screen for reporting
exceptions.
Since it is the only window available for looking at
those parts of the system not specifically being studied, it is
desirable that the alarm screen be dedicated to that purpose and that
suppressing the reporting of alarms should be difficult to do
inadvertently.
Alarms need not be very specific, since in principle
the operator has enough facilities to investigate more deeply once he
knows
there ia something wrong.
Techniques for scanning and
displaying alarms will be discussed below.
3,3.2

Alarm Scanning and the Display of Alarms

Alarm scanning is usually done by a program loop which reads
each status item or analog measurement, compares it with the desired
condition, and reports abnormalities up the control hierarchy towards
the alarm display.
This simple description conceals a number of
problems:
a.

The program acquiring the hardware variables may have to compete
with central control for access to the hardware.
b. Reading the hardware requires access to a data base specifying
the hardware address of each item, as well as its scaling factor,
units, and other parameters.
c. Deciding whether the acquisition is correct or within limits
requires access to additional data base items specifying the
desired state of each item.
d. Repeated reporting of an undesirable condition, every time a scan
is done, can be a nuisance. A well-constructed alarm system
should report only changes, and in addition does not report at
all a condition which is obvious in view of the existence of some
other alarm.
All this means that alarm scanning programs should have access
to the same kind of information which is available at the console:
they should be aware of the operator's requested changes, the
presence of relevant alarm conditions elsewhere in the system, and
the latest alterations in the hardware layout. This is a pity, since
it gives rise to a conflict: bandwidth requirements dictate alarm
scanning in a position near to the
equipment
(such
as a
microprocessor in the same crate as a subsystem). The operational
requirements given above point to an omniscient alarm scan, having
access to the system data bases and the operator's knowledge. This
paradox cannot be fully resolved, and a practical alarm system is a
compromise consisting of rather simple-minded local scans reporting
to a central system which filters
the
results
for
screen
presentation.
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The fact that lack of an alarm message will be taken by the
operator a3 meaning that there is nothing wrong with the system means
that an alarm system must have the operator's confidence. The
central alarm program must be programmed to expect an "I am alive"
message from each subsystem at regular intervals, and to put up an
alarm of its own if any subsystem fails to report.
3.3.3

Refreshed Displays

As mentioned above, refreshed displays keep
the
control
computers and their associated communications systems very busy.
Nevertheless, refreshed displays are an important feature of computer
control systems, and they must be supplied, when required, at a
minimum cost in resources.
First of all, the information displayed in this manner should
appear only on request. This means that the page or graph should
appear on a general-purpose screen when needed and with a refresh
rate which is meaningful with respect to the requirement. Some
system designers allow the scheduled
program
supplying
such
information to time out or abort after a certain period unless
continuance is specifically requested.
No variable needs to be
scanned for refresh purposes above persis;tenee-of-vision speeds; few
more than once per second.
Second, it should be made easy for the operator to ask for the
presentation of fewer variables at a time. This is achieved by
allowing him to configure pages with just those variables that are
interesting, or by arranging for the preparation of global displays
with little detail, with easy switching to local displays of selected
areas with full detail.
Finally, there are tricks for
reducing
the
information
continually refreshed on the display, information can be compressed
for transmission, as when there is no change for a sequence of
readings, or certain parts of the display can be designed for more
frequent display than the rest.
Such
tricks
can
introduce
considerable complexity, which is undesirable, and should be avoided
except when actually trying to relieve information overloads.
3.3.1* Analog Information
However* digital and computer-oriented control systems become,
the oscilloscope is a very important diagnostic tool, and many
important facets of accelerator study require the presentation of
repetitive time-related waveforms. Cables drawn from instruments
directly to oscilloscopes in the control room are easy to use and
easy to understand.
Unfortunately a fsw signals of this kind will
incur more cost in cabling, display space, and operator attention
than
a computerized control system dealing with thousands of
variables. In addition, the very large physical dimensions of modern
accelerators mean that the noise-free transmission of analog signals
with compensated control of attenuation over a useful frequency range
can be expensive, if sufficient precautions are taken to ensure that
the signals are meaningful when they arrive in the control center.
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Various remedies are available. Only a few well-compensated
cables are supplied from remote buildings, and selected signals are
routed via these cables to a few oscilloscope traces. Selection of
the remote signals and their attribution to individual display
facilities is performed by a kind of telephone exchange remotely
controlled from a console via the computer control system. It is not
cheap or simple to do this well, but both the major accelerator
control systems at CERN have comprehensive analog signal selectors of
this kind. At the Fermilab the more modest approach has been used of
displaying a strict minimum of such signals, and hard-wiring those.
All the systems described above deal with signals from dc to 1
MHz or so. Higher frequencies can be dealt with by laying
specialized (and very expensive) low-loss coaxial cables and by
ensuring at design time that the distance from the signal source to
the control room is small. A number of high-speed sample digitize
and store systems are available comm-ireially, which allow the signal
to be frozen in a digital memory and then read out digitally or in
some analog form. If the digital form is used, an array of numbers
can be transported to the control room and plotted there at regular
intervals with great faithfulness to the original signal, and
effective bandwidths in excess of one gigaherz are obtainable by this
means. Apart from the very high price per signal, a drawback of
devices of this kind is that the controls for synchronization,
sensitivity, time-base frequency, and so on have to be manipulated
remotely, and all this has to be interfaced and programmed.
Still,
they do provide a means of displaying the rf structure of the beam
remotely and with confidence, and so are part of the armory of the
machine physicist.
This kind of device can also be used to read a sampled waveform
into the computer for subsequent computational analysis, though if
the frequency is lower it might be possible to use a cable tc
transport the signal to the control room. This costs a cable but
saves remote control of the oscilloscope controls.
4
4.1

INTERCONNECTION OF THE LOCAL AND CENTRAL STATIONS

Introduction

Chapter 2 presented an organization of a set of geographically
distributed local control stations, each of which contained a number
of processor-based subsystems. Chapter 3 described the organization
of the central control station which used a collection of computers
over which different applications, requirements, and
hardware
resources are distributed.
In this chapter we discuss the methods
and technology for connecting these elements together to form an
integrated system.
It is important to note that the elements being interconnected
are processors; we are concerned with the methods for connecting
microcomputers to each other, microcomputers to minicomputers, and
minicomputers to each other. Consequently, to a large extent this
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chapter will represent a distilled summary and a short status report
of the technology and techniques for interprocessor communication,
i. e,, for computer communication networks. We make every attempt to
minimize the usage of arcane communications terminology and we limit
ourselves to those communications concepts which, potentially, have a
direct application to accelerator control systems.
The networks that most people have heard about are ARPAnet,
TELEnet and TIMEnet, all of which extend over thousands of miles.
Such large-scale networks and the technology they use are not
particularly relevant to accelerator control systems, which are
typically concerned with communioations systems that extend over
distances of 10 miles or less. Networks of this type, i. e., those
that are geographically confined to a small number of miles, are
known as local area networks.
A tremendous amount of effort on the design, development, and
standardization of local area networks is currently being expended by
both the data processing industry and the communications industry.
The motivation for this extreme interest in local area networks is
that they appear to have applications that are attractive in quite a
large number of different environments. Local area networks can be
used for efficiently sharing the computing resources on a university
campus in a cost-effective manner; they can provide the structure
that is necessary for automating complex processes in both light and
heavy industries; they are a key ingredient in managing the flow of
information in the modern office environment, and so on. It has been
projected that the sales of equipment for local networks will grow
from $100 million in 1981 to over $5 billion in 1991.22 A typical
conception of the modern office environment is illustrated in Figure
4.1.
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The phrase "local area network" is not a precisely defined term.
Rather, it is used to characterize a communications system, usually
owned by a single organization, that covers a limited geographical
area (from several hundred feet to several miles), that uses an
inexpensive communications medium, that supports high data rates
(from 100 kilobits per second to 100 megabits per second, or higher),
that is highly reliable, and that can be expanded by the addition of
new stations in a simple and straightforward w^y without disturbing
the rest of the network.
There are three primary properties which distinguish one local
network from another: the topology, the access methodology, and the
encoding scheme,
4,2 Network Topologies
One of the
important
characteristics
of a
computer
communications network is its topology, i.e., the physical geometry
of the processing nodes and interconnecting links. The topology of a
network contributes to and in many cases determines some of the
critical parameters associated with the transfer of information from
one processor to another: the throughput or number of bits per second
that can be transferred from a source processor to a destination
processor; the delay or amount of time which elapses until the
destination processor receives the information in useful form; the
routing strategy or the complexity of the total path over which the
data must travel between its source and destination. The most common
network topologies are ch<? bus, the star, the ring, and the tree.
4.2.1

The Bus

A schematic representation of a bus is shown in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2

The Bus Topology

The bus or multi-access channel has the property of being fully
connected: any node can communicate directly with any other node
without first passing through intermediate nodes. In this topology
no path selection is required: every node sees every message, but
each node is required to select and respond only to those messages
which
are addressed to it. It is possible to do multicast
operations, where the same message is sent to more than one
destination, and broadcast operations, where the same message is sent
to all nodes on the link. If a node should fail, it is required to
present a -very high Impedance to the bus in the failed state, thereby
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removing itself from the network. Consequently, should one or more
nodes fail, the network continues to function, a characteristic
termed
"graceful
degradation".
The
bus topology is often
implemented, physically, as a passive coaxial cable over which
information is transmitted in bit-serial form.
4.2.2

The Ring

The ring topology, shown in Figure H.3, has many
characteristics as the bus.

Figure 4.3
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same

The Ring Topology

In a ring network no path selection is required, both Multicast
and broadcast operations are possible, and the transmission medium is
commonly implemented as either coaxial or fiber optic cable«. Unlike
the bus topology, however, each node of a ring network ordinarily
connects to the transmission medium with an active repeater. Most
ring networks are bit-serial systems in which messages circulate in
one direction on the ring, usually being amplified and repeated at
each node, until they are removed by the original transmitter, A
node can acknowledge a message by setting flags in the message as it
goes by.
A ring network appears to be quite vulnerable from a reliability
perspective; a fault occurring at a single node could result in
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disabling all communications. To deal with this problem, the first
repeater downstream from the fault is usually required to detect the
fault automatically
and to transmit report information to a
designated monitor node. In addition, the repeaters are required to
contain bypass relays that automatically open the connection to a
faulty node but maintain the continuity of the ring connection
through a shunting link. With a good design of the repeaters, a ring
network can operate reliably and efficiently in a high availability
environment.
4.2.3

The Star

The star topology relies on a central node
to
communications between the other stations. (Fig. 4.4.)

Figure 4.4

provide

The Star Topology

The star network is probably the most established network
topology and was the one chosen for the SPS, where each central node
of a tree of stars (see below) operates as a message-routing system.
By equipping the processor at the central node with a large number of
direct-memory-aoeess channels, it is possible to have a large number
of messages in transit at any instant.
The star network has two major disadvantages. Since all
messages must pass through the central node, a failure at this point
could be catastrophic. To provide the high level of reliability that
is required at the central node it is usually necessary to employ one
or more redundant processors at this location in the topology. The
presence of multiple processors, however, makes the configuration
(and reconfiguration, in the case of a failure) of the links to the
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other nodes somewhat complicated. In addition, since all messages
must pass through a single node, there are obvious throughput
limitations to a star network. Because the star network ordinarily
has considerably lower throughput than other topologies and because
the central node of a star network is so vulnerable to saturation and
a
potential maintenance headache, star networks are currently
unpopular for high-data-rate applications.
4.2.4

The Tree

A tree network (Fig. 4.5) is sometimes called an hierarchical
network, which
implies a vertical distribution
of tasks,
responsibilities, or resources among several, functionally distinct,
vertical levels. It is easy to build the various levels of a tree
network out of stars, rings, and busses.
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The Tree Topology

All modern development work on local area networks relies on
either the bus topology or the ring topology. The star and tree
topologies are usually reserved for connecting one or more local
networks to each other - an aspect of networking which is still in
its infancy.
4.3

Access Methodologies

In a network configuration of the bus or ring topology some
procedure is necessary for managing the use of the communications
medium: an access methodology. Early network implementations had a
tendency either to divide the usage of the medium into "time-slots"
and to allocate each node a number of dedicated slots during which it
had complete control of the medium, or to single out one node as a
"master" which controlled the use of the medium, typically by polling
all the other nodes in the network.
Neither of these access strategies is attractive for a local
area network. Both these procedures are inefficient because they
attempt to use only a fraction of the available physical bandwidth.
All modern local area networks attempt to make maximum use of the
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physical bandwidth by distributing the control of the medium over the
entire network.
4.3.1

Carrier-Sensa Multiple-Access

A multiple-access methodology allows each node to access the
network independently, doing its own housekeeping to ensure that its
message gets through without damaging transactions between any oti.er
nodes on the network.
Let us first illustra -e the idea behind the multiple-access
methodology by considerIn? the simple bus network of Figure 4.6,
which consists of three nodes, A, B, and C.

B

Figure 4.6

A Simple, Three-Node, Bus Network

The multiple-access technique allows each node on the network to
manage its use of the communications medium independently: there is
no master node which controls access to the bus; each node has the
same democratic rights to the bus as any other node. However, if
node A wants to send some data to node C, for example, node A is
first required to listen, or sense, to determine whether anyone else
is currently using the bus. If not, node A can begin transmitting
its message; if the bus is in use, node A is required to defer to the
current user, to continue sensing until the bus becomes quiescent,and
to wait a short interval before beginning to transmit. This set of
rules for access to the bus is known as the
carrier-sense
multiple-access (CSMA) discipline. Even with these "rules of the
road", however, conflicts between stations still arise.
Consider the situation in which node A has started
the
transmission of an N-bit message to node C, and let t be the length
of time it takes for a bit to propagate from node A to node C. If
neither node B nor node C tries to transmit data during this time
interval t., then the bus will be managed in an orderly fashion, no
conflicts will arise, and the transmission from A to C will
ordinarily be successful. On the other hand, if node C starts
transmitting during the time interval t,, a conflict for the use of
the bus arises, and a collision between the two messages is said to
occur. This collision scrambles the data of both messages, so that
neither of them is transmitted successfully. The receiving stations
can
recognize
this rather easily, using error-detection and
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message-consistency logic, but this, of it,self, is not enough.
The
transmitting stations also have to be informed that a collision has
occurred, so that each of them can try again.
The standard mechanism by which the transmitting stations learn
that a collision has occurred is by requiring the transmitters to
monitor and notice the interference on the channel, while they are
still transmitting. This mechanism, or algorithm, works only if the
propagation time between the two transmitters is less than one-half
the
time required to transmit the shortest possible message.
Suppose, for example, that nodes A and C of Figure 4.6 are the two
extreme nodes on the bus, that information is transmitted at a rate
of 10 megabits/second (1 bit-time = 0.1 microsec), and that the
minimum message length is 64 bytes = 512 bits long. Then, the
requirement is
Propagation time < (1/2)(512)(0.1 microsec) = 25.6 miorosec .

(4.1)

In this example, the "electrical length" of the bus must be less
than 25.6 microseconds.
Relation 4.1 also indicates that one can
trade off bandwidth, or bits/second, with propagation delay or
length.
By lowering the bit rate by a factor of ten, one can make
the "electrical length" ten times as large.
By requiring that receivers discard colliding messages, and by
allowing
transmitters to detect collisions by restricting the
parameters of the bus, the CSMA method can handle the case of a
single collision. However, one still isn't "out of the woods". The
very occurrence of a collision implies that the two transmitting
nodes have, to some extent, become synchronized. If each of them
detects the collision and attempts a retransmission right away, a
second
collision
will obviously occur.
Clearly, one has to
de-synchronize the transmitters.
The standard method of accomplishing this is to require each
transmitter, before attempting its nth retransmission, to generate,
independently, a randomized delay function so that each station waits
a different, randomly determined amount of time, instead of beginning
to transmit immediately. This avoids causing a collision each tine
two or more stations have something to send, and the delays are made
progressively longer as the channel becomes busier.
This rather
complicated
access
procedure
is
called
the
carrier-sense
multiple-access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) discipline.
The most important and most highly developed local area network
which employs the CSMA/CD access mechanism is Ethernet, a joint
development of Digital Equipment Corporation, Intel Corporation, and
Xerox Corporation,23 its primary characteristics are:
a. Data rate
b. Maximum station separation
c. Maximum number of stations
d. Maximum message size
e. Minimum message size

:
:
:
:
:

10 Mbits/sec
2.5 kilometers
1024
15^8 bytea
64 bytes
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Many studies and measurements have been made on Ethernet
configurations. One of the most detailed studies was on a network
that spanned 550 meters, connected more than 120 stations, and
experienced a traffic of almost 300 million bytes per 24-hour day.21*
The results showed that In this network 99.18% of the transmissions
were able to access the channel with zero waiting time, only 0.79?
had to defer because another station had control of the channel, and
less than 0.3$ collided.
Although the performance measurements or Ethernet networks are
quite impressive, the access methodology used by these networks is
not suitable for some environments. Since all stations have an equal
probability for accessing the channel, the method does ne* allow
giving one station priority over the others. In addition, an
occasional message could be delayed for an indeterminable length of
time. Because of the possibility of repeated collisions, there can
be no guarantee on the maximum length of time a station has to wait
before gaining access to the channel. In the office-automation
environment
an occasional
delay
of several seconds in the
transmission of a message is ordinarily not significant. However,
some process control applications have a requirement on the maximum
tolerable latency In transmitting commands or parameters from one
node to another. If this requirement is severe, then an Ethernet
configuration could be quite unsuitable for such an environment.
4.3.2

Token-Pas s ing

Another popular methodology for managing the access to a channel
is a token-passing procedure, which allows each node autonomy when it
is its turn to transmit, one node at a time being granted a turn. A
token Is an authorization for permission to transmit that is passed
between stations; possession of the token indicates which station is
In control of the transmission medium. Every message transmitted
over the channel contains a field that is allocated for use by the
token.
A token-ring is based on a physical ring. Each node examines
every message on the ring and accepts those messages which are
addressed to it. When a node has data to transmit, it examines the
token field to determine whether or not it has permission to use the
channel. If the token field indicates that it does not have
permission to transmit, the node regenerates the message including
the token field, without modification, and dispatches it to the next
station on the ring. If the token field indicates that a node with
data has permission to transmit, then the node modifies the token
field as it passes to indicate that the channel is in use, and
inserts its data after the token field.
In a ring configuration which supports either broadcast or
multicast operation, special action has to be taken to ensure that a
circulating message does not repeat from node to node, indefinitely.
After the message has made one circuit around the ring and is
returned to the originating node, it is deleted and the originating
node modifies the token field to indicate that the channel is no
longer busy.
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There are several advantages that the token-ring offers over the
CSMA/CD access method. First, the use of the token authorizes only
one node at a time to put a message onto the channel. Thus, there is
no possibility of a collision. Second, the maximum length of time
that any node has to wait for access to the channel is deterministic.
If all the nodes have messages to transmit, the maximum wait or
latency time is the sum of all the token-passing times and message
times. If only one node has a message to send, the maximum latency
is merely the sum of the token-passing times. Finally, the
token-ring method can be operated on a nonpriority basis or on a
multiple priority basis. For example, one node could be singled out
as a high-priority station and be authorized for transmission every
time it receives the token; another node could be classified as a
low-priority station and be authorized to transmit only every second
time it receives the token.
In normal operation a token-passing
procedure
is quite
straightforward.
However, the recovery from abnormal conditions and
the initialization of the network can be quite complex. The presence
of multiple tokens or the loss of the token, for example, are
difficult problems to resolve.
Note that the token-passing procedure can be implemented as a
logical ring on a physical bus, as illustrated in Figure 4.7.
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A Logical Ring on a Physical Bus

Logically, each node passes the token to the next sequential node in
its logical chain. Physically, it broadcasts the token, with a
particular destination address, to all nodes on the bus.
4.4

Encoding Schemes
4.4.1

Baseband

A baseband system is defined to be a system in which information
is directly encoded arid impressed onto the transmission medium; at
any point on the medium, only one information signal at a time can be
present without disruption. Baseband encoding is the simplest, least
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expensive,and most common encoding scheme used in communications
networks. It is easy to implement a baseband system with either
coaxial or fiber optic cable, requires only a minimum amount of
planning to do a robust implementation, and is inexpensive to
maintain. The major disadvantage to a baseband system is the absence
of multiple channels; all information must be transmitted over a
single channel.
4,i.2

Broadband

A broadband system is defined to be a s-'stem where information
is encoded, modulated onto a carrier, and band-pass filtered or
otherwise constrained to occupy only a limited frequency spectrum on
the transmission medium; many information signals can be present on
the medium at the same time without disruption provided that they all
occupy non-overlapping frequency regions. Because broadband systems
can support multiple channels simultaneously, they can
handle
tremendous amounts of information, and they offer a high degree of
flexibility to the system designer.
In a broadband system one range of frequencies can be allocated
to a set of video channels; another range can be dedicated to the
transmission of digitized voice conversations; document transfer,
electronic mail, and teleconferencing can be supported on a third
frequency band; a number of independent Ethernet channels
or
token-passing channels could be assigned to a fourth frequency
interval•
Broadband systems can
support
all
these
diverse
applications simultaneously because they transmit at very high
frequencies (up to 300 to 400 Megahertz), thereby offering bandwidths
of several hundred megabits per second.
All commercialii* available broadband systems employ coaxial
cable as the transmission medium and are proprietary systems. In
addition, broadband systems are more expensive per node, require
considerably more installation planning, and are more expensive to
maintain than baseband systems (see Chapter 7 ) .
4.5

Standards For Local Area Networks

The number of choices available to the system designer for
implementing local area networks is quite large. In 1980 the IEEE
established Standards Project 802 with the express purpose of
standardizing, as much as possible, the methods for interconnecting
digital computing equipment and peripherals in a local environment.
The driving force behind the project's work was the belief that a
local area
network
standard
would
benefit
both
equipment
manufacturers, by allowing them to mass produce their wares, and
equipment users, by allowing them to make purchases at lower prices.
Many people expected Project 802 to endorse an Ethernet-type
scheme as the local area network standard. However, in 1982 the IEEE
802 Committee significantly changed its objectives. Rather than
attempt to develop a monolithic, universal standard that would
encompass all possible local
area
network
technologies and
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applications, it has instead recognized that different approaches
might best suit different applications. The most recent draft of the
proposed standard (December 1982) recognizes three different access
methodologies for local area networks, and actually proposes three
distinct standards.25 Table I summarizes the proposed standards.
Table I Proposed standards for local area networks
Access
Methodology

CSMA/CD

Token-Bus

Token Ring

Transmission
Medium

Coaxial Cable

Coaxial Cable

Twisted Pair
or
Coaxial Cable

Encoding
Scheme
Data
Hate

Baseband

Broadband

Baseband

Broadband

Baseband

1-20 MBPS 10 MBPS
1-10 MBPS 1.4-20
1.1 MBPS #
Per Channel
or
MBPS
Per Channel 4-40 MBPS+

•For Twisted Pair Media

•For Coaxial Cable Media

Also, in 1982, IBM released the results of a series of internal
studied it had made on local area networks. All these studies
focused on a ring network with token-passing access control and
baseband transmission.
In summary, the present status is that a set of standards for
local area networks is beginning to emerge, and the corporate
behemoths are clearly divided into different camps. It is expected
that the proposed set of standards will be adopted by the IEEE
sometime in 1983. It will undoubtedly take several years to
determine whether one or another of these standards achieves a
dominant position in the marketplace.
4.6

Application to Accelerator Control Systems

Rather than leave it as an exercise for the reader, we
illustrate the application of network technology to accelerator
control system by considering some typical examples.
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4.6.1

Networking of the Control Center Processors

The processing components of the control center were outlined
and discussed in Chapter 3 > where they were organized as a number of
distinct functional elements: the application program processor(s),
the data base manager, the archival and file management system, the
manager of console hardware, the program development computer, and,
perhaps, a large "computing engine" for handling simulations and
other compute-bound tasks.
In the pre-networkins era of computing, the tendency was to
support all these processing functions by using one or two relatively
large computers. With
the availability
of modern
network
configurations, however, other option.9 and possibilities exist.
Network technology makes it attractive to configure the central
system in a highly modular fashion Uiat distributes the processing
requirements over a set of compatible
machines, which are
interconnected by one of the network topologies described above.
To illustrate the spirit or flavor of this approach, consider
the functional decomposition sketched in Figure 4.8, which uses a bus
topology and an Ethernet link for inter-processor communications.
CONSOLE 1
SERVER 1

CONSOLE
SERVER

APPLICATION
PROGRAM
PROCESSOR

PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSOR

ETHERNET LINK

OATA
BASE
MANAGER

PILE
MANAGER

COMPUTING
ENGINE

Figure 4,8 Networking the Control Center Computers with an Ethernet
Link

One of the pivotal ideas implied by Figure 4.8 is that a
particular processing requirement need not, .a priori , be confined to
a single processor. A given application program should regard the
data base manager, the central file system, and the computing engine
as system resources. Powerful network software structures make it
possible to distribute the chore over a set of machines, to manage
the synchronization of the individual machines, and to provide
transparent communication services between machines.
The advantages of such a system structure are immense. It
provides the system with a high degree of parallel processing power.
It makes it possible to match each processing component of the system
to the type of chore it will be called upon to perform. It provides
a tool for organizing a system into a set of well-defined, modular
components.
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The single most Important advantage of a network-oriented
organization,
such as
that
depicted
in Figure 4.8, is a
characteristic
called
its
"open-endedness".
With
proper
implementation it is possible to upgrade the individual modules of
Figure 4.8 or to add new processing components to the structure
without redesigning the system. An open-ended design is one which
lasts; individual pieces may become obsolete or inadequate but the
design concept, itself, survives the ravages of time. The necessity
for and characteristics of an open-ended design are so Important that
they warrant an extended discussion. Chapter 7 treats this topic in
great detail.
Figure 4.8 was not meant to imply that a bus topology and an
Ethernet link are necessarily the best choice for interconnecting the
processors at the control center. Other topologies, other encoding
schemes, and the merits of parallel vs. serial links all need to be
evaluated in conjunction with the requirements and environment of the
application. The "best" scheme does not require the use of a
particular network topology, but it does insist upon a modular
structure which offers a high degree of open-endedness.
4.6.2

Interconnecting the Control Center and Local Stations

In addition to interconnecting the processors at the control
center and those at the local station, a more global network is
needed to link all the local stations to the control center. This
global network will ordinarily have a rather different set of
requirements and characteristics than the network used to link the
processors at the control center. The global network will often
extend over many miles; it will often need to support several hundred
nodes, but the required bandwidth for communicating between any two
nodes will usually be smaller than it was at the control center.
All these characteristics argue strongly in favor of a serial
transmission scheme using as few cables as possible. (See Chapter 7
on cost considerations.) Given the limited number of cables, it is
necessary to manage the available bandwidth sensibly and effectively.
A broadband encoding scheme could be quite appealing in this
3nvironment. The frequency spectrum could be allocated to provide 5
or S high speed data channels, 10 to 20 digitized voice channels, and
10 to 20 video channels for optical surveillance and general purpose
communications.
In addition to providing
the data
transfer
facilities needed by the control system, one uses the same small
number of cables to support whatever voice and video communications
might be needed.
There are no fundamental technical conflicts which preclude a
system design that uses different encoding schemes or different
network technology in different pieces of the system. For example,
the system structure illustrated in Figure 4.9 is quite viable.
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Figure 4.9

Network Configuration with Several Topologies

Here one has a ring network linking all the local control
stations and a bus network linking the components of the control
center. The two networks coomunicate with each other using one or
more processors which are called a network gateway. The bus network
does not need to know about or concern itself with the encoding
scheme or access technique used by the ring network, and vice versa.
The gateway not only serves to connect the bus and the ring but also
to provide some degree of isolation between them.
Figure 4,9 illustrates that the application of networking
techniques to a large control system can become fairly complex. The
burden of applying these techniques in a coherent, consistent, and
straightforward way is a non-trivial challenge to the control system
designer. True, networking techniques complicate the life of the
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system designer, but they also provide a tool that allows the
designer to implement a system which has powerful, user-oriented
facilities with a design concept that is highly modular and open
ended.

5
5.1

INFORMATION STRATEGIES

Types of Data Base
5.1.1

The Naming of Variables

Reference to a particular piece of hardware, like a correction
element, is by one of a number of methods. To the machine physicist,
it should have a name indicative of its function and its position.
To the person who installed it in the tunnel, there was another name,
which is often painted on the element itself, and which appears in
the inventory. In the data base, there may well be yet a third name.
From the console, the people operating the machine must be able to
refer to the unit by their own name, the details of cross-reference
being taken off their hands by the system. IK order to do this, the
system needs access to a data base.
5.1.2

The Data Base

In order to access the hardware with the aim of interrogating or
controlling it, it is necessary to get from one or other of its names
to a hierarchy of addresses which enable the necessary output
instructions to be performed. These addresses (for example serial
link number, crate number, and unit number, as well as a possible
address inside the unit) must be associated with the item in the data
base describing the equipment.
Numerous other parameters may belong to an equipment: permitted
limits on variables, requested values, flags describing which variety
of equipment is installed, status descriptions, and scaling factors
are just a few of the parameters which can be held in the data base
and updated. The data base is consulted whenever the equipment is
changed or examined, and, since it is the unique gateway between the
equipment and the computer, it can in principle carry a current image
of the equipment.
5.1.3

Current Values and the Data Base

The most recently read-back value can be a dangerous piece of
information to hold in the data base, for if it is ,used uncritically
it may give a false picture of the current state of the machine. For
slow-moving variables this risk is lower, but unless the information
"self-destructs" when it is too old to be reliable, or unless it is
continuously refreshed by a scan program, there are good reasons for
not carrying current read-back values in the data base at all. The
best way to discover the state of the machine is to ask the machine.
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5.1.4

Program Libi-cuies and Archives

An essential feature of a multicomputer
system
is a
comprehensive arrangement for storing and retrieving programs. This
system should be central and unique. A program developed for use at
one console should immediately be available everywhere, and a change
or correction need then be performed only once. A good version
number system can be useful, in case it is required to 30 back to the
previous program. Some operating systems supply this free of charge,
allowing the latest version to be used unless otherwise requested. A
similar arrangement can be used for creating an archival data base
for the accelerator, where sufficient data are stored to enable the
machine to be re-started with a consistent set of parameters after a
shut-down.
5.1.5

The Use of Caches

When a program oakes repeated access to a particular piece of
hardware, data base information concerning that piece of hardware may
be referred to many times in succession, and the identical parameters
may find themselves traveling down the same information highways
repeatedly. The attraction in such a case of a local cache,
retaining the result of the first fetch, is obvious. Circular buffer
techniques are available for ensuring that the cache does not
overflow, but a more serious problem with caches in the risk always
attendant on the existence of a secondary data base. If the original
data base changes after the first fetch, the cache will be out of
date. Something must be done to obviate this risk.
The program using the variable will normally try to find
reference to it in the local cache. Failure to find it there will
cause the search to be continued in the data base. Clearly if the
data base is altered it is important to cause all cache searches to
the altered parameter to fail. Various methods of implementing this
are possible, and one must be careful not to use a method which will
introduce a large overhead of complexity or traffic into the system.
One of the simplest arrangements is simply to clear all caches after
any change in the data base. This may be sufficient when the data
base is changed rarely.
5.2 Time-Critical Operations
5.2.1

Interrupt Methods

Some events are out of the control of the computer system. A
person hitting a key, a device changing status, or the end of a slow
requested operation like an A-D conversion will require subsequent
attention from the computer. One way to service such a change of
status in the outside world is to perform regular scans which poll
for them. Another is to use the interrupt system of the computer.
Polling will be done either at regular intervals or when the computer
has nothing else to do. If the latter, then it is exactly equivalent
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to the use of the lowest priority interrupt. If a higher quality of
response is required, it is important to note that this corresponds
to a need for privilege over other processes served by the same
computer, and that such privilege cannot be accorded to more than one
user at any given instant. The dictates of good design indicate
arrangements in whiiih computers need not be interrupted in a hurry.
Such arrangements 're possible, provided that for each task which is
time-critical a processor is supplied which is dedicated to that
task. This processor can do other work, but not other priority work.
5.2.2

Synchronous Processes

A typically time-critical process is one in which a large number
of readings must be made at widely distributed places simultaneously.
No method dictated with precision from a central location will do
this
work, as the requirement at each measuring station is
essentially a high priority one. The solution is to provide
sufficient hardware for parallel processing to be performed.
Each measuring station must be equipped with buffer memory, a
centrally synchronized clock, and local intelligence capable of
receiving instruction from the computer center, sequencing the local
operation, and returning the result to the center. The measuring
stations are then told, at leisure, to prepare to make a measurement
at a given instant of time. The instant, which is the same for all
stations, is well into the future so as to ensure that without any
hurry all stations will have received their instructions in time.
The central computer can then go round, at leisure, collecting
measurements which are known to have been gathered simultaneously.
(Fig. 5.1.)
Most time-critical processes can be implemented by variations of
this method. A typical problem is a family of function generators
driving programmed power supplies around a circular machine. If all
generators have double buffers, one to hold the function currently
being generated and one to hold the function to be used next,
switchover from one to the other may be made simultaneously at all
locations.
Simultaneity is achieved by piping some sort of clock around the
site. Since the exact timing of the event is often associated with a
specific point in the accelerator cycle, it is often useful for the
clock to specify events in accelerator time rather than in clock
time. The clock line may also carry event-identifying information.
Events can then be relocated in time or even inhibited, which causes
identical effects at all locations that depend on them. This gives
considerable control and flexibility.
5.2.3

Limitations

The real-time methods described above take
time-critical
operations off the critical path. It is important to note that the
work of transporting the information may still need to be done on a
restricted, if less critical, time scale. Thus, in a cycle-by-cycle
process, double- offering and independently timeu acquisition nay
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Synchronous Data Collection

trap the information at a precise point of the cycle without
real-time aid from the computer, but, unless the reading is taken out
of the buffer by the same time next cycle, the buffer is likely to be
overwritten by a new value, and the computer is therefore under
pressure to fetch all readings before the next cycle is too far
advanced. The time-criticality has therefore been relaxed from
milliseconds to seconds, but it is still there.
Peaks in the computer activity, which make it difficult on
occasion to get all the readings processed in this way, can be ironed
out by supplying additional hardware at each station, that is,
multiple-buffering the readings instead of double-buffering. None of
this, of course, will compensate for a computer system which is
inherently too slow to process the total data as fast as they are
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being generated over the long term. You may
computer to do the work!
5.2.4

need

a more

powerful

Is It All Critical?

If valuable resources like high priority levels in a computer
are used, it is important not to misuse them, as this may degrade the
rest of the system to no advantage. A high priority program should
perform its high priority task and then immediately allow tasks of
lower priority to take the computer. Usually only the acquisition of
the data is time-critical, and further processing can be done at
leisure, while the computer is free to process other people's high
priority
interrupts.
Similarly, if special hardware has been
installed for a time-critical operation, it
should
be
used
additionally for less time-critical work only if it would otherwise
be truly idle.
5.2.5

Post-Mortem Snapshots

A prime user of valuable bandwidth is data logging. Much
data-logging consists of the transfer of information to a central
location, where it is recorded in case it is needed. In many cases
it is preferable to record the information locally, only fetching
small amounts to the center selectively when necessary.
This need
often occurs only when the beam crashes or a superconducting element
goes normal, and in this case the information does not even need much
local storage.
A circular buffer, used repeatedly, serves to hold
the most recent sequence of measurements, and, in the event of a
crash or quench, this buffer and its fellows in other locations serve
as a "snapshot" which can be examined selectively to investigate the
state of the machine in the last moments before the event in
question.
5.3

Protection Requirements
5.3.1

Hard-Hired Protection

Anyone can make a mistake, and so can machines. Electrical
protection is as old as the commercial use of electricity. Fuses are
used to protect circuitry, and door interlocks to protect people.
Even when the undesired condition is known to the computer and it
would in principle be possible to prevent undesired consequences by
computer control, this is usually unwise. This is often confirmed by
the legal codes, which require interlocks protecting personnel to be
mechanical.
In general, protection devices should be mechanical and
as simple as possible, to minimize the risk of failure.
This is not to say that the computer has no part in this kind of
protection.
If the mechanical devices are well supplied with
computer connections, and the status of all relevant machine elements
is available to the computer, it is not only possible to ensure that
the operator knows which interlock has tripped and why, but it may
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even be possible to inform him that a certain operation will result
in an infringement of the safety conditions and an interlock trip.
This kind of thing is particularly useful, for example, when the
conditions for personnel access to a beam line area are dependent on
a large number of variables (certain high voltages isolated, beam
stoppers in place, radiation levels checked,etc.). In a case like
this, the operator can consult a screen to check whether access is
feasible or whether conditions still exist which make it impossible.
If in spite of this he attempts to allow access to an unsafe area,
there is always the hard-wired protection system as an ultimate
resort. Furthermore, the operator who has made this potentially
dangerous move is not only protected from its consequences but is
informed by the computer that the interlock hardware has operated.
5.3.2

Remotely Controlled Devices

Devices in the field which are remotely controlled from a
control center often have local controls as well. In addition there
may be a local-remote switch which gives a choice of location from
which the device can be controlled. Problems of personal safety are
involved, as well as operational ones.
Some devices can give rise to an actual hazard when switched on.
Electric
motors, valves controlling fluids, and power supplies
attaining lethal voltages all need to be isolated so completely that
remote control cannot override tfrs isolation, if personnel access is
to be permitted. The ability to isolate the equipment without this
safeguard can be a dangerous one.
Leas dangerous, but nevertheless bad for the
operational
integrity of the system, is the ability to control equipment from
more than one place simultaneously. To address equipment from one
place when it is currently being used from another can be a nuisance,
frustrating, and may even cause both people's instructions to be
disobeyed. The latter problem is usually taken care of by the
operating system, simultaneous requests being served correctly in
sequence. If one person switches the device on from one console and
another switches the same device off from another, this might be
considered
annoying
or unacceptable.
Different
accelerator
installations have different opinions on this. Some have elaborate
arrangements such that a particular console preempts a whole group of
control variables and all other consoles are forbidden to use them.
Some have personal access codes for responsible people and trust them
not to interfere with each other.
It all really depends on the number of consoles, their
geographical locations, and the caliber of the people who will have
access. Protection schemes can be a nuisance to people doing
something unusual if they are too safe!
5.3.3

Protection of Files and Data Bases

Information should be protected, whether it comprises programs,
data, or even elements in a data base. Various methods are available
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for this, depending on whether protection is needed by teams against
the outside world or by individuals.
If the files are stored under the operating system of the
computer, there will usually be a password scheme which can be used
directly. It is not difficult to devise a scheme which protects
hardware write operations with the same password, but unfortunately
this is not good enough. Whereas it is usually satisfactory for a
file to be attributed to an individual and to forbid everyone else to
use it, the same is not usually possible for a control variable.
Whoever is currently operating the machine must be able to change all
its variables, and if there is to be a protection scheme, access must
be by programs or by privileged consoles. The CERN SPS has an
elaborate scheme in which access is defined by team, and the rights
of the team member currently operating are in effect specified with
every equipment access and checked to see whether that access is
permitted. The person who builds power supplies can specify the
permitted upper limit on the voltage of the power supply. No one
else may change this limit, but every qualified operator may switch
those power supplies on and off. At the CERN PS, no variable may be
changed without first reserving it, and while it ia reserved no one
else may change it. This is simpler. At Fermilab protection is by
control
location only, and all central control consoles have
universal access, whilst remote stations can be prevented from making
alterations by program control. This is even simpler and it seems to
suffice.
The lesson to be learnt from all this is that protection schemes
can be made arbitrarily safe and complex, but that intelligent
operators can work with quite a simple scheme, or even with no
protection at all.
5.3.1* Breakdown of the Control System
All major accelerator installations aim for the characteristic
that a breakdown of the computer control system does not affect the
machine. A loss of control need not necessarily lead to a loss of
function, and it is quite practicable to design the accelerator in
such a way that it will go on pulsing and extracting, or storing, in
the predetermined manner, even if communication with the control
center is lost.
To achieve such independent
operation, all values for
digital-analog conversion must be held in registers outside the
control system, and all cyclic functions synchronized by the timing
system must be generated by autonomous hardware. Care must also be
taken that loss of power in control system elements does not send
spurious
impulses to these accelerator elements and spoil an
otherwise perfectly reliable system at the moment when control is
lost.
Closed feedback loops involving the computer system, such as
those used in the control of spill structure in an extraction system,
are permitted, so long as they are designed with failure to safety in
mind. Even when the accelerator has been working for some years, the
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system should be studied from this point of view from time to time,
to ensure that these criteria have not been violated during changes
and improvements.
If these precautions are taken, it is possible to have an
accelerator which, on the breakdown of the control system, slowly
degenerates due to drift in the critical steering elements. With
luck, control may be reestablished before this drift has made it
necessary for the hardware interlock equipment to shut down the
machine. Typically, a period between five minutes and half an hour
can be made available by these methods for repairing the control
system on a running machine,
5.4 Pulse-To-Pulse Modulation
A problem which was first seen at the CERN PS but will in future
occur at other accelerators, is that an accelerator can sometimes be
used for two or more purposes, not sequentially by retuning, but in a
fixed repetitive supercycle. Thus a pattern of successive CERN PS
pulses, called a "PS supercycle" was used to do fixed-target physics,
fill the intersecting storage rings, and act as injector for the CERN
SPS. Similarly the Fermilab Linac is used for cycles of fixed target
physics with the Tevatron, for cooling-ring studies,and for producing
low energy neutrons for radiation therapy, in a regular supercycle of
alternating pulses.
The requirement here is twofold: the timing system must clearly
supply information to determine which part of the supercycle is
currently being executed. The function values and setting parameters
which give the machine its characteristics during each cycle must be
remembered in memory areas which are particular to each cycle. This
replicated memory may reside either in the computer, or in the actual
microcomputer doing the function generation. If the system was
originally built without pulse-to-pulse modulation in mind, the
microprocessor arrangement is usually the simplest one to add. In
either case the timing system will dictate which of the memory areas
to use to generate the functions and settings for a particular phase
of the supercycle.
There remains the problem of tuning a machine being used
alternately for different purposes. We might consider that we have
two or more distinct "accelerators", each of which must be tuned
individually only during its own phase. Clearly what is needed here
is the ability to access only one phase at a time from the console,
so that the operator is for the tine being oblivious of the existence
of the other "accelerators". This can be done by the simple
stratagem of waiting for the right time whenever a read or write is
done, so that only the appropriate parameter is changed or displayed.
Suppressing the currently irrelevant phases from view or access
requires a much more sophisticated re-entrant programming scheme: it
is done at the CERN PS, where a completely general arrangement
allowing a supercycle containing up to 64 cycles of 8 kinds is
available, with complete protection of any "accelerator" from all
others.
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6
6.1

SOFTWARE

Application Programming
6.1.1

What Are Application Programs?

Some programming Is concerned with the transfer of messages, the
protocol of hardware drivers, and the implementation of the operator
interface. This kind of programming can be called system programming
just as surely as can the compilers, loaders, and operating systems.
Application programming is that work which is concerned more
with the accelerator than with the control system. The programs
serving applications tend to be of two kinds: those that deal
intimately with individual equipments or subsystems, and those that
provide a human interface. A large part of the programming work
involved in a large modern accelerator is concerned with applications
programs.
The programs that are near the equipment being controlled tend
to be used either for local processing and checking, or for providing
a convenient interface between the accelerator hardware and the
programs in the control room.
If there is any local computer
control, this is included here. This kind of application program has
a tendency to be written in low-level code, to require an intimate
knowledge of the hardware, and to be very time-consuming.
The programs which provide the human interface are also those
which perform any necessary calculations.
There are what people
think of when they talk about control programs.
6.1.2

Programming: Public or Private?

The application programs, as described above, can require a
large gamut of skills. It is difficult to find people who are expert
at everything from theoretical machine physics, through the machine
code programming of real-time processes, right down to the signals on
interface highways. It is not even practical to design a system
which relies on the help of a number of such polymaths. In practice,
it is more usual to let people pursue their own specialties, and to
split the work up and allow people to work within their own fields.
Here there are two schools of thought: Application programming
can be done by programming experts, effectively working under
contract to an applications expert. Some very good collaborations
have existed in the past, where, for example, a machine physicist
works well with a skilled programmer to produce programs to measure
for a commissioning program, or a programmer helps an electronic
engineer to commission a piece of interface equipment.
A variant of this one-to-one arrangement is one in which tha
application expert writes a very precise specification of his problem
and gives it to a specialist service for programming.
The alternative to this is for the computer experts to work only
on methods of making their system easy to program and use, and for
the application experts to do their own programming in a simplified
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environment prepared by the computer people. The modern tendency is
to do it this way, with varying degrees of success at different
installations. In control centers, it tends to be practicable to
design easy-to-use, well documented facilities for data acquisition
and the operator interface, such that an engineer-in-charge or
machine physicists can program their own application program. Such
programs tend to be very usable, and with sufficient support from the
computer people they can be quite efficient. The work of writing
them is stimulating and creative, and many accelerator experts can be
easily persuaded to contribute to the effort.
Far less success has so far been demonstrated at the other end
of the control system. Here the work is much more technical, being
often concerned with real-time acquisition and high-speed scanning.
Much of the work is done in machine code on microcomputers, and the
dictates of efficiency preclude more user-friendly arrangements.
This end of the system is therefore still in the hands of the
computer expert, and is therefore not as useful to the physicists and
engineers as it would be if they could be given direct control of it.
Since the problem is mainly one of speed and efficiency, the advent
of cheap fast microcomputers may allow "democratization" at this end
too.
6.2

Languages
6.2.1

Choice of Language

The choice of languages is influenced by a number of factors,
the least of which is suitability or efficiency in the context of the
programs that need to be written. If, for example, a large number of
the people available as helpers are alrearty FORTRAN users (as is the
case if they are scientists helping out with the control system), one
might do well to use FORTRAN in spite of the defects listed below.
If the computers being used have very good PASCAL software, one might
be tempted to use that.
Languages are in general of two kinds: those where the original
program text is interpreted and obeyed line by line (interpreted
languages), and those where the original text is translated into
machine
code by the computer, the machine code being obeyed
subsequently in a second phase (compiled languages). The tendency is
for compiled languages to be harder to use but for the code they
generate to be very efficient, compact, and fasti and for interpreted
languages to be easy to use but very slow. Factors of ten in speed
are not unusual. The choice of language is complicated by the fact
that between pure compilation and pure interpretation there is a
whole spectrum
of
operational
possibilities, with
language
implementations existing at all stages.
What are the high-level languages available on most computers?
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6.2.1.1 FORTRAN. This is the commonest.
Ideal for large
mathematical codes, which do not represent a major part of the
programming load on a control system, FORTRAN can only be compiled,
never
Interpreted.
A very comprehensive
subroutine-calling
arrangement allows large programs to be well structured. The code
itself is neither very easy to read nor very safe by modern
standards. String-handling and list processing are not very well
provided for by modern standards, and both these are features needed
in coding a control system. The ability to call subroutines written
in assembly code is a redeeming feature of FORTRAN.
6.2.1.2 PASCAL. PASCAL is a language which was originally
designed as a teaching language, but has since been adapted and
extended for most computing needs, being an effective alternative to
FORTRAN in all its applications. It is available on most computers
and microcomputers which have FORTRAN. Much of the structure of
PASCAL involves an attempt to make the user specify what he intends,
i circumstances where the FORTRAN compiler would make assumptions
for him. This means that a PASCAL program needs a lot of explicit
definitions, and these must be repeated, or at least invoked, in each
procedure or subroutine. Thus PASCAL source programs tend to be
bulky and verbose, which frustrates people used to FORTRAN. Since
all this specification is required to enable the compiler to check
for inconsistencies and determine what the writer intends, PASCAL can
give rise to very efficient reliable object code.
6.2.1.3 ADA.
This is the Department of Defense standard
language for application programs written as part of government
contracts. It is based on PASCAL but is more comprehensive. Subset
compilers are not permitted, but there is nothing to prevent a user
from voluntarily restricting himself to the use of a subset of the
language, which is a good thing, as there would otherwise be a long
obligatory learning procedure. Compilers for ADA will in due course
exist for all large computers commercially available in the U.S., and
these will produce object code for all computers of any size. It is
difficult at present to find people with experience of this language,
but anyone planning a large control system must obviously take ADA
seriously.
6.2.1.4 BASIC. Originally developed as a teaching language at
Dartmouth College, BASIC has become the unique universally accepted
language for interpretation. The original BASIC is very limited,
with short variable names which are not mnemonic and few features
suitable for anything but arithmetical work. It is a difficult
language in which to write long and elaborate
programs, as
subroutines are numbered, not named, and all variables are global, so
that it is impossible to borrow a working subprogram from someone
else. However, extraordinarily developed interpreters of BASIC type
exist on various computers. Many of these have features for
graphics, calling of subroutines written in assembler code, and even
provide the string and list-processing facilities essential in
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control work and absent In many compiler languages. BASIC is easy to
learn and easy to use, and is very suitable for certain kinds of
control work. Interpreters are even easier to write or improve than
compilers, which is a strong temptation to use them. They are,
however, very slow, and the system designer who uses an interpretive
language must realize that he is restricting himself to a different
kind of control system: one based on small, simple application
programs and not relying on extensive program libraries, and one
which either tolerates lower
processing
speeds and
smaller
information flows or uses elaborate parallel-processing methods to
offset the inherent slowness of interpretation. There exist compiled
BASICS and intermediate forms called incremental compilers, which
attempt to offset the inherent slowness. The great advantage of
BASIC and its associated languages is ease of learning and use, as
well as the fact that the functions of loaders, editors, and other
system utilities are all part of the one process. Systems based on
the intelligent use of interpreters allow many people to be recruited
for the work of writing application programs, and this may be an
overriding argument in their favor.
6.2.1.5 NODAL. The N0DAL26 language it worth individual
mention here, as it is an essential component of ttie control system
at the CERN SPS and that projected for LEP, and is also used, in
various variations, at the CERN PS and at various smaller European
installations.
NODAL is an interpretive language like
BASIC, but
the
statements, instead of being labeled with integers, bear labels with
two numbers after the decimal point. Groups of labels having the
same integer value constitute paragraphs, and the paragraphs can be
referred to by this integer. Thus in a program with the labels:
1 .00
1 .15
1 .20

2 .30
2 .40
2 .80

3 .15
3 .25

The statement SO 2, placed anywhere in the program, will cause
the middle paragraph (statements 2.30, 2.40, 2.80) to be performed,
followed by execution of the statement following the DO 2. This
concept of groups came from a language called FGCAL, first introduced
by Digital Equipment Corporation,
This group structure enables NODAL to be U3ed
for
the
construction of highly structured programs,. There are mechanisms for
allowing the selected paragraph to be executed in other computers of
an attached network, and also for allowing construction of arbitrary
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NODAL statements during execution. Since the language also contains
string-handling features and real-time hooks (WAIT-TIME, WAIT-CYCLE),
elaborate data-collection processes involving several computers are
easy to devise in a few statements.
NODAL also contains hooks for elementary graphics and has a very
strong diagnostic capability with on-line editing at error time. All
this, of course, costs time, and most NODAL implementations allow the
embedding of compiled FORTRAN subroutines at speed-critical points.
The SPS-LEP complex is the only one extant which relies almost
exclusively on an interpreter, and there is some discussion of
whether this is due to some inherent property of those accelerators
or whether it is not applicable to other structures. Most other
installations that use NODAL or its derivatives rely on it as an aid,
rather than as the major tool for the construction of control
programs. It is often claimed that certain accelerator parameters or
characteristics, such as the repetition rate of a fast-cycling
machine, preclude the use of an interpreter as the primary language
for writing control programs. However, most time-critical operations
can be handled without placing excessive requirements on the choice
of language (cf. Sect. 5.2). In view of the fact that this approach
allows good programming at the most sophisticated level by relatively
unskilled people, and that it has been so successful at CERN, it is
surprising that this method has not been relied upon in any large
subsequent projects.
6.2.1.6 Assemblers. Assemblers are efficient. All computers
have them, and in principle all application programs can be written
in assembly code. With strong discipline, the resulting programs can
be well structured and well documented. Undoubtedly a small team
comprising one or two high-powered software experts can program a
compact control system completely in assembly code.27 Numerous
examples of successful systems of this kind exist, usually involving
one or two computers. Even at this level, the resulting system is
unduly reliant on the continued attention of the builders, but in a
small, closed environment this can sometimes be tolerated. It is
important for anyone contemplating the design of a system programmed
in assembly code to be aware of these limitations and to be prepared
to live with them. The system cannot easily be extended, cannot
easily use newly recruited staff, and must be well designed and
implemented by people who are committed to maintaining it themselves
until it is obsolete. With these restrictions, assembly code can be
used to program a very efficient, small control system.
It should
not be rejected out of hand because it is not "modern".
6.2.1.7 C. The C programming language is a
relatively
"low-level" language developed at Bell Laboratories in the 1970s.28
It is particularly attractive as a system development language,
although it has been used for applications involving numerical
processing, text processing,and data base programs. The language
itself
(and its associated compiler) provides no input-output
facilities, but rather relies upon a "standard" input-output library
which provides an interface to the operating system.
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The C language contains a very rioh set of operators and very
powerful and flexible facilities for manipulating pointers and
performing address arithmetic. Because of these features, C is best
described as an intermediate-level language lying somewhere between
an assembler and a high-level language like FORTRAN or PASCAL. In
many situations it can provide an attractive alternative to the use
of assembly language. Since the C programming language is machine
independent and relatively easy to learn, its use does not demand the
level of expertise required with an assembler, and its programs tend
to be highly mobile and portable. On the other hand, the C language
is not yet well known by the physics and engineering communities. It
will be interesting to see whether or not its probably unique role as
an intermediate-level language promotes its popularity in the coming
decade.
6.3

Aids to Understanding
6.3.1

On-Line Documentation

A large modern control system will probably be faced at times
with the arrival of staff who need to learn either to program or to
use the system. Good systems contain computer-assisted aids to such
learning, and It is sensible when planning a control system to apply
some fraction of the effort available to incorporate suoh aids. In
addition, if the system involves a lot of computers and a lot of
people, it may be better to keep the documentation in the computer
than on paper, since the computer documentation can be kept up to
date more easily and referred to from numerous locations, whereas
documentation on paper can be out of date even when more up to date
versions exist.
If a large commercial operating system i3 used in the computers,
it may well contain "mail" and "help" facilities which can be used
for some of this work. Otherwise the system designer must purchase
sufficient bulk storage for documentation and must design something
himself.
A global "help" facility can enable the user to request the
display of a screenful of information at any point. Such a facility
can be incorporated as an item on every page of the menu or
touch-button tree, or even as a dedicated button. If it is so
designed that it is easy to add to the text during the operation
phase, the responsibility for producing this text can be left to the
first generation of operators, and subsequent generations can then
add small notes clearing up points which were badly explained in the
first edition. Such an arrangement is preferable to one in which the
original programmer writes the "help" page, since the programmer is
very unlikely to be aware of what an operator will find hard to
understand.
Some programming aids, too, can be supplied at the console.
Very clever aids to the design of graphics displays and touch-button
layouts can be designed, using the ball and cursor and the keyboard.
When a program has been written and tested in free-standing form, it
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should be possible to add it to the touch-button tree or the page
structure by means of an interactive operation. Similarly, a page
displaying
and
controlling
variables should be built up by
interaction, and the addition of new hardware should not require
programming, but should be possible on-line at the console. All this
is easy to implement if the original programs are table driven, so
that changes can be wrought simply by altering the tables.
6.4

Programming the Microprocessors
6.1.1

Are Microprocessors Different?

The programming of microprocessors presents a slightly different
problem from the programming of the larger computers of the control
complex. This is not so much a question of computing power (the
latest microprocessors are just as powerful as many minicomputers) as
of physical structure and the availability of peripherals.
The actual programming can be done either in assembly code or in
one of a number of higher level languages mentioned above. If the
translation from this to an image of an executable program in the
memory of the microcomputer cannot be done in the microcomputer
itself, and this Is usually the case, then it must be done elsewhere.
The resultant machine code is then down-loaded to the memory of the
microcomputer. There are two methods of doing this: one can use a
development system containing the necessary assemblers, compilers,
loaders, and other programs needed to translate and load the program;
alternatively one designs the microcomputer in such a way that it may
be down-loaded through the control system, and then uses suitable
software in a minicomputer of the control system to translate and
down-load.
There is a growing tendency to use
the
latter
arrangement. Computers tend in any case to be on busses fed from the
control system, and more and more of the necessary software exists on
minicomputers for all the important micros on the market. The
ability to recompile and down-load
a new version
of the
microprocessor program, and then proceed to test this new version
without Jeaving the accelerator console, can be very valuable.
6.4.2

Freezing the Program

Once the program has been written
and
tested,
it
is
theoretically possible to replace the random access memory (RAM)
containing the program image by read-only memory (ROM).
The
advantage of this 13 that the program is then incorruptible: it does
not need to be reloaded after a power failure, neither can it be
"improved" by a well-intentioned worker. In principle, then, a
program in ROM makes the equipment
containing
it
into
a
special-purpose device, and fixing the program in ROM is analogous to
hard-wiring a logic circuit. Changes must then be performed by
mechanically replacing each ROM unit. On a large machine this can
require a visit to each location in order to install the new memory
unit, and can be rather tedious by comparison with sitting at a
console and updating all the RAM memories by computer down-loading.
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The ideal situation, of course, is to have a program frozen in
ROM, so perfectly designed that all possible variants in the
requirements can be satisfied by making changes to an array of
parameters kept in RAM. New modes of operation can then be effected
by down-loading parameters, while the program itself never needs to
be changed. A suitable interpreter in ROM, with the interpretive
statements in RAM, is of course a special case of this.
The biggest advantage of keeping programs in ROM is that, once
the program has been debugged and installed in this form, one is no
longer reliant on the presence of the expert who wrote it. The
computer is installed as part of a piece of fixed hardware with a
guaranteed regimen of operation, and if anything goes wrong we
replace the microprocessor or its memory - never individual words of
memory. Many instruments and household devices are
nowadays
obtainable which use microcomputers in this way. You nevar call the
man who wrote Pacman when your game machine goes wrong!
7
7.1

DESIGN ASPECTS

Introduct ion

In this chapter we discuss some of the things that have to be
thought about when designing and planning a system. These are
management considerations which considerably influence the general
architecture of the system as it is conceived. We shall discuss the
effect of available money, of time-scales, of personnel needed to
execute the project, and of the technical and industrial environment.
In Judging which of a number of available techniques to use, or how
to lay out a system architecturally, a number of compromises must
often be made on the basis of the above criteria. It is therefore
important to note that there exists neither a correct control system
nor an optimal strategy for building one. The best that can be
achieved is a system which works, which is built within its budget
manpower and timescale estimates, an-i which is reasonably amenable to
subsequent changes in the requirements and the environment. We shall
discuss below some of the factors that must be correctly assessed to
achieve these aims.
7.2

Costs: Where Does the Money Go?
7.2.1

Computers and Interface Chassis

At one time, computers represented the most important part of
the cost of a control systea. An "economy of scale" argument was
used to justify the purchase of a very few powerful machines that
could time-share the load. In recent years the picture has changed,
and a given number of instructions pe.- second is more expensive when
performed by a single large machine than by many small ones.
Unfortunately, good operating systems tend to be supplied only with
the larger machines, and so a compromise must be made. Ideally one
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might try to specify two biggish minicomputers with full operating
system and peripheral facilities, and a large number of compatible
microcomputers or small minicomputers with simple but adequate
software. The bigger computers can then be used to
support
compilation, data bases, and printers, while the small ones are used
for control,
Crate-and-bus systems are discussed in detail in Chapter 2, but
it
should be mentioned here that they can represent a very
substantial proportion of the control budget. The proposed LEP
control system actually builds the computer cards directly into the
crate-and-bus system used for interfacing, in an effort to reduce the
number of physical units ir> the system.29 This may be the wave of the
future.
7.2.2

Cables

Since by definition we are discussing large control systems, an
important factor in the costing is the price of cable. The price of
a cable depends, of course, on its quality and on the length
installed, but it is important to note that these are not the only
factors in the cost. The cable must be laid and terminated at both
ends by plugs or connections of some sort. Even for quite long
cables, these two operations can seriously Influence the cost per
unit length. There is an important nuisance factor when it is
required to add a single cable to a system of cable trays already
equipped, and the incremental cost of an extra cable may equal that
of several cables at the time of installation.
Termination of a cable is a skilled, error-prone process, if the
cable contains many wires. Noise suppression and the rejection of
common-mode potentials can often require specialized circuitry at
each end of the cable, and again the replication of this circuitry
for each of a large number of lines can outweigh the cost of the
cable per unit length.
There are therefore many arguments for spanning large distances
with very few cables, each having considerable bandwidth and carrying
many channels. The very elaborate equipment needed at each end of
such a multichannel trunk must be considered an investment whose cost
is shared over all the individual communication lines provided, and
the cost per unit length of the entire complex, comprising cable,
terminations, and multiplex-demultiplex circuitry, must be evaluated
on a global basis. The argument for serialized transmission will
usually be self-evident.
In addition, serialization makes it
economically
practicable
to consider the use of fiber-optic
techniques, which give a high bandwidth per link and can save money
on the noise rejection and common-mode protection circuitry at the
ends.
It is important, of course, not to take this trend to few
conductors so far as to put all one's eggs in one basket. While it
is obviously easier to check and repair few terminations than Many, a
fault in a wide-band system will be catastrophic, not partial. A
system which relies entirely on multiplexed communication must
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contain duplicated resources, preferably with an automatic mechanism
which causes replacement or graceful degradation on the failure of a
transmission.
The entire foregoing argument is null, of course, when one end
of the cable is obligatorily in a radiation zone. Since the
terminating electronics cannot survive exposure
to
radiation,
individual cables must be brought out to a place where multiplexing
is possible, and the cost of these cables and of the 3vace tor
accommodating them can be so considerable that it may even influence
the choice of number and position of the enclosures containing the
electronics.
7.2.3

Distribution Panels

The heavy-duty cables which are used for long runs are often
terminated on panels or connection boxes before being joined to
lighter, electronics-type wiring for connection with the equipment.
Provided such a. panel is passive, it adds only the cost of performing
the extra joins, and e-.-v-n this is paid for by a certain gain in
flexibility.
As soon as this connection is active, however, it has to provide
demultiplexing,
modem
facilities, and optical isolation, and
therefore requires electronic circuitry and power supplies. To first
order, all boxes containing power supplies and electronics cost about
the same amount of money, and therefore the insertion of an
additional box containing active circuitry should preferably be
avoided. If at all possible, therefore, the cable spanning large
distances should terminate in the crate which will treat the
information, so that the fractional overhead cost of each cable
connection will be minimal. The need to be able to terminate and
deal with outdoor cables and the signals from them may influence the
choice of the crate system used for local information treatment.
7.2.4

Software Costs

It used to be thought that software was free. In recent years
it has become generally recognized not only that software costs
money, but also that bad or unmaintainable software can be
responsible for cost overruns, missed deadlines, and even total
project failure. The strategy for writing the software must be
planned together with the hardware architecture, and the arrangement
decided upon must be such that the software cost3 can be accurately
predicted and preferably kept low.
The use of "well-structured" software is now known to be
beneficial. Individual modules with conceptually simple definitions
are linked through well-defined interfaces to form a larger program
which can be understood without considering the detailed design of
the modules themselves. What is less well known is that in a very
large system considerable economies in effort and complexity can be
attained by a careful choice of what individual modules to build.
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Software modules that can be purchased or otherwise obtained are
usually worth incorporating. Such modules will in all probability do
a lot more than is required, and will include the functions needed
only as a subset. This is particularly true of operating systems,
where however assembly options may be available to remove some of the
unnecessary features. In any case, purchased software will often be
more expensive in resources and speed than custom-made software, but
this is no reason to reject it. The judicious choice of an
architecture allowing parallel computing will usually overcome both
defects of the purchased product, and the arguments in favor of
home-built software are always seen to have been weak when the
project is viewed with hindsight.
Even if the principle outlined above is followed, and a system
is built using as much existing software as possible, there will
still be a lot of custom software to write. Here a valuable
architectural stratagem is available which is generally accepted in
engineering but less so in software planning: mass production.
Mass-produced software has the same advantages as mass-produced
hardware: low overall design costs, production-line efficiency, and
quality control. In software, it consists of the conception of
general-purpose
designs
which
can be customized for various
applications by being table-driven or having a suitable customizing
subroutine attached. Ideally then, it should be possible to design a
control complex in which each computer contains an assemblage of
commercially available modules, modules drawn from a carefully
minimized pool of locally designed ones, and a minimal amount of
customizing information in the form of parameters and subroutines.
The choice of the modules to be used as part of the project is a
critical one: a good general-purpose hardware driver, perhaps; a
handler for device-dependent data bases or for the transmission of
inter-computer instructions and data; graphics; an alarms and limits
program which will be available in many processors; and so on. It
should be noted that the most flexible of all table-driven programs
is an interpreter, where the instructions can
be
considered
parameters and the interpreter a parameter-driven program.
A system comprising units of this kind Is particularly easy to
maintain and improve. Often a change of parameters is sufficient to
obtain a new function. In more extreme cases, an additional computer
with a combination o»" existing software modules can allow the
installation of a new subsystem with a minimum of software effort.
7.3

Planning and the Setting of Time-Scales

A number of factors have to be taken Into account when deciding
on a schedule. The building of an accelerator takes several years,
and while it is necessary to take advantage of this time to do design
work on the control system, there is no point in building control
equipment so far ahead of time that it is obsolete by the time it is
needed. The physical installations, such as cable trenches and
buildings, may not yet exist. On the other hand, small pieces of the
control
system
are needed
for commissioning the individual
components.
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It is therefore important to design a system in which local
commissioning of subsystems is done with individual computers, and
the whole can be integrated into a large control system subsequently.
If the possibility exists of designing the system in such a way that
local commissioning programs can subsequently be run with minimal
change from the control room, so much the better.
It will therefore be seen that, in the planning stage, the local
equipment interfaces, the computers to be used, and the application
program languages must be decided quite early on, whereas the network
aspects and the global control strategy can be left for later, when
the civil engineering and installation of the accelerator are well
under way. Even the computer may be an embarrassment if chosen too
early. It is clearly advantageous to remain flexible on the choice
of a computer, working on an arbitrary machine in high-level
languages only, so that the resulting applications programs can be
transported to a new computer if the one originally chosen becomes
obsolete by the time the whole is assembled. Better still, one can
aim
for a fairly computer-independent scheme in which modern
computers can coexist with old-fashioned ones.
The initial commissioning of an accelerator is a very important
thing to plan well, but it should be understood that, if this "bottom
up" approach is developed for commissioning from the subsystem up to
the whole, the same approach can be used for making changes or adding
new subsystems to the accelerator subsequently. This is one of the
factors that make the difference between a good control system and a
bad one.
T.I

Open-Ended Design

This is probably the most difficult aspect of control system
design. It is one thing to design a control system which will work
with a given accelerator when it is switched on, and quite another to
produce a system which is robust enough to weather changes in the
technology, developments in the accelerator itself, and
evei
expansion to an unimagined scale or combinations with machines whose
control systems have been designed by other people. A complication
is that the budget available for controls is usually adequate for the
short-term purpose, but insufficiently lavish to allow the use of
grandiose generalized schemes that provide the open-endedness which
will be needed over the long term. It is, however, important at the
design stage to make the system modular in such a way that extra
facilities can always be obtained by adding hardware, not by
rebuilding the system.
For example, consider the requirement to control some extra
devices. If each such extra device requires a certain amount of
extra memory, and there is an absolute limit on the memory which can
be installed on that particular computer, then there will arrive a
time when it is impossible (not difficult, impossible) to add another
device.' This is due to bad design. A good system architecture would
foresee this possibility and allow the problem to be solved by the
purchase and installation of an extra computer at this point, or by
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replacement with a plug-compatible computer which offers more memory
space.
Thus, when doing the original design each major dimension of the
system should be scrutinized for the conceivable limits to its
expansion. The system should be so designed that the extra capacity
can be bought for money, rather than by a fundamental redesign of the
system. Such flexibility does not come free of cost, of course, but
the extra cost of having it should be budgeted. The alternative is
to have a system which works, but which needs to be redesigned and
rebuilt if the requirements change.
The importance of being able to buy oneself out of a limitation
extends not only to size, but also to speed. Data links should be so
disposed that, if extra bandwidth is necessary, it can be purchased
by the installation of parallel channels or replacement of the links
by more advanced systems. Here we should look for bottlenecks: if
the link is faster, can the computer keep up? If not, is there a
version of the computer with faster input/output, or can two
computers be used?
Finally, it is useful when building a system which is to serve
for many years to consider the possible system extensions. In this
respect one should consider how, given the need and the resources,
one
could
attach lines to external computers for performing
large-scale computations, close control loops with the result of such
computations, install diagnostic and even self-repairing facilities
for critical elements, provide remote facilities through puDlic
networks, and so on. Many of these extensions may never be
necessary, but a well-designed system should allow them to be added
if the need should arise. That they will then cost money is
unimportant, for, should the need arise, the budget for doing the
work will certainly be available.
8

PROBLEMS ILLUSTRATING DESIGN CONCEPTS

Problem 1
Possible design parameters for a 20 T ring include the use of
300 ft-long dipoles with B = 10 Tesla which occupy 80% of the ring's
circumference. It is necessary, for quench protection purposes, to
monitor a (differential) voltage, at a 60 Hz rate every 10 ft along
the magnet. For diagnostic purposes, one desires to save in a
circular buffer a two-second-long snapshot of these voltages (for the
most recent two seconds).
a. Calculate the digitization rate per magnet and the settling time
required of an A/D converter, assuming that a single converter is
used per magnet.
b. Suppose that the control system for this ring is totally
centralized and that the results of the digitization need to be
transmitted to distant control computers for monitoring purposes.
Assuming that 16-bit A/D converters are used, and that the
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digitized results are transmitted over a single serial link,
calculate the necessary bandwidth of the link in megabits/second.
Would
an Ethernet link be a possible candidate for the
transmission scheme?
c. Suppose that the control system is distributed «nd that the
digitized voltages are stored in memory units near each magnet.
How many bytes of memory are needed to store, locally, a
two-second snapshot for the entire ring of dipoles? Assuming a
cost of 0,1 cents per bit, what is the total memory cost?
d. What do you deduce from these calculations about the advisability
of storing complete post-morten information centrally? What
alternatives do you suggest?
Problem 2
A system
requires microprocessor-based
units for
two
purposes: Application A is an elaborate function generator unit
which needs a 16-bit microprocessor and associated memory giving a
unit cost of |1000. Application B is a simple sequencer which can be
made with an 8-bit processor in a unit costing $600. The system
needs 10 function generators and 50 sequencers. The program for
scheme B costs 2 man-months of skilled effort (say $5000) but would
be essentially free if the more powerful processor were used in this
case also, since much better software support is available for 16-bit
processors. How much more does it cost to use a homogeneous 16-bit
system? What other factors can be given cost values to strengthen
the case for a homogeneous system?
Problem 3
A (paper) design of the control system for a small
accelerator has resulted in the configuration below:
PROCESSOR 2
FRONT-END
COMPUTER

(fictitious)

PROCESSOR 3
LIBRARY
COMPUTER

PROCESSOR I
CONSOLE
COMPUTER

In this configuration the role of the console computer would be
to service the console hardware, to execute the application programs
(after retrieving them from the library), and to perform tolerance
monitoring of selected accelerator devices. It is estimated that
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64 K bytes of the processor's memory will be required to execute some
of the large application programs which are anticipated.
The
tolerance monitoring routine is estimated to require an additional 16
K bytes of memory. The console hardware to be serviced by the
console computer includes: (1} a keyboard and black and white video
monitor, (2) a touch panel, and (3) a high-resolution 512 x 512 pixel
(i.e., picture element), 8-color display monitor which needs to be
refreshed at a 30 Hz rate.
Suppose you are given the task of developing the detailed
specifications for processor 1.
a. If the high-resolution monitor needed to be completely rewritten,
every refresh cycle, by the console computer, what bandwidth
would be required of an input/output channel on the console
computer? How much internal memory would be required to hold the
video image of the high-resolution monitor?
b. The chores which the computer must execute (described above)
suggest a multi-tasking operating system which typically requires
approximately 32 K bytes of memory for its exclusive use. What
would be a reasonable specification on the total amount of memory
for the console computer?
What
would
be a
reasonable
specification for the amount by which this memory could be
expanded to accommodate future growth?
c. Discuss how both the memory requirement and the input/output
bandwidth
requirement
for the console computer can be
significantly reduced by using a high-resolution monitor whioh
incorporates
its own video
refresh memory. What other
requirements and specifications can be placed upon the console
hardware to alleviate the memory and input/output bandwidth
specifications on the computer?
e. It is often possible to reduce the software complexity of a
single computer by replacing It with two processors and carefully
redistributing the repertoire of
tasks between
the
two
processors. Suggest variations of the pictured configuration
which would replace the computer with two or more computers.
What are some of the advantages of this approach? Would the use
of a single-task operating system be worth considering for one or
more of the new processors? What are some of the disadvantages
of this approach? Under what conditions would there be a
significant
increase
in the amount
of
inter-processor
communication in this approach?
9
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Improvements in accelerator technology have brought about remarkable leaps in the energy and intensity of particle beams which
can be made available for high energy physics experiments, and this
is a trend which clearly will continue for some time in the future.
It is a trend which is driven by the results of experiments. It has
been the case that every generation of new discoveries in highenergy particle experiments has led to a desire to push for measurements at yet-smaller distances, implying higher collision energies.
As the distance scales of interest become smaller so also do the
cross sections of interest, leading to a demand for ever-higher intensities even though the total cross sections tend to increase
somewhat with energy.
It is not surprising that these developments have been paralleled by similar leaps in the technology of particle detectors. Indeed, enormous advances in complexity, sensitivity, speed and
resolving power of detector systems have been called for - as well
as the invention of new detector principles - as the interesting
signatures of new physics phenomena are sought in even more rare and
complex events. Much of this advance is due to revolutionary developments in miniaturized low-cost electronics, signal processing capability and computing power, as well as to new and improved detector
device technology.
Today a large spectrometer, such as that shown in Fig. 1, is
routinely expected to contain upwards of 10,000 readout channels,
and to include information processing power integrated in its calibration, monitoring, and event pre-selection systems which exceeds
that of the main-frame computers which just a few years ago served
entire laboratories. Such spectrometers are detector systems. The
elements of such a system consist of a wide variety of detector
types sensitive to different kinds of signals, and exploiting many
principles of nuclear and atomic physics which are of interest in
their own right. In these lectures we will focus on the fundamental
principles upon which most particle detectors are based. We will
examine some practical applications and limitations, and in so doing
will provide something of an overview of the current state of detector technology. Some recent, very detailed reviews, with more complete references to current work, are given in Ref. 1.
*The submitted manuscript has been authored under contract
DE-ACO2-76CHOOO16 with the U.S. Department of Energy.
009A-243X/1270694-37 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute cf Physics
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COPPER CATCHER

T

Fig. 1.

Cross section and top view of the Axial Field Spectrometer,
in which many detection techniques are closely integrated
to study colliding proton beams at the CERN ISR.

In the study of the interactions of elementary particles we aim
— at leaat ideally - to determine the four-vectors Pi = (pi,E£)
<s>£ #11 the secondary particles. To do this a measurement of the
w&S-i&x wweenta p£ combined with the energies Ej or the particle
•y#4<9SiLitiei» vi must be carried out. Accordingly, we can identify
fvlleving three general classes of detectors:
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i) The measurement of particle position is the basis for
determining the configuration of final-8tate particles; measuring the trajectory of a charged particle in a magnetic field
determines its momentum. Extensive work has led to the
development of precise, fine-grain tracking detectors
approaching "visual" capabilities for pattern recognition when
many particles are present.
ii) The measurement of a particle's velocity provides the
basis for a determination of its mass. The ever-increasing
energies of particle accelerators are at the origin of the
search for and the development of new techniques of velocity
measurements.
iii) The measurement of a particle's energy or the characterization of an inelastic collision through quantities related to
the "energy fl}w" using calorimetric methods have assumed great
importance and are frequently replacing the classical charged
particle spectrometer for momentum determination.
Particles are of course detected through their characteristic
interactions inside the detector. In Table I we summarize some of
the important ways in which detectable signals are generated in the
detector medium. In the following sections we discuss the basic
physics of these interactions which fundamentally determine the
characteristics and limitations of detector performance, and then
consider in turn the three classes of detectors mentioned above. We
conclude with a discussion of detector systems.

Table I. Particle interactions as basis for detection

Interaction:
Type of Signal:

Typical Energy
Transfer:
Characteristic

Comments:

Electromagnetic:
atomic collisions
Scintillation light
Ionizntion charge
Cerenkov radiation
Transition radiation
Synchrotron radiation

S trong: Hadronic,
nuclear collisions
Total or kinetic
energy

1 - 1 0 eV/collision
Few GeV/collision
Nuclear absorption
Tladiation length:
length: X * A/Ho)
Xo = 180 A / Z 2 (g cm~ 2 )
(.mean path length for 1/e N » Avogadro's number
a * absorption cross
reduction of energy)
section
Particle identity remains
Initial particle is
intact.
destroyed in inelastic

collisions.
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II.

II.1

ENERGY LOSS, POSITION MEASUREMENT AND TRACKING
OF CHARGED PARTICLES

Energy Loss in Thin Absorbers and Multiple Scattering

For precise determination of the trajectories of charged particles the detector medium must be thin enough so as not to unduly
deflect the particle from its true path, while at the same time
allowing sufficient interaction to produce a measurable signal. The
main contribution to the energy loss is through electromagnetic
processes which result in excitation or ionization of the atoms
that comprise the active medium of the detector. The resultant
signal, either photons or ionization charges moving in an applied
field, can be measured in a variety of ways. At the same time the
particle is deflected by many independent small-angle Coulomb scatterings in whatever material is presented to it by the detector,
including walls, electrodes, gas, etc.
The expression for the most probable rate of energy loss, given
by the Bethe-Block formula corrected for density effect can be
written as follows:

where

v = particle velocity, fJ = v/C,
n = number of electrons per cm in the absorber medium,
e = electronic charge, m e = electron mass,
=
^tnax
maximum energy transfer from the incident particle
to an atomic electron [= 2m e v /(I - 0^], and
I is an effective ionization potential.
The correction for density effect is contained in the term
given by 6.
Equation II-l gives the average energy loss per unit distance
traversed by a singly charged particle in a particular medium (the
properties of the medium being characterized by parameters n and
I ) . The characteristic velocity dependence is given in Fig. 2,
showing the strong 1/3 dependence below the "minimum of ionization"
near 3Y = 4 followed by a logarithmic increase ("relativistic rise")
at higher velocities. This logarithmic increase eventually saturates at a value which depends on the density and atomic nature of
the medium; the density effect, as it is called, results from a
polarization of the medium which screens the long-range effects of
the relativistic increase in the transverse component of the electric field due to the moving charge. Thus, in noble gases the relativistic rise is a 30% to 50% effect, whereas in solids it is a few
percent at most.
The energy loss process is a statistical one, resulting from
many collisions covering a very wide range of momentum transfer.
Figure 3 shows the spectrum of energy-loss mechanisms for relativistic electrons in water. For thin absorbers, i.e. absorbers in which
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Fig. 2.
Relative rate of
ionization loss
(dE/dx) for a
chared particle
in a gas. From
Allison and Cobb.2
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Fig. 3. Relative probability
for a collision with a certain energy transfer. E,n
is the maximum kinematically
allowed energy transfer.
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the energy loss is a very small fraction of the total energy, the
distribution obtained from repeated measurements is broad and very
asymmetric, as illustrated in Fig. 4. Here the relativistic rise in
argon gas is clearly seen, the protons being at very nearly the
minimum ionizing velocity. The energy loss distribution obtained in
a thin layer of silicon6 is shown in Fig. 5. Curves of this sort
are usually referred to in a generic sense as Landau distributions,
after L. Landau, who gave the first analytic treatment of Che
problem.
In concert with the energy loss, the charged particle is
deflected from its initial direction by the cummulative effect of
many small-angle Coulomb scatters. This is referred to as "mulciple
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200
Channel number
Measured pulse height spectra for charged particles in
2.3-cm thickness of argon (10% CHi*) at 1 atm: (a) 3-GeV/c
protons; (b) 2-GeV/c electrons.
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Fig. 5.

KeV
Measured energy loss spectrum for 100-GeV/c pions
traversing a 300-^m thickness of silicon. The high
energy tail is shown magnified a factor of ten.

Coulomb scattering", for which a detailed theory has been
developed.
The most often used formula for practical calculations
is an approximation which estimates the rms scattering angle in
terms of the radiation length:
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(II-2)
E

= 2 0 MeV .

Here P, 3, Z^n are the momentum (in MeV/c), velocity and charge
number of the incident particle, and X / X Q gives the thickness of
the scattering medium in radiation lengths. (The process of
multiple Coulomb scattering is not intimately related to the
radiation length, except that the two have similar dependence on the
atomic number and weight of the scatterer.)
II.2

From Ionization Clusters to Track Coordinates:
An Example of Signal Development for Position Measurement

A number of steps are required to derive a measure of a
particle's position from the primary interactions discussed above.
It is instructive to follow the signal development in some detail,
and we will do so here for a particular class of detector: that in
which the primary signal consists of ionization charge deposited in
a gas. The common examples of such detectors are multiwire proportional chambers and drift ch?mbers. We will see that similar
physical processes govern the performance of other types of detectors as well.
Before proceeding with the example,let us derive, roughly,
some intuition for the kind of measurement accuracy required.
Consider a charged particle of momentum P (GeV/c) moving in the x-z
plane, wit'i a uniform magnetic field B (Tesla) perpendicular to the
plane. The particle traverses n thin detector layers distributed
over a distance, L. The situation is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6.

Schematic of detector array to measure
the trajectory of a
charged particle in
a magnetic field.

At each plane the x coordinate of the trajectory is measured with
accuracy o x , and we wish to determine the particle momentum from
the cui-vature of the trajectory:
R (meters) = 3.3 P/B
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The t r a c k ' s s a g i t t a i s
s = L 2 /8R = L2B/26P .
As a very rough estimate

we take As = Ojj//n, and

where (AP/P) m refers to the momentum uncertainty due to measurement error, and the units are GeV, Tesla, meters.
For the sake of example, let us take B = 1 Tesla, L = 1 meter,
n = 25 measurements. Then
(AP/P) m = 5o x (meters) P (GeV/c) .
If P is 100 GeV/c, then we require o^ = 200 \sa for a 10%
measurement.
The error due to multiple Coulomb scattering is

(ft *
where we have
each detector
improved upon
Eqs. II-3 and
distortion of
dominates the
„

substituted Eq. II-2 for QQ» a n d c i s t n e thickness of
plane. This represents'a limit which cannot be
with increased measurement accuracy. Combining
II-5 we obtain a momentum Po below which the
the trajectory due to multiple Coulomb scattering
measurement error:
0.006 tiL

For our example case, if each of the 25 detector layers has
thickness t equal to 0.001 radiation length, then Po = 24 GeV/c.
This little exercise will serve to set the scale for the basic
requirements of tracking detectors for high energy particles, and it
illustrates some of the reasons for the almost universal application
of wire chambers: with a gas as active medium, and thin wire
electrodes, they contain very little material; they work well in
magnetic fields; sub-millimeter position accuracies are easily
achieved in detector planes covering quite large areas.
The essential principles of this type of detector are illustrated in Fig. 7. Ionization charge is produced along the trajectory of a charged particle traversing the detector. The free
charges thus produced in the gas drift along electric field lines to
an electrode where the arrival of the charge produces a signal which
may be amplified and recorded. The device in Fig. 7 is a singlewire cylindrical proportional chamber. The generalization of this
technique to multiwire detectors by Charpak and co-workers
in the
early 1970s revolutionized instrumentation for nuclear and
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Fig. 7.

, AVALANCHE
MULTIPLICATION

Illustration of the
principle of wire
chambers: operation of
a single-wire cylindrical proportional
chamber.

particle physics experiments. The operation of a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC) and a drift chamber are schematically shown in
Fig. 8. In the case of the MWPC, the x-coordinate of the track as
it crosses the detector is determined from the position of the wire
at which a signal appears. For the drift chamber, a time interval
it = ti - to is recorded, corresponding to the time required for
charge to drift from the initial position of the track to the anode
^PARTICLE TRAJECTORY
CATHODE
PLANES

J FEW mm

V

-—ANODE WIRES

Fig. 8.
pRIFT CHAMBER: 4 1 = l | - l o ~ A x
DRIFT PATHS OF ELECTRONS
FIRST ELECTRONS
AT W I R E i t ,

SCREENING • " j - y T n ' F T T i
ELECTRO^
^|j||:|:l

Practical wire chamber
geometries: (a) multiwire
proportional chamber;
(b) operation of a drift
chamber cell.
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wire. If the velocity of drift is known (typical velocities are a
few cm/usec) this gives the position. The drift chamber technique
reduces the number of anode wires and amplifiers required in the
detector plane, and in general is capable of better position resolution than the MWPC.
The development of these devices and understanding the physics
which underlies their operation has been the focus of considerable
effort in laboratories around the world for the past 15 years.
References to detailed discussions can be found in the works cited
in Ref. 1. See in particular Refs. 10, 11, and 12.
Let us consider now a relativistic charged particle crossing a
detector such as that in Fig. 7. The active medium is a gas at a
pressure of 1 atmosphere. Typically this gas is argon, with a small
admixture of other components whose purpose will be discussed in a
moment. The rate of energy loss for a minimum ionizing track in
argon gas at 1 atm is
dE/dx = 2 . 7 keV/cm ."
The ionization potential is about 26 eV/ion pair, yielding a primordial signal of approximately 100 ion pairs/cm. The ionization
charges are not uniformly spread out along the track length. They
are produced in discrete ionizing collisions, of which there are
about 30 per centimeter. Thus the ionization electrons appear in
clusters of about 3 electrons per cluster, with a mean distance
between clusters along the track of * 300 nn. These electrons drift
toward the anode with velocity determined by the electric fields and
the properties of the gas. Usually a "cooling gas" such as a hydrocarbon or CO2 is added to reduce the rate of electron diffusion
(which is high in pure argon), and to establish a saturated drift
velocity. The electron drift velocity as a function of electric
field strength is shown in Fig. 9 for various gases. Usually a mixture is chosen for which, at fields " 1 kV/cm, the velocity of drift

Fig. 9.
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2
3
«
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Dependence of electron
drift velocity on the electric field strength.
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is nearly independent of field, thus greatly reducing systematic
errors in drift chambers. A typical drift velocity is « 5 cm/us,
i.e. 20 nanosec per millimeter of drift.
The few-hundred or so ionization electrons arriving at the
anode are not in themselves a sufficient amount of charge to register a signal in external circuitry, and these detectors are designed
to take advantage of intrinsic gain in the form of avalanche growth
in a strong electric field very near the wire. At sufficiently
large fields (approximately 100 kV/cm in gases at STP) the acceleration between collisions of the ionization electrons with gas atoms
is large enough to cause secondary ionization and to initiate a sustained avalanche. For the cylindrical geometry of Fig. 6 (anode
radius a, cathode radius, b) the electric field at radial distance r
is:

C Vn

For anode radius a - 20 pm and typical values of VQ, avalanche multiplication occurs within a few times the wire radius - as schematically illustrated in Fig. 6. Multiplication factors of 10 to 10
are typical. This factor, often referred to as "gas gain," is controlled by varying the wire diameter, the applied voltage Vo, and
the gas composition. The development and control of the avalanche
multiplication is a complex and fascinating subject which we will
not be able to treat in detail here (see Rice-Evans, and S s u l i ) .
For avalanche multiplication 1 10 the total charge remains proportional to the initial ionization charge, hence the term "proportional counter." In this mode the avalanche remains localized to a
small spot along the wire. At much higher gains a discharge spreads
along the length of the wire and the (very large) output pulse is
independent of the initiating charge: this is the mode of operation
of the Geiger-Muller counter used in early experiments.
In a proportional wire detector the avalanche charge is produced very near the anode wire, most of it within a few microns of
the wire surface. The electrons thus produced move toward the wire,
traveling a very short distance. The positive ions move away from
the wire, toward the cathode, traveling at a rate about 1000 times
slower than the electron drift speed. The signal which appears in
the form of a currant pulse on the wire is induced by these moving
charges, and this signal is due almost entirely to the motion of the
positive ions.
It is this motion which governs the time development of the
signal. Figure 10 shows the induced charge as a function of time
for a wire chamber of typical dimensions. Note that, while the
total collection time is very long (many microseconds), the curve
rises very sharply, and the first 20 to 30% of the charge is collec-
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ted in a few tens of nanoseconds. The diagram in Fig. 10 shows a
bipolar pulse-shaping waveform which exploits this fact, and would
allow two tracks separated in time by ^ 500 nsec to be resolved.
Certain trade-offs between noise and resolving time are possible, and the specification and optimization of the amplifier circuit
is an integral part of the design of the detector itself. The principles of noise analysis and the matching of amplifier and detector
are discussed in Ref. 13.
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Fig. 10.

Signal development on a proportional wire. The signal
charge Q(t), normalized to the total charge, is shown as a
function of time. The total drift time, tpj, is the time
required for all ionization electrons to be collected. A
bipolar noise filter weighting function is indicated above
(see Ref. 13).

With the multiwire proportional chamber it is possible to construct large area (several square meters) position detectors, with
anode wire spacing of a few millimeters, and a corresponding spatial
resolution a x = 1 mm (cf. Eq. II-3). An important feature of such
detectors is their yery high rate capability, which, as we have just
seen, can exceed 10 particle hits per wire per second.
With the drift chamber, which uses the information of the drift
time of the ionization electrons to interpolate the position between
anode wires, increased position accuracy is possible. The most
important intrinsic limitations to the accuracy of these detectors
are
i) the relatively sparse distribution of ionization charge
along the track (••300 nn between clusters), and
ii) diffusion of the drifting electrons. The effect of diffusion in various gases is displayed in Fig. 11.
Typically, these effects impose limitations on a x at the 100- to
200-iJm level in large detectors. Thus, the rather severe
requirements obtained in our little spectrometer exercise above can
indeed be met. It will be appreciated however that in order to
exploit the potential for such precision, in a detector system which
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may contain thousands of anode wires with overall dimensions
measured in meters, a great deal of care must be taken to minimize
systemmatic errors.These include mechanical inaccuracies, field
non-uniformity, changes in gas composition, even temperature and
pressure gradients in the gas.
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Other Techniques of Track Measurement:
Methods for Very High Resolution

Wire chambers are not, of course, the only devices used for
measuring the trajectories of charged particles. In Table II we
list the kinds of detectors in common use and show some of their
important properties. In all cases the primordial signal is some
component of the energy loss given by Eq. II-l; either the ionization charge or photons emitted by excited atoms in the active volume
of the detector.
"Visual" detectors are those in which the tracks of charged
particles are recorded with nearly continuous image density on
photographic film, or some similar medium. This class of detectors
is the most effective for reconstructing complex events with many
tracks. These detectors allow the uniquely powerful pattern recognition capability of the human eye and brain to be brought to bear
on such events.
"Electronic" detectors are those which consist of discrate
detection elements, each with its own signal recording circuitry.
Most detectors in modern experiments are of this type. They can be
very flexibly configured, are generally capable of sustaining quite
high particle rates, and in most cases the response can be used in
fast real-time decisions for interaction triggers and on-line event
selection. The electronic detectors listed in Table II are continuously sensitive devices, whereas the streamer chamber and bubble
chamber must be pulsed.
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Table II.

Tracking detectors

Typical
Limiting
Maximum
resolution resolution
instantaneous
(tfn)
(jlm)
rate/element (Hz)

Visual Detectors:
Emulsion
Bubble chamber
Streamer
Electronic
Detectors:
Scintillator
Proportional chamber
Drift Chamber
Position-sensitive
semi conduc tor

1
75

50

300

10

5 1000
500
150

300
> 100
> 20

30

5

$

1

Recovery
time

- - - Not real time - 10 4
> .01 sec
10 5
'
> .01 sec

106
107}

<r 10 ns
rate limit
10 4 Hz/am

10'

J* 100 ns

10

One of the most important avenues of detector development in
recent years has been to extend the drift chamber concept to produce
an electronic detector capable of giving track "images" with the
visual quality typically associated with bubble and streamer chambers. The important difference between such truly visual detectors
and the classical wire chamber is that in a bubble chamber, for
example, each bubble gives a track point whose position is unambiguously known in all three space dimensions, and there are many bubbles along each track, whereas in an array of wire chambers a measurement at each wire plane gives only the coordinate in the plane
perpendicular to the wires, and the position along the wire is not
known. In fact, methods have now been developed for localizing the
position of the avalanche along the wire, with accuracy of the order
of a centimeter. One way of doing this employs resistive anode
wires and readout electronics to measure the pulse height at each
end of every anode wire. The ratio of pulse heights at the two ends
of a wire determines the position along the wire. This technique is
referred to as "charge division."
Another approach is to measure
the induced charge on segmented cathodes ("pads") which are segmented along the wire direction.
Figure 12 shows examples of
large-volume "imaging" drift chambers using these techniques.
Another direction being vigorously pursued in the development
of improved tracking chambers involves efforts to significantly
enhance the resolving power, in terms of both the position resolution and the ability to resolve pairs of nearby tracks. For wire
chambers, specially designed electrode structures coupled with
advances in electronics and in the knowledge of the physics of
charge transport and collection in gases have led to a number of
devices that approach the limits of resolution listed in Table II.
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Fig. 12.
Three "imaging" track detectors
using drift chamber techniques:
(a) the time projection chamber
of the PEP-4 spectrometer,15
(b) the axial field spectrometer,16
and (c) the UA-1 dipole spectrom-
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The desire for such improvements arose largely because of the higher momenta and track densities that came with higher accelerator
energies, in particular the characteristic signatures of high transverse momentum phenomena in QCD.
In addition, the decay properties of particles made up of the newly discovered heavy-flavor
quarks - charm and beauty - involve lifetimes corresponding to distances of the order of a few hundred microns: they can be directly
observed with detectors whose resolution is 5 to 10 times better
than that of conventional wire chambers (see later, Sec. III).
Whereas wire chambers are pushed toward fundamental limits to
achieve such resolution, a new class of electronic detector has
recently received broad attention for which the inherent spatial
resolution is £ 10 pm. The development of very high resolution
position-sensitive semiconductor detectors > has followed from
years of experience in low energy nuclear physics experiments with
unsegmented semiconductor detectors, plus the realization of largescale integrated circuit techniques for putting many detector elements on a single silicon wafer.
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Fig. 13.

Signal development in a semiconductor diode detector.

The characteristic property of a single-crystal silicon semiconductor is the small separation between the conduction snd valence
band of electron energies. The mean energy deposited per electronhole pair is 3.6 eV (cf. 26 eV per ion pair in argon gas). Figure
13 illustrates how a signal is developed as a charged particle traverses a silicon semiconductor detector element. For a relativistic
(minimum-ionizing) particle the rate of energy loss is = 3 MeV/cm,
corresponding to 80 electron-hole pairs per micron of track length
in silicon (see Fig. 5 ) . This charge drifts in the applied field E,
inducing a signal charge on the collection electrodes; there is no
avalanche gain. Electrons and holes drift with nearly the same
velocity; the hole mobility is the smaller and gives typical drift
velocity of 1 cm/sec. Thus, as shown in Fig. 13, collection times
can be <, 100 nsec for detector thicknesses <£ 1 millimeter.
The collection field E can not be established with simple ohmic
contacts between the silicon crystal and the electrodes, as the
finite resistivity of the semiconductor would result in a current
flow ("leakage current") whose fluctuations would overwhelm the
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signs". Hence a diode structure is used. An n-type region with an
excess of free electrons is joined to a p-type region which has more
holes. Near the junction the diffusion of charge establishes a
region which is depleted of free charge, carriers, blocking the current. The thickness of this depletion layer (Xj)) is determined by
the bias voltage (V) and the resistivity (p) of the semiconductor
material. For silicon,
XJJ

(mm) = 0.5

with p in Kft-cm and V in kV. The entire sensitive volume of a
detector must be depleted. To achieve depletion layers of a few
hundred microns thickness requires extremely pure silicon: typically
a resistivity_>10 Kfl-cm is required, corresponding to impurity
levels of i 10
atoms per cm (about 1 part in 10 ! ) .
The construction of a silicon microstrip detector is illustrated in Fig. 14a. Its application and readout geometry is much
like that of a tiny wii •_• chamber: a silicon wafer is subdivided into
many strip electrodes, each of which acts as a diode detector
element as described above. Space resolution figures <10 yra are
achieved with such detectors and, because of the fine granularity,
high track densities can be tolerated. A serious limitation of
these devices is that, in the simplest case, every strip must have
its own chain of readout electronics. In some cases it is possible
to interpolate among groups of strips, nevertheless it is generally
true that a few square centimeters of detector may require square
meters of fan-outs and amplifier cards for the readout. Several
methods are now being explored to overcome this problem (see
Radeka ) .
One approach is to integrate much of the front-end
amplification and readout logic onto the detector chip; another is
to develop charge coupled devices (CCD), such as are now common in
video applications, as charged particle detectors. This approach is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 14b. Figure 14c shows the principle of a "semiconductor drift chamber."

III.

PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

Traditionally, particle identification has referred to a determination of the particle mass and has applied to discrimination
among pions, kaons, and protons. While this remains important, the
identification of other types of particles, e.g. leptons, photons,
and heavy flavor particles with characteristic lifetimes in the
range 10
to 10
sec, and the identification of particles
through the invariant mass of their decay products has become increasingly important.
The momenta of particles to be studied at existing machines
span a very wide range, from e. few hundred MeV/c to a few hundred
GeV/c. A number of identification techniques exist, each one
applicable for a certain momentum interval.
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III.l

Position-sensitive semiconductor detectors. ® (a) Microstri
detector with charge collection and measurement on individual strip electrodes, (b) Charge transfer device (CCD).
(c) The concept of a semiconductor drift chamber, in which
a linearly varying potential in the X direction causes electrons to drift to the mid-plane and then to the positively
biased n+ readout electrode.

Time-of-Flight (TOF)

Direct measurement of a particle's velocity provides identification for particle momenta up to "2 GeV/c, depending on the available path length. Fig. IS shows the time difference as a function
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of momentum for a one-meter flight path. The typical resolving time
for a detector consisting of scintillator and photomultiplier tube
is 300 to 400 picosecond; specialized detectors involving spark discharges can be made nearly an order of magnitude faster.
The TOF
technique plays an important role in e + e~ colliding beam experiments, where the useful momentum range is well matched to the majority of secondary particles produced.
III.2

Identification by lonization Loss (dE/dx)

As we have seen (Eq. II-l), the rate of ionization loss as a
charged particle moves through an absorbing medium is velocity
dependent.
An accurate determination of dE/dx along with the particle momentum is a conceptually attractive means of particle identification, since the two measurements can be accomplished in the same
detector volume. In practice it is very difficult to achieve the
required energy-loss resolution. This is because of the large fluctuations in the rate of ionization loss (Fig. 5 ) , making it necessary to repeat the measurement many times on each track (a process
known s.s ionization sampling, which is usually accomplished with
many layers of proportional wire readout).
The curves in Fig. 16 show the calculated energy loss rate
(Eq. II-l) for the PEP-4 TPC detector
as a function of particle
type and momentum. At low momenta, less than a few hundred MeV,
where the curves are falling as 1/8 , an r.m.s. resolution of 10 to
15% in dE/dx is adequate for useful discrimination among pions,
kaons, and protons. This can be achieved with a few tens of
sampling layers over track lengths of order 1 meter or less, and is
exploited in a number of carefully designed tracking chamber
systems. At higher momenta, 1 to " 5 0 GeV/c, the "relativistic
rise" of the dE/dx curves is present in thin absorbers, and can ir
principle be used to advantage for particle identification. This
requires dE/dx measurement at the 5% level, calling for hundreds of
ionization samples per track and a formidable effort to overcome
systemmatic errors. »
The points shown in Fig. 16 are
measurements from the PEP-4 TPC, ovi of the few detectors to realize
this level of sensitivity.
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Cerenkov Radiation

The energy lost by a charged particle moving through a continuous absorbing medium includes a small component involving the
direct emission of visible or ultraviolet light. This component,
<i 1% of the energy loss rate due to ionization, is also velocity
dependent.
A particle moving with velocity 0 = v/c in a medium
with index of refraction n(A) emits light along a conical wavefront. The angle of emission, for wavelength A, is given by
cos8 c (A) = 1/SnU) ,
where 8 C is called the Cerenkov angle, and the free photon which
is emitted is called Cerenkov radiation. At low velocities, where
0n(A) id less then unity, 9 C is not a physical angle and free
photons are not emitted. The velocity at which cos6 c =• 1 is a
threshold velocity above which light is emitted in the refractive
medium and below which it is not. Detectors utilising Cerenkov
emission for particle identification may be of the threshold type,
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registering the presence or absence of this radiation, or of the
differential type, in which a direct measurement of the Cerenkov
angle is used to determine the particle velocity. In the latter
case, assuming n(X) is known, a corresponding measurement of the
momentum then determines the mass with an accuracy given by
(l/l - B 2 ) dB/e + dp/p .

dm/m =

Measurements of (5 to relative accuracy df3/0 = 10" can be achieved
by optical methods.
The number of detected photons, a crucial parameter for the
design of either type of detector, is given by
N = N 0 L sin 2 6 c ,
where L is the path length in the radiating medium over which light
is collected, and No is typically of or^er 50 photons/cm. The value
of No depends sensitively on the energy-dependent defection efficiency for photons, and may range as high as 200 cm" if ultraviolet
photons can be detected efficiently.
A useful detector must match the radiating medium to the momentum range of interest, and one does not find an ideal match for all
cases. Table III gives the relevant properties of various materials

Table III. Properties of selected Cerenkov radiators
(adapted from Fabjan and Fischer )

Threshold value

Radiator
Scititillator
LiF

Plexiglass
FC75
Liquid N2
Liquid H2
Liquid He
Aero ge1

n • 1*
5.8
4.0
4.0
2.8

X
X
X
X

2.0
1.1
2.1

X

(2-10)

X

X
X

c H

1.7

X

co 2

4.3
3.3

X

5 l:2

He

X

<W

10-1
10" 1
10-1
10-1

1.30
1.43
1.43
1.60

10" 1
10" 1
10 " 2
lO-2

1.81
2.40
5.0
2-5
17

10" 4
10-5

*In visible wavelength reg ion

34 }
123'

ConssR^it

Lowest-index roomtemperature liquid

Transparent solid; index
can be tuned during
production
Highest-index STP gas
At STP
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which make useful radiators for high energy physics experiments.
Until recently the list of usable materials had a very unfortunate
gap in the range of indices n = 1.02 to 1.1, which covers the most
interesting threshold velocities for many experiments, including
most colliding-beam experiments. The development of silica aerogel
radiator
has provided the first practical means of covering large
solid angles with a detector whose threshold velocity lies near, or
just above, the minimum-ionizing value. The gaseous radiators are
the most widely used, aa the refractive index can be altered by
changing the gas pressure P. If no is the refractive index at
atmospheric pressure, then to good approximation,
(n - 1) = (n 0 - D P .
Frequently, identification of IT, k, and p is required over a range
of momenta for which a succession of threshold counters is necessary, each one optimized for a different threshold velocity.
A technique which has been a long time in development, and is
just now being realized in practical detectors for experiments, is
that of a ring-imaging Cerenkov counter covering large solid
angles. The concept is illustrated in Fig, 17. Here the light cone
emitted from a charged track is focussed into a ring by a spherical
mirror. The diameter of the ring image is related to the Cerenkov
angle, and hence to the velocity. The center of the ring gives the
track position. The essential development to make such a detector
feasible is a large area, highly segmented photon detector with sufficient sensitivity to produce many photons in a ring even for
rather shcrt lengths of radiator. Special UV-sensitive wire chambers have been successfully developed for this purpose, an example
of which is shown in the figure.
III.4

Transition Radiation Detection (TRD)

A highly relativistic charged particle moving in a discontinuous dielectric medium may emit x-ray photons in a phenomenon called
transition radiation.
The x-ray intensity spectrum is a function of
the particle's energy E = mY, y = (1 - P 2 )"" 1 / 2 , so a measurement
of this radiation offers a means of particle identification in the
ultra-relativistic regime (BY > 500) where methods sensitive to the
particle velocity are not useful.
TRD methods are used to separate electrons from large backgrounds of hadronic particles at momenta greater than 1 GeV/c, and
to separate kaons and pions at momenta greater than 100 GeV/c.
Transition radiation is emitted at the interface between materials of different dielectric properties. Figure 18 illustrates the
geometry of a radiator for a practical detector, which consists of
many such interfaces. Transition radiation results from the timevarying currents induced by the transient polarization of the medium
as a relativistic charged particle crosses the boundary from one
material to the other.
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(a) Diagram of the ring-imaging Cerenkov geometry. The
outer spherical surface is a mirror and the inner surface a
photon detector, (b) A photon detector using drift chamber
techniques. The photons are converted into photo-electrons
by photoionization of gas molecules in the drift volume.
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Typically, as we shall see below, a radiator stack such as
that shown in Fig. 18 consists of many thin foils separated by a
gas. In the ultra-relativistic limit, Y > 1, a simplified expression for the energy radiated from one foil, per unit solid angle dfl
and unit frequency u>, is

Here <x is the fine-stiucture constant, ?£ = uip^/a) where W p 4
is the plasma frequency in medium i, and <j> is the phase difference
between radiation emitted from adjacent interfaces.
The phase
difference is
d.cu

,

,

„

These expressions give a characteristic forward peaking of the
radiation, with maximum intensity at 0 = 1/y. The total energy
radiated is

E => |
a(Vtap,l
, Y
3
where we assume u, i > '"'p^' Th e average number of photons radiated per foil is *N) = o, and for this reason a practical radiator
for efficient detection must have hundreds of foils.
The optimum thickness of the radiating foils is determined
by several considerations, one of which is a coherence length, sometimes called a "formation zone," which follows from the expression
for the phase angle <f and sets a minimum foil thickness:

A competing requirement is that the radiator not be so thick as to
re-absorb the radiated x rays.
From these considerations it follows that the best material for
the radiating foils will have high electron density (high (!>„) and
low Z (small rate of attenuation for x rays). One such optimization
resulted in a radiator consisting of 500 layers of lithium
foil, each 50 |im thick, totalling about 2% of a radiation length.
Lithium has 1Uop =• 14 eV and Z = 3. Foils of Mylar (Csft^) have
often been used, having-tfwp = 24 eV and Z « 8. The radiator does
not always consist of foils: volumes of closely-packed bits of carbon fiber ^5wp = 28 and Z * 6) have been successfully employed as
a radiator.
*a « e /45Eg1fC; The plasma frequency is given by
(i)p • (Ne /Eom)l'2 where N is the electron density.
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Sach section of radiator must be followed by a detector sensitive to transition x-ray photons. For this photon detector the
active absorber should be of high Z for good x-ray absorption
efficiency. Typically a xenon-filled multiwire proportional chamber
is used. Figure 19 shows measured energy loss spectra in such a
detector, for the case of ionization loss only and for combined
ionization loss and transition radiation energy loss.

1.04cm X*
l.4G(V/c
-fl*WITH OUMMY

90
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PULSE HEIGHT

Fig.

19.

Energy loss spectrusn in a MWPC for 1.4-GeV/c pions and
electrons with a "dummy" radiator and with a radiator
consisting of 1000 lithium foils of 51-nm thickness.

Figure 20 illustrates a configuration of radiator plus photon
detector used in a recent test.
Here the wire chamber and its
high speed readout electronics are designed to resolve individual
clusters of ionization electrons in the wire chamber. In this way
the dE/dx signals from charged tracks (small clusters) can be
distinguished from the signals due to absorption of x-ray quanta
(large clusters), and the sensitivity to the TR signal can be
significantly enhanced.

III.5

Secondary Vertex Measurement

In some cases particles have characteristic decay modes with
lifetimes which make it convenient to observe the decay process
directly and thereby identify the decaying particle. For many years
this has been the basis for the study of strange particles; indeed,
it was the means for their discovery. These particles have mean
lifetimes of a few times 10
sec, so that they travel, typically
several centimeters in the interval between production and decay.
The topological signatures of these decays are easily spotted in
bubble chamber photographs, such as that shown in Fig. 21. If all
of the decay products are observed and their momenta measured, the
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Diagram showing transition radiator and drift chamber photon
detector, the latter configured to detect individual ionization clusters. Also shown is the signal current waveform at
the anode wire as a function of the drift time.
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Photograph and line diagram of event showing the production and decay of JJ-. F r o m B a m e s et al. 3 3
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mass of the parent particle can be reconstructed. Thus, the
identification of K s
+ TT+TT~ an
and A + pir" can often be made with
good efficiency and little ambiguity. In other cases, particularly
semi-leptonic decays such as u + (iv, one or more particles go
unobserved yet the decay is still seen (in this case a kink in the
charged particle trajectory) and a lifetime measured; usually this
is enough to make a mass assignment with a high degree of
confidence.
With the discovery of new families of particles associated with
the heavy flavors charm and beauty there has been a resurgence of
interest in the techniques of secondary vertex detection, but on a
much smaller distance scale. These particles have lifetimes in the
range T » 10" to 10" seconds, so that the separation between
production and decay vertices is typically less than a millimeter.
Until very recently the only detectors capable of reliably resolving
these decays were those employing photographic emulsions (see Table
II). Now, electronic detectors with resolution a < 10 pm are being
successfully developed, as we discussed in Sec. II.
A detector array designed to tag the decays of charm particles
(e.g. D~ mesons with mean lifetime C T =0.25 mm) is shown schematically in Fig. 22.
It consists of four planes of silicon microstrip detectors, with measurement precision Ox at each plane. The
uncertainty of the fitted trajectory at the vertex is a v . Tracks
from decay products will appear to miss the primary interaction vertex by an amount 6 = C T , and thus we require Oy < ex. For a 4plane detector the error 0 V is given by
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The first term if the position resolution, the second is the effect
of the angular resolution, and the last is the multiple scattering
2cm:
contribution. For o x = 10 inn,
2
= (5 ym) + (3 um) +

pm)

eg

DETECTOR
« PLANES.

Fig. 22.
Resolution at the vertex
for a single track traversing four detector
to scale).
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IV.

CALORIMETRY

Calorimeters measure the energy and position of particles
through total absorption. In the process of absorption, secondary
particles are generated, which themselves react inside the detector. Eventually all (or most of) the incident particle's energy
will be converted into heat: hence the term "calorimeter." The
increase in temperature, however, is usually too small to measure in
a practical way, and some characteristic interaction with matter
(e.g. atomic excitation and ionization) is used to derive a detectable signal.
Among the reasons why this technique is attractive for high
energy physics are the following:
i) It is the only way to measure neutral particles among the
secondaries produced in high energy collisions,
ii) The relative accuracy of the total energy loss measurement
(a statistical process) improves with increasing energy E as
E~l/2. Therefore, with the increasing energy of accelerators,
absorptive spectroscopy is becoming frequently more accurate
than measurements with magnetic spectrometers — especially if
large solid-angle coverage is required.
iii) The signal from these detectors is developed on a time
scale of 10
to 10" sec and is therefore useful for very fast
trigger decisions, selecting events with characteristic distribution of energy deposit.
It is useful to group calorimeters according to the type of
incident particle to be detected. Electrons and photons interact
electromagnetically with the absorbing material through processes
such as bremsstrahlung, pair production, and Compton scattering.
The magnitudes of these cross sections set the scale for the size
and depth of "electromagnetic calorimeters." Hadrons, on the other
hand, interact mainly through the strong force and hence the nuclear
interaction length is the appropriate scale.
In recent years much has been learned about the properties of
electromagnetic and hadronic showers, and there has been rapid
development of instrumentation to realize the intrinsic resolution
of calorimeters.
The characteristic length scale for electromagnetic showers is
nearly energy-independent above 1 GeV, and is usually expressed as
the "radiation length," X Q , which is defined as the mean free path
for an electron in a material (A,Z):
X o = 180 A/Z 2 (g c m " 2 ) .
Some characteristics of the shower development for 6-GeV electrons
in various materials are shown in Fig. 23. This behavior changes
slowly with energy; the depth of the shower maximum is approximately proportional to the logarithm of the energy.
The hadronic shower is far more complex than the electromagnetic processes. It is propagated by a succession of inelastic
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Depth [X o ]

Fig. 23.

Longitudinal shower development (left ordinate) of 6-GeV/c
electrons in three different materials, showing the scaling
in 7CQ.
On the right ordinate the shower radius for 902
containment of the shower is given as a function of the
shower depth. In the later development of the cascade, the
radial shower dimensions scale with the "Moliere radius,"
p M j. 7A/Z.

hadronic interactions which, at high energies, are characterized by
multiparticle production and by particle emission from nuclear disintegration of excited nuclei. These complex nuclear processes
determine the energy resolution achievable with hadron calorimeters. Some experimental results on longitudinal and transverse
distributions in hadronic showers are shown in Fig. 24. One
observes approximate scaling in the nuclear absorption length X =
A/CNpaj), where A is the atomic number of the absorbing material,
p the density, and a^ the inelastic cross section, and N is
Avogadro's number.
The ultimate limit for the energy resolution of a homogeneously
sensitive calorimeter is determined by fluctuations intrinsic to the
mechanism of shower development. For electromagnetic showers, this
limitation results from variations in the net track length of
charged particles in the cascade. For hadron showers, fluctuations
in the fractional energy loss accounted for by each of several
interaction mechanisms set a much higher limit. In both cases,
however, the underlying phenomena are statistical processes whose
effects grow in magnitude as E*'2. Hence the limiting accuracy,
expressed ae a fraction of the total energy, improves with increasing energy as E~*'*.
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Longitudinal 3hower development (left ordinate) induced by
hadrons in three different materials.5 F o r the transverse
distribution as a function of shower depth, scaling in X is
found for the narrow core (FWHM) of the showers. The radius
of the cylinder of 90Z lateral containment is much larger
and does not scale in X.

In Table IV we list the major contributions to the final resolution of practical detectors. For electromagnetic showers, the
intrinsic fluctuations set a limit so small as to be seldom
approached in practice. The most precise electromagnetic measurements are achieved with homogeneous shower counters, in which the
entire volume responds with a measurable signal to the passage of
charged particles. One such detector with excellent performance is
sodium iodide (Nal), a high-density scintillator with which resolution values close to the shower fluctuation limit have been obtained
for energies " 1 GeV. At higher energies, however, the measurement
of electromagnetic showers in this and other detectors is dominated
by various instrumental limitations. An example of a well-segmented
homogeneous electromagnetic shower detector is s h o w in Fig. 25.
For hadronic showers the inherent fluctuations are the major
determinant of the final performance, as indicated in Table IV. For
this reason there is little practical motivation to employ homogeneous detectors for such measurements, and techniques of sampling
calorimetry have been highly developed for the measurement of hadron
showers.
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Table IV.

Contributing
mechanisms
(add in quadrature)

Intrinsic shower
fluctuations

Limitations to energy resolution

Electromagnetic
showers

Track length
fluctuations:

Hadronic
showers

Fluctuations in the
mechanism of energy loss
a/E=0.50//£ (GeV);
with compensation for
nuclear effects:

a/E=0.20//f ( )
a/E=O.09//SS7E

Sampling fluctuations*

a/E=0.04/AE/E

Instrumental effects

Noise and pedestal width:
- determine minimum detectable signal;
- limit low-energy performance.
Calibration errors; non uniformities:
CT/EJ*constant
- limit high-energy performance.

Incomplete containment of shower
(energy leakage)

cr/EJ*logE
For leakage fraction Or few %: non-linear
response and non-Gaussian "tail."

AE • energy loss by a single charged particle in one sampling
layer, measured in MeV; E = total energy, measured in GeV.

Fig. 25.
A section of the "Crystal Ball"
detector used in e~e + colliding
beams. This section contains 54
sodium iodide elements. Each
crystal is viewed by a photomultrplier tube, some of which are
shown. The complete detector has
From Chan et al.^**
4I5OOV 672 elements.
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With sampling calorimeters, the shower is developed mainly in
an inert absorber material interspersed with an active medium that
samples the energy loss at fixed intervals as the cascade develops
through the depth of the calorimeter. The typical configuration is
a stack of many plates of a dense metallic absorber interleaved with
layers of active material. The sampled energy measures the ionization loss of shower particles entering the active layers, representing a small but (on the average) fixed fraction of the total cascade. Such constructions are less costly than homogeneous detectors. In addition, one gains the flexibility to optimize the energy
and position measurement capability for specific applications by
decoupling the absorber and readout functions. Typical choices for
the sampling configuration are illustrated in Fig. 26.
The nature of the hadronic interaction is such that a considerable fraction of the incident particle's energy is spent in reactions which do not result in an observable signal in the detector.
The intrisic shower fluctuations which limit the resolution of hadronic calorimeters are due in large measure to fluctuations in this
unseen energy. Some of this energy is carried by muons and neutrinos which leave the detector without interacting. The most consequential component of "invisible energy" is that which goes into
excitation and breakup of the nuclei in the absorber material.
Experimentally this is most clearly demonstrated by comparing the
signal from incident electrons, where these nuclear effects are
absent, to that from hadrons of the sace energy. Typically the
electron signal is on the average 30 to 50% greater than for hadrons. Since the hadronic cascade has a large and widely fluctuating
electromagetic component (due to n production), this difference in
response is the dominant contribution to the resolution width unless
it can be corrected for event-by-event.
A direct method for improving the energy resolution of hadronic
calorimeters by correcting the nuclear fluctuations is based on the
use of
U as absorber material.
In the uranium absorber some of
the normally invisible energy expended in nuclear breakup leads to
neutron-induced fission, which in turn produces detectable energy
in the calorimeter, mostly in the form of soft photons. This method
of fission compenstion leads to the smaller of the two values shown
in Table IV for the intrinsic fluctuations in hadronic showers.

V.

DETECTOR SYSTEMS: PRESENT AND FUTURE

The extensive development of techniques and the rapid progress
in our understanding of the physics of particle detectors contributed to a wide choice of detectors. No "standard" or "universal"
detection method has emerged; on the contrary, it has become possible to tailor the detection methods precisely to a physics experiment.
There is one common denominator for this great diversity in
detector methods: they provide increasingly detailed information
with the aim of measuring most if not all of the secondary particles
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Fig. 26.
Schematic representation of
frequently used calorimeter
readout techniques.
(a) Plates of scintillator
optically coupled to a photomultiplier, (b) Plates of
scintillator read out by photon absorption and conversion
in a wavelength shifter plate,
(c) Charge produced in an
electro-transporting medium
(e.g. liquid argon) collected
at electrodes, which may also
function as the passive absorber plates, (d) Charge
produced in proportional gas
and amplified internally on
suitable readout wires.
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produced. The number of measurements per event ("bits of information") has increased during the last ten years from typically 100 to
10 /event and is approaching the 10 regime for the LEP experiments. Closely linked to this continuously increasing sophistication and complexity of instrumentation is the increasing cost of
these large detector systems: the price of the experiments for the
four out of eight available intersections at LEP approaches 40% of
the cost of the LEP machine.
Increasingly in recent years experiments have been carried out
at storage ring machines, which had a further profound influence on
the design of the experiments. Both collisions between electrons and
positrons and those between hadrons (pp, pp, light ion collisions)
have been the source of major discoveries during the last decade.
This is reflected in the planning for future machir s, all of which
are of the storage ring variety, bringing to detector designers the
challenges of high energy, high rates and extremely complex final
states. Besides qualitative improvements, e.g. atr.adily increasing
precision of tracking devices, one expects increasing reliance on
calorimetric methods as the principal measurement replacing to a
large degree the information previously provided by magnetic spectrometers.
Two areas where development is particularly needed may be singled out. With the very serious consideration of high-luminosity (L
> 10
cm" s~ ) hadron colliders the practicality aspects of high
rate detectors will need detailed study. Although various ideas
have been tested at the small-scale prototype level, we have no
"haqds-on" experience with experiments running at higher than L "
10
cm" s~ . If such experiments can be done, the detectors will
surely be more expensive than comparable detectors designed for a
lower rate environment. Secondly, the increasing performance of
detectors should allow miniaturization of our detector systems, a
step in the direction opposite to the general trend. Careful relative size optimization may be the only way to build powerful instruments within the budgets available.
Much as there exists a clear connection between the experimental programs, accelerators, and detector concepts, an equally
determining impetus is provided by technological advances in high
speed linear and digital electronics, fast data acquisition systems,
processing power, and on- and off-line computing, with their operating systems. This field would deserve a study by itself. One can
foresee the day - not so far away - when the amount of information
extracted from our particle detectors will be limited by the achievable packaging density of connectors, power dissipation,and volume
of cables, rather than by the technical performance of the detector.
Progress has been impressive on the understanding of the
physics of detectors and the organization of detector systems. We
have procured for ourselves the tools for experimentation during the
coming decade. In much the same way that we consider the choice of
particle accelerators of the next generation, it is not too early to
consider the requirements for the detector systems to match the
potential of these machines and to be prepared for the new areas of
exper iment at ion.
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I.

INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW

During the past decade, significant advances have been made both
in the theoretical and experimental aspects of elementary particle
physics. A fundamental theory of strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions has been developed based on the principles of quantum field
theory and local gauge invariance. This elegant theory has scored an
impressive string of experimental successes, thereby earning its title
as the "standard model." That label appropriately describes its acceptance by the physics community as a standard against which experimental findings and alternative theories are to be compared. Although we
anticipate that the standard model itself is incomplete and that new
physics will emerge as higher energies (shorter distances) are probed,
the general feeling is that its basic features are correct and will be
maintained by the "ultimate theory."
What is the standard model? It is a local gauge theory based on
an SU(3) C x SU(2) x 0(1) symmetry which describes strong, weak, and
electromagnetic interactions among elementary particles. The SU(3) C
part is called quantum chromodynamics (QCD).^ It provides the strong
interaction dynamics that keeps quarks confined inside hadrons.
Appended to QCD is the S U ( 2 ) L X 0(1) Weinberg-Salam model3 of
electroweak interactions. Together they explain all observed physical
phenomena, excluding gravitational effects. (As yet, an acceptable
quantum theory of gravity does not exist.)
What are the elementary particles? As a working definition, I
will take an elementary particle to be a point-like entity that has no
(as yet observed) constituents. (Examples of non-eleaentary particles
are protons, neutrons, pions, etc.)
The presently known elementary particles and some of their basic
properties are illustrated in Table I. The fermions (particles with
half-integer spin) are grouped into 3 generations. Within each generation are leptons (non-strongly interacting feraions) and quarks which
carry color. The color charge is responsible for strong interactions
just as electric charge gives rise to electromagnetic interactions.
Why three rather than one generation is unknown.
A comment about masses is perhaps in order. The standard model
allows arbitrary fermion masses, i.e. they are parameters determined
by experiment. Eventually, we hope to have a theory which will predict all mass ratios. The lepton masses in Table I are directly
determinable. As yet only bounds exist for neutrino masses; they may
actually be zero. In the case of quarks, the massea given are socalled current quark masses. These are short-distance values that
would be observed if we were able to eliminate long-distance strong interaction effects. For the t quark only a bound is given for its
mass. That value comes from lack of observation of top quark produc0094-243X/1270731-61 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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Table I Elementary particles and their properties
in the "standard model"
Charge Color Mass (GeV)
<6xlO~8
0.51xl0~ 3
1st
5xlO"3
generation
9x10"

electron neutrino
e
electron
up quark
u
down quark
d

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

0
-1
2/3
-1/3

0
0
3
3

union neutrino
muon
charm quark
strange quark

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

0
-1
2/3
-1/3

0
0
3
3

0
-1
2/3
-1/3

0
0
3
3

<0.16
1.78

t
b

1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

photon
W boson
Z boson
gluon

Z
G

1
1
1
1

0
±1
0
0

O

Symbol Spin

00 O O

Particle

0
82.241.8
93.2±1.5
0

Higgs scalar

H

0

0

0

7GeV.lTeV

tau neutrino
tau
top quark
bottom quark

U
c
s
T

0.106
1.25
0.175

2nd
generation

3rd
generation

gauge
bosons

' tt (bar indicates antiparticle)
up to ^46 GeV at PETRA.^
Quarks and leptons interact by exchanging spin 1 quanta called
gauge bosons. In the standard model there are 12 gauge bosons (see
Table I ) . The eight gluons corresponding to generators of SU(3) C mediate strong interactions while the W-, Z, and y of S U ( 2 ) L X U(l) are responsible for weak and electromagnetic interactions. (This concept of
quanta exchange will be illustrated in subsequent sections by
examples.) The strengths of these interactions are parametrized by
three independent dimensionless coupling constants g3, %^ and gj,
corresponding to SH(3) C , S U ( 2 ) L , and U(l) interactions respectively.
These couplings are energy dependent; so, for example, the strong
coupling g3(E) is very large at small E < 1 GeV but decreases at high
energies (asymptotic freedom). Comparing the couplings at E » my = 83
GeV, one finds
1.13,
g 2 (m w ) = 0.67,
- 0.46.

(1.1)
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Although g3(m w ) is the largest, they are all not that different.
Evolving to yet higher energies, one finds that they become equal at
=101'* GeV. This meeting is either an incredible accident or more
likely indicative of grand unification," i.e. that the standard model
is only part of big simple gauge group theory, and strong, weak, and
electromagnetic interactions are merely components of one unified interaction.
The final entry in Table I is the spin 0 Higgs scalar. Its mass
is arbitrary (except for theoretical constraint arguments). Whatever
its mass, the Higgs scalar is very elusive because its couplings to ordinary matter (e, u, d) is so weak* Much of the theoretical motivation for building a super high energy collider, 2<K40 TeV, comes from
the Higgs scalar. It is hoped that either the Higgs scalar will be
found or new physics will take its place. I consider the latter to be
more likely. A detailed discussion cf the Higgs scalar will be given
in Section IV.
This brief introduction was meant to be a survey of the present
state of the art in elementary particle physics. In subsequent sections more details will be provided. I will try to illustrate these
ideas by calculational examples. Most of those examples were chosen
because I have personally worked on related topics. No claim to completeness or formal rigor is made.
II. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS
Quantum electrodynamics was the first gauge theory. Its incredible success at describing short-distance electromagnetic interactions
gave rise to attempts at describing weak and strong interactions in a
similar manner. Ultimately, the standard SU(3) C x S U ( 2 ) L X U(l) gauge
theory of strong and electroweak interactions emerged.
In this section I will illustrate some basic features of gauge
theories via quantum electrodynamics (QED). Several calculational examples will be given for the purpose of demonstrating concepts.
A. Local Gauge Invariance
Electrodynamics inscribes a 4-coinponent spinor field \|)(x)
interacting with the electromagnetic potential (gauge field) Ap(x)
which transforms as a vector under Lorent7 transformations. Secondquantizing these fields by anticonnutation relations for ty(x) and commutation relations for Ay(x) makes them operators on a Fock space
rather than merely complex valued quantities. That procedure elevates
electrodynamics to quantum electrodynamics (QED) in which ip(x) and
Ajj(x) describe electron and photon quanta respectively.
At the classical (pre-second-quantized) level this theory is
based on the Lagrangian density

The free (non-interacting) part is given by'
(2.2a)
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where (3 y = 3/3xW).
(2.2b)

Y

(2.2c)

The principle of least action, 6 J d* x ^ ( x ) f r e e " 0, then implies the
free Euler-Lagrange equations of motion (for now we set.2?(x)^nt • 0)
0 ,
^

fe

(2.3a)
0 .

(2.3b)

Equation (2.3a) along with
3VFVV(X) = 0 ,

$W

' SseW^FQg

(2.3c)

make up the free Maxwell's equations while Eq. (2.3b) is the free
Dirac equation. Interactions between these fields are introduced by
the so-called minimal coupling prescription. The partial derivative
Sp, acting on i|>(x) is replaced by the covariant derivative 3ij ieA^(x) (e = electric charge of the electron), i.e.
3 y •»• 3^ - ieA y (x) .

(2.4)

This procedure induces an interaction term
i?(x) i n t = e A , ^

(2.5)

which modifies Gqs. (2.3) to (I will often not exhibit the x
dependence)
3VFUV = ejj}^ ,

(2.6a)
0 ,

3 V FVV

=o .

(2.6b)

(2.6c)

The covariant derivative replacement is perhaps best motivated
by the principle of local gauge invariance. The free Lagrangian in
Eq. (2.2a) has a global U(l) invariance, i.e. it is invariant under
the phase change (also called a global gauge transformation)
\|)(x) -• eiee\))(x),

0 < 9 < 2TT .

(2.7)

Such phases form a U(l) group. This particular symmetry gives rise to
a conserved Noether charge, the electric charge. If we try to perform
a local gauge transformation
e

ie6(x)

i|)(x)

(2.8)
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oni?£ r e e , with 0 now dependent on the space-time position x, we find
that i?f ree is not invariant. If, however, we replace 3y by 3y-ieAy
and require
Ay(x) •* Ay(x) + 3y9(x)

(2.9)

under local gauge transformations, then the total SB= ^free + ^int *8
locally gauge invariant. This symmetry means that we can change the
phase of <Kx) at each point in space-time if we compensate by
modifying Ay(x) as in Eq. (2.9). The principle of local gauge
invariance seems to govern the dynamics of all fundamental
interactions. It is a powerful guiding principle with important
implications, as we shall see.
B. Photon Mass
An important consequence of local electromagnetic gauge
invariance is that the photon must be massless. To see this, it is
easiest to work in the Lorentz gauge s.t. 3 V A V =" 0. The field equation for Ay that follows from Eq. (2.6a) is
3 v 3 v Ay(x) » -eTJJ(x)Yy\!>(x) .

(2.10)

This is the Klein-Gordon equation for a massless field. We could give
the photon a mass by adding a term -^my AyA*1 to the Lagrangian density. Such a term would, however, explicitly break the local gauge
invariance. At present the experimental bounds on photon mass give"
my < 6xlO~ 16 eV .

(2.11)

This is quite good evidence for exact local electromagnetic gauge
invariance.
C. Feynman Rules
To go from a classical to a quantum field theory, one either
second-quantizes the fields directly or employs Feynman's path integral formulation to define Green's functions. In either case what results are a set of rules for perturbatively calculating quantum amplitudes order by order in the expansion parameter a • e^/4iT = 1/137. I
will not discuss quantization or derive the perturbative S-matrix expansion. For those unfamiliar with such techniques I recommend the
detailed explanations given in Refs. 7 and 10.
The perturbative rules for calculating transition amplitudes are
called Feyumai rules. In the case of QED they are quite simple and
straightforward to apply. The basic rules and symbols are illustrated
in Fig. 1. They are extracted from the Lagrangian and equations of motion. Notice the photon propagator is gauge dependent. I will generally work in the Feynman gauge £ » 0.
With practice, these rules become second nature. Indeed, some
elementary particle physicists do much of their thinking (and
doodling) in Feynman diagrams. Such diagrams represent amplitudes
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Feynman Gauge
Photon Propagator

k2

i (p + m)

Electron
Propagator

p2-m2

yee Vertex

Fig.

16

1 Feynman rules for QED; 5 = 0 corresponds to the Feynman
gauge.

which in turn allow one to compute scattering cross-sections and particle decay rates. I will illustrate their use by several examples.
D. Electron-Electron Scattering
Consider the process e~ + e~ •* e~ + e". The amplitude for this
reaction (to lowest order) is illustrated in Fig. 2.

t'2

P-Pf

P,-P2'

(a)
direct

(b)
exchange

p

Fig. 2 Direct and exchange scattering amplitudes for e~ + e~ * e"
These diagrams are to be interpreted as follows: Two electrons with
asymptotic four momentum pj and P2 propagate in space-time (from the
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bottom up). They interact by exchanging a virtual (off-mass-shell)
photon. That single loton exchange scatters the?electrons into
asymptotic outgoing states with momentum pi and p 2 . There are two
diagrans because the initial and final states contain identical
electrons; hence there are two distinct ways thi3 reaction can occur.
The Feynman rules tell us that incoming and outgoing solid lines represent an electron spinor, vertices correspond to an iefy interaction,
and the wavy line denotes a photon propagator. In momentum space
these diagrams represent the fa1loving amplitudes:
• VV

&

P

ll

\ -J
uP

~PP

p Y

v

p

2

,

(2.12a)

-1*

-(p 2 )
(2 . 12b)
2) «pp(l
l ~ P2} '
with u(p) a Dirac spino- in momentum apace. The minus sign in Eq.
(2.12b) is inserted so the total amplitude ^ka + «^*b changes sign
under the interchange of the initial or final stete identical fermions.
To get a scattering cross-section, we must square the total amplitude and integrate over all accessible final states. For example,
if the initial electrons are unpolarized, one averages over initial
spin (that gives a factor of 1/4) and sums over final spin states.
Including phase space and normalization factors (see ref. 7 ) , one
finds7
P

da -

(2H)

3

3

(21T) EJEJEIE'

16S

2

1 2

14

pol

.'

a

bl

(2.13)
where the S function explicitly conserves energy-momentum and 3 is
the initial e~ - e" relative velocity. Squaring the amplitude,
sunning over electron polarizations, and carrying out all but the angular integration, one finds in the center-of-momentum (cm.) frame
(where %i m E 2 • Ei • Ej * E)
sin29/2 cos29/2
cos49/2
where a - e2/4TT = 1/137 and 9 is the angle between initial and final
electron momenta.
The cross-section formula in Eq. (2.14) is fairly typical of QED
calculations. Higher-order corrections due to multi-photon exchange
or real photon emission are 0(O?)i hence, Eq. (2.14) is a very good
approximation to the full perturbative expansion. As an exercise in
relativistic kinematics, one should calculate the differential crosssection in the rest frame of one of the electrons.
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E.

+

e e~ Annihilation

The next example I w i l l consider i s e + + e~ •* f + f where f i s
some charged fundamental lepton or quark. Such particle? are appended
to QKD by adding a term 3?£ to the Lagrangian i n Eq. ( 2 . 1 ) :
(2.15)
(See Table I for charge assignments and masses.) Their propagators are
just like the electron (see Fig. 1) but with nig •* mf. Similarly, the
photon coupling in Fig. 1 is generalized to -ieQjYjj'
With the above rules in mind, we now compute the cross-section
for e + + e~ •*• f + f. The amplitude for this process is illustrated
in Fig. 3 (if f = e, there is another diagram that must be included).

Fig. 3

Feynman diagram for the
scattering process
e* + e~ + f + f.

The amplitude corresponding to this diagram is
iev(p 2 )Y V u( P l ) .
(p

L ll

(2.16)

2

To obtain the cross-section we square this amplitude, \v1t\?-, average
over initial and sum over final polarizations, and then integrate over
final state phase space. In the center-of-momer.tum frame (Ej » E2 •
E, Ef = E£ » E ' ) , one finds (neglecting the electron mass)
dcr

a2Q^

,

-jf- 8(2 - S Z 8 in Z 9) ,

,

s - kTST

(2.17)

where 8 - |p' |/E' - (1 - nij/E'2)'4 and © ia the angle between the
beam and outgoing fenaiona (see Fig. 4 ) . Note that there is no
angular asymaetry in the cross-section. We shall see in Section IV
how weak neutral currents give rise to a C-violating asyaMetry.
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Fig. 4

Angular definition in
e + + e- * f + f.

Integrating Eq. (2.17) over all solid angles finally gives the
total cross-section
(2.18)
The dependence oi. 6 represents a threshold effect. In the high energy
limit E » m f> 8 »• 1 and Eq. (2.18) becomes
^ Q

2
f

.

(2.19)

For f =• V or T, one just sets Qf * ~1« In the case of quarks, Qf ™
+2/3 or -1/3; however they come in three distinct colors (see Table I)
so the cross-section must be multiplied by 3.
An important quantity in e + e~ annihilation physics is the ratio
R defined by
R = cr(e e •*• hadrona)
o(e e ~ •*• \x M

*2 20)

)

If we neglect strong interaction effects (which is a good
approximation at high energies and away from resonances) then from Eq.
(2.19)
R - 3

£
Q^
f-u,d... f

(2.21)

where the sum is over all quark flavors whose threshold has been
passed. At present PETRA energies, E - 23 GeV, the measured value of
R is consistent with the S observed flavors u, d, c, s, b; ;..e.
R - 3(3(-l/3)2 + 2(2/3)2) - ^

.

(2.22)

Passing the top quark threshold should lead to AR • 4/3. Such a jump
has not been observed, hence the bound m t J 23GeV in Table I.
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F.

Anomalous Magnetic Moments

QED is an example of a renonnalizable quantum field theory.
Thai: means that short-distance ultraviolet divergences can be absorbed
into the bare parameters of the theory (couplings, masses, etc.). I
will say more about this property in the next subsection; however,
here I only want to stress its importance. Indeed, renormalizability
implies that we can carry out unambiguous calculations in the expansion parameter K , and they can be tested by experiment. In that way
one can check the validity of QED and look for new physics via
deviations.
There are a number of higher-order calculations in QED that have
been verified by experiment. However, perhaps the most impressive are
the anomalous magnetic moments of the electron and the muon. In this
subsection I wish to present an up-to-date survey of those important
parameters.
The magnetic moaent of a spin 1II charged lepton is given by
]i = 7 s - g

(2.23)

where g equals 2, according to the Dirac equation; see Eq. (2.6b).
When one includes quantum corrections, g deviates from 2. In
examining such deviations, the anomalous magnetic moment a^ is defined
(2.24)
The 0(a) contribution to aj comes from the diagram pictured in Fig. 5;
its effect was first calculated by J. Schwinger.
As (I hope) an
instructive exercise, I will sketch a derivation of the Schwing^r term

.£ - £ .

Fig. 5

(2.25)

One-loop contribution to the
anomalous magnetic moment.

The diagiam in Fig. 5 is called a proper vertex diagram. Its
evaluation ia actually infinite except in the so-called Landau gauge
where the photon propagator is given by -i(g|i\) - kjjkv/k^)/k^. In
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other gauges, the ultraviolet infinity from this proper vertex diagram
i s cancelled by the self-energy diagrams in Pig. 6. This cancellation
is part of Ward's identity. 1 2 The magnetic moment part has no infinity, so we can ignore this divergence problem. Our goal i s to write
the photon-A+ - SL~ vertex as
ieY.F.(q ) + ~- O .qVF,(q )

(2.26)

Fig. 6 Lepton self-energy corrections to the i,ly vertex.
where q - pj - p 2 and Oy V » i^JV^iYvJ- F l(i 2 ) and V2^2^ a r e electric and magnetic form factors respectively. Fj(O) » 1 by definition
of the electric charge e, while the anomalous magnetic moment is given
by
(2.27)

a. = F 2 (0) .

To separate out F 2 (q 2 ) we will use the fact that this vertex is
evaluated between spinors u(p 2 ) and u(pj) so the Gordon
decomposition
iG

uv ( p l ~p 2 )
2m

)

(2.28)

can be applied. As we shall see, it is terms proportional to
(PI + P2^Ut h a t 8 i v e r i f i e t 0 F 2 (0).
The diagram in Fig. 5 is evaluated by integrating over all possible momentum in the loop. Calling this quantity Ap{p 2 ,pi) one finds,
using the Feynman rules in Fig. 1 and momentum routing in Fig. 5,
A u (p 2 ,P,)
v

Z

1

(2.29)

-y
A

(2ir)

- 2p 2 «k)(k 2 - 2 Pl >k)k 2

(2.30)
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2

2

where we have used p i =•P 2 2 » m£ . Using the Dirac algebra identities in Appendix A (with n =• 4) and dropping terms proportional to Yy
alone, since they cannot contribute to F2(q2), this expression becomes

Y terms • e 3 / - ^ ^
M
(2irr

j
(k

g
- 2p2'k)(k': - apj'Wk

,.

3 ,x

The denominator factors are combined by using Feynman parameters:
1
(k2 - 2p2

\
\
- ; 2ydy / 4x —

1

— ,

( 2 .32)

Pl

Q - k - p2xy - p r y(l - x) ,
C » y2(mj,2 - q 2 x(l - x)1 .
Then, making the change in variables k * Q + P2*y
finds
A|J(P2,P1)

+

Piyd ~ *)> one

-

3 1
i
. dA0 4 ^ ( 1 - x - xy)( P l +
Yu terms + e 3 J 2ydy J dx / - ^ - 3
—=
-ji
U
o
o
( 2 irr
IQ - cl
On carrying out the Q integration, this becomes

ie 3 \
\
4^(1 - x - xy)( P • p )
YP terms - ^ 2 J dy J dx / —5
5
5
*
*-H .
161T 0 0
n^2 - q 2 x ( l _ x )

p2)
2_t .
(2.33)

(2-34)

Next, use of the Gordon decomposition in Eq. (2.28) gives
2 1
1
m,,2(l - x - xy)
F (qZ) - ^
/ dy / dx * 2 2
,
1
2V1 o
o
m^^-q^xd - x)
1
0

(2.35)

m, (I - rx)
mg - q x(l - x)

which gives the Schwinger result
F2(0) - ^

.

(Fill in the missing steps as an exercise.)

(2.37)
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To get the 0(a) prediction, one employs
a" 1 - 137.035963 (15)

(2.38)

measured by the Josephson effect 13 1(15) represent the uncertainty in
the last two digits'. This gives ajj. - 1.16 x 10~ 3 + 0(<*2) for & = e,
y, T. Shortly after Schwinger did this calculation, his result was
verified by experiment.1* That confirmation started what was to be
one of QED's outstanding success stories. Over the years theoretical
calculations and experimental measurements of a g and ay have greatly
improved. The experimental values are presently
ae_ = 1 159 652 200 (40) x 10" 1 2
a e + = 1 159 652 222 (50) x 10~ 1 2
}

Experiment.

(2.39)

ay_ <* 11 659 370 (120) x 10" 1 0
ay+ - 11 659 110 (110) x 10" 1 0
Theoretical calculations have been carried out up to and including
terms of order oft (4 loops!). The results of those computations are
(largely due to the efforts of T. Kinoshita and his collaborators),15
a e * 1 159 652 460 (75) (127) x 10" 1 2 |
} Theory.
ay - 11 659 202 (20) x 10'10
I

(2.40)

Agreement between theory and experiment is quite spectacular. Notice
that theory is behind experiment (its errors are bigger) in the case
of a e while for ay the situation is reversed.
The electron's anomalous magnetic moment is a good test of pure
QED because hsdronic vacuum polarization corrections (which carry uncertainties) to it are very small. On the other hand, the onion's anomalous magnetic moment is more sensitive to those short-distance
effects. The hadronic corrections to ay are 1 5
ahad ,

702

(19)

x 1 0 -10

(2.41)

while the standard model predicts a weak correction16
aweak - 19.5

x

IO~1O .

(2.42)

Comparing these contributions to the experimental values in Eq.
(2.39), we see that experiments are not yet sensitive to the weak
correction (in addition the uncertainty in the hadronic correction is
as large as ajjeak) ^ A precise measurement of ay at BNL which would
lower its error by a factor of 20 to -5 x lO"1"* has been suggested.1?
Such a measurement would be very ni?«. It would probe ay below the
level of the standard model's weak corrections• A deviation from theory would point to additional short-distance physics. Indeed, a«
and ay already provide the best constraints on lepton aubstructure.1^
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These quantities have an illustrious past and are likely to play an important role in the future of elementary particle physics.
G.

Renormalizability and Effective Charge

As stated before, QED is a renormalizable quantum field theory.
Short-distance ultraviolet infinities can be absorbed into its bare parameters order by order in perturbation theory. 17 The bare charge,
e 0 , and bare mass, nig0, are divided into finite physical parts e and
m e and infinite countertenns 5e and 6m via
e o = e - 5e ,
(2.43)
m e ° = nig - 5m .
The counterterms are defined such that m e is the electron's physical
mass and e is the electric charge measured at zero momentum transfer
(infinite distance). The fine structure constant a ~ e2/4ir = 1/137
directly measures this coupling; see Eq. (2.38).
I don't intend to go into much detail about renormalization; however, I do want to demonstrate the basic idea by considering electric
charge renormalization. That will allow me to introduce the concept of
an effective or running charge.
In QED, we start with a bare charge e Q which is supposed to be
the electron's charge at zero distance. Of course we can never measure e 0 , since we can't get to zero distance (it would require infinite energy). What we can measure is the effective charge at some
non-zero distance. If one tries to calculate the difference between
these quantities, ultraviolet divergences are encountered. We absorb
these infinities into the immeasurable quantity e o . The difference between two experimental measurements is always finite and uniquely
predicted i.i (JED. (This procedure works amazingly well as
demonstrated by a e and an in the previous subsection.) The difference
between e o and e comes about because the vacuum of QSD acts like
d^amagnetic medium. Virtual charged particle-antiparticle fermion
pairs screen e o . These vacuum polarization effects occur as loop corrections to the photon propagator (see Fig.7.) Note that all charged
elementary particles, e, y, T, u, d ... W contribute Co the vacuum polarization; however, at large distances the electron's effect dominates because it is the lightest. These contributions change the photon propagator (in the Landau gauge) as follows:

-i ^5

5—- .

The quantity ir(k ) is called the vacuum polarization function.
compute the one-loop electron contribution to this quantity
illustrated in Fig. 7. That Feyman diagram leads to

(2.44)
I will
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. 2 4-n r A Tr'-V« + V V « *< * V
-le y J *JJ 2= ^
~—

(2.45)

where a minus sign has been included for Fermi statistics.

e
=

VWVA/

1

+

Fig. 7 Some vacuum polarization contributions to the photon
propagator.
This integral diverges in 4 dimensions, so it has been regularized by
working in n < 4 dimensions^" (see Appendix A ) . To keep the coupling
dinensionless, a mass unit p^~ n has been explicitly included.^1
Employing the trace rules of dimensional regularization and combining
propagator factors by

±£ = J dx

1

(2.46)

?

one finds

6

(2.47)

or
TT(k2) =

8e U

,. J dx(x - x 2 )(m 2 + k 2 (x 2 - x ) ) 2

T(2 - £) .(2.48)

The ultraviolet divergence manifests itself as a pole at n * 4:
(2-49)

I-<2 - f) =• ^4-y - Y + 0(n - 4)

where Y * 0.5772... is the Euler constant. Expanding 7T(k2) about
n " 4 one finds
w(k ". "

a

r -2

v

KZ +'2(x2 - x)\

Sr —*-T- - Y + An(4ir) - 6 /dx x(l - x) Jin I—
31T

n

L

"4

o

V

=

p2

i
1 + 0(n - 4)

/
(2.50)

J
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where
I
/m e 2 + k 2 ( x 2 - x ) \
6 / dx x(l - Ji)*n (—
=
)
o
\
u2
/

B •
The pole term is absorbed into the renormalized coupling
e

a

" 1 + w(0) '

* 4lT * 137.036

(2.52a)

or from Eq. (2.50)
1_
e2"
Of course all charged particle loops contribute to ir(k2) and their effect must be included in (2.52b). In the standard model one finds
(including the W* loop)
+ finite terms) + O(ot ) .

(2.53)

The definition of the renormalized charge via Eq. (2.52a) is a
long-distance definition, i.e. it corresponds to the charge as seen at
an infinite distance. As one gets closer to the charge and penetrates
the vacuum polarizing cloud of virtual e + e ~ pairs surrounding it, the
effective charge e(k*) grows. For k 2 » m e 2 , one finds from Eqs.
(2.50) and (2.52b)
2
(2.54)
As k 2 passes muon and quark thresholds, their vacuum polarization effects are also penetrated and e 2 ( k 2 ) grows even faster. It eventually
becomes extremely large, but new physics (it is hoped) comes in before
that point (called the Landau singularity or pole) is reached.
A more practical way of evolving the effective charge is to
employ the MS (modified minimal subtraction) definition 2 2 of
renormalized charge. That quantity, which we refer to as e ( U ) , is
obtained by subtracting the l/(n - 4 ) pole, Y / 2 , and 9-v/vfi tents in
Eq. (2.56b):
e

e2(U) - e} + \

4

(-4-T

+ £ - W4i

+ ...)

(2.55)
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where . . . refers to higher orders and the effects of other heavier
p a r t i c l e s . For ]i < mj, one also subtracts the £n(mf/vO terms. (My
definition may differ somewhat from other p e o p l e ' s . ; The MS coupling
Ot(p) = e^(li)/4ir is related to the usual fine structure constant by
(f or y < nn, - 83 GeV)

where the sum is over a l l flavors with mj < y, the 1/6iT cornea from Wboson loops and, . . . represent higher-order terms.
The evolution of a(y) as a function of the energy scale probed
is most easily described by i t s beta function,*:
U | - a(w) = 8(a) = b Q a 2 + b ^ 3 + . . . .

(2.57)

We see from Eq. (2.56) that fermions contribute to b Q :
b

o

=

Iff

Z Q

e(P

" "f*
(fermions)
(2.58)
f
where 9 i s a step function. Because t h e i r contribution i s positive,
they screen the charge. The spin 1 W- particles contribute with the
opposite sign:
b

i.e. they anti-screen.
we find for U > nu

o

/

=

ii

9(y

~ "w*

(2.59)

If we sum over all 3 generations of fermions,

b

o=W '

V >

% >

(2 60)

'

so the fermions win and the coupling ot(u) continues to grow.
Is there experimental evidence for charge screening by vacuum polarization effects? The answer is yes. Atomic physics effects such
as the Lamb shift2-* detect a small increase in the electron's charge
at short distance. Also the difference between the anomalous magnetic
moments ay and a e (discussed in the previous subsections) to a large
extent results form vacuum polarization effects. In the case of the
muon one is probing shorter distances; so the effective charge is
larger and ap > a e ; see Eq. (2.40). Finally, in high energy e + e~
annihilation experiments at PEP and PETSA one probes the energy range
/s a 30 «r 46 GeV. At those energies vacuum polarization effects due
to e, V, T» u, c, d, s, b all enter. One expects
a - 1 (E =• 35 GeV) = 130
and experiments find (from my own crude analysis) 130 ± 2 .

I have gone into detail about the effective charge and the concept of a running coupling because it plays such an important role in
modern-day theory. Other examples of running couplings and the physical implications of that evolution will be given in subsequent
sections.
III. WEAK INTERACTIONS
Historically, weak interaction physics had its beginnings in
1896 with Becquerel's discovery of radioactivity.^ That was followed
by 38 years of determined experimentation and several clever deductions which finally led to a framework for understanding this feeble
weak force." Those years were highlighted by Rutherford's discovery^ of the atomic nucleus in 1911, Chadwick's^' observation in
1914 that 8-rays (electrons) emitted in weak nuclear decays had a
continuum of energies and Pauli's^ speculation in 1931 that a weakly
interacting particle (later named the neutrino by Fermi) must be
emitted with the electron in order to conserve energy-momentum and angular momentum. Those important breakthroughs combined with
Chadwick's discovery of the neutron*" in 1932 provided a description
of 8-radioactivity as due to the weak decay process n + p + e + V e .
Finally in 1934 Fermi developed a theory of weak interactions.30
Inspired by electrodynamics, he wrote down an effective interaction
Lagrangian density

(iji = 4 component Dirac spinor, h.c. stands for hermitian conjugate)
which parametrized the known properties of 8-decay. In analogy to
Q.E.D., his theory was baaed on a current-current interaction picture
in which the charged hadronic vector current typYa'pR interacted with
the leptonic current \|)VYaai|Je. Unlike QBB, the interaction took place
at a point (so-called local interaction) and its strength was
parametrized by a dimenaionfull coupling Gp which was determined to be
very small.
G_s - 1.16636 ± 0.00002 x 10~ 5 GeV~2 (1984 value).

(3.2)

The 3-decay process is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8

Local Fermi amplitude_for
8-decay, n * p + e + V .
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Fermi's effective interaction could be used to compute transition rates via first order perturbation theory. Although it provided
an adequate picture of some 6-decays, it failed to describe decays in
which the nuclear angular momentum changed by one unit |Aj| =» 1
(Gamow-Teller transitions^*). To accommodate such reactions, additional axial-vector currents of the form ll'pYuY5'!'n had to be appended
to Fermi's theory (or alternatively tensor currents). Another major
modification was required when Lee and Yang's speculation
that parity might be violated in weak interactions was experimentally
confirmed.
Indeed, experiments subsequently found that only lefthanded components of fermions (and right-handsd components of their
antiparticles) participated in charged current weak interactions. *

* - *T+ K
L

R

(3.3)

These findings resulted in a modified interaction (the V-A theory^)
<?.

-

-4G f _
_
a
it Y it ii» Y U>

.

(3.4)

The discovery of the muon, p, and its neutrino partner, Vy, as
well as strangeness carrying particles A°, K~ etc meant that additional current-current interactions such as

had to be added to Eq. (3.4). Rather than dwell on details of the now
obsolete Fermi theory, I will illustrate its utility and drawbacks by
considering two pure leptonic processes, union decay and neutrino scattering.
Muon Decay: The muon decay process p + e + V e + Uj is
illustrated in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9

Muon decay amplitude in the
four-Fermi theory.

The four-Fermi amplitude induced by Eq. (3.5) for this process is
given (to first order in Gp) by the momentum space amplitude
C3.6)

To obtain the decay rate, one squares this amplitude, sums over final
state polarizations, averages over the initial suon polarizations and
integrates over all final state momentum configurations consistent
with energy-momentum conservation (phase space).
In_the muon's rest
fraiae, this procedure gives for the decay rate I*(y •* e^e^u'

(2TT>4

f

2q 2 (2ir)J

r

t

x

z

e

Pol.

Using the spinor matrix relationship
Z
uj(k)u.(k) =• (k + m)-*., i,j - 1,2,3,4
1
L
Pol.

(3.8)

one can easily show
F

* ~2

OE X B

2

- 64G 2 p«q, Jl«q. .

\ J • ys ^
(3.9b)

Then employing the integration identity'"
fd

q

i

d q

2 A,n

_ . _ _ , . .

- */«2-

. ,« « N

(3.10)

the decay rate becomes (with i.Q =• E)

2
F(u + ev v ) - —^r
e y

,,3
I2ir

1•

f dE (E2 - m^)
e

*
BS

(3E(m2 + a 2 ) - 4m E 2 - 2m m2l

(3.11a)

or
^2
(3.lib)
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where
F(x) = 1 - 8x + 8x 3 - x 4 - 12x22,nx —•> 1 - 8x .

(3.11c)

I have left in the m e dependence because the mass dependence in F(x)
may be interesting for_other applications. For example, in the case
of tau decay T •* e~ + V e + V T , neglecting Og but leaving in the
dependence on n\, one finds

r<T - ev'v) = - X r m? F(n? /m2) .
e T

T

192ir

T

(3 12)

'

T

Photonic radiative corrections to muon decay in the local four
Fermi theory were computed by Kinoshica and Sirlin^' and Berman- °
They are finite and modify the decay rate and lifetime formula to

IB

This formula is still used to define the Fermi constant Gj? for a given
Ty. The value of Gp in Eq. (3.2) follows from such a procedure. *
Neutrino Scatterings The scattering ^-ocess \>u + e * V e + p
(sometimes called inverse muon decay) also follows from the amplitude
in Fig. 9. The cross-section is given by

_ .

(2TT) 4
P

^ e %

d

(•

P

J

d

u

(2H) 2E

P

^e

.4,

J

.
e

(2n) 2E v

x 1

y

P

V
e

(3.14)

where l/4pe*py
is a flux density factor.
ing over phase space one finds

+ u) = -—

2

* Pol.

6

a(v. + e -*• v

IM\

y

Neglecting nig and integrat-

- <Pe+Pv )2 imj .

(3,15)

In the limit s » in , this cross-section grows like s
a2
,
F
.
a = — s, large s
and thua violates unitarity (conservation of probability).
unitarity limit is exceeded for-'"
/s" > (v/2ir/G,,)Ss =* 600 GeV .

(3.16)
The

(3.17)
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This fundamental shortcoming of the local Fermi theory implies that
new physics must manifest itself before /s* = 600 GeV and restore
unitarity. Of course, we now know that new physics in the form of
the W* boson does enter at m^ s 83 GeV.
Intermediate Vector Boson: The idea that weak interactions
might be mediated by massive quanta, analogous to the way massless photons mediate electromagnetic interactions, had its origin in the 1935
paper by Yukawa/" Influenced by Fermi's theory, Yukawa speculated
that the pion might be the mediator of both strong nuclear binding
forces and weak ir.teracti.ons. The pion was found** and it is true
that it plays an important role in nuclear binding; however, we now
know that it is not the mediator of the weak force. The V-A nature of
weak interactions (established in 1958) suggests that a spin-1 boson
must mediate those forces (the pion has spin 0 ) . Nevertheless,
Yukawa deserves enormous credit for originating the idea of massive
bosons as mediators of short range forces.
The first models which described charged current weak interactions as due to massive spin-1 tf* boson were put forward bw
Schwinger*2 and Lee and Yang.*3 In their schemes, the lowest order
weak force resulted from the exchange of a virtual (off-mass-shell,
i.e. p^ ^ a^) W* boson (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 10 Lowest order muon decay amplitude in the intermediate
vector boson theory.
The W~ propagator was to be of the form

l

(3.18a)
2

2

P -«»„
and its couplings to fennion pairs (such as V -e) given by

(3.18b)
(Compare with the photon's propagator and couplings in Fig. 1.)
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Using these rules, the amplitude for muon decay is given by
(neglecting m/nty terms)
ie 2
Z

-

2(p - mj)

\

Comparing with Eq. (3.6), we see that for p 2 « my contact with
Fermi's local theory is accomplished if one makes the identification
GF
2
-p - S-j .

(3.20)

But how large is my? In this theory g is not fixed; so_nty is not
determined by Eq. (3.20). (The effect of nfy on T(y -•• eVgVy) is merely
to multiply Eq. (3.12) by 1 + 3m^/5m^. 4 3 ].
For large momentum transfers ^aty, the effect of the propagator is
significant. In the case of the Vy + e -*• v e + y scattering, the
modified amplitude in Eq. (3.19) leads to (for s » tnjj)
2 2
o(v

+ e - V g + p) V

e

2

(3.21)

TT(8 + in )

2
We see that for s » m^, the cross-section becomes constant and
unitarity is preserved as long as oty < 600 GeV.
The idea of a massive intermediate vector boson as the mediator
of the weak force represented an important conceptual advancement.
However, by itself, it did not solve most of the problems associated
with a weak interaction quantum field theory. Some scattering amplitudes such as V e + V e + W+ + W~ continued to violate unitary. In
addition, higher-order loop corrections were divergent and those divergences could not be removed by renonaalization (as is done in QED).
What remained to be done was to find a renormalizable theory which incorporated the intermediate vector boson concept. That was accomplished by Weinberg and Salam. 44 Employing the formalism of Yang and
Mills 45 for self-interacting spin 1 gauge fields, the SD(2) L x U(l)
symmetry introduced by Glashow4^ and the Higgs 4 ^ mechanism for spontaneous symmetry breakdown, they constructed a unified theory of weak
and electromagnetic interactions that has been shown to be both
unitary and renormalizable.4" The Weinberg-Salam model of electroweak
interactions is the subject of Section IV.
IV

ELECTROWEAK UNIFICATION

In Section II we saw how the principle of local U(l) gauge
invariance could be used to motivate the theory of quantum electrodynamics. The extension of that idea to compact
non-abelian symmetry
p
groups such as SU(N) has been around since 1954 when Yang and M4li«45
constructed a field theory with local SU(2) isospin symmetry. The
Yang-Mills formalism has since been used to construct a unified elec-
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troweak theory, quantum chromodynamics - a theory of strong interactions (see Section V) and even grand unified theories (sec Section
VI).
So, it seems that non-abelian gauge theories provide a realistic
description of the fundamental interactions. I will illustrate the
concept of non-abelian gauge invariance via the SU(2)L x U(l)
Weinberg-Salam model^* of electroweak interactions.
A.

Weinberg-Salam Model

The Weinberg-Salam model** of electroweak interactions is based
on the symmetry group SU(2)L x U(l) where SU(2)L is called weak
isospin and U(l) is the weak hypercharge symmetry.*' SU(2>L has three
non-commuting (non-abelian) generators T a , a * 1, 2, 3 while the 0(1)
abelian group has a single generator Y. In terms of these quantities,
the electric charge operator Q is given by
Q - T3 + Y/2 .

(4.1)

To accommodate the observed maximal parity violation (V-A) of
charged current weak interactions (see Section I I I ) , left-handed
chiral components, ^ " *s(l - Ys)^* of fermion spinor fields are
assigned to isodoublec representations of SU(2)L while right-handed
components, il>R = *s(l + Y5)'•!>, are incorporated as singlets. Because of
this left-right asymmetry, i . e . the non-trivial transformation
properties of left-handed fermxon field components, the weak isospin
group is labeled with a subscript L.
The fundamental quarks and leptons of Table I have the following SU(2)L multiplet structure:

em

Y - -1

C), Q C),
h,

Y - 1/3

e

R' I

1 T

R

T * 0t Y
U

R' c R'

4M«

T - 0
d

R'
8

™^

Y - +4/3

SR

R' bR

(4.2)

T - 0 , Y - -2/3

where T » H. corresponds to SU(2), doublets and T - 0 denotes singlets.
Each of the quark fields actually comes in 3 distinct colors. (That
feature will be discussed in Section V.) The primes on d', sJ, b'
are meant to indicate that they are linear combinations 01 the mass eigenatates d, s, b with the two sets of fields related by the KM matrix 50
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8

1C2

8

182

-iS
~-lc3

C

1C2C3 " 8 2 8 3 e ~ l 6

"Vs

c

ic283

c

cos9

i "

j

+ S

2c3e"16

C

C

182C3

+ C

2 s 3 e "' »

182S3 ' ^

i

£

2

^

s

V b

(4.3)

are

where 9^, ^2' ®3> ^
mixing parameters determined by,experiment.
I should not'i that right-handed neutrinos are optional. 3
If they
are added &-. 51/(2}^ singlets, their quantum numbers are T = 0, Y = 0.
The free Lagrangian for fermions is given by

L
where ... denotes the other fermions in (4.2) which are included in a
similar manner. This Lagrangian leads to the Dirac equation for
mas si ess fermions through its equations of motion. S'free is invariant
under global SU(2) L transformations

+ U(9){

e

)

= exp(ieV/2)/

' L
e

R

*

e

e

j

(4.5)
L

R

a

where T , a = 1, 2, 3 are the 2x2 Pauli matrices and 6 a are real numbers that parametrize the SU(2) L rotation. It also has a global U(l)
weak hypercharge symmetry,

o

\ e /L
e
+ exp(-i$) eD

(4.6)

as well as a global U(l)eTD symmetry generated by the charge operator Q,
+ exp(i6(T 3 /2 eR

+ exp(-i«) e R .

(4.7)

Explicit mass terms such as -a^ee would, if added to the Lagrangian,
break the SU(2)L and U(l) symmetries but not U(l) e m .
To elevate the global SU(2)L x U(l) symmetry to a local gauge
invariance in which 6 a and 4> in (4.5) and (4.6) depend on space-tine,
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the ordinary derivative in (4.4) is replaced by a covariant derivative, 3\ •*• D\
1^ - 3 X + igTaA^(x) + ig'|bx(x)

(4.8)

where g and g' are SU(2) L and U(l) couplings and AjJ(x) , a = 1, 2, 3,
B\(x) are Lorentz vector gauge fields analogous to the electromagnetic
potential in Section II. The T a » fa/2 for fermion doublets and 0 for
singlets. Local gauge invariance requires that the gauge fields must
transform as
= A a (x) T a /2 + U~ 1 (9)A A (x)U(e) + ~ if

In order that in the limit g, g'+O the gauge fields satisfy a free
Klein-Gordon equation (appropriate for spin 1 fields), we must add to
the Lagrangian the terms

1 _a -,aUV
F

4 MV

1

uv

4 V

(4.10a)

where
"'"

(c!23

a » 1,2,3

(4.10b)

j represents the antisymmetric S0(2) structure constants.)
The terms in (4.10a) are locally gauge invariant. Adding these
pieces to the fermion sector gives
=

+ quart: terms .

(4.11)

This Lagrangian, when quantised, describes massless spin *s fenaions
interacting with massless apin 1 gauge bosons. In the real world, of
course, quarks, charged leptons, and gauge boson mediators of the weak
force must be massive. Therefore, in a realistic theory of electroweak interactions, the SU(2) L x U(l) gauge symmetry must be broken
down to U ( l ) e m , which will continue to support a massless photon. We could explicitly break the syraaetry by adding mass terms
to the Lagrangian in (4.11); however, they would render the resulting
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theory non-renormalizable. Instead, Weinberg and Salam showed how
to break the symmetry in the quantum vacuum by the Higgs mechanism.
The resulting electroweak theory is both unitary and renormalizable
as explicitly proven by G. 't Hooft. °
To induce spontaneous symmetry breaking via the Higgs
mechanism,*^ '^ one adds -2?^ to the Lagrangian in (4.10) where

+ quark terms,

(4.12a)
(4.12b)

The scalar field $ is an SU(2) L doublet with Y = +1. It couples to
gauge fields via the covariant derivative and to fermions through the
Yukawa terms (with Gj, an arbitrary constant) in (4.12a). The scalar
potential
V(<|>) = -U2<t>+<t> + X(<|>%)2

(4.12c)

in (4.12a) has been included as a source of syumetry breaking.
classical minima of this potential occur at

1*12 - v 2 /2 - U2/2X

(minima)

The

(4.13)

rather than <|> * 0. If one quantizes about any of these minima, the
corresponding vacuum |0> of the theory is not invariant under local
SU(2) L x U(l) transformations, even though the Lagrangian is. (It is,
however, still invariant under local U ( l ) e m gauge transformations
generated by the electric charge Q.) This so-called spontaneous symne( L x U(l)) to i K D ^ , gives rise to 3 massless
try breakdown from SU(2)
Goldstone bosons (3 of the 4 components of $) which become longitudinal components of 3 gauge fields and thereby endow them with mass.
The fourth neutral scalar component of <t> remains as a physical spin-0
scalar Riggs field which we will call H. Through its couplings to
fermions in (4.11a), the <t> field also induces fermion masses. It is
quite remarkable that in this manner all known masses (and quark
mixings) can be generated with a single scalar doublet.
To obtain the physical spectrum of this theory, we can make a
non-linear transformation to the unitary gauge using
U(6) - exp(-i6 a (x)T*/2v)

(4.14)

where the 0* (x) are to be related to the 4>i(x) in (4.11b) such that

-Jf( ° )
\H + v/

<*-15)
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with 3 the neutral ph/sical Higgu scalar. This transformation when applied to (4.12a) induces bilinear mass terms for gauge bosons and
fermions. Introducing the combinations

w£ - (A^ I iA*)//iF

((T bosons)

Z

(Z boson)

A

- A cosGy - B sin9 M

U * Bycos0w

+ A

Vl8in9V»

tan8w - g'/g

(©w = weak mixing angle)

(A. 16)

we can read off the vector boson masses
n^ - gv/2

(4.17a)

n^ - mw/cos0w

(4.17b)

njy = 0 .

(4.17c)

Similarly, the Higgs mass is found to be
mjj = /2 p =• 2/2T n^/g .

(4.17d)

The photon remains exactly massless due to the local U ( l ) e m symmetry,
while the VT and Z acquire masses. Through these $ couplings fermions
also acquire masses, e.g.
mj, - Ggvf/2

(4.18)

and the quark mixing in (4.3) can be induced.
The above S0(2)^ x U(l) theory unifies weak and electromagnetic
interactions in an elegant manner. Parity violation is put in from
the start as an+intrinsic left-right asymmetry, and the intermediate
vector bosons W~ and Z acquire masses while the photon remains
massless. From the photon-electron coupling we find
e - g sin9 w

(4.19)

and equating g /8<»^ to Gp//2~ via the muon decay rate then implies
> 37

'3

G<SV

'

(4

' 20)

a very large W mass. In addition, this theory correctly predicted the
existence of a neutral Z boson and its associated low energy
phenomenology.
B.

Feynman Rules

The Weinberg-Salam model is unitary and renormalizable. That
means that transition amplitudes can be perturbatively computed and
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short-distance ultraviolet infinities can be systematically absorbed
into the bare parameters (couplings, masses, and fields) of the theory. The Feynman rules for carrying out such calculations can be
obtained from the Lagrangian described above. A derivation of those
rules for arbitrary gauges goes beyond the scope of these lectures.
However, for use in the subsequent discussion I give in Table II the
S U ( 2 ) L x U(l) model's Feynman rules in the so-called unitary gauge.
(In other gauges there are additional ghost fields and unphysical
scalars.)
Before proceeding with some illustrative examples, I should make
a few comments: From the Y W vertex, one learns that the magnetic moment of the W~ boson is e/nt^ rather than e/2m^, the latter value being what one obtains with ainimal coupling. So the W- is predicted to
have an anomalous magnetic moment of 1. The Higgs scalar coupling to
light fermions is suppresed by gmf/my. As we shall later see, this
small coupling makes the Higgs scalar difficult to produce and detect.
The Z coupling to fennions has vector and axial-vector components;
hence it can give rise to parity violating effects in neutral
current phenomena.
C.

Weak Neutral Currents

The neutral Z boson of the Weinberg-Salam model gives rise to a
variety of novel predictions. I will discuss its effect on neutrino
scattering and interference asymmetries in e+e~~*V+V~.
Neutrino Scattering! In addition to charged current interactions
(described in Section 2 ) , neutrinos can interact through neutral current interactions induced by Z boson exchange; see Fig. 11.

f

Z
•*•

•

q
2
v

P|

Fig. 11

Amplitude for neutrinofermion scattering via
Z exchange.

Employing the Feynman rules in Table II, this amplitude is given by

(4.21a)
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Table II

Feynman Rules for the Weinberg-Salam model in the unitary
gauge (f stands for a generic fermion)

Propagators:

- - •• - •• -

iD

= i ^

2

2

R2_ffii

X

y

K
H
iD = —
2
2
K - mH

K
f

iS

Vertices:

,

T

I - e, y, T

iw
I
I
1 - Y

q+g/3

__

•w-

5

matrix

element)
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f

— — , — —

f

(T

1
•z
f

3f "

2Q 8

f

- T 3fV

r« = *

f
—»

i

»—

-ieQfYu

i
H

W

W

IH

H
ui

W

cos
2g
8
8 8
- ^ (>1
V
2 yv aB " ua 8v ~

»v
2

'Z(y)

Z(y)
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g

u8 g va

W
+i

w
P

8

(

"

g

l i8

8

\w )

w
I

P'

(p + p

(8inGw)

" VaSJ " 8 au ( 2 p "

a f - -2Q f sin 2 9 w ,

pI)

B- g eu ( 2 p I "

b f =» 2T£ - 2Q f8 in 2 9 w .

p)

a

(4.21b)

I have written the amplitude for a generic fermion f, so that the
resulting formulas can be applied to a variety of neutral current
scattering processes. Squaring this amplitude, averaging over the
i n i t i a l f polarization (the neutrino is purely left-handed), and
summing over final state polarizations, one finds
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2cos 9

(q*

- ml)

W

'•'•'•'•'•

-

L

(4.22)

The differential cross-section i s given by
._
dCT =

(2TT)

P

Lr, 'r.

q

P

l

2

?

x4, , ^
°

(

+

Pi

,

. 1 -

i u i2

P9 ~ Pi ~ P ? } 7 _ Z .

IMI

•

The integration over final states is easiest in the center-of-momentum
frame where
Pl

= -P2,

P{, - "P2,

\

2

= K,'2 = E22 -

2
fflf

= E2'2 -

2
fflf

.

Carrying out the momentum integrations, one finds in terms of x = cos8
Where 9 is the angle between p^ and pf (for E , » mj)

da

1

g4

1

(I

=

25,,
^^1
o

+

o

,2 Jl 2-1 , , „,.
x) + b f E ) . (4.24)
o

f

2

For E 2 « n^, one finds (using Gp/>^2 = g /8mzcos 9W)
G2

a(vf + vf) = ^- E 2 (j a 2 + b 2 )

(cm. frame)

(4.25a)

or in terms of the lab frame energy E,
G2
H*
1ih 1 ?
2
a(Vf + Vf) = ^jp mf E v ' ( j a f + b f )

(lab frame) .

(4.25b)

These general formulas illustrate that the L-R cross-section is 1/3
of the L-L cross-section. This feature_allows us to immediately write
down the cross-section for Vf, Vf, and Vf scattering. In the
lab system these are
2

<4

a(vf -•• v f )

b
t

(4.26a)

2
cr(vf H" Vf)
a(vf

H•

5

vf) - a(vf n•• Vf)

(a2

+

1_

b2

(4.26b)
(4.26c)
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Applying these formulas to V^e and ^ e
ae = 2sin29w,

s c a t t e r i n g , using

b e = -1 + 2 s i n 2 9 w ,

gives
G2m E

a(

y- sin49w)

(4.27a)

V * v } = ^r* 'i ~ i sin2f5w+ r ' " ' v • (4'27b)

The ratio

a(v e •* v e) 1 - 4sin e.. + 16sin 9,,
V
U =
H
"_
CT(
V * V } 3 - 12sin2e , + ISsinV,

w

( 4 28)

w

is presently being measured with high precision at BNL
in order to
determine sin 9^ in a purely leptonic reaction. Such an experiment is
very difficult because the cross-sections are so small, for E y = 1
GeV, 0 = 10~^ 2 cm 2 .
At present the best determination of ain 9y in neutrino scattering experiments comes from measurements" of Rv
a(v

+ N •+ V

+ X)

\ '= a(v" *****

x) '

(4 29)

-

the ratio of deep-inelastic neutrino neutral and charged current
cross-sections. For isoscalar targets (number of u quarks = number
of d quarks) this ratio is predicted to be

^ = i- - sin29w + f£S in 4 9 w .

(4.30)

After correcting for hadro-ic effects and higher-order quantum corrections, one finds by averaging the experimental data
sin29.. = 0.217 ± 0.014
w
where the renormalized weak mixing angle is defined by^°
sin 2 9 w = 1 -

rn^/ni2.

(4.31)

(4.32)

e + e~ •*• U*U~ Asymmetry; Interference effects between electromagnetic and Z exchange amplitudes lead to interesting phenomena such as
atomic parity violation, ' scattering asymmetries in polarized electron scattering," and charge asynmetries
in e + e~ •*• Ji+p~. All three
of these effects have been observed at the level predicted by the
Weinberg-Salam model with sin29fl - 0.22. I will discuss only
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e + e~ "*• \i*U~ because it is purely leptonic and thus not complicated
by hadronic effects.
In leading order, the reaction e + e~ •*• li+y~ can occur through the amplitudes illustrated in Fig. 12. Squaring the sum of these amplitudes
and carrying out the phase space integrations, one finds [for s =

(p e+ • pe_)Z » mgiS*

2l
I

e

e

e

Fig. 12 Tree diagram amplitudes for e + e~ •*

where 8 is the angle between p* _ and p* _ and
- 1 - £.(1 - 4sin 2 8 w ) 2 X + ^ ( 2 - 8sin 2 9 w +

B - -x

i

t

t t

(A .34a)
(4.34b)

(4.34c)
_a
In the integrated cross-section
_ 4 TO2

3 s

V

(4.35)

B goes away. Then the weak neutral current effect is limited to
deviations in Ryy from 1. (of course, there are higher-order QED
corrections to iL^ that I am ignoring; they have been computed.
Their main effect is to change a to a(/a) in (4.35), see Section II.)
Unfortunately, for sin 2 O w » 0.22 one finds
- 0.007X

(4.36)
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which does not deviate very much from 1 at presently measured
energies. For example, at Js " 34.6 GeV the MMtK J collaboration
finds 5 9
Rexp = 0.98 + 0.016 ± 0.04

(4.37a)

whereas (4.36) predicts
Rth(l34.6 GeV) - 1.002 .

(4.37b)

They are in good agreement.
A more easily detected effect is the charge asymmetry due to B in
(4.33). Defining the forward-background charge asymmetry Ayy
W

_ N(0 < 90°) - W(9 > 90°)
N(9 < 90°) + N(6 > 90°)

(.

,. x
l^.Jaaj

one finds from (4.33)
(4.38b)

The form of (4.38c) i s useful because Gp absorbs potentially large
radiative corrections. 6 0 At / s • 34.6 GeV, MMtK J finds 5 9
AVJ)J(34.6 GeV) « -11.7 + 1.7 ± IX

(4.39a)

while (4.38c) yields
A (34.6 GeV) - -9.3% .

(4.39b)

The agreement is quite good.
D.

W* and Z Masses

With the discovery of the W* and Z bosons now completed, i t becomes important to further scrutinize the standard SU(2)^ x 0(1) model
by precise measurements of my and mg.^1 Those mass values already provide the best determination of sin^fy and will eventually test the
S0(2) L x U(l) model at the level of i t s quantum loop corrections, just
as g - 2 measurements test QED.
At the tree level one finds from (4.20) ad (3.2)

r

(440)

-

p
W
H
If we merely used the value sin2f)w • 0.217 ± 0.014 extracted from neutral current experiments, then we would anticipate ^ • 80.0 * 2.5 GeV.
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However, the meaning of (4.40) i s ambiguous u n t i l we give a definition
of sin 9fj. In addition, the radiative corrections to t h i s formula are
quite significant.
Employing the definition
sin 2 O w = 1 -

rn^/m^

(4.41)

and computing the one-loop quantum corrections to the y, W~ and Z
self-energies as well as the complete O(ot) corrections to muon decay,
one finds
(

o23
)
n 0W(1 - Ar)

(4.42a)

y

(4.42b)

Ar = 0.0696 ± 0.0020
where Ar represents the entire O(ct) quantum corrections.
one therefore expects

(4.42c)
Numerically

. 38.65 t 0.04 GeV
W
m

_ 77.30 ± 0.08 GeV

Z

Using these formulas and the average experimental values 6 ^" 6
n =

82.2 ± 1.8 GeV

(4.44a)

mg =» 93.2 ± 1.5 GeV

(4.44b)

one finds
sin 2 9 w = 0.221 ± 0.007

(from VT + Z masses)

(4.45)

which is in excellent agreement with the result from deep-inelastic
neutrino scattering in (4.31). Together these distinct measurements
give 6 5
sin 2 e w = 0.220 ± 0.006

(world average) .

(4.46)

A« we shall see in Section VI, it is important to determine sin 9^
the highest precision possible. In that regard, I note that tny
• 2 a r e expected to be measured to within ±0.1 GeV at Tevatron and
Such measurements will determine sin Qy to within ±0.0005.
Precise measurements of both my and m^ will test the S U ( 2 ) L X
the level of its quantum corrections. For example,
6 W between (4.42a) and (4.42b) one finds 61

XT
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Ar =

!

2
= 1 - (37.2804 ± 0.0003 GeV)

22

"z

<4

4?)

"z

where Ar represents the 0(d) radiative corrections. Hence, measurements of both aty and nig to ±0.1 GeV will determine Ar to within
i0.013. That is to be compared with the SD(2)L x U(l) prediction in
(4.42c). (Present mass values in (4.44) give Ar = 0.074 -0J30
which i s consistent with, but not yet a real test of, the prediction
Ar = 0.0696 ± 0.0020.) Deviations from the SU(2)L x U(l) prediction
would signal additional physics beyond the standard model.
E.

W* and Z Decays

W- and Z bosons have been produced in proton-antiproton collisions
at CERN via quark-antiquark annihilation. At present the UA1 and
UA2 collaborations^?6*j66 have each observed on the order of 50 W*
bosons through the decay W * eV and four Z boson decays Z •+• e + e~. In addition, UA1 has detected W •+ uv and Z ••• y+p~ events. The measured production cross-sections and decay widths are consistent with the SO(2)L X
U(l) model's predictions; but the experimental uncertainties are s t i l l
large. Eventually, one can expect these quantities to be more precisely determined and thus provide an important test of the
electroweak model. I will outline a computation of the predicted
decay widths.
Consider the lowest-order decay of a generic spin-1 vector boson
denoted by B (B = M- or Z) into a pair of spin-% farmions fj + fj
(see Fig. 13).

I
k
.

Fig. 13 Coupling between
a vector boson B = W*

I

or Z and f1f 9

IB

pair.

The amplitude for the decay B + fj + ?2 is given by**'
M - -ig E X (p)u £ (kj)Yx

5
2

» £ <k2)

(4.48)

where e^(p) is the polarization vector of the B. To obtain the decay
rate F(B * £^2)1 v& work in the rest frame of the B, BUD over final
state polarization, average over B polarizaitons and integrate over
phase space, i . e .
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.
where

(4.49)

K2, M 2
Pol

" 12
**

(4.50)
6

Carrying out the trace and phase space integrations gives '

°B

"B

"B

(4.51)

In the limit of zero fermion masses this becomes
T(B + fjfj) - |gjp (a2 + b 2 ) .

(4.52)

For the W boson, a • -b • 1//2 for leptons and quarks (up to
mixing angle effects); however, in the case of quarks, the above formulas must be multiplied by a color factor of 3. Summing over all
three generations of fermions, one finds for m t - 36 GeV
all) a 2.8 GeV .

(4.53)

For Z boson decays a • (xjf - 2Q 8in^9y)/cos9 w , b • -T
Sunning over the 3 generations of fermions gives
T(Z + a l l ) = 2.8 GeV .

(4.54)

It is an interesting coincidence that the total widths are essentially
the same.
The predicted observable leptonic branching ratios are
ev) „ 1_
all)
l) " 12
* all)

a 0.03 .

(4.5
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Deviations from the above predictions could signal new physics
such as 4th generation mixing, larger m t> additional neutrinos, gtc.
For example, the number of neutrino species, Ny, is given by°'»°°
- 3

R

V

+

H Z * all) - 2.8 GeV
0.178 GeV
•

(4

}

W-sn

The UA2 collaboration"^ has made a good determination of
T(W •*• all)/r(Z + all) which gives N v < 6.
F.

Higgs-Scalar Production and Decay

We have seen that the SU(2)^ x U(l) model predicts the existence
of a neutral spin-0 Higgs scalar denoted by H. It is a necessary remnant of the Higgs mechanism used to provide masses for the V~, Z, and
ferraions. Discovery of the H is necessary for final confirmation of
the Weinberg-Salam model.
How will the Higgs scalar be produced and detected? The answer
depends on its mass, HIR, which is unfortunately a free parameter. A
relatively light H $ 60 GeV should be detectable via the decays"
Z •* BJL*l~ (I <* e or U ) , Z + HY, or toponium + Hy. Somewhat higher
masses (up to =100 GeV) may be observable at LEP II through the reaction e + e~ •*• ZH. 7 0 In the case of a very heavy Higgs >2mff - 166 GeV,
it can best be produced at high-energy hadron-hadron colliders via
gluon-gluon fusion."- For large enough rug, the decays H •*• W*W~ or ZZ
decays dominate, and one can then look for a leptonic decay of one of
the vector bosons.
The cross-section for pp + H + X is given by' 2

-Jtn/F
a(pp * H) - J L T(H • gg) /
dy TF-(/F
ev)FGr(/r e"y)
G

8mj[

(4.58)

An/f

where T » n^/s, Fg is the proton's gluon distribution function, and
F(H •*• gg) is the 2-gluon decay width of the H. Unfortunately,
I*(H -*• gg) is predicted to be very small
2 3
g m
)
where a3(mg/2) is the running QCD coupling (=0.1 for mjj - 2my)

1 =3

Z
i-u,d..t

{2\. + X.(4X. - 1)G(X.)1 ,
i

i

G(\.) - - 2 (arcsi^^)} 2 ,

i

i

\. -

? 4

I

X. > i

+
2
+
G(\.) - |- in 2 (H-) - |- + iir An (\)
T1
T|

,

X. < \
(4.60)
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At the CERN pp collider, one expects 65 for /s = 540 GeV
a(pp • H) = 4xlO~ 36 exp(-m H /21 GeVl cm 2 , 80 GeV < n^ < 160 GeV

(4.61)

which is too small for observation, given the present luminosity of
that machine. However, IXK •* gg) may for some reason be much larger,
or perhaps some other heavy spin-0 particle couples strongly to two
gluons. Indeed, the two-gluon production mechanism may turn out to be
our best way of finding new physics.
V

QUANTUM CHROMODYNAMICS

Si:rong interactions are often perceived as powerful short-range
forces Chat bind protons and neutrons together inside nuclei. In that
capacity, nuclear binding is described as due to the exchange of
mesons, such as the pion, between nucleons. There are many known particles in addition to the proton, neutron, and pion that can interact
by this strong force. We collectively call them hadrons. The particle data tables'5 are filled with literally hundreds of such states,
many of which are extremely unstable resonances. A fundamental theory
of the strong interaction must be able to account for that observed
hadronic spectrum and provide a dynamical description of its interaction properties.
The current view is that the observed hadrons are not elementary
but art; bound states of more fundamental constituents called quarks,
and thiat the strong interactions between hadrons are epiphenomena of
the more fundamental forces between quarks. Those forces between
quarks must be very strong, as high energy experiments have failed to
reveal free isolated quarks. We now have a fundamental theory of
strong interactions with all the above properties. It is called
quantum chromodynamics (QCD).
In this section I will describe the
developments which gave rise to QCD and discuss some properties of
this modern strong interaction theory.
A.

The Quark Model

The spectrum of hadrons is generally divided into two
categories, mesons which have integer spin 0, 1, 2, ..., such as the
pion, kaon, rho, etc., and baryons which have half-integer spin 1/2,
3/2, ,.., such as the proton, neutron, lambda, omega, etc. Grouping
these particles into multiplets in which members are similar, it was
found that they could be ordered by a classification scheme called the
eightfold way.'' From the regularity of these multiplets, Gell-Mann
and Zweig conjectured that all hadrons could be construcced as bound
states of a few spin-*S fundamental constituents called quarks.7**
Mesons are quark-antiquark, qq, bound states, while baryons are made
from three quarks qqq (antibaryons are qqq states). Although the
hadrons so constructed have integer electric charge, their constituent
quarks carry fractional electric charges ±2/3, ±1/J. From a small number of distinct quarks (u, d, c, 8, b) one can build all observed
hadrons. (We believe that a sixth t quark also exists.)
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Some properties of the known quark flavors were already outlined
in Table I. All hadrons discovered before 1974 (the year of the J
discovery'') could be constructed out of u, d, and s quarks; they
constituted the spectrum of the eightfold way. The c and b flavors
are relatively new, having been found (through their hadron bound
states) during the last decade. Some examples of hadronic quark content are
proton: p = uud ,
neutron: n - udd ,
pion: T"*" = ud ,
charmonium: cc

omega: Q~ = sss
lambda: A = uds
kaon: K + = us _
bottomonium: bb

(5.1)

Strong interactions between hadrons are flavor independent and
flavor conserving. Therefore, any fundamental strong interactions between quarks should exhibit this property.
Given the success of the quark model, it is natural to wonder:
Why aren't free quarks observed? Indeed, the apparent impossibility
of liberating quarks from their hadronic domains often makes some people skeptical about their actual existence.
B.

Deep-Inelastic Scattering

The reality of quarks was rather convincingly demonstrated by
deep-inelastic electreproduction experiments at SLA(r° carried out in
the late 1960s. High energy electrons (-20 GeV) were scattered off
protons giving rise t o e + p + e + X where X denotes muiti-hadron
states. A schematic amplitude for this reaction is illustrated in Fig.
14.

Fig. 14

Deep-inelastic electronproton scattering.

Probing the proton at large q (which corresponds to small wavelengths)
allows one to examine its short distance structure.
The differential cross-section for deep-inelastic e-p scattering
is given by°"
da = Lv\v

(5.2)

where lM^ corresponds to the square of the leptonic part of the amplitude and
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W pv - fa I l2ir)V(p > q - p x ) <plJ*emCO)|x> < x|j*m(O)|p> . (5.3)
(Only the hadronic part is necessary for this discussion.)
Parametrizing Wpy in terms of form factors one has

q

"P

q

q

(5.4)

where Q^ = -q2 a n j v _ p.q/mp = E e - Eg (change in the electron
energy). The differential cross-section is given by

- * L _ - * « £ !!s r 2Wl (v,Q 2 )sin 2 f • W2(v,Q2)cos2 fl . (5.5)
dQ dv

m Q
P

'e

In the quark model, one can calculate the above cross-seclion
assuming that the scattering reaction is an incoherent sum of
electron-quark cross-sections. In this approach, the form factors
Wi(V,Q2) and (V/mp)W2(V,Q2) turn out to depend only on x - O^/anipV.
This property is called Bjorken scaling. * It has been experimentally
confirmed (for Q 2 , mpV » m?). In the quark model one makes the replacements
W^V.Q 2 ) * F^x)

(5.6a)

£- W2(V,O2) - F2(x)

(5.6b)

in Eq. (5.5) with the prediction
F2(x) - | x (u(x) + u(x)l + |- x(d(x) + d(x)l + |- x((s(x)+s"(x)) +...
(5.6c)
where q(x) represents the number of quarks of type q with fractional
momentum between x and x + dx. Furthermore, for spin-** quarks
F (x) » 2xF.(x)

(Callan-Gross relation) .

(5.6d)

(if quarka had spin'O you would find F.(x) « 0.)
At high energies the electroproduction experiments confirmed the
quark model. They observed Bjorken scaling in a manner that was consistent with spin-*5, fractionally charged, point-like constituents in
the proton. The quark structure was thus revealed.
Some surprises emerged from these experiments. It was found that
the quarks seem to be essentially free when probed at short distances.
Strong interaction affects appeared to diminish as one probed near the
quark. In addition it was observed that the three charged quarks in
the proton carry only about % of the proton's momentum; the other %
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appeared to be missing. These two peculiar effects had to await the
advent of QCD before they could be understood.
C.

Color

There were several problems with the simple quark model.
It first failed at the level of quark statistics when applied to
baryons.
If quarks are spin-% fermions, then baryon wavefunctions
should be antisymmetric under the interchange of two identical
quarks. But that seemed not to be the case. Take for example
the JJ~ which is a bound state of three strange quarks fl~ = |s>|s>|s>.
It has spin 3/2, so its spin wavefunction is symmetric under the
interchange of any 2 quarks. Since the ft~ is the ground state,
one expects each quark to have zero relative orbital angular momenta,
so the spatial wave function should also be symmetric. That suggests
that their product is symmetric rather than antisymmetric, a violation
of Fermi statistics. This apparent inconsistency was overcome by the
introduction of color. Each quark was given a new quantum number,
color, i.e. they come in three distinct colors q^, i = 1, 2, 3. In
that way the baryon wavefunction could be made antisymmetric in the
color variable. For example, the &~ wavefunction becomes
n

" - 7B" eijk l»i>l»j>l»k>
=

7? O v ' v ' V " ls2>lsi>ls3> + I v ' V l V
-| 8l >|8 3 >|s 2 > + |s 3 >|s 2 >| Sl > - |s 3 >|s 1 >|s 2 >) .

(5.7)

The meson wavefunctions were given by

The introduction of color solved some other outstanding
problems. The TT° •*• yy decay rate calculated in the quark model had
been too small by a factor of 1/9. Giving the quarks color as in
(5.8) increased the decay amplitude by a factor of 3 and the rate by
a factor of 9, just what was needed." Color also brought the quark
model prediction for R = a(e + e~ + hadrons)/<J(e+e~ •* y+y~) into accord
with experiment; see Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21). Without color, one
expected R - Eq Q^ - (4/9 + 1 / 9 + 1 / 9 ) = 2 / 3 below charm threshold;
but experiments found R = 2. Giving the quarks color meant that the
prediction was really 3 x 2/3 » 2 as found experimentally. The three
pieces of input — baryon s t a t i s t i c s , H° •*• YY decay rate, and
the value of R — together provide convincing evidence for color.
Why was this new quantum number called color? It could have
been given any name; however, the nomenclature color provides a convenient way of describing the fact that observed hadrons do not carry
this quantum number, they must be colorless.*** It is equivalent to
the mathematical statement that each quark flavor transforms as a
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triplet representation under an internal SU(3) C color symmetry;
but physical hadrons are all singlets.
The quark model plus SU(3) C color symmetry provides a good description of the observed hadronic spectrum. However, it still fails
to account for the dynamics of strong interactions and leaves
unanswered some important questions. Why do quarks behave as though
they are free inside the nucleus when we probe them in very highenergy experiments? Why aren't free quarks or colored hadrons found
in nature? Where is the missing proton momentum? Quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) provides answers to all these questions as we
shall see.
D.

QCD Lagrangian

Although, as pointed out earlier, non-abelian gauge theories
have been around since 1954, their most important quantum properties
were not appreciated. In 1973, a most remarkable property of such
theories was discovered by Politzer" and Gross and Wilczek.*^ They
found that self-interactions among gauge fields led to asymptotic freedom. That is, the strength of the interaction mediated by non-abelian
gauge fields becomes vanishingly small at asymptotically high energies
(or equivalently at very short distances). Such theories behave almost like free (non-interacting) field theories at high energies.
This was precisely the property observed in deep-inelastic scattering
experiments. It turns out that only non-abelian gauge theories exhibit asymptotic freedom. A natural conclusion was that the strong
forces between quarks must be mediated by non-abelian gauge bosons,
and thus QCD emerged.
QCD is based on local gauging of the SU(3) C syumetry. Analogous
to the way we dealt with the S U ( 2 ) L symmetry in Section IV, we introduce
eight gauge fields, called gluons, which transform as the adjoint
representation of SU(3) C . The QCD Lagrangian density is thus given by

<gm - I F a F a y V •
4 viv
where \ a , a = 1, 2, ..., 8 are the 3x3 Gell-Mann matrices, g3 is the
gauge coupling and

with f8**0 the SU(3) C structure constants. This Lagrangian is
invariant under the local SU(3) transformations

D(x)| q, 1

(5.11a)
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A
M

= A a X a /2 -»• U(x)A U - 1 (x) + i- U(x)3 U - 1 (x)
v
y
g3
y

(5.11b)

U(JC) = exp(i j- 9 a (x)] •

(5.11c)

We see that QCD is quite similar to QED in that it is an exact
(unbroken) gauge symmetry and hence gluons are massless spin-1 bosons.
It differs significantly in that gluons carry color charge and thereby
interact with one another, see Eq. (5.10). It is this self-interaction
of gluons that endows QCD with such extraordinary properties. It also
turns out that gluons in the proton carry the missing momentum.
E.

Feynman Rules

To rigorously deduce the Feynman rules of QCD, one must fix the
gauge that induces ghost fields, which must generally be included to
preserve unitarity.
I will give only the Feynman rules for quarks
and gluons in Fig. 15 as a means of illustrating the similarities and
differences with QED.
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QCD Feynman rules for quarks and gluons.
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QCD is a renonnalizable theory, ao ultraviolet infinities which
arise at the loop level can be absorbed into the bare parameters of
the theory. Hence, one can compute transition rates perturbatively in
powers of 0(3 • gjMiT. Of course, such calculations will make sense
only if (13 is small. We shall now see that that is the case at high
energies (short distances).
F.

Running Coupling and Asymptotic Freedom

The QCD coupling g3 is renormalized by vacuum polarization effects due to both quarks and gluons (see Fig. 16).

Fig.

16

Some vacuum polarization loop corrections in QCD.

It turns out that the quarks screen the color charge while gluons
antiscreen. After defining a renormalized coupling by subtracting the
ultraviolet infinities via modified minimal subtraction (MS) one
finds (compare with Eq. (2.52b)1

I T T ' - r + 7 1 <" " ^ n - h r •£-*-•«?)•...

(5.12)

g3(u)
g3<) 87T
where Np is the number of quark flavors and |i is the 't Hooft unit of
mass"' in dimensional regularization.
As ]i changes, 83(11) = g5(y)/4Tr runs in a manner prescribed by
the renormalization group equation""
8(a3) - b o a 3 + b ^

+ b 2 a 3 + ...

(5.13)

where

b -

o -fe ( 1 1 --r>

(5 14a)

-

•^ (51 --y-^-)
.
b, - - - ^ (2857
2
64n3
Solving this equation leads to

(5.14b)

5033N- 3:
j — - + -ST-2-) .
9

27

(5.14c)
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o 3 (y)

o 3 (y o )

b

°
o
with y o a reference maus scale. Given a value for O3(y 0 ), one can compute O3(y) by iteratively solving (5.15). Of course O3(y) must be
small if the perturbative expansion is to be meaningful. Notice that
as long as Np < 17 (presently we think Np = 6 ) , b o < 0 so that O3(y)
decreases as we go to large y. This property
O 3 (y) — • 0
y+oo

(5.16)

is called asymptotic freedom. It explains Bjorken scaling. At low
energies the QCD coupling is large while at high energies it is small.
The quark color charge g3(y) is quite small at short distances; however massless gluons antiscreen it so that g3(y) grows as we move further away from it; a most remarkable property.
Although Eq. (5.15) provides a means of interpolating O3(y) from
one value of y to another, it is somewhat cumbersome. It is often
more convenient to introduce a reference mass scale A which incorporates the interactive procedure and provides a fundamental form for
O3(y). Such a y-independent mass parameter A must be of the form8"

A=
(5.17)
where C is an arbitrary constant. (Verify that (d/dy) A = 0.) In
defining what has become a standard mass scale, Afjg, one sets
C = 0 for all Np. However, since Np changes discontinuously by 1
unit at y = mq, Ajjg must then jump at each mass threshold,
i.e. it is Np dependent. (One can have an Np independent Ajjy
at the expense of having Np dependent C's in Eq. (5.17) )?9
Setting
C = 0 one finds

o „ ,..2,.(Np)2,

+

1 £ n a n ( l J 2 / A <NF))

+

...

.(5.18)

o
fl§ y are
q grelated to one
3 another by requiring that on(y) be
The Afl§F'
continuous at each y = mq. Given a value for 03(11), t§§8' i s determined by ( 5 . 1 7 ) . For example, if we know C*3(y) for some nig _< y £ mj,
(an e f f e c t i v e Np = 4 theory), then

(5.19)
Similar expressions exist for other Np. At present we think
100 MeV, which implies (for mt - 35 GeV) 8 9 » 9 0

X^
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A(6) :
MS

A(£)
MS

:

A ^
MS

: A^)
MS

:: 27 : 63 : 100 : 130 .

(5.20)

A precise determation of AJJTJ- is particularly important as a test of
grand unification (see Section V I ) .
G.

Vacuum Properties of QCD

The physics of asymptotic freedom is nicely illustrated by the
properties of the QCD vacuum. * Calling £ the color dielectric constant and U the color magnetic permeability of the vacuum, we know
from relativistic invariance
eji = 1 .

(5.21)

(Of course the analogous situation for electrodynamics in a medium
need not satisfy (5.21). For example, an electron gas at T = 0 has
e > 1 and \i > 1.) The static potential between two color charges
Ql and Q2 is given by

Wf

Q,Q 2

(5.22)

I f i > l + y < l , the charges are screened, while if £ < 1 + u > 1
they are antiscreened as in the case for asymptotic freedom. Defining
the color magnetic susceptibility y by
Vi = 1 + 4ir x

(5.23)

we see that X > 0 corresponds to the QCD vacuum and asymptotic freedom.
That is the case for so-called paramagnetic substances. So,
asymptotic freedom arises because the QCD vacuum acts like a color
paramagnetic medium. The opposite behavior occurs in QED which has a
diamagnetic vacuum.
H.

Heavy Quarkonia Decays

One of the many examples of QCD perturbation theory is provided
by heavy quarkonia (such as cc and bb bound states) decays.^2
Consider for example the three-gluon decay of a 1
qq state (see
Fig. 1 7 ) .
3
The amplitude is proportional to g3J so the rate must go like
o|. Summing over color one finds
2

r(l~~ + 3 gluons) = i|°- (TT2 - 9) l ^ l O3

(5.24)

where |^(0)| is the qq wavefunction at the origin and M its mass.
This is the main decay mode. Its rate is small because 03 is quite
small and it is further suppressed by IT - 9. Tc get rid of the
uncertainty in the wavefunction, one usually compares this rate with
the electromagnetic decay
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Fig. 17

Three-gluon decay
of a 1
qq state.

16-nQ2at2|*<0) ^

(5.25)

Taking the ratio one finds

3gluons)

10(ir2 -

(5.26)

0 9
81irQa
q
Since 1
3 gluons constitutes most of the hadronic decay rate, one
+
can use measurements of F
F(l~ •* hadrons)/F(l
-*• \1+U~) to determine
otgCy) and thereby find Ajfij. Unfortunately, the appropriate value of
Vi in (5.26) is questionable. Lepage and Mackenzie^ have computed the
0(oj) corrections to (5.26) to determine the appropriate V.
However, they find that the corrections are too large for what they
consider reasonable values of \1 and conclude that perturbation theory
is breaking down. Brodsky, Lepage, and Mackenzie" suggest that
li = 0.157M should be used in Eq. (5.26), and for that value the corrections lead to a multiplicative correction' factor of
(l - 14ct3(0.157M)/7r).
A more reliable estimate of Cij and Afjj can be obtained by
comparing the inclusive radiative rate F(l
•*• y + 2 gluons) with the
3-gluon rate. Including QCU corrections"

TO"

wi—

u. •>, i

m—tjss)
ggg)
ra

36<

52

a (l + 2.2a,(0.157M)/Tr]

a

n

a3(O.157M)

m

(5>27)

From experimental measurements of this ratio for T decay, Lepage
finds 97
-100

(5.28)

is in my opinion the most precise experimental determination of
. Most experiments are consistent with the range in (5.28).98
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I. QCD Jets
The fact that QCD1 a strong interaction coupling, 013(11), decreases
as the energy domain probed increases allows one to compute highenergy QCD effects perturbatively. One observed effect that perturbative QCD nicely accounts for is the jet structure of final state
hadrons produced in high-energy collisions, i.e. the tendency of
hadrons to be produced in streams of narrow jet-like cones with very
little transverse momentum. That phenomenon is merely a manifestation
of gluon bremsstrahlung. For example, in e + e~ annihilation into
hadrons, one describes Che total scattering process as the sum
o(e e •* qq) + a(e e •+ qq + gluon)
+ a(e+e~-*• qq + 2 gluons) + o(e + e~ -»• qqqq) + ... (5.29)
The first term is of lowest (seroth) order in 0(3(11); it corresponds to 2jet production. The second term gives rise to 2 jets when the gluon is
nearly collinear with one of the quarks and 3 jets when the opening angles
are large. In a similar manner, 4-, 5-, etc., jet events can be produced.
However, it costs an extra power of 03(11) for each additional jet.
Using the Sterman-Weinberfc definition'' of a 2-jet event as one
in which all but at most eE (e « 1) of the total energy £ is
concentrated in opposite cones of half-angle 6 « 1 gives

0(eV -> 2,jets) .l . I » £ > ((4,n2e + 3)ln5 , £ _ ! ) .
o(e e" + hadrons)

J

*

3

(5.3O)

4

The deviation from 1 is the number of 3-jet events (by definition). So
we see that as E increases and 03(3) decreases, 2-jet events become more
and more dominant. This is exactly what one observes experimentally.
J.

Quark Confinement

Free quarks, gluons, and colored bound states have never been
observed. Color must therefore not be a directly observable quantity.
The picture of color confinement that we believe (a proof does not
exist) occurs in QCD is one in which the color flux between quarks is
funneled into string-like configurations that lead to a linear potential between quarks. If one tries to break a hadron apart into its
constituents, the potential energy between quarks grows linearly until
enough energy is available to pop quark-antiquark pairs out of the vacuum. In that way rather than a quark being freed, many colorless
hadrons emerge.
It is believed that at temperatures of order 300 MeV, quark
deconfineaent may occur. By colliding ultra-relativistic nuclei
against one another one may create such a situation in the laboratory.
In those reactions, a new quark-gluon plasma phase of QCD aay be
created. Observing this phase transition would provide a means of
studying the long-distance properties of QCD. There are plans to
build a high energy heavy ion collider at BNL 1 0 0 which will allow experiaents to probe QCD and perhaps uncover other novel phenomena.
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VI

GRAND UNIFIED THEORIES

The Weinberg-Salem SU(2) L X 0(1) electroweak model and QCD together constitute the "standard model" which we denote by SU(3) C x
RU(2) L x U(l). This model contains three independent gauge couplings
g3» g2> and gi (gi " /5/3 g 1 ) and hence cannot be considered a true
unification of strong, weak, and electromagnetic interactions. However, it was observed by Georgi and Glashow 101 that these couplings
would not be independent if they embedded the "standard model" in a
simple compact Lie group such as SU(5). In such theories the bare
gauge couplings must be equal £3 = go = gj and sin29°j = 3/8, while
the effective low energy coupling's gitft) are°naturally unequal because
vacuum polarization effects renormalize them differently. This socalled grand unification idea is very appealing theoratically and
gives rise to incredible predictions such as proton decay 101 and the
existence of superheavy magnetic monopoles. 102
Rather than giving a detailed discussion of grand unified theories, I will merely illustrate their predictibility by presenting some
results for the minimal SU(5) model. 1 " 3 In that model one has 12 new
gauge bosons X ~ * " f Y"*1'3 (each comes in 3 colors). They are degenerate (up to S U ( 2 ) L breaking) with mass m x and are capable of mediating
proton decay processes such as p •+• e+if°. However, mx is very heavy;
so the protcn lifetime Tp is naturally long (t p <* mj). Using
Ajg) as input, one can predict 104 sin29y, my, m^, mx, and T_ in
the minimal SU(S) model (see Table III).
Table III Minimal SU(5) model predictions for a given JlL .
sin 2 O w
(MeV)
25
50
100
200
400

0.226
0.222
0.218
0.214
0.210

T

""Z
(GeV)

(GeV)

81.3
82.0
82.8
83.5
84.3

92.3
92.8
93.6
94.3
94.9

P

(GeV)
3xlO 13
6.2xl013
1.3xlO14
2.7xlO14
5.5xlO14

(yr)
3 x l 0 26±2
3xlO 2 7 ± 2
5xlO 28 ± 2
5xl0 2 ' ± 2
lxlO 31 * 2

For Agg " 1 0 0 MeV, the prediction for sin2fyj is in good agreement
with experiment!, see (4.46). I have allowed a conservative uncertainty estimate of a factor of 100 in x_. The present experimental
bound 105
T » 2 x 1 0 3 2 yr

(6.1)

appears to rule out this model. However, before that conclusion can
be reached with certainty, we should have better determinations of
A^E and 8in 2 9y By appending new particles with masses between my
and mjj, the prediction for Tp can be increased. 10 *
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In addition to proton decay, grand unified theories predict the
existence of super-heavy magnetic monopoles with mass 0(10 GeV). "°
They carry magnetic charge ±l/2e as well as screened color magnetic
charge. Recently i t was shown hy Rubakov^7 ^ d Callan'-^ that these
mono poles catalyze proton decay with strong interaction crosssections. Hence these monopoles should leave a t r a i l of proton decays
in a proton decay detector. So far, no such signal has been observed.
VII OUTLOOK
The standard SU(3)C x SU(2)L x 0(1) model of strong and
electroweak interactions has been very successful. I t accounted for
a l l observed elementary p a r t i c l e phenomena and correctly predicted
weak neutral effects as well as the W* and Z masses. One final p a r t i cle, the Higgs scalar, remains to be found; i t promises to be very
elusive.
What does the future hold? The CERN pp collider has already
found mysterious events that suggest new physics at =160 GeV. Speculations that these events may be harbingers of supersymmetry,
technicolor, compositi-ness, e t c . , have been given. The physics community anxiously awaitB further data. In addition there are plans to
build a supercollider with / s = 40 TeV in the 1990s. We can look forward to thorough exploration of the 100 GeV </* 10 TeV region and
exciting new discoveries.
Grand unified theories predict that the proton decays and magnetic monopoles should e x i s t . Several experiments have been mounted
to search for these phenomena. As yet only bounds on T_ and mono pole
flux have been set; but those experiments are continuing and being
expanded. The detection of a positive signal would be a great discovery.
We now believe that strong and electroweak interactions are
described by the standard model and the principle of local gauge
invariance. Left out of this picture i s gravity. So far, a quantum
theory of gravity does not e x i s t . Attempts at incorporating gravity
range from those which diminish i t s role to an induced non-fundamental
force to Kaluza-Klein theories that elevate gravity to the most fundamental interactieii with the otheis bei .3 induced phenomena. A truly
unified theory of a l l interactions is an outstanding goal.
High energy theory has made tremendous progress. During the
next decade I expect new unanticipated phenomena to become manifest
and pose novel problems for t h e o r i s t s . Exciting new surprises will
continue to guide us in our aim to understand the laws of nature and
the universe around us.
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APPENDIX A:

DIMENSIONAL REGULARIZATION

Perturbative loop corrections encountered in quantum field
theories are generally ultraviolet divergent. They exhibit shortdistance (high energy) singularities which are dealt with by
renormalization, i.e. the infinities are absorbed into the bare parameters of the theory. At intermediate steps of any calculation, these
infinities must be regularized. One of the simplest and most powerful
techniques for accomplishing this is dimensional regularization. 9
The basic idea is to continue loop integrations from 4 to n dimensions
(1 time and n - 1 space dimensions) with n an arbitrary complex variable. The integrations are carried out for n < 4 where they are finite and then analytically continued to n = 4 where the ultraviolet divergence shows up as a pole at n = 4. This method is particularly
well suited for preserving symmetries of the theory such as local
gauge invariance. In addition, the continuous dimension method can
also be used to regularize infrared (long-distance) infinities
associated with massless particles such as photons and gluons, 11 ^ (It
can also be applied to so-called fermion mass singularities,
i.e.
divergences which occur in the limit m£ "•" 0.)
The technique of dimensional regularization has become an important tool in perturbative quantum field theory. Its utility is particularly evident in defining renormalized couplings. Indeed, the MS
(modified minimal subtraction*") definition associated with dimensional regularization has become a standard for QCD (see Section V)
and is extremely useful for analyzing gramd unified theories (see Section V I ) . 1 0 4
As an introduction to the relatively modern technique of dimensional regularization, I give in this appendix a variety of useful formulas as well as a simple example, the electron self-energy. Additional discussion is incorporated in the text.
In dimensional regularization, internal and external momentum
are taken to have n rather than 4 components. All manipulations must
be consistent with this generalization. Propagators and interaction
vertex forms are unchanged, except for a y2-n/2 f ac tor introduced at
each vertex to keep couplings dimensionless (y is called the 't Hooft
unit of mass). At the one loop level, Feynman integrals have the
generic form
/ -~r
F(p,k,n)
(2w) n

(Al)

where k is the loop integration momentum and p symbolically denotes
all external momenta. Manipulations within the integrand are carried
out using the following n-dimensional conventions and identities.'**
Metric g^y;

g^-1,

gij » ~«ij,

g o i - 0,

i,j - 1,2,... n-1
(A2)

* k oPo " k lPl " k 2P2 ••• " kn-lPn-l <*3>
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Dirac algebra:

0,1,2,... n-1

(A4)
(A5)

Trace identities?

(2 - n)Ya

(A6)

= 4gagl + (n -

(A7)

' -2YXY6Ya " <»

<A8)

Y5 = (anticomnutes with all

(A9)

Tr(odd number of Y ' S ) = 0

(A10)

TrI = 4

(All)
(A12)
(A13)
(A14)

Tr(Y 5 )

(A15)
Feynman parametrization:
1
_ H r » a)
rtm ~ r(r)r(m)
a b

1/,
%
(1 - x)
ax +

- x)lr+m

(A16)

(A17)
(ayx + by(l - x) + c(l - y))
Employing the above formulas, all one-loop momentum integrations can
be manipulated into the common form (by translation of variables)
(A18)
a

(Q 2 - C ) m

and readily evaluated
T(r •»• n/2)r(m - r - n/2)
n

(2TT)

(Q

2

- C)

m

r(n/2)r(m)

.(A19)

At this point, ultraviolet divergences will manifest themselves as simple poles at n = 4 in the V functions. They may be isolated by using
the following properties of the T function*'*
T(n + 1) = n!
nr(n) = T(n +

(for n integer)

(A20)
(A21)
(A22)
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(A23)

r(n) = ^-=- r(f)r(£-|-J-)
•W

2

(A24)

2

r'(l) - -y (Euler's constant) = -0.5772

(A25)

r"(l) = Y 2 + ir2/6

(A26)

2
T(| - 1) - 1 - *(n - 4) + \ (Y2 + jj-)(n - 4 ) 2 + ...

(A27)

T(2 - \) - - ^ 4 - ^ - Y + 0(n - 4)

(A28)

For higher-order m-loop integrations, the same procedure is
followed. In such cases poles of order l/(n - 4 ) m may in general be
encountered.
As an illustration of dimensional regularization, consider the
O(ct) electron self-energy diagram in Fig. Al.
^J^

P

^j

P-K

^

Fig. Al. One-loop electron
self-energy diagram.

p

Its contribution to the self-energy function £(p) (denoted by Z|(p))
is given by (in the Feynman gauge)

-iZ1 (p) - (ie)2 / - i \4 ^

k2

(2ir)

Y 7|T

n

Y

# "K -•

This integral diverges and must be regularized. Generalizing it to n
dimensions and manipulating the Dirac algebra, it takes the form

«. (P)

(2 - n)(^
^ -<)».-

eV/

1

n

.

(A30)

2
2

Z

(2u) k (k' - 2p«k + p - m )
(Note that p need not equal sr, i.e. the electron may be off-massshell.) Combining denominator factors by Feynman parametrization
and translating integration variables, Eq. (A30) becomes
(2

°

(2iT)n

-

(Q 2 - C ) Z

C - p 2 (x 2 - x) + m 2 x .
Carrying out the d n Q integration via Eq. (A19) leads to

(A31)
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-is

r(2 - f) J dx (<2 - n

- x) + m an

- x)

(A32)
Before dealing with the final dx integration, consider how £(p) affects the electron propagator. The sum of all one-particle reducible
contributions to the propagator is represented in Fig. A2.

Fig. A2.

Self-energy contributions to the electron propagator.

The blob represents one-particle irreducible contributions to the
self-energy (called the proper self-energy). These contributions form
a geometric series which formally suns to a "dressed" propagator
iSp(p)

(A33)

Now we note that m in Eq. (A33) is actually the bare mass,
about the physical mass rae
- A

- m
e

Expanding

(A34)

"•/

one finds
- m^TTl - Z CCpHji - m ) ]

(A35)

where
- 1 - B

(A36a>

• m + A .

(A36b)

A and B contain all ultraviolet divergences. The self-mass divergence
6m = A is absorbed into the bare mass while B goes into a wavefunction
renormalization of the electron field via i!>"" Zjty. I should note that
Z2 is gauge dependent while 6m = A is not.
Rather than integrating Eq. (A32), it is better to expand £(p) as
in Eq. (A3A) and take the n •+• A limit. In that way one obtains to 0(a)
2
e IB

n -I T 2
r(2 - f)(-|)2

6m = A
(16H") 1

~

Y

dx

^

(n - 2)x)

+ 0<n

"

(A37a)

The wave function renormalization factor Z2 can be similarly obtained.
I leave it as an exercise. (Note, it will be infrared divergent.)
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ABSTRACT
Parallel intense laser beams w O ' k O a n d u l > k l s h o n e o n a plasma
with frequency separation equal to the electron plasma frequency
u
are capable of creating e coherent large longitudinal
electric
field E L = mew /e of the order of 1 GeV/cm for a plasma density of
10
cm"*' through the laser beat excitation of plasma oscillations.
Accompanying
favorable and deleterious effects due to intense
lasers and/or plesma response are discussed in the context of
application of the process to high energy accelerators. These
include questions of laser beam
propagation,
self-trapping,
'ilamentation,
longitudinal dephasing, plasma turbulence/noise
effects, etc. Advanced concepts to circumvent some of the above
problems are proposed, such as the plasma fiber accelerator.
0094-243X/85/1270793-56 $3.00 Copyright 1985 American Institute of Physics
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is becoming clearer that extrapolation of the present high
energy accelerator is not enough to meet today's challenge
of
ultra—high energies.
While a possibility exists that until the
particle energy reaches the grand unified mass of -10
GeV there
is a vast "desert" domain of no new physics (10 to 10 GeV),
there exists a possibility of having a "jungle" of various
particles (such as Higgs particles and prequarks) and new physics
in the
much
lower
energy
range.
Apart
from
cosmical
acceleration,
we may be able to make some statements with
regard to terrestrial acceleration of particles to very high
energies.
Supposing that we try to achieve energies of 100 to
1000 TeV within a reasonable physical size (i.e., for example,
within a state), we realize that the necessary electric field to
accelerate particles is so large that under the present
technology
no metallic surface would withstand such a huge electric field.
For example, an electric field of 0.1 GeV/cm (rf or dc) corresponds
to 1 eV/A and thus severely modifies the electron wavefunction
within the atom, leading to sparking, breakdown, etc. Besides this
difficulty, the surface heating contributes another cause of
breakdown with high field.
Another point in considering an
accelerator for very high energies immediately becomes evident.
Since the particles accelerated are at such a high energy that they
travel with a velocity very close to the speed of light c, the
phase velocity of the accelerating structure (electrostatic or
electromagnetic) must also be very close to the speed of light c.
Besides these fundamental physics requirements, we have to
consider available technologies for achieving high energies.
In
looking at various electromagnetic power generation techniques, ne
find that the most intense fields are delivered by laser technology
at
present.
There have been many ideas using lasers for
acceleration including those of Palmer
and Channel,
although
this does not preclude other technologies in the future. For
example, millimeter
wavelengths
may
be
provided
by
the
free-electron laser or gyrotron—type maser. The tendency toward a
much shorter wavelength of accelerating structure than the present
microwave technology is due not only to the available high field
values in the shorter electromagnetic wave generation techniques
but also to the consideration of luminosity of the particle beams.
From
Heisenberg's
uncertainty
principle,
AEAt > it,
the
cross-section o of particle reaction at AE •» » is proportional to
E
cm ' w n e r e E c m i s t n e energy
of
the
particle
at
the
center-of-the-nass.
Because of this, the cross-section becomes
smaller and smaller at higher energy.
This means that the
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o
luminosity
has to
increase as
E * m in
order to keep the
number of events in unit time constant.
This puts a very
stringent condition on the accelerator concept at high energies.
As we will discuss in more detail
later, the luminosity is
inversely proportional to a certain power of the length of the beam
bunch. Therefore, in order to relax the severe condition on the
luminosity, it is preferable to go for a short beam bunch,
presumably obtainable again by a short-wavelength wave. This again
points to the laser technology.
In the following we review
particle acceleration in electromagnetic waves.
A particle in an electromagnetic field of small amplitude is
accelerated perpendicular to the direction of this electromagnetic
wave k and executes oscillations along the electric field direction
E. No net acceleration, therefore, is achieved.
' '
This holds
true even if the electromagnetic field amplitude is large and there
is magnetic acceleration (see Pig. 1). The magnetic acceleration
(a)
Eik

e

e

No acceleration
However electron 8-figure motion involves
longitudinal oscillations.

256
Fig. 1 Particle motion in a propagating plane electromagnetic
wave
The wavenumber k is perpendicular to electric field E and
magnetic field B. No net acceleration along the k-direction is
achieved. When the EM wave becomes relativistic (c), there can be
net plasma acceleration.
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with the electric acceleration makes the particle execute a
figure-eight orbit with no net acceleration.
A spatially or
temporally localized packet of electromagnetic waves cannot cancel
all the oscillatory motion and thus leaves a net acceleration,
but the amount of acceleration remains small. It is important to
note, however that the figure-eight orbit has a component of
longitudinal motion (see Fig. lb). The case of ultra-relativistic
waves in this connection is discussed in Section IV.
There have been aany attempts to gain net acceleration by
electromagnetic
waves,
which
may
be categorized into two
types.' the virtual photon approach and the real photon approach.
Most of the conventional accelerators including (proposed)

(o)
w

^-Uniform guide
,/
r

Rippled guide
— k,,

(b)

Fig 2 Virtual photons and photons in a plasma.
(a) A plane
electromagnetic wave reflects on the metallic surface. There is a
field component E sini' parallel to k)t . In the metal the EM field
exponentially decays, (b) If we put two metallic plates together,
we get a waveguide.
Again a field component parallel to k,j
exists.
(c) The dispersion relation of the EM wave in the
waveguide, k is the parallel wavenumber.
(d) The dispersion
relation of EM waves in the uniform and ripple waveguides, (e)
The dispersion relation of the EM wave in a plasma.
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collective accelerators are in the first category.
Consider
Fig ~ H . In order to obtain an electric field component parallel
to the wave propagation k.. , some (metal) reflector is placed. The
wave has E.. component, but unfortunately the phase velocity of the
wave is larger than the speed of light u/k,, > u/k = c. Thus no
coupling.
One may confine the electromagnetic field by two
conductors in a waveguide (Fig. 2b) instead of the semi-infinite
case in Fig. 2a. The characteristics of wave phase velocity of a
waveguide are well-known (see Fig. 2c).
The phase velocity is
always larger than c: v . = c(l - (k>cA») J""1/^ -where OJ
is the
cutoff frequency for the waveguide. An accelerator such as SLAC's
alleviates this problem by implementing a periodic structure in the
waveguide (irises).
A periodically rippled waveguide introduces
the so—called
Brillouin
effect
into
the
phase
velocity
characteristics.
The
Brillouin
diagram
for the frequency
vs. wavenumber in the ripple waveguide is shown in Fig. 2d.
Here
sections of phase velocity less than c are realized. There are
other ways to make phase velocity less than c, such as dielectric
coating.
All these techniques may be collectively called a
technique for slow-wave structure. Particles can now surf on such
field crests and obtain net acceleration. The intensity of the
fields is limited by materials considerations such as electric
breakdowns.
Almost
invariably, the localized high electric field
results at and near the slow-wave structure, making the breakdown
easier there.
We suggest that it may be possible to create a
slow-wave structure in the form of a plasma waveguide (or plasma
"optical
fiber").
A narrow waveguidt with rippled surface
accentuated either by a plasma or by plasma and magnetic fields
(see Fig. 3) provides a slow-wave structure. In this slow-wave
structure the particles may be able to surf on the electromagnetic
wave.
When we utilize the real photon in a plasma, there is no
phy- ical limitation due
to
materials
considerations
The
characteristics of the phase velocity of the real photon in a

Fig. 3 The surrounding plasma waveguide structure (plasma fiber
optics) plays a role of a slow-wave structure. If one Batches
v
ph ~ C | t h e w a v e
field component parallel
to
the
laser
propagation may be employed to accelerate particles.
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plasma are similar to those in a waveguide (see Fig. 2e). The
phase velocity of the electromagnetic wave in a plasma
is
v h = c(l - (CL>_A>) J"1/2, always larger than c in an underdense
plasma, indicating again the difficulty of directly coupling the
wave to accelerate electrons. Here w is the plasma frequency. It
is possible, however, to couple nonlinearly to the plasaa if the
amplitudes of the electromagnetic waves are sufficiently large. We
have discussed
a laser electron accelerator scheme based on
exciting a large-amplitude Langmuir wave created either by a strong
photon wavepacket with a very short spatial pulse length as a
photon wake or by two beating photons. We concluded
that using
two photon beams is much more effective in acceleration than using
a very short photon pulse.
We focus primarily on the two-beam
case, although the physics
involved in the case of the short
wavepacket has much in common with this case.
The basic mechanism of part-cle acceleration is as follows.
The two injected laser beams induce plasmons (or a Langnuir wave)
through the forward Raman scattering process. This may be regarded
as optical mixing. The resultant large-amplitude plasma wave with
phase velocity very close to the speed of light grows and is
sustained by the laser lights.
It grows until
the amplitude
becomes
relativistic,
i.e., the
quivering
velocity of the
electrostatic field becomes c, so that the wave begins trapping
electrons in the tail of distribution and accelerating them. The
trapped electrons can be accelerated to high energies since the
electrostatic wave is propagating with a phase velocity very close
to c. The trapped electrons form a bunch in density.
Since the
energy
dependence
of
the accelerated electron velocity is
nonlinear, the detrapping time of electrons is very long. This is
a very significant advantage of linear acceleration of this type
compared with that in a circular machine. In a circular machine
such as a buncher, the energy dependence of the electron angular
velocity is approximately linear.
Thus the detrapping
time is
much shorter.
In terms of the available technology, the pulsed intense
electron or ion beam technology
delivers an electric field of
-10 V/cm and a power density of 10
W/cm . On the other hand,
the laser technology i3 capable of delivering a power density of
tO 1 8 W/cm 2 for a glass laser and 1 0 1 6 W/cm 2 for a C O 2 laser. As we
shall see later, the electrostatic field can reach 10 9 V/cm for the
glass laser case and a similar but somewhat smaller value for the
COg laser case.
In this paper, as outlined in the Table of Contents, we
present a possible scheme for accelerating
ions (as well as
electrons) to high energies, exploiting an extremely high value of
the longitudinal electric field associated with the beat plasmon.
II. PLASMA BEAT-WAVE ACCELERATOR
The plasma beat-wave accelerator concept using an intense
laser potentially meets
the
afore-mentioned
challenge
and
requirements for acceleration of particles to ultra-high energies.
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Two laser beams of frequency and wavenumber W Q ' ^ OU11' Wi.kii whose
frequency separation w Q - o>j is equal to the plasma frequency <yp,
are capable of inducing a large-amplitude electrostatic plasma wave
through the Raman process.
This electrostatic
plasma
wave
amplitude eventually reaches a value of E, = mUpC/e as a result of
the Raman instability if the laser amplitude Ej is a noise or the
pump amplitude E Q < mojQc/e.
The electrostatic wave amplitude
quickly reaches a value of E L = mu c/e when E Q and Ej are - mwQc/e.
This is liecause of the ponderomotjve force (see Fig. 4)
V(e 2 E 0 • Ej/mwoWj) = eE L (x) = e(mG>pc/e)eikpx

O)

is equivalent to having the longitudinal electric field E, of size
ma; c/e
/ in
i the
th latter
ltt
case.
photon beat

Fig. 4 The ponderomot ive potential <p
due to the photon
beat.

Consider two large-amplitude traveling electromagnetic waves,
(a>Q,k0) and (wj.kj), injected in an underdense plasma, which induce
a plasma wave
(to ,kg - kj)
through
the
beating
of
two
electromagnetic waves if the frequency separation of the two
electromagnetic waves is equal to the plasma frequency:
(2)
k0 -

kl

= kp .

(3)

where k is the wavenumber of the plasma wave. The beat of the two
electromagnetic waves gives rise to a nonlinear ponderomotive
force, Eq. (l), which sets off the plasma osci1
oscillations. 49 ' 50 This
process may also be regarded as a nonlinear
near optical mixing
mixing*" as
well as a forward Raman scattering. 1 7 ' 4 2 ' 4 9 It may be possible to
achieve the objective through the forward Raman instabjjity, 17
i.e., the second electromagnetic wave (oij.kj) grows from a thermal
Rosenbluth et al. have discussed
plasma heating via the
noise.
d
beat of the electromagnetic wavee
It is important that the
plasma be sufficiently underdense so that tig is much larger than <•>
(see Fig. 5 ) . This will ensure that the phase velocity of the
plasma wave v is very close to the speed of light:
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(4)
P

k

p
In the limit of ojp/u0 «

P if= ,l 7

k

k
O
l
1, Eq. (4) yields

V =

(5)
-

k

l

K
p
"p/^o
the relation we used previously.49

Plasmon (kp,Wp)

Photon k o -k p =

Photon k0, w0
Fig 5 Dispersion relation for
the EM waves. Two laser beams
beat . The process can be expressed as a forward scattering
process of a photon by a plasma.

Suppose that U Q is not very much larger than u , then the
phase velocity of the plasma wave is much less than c. The
resultant plasma wave can quickly trap electrons and saturates. In
the course of interaction the nonlinear effects may change t>-e
phase velocity of the plasma wave. Thus, in the case of u_/WQ not
small, the interaction of light waves and plasma is strong, and the
light waves suffer strong feedback from the plasma. (The light
waves may be called "plastic" or "soft" in this case.) The electron
ring accelerator by Veksler,
the Cerenkov-plasmon accelerator,
and the beam front accelerator,
•
for example, may be
classified as using the soft photon approach.
The present mechanism calls for a highly underder.se plasma
u_A>Q « 1, which guarantees that laser beams reinforce the plasma
wave
structure.
Such
reinforced accelerating structure is
necessary, because the acceleration to multi-TeV energies should
take
a
long distance without too many adverse effects or
interruption of acceleration. As we shall see later, the ratio of
the energy density of the electrostatic plasma wave to that of the
electromagnetic wave is ~(w A > 0 ) 2 as a result of the Manley-Rowe
relation, i.e., the light wave dominated. Therefore, the plasma
wave remains reinforced or "regulated" by the two beating laser
beams
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(The light waves may be called "hard" in our case.) Since the phase
velocity v is very close to c for « p A> 0 « 1. the electron
trapping
and,
therefore,
saturation,
occur only when the
electrostatic wave grows up to an amplitude so large that it
becomes
relativistic.
The
other
important consequence of
o)pA>0 « 1 is that particles will be in phase with the plasma wave
for a long time and achieve a large amount of acceleration,
because, again, the phase velocity v ~ c and the particles would
not exceed v easily.
Let us consider the energy gain of an electron trapped in the
electrostatic wave with phase velocity v = w_/k 0 • We go to the
rest frame of the photon-induced longitudinal wave (plasma wave).
Since the wave has the approximate phase velocity given in Eq. (5),
0 = v /c and y = oig/cop. Note that this frame is also the rest
frame for the photons in the plasma in this frame the photons have
no momentum and the photon wavenumber is zero.
The Lorentz
transformations of the momentum four-vectors for the photons and
the plasmons (the plasma wave) art

V-i/Jr

7 I \i"0

ico / c
where the right-hand side refers to the rest frame quantities with
respect to the plasma wave (k w a v e = k />•), k^ is the photon
wavenumber
in the laboratory frame, and the well-known dispersion
relation for the photon in a plasma W Q = (o> + kQC ) '
was used.
Equation (6) is reminiscent
of the relation between the meson and
the mass less (vacuum) photon: Eq. (6) indicates that the photon in
the plasma (dressed photon) has rest mass Wp/c, because the
electromagnetic interaction shielded by plasma electrons can reach
only the col lisionless skin depth c/u-n in the plasma. This is just
as the nuclear force reaches the inverse of the meson mass, and
Yukawa
predicted the meson energy as w = (c /a + k c J /
where a is the nuclear interaction radius. Compare:
Meson
(interaction length

a)

Vacuum Photon
(interaction length

Photon in Plasmas
(interaction length

c/w)

Vacuum Photon
(interaction length «=)

=

{ol + k 2 c 2 ) 1 / 2

a) = kc
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At the same time, the Lorentz transformation gives the longitudinal
electric
field
associated
with
the
plasmon as invariant
( E w a v e = E, ) . We note here that the plasma frequency really plays
the role of the rest mass in the sense that the plasma frequency u
is invariant under the Lorentz transformation. One way to look at
this is to Lorentz-transform the plasma density n' = yn and the
electron mass m' = ym.
In doing so, the
plasma
frequency
= (47ie2n/m)1'/2 = (47re2n '/m')1 / 2 remains invariant.
w
The electrostatic wave amplitude can be evaluated in a few
different
(independent)
ways
yielding
the
same
result.
Previously 49 we- used an argument resorting to the wave breaking
limit. Here let us discuss it in terms of the available electron
density.
When most of electrons are bunched as a result of the
beat electromagnetic waves, we may estimate the electrostatic field
by assuming that most of the electrons give rise to this field:
V . E = -4nen

k

or

where n is the electron density.
is, therefore,

pEL

=

~4nen

•

(B)

The maximum electrostatic field

E L = ma)pc/e .

(9)

We may derive the maximum electrostatic field, Eq. (9), by another
method. As we shall discuss in Section III, the electrostatic wave
saturates only when the trapping width of the wave becomes wide
enough to begin trapping the tail of electrons. This condition may
be written as
eE
V

p-

V

e^

V

tr

= (—

L

1/2
v

p)

'

where v e is the electron thermal velocity. If we neglect v g in
comparison with Vp and approximate Vp by c, then Eq. (10) yields
Eq. (9). Yet another method for obtaining Eq. (9) was discussed in
association with the ponderomotive force, Eq. (1).
The condition (9) is valid even if the trapped electrons are
highly accelerated as long as the bulk of electrons remain
nonrelativistic.
However, when the bulk of electrons obtain
kinetic energy, say perpendicular energy, then the formula needs
corrections.
When strong heating of electrons occurs, mismatching
of conditions (2) and (3) arises, and we need more detailed study
on the attainable electric field in this case. Rosenbluth and
Liu
and more recently Sprangle and Tang
studied this problem.
The
nonlinear
saturation due to the relativistic mass and
subsequent detuning gives the saturated electric field as
1/3

The electric potential due to the plasma wave evaluated in the
laboratory frame is
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e<p = e/

E L dx = e — E - ( — ) = me* .

(13)

Going to the wave frame, we obtain the potential in the wave frame
= ye<fl = ymc2

.

(13)

This energy in the wave frame corresponds to the laboratory energy
by the Lorentz transformation
'7

-iBy \

/y0mc
=

i^r

7

'

I\ imcr^tl
2

c '
+ p2
) !

(14)

where the right-hand side refers to
the
laboratory
frame
quantities.
Thus we obtain the maximum energy electrons can
achieve by the plasma wave trapping as
V»ax =

max
r

m c 2 = 2? 2 mc 2 = 2 ( ^ ) 2 m c 2 .

(15)

The time to reach energies of Eq. (15) may be given by
^

= 2(^)2/"p

(16)

and the length of acceleration to reach the Eq. (15) energy as

*a = 8«§c/WJ .

(17)

For a glass laser of l-p wavelength shone on a plasma of
density 10
(10 ) cm , it would require under the present
mechanism a power of 10
(10 ) W/cm to accelerate electrons to
energies \F&X of 10 9 (10 8 ) eV over a distance of 1 (0.03) cm with a
longitudinal field E L of 10 9 (3xlO 9 ) V/cm. For a COg laser of 10-/x
wavelength, these numbers scale accordingly.
To
demonstrate
the
present
mechanism
for
electron
acceleration, we have carried out computer simulations employing a
1
D (one spatial and three velocity and field dimensions) fully
seTf-consistent relativistic electromagnetic code.
Two parallel
electromagnetic waves (ajo.ko) and (cjj.kj) are imposed on an
initially uniform thermal electron plasma. The direction of the
photon propagation as well as the allowed spatial variation is
taken as the x-direction. The system length is L x = 1024A, the
speed of light c = 10o>pA, the photon wavenumber kg = 2n x 68/1024A,
the number of electrons 10240, and the particle size 1A with a
Gaussian shape, and the ions are fixed and uniform, where A is the
grid spacing.
The thermal velocity v g = io> A.
The
photon
frequencies are taken as uQ = 4.29wp and o)j = 3.29a>p, while the
amplitudes are v^ = eEj/mOj = c ( i = 0 o r l ) .
Figure 6 shows the phase space of electrons accelerated by the
beat plasma wave kp « o>p/c. High energy electrons are seen in
every ridge of each length of the resonantly excited electron
plasma wave.
The horizontally stretched arms in Fig. 6a are
separated by a length X = 2n/k p . The maximum electron energy was
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in this case, higher than the value given by Eq. (15). One
reason for this discrepancy may be that we now have two intense
electromagnetic waves so that magnetic acceleration associated with
v 0 x Bj and vj x B o also begins to play a role.
The distribution
function f (p..) or l(yn) is shown in Fig. 6b, exhibiting strong main
body heating as well as a high energy tail.
The electrostatic
field profile in space at t = 77up 2 (an early time) is shown in
1024-
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Fig. 6 Photon beat acceleration by
(^I.kj). (a) The electron phase space
maximum yn for electrons is 85 in this
the electron distribution function

two laser beams (oiQ.ko^ and
(x,p x ) at t = S-tOup1. The
case, (b) The logarithm of
at t = 135&>p"3.
(c) The

electron distribution function at t = 135u,p-1
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Fig. 7b.
The field
amplitude already reached E = E, = im> c / e .
One can also see i t s coherent
field p a t t e r n .
The obsfrved
wavelength is 2rc/kp =
(ko-kj).
The
s d case is that of injection of a •wavepacket of a
second
single photon (u>0,k0), whose packet length L t = A/2 = nc/cop, as
discussed previously.48,49 Using the same code with parameters
L K = 512A, c = 5v e , photon wavenumber k 0 = 2TT/15A, number
of
electrons 5120, eEn/mw0 = eB 0 /mw 0 = c, L t = 7re/a>p, p 0 = eE 0 A> 0 . and
w
=
w +
2 1
0
( p k g c ) / ^ , w e start the system with electromagnetic pulse
in the plasma with initial conditions
Ey = Eo s i n
p
y = Pthermal
2048 ---
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0-f
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2048
]
Pi>g 7 The electrostatic field E x vs.
The
at t = 77<Up
amplitude of the field E ^ already reached E L
u,0/wp = 7.29, c = 20, L x = 2048A.
Phase space for electrons at
t = 77OC 1 is also shown for this case.
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E

Fig. 8 Wake-p1asmon excitation
by a short laser wavepacket and
trapping of electrons. The head
of the photon packet has proceeded forward to x = 310 at

_ 0

\[A
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1
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(c)

'

512

t = 250L 1 . " 0 /"p = 4 - 3 <a> T h e
longitudinal momentum (px = p^)
vs. position of electrons,
(b) P y -x phase space. (c) The
longitudinal field E L = En vs.
position. (d) Particle acceleration in time (solid line) and
electric field intensity in time
(dashed line).
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for
the period of x = [50A, 81.4A] and x Q = 50A.
With the
assignment, the wavepacket has a spectrum in k with a peak around
k = kQ and h>
u> =
- (o£
{wZ + K
kgc
c ) / e ,. and
and propagates
propagates in
in the
the forward
x-direction approximately retaining the original polarization.
Figure 8 shows an early stage of the system development.
The
phase—space
plot
(p
vs. x in Fig. 8b) indicates a strong
modulation in the p
distribution within the photon
packet
location.
The kink structure extends beyond the packet ending.
Figure 8a shows p
vs. x.
The intense longitudinal momentum
oscillations are clearly appearing, beginning at the photon packet
and extending to its initial starting point.
This is the wake
plasma wave set off by the photon packet seen in Fig. 8b. As in
Fig. 7, the long stretching arm-like phase-space pattern (Fig. 8a)
appears with its momentum keeping increasing. The wake plasmon
structure is also apparent in the longitudinal fields (Fig. 8c). A
schematic
mechanism of charge separation due to the photon
wavepacket is shown in Fig. 9. In this case the electrostatic
•photon packet
plasma
wove
(wake)

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram for the
photon wavepacket creating a wake
plasmon behind it.
field reaches values around E L ~ 0.6 mcwp/e. This value as well as
E^ ~ 0.7mo) c/e
for the Fig. 7 case should be compared with
theoretical values of Eqs. (9) and (11)
In Fig. 10 we plot the
maximum electron energy observed in our simulations as a Junction
of (<JQ/O> •.
The prediction Eq. (14) is drawn as a solid line to
compare^ with
the simulation values. Agreements are reasonable.
wi
Willis 6 ' 5 7 proposed a similar idea using a laser wavepacket.
III. FORWARD RAMAN INSTABILITY
We study the spectra] distribution of photons in time during
the process of inducing the plasma beat-wave. From the simulation
run with two photons (ojQ.kQ) and (o>j,kj) that we discussed in
Section II we observe in Fig. 11 a clear-cut energy cascade via
multiple Raman forward scattering.
Some of the
statistical
properties of this cascade are discussed in Section VIA. The
original waves with equal amplitude Ej = mcwj/e (i = 0 or 1)
cascade toward smaller k as seen in Figs. 11a and lib. A small
amount of energy is up-converted. The spectrum is sharply peaked
at a particular discrete wavenumber k = kp - nk where n is an
integer. The spectral
intensity S(k,aj) for the electrostatic
component shows an overwhelming peak at k = k and no significant
energy in any frequency at the backscatter wavenumbers.
This
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strongly suggests that all possible backscattering processes are
suppressed or saturated at a very low level in ou: present problem.
The electrostatic spectral density S(k,u) shows peaks at k = k as
well as k = nk . All these observations confirm that the downward
photon cascade is due to the multiple forward Raman scattering.
When the longitudinal magnetic field (i.e., parallel to the laser
beams) is applied with intensity such that u>ce = u
(wce being the

70
60
50
T10X

Fig. 10 Maximum electron energy
vs. ^o>oA>p)2 in the short we.vepacket case. The dots are from
simulations and the solid line is
from Eq. (14).

40
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30

40

(OJ/CUp)2

Fig. 11 The electromagnetic energy distribution (spectrum) as a
function of mode numbers.
Two laser beam pumps kg and kj are
1
indicated by arrows. (a) t = 142.Swp1, (b) t =
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electron cyclotron frequency), we observe an almost continuous
spectrum of electrostatic modes o> = kc (k < u_/c).
The reason for
this difference is not known to the author.
A similar downward photon cascade is observed in the case with
a photon packet of one plasma wave (o>o,kc). Figure 12 shows the
wavenumber spectrum of the electromagnetic pulse at successive
times.
The original smooth-shaped spectrum evolves
into
a
multipeak structure with a roughly equal, but slightly increasing,
separation in wavenumber as k approaches kp. This again indicates
that the photon (UQ,}LQ) decays into X&jj.kj), (cjg.kg), ... by
successive or multiple forward Raman instability.
+1

fig. 12 Electromagnetic spectral
intensity in wavenumber. The
arrow with 0 indicates the rough
position of the original laser
beam wavenumber peak; n indicates
k' = k t nk^.

S(ki

The reason why the backscattering is suppressed but the
forward scattering is very prominent is the following: when the
backscattering
plasma
wave
is
excited,
enhanced
Landau
damping ' '
or electron trapping by this plasma wave saturates
the plasma wave at a low level, thus limiting the backscattering to
a small value.
The wavenumber k b of the plasma wave produced by
the backscattering process in the case of wp/d>Q « 1 is k b = 2k 0 .
The phase velocity of the backscattering plasma wave is
V

P

{IB)

2k

Trapping of electrons by this wave begins happening when the
trapping width v t r becomes wide enough to reach the tail of the
thermal electron distribution. An approximate trapping width nay
be written as
b 1/2
eE?
1/2
v
(19)
tr
where the superscripts

b

refer to the backscattering
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f(wH)
Avu

Fig
13 Electron velocity distribution function in the direction
of the incoming phoCon propagation.
When the backscattering plasma wave
has phase velocity v p , the plasma
wave quickly saturates by trapping
electrons in the bullk distribution.

thermal distribution

electrostatic wave. See Fie- 13. [Sometimes v t r is defined as /2
tines the value of Eq. (19)]. The formula is nonrelativistIC, but
is sufficient for the present purpose. Also recall the discussion
given after Eq. (11).
The condition that a large number of
electrons are trapped is given by

1/2
= 2(T e /m)
The maximum electrostatic wave amplitude is
plaiima by setting v = 0:

(20)
obtained

for

a

cold

(21)
In the cases of both Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 we did not detect a large
peal; of electrostatic spectrum S(k,w) at k = 2k{) that is a
signature of backscattering plasmons.
Thus the forward Raman
process appears to be the last parametric process to saturate in a
hot underdense plasma.
In fact it can be argued that it 'fill
saturate only when the original electromagnetic wave has completely
cascaded by multiple forward Raman process to waves near tj - o>p.
In this case most of the electromagnetic energy may be extracted
from the laser lights to electrostatic wave energy and eventually
to kinetic energy. The idealized efficiency, therefore, may be
given by 7j = 1 - (w / w 0 ) 2 .
An experimental observation of the forward Raman instability
and associated electron acceleration and heating has recently bsen
done
in conjunction with the present concept and physical
discussion. A COg laser is shone on an un*\erdense plasma producing
electrons of energy up to 1.4 MeV. The last." power density is such
that CEQ/DUJQC - 0 . 3 and the frequencies are u>n/u>Q - 0.46.
The
plasma was created by the laser light shone on 130-X-thick carbon
foil producing the initial plasma temperature of -20 keV.
In the
experiment
the laser emits only one beam so that the beat has to
grow from the noise. It is, therefore, in general, possible to
have other competing processes such as side scatter, backscatter,
and two-plasmon decay simultaneously taking place.
In spite of
these competing processes, lower quivering velocity of the laser,
and lower UQ/UJ,, the experiment shows 17 high energy electrons in
the forward direction.
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Simulations are carried out in order to see the wave spectrum
and to compare the distribution function of electrons with the
experiment.
Using a similar setup as before, we set the plasma
parameters the same as in the experiment17: T e ~ 20 keV; uniform
plasma, w p /wo ~ °- 4 6 ; and the propagating electromagnetic wave
having eEo/mooc ~ 0.3. The electron parallei distribution function
f(P||) along with the electrostatic wave spectra are displayed in
Fig. 14. The temperature and the maximum electron energy observed
in the simulation distributions are similar to the experimentally
measured values.
For example, simulations show the
forward
electron maximum energy as 1.3 MeV and temperature as 100 keV in
comparison with
the
experimental
values
of
1.4 MeV
and
90 - 100 keV, respectively.
In the backward direction, simulations
show the electron maximum energy as 0.9 MeV and temperature as
60 keV compared with the experimental values of 0.8 jleV and
40 - 50 keV. The electrostatic wave spectrum. Fig. 14b, shows that
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the backscattering mode k D (which grows initially) is swamped by
other modes with a smaller wavenumber, the most intense of which is
the plasma wave associated with forward scattering kp.
In
addition, there are some wavenumbsrs which are less than kp. Thus
the heated electron distributions obtained by experiment and by ay
simulations agree well with most of the electron heating due to the
forward Raman instability, but not so much due to the backward
process.
In
the
present case the phase velocity of the
backscattering plasma wave up/kD ~ 1.6ve.
Thus this wave is
heavily Landau damped to begin with, and, as it grows in amplitude,
more and more electrons will be trapped by it, and the damping will
grow.
In view of Eq. (20), therefore, the experimental as well as
the simulation results are reasonably well understood.
It is
clear, however, that a proof-of-principle experiment at the level
of laser intensity E Q < ma>oc/e is hoped for.
IV. ULTRARELATIVISTIC WAVES AND RELATIV1ST1C GAS DYNAMICS
As the laser beam becomes more intense, the accelerated
electrons become more numerous and they are more energetic. When
the laser beam is ultrarelativistic
(i.e., eEQ/mwoc > 1) and the
laser wavepacket
is localized, such a wavepacket exerts a large
ponderomotive force on the plasma and can create a local vacuum.1
The intense electromagnetic wave pulse pushes the plasma forward
and expands the region of plasma-plowed area (vacuum or very low
density plasma).
Since the expanding electromagnetic pulse acts
like a piston that reflects incoming particles, we can evaluate how
much momentum transfer takes place during the process. Equating
the electromagnetic pressure (piston pressure) to the momentum
exchange by electrons which are pushed by the piston, we obtain
F2
0
P = — = nv p = nv -ymc ,
on
s
&
where Vg is the velocity of the electromagnetic wave front.
Eq. (22), the particle energy y a v e is calculated as

yave

. ^,£0,8 {^f
v
0
g V ^'o

,

(22)
From

(23)

which agrees with Eq. (15) in scaling when eEo/ma)oc = 1This
provides
one more method to derive the fundamental scaling
Eq. (15).
Simulations have been performed to study this parametric
dependence. Again the same type of setups as for the pulsed photon
wavepacket in the previous section and the same code are usedParameters we use are L x = 1024A, v e = 1 a>peA, the initial photon
wavenumber kg = 27T/10A, c = 5 a>peA, 10S4A electrons and ions each,
and eEo/ma>oc is varied from 1 to 20. The packet length is chosen
to be Lj, - nc/a>p. In these runs we set the ion mass equal to the
electron mass with the intention of simulating highly relativistic
plasmas. The obtained energy scaling is displayed in Fig. 15,
showing •ymax <•: vz = (eEo/ma>oc)2- T h e coefficient of the
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2x10° •

Fig. 15 The maximum electron
energy vs. laser electric field
intensity (eEo/moiQc)2 in the
case of ujtra—relativistic laser
beams. The straight line is

proportionality
is also reasonably fitted with Eq. (33). In a
similar study Sullivan and Godfrey
also
investigated
the
accelerated electron energy dependence on the laser field strength.
When ths laser intensity exceeds eEo/muQ = *• there results intense
plasma heating in addition to the afore-mentioned acceleration.
Heating is more intense when the mass ratio of ions to electrons
becomes larger than unity.
Therefore, unless a clever way to
exploit the ultra-relativistic laser beam is found, too intense
laser beams (eE^/mugc > 1) are rather detrimental to our purpose in
terms of efficiency.
When a continuous relativistic wave is imposed upon the
plasma,
the relativistic wave can generate a wind of net plasma
flow in the forward direction. As we discussed in Section I, this
does
not
happen
when
the
wave
amplitude
is high but
non-relativistic. When the wave amplitude becomes relativistic,
however, the wave severely modifies the plasma (see Figs, lc and
16).
The wave is no longer sinusoidal 20. it resembles a sawtooth
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Fig. 16 Phase space
(px vs. x) for electrons
with the ultrarelativistic
EM wave originally given
a sawtooth profile.^ 7
The group velocity of the
wave structure is close
to c/V3.
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in the profile of wave fields. Such a nonlinear
(self-consistent)
wave can carry particles with the wave. It turns out that the
particle flux is as large as r = Zn^c in the ultra-relativistic
wave,
where
ng
is the average density of plasma electrons in
the laboratory frame.
In such a relativistic and nonlinear case we learn that the
group velocity of the sawtooth wave structure is the speed of the
relativistic phonon phase velocity. In Fig. 16 we observe that the
wave
structure
has
a
speed
of
c//3.
Since
in
the
ultra-relativistic plasma the charge separation effect is less
important, the phonon freedom becomes more evident. Because the
energy of a relativistic particle i s 2 6 ' 4 6 t = pc, the pressure
P
of the relativistic gas is, from Eq. (22),

P =I

= I 13

(24)

where U is the internal energy density. The sound speed c s in a
gas governed by Eq. (24) is obtained via a formula (3P/3p)V2, or

•• - • i f i 1 " - % •
However, the wind generation by the relativistic wave per se seems
an inefficient process for high energy acceleration. The case of
beat of ultra-relativistic waves has not been examined yet. since
we do not know an analytic form of the waves for the case to start
out.
In the case of beat—wave excitation of a plasma wave with
relativistic electron mass, we expect that the matching condition
for bfjat-wave changes, and also that the electric field condition
may change.
When we increase the electron mass by increasing its
relativistic oscillations due to intense laser fields, and moreover
the beat—wave condition is subsequently modified to match, we might
expect to be able to increase the saturated electric field over the
value of Eq. (11).
If significant heeting takes place in the
parallel direction, yj_ is replaced by y^ or more precisely by
Tbulk* n this case the laser frequency separation should be
rwdueed (relative to u p ) by a "actor •yj1'^ from o)p to ti>p/y\'^• The
possible electrostatic
field achieved by the plasma wave may be
increased to

EL -

(9')

since electrons are now heavier, and
laboratory frame is

e<p ~ y± m e 2 .

the

potential

drop

in

the

(12')

Consequently, the maximum energy corresponding to Eq. (12') is
(--J
P

,2
me"

(15')
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The energy, Eq. (15'), is 7^ times the value for the case of
nonrelativistic electron temperature. It is important that we now
match uQ - wj = up/yx
(taking the resultant heating into account
as wel 1) .
Extending this idea further, we arrive
at
the
still
speculative
concept
of
the
relativistic forward Brillouin
scattering process in place of the forward Raman process. In this
we propose to use two laser lights with (wg.ko) and (wj.kj) obeying
GJQ - u\ = &>Dj and ojpj = (47me**/M) */«!. According to Eq. (1), the
ponderomotive potential will force charge separation. The two
intense laser beams will create electrostatic oscillations at the
ion plasma frequency, which are forced oscillations (quasi-aode) in
the limit of the "sound" velocity put to be the speed oj light c
with wavelength c/upj. An advantage of this scheme would be that
the frequency separation of two lasers and the resonant ion plasma
frequency are so much smaller than the laser frequency that the
phase velocity of the accelerating structure becomes very close to
c. (This objective may be achieved by the Raman process by reducing
oip/ajg, but this leads to lower plasma
density
and
lower
accelerating field strength, in conflict with our original desire.)
From a similar argument that led to Eq. (9') we might expect that
E L ~ lfc)pjc/e.
However, it turns out not to be the case from our
simulation study. We find that
E L - mw p c/e .
And, therefore,
e</> ~ (Mm) 1 '
by the Lorentz transformation Zy

c . The amplification of
may now be given with y -

(^ ) 2 ( M ) 1 / 2 »c 2 •

energy

(15")

m
"pi
If this amount of energy is attained in one trapping process, we
would need to have only a few rephasing operations to reach
100 TeV.
In practice the energy of Eq. (15'') is hard to obtain. There
are several complications: modes different from kg-kj are excited
and the electrostatic field profile is not as coherent as in the
Raman process. This is perhaps due to the fact that the beat-wave
is not a natural mode of oscillation of the system. This indicates
that a certain laser pulse length and some other precautions may
become necessary for most desirable operation. Clearly more future
theoretical, numerical, and experimental work is called for.
Discussion here therefore should be taken as speculative and
treated with restraint. One of our preliminary studies by computer
simulation is shown in Fig. 17. The parameters in the simulation
are:
v e = lup&, k 0 = Zn x 77/1024A, k] = Zn x 73/1024A. U/m = 25,
vj = eEj/mtiij = \/5c for i = 0 and 1, c = 9o>pA, L^ = 1034A, and
numbers of electrons and ions are 10240 each, ond <jp — t>j is kept
to be tii_j. A large amount of high energy electrons in phase space
are seen in this simulation.
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The electrostatic wave spectrum S(k) shows a predominant peak
at mode 4, which corresponds to the beat mode Up, = <OQ - wj at an
early time (t = SOwp1; not shown here).
At t = SBOUp 1 , the
predominant mode of E^ is still at mode 4 with the magnetic wave
spectrum largely intact even at this time (see Fig. IB). Later
developments of acceleration and plasma responses are also shown in

1000

25

p./-50

Fig. 17 Relativistic Brillouin forward scattering process. Two
beating lasers WQ.OJJ with OJQ - a>| = 6jpj are injected into a plasma
from the left. Extremely high energy electrons are seen in four
bunches whose separation is c/a)pj, much wider than that of the
Raman bunch e/oip. (a) Electron phase space (py vs. x) at t = 0.
(b) Electromagnetic beat-wave B z as a function of x at t = 0.
(c) Electrostatic (plasma) wave E x as a function of x at t = 60wp|
(d) Electron
phase
space
(px
)
vs.
x)
at
t = 20ojp|\
(e) Distribution function of electrons f(p x ) at t = 60oip|.
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Fig. 18 The relativistic Brillouin process.
(a) Electron phase
space (p x vs. x) at a later tine (t = 260up|).
(b) Electrostatic
wave
spectrum [E x (k) correlations].
<c) Electromagnetic wave
spectrum [B 2 (k) correlations], (d) and (e) The wave forms E x and B z
at later time (t = 260^p"|).
(i) Ion phase space (p y vs. x) at
t = 260wp e . (g) Electron phase space (p y T S . x) at t = 260tC|
(h) Electron distribution function f(p x ) at later time (t = 280o)pg).
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Fig. 18.
Figure 19 shows the dispersion relations for
the
electrostatic branches obtained in this run. We see three major
branches: the first is the relativistic electrostatic plasma
2 1
oscillation
u> - (0>x>e/<y\\> + k ^ c/
) /^,
the
second
is
and the third is u> - 0 (or purely imaginary).
u) - min(kc//3, Wpj).
pj
From our measurement, the time-averaged relativistic factors <7||> =
7.2 and <y±> - 7.5 over a 400up| period. Recall the equation of
state for relativistic gases Eq. (24). This leads to the effective
plasma frequency for k = 0 being a> ~ [vpe/<y$>^ + " p i ] 1 ' ^ ~ O.3o>pe.
The second branch might be related to the Wpj relativistic phonon
branch discussed in Section IV. The slope of c/V3 is written in
for comparison
.
(As discussed by Synge
and Leboeuf et al.,
the relativistic phonon speed may vary, depending on the wave
profile. Thus the value of c/V3 is only for comparison.) The third
branch corresponds to w - 0 and the purely imaginary
frequency.
This is because the ponderomotive potential-forced mode is not the
natural mode and therefore decays with a finite lifetime,

1.0

0.8

0.6

Fig. 19 Electrostatic modes excited in the rel^tivistic Brillouin
case.
LJJ = 1024A,
c = 9o>pe ,
E Q = Ej = x/Bina^ec/e, M/m = 25.
Crosses are forward propagating modes, while circles are backward
propagating modes.
The strongest modes are around the number
4 (k = 2rcx4/1024A), with the zero frequency quasi-modes being the
most prominent.
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corresponding to a virtual "particle." This may or nay not be
disadvantageous for the present purpose. In our run we generally
find that the third branch contains the largest energy.
In conclusion, the straightforward extension of the present
idea to the ultra-relativistic laser case does not easily improve
the acceleration efficiency.
(A clever idea night change the
situation.)
V. PLASMA FIBEK ACCELERATOR
We have introduced the concept of a laser accelerator using
two parallel intense laser beams and a resultant beat plasma wave.
We
discussed
various
characteristics
of
this scheme and
demonstrated it via computer simulations and to a certain degree
via experiments. In this section we discuss more about the way to
accelerate particles to high energies without losing the regular
structure of the field.
This is important since in a very high
energy accelerator it is likely that any material may not be able
to withstand the very strong accelerating field, and the system has
to regulate itself; in the present case the plasma and the laser
beams have to regulate themselves. A large regular electric field
of 10 -V/cm range propagating with phase velocity very close to c
is certainly attractive for accelerating ions, as well. One
possible way to obtain this is to preaccelerate ions to moderately
to highly relativistic energies and then to inject them onto this
field. See Fig. SO. In order to accelerate to multi-TeV energies
one is likely to need many modules of such an accelerator, since
laser focus problems, and others, may arise. In this case it may
be a technical challenge to produce ion clumps in phase with the
positive electric field in all those modules. Even if we assume
that we can accelerate ions almost all the time, with a field of
10 V/cm it would take 105cm to reach an energy of 100 TeV.

Tail electrons

Fig. 20
Schematic phase space diagram with bulk electrons,
accelerated tail electrons, and injected preaccelerated ions at
the right phase.
p h
is the phase momentum of the plasma wave
excited by the beating two laser beams, pv is the injected ion
beam momentum.. The ion clump separation is c/a> .
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It is therefore of considerable interest and concern to see
whether intense leser light can be propagated over a long distance
without deteriorating the laser beam quality too much.
If the
laser light deteriorates too quickly or refracts over a short
distance, we have to reshape the laser light or to inject a fresh
laser light.
This would amount to a complicated engineering
headache and to much higher power consumption for lasers.
We address here a few crucial questions associated with
acceleration of particles to high energies with the present
concept.
The first problem is transverse deterioration: the
defocusing of the laser light due to the laser optics as well as to
the plasma nonlinear effects on the laser light.
We discuss the
self-trapping effect in Section V.A. The second problem is the
longitudinal deterioration of acceleration: the dephasing between
the accelerating electrostatic plasma wave and the particles being
accelerated. We introduce the method of density mismatching in
Section
V.B.
This
approach
is intended to overcome the
longitudinal dephasing. We then introduce a concept of the plasma
fiber accelerator to cope with problems cf both transverse and
longitudinal detuning in Section V.C.
A. Self-Trapping of the Laser Beam
Let us consider the self-trapping problem.
We have a high
laser field E o such that eEo/ma>oc - l. The laser light has a focal
length associated with it, the Rayleigh length (see Fig. 21a).
This length zp = TO^Q/AJ with Ajj being the laser wavelength and Wp
the focal waist would have to be of the laser acceleration length
in order to achieve the energy gain of 2(o>oA)p)2mc2:
2z

(26)

where £ a = 2(6>o/o>p)2c/cjp • Outside t h i s area, the laser power would
go too low and would diverge.

Fig. 21 (a) The laser
light divergence and the
Rayleigh length ZJJ.
(b) The self-trapped
laser light in a plasma
and its density profiles.
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Fortunately, when the laser light is sufficiently intense,
self-trapping of the light beam can take place at a certain
threshold laser power. 1 0 When the laser power is at the threshold,
the laser beam propagates without defocusing, overcoming the
natural tendency of spreading over the Rayleigh length.
When the
laser power exceeds the threshold, the laser beam propagates with
its envelope resembling a sausage, without divergence of the beam
(see Fig. 21b), still satisfactory to our purpose. Felber
gives
the self—trapping condition for a laser beam as
eE

4mc2

0

—r

>

mc^kg

*D

^

T
m r + 2T

a

2

X

T>

2

4(

(27)

- ^> •

0

0

where Ap is the Debye length, T the electron temperature, ap the
light beam cross-section radius, and kg the laser wavenumber. The
trapping condition Eq. (27) is not very difficult for an itense
laser beam to fulfill.
According to Felber, a self-consistent
density profile for uniform plasma fiber can be obtained.
The
equations describing the propagation of a circularly polarized wave
with planar phase fronts are
(28)
r dr

where

a2

c2(l + v\)X/Z

w 2 = uZm

exp(- !S£-[(1 + vZ)l^Z

U

+ fk

= (Or,
pU

x

+

c2(l +

vZ)X*

- l]} ,

]c
O'

ac
i^ = eA/imc

,

and A is the vector potential, J^Q = 4nne 2 /m is the nonrelativistIC
plasma frequency, and a is the constant radius. If «p « c^/a2,
then Eq. (28) reduces to a Bessel
equation
with
solution
A = A 0 J 0 (r/a).
Another
possibly
damaging
instability
is filamentation
instability,
which develops perpendicular to the beam propagation
direction and is due to either the photon pressure or the plasma
temperature effect. This instability makes the originally uniform
beam profile into a spiky nonuniform one, leading to possible
difficulty in accelerating uniformly and enhanced emittance.
The
mechanism of this instability and the conditions for avoiding it
have been studied.
It is possible to have the above mentioned
self-trapping and to avoid filamentation instability at the same
time if we choose a certain domain of laser power, beam radius,
plasma density, plasma temperature, etc.
These conditions are
satisfied in the regime shown in Fig. 32. This corresponds to the
regime
with
enough beam intensity and enough beam radius.
Filamentation instability has been observed in two-dimensional
simulation
of
the
beat-wave
accelerator
22 : when filamentation sets in, growth
Forslund
terminates.

by
Kindel
and
of the beat-wave
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Fig. 22 The domain stable for filamentation instability and
favorable for self-trapping is indicated by the sign OPERATIVE
(T/F) with T for trapping and F for filamentation. The UNSTABLE
label indicates the domain for the instabilities of self—trapping
and filamentation.
The STABLE label does the opposite. The
figure is redrawn from Felber et al. 1 1

B. Phase Adjustment Between the Particles and the Plasma Wave
The problem of the longitudinal deterioration of acceleration
and a possible cure for it are discussed in this and subsequent
subsections.
In the original
laser beat-wave accelerator the
dephasing between the accelerating electrostatic plasma wave and
the particles being accelerated takes place as the electrons are
being trapped in the plasma wave and accelerated. In a half cycle
of the trapping oscillation the particle moves, changing its phase
from retarded to advanced relative to the wave. In the ultra-high
energy accelerator under consideration, the particle enters into
the electrostatic wave with a retarded phase, quickly overtaking
the wave, because the particle of concern to us already has a
velocity extremely close to the speed of light.
The particle
velocity relative to that of the wave is
Av = c

v

1 WD 2
c

" ph ' £(„ ) •

<29)

where Vp n = c[l - (o>oA'p)**]1/2 the phs^e velocity of the plasma
wave. The dephasing can take place over a half wavelength.
Therefore, the dephasing time is obtained as
: 2TT( — )

S

—

,

<30)

where X is the wavelength of this plasma wave. This dephasing time
is very similar to (and essentially the ;ame as) the acceleration
time t a = 2(cjoA>p)2/a>p according to Eq. (16).
On the other hand, the time for ions to be accelerated by
energy Mc2A-y is given as
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AyUc"
eE L c

(31)

where M is the ion mass.
Since the electron perpendicular
temperature cannot be extremely high, y\/z is of order unity
(perhaps < 2 - 3 ) . The energy gain within the dephasfng time,
therefore, is

& < 2* (J) ( — ) y1/2 •

(32)

P
2
3
If the ions are protons and (<«>oA>p) ~ 10 , then Ay is of the order
of unity. This indicates that if one wants to accelerate up to
100 TeV,
one would
need
10 xgphasing operations between
accelerating ions and the wave. This requires to have 10 modules
of tiny plasma tubes with optics for intense lasers. When we
accelerate electrons, we also need rephasing.
In this case, we
only have to replace ion mass U by electron mass ID in Eqs. (30)
and (31). Again, if we want to accelerate electrons up to 100 TeV,
we would need 10 rephasings.
An elementary method for reduction of the dephasing is to
apply longitudinal spatial modulations of the plasma density either
by segmenting resonant regions [UIQ - a>j = a>p(x)] and non-resonant
regions [corj - CJWJ ^ cjp(x)] (see Fig. 23) or by smoothly changing
the density of the plasma. An optimal profile of such a scheme has
to be determined.

A3
y>

'OK

Here either wove phase advances or retards to adjust.

Fig. 23 Matching the phase velocity of the plasma wave and
particle velocity by insertion of non-resonant plasma layers.

the

In order to cope with the longitudinal dephasing problems, a
few further ideas have been proposed, including the surfatron
and
the plasma fiber accelerator.4 We discuss the idea of the plasma
fiber accelerator in some detail here.
C. The Plasma Fiber Accelerator
The idea of the plasma fiber accelerator 33 ' 47 is to tackle
simultaneously two problems: (i) the longitudinal phase mismatch
between the plasma wave and the particles; (ii) the tendency ol
laser light to spread in the transverse direction. It is crucial
to overcome these difficulties in order to scale the scheme to
ultra-high energies. The plasma wave excited by the beat of two
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laser lights has a phase velocity equal to the group velocity of
the electromagnetic waves in the plasma according to Eq. (5).
Since the phase velocity of the plasma wave is less than the speed
of light, the plasma wave will be outrun by high energy particles
during the dephasing time T ^ = ZT\{u>o/up)^cjp1. The particles that
are trapped by the plasma wave gain energy by Z(uo/(jp)2 m e 2
calculated
by
using the wave-breaking
limit electric field
EL =
We shall show that the plasma fiber under
appropriate
conditions possesses a property to overcome this difficulty. The
duct structure, in which the plasma density is low inside and the
density is so high outside that the electromagnetic wave is
evanescent, enables it to sustain a beat—wave phase velocity equal
to any prescribed velocity including the speed of light. In
addition to this benefit the plasma fiber confines the light,
overcoming the natural tendency toward transverse spreading. Thus
the idea of the plasma fiber plays a central role in improving the
laser beat-wave accelerator
in .wo of the most important points.
One important case of the plasma fiber accelerator is a circular or
race-track accelerator for protons utilizing the laser electric
field to bend their orbit in order to contain particles within a
manageable size. We touch upon this later in this subsection.
A way to match the phase of the accelerating field with high
energy particles is to inject particles oblique to the electric
field direction (Fig. 24).
In order to phase-lock, the angle iJ
between the particle momentum and the electric field is given by
2
cos* = (i - ^|)

.

(33)

4
Although we match the parallel phase, we have now introduced an
extraneous perpendicular accelerations, which bends the pcir'icle
orbit (perhaps undesirably). To correct this oituation, it was
proposed
that a static vertical magnetic field be imposed. The
magnetic field is such that
B

i=

W

Sim5

D

= fQ '

<34)

for relativistic particles where
B
is out of the board in
Fig. 24(c).
An alternative approach is to conduct the laser lights in a
plasma duct where the plasma density in the middle is low and the
edge density high (see Fig. 24b), We choose the outside density so
high that the electromagnetic waves are evanescent there and
therefore they are trapped within the duct structure (plasma
fiber). By choosing a right width of the duct we can show that the
beat-wave velocity matches the speed of light. Let us choose flat
densities n inside the duct and n'
outside of it with duct
width
d.
We demand frequency matching among the two lasers and
the plasma wave:
o>n - w, = «_ .

(35)
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plasmo wove
direction

- \ - -—- particle direction

plasma fibre mode for loser

(b)

particle
v

ph=c

evanescent
(c)

plasmo wave
direction

*- particle direction

_B
~
Fig. 24 Matching the plasma wave phase with the particle. (a)
Tilting the plasma wave direction. (b) Plasma fiber. (c) C a n c e l lation of the perpendicular acceleration by a magnetic field.
EL

Further, w e demand that the parallel velocity of the two lasers,
w h i c h is equal to the parallel phase velocity of the plasma w a v e ,
be the speed of light (to be precise, this speed should b e the
particle velocity).
EM
grll
where

- kn

(36)

phll
,1/2

(T)

(3?)

and j = 0 or I and we choose HQ = nj + 1, where n; are the number
of transverse nodes. From Eqs. (35) to (37), we obtain
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(38)
The density n' at the evanescent region should be

n' £ n + ^Ssl .

(39)

4e 2 d 2
The plasma wave phase front is straight,
i.e., <p(z.r)
A(r)cos(k||pz - (Jpt) (see Fig. 24b)
The above-mentioned role of the plasma fiber leads to a
generalization of the plasma fiber accelerator.
The original
beat-wave accelerator was invented to create a slow wave out of the
fast electromagnetic waves in a plasma via the nonlinear beat-wave
coupling.
However. it may be possible to impose a slow wave
structure in a more "traditional" way employing
the
ripple
structure (irises) on the fiber surface
(see Fif . 3 ) . The index
of refraction of the plasma may be given as
n 2 (r,z) = 1 - a*(r.z)M<j

± w c e <r.z)] .

(40)

where o»ce = eBz/mc and the z-dependence refers to the ripple
structure.
Stated in a simplistic way, the duct structure makes
the laser electric field possess the parallel component, while the
ripple structure makes the electromagnetic wave be a slow wave. If
the relation

is satisfied, the slow wave is in phase with high energy particles,
where Ak is the ripple wavenumber.
Then the particles may be
accelerated resonantly. A possibility of self-induced trapping is
illustrated in Fig. 21.
If the laser power is large enough, the
self trapping
may produce the above mentioned favorable fiber
structure in a plasma. The electric field component perpendicular
to the particle propagation can be canceled by an imposed magnetic
field as discussed through Eq. (34). This last variation of the
plasma fiber accelerator utilizes the laser electric field directly
as an accelerating field, and therefore it is not necessary to have
a plasma inside the plasma fiber as a special case. In this last
scheme we no longer rely on the beat-wave.
To further extend the last idea, it is possible to directly
utilize the perpendicular laser electric field uncanceled by the
magnetic field for bending the particle (proton) o r M t . A typical
perpendicular electric field of C0 g lasers can be up to a 10 Mgauss
equivalent magnetic field.
It would be of great interest f one
could use this laser electric field to contain particles. He* 7er,
if the particle is moving with velocity c in the direction of the
electromagnetic wave whose phase velocity is also c . the electric
force is exactly canceled by the magnetic force. In the plasma
fiber (without irises), however, the electromagnetic wave is a fast
wave: v p n /c = l/n > 1. Thus there remains a net acceleration which
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acts as a centripetal force for the circular motion created by the
unbalanced electric field:
E + = x B = -rE0(l - - n) = -?EO(1 - n) ,
(42)
c
c
which points toward the center of the circular motion.
In curved
geometry (or cylindrical geometry in particular) there exists a
radius (the marginal radius) at which the tangential velocity of
the wave phase front is equal to e. Since the electromagnetic
wave in the plasma fiber is a fast wave of TEjjj-like mode, this
radius is smaller than *.ie radius of the fiber center.5 If we
inject high energy particles IU the azimuthal direction at the
marginal radius at a right piifse with the electromagnetic wave, we
can contain the part'des with *he perpendicular electric field of
the laser and at the jame t ae accelerate them with the parallel
field. Such a proton accelerator may take a circular shape or a
race-track shape.
Th • las=r lights are confined and conducted in
and along the curved picsma fiber. In the case of the race-track
the main parallel acceleration can take place in the straight
sections. In either cait the laser is injected at an interval of
the pump depletion.
The plasma shaping may be accomplished by
regulated gas puffing, plasma injection guided by a weak vertical
magnetic field, axial magnetic field stronger toward the center of
the fiber, etc. (There might be a regime in which some metal wall
withstands a very short high frequency laser field.)
VI.

PLASMA NOISE AND TURBULENCE

It is expected that imperfections in plasma density profile,
plasma noise, and plasma turbulence tend to detune the necessary
conditions for laser acceleration.
These imperfactions may be
present before the laser injection due to external reasons such as
noises caused by plasma generation. These imperfect conditions may
also be generated as a result of laser injection caused by, for
example, parasite plasma instabilities.
A. Multicascade and Plasma Wave Ineoherency
In addition to these causes o! noise, the multicascade of
photons can give rise to incoherent plasma waves. Consider Fig. 5.
Since the phase velocity of the plasma wave determined by Eq. (5)
changes as a function of the photon frequency, there is a
difference between the phase velocities in each stage of the
cascade of photons: GJQ and oj producing o>g, Uj and a)g producing
U3, and so on. This difference in phase velocity is

<£ 1/2
^ph""!1-"!)
WQ

It takes a time

,

<•>„ J /2

-°(1--|J
O>*

"D 3
• c(^)
0

•

(43)
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tcc = — 7T- ~ (—) —
up Avpn
.

wp u>p

<«)

for the plasma waves to become incoherent. This effect may explain
the simulation result by Kindel and Forslund 22
in which they
observed that the beat plasma wave becomes incoherent after a
sufficiently long period of time.
The incoherent wave pattern
begins at a certain distance behind the front of the laser light.
As a model problem to investigate one aspect of various
problems of noise and incoherency, let us pick the problem of
mu]ticascade and stochasticity due to multiwaves by ignoring all
particle dynamics and even the phase velocity mismatching effect.
This highly idealized model may have some relevance if the wave
begins to cascade without too strong accompanying electron heatings
and the phase velocity mismatch is negligibly small- A case close
to this situation but not quite the same may be found in Fig. 11.
Once we thus isolate the photon-plasmon coupling process from the
rest of the possible interactions such as the wave-particle
interaction, the system may be described by mode—mode coupling
equations. One example of such coupling equations is
9a

Q
at ~

a

iap '

I T =a 0 a P -a 2 a P •
7 7 = a i-i a p - a i+i 9 P •
at

= a

q-i a p '

-jf = a 0 a q

+ a

l a 2 + •'• + a q-l a q •

<45)

Here aj is the (complex) amplitude of photon 1, and wave i
designates lower frequency photons.
a is the amplitude of the
plasmon.
The amplitude of the photon with lowest
possible
frequency here is Bq. We assume that no frequency up-conversion
takes place. Also assumed is no phase velocity mismatching.
To Eqs. (45) belong two invariants:

N = I |ak|2 ,

(46)

k=0
H =

I k|a k | 2 - |a I 2 = 0 .
k=0

(47)

Equation (46) corresponds to the quantum number (action) and its
conservation; Eq. (47) corresponds to the energy (after multiplying
by nojp) and its conservation. As is well known. 39 a three-wave
(two photons and one plasmon) coupling case of Eqs. (45) is
completely
integrable via elliptic integrals and produces
a
periodic solution.
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The case with four waves (three photons and one plasmon) is still
periodic, as seen in Fig. 25. We see aperiodic behaviors when the
number of waves is equal to or greater than 5 (Fig. 26). As we
allow a larger number of waves, the behavior becomes more chaotic.
There simply are not enough constraints (Eqs. 46 and 47) to keep
the system integrable for these cases (see Fig. 27).
It may become reasonable to treat the problem in a statistical
way when the system behaves completely chaotically. One plausible
ansatz then would be the assumption of ergodicity in phase space
spanned by 2(q + 2) dimensional wave amplitudes (real and imaginary
as
independent
dimensions),
whose
elemental
volume
is
ndaQ r daQjdaj r daij.. da ar daqjda dapj. The dynamics of Eqs. (45) is
described by a trajectory of a point (for one sample) in 2{q + 2)D
phase space. From Eqs. (45) the phase volume conserves:

r~ £ ak = ° •

(48)

3afc dt K
The surface of phase space is cut out by two constraints»Eqs. (46)
and (47). The ergodicity ansatz dictates that the points will
wander in any location of this restricted phase space with equal
1ikelihood.
The statistical mechanical argument will lead us to predict
the most probably state among all the possible phase space
configurations. With the aid of Lagrange multipliers a quantity R
is defined
q
q
»

R = I *n|a k | 2 + c - M I |a k | 2 - N) - M( I k l a k ' 2 " P' •

< 49 >

k=0
k=0
k=0
where P = |a p | 2 . The most probable state is obtained by maximizing
R with respect to variations of a k . By letting 3R/3|ak|2 = o, we
find
|a k | 2

1

=

.

(50)

The Lagrange multipliers are determined by
J
k=0

= N ,
*

+

(51)

**

I
T-^-r = p •
<52>
x +
k
k=o
"
From Eqs. (51) and (52) we find P = (q + 1 - AN)/V. In order to
find the most probable state for P, we should maximize R with
respect to P, which yields

thus

q + 1 - AN = 0 ,
/i = 0 .

(53)
(54)
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Fig. 25 (Left) Temporal behavior of multicascade with four waves
(three photons and one plasmon).
(a) Photon 1 amplitude vs.
time.
(b) Photon 2 amplitude vs. time. (c) Plasmon amplitude
vs. time. The initial amplitude was a j r = 1.0 and the others
zero. The time normalization is according to Eq. (5) and the time
axis is from 0 to 100 in this unit.
Fig. 26 (Right) Temporal behavior of multicascade with five waves
(four photons and one plasmon). (a) Photon 1 amplitude vs. time.
(b) Photon 2 amplitude vs.
time.
(c) Plasmon amplitude vs.
time. The initial amplitude and the normalization of time are the
same as in Fig. 25.
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-0.4

Fig. 27 Chaotic temporal behavior cf aulticascade with 20 waves
(19 photons and one plasmon). (a) Photon 1 amplitude vs. time,
(b) Photon 4 amplitude vs. time, (c) Photon 16 amplitude vs.
tine.
(d) Plasmon amplitude vs. time, (e) Entropy (negative)
vs. time. The initial amplitude and the renormalization of time
are tie same as in Fig. 25.
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Substituting Eqs. (53) and (54) into Eqs. (50) and (51), we find
|a k l 2 = — * — ,
K
q + 1
P = |a p | 2 = | N

(55)
.

(56)

This is simply the law of equipartition.
q

p

The entropy

?

S = I - |a k r 4n|ak|2

(57)

k=0
tends to the value S = -fN/(q + l)]in[N/(q + 1)] as an asymptotic
value. These theoretical predictions are reasonably satisfied when
the number of waves is sufficiently large
The case in Fig. 27 has
20 waves.
As we can see in Fig. 27, the waves quickly become
chaotic
The obtained average amplitude for each wave is close to
the value Eq. (55).
The entropy also tends to the steady-state
value.
B. Imperfect Beat-Wave Condition Due to Plasma Noise
Once a noise appears in the plasma density, it will contribute
to make the beat-wave condition imperfect. This has been under
study.
Consider two laser fields (1 and 2) with frequency and
wavenumber (uj.kj) and (wg'^g)E j sin(kjX - o)jt) ,

E g sin(kgX - ojgt) .

The longitudinal displacement (in the x-direction) fx is related to
the longitudinal electric field through Poisson's equation
(58)
The equation of motion for electrons is
dv
v
e

It = - „ ( £ + ; * § * ) •
where B z is the laser field.

dt2

^

m

Equation (59) can be cast into
U Bz

** me [h

+ f2Bl)

W

'

where superscripts 1 and 2 refer to lasers 1 and 2. The
of displacements is
eE

?vl =
,
y2

f

=

vl
*- cos(k,x - u,t) ,

eE
v2
~ ~m^ C

O S

( V - w 2 t) .

where k j , kg are the averages of kj and kg, and

K( e o )

'

derivative

(61)

(62)
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Let us write the displacement (which is a fluid quantity) as
f x (x 0 ,t) = A(t,x)sin[k p x 0 - wp(x)t + 9)
The nonlinear term on the right-hand
rewritten in terms of Eq. (63) as

side

(63)

(RHS)

of

Eq. (62)

is

RHS = 1- -£-) x {- - 2
2

•—-

EE2 (x)
2

x x tJ t

[e[ik2(x)-»2t] + e -i[k 2 < ) - 2 J]B 1 (x)sin[k 1 (x)x - o^t)) . (64)
k,(x)c
B, = f-2
w
2
|

where

]E. .
2

(65)

Thus we have
2 E E
RHS = —{k 2 (x)cos{kj(x)x - Wjt]sin[k2(x)x - wgt]
+ kj(x)cos[kg(x)x - o>2t]sin[kj(x)x - Wjt]} .

(66)

We write
kj(x) = kg(x) + Ak(x). We now time-average Eq. (62) or
Eq. (66) over 1/wj or longer, but less than 1/&U. obtaining
=

Is!Eil!Ak < [ e i[k 1 (x)-k 2 (xM« 1 -« 2 )t]_ c _ c _ ]>
2

m 2 "l«2

(67)

4i

Here note that the phase factor can be expanded
Bessel function

in

terms

= e i(Akx 0 -Awt) j. J 4 ( A k A ( t ))e i i I l £ A ( x > X 0-^p ( x ) t J + i i «'.
I

of

the

(68)

Going back to the fluid description, the equation of motion of
electrons is expressed as
= -Vp + n e E + n e (E t + - x B) .
C
Using the previous result [Eq. (66)], we have

Vm2

3n

l

—
Ak

4i

m

(69)

(70)
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where only the A = 0 term is taken.
continuity equation yield

Poisson's equation and the

5n.
,2
-iw - ~ = -2-J; (n o (x)v x ) .

and

(72)

We have then from Eq. (70)

n x
'x = ^7?
ii> Tl
g x 2 [l o<
°K >*J
' XJ
.2
— ^ ! _ ^(x) -i-£
A

4i

i

m

e iAKx-^

io.
j

/•.!./,(_

m

(AkA)

.

(73)

**

Multiplying by iu/nQm, we get
.

rv 2

o

,2
(74)

By recalling npv x = -^- E x , we have

.

(75)

This may be rewritten as

i

m

Jn • e " l A u t

w w

.

(76)

\z

Or in short we have

[.ii _rv 2 J I + ^ ] E

=s(x,t)

,

(77)

Std
3xa
where the right—hand side is a source term due to the beat-wave
effect. This is the main equation we want to consider.
If the source term is generated by the beat of two EM waves
and we cssume that the source term (x,t) dependence is by
S(x - Vgt)cos(Akx - Acjt), then we can simplify Eq. (77).
Let us
also assume

which

is

equivalent

to Eq. (5) for the uniform case.

That is to
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assume that tbe inhomogeneous structure moves together with the KM
wavepacket.
In the frame of laser pulse, we rewrite the variables from
(x,t) to ( x ' . f ) as
x' = x - vt ,
t' = t ,

where v = v g r = v p l l .

(79)
(60)

Then Eq

[(

ifr vp ^ )

rve

(7?) becomes

+

^(x

+

y .

= S(x')cos[Akvp - Au)t' + A k x ] = S(x')cos(Akx') .

(81)

An assumption that 6>p(x' + v p t',t') goes like o>£(x') is now made.
This means that the density ripple is moving with v . . perhaps
because it is assumed to be created by the beat of laser waves.
A
limiting case is analyzed. Equation (81) can be approximated as
t v p a x' + "p(x')]E(x') = S(x")cos(Akx'>

,

(82)

beeause v | «
c 2 and t' independence are assumed. To check the
known simple case when the plasma is uniform and the profile of the
laser pulse is a square case, let us further take

S(x') = S o [0(x) - 0(x-L)] ,
Akv

p = w p0 •

An exact solution to Eq. (82) is obtained:
s

sin(Akx-)

(O^x^L)

£kL—
2(Akv p ) 2

sin(Akx')

(x'^L) .

,

(83a)

P
P

E(x') '
s
V

__Akx__
__Akx__
22
2(Akv
v )

e

(83b)

Equation (83) indicates the secular growth of E(x') due to the beat
resonance, and then E(x') saturates when the source term is gone.
Let us now discuss a more general case. Here <x> (x'), S(x') do
have x'-dependence. We use x as x' from now on,
[v292

+

w

2(x)]Ex(x)

=

s<x)cos(

^x)

.

(84)

Define linearly independent functions of a homogeneous differential
equation
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such t h a t
k,n
1/2
x
rr2?]
cos(/kL(x-)dx') .
K
LW
0
k.n

with

k£(x) s -

E

1/2

v

—

v

E c (x)
(85).

p
and E s (x) are the WKB solution of the hoaogeaeous equation
The solution of the inhoBogeneous equation now becomes

E ( x )

j*dx-

=

0

S<x')eo,(/to')

[ £ ( x

,

) E( x )

_

E

( x

,

) E( x ) ]

( 8 8 )

v^W(E c (x'),E s (x'))

where the Wronskian it defined as

cos / k . d x
= k, (x) 7 — 7 - T X ~ T

s i n /k,«ix
+ k

L < x ' / „ / v/C A " k L0

< 89 >

Thus, Eq. (88) i s w r i t t e n a s
[x,

S(x )c^os(Akx

EC(X-)

- Ee(x) A x ' S(x )cj.s(Akx ) ^

^

^

k

1 '9

x

'

= E s (x) / d x '
S(x')cos(Akx') [—-——] ' c o s ( / k L (x")dx")
k
0
v2kL0
L'x'
o
/Xtx'

= ^ ~|—J2

S

^X^

cos[/ X (k L (x') - Ak)dx] .

(90)

We have now
E x (x) « / X dx'S(x')cos[/ X (k L (x') - Ak)dx"]

- S(x )[

—(x_)]
1/ x

We have to evaluate
Eq. (91).

cos[/ (k^(x') - Ak)dx' + —] . (SI)
0

the integral

in the argument

of cos

in
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In the first case the density is assisted to be linear near x r :

(k L (x) -

dx

where x r
is the resonance point.
replacing /dx' by L. Then we have
E

*<*>

(^)

- (

Equation (91) is evaluated by

^n)

(«L^)

•

<«>

where X^ = STT/IC^ is the wavelength of the plasna wave and L^ is the
characteristic
length over which the plasna frequency rises
significantly (= the density scale length). In this case finally
we have
E

(x)

4TTL

1/2

E (x) « S o - S - — {-—5)
2k L v2
kL

xr

eos[/

<k L - Ak)cx + 2] .
4

Q

(94)

As a second case, we consider a case when the density varies
stochastically. The density variation <5n affects k^ as ^^ — k^ +
We assume Gaussian variation of fik^ or 6a>p or 6n: i.e.,
= 6o)p/vp varies Gaussian .'.tatistics. Under this assumption, we
have <I5KL> = 0, «5k^> ^ 0. Equation (90) is averaged over random
fluctuations of the density:
E x (x) - -*-^r / X dx' S(x')cns[/X(kL(x')-Ak)dx]
2E V 2 o
0
L p

(95)

and the average becomes
<Ex(x)> « <cos[/ X (k L (x') - Ak)dx']>

(96)

Now let us take an example of a Gaussian average:
- <ei'^i6f
and

+

e - 1 ^ 1 6 ^ = e~<6<PZ>/Z COs<p ,

<6<pZ> = </ X k L (x')dx' / X k L (x")dx"> = x ^ f i k ^

where Ljj is the autocorrelation length for k^.

E (x)
2

dx' S(x')e"

L
2

(S7)

.

(98)

Thus we obtain

k<6kL>

**L>^

! -e-ihe^ 1 ^] .
<k

Here

(99)

L > v p L k« 5 k L >

^fik^ = /

dx<<5kL(x)5kL(x)> .

(100)
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We have now learned that the amplitude E z (x) originally given
by Eq. (83) is reduced because of the plasma density variations by
the following
Case I

Reduction by a factor of

Case II

\-l
Reduction by a factor of - (LLk<6k^>/2)

Here lsk<6kf> may also be written as (u^/4cZ)<6nZ/nf)>. Whether the
nonlinear saturation Eq. (11) comes in lirst or not depends on the
relative importance of the system nonlinearities and of the plasma
noise. More detailed discussions on plasma turbulence effects are
found in Horton and Tajima.
VII. LUMINOSITY
As
discussed
in the Introduction, an ultra-high energy
accelerator must be able to deliver increasingly larger luminosity
because the cross—section of collision events becomes diminishingly
small (a = Ecjjj) • See Fig. 28. In order to meet this demand we
face many difficulties. One obvious difficulty is the total energy
that needs to be supplied to the accelerator. Roughly speaking, in
order to increase the luminosity, more particles have to be
accelerated and at the same time individual particles now have to
carry
more energy.
Here, for simplicity, we focus on the
lepton-lepton collider first.
In practice the
hadron-hadron
collider might be more advantageous if the cross-section is larger
for these types of events; accelerating parts are similar.
AEAtifi

Fig 28 The asymptotic cross-section of
lepton-lepton collisions.

AE

cm
The luminosity for two colliding beams
region may be written as

Nff

with

one

interaction

(101)
2
i
where N is the number .if particles in one beam, f the frequency of
the beams, and a^ the radius of the focused beam at collision.
In
order to alleviate unreasonable demands for laser energy vi meet
both the high luminosity and the high energy requirements, from
Eq. (101) we are forced to have a high repetition rate (large f) or
small beam focal size (small a^) or both. The repetition rate of
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the beam bunch is determined by (i) the overall laser pulse
repetition rate and (ii) the number of plasma wave ridges per laser
pulse.
The first is governed by the laser capability of recovery,
and the number of pulses per second may perhaps not exceed 10. The
second is determined by the laser pulse length and the wavelength
of the plasma wave. If the laser pulse is 0.5 nsec and WQ/WJ, = 33
(plasma density 9 x 10 15 /cm
for a COg laser), the number f is
~3 x 10^/sec. If the same numbers are used with a KrF laser, f is
~8 x lO5/sec.
With the repetition rate f roughly determined, the only
parameter we can work with is the focal size of the particle beam
(beam radius a±)• I n particle beem optics it is well known that
the hot beam or high emittance beam is difficult to focus on a
small spot.
It is detrimental, therefore, to have hot (in the
perpendicular temperature) electrons (or ions).
It is known 1 * (also see Keil et a!. 60 ) that the colliding beam
machine will have two mechanisms of a fundamental physical nature
that potentially determine the maximum luminosity attainable. They
are
the beam
disruption and the beamstrahlung.
Both are
fundamental to the plasma properties. The physical phenomenon that
shows up in the highly focused collider beams is the beam-beam
(two-stream) instability. This is the beam disruption.
Thus the
beam disruption is primarily an electrostatic phenomenon. On the
other .hand the beamstrahlung is a collective synchrotron radiation
process when the counterstreaming beams pinch by self-magnetic
fields if two beams have opposite charge. Thus the beamstrahlung
is primarily an electromagnetic phenomenon. Beam disruption is
indicated by the disruption parameter D exceeding a value of the
order of unity. The condition for avoiding disruption is

eV

D E

< 1-10 .

(102)

<
*1
7*1

<p

p

where r e is the classical electron radius (e'/mc ), and Afc is the
particle beam length. Equation (102) shows that if the beam length
is small, the radius of the beam can be small without disruption.
The disruption parameter D can be rewritten as
? ?
1 i b a 'b
1 Ts 2

D . I - ^ - I ^ ,

p

P

,

(,03)

P

where <J£ = 4Ne /ym&~^l^ (the beam plasma frequency), Tg = i-jj/c, and
T
b = <VFor a proton-proton collider, it is likely that the disruption
effect is a more important factor than the beamstrahlung for a
process
that
determines
the maximum
luminosity.
The
disruption-limited luminosity is expressed by substituting D in
Eq. (102) into Eq. (101):

SB = **

=- f - .

(104)
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where
P
is the beam power, n^ is the beam particle density
before focus in the laboratory frame, and r is the beam radius
before focus. With condition Eq. (102), the luminosity, Eq. (104),
is expressed as
< 107mbr2fvre1

(105)

1

2—1

If we assume n D - 10 2 n p , the plasma density, f/'< nnpf tyre . This
indicates that the luminosity increases as n and f increase. As
is clear from our earlier discussion, the plasma density n p <* X ] ^
when WfjA'p * s fixe<l where X^ is the laser wavelength. This way the
luminosity goes like X~jj^. In the hadron machine the synchrotron
radiation is down by a factor of (M/m) from that for an electron
counterpart, where M/m is the ratio of hadron to electron mass.
Thus, even in an ultra-high energy regime the beamstrahlung is
unlikely to limit the luminosity in a hadron-hadron collider
On the other hand, in the lepton collider, beamstrahlung looms
as the most troublesome process at the focus.
Although the
beamstrahlung enhances the luminosity to a certain degree by its
pinching effect
on one hand, it will destroy the beam and also
loses
lepton
energy
off
synchrotron
radiation.
The
beamstrahlung-1imited
luminosity may be derived as follows. The
beamstrahlung parameter 6 is defined as the ratio of the energy
loss of the beam due to syncnrotron radiation to the initial beam
energy
(5 =

(106)
•ymc

Using
the magnetic acceleration dp/dt = eBg and
Bg = 2eN/a£ where £ is the focal length, we have
6 =

Ampere's

2e 4 B 2 - 2

law

(107)

3m 2 c 3
Eliminating N^ in Eq. (101) by using Eq. (107), we obtain
(308)
2
Experimentalists
would
like
to limit 6 < 10 .
Thus, the
luminosity becomes independent of the focal size and the number of
beam particles.
The expression Eq. (108) is also independent of
the laser
wavelength.
The
condition
for
an
acceptable
beamstrahlung parameter for experiments determines the number of
beam particles as
a2i
N 2 = (—*)(*) •
(109)
As the energy of the beam goes up, we have to reduce the beam
focal size in order to keep the luminosity Eq. (101) and the total
energy of acceleration t — NET) constant, where E is the energy of
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an individual particle and 77 the acceleration efficiency. It is
quite a technical challenge to reduce a. At the same time there
arise a number of physics questions associated with this. Some of
them have already been discussed, namely the beamstrahlung and
disruption. Let us first look at synchrotron radiation power loss.
(110)
# . mcy
dt
3 m2c3
m2c3
where dp/dt = C B Q and u c = eB/mc
A possible way to reduce the
synchrotron loss by self—pinch is to apply a longitudinal magnetic
field (see Fig. 29). Here the longitudinal magnetic field B t may
be either the external field or the enhanced external field by the
compression of trapped external fields upon pinch. To stabilize
beamstrahlung by B,, we need
3

v

(in)

lBt

where v^ is the electron velocity perpendicular to the propagation
due to BQ and v(j the parallel velocity. According to Eq. (107),
(112)
where we used
Ap, (a)

Bearnstrahlung

Toroidal field

_ — Br

Fig. 29 Self-pinching
of colliding beams and
possible cures.

coil

(c)

e Spin magnetization

-0

-3 -D

—
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From Eq. (Ill), we obtain the longitudinal field necessary as
B

2eN
t =

(113)

316

or in terms of the luminosity
Bt =

2e

(114)

For the kind of parameters listed in Table I, the necessary
magnetic field seems too high under present technologies.
A thought would be to use a spin-polarized electron (or
positron) beam so that the spin magnetization contributes to the
stabilizing influence against the pinching
(see Fig. 29c)
However, with Bohr's dipole moment jig = eR/2mc a very strong
degeneracy of plasma at focus is required under the parameters of
Table I. This is probably not easy to accomplish.

Table I Tentative parameters for laser accelerators
Lasers

KrF

CO-,

Wavelength (/Jin)
Energy/module (MeV)
Length of module (cm)
Accelerating gradient (MeV/m)
Accelerator length for 100 TeV
Number of modules for 100 TeV
Number of particles (per bunch)
Frequency f (bunch sec" 1 )
Luminosity (sec" 1 cm )

0 25
1 ,000
0.38
290,000
0 4
105
108
(BxlO 5 )
(2xlO 36 )

10.6
1,000
11
10,000
10
105

do8)

(3x10*)
(3xlO J4 )

Assumptions:
Pulse length (ns)
Repetition rate (sec )
Plasma density (cm )
Width of the pulse
Disruption parameter

0.5
10
8.5xlO 18
10
10

0.5
10
9.3xlO 15

100
10

Nunbers in parentheses need much more research.
It is important to make sure, of course, that an energy gain of
a particle due to accelerating fields is larger than an energy loss
of the particle due to other effects. One of the worries may be
that the laser electromagnetic fields may shake elecirons (or
hadrons) so that they emit and thus lose energy. It is convenient
to compare these in the particle frame (that is, plasma phase
frame). First the acceleration gain A E = cApy is given by
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dt

= ceE,, - a'licV

(115)

is used, where a' < l.On
where E|| is invariant and E|| = i
the other hand, the deceleration
'loss
due
to
laser
the
electromagnetic
fields
in this frame is essentially through
synchrotron radiation (radiation loss) and is given by
2

dt

2

mc

(116)

w h e n p ' is the particle momentum in this frame. The laser fields
and particle momentum are transformed from the laboratory frame
(without primes) to this frame (with primes) as
E'

= 7(E - 0B) = - E ,
y

B' = r(B + 0E) = 0 ,
and

(11?)

die)
(119)

p ' = y(p - fi 1) ,
(120)

' = y(e - /Scp) ,

E

where y and 0 are.the same as in Eq. (14). Important things to rile
here are that the transverse electric field E' is reduced oy a
factor 1/7 from the laboratory value E and that the laser magnetic
field B' vanishes. Thus the loss is calculated as
w
d

= 2
" 3

(121)

where Eg is the laser field in the laboratory frame.
Eq. (120) to Eq. (115) is

V.i=*?r-e^.
Wfl

3 „

The ratio of

(188)

Aj w p

where Eg = camiQc/e and <jg is the laser frequency.
The ratio
Eq. (122) is typically much less than unity, by many orders of
magnitude. Because of the closeness of the phase velocity of
plasmons to c, the energy loss due to the laser electromagnetic
fields turns out to be very small.
In addition to the disruption and the beamstrahlung at the
focal spot of the particle beams, the following problem may restrict
the luminosity. As we inject a high energy beam of particles which
are accelerated by the plasma electric field, this beam will emit
plasma oscillations due to the beam-plasma interaction.
This
process is in parallel with the Cerenkov radiation by fast charged
particles in a medium. Here the role of photons in the Cerentov
process is replaced by the plasmon emission. Such a process may be
looked upon in tfirms of Van Kampen's picture? '
The beam-plasma
instability tries to trap electrons in the inuuced plasma wave and
to slow down electrons if the beam is unimpeded. It would execute
trapping oscillations
in phase specs.
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In order to avoid this beam electron trapping and the slow-down
of the beam, therefore, the electrostatic field created by the beat
plasma wave due to the laser ponderomotive force has to exceed the
tendency of the trapping effect.
In nother words, the beam has to
run away the plasma all the the time by virtue of electrostatic
acceleration by the beat plasma wave. This may result in one or
both of the following. (i) The higher the beam density na is, the
stronger the tendency for the beem to slow down.
We may have to
reduce the ratio of beam to plasma densities nj,/np to mitigate the
beam—plasma interaction, thereby leading to a lower luminosity,
(ii) In order to exceed the "drag force" due to plasmon emission, we
may need a higher value of electrostatic field. This may lead to a
need for more intense lasers or to a lower value of o>o/o>p. Detailed
studies are called for here.
VIII. EXOTIC PROBLEMS
It is clear that many fundamental physics questions as well as
technical questions need to be addressed and solved in order to
realize an ultra—high energy accelerator. Some of them are related
to the unique nature of the present plasma beat—wave accelerator
scheme and some to general problems associated with very high
energies.
One of the difficulties arising from very high energy
accelerators is that of luminosity, as discussed in the previous
section.
Since reducing the beam focal size ;.s perhaps the only
approach to ever-higher energies, unique and
exotic
physics
questions can be encountered in these regimes. In this section we
speculate on some of these exotic problems
One of them is severeness of beamstrahlung. Beamstrahlung has
already become an issue in present-day lepton colliders such as SLC.
Since the beamstrahlung
increases very rapidly as the energy
increases, this can become a prohibitive problem, as discussed in
the previous section. It might be possible, however, to utilize
such beams (e e beams) to efficiently convert the particle energy
into high photon energies in turn. See Fig. 30. At the collision

beam profile

Fig. 30 (Collective) beamstrahlung and collisions of y-y at the
focus of a lepton collider.
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point the current-unneutralized and charge-neutralized colliding
beams produce an intense magnetic field Bg = 2eN/(at^) (easily
exceeding ML'), which leads to explosive pinching of beams. If this
process, including collective emission of synchrotron radiation as a
result of pinch, can occur in a self-similar fashion so that the
entire energy of beams is converting into y-rays, hopefully in high
frequency domains, a possibility of a y-y collider arises.
A
theoretical exploration of such a self-similar explosive solution
for the collective beamstrahlung would be interesting. If this does
not occur in a collective fashioi, we should use the Bethe-Heitier
formula for the y-ray spectrum:
da

where the photon cutoff frequency is u> = E/K instead of the
classical value of OJC = 3y c/p with p being the curvature radius of
leptons in B^ and E = ymc
and E' their energies.
Such a y-y
collider may have its own virtue for experiments because of certain
prohibited processes for lepton—lepton collisions.
In the following we present a speculative idea whose central
theme is a direct coupling of the macroscopic beam structure with
collective modes of the strong interaction
(the
quark-gluon
?ubnuclear system where the coupling constant g /Be ~ 1).
To be concrete, let us have two colliding beams of proton and
(anti-)proton or proton and electron. It is important to note that
for the incoming proton beam (beam 1) with the relativistic factor
yj = 10 the structural l-.igth £ of the counter-streaming proton or
electron beam (beam 2) is L,orentz-contracted by the yj factor in the
frame of the incoming proton betun,

I- = J- I ,
where £' is the structural length in the incoming proton beam frame.
If the structural length 4, such as the length of density modulation
of beam 2, is 10
cm (= 1 8 ) , the structural length SL' in the frame
of the incoming beam 1 is 10
cm (= 1 fermi) and the period of
modulation is SL'/c - 10
sec. Thus it is possible to collectively
excite the strongly interactive subnuclear system by the modulated
beam
The structural length i of 1 8 can be obtained by the Raman
backscattering of an electromagnetic wave or the wiggler magnetic
fields through the free electron laser mechanism.
When
the
counterstream beam 2 is protons (yg = 10 ) , we shine COg laser !ight
(wavelength 10 fj.) against the counterstreaming proton beem; when
beam 2 is electrons (y 2 = 10 ) , we impose wiggler fields with a
periodicity of 1 cm. Because of the Lorentz contraction of the
original electromagnetic (or magnetic) wavelength A, the wavelength
of the density modulation X' becomes, in the frame of beam 2,

i = A' = - ± - A .
2y2
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The wavelength should be ~1 cm for electron beams of yz = 10
and
-10 fi for proton beams of y% = 10 . In either case the beam density
at focus should be in the neighborhood of solid density.
Bjorken
has stated that the leading-order interaction in this
problem is the heamstrahlung, and excitation by the bunch is a
higher-order interaction. Even if this is the case, if the bunch
period I '/c is resonant with the collective period of nuclear
matter, such as the gluon
plasma
pariod,
then
collective
oscillations might be able to grow secularly in time. One of the
problems is that the transverse dimension of the beam is so much
larger than the size of the target nucleus that the photons in the
bunched beam may be far apart in the transverse dimension.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the crucial physical problems associated with
the laser beat-wave accelerator and its outgrowths. Since the
inception of the idea of the laser electron accelerator.4
many
studies have been carried out. It seems that the original idea is
still
viable,
tested
and
supported
by
computer
simulations
• ' •
and by a preliminary experiment.
The
concept needs much more study and many more experiments
to
substantiate, as we pointed out wherever the issues were raised
throughout the present paper.
A number of areas of development are called for.
The
development of powerful
lasers for accelerator purposes requires
emphasis different from that for fusion research. Although at the
moment gaseous COg laser technology is convenient for Ihe present
purpose, a shorter-wavelength laser such as a KrF laser may be
useful
for shorter machine sizes and higher luminosities (see Table
I). Since a high repetition rate for the laser is required, the
development of gaseous lasers or some other type may prove to be
more appropriate than that of glass lasers.
Glass lasers suffer
also from nonlinear optical distortion of the laser beam in the high
power regime, leading to an incoherent phase front. High efficiency
for the laser is essential because otherwise the total energy
consumption of the accelerator will be unrealistically large. It seems
crucial to have a very short pulse for the laser in order to avoid
various plasma instabilities. In this regard the progress toward
femtosecond pulses of COg lasers is important to pursue.
Although many studies have been carried out for intense
laser—plasma interaction,
they
have
been
primarily
target
experiments appropriate for the fusion study. Experiments with a
uniform axial density have to be carried out to study the intense
laser-plasma interaction in an environment necessary for the present
purpose. In terms of luminosity, when the beams are extremely
narrowly focused there will be technical questions of whether
mechanically we can collide them. In addition, the plasma density
at the focus will become so high that the usual gaseous treatment of
plasmas for beamstrahlung studies may have to be modified to include
high correlation effects in high densities. 16
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ABSTRACT
We study the inverse free electron laser (IFEL) accelerator and
show that it can accelerate electrons to the few hundred GeV region
with average acceleration rates of the order of 200 MeV/m. Several
possible accelerating structures are analyzed, and the effect of synchrotron radiation losses is studied. The longitudinal phase stability of accelerated particles is also analyzed^ A Harailtonian description, which takes into account the tHssipatlve features of the IFEL
accelerator, is introduced to study perturbations from the resonant
acceleration. Adiabatic Invariant; are obtained and used to estimate
the change of the electron phase space density during the acceleration
process.
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